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Memorandum to Clipping Service 
I write again at night*
X must apologize for the brevity of my note of this morning, 

appended to Lora's letter*
I reckon that X may get going early in the morning 

when a new dawn breaks, and accordingly, I must chat with 
you now.

-Four trips to ^renbourg today constituted most of my 
activity, save some physical exercise while there during eaoh 
visit. I am pulling most of the cotton stalks myself, thus 
keeping expenses down in order to have some cash When things 
which * oan't do by myself come up for consideration. The tap ro^ 
root, going down about a foot, makes pulling the darned things 
a little vigorous, especially whan I leave my working gloves 
at home, but some blisters are pleasureable when one strives 
toward such a pleasant situation.

The Peter ~etoyers are still occupying the house, and 
what with their**oattie all over the terraoe, there remains nothing 
for me to concentrate on save the uuit along the road wherein 
the lake will eventually appear. But as 1 shall not be able to 
plant"the Louisiana switoh cane until the traotors have filled 
in the low places and put the hard pan on the drive, 1 just 
keep to pulling cotton stalks, - and when i am done, l am 
sura the field that not seems so large, measured by the 
labor required, will seem altogether too small.

There was no mail today, so L have nothing to send 
along, and as yet, **r. Brew has not shone up, - and. it is 
so late, L fear he will net tonight, so 1 shall have to 
wait until tomorrow to read your note that came a day back.

Clemence was at the big house this morning when I passed 
bye, having brought the laundry, *>he says she is going 
full tilt-on the quilt, and finds it fairly difficult, finding- 
enough pieces to indicat© all the particulars appearing 
in the oridinal design. She mentioned a lamp and shade as 
gracing one spot in the garden, - in the design, I can't imagine 
why that ± is there. But of one thing I am quite sure, 
when Clemence gets through with the' thing, it will be some
thing quite out of this world, - and certainly nothing that 
Mr. Byrd would ever recognize as his child.
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I think I told you that Charles was here for the week end and 
that he returned -to «ew urleans when * • and Celeste drove 
down for the Sugar Bowl game. I think J. and Celeste 
returned toijigblhabout 8 o*clock, hut I am not- certain, 
although I thought the headlight might he their that cast an 
eerie light on the ghostly bananas on my front gallery, - when 
they turned in. Lt is my understanding that J. goes to 
Washington and Hew York on Friday on some kind of business, ana 
I am hoping his houth American jaunt will follow shortly after 
his return to Melrose, which will probably be about the middle of -j 
the week. 1 assume he will use a plane in both trips.

We have now reached the point where Christmas is 
slowly giving way to usual routine,-and the first of January 
is marked by ttye annual moving. In many cases people on the 
place move from one house to another, and people from other 
plantations move here and some from here move to neighborhing 
ones. I think Billy Sorter helped move Mrs. Slam Brown and 
all her children save "little Slam. The family is going to 
some place near Shreveport. "Little" Slam, ** now than
I am, will go to Alexandria. Peter Battiste left for Alexandria 
yesterday.* I look for him to return before the end of the week.
Peter went once before and remained 24 hours. City life was 

not. made for him. too, the'economic situation is
Alexandria is not so flourishing as it was in war timeswhen 
any little old plantation boy could pop into half a hunared 
cafes and find a job waiting for him All the _ camps in that 
neighborhood are closed, r Camp Claiborne having folded up 
on the 1st of January. She nearest one .now is Gamp Pol*-, - 
some 50 miles away,/and that is scheduled to fold on tne 

1st of February. War, meaning waist, has done much to keep 
Alexandria flourishing during these past few years when its 
military population was high* How that population is gone, ana 
plantation darkies will be ever so much more stable, I think, - 
what .with the "house with the golden windows permanently » 
blacked out.

It was good of you to share the Crignan letter with me, and I 
pray you never to inconvenience yourself on that score.
She*Las never intimated to me that she writes, BLe succeeded 
two days ago in putting la ^evAgne into a nervous stew over some 
minor plantation matter, - something about a cow, I think, and 
as a result la ^e igne is suffering from further neuritis, 
brought on by the disturbance. What a turmoil she likes to 
keep stirring. ‘ . .

I stumbled on to ifimer ^avis, on the American Broadcasting 
System, - at 9>15 your time, I think, on Tuesays and Wednesday, an
and I like him, ,

■“o more news at the moment, I do hope you are doing 
nicely and are sleeping as soundly as do those who are so much 
out of doors these days,....
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January 3rd, 194%.

Memorandum to Clipping Service:
I write again at night.

I rechon X have time to have a little conversation before
the air waves are cleared for Mr. ntitled^Unions" 8state of the Union. I reckon it might be entitled Unions .

^  insistently S S g !  \

and restful.

1 am delighted to know that you are^eeplng the ^ystone

s’s . wsa- sq/w £»~ ~than to symbolize a whole heap (of chateau., e ,.ag *
It was sweet of you to think of ^iss Nellie in jaggra to 

the Mason Slidell article, but 1 think I^hall save it ^ r e ^ a n d  
let her enjoy it, should she pass this way. together

H  s *i-«i rssi isru »»in regard to tnefarbiui«, u o it a H«iane was one and thefine Louisiana plantation homes, - Belle hexene was
other eludes me at the moment.

s ssr s s k s ^ & ’s .?.r::= a  -
having t99n a  6reatfriend of Thomas Jefferson at Monticelio.^

Well, regardless, Dr. Butler ^ ^ ' ^ “ “ teuhefahino^of 
You see Dunoan Kenner was a were boys they used to,Uoncorde, end when Duncan and hxs brother e o y . ,  'U l e d  wlth
spend their summers at Daurel ^i U V . h h “? ^ o t h h  was a aiSter in ir-tn folk, since Mrs. Mercer s motner waa a oxouox
“law of old Stephen ^inor, the Kenners used to come back to Daurel
Hill and so Dr; Butler speaks of them often and with great
admiration?° 1 am so glad you brought up that name.
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Before we had finished the mail, the plantation bell called 

My. Brew to his traotor and me to my cotton stalks, and so I 
am unable to enclose Mr, -Bachelier's letter which I had not yet 
read, but x assume it was something in reference to laying out the 
lake which he will help me with, perhaps next week.

Things went well in the clearing of the field today, and 
I knocked off only long enough to come over to the big house to 
chat with Dr, and Mrs. Knipmayer for a few moments just before 
dinner. Dr. Knipmayer told me that on visiting Peter Metoyer, 
the latter had told him that next week he would be living near 
Bermuda, That was interesting news. And latter or rather later 
this evening, on returning the cotton puller to Alfred, the latter 
told me that this morning Peter had afeked him to tell J. H. 
that ^eter was moving on the Sudberry place on Monday. So that’s 
the stbry. Accordingly, I took up the fence posts I had set earlier * 
in the week,, and from here on out, I shall keep my fingers 
crossed as 1 gradually hedge over on h.'s personal strip, 
and P shall make it a point to try to discourage anyone from getting 
too much of the river front that goes with that strip. Perhaps, 
if things turn nicely, the river front will be forgotten and we 
shall absorb the whole thing. *

As P worked .today, the picture of the place comes more 
clearly into my minds eye, - as to ® how it is likely to shape up, 
Unit *o# 1,, you may recall, is that section near the Bermuda Road 
in which I am now working. As it see it, - and this is a little 
remote, the water being introduced, - and the surrounding hedge 
of Louisiana switch cane, will somehow lend itself nieely for Great* 
ing a sub-tropical garden in that part, I had tought of“several 
pices !where bananas might thrive to advantage, but I now thinfc we 
might do well to plant‘them there.

Unit Mo. £., you may recall, is the section lying immediately 
to.the west of Unit/Mo. 1. as I see that at the moment, it is 

likely to take on a neat, semi-formal appearance, with the 
Moulin at the -“Orth end, and bordered parterres of vegetables 
laid out before the house, facing South, to ard the maison de la 
reine. Today I learned from the Madam that Paynie and Prances 
are planning a surprise gift of some camelia japonicas within the 
hejtt month or so. 1 might set* these along the bank of unit Ho, S, 
or perhaps set them in the center of the vegetable parterres.

And so we come to ^nit'^o. 3, - the terrace between la maison
oe la reine and Uncle Loorstoa's, * a rare combination,: you will
agree. But Unit Mo. 3,1 think, is going to be the knook-out, 

what with its plain tapis vert, the little white temple at the far 
end eventually, the surface of the river and "those heavenly hills 
of Holland" beyond I think of that greensward as the jewel of the 
whole business, - all green save for the temple and the magnolias.
And possible a big old heap of* butterfly lilies off to the left as we 
sit on the gallery. I reckon the gardenias will blossom to advantage
between Unit M0. £ and Unit No. 3, in close proximity to the maison
do la reine, since the shadows there will favor such a situation.
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■̂ rom this inimatable <(iminitable) sketch-below, I 
have tried to indicate the new proposed entraoe. You will note 
it begins at the Bermuda Road on the North side -of bnilt No. 1, 
but does not continue straight West to the ^iver, as originally 
conceived, but rather turns at right angles to separate Units 

No. 1 and No. E, thus giving Unit No. E a full river bank. I have 
indicated by a curious looking rectangle the relative position 
of a possible ^oulin, - charming, X should think, both as
view in the approach from the road, and as viewed from the
gallery of la maisson do la reine. You will also note that in 
following this drive between Units ,uo.. 1 and N0. E, - straight 
South to la maisson de la reine, one also has a rather private 
and seldom used exit drive from la maison de la reine directly 
to the Bermuda Road, - but exclusively an exit, and never to be 

used fdr entrance, as it will lead from the back of la maison de 
la reine, - in fact is a short cut, - and that is all, and for
no one but the master, mistress and servnats.

As I envision all this, I like to share the plans and Noughts 
as they come to mind, and X trust the constant harping on this 
theme does not weary you. As I pulled cotton stalks this evening, 
I realized as never before how luck ^ndre Le Notre was in having 
patrons like louis *lv, the Pope and the M n g  of England, sinoe 
cash and the withal to Txegin at the beginning and go slap 
through, without having to attempt such undertakings piece-meal, 
too often being forced to put the cart bef ore the horse, and 
thoping .to heaven that in the long run things would pan out al
right without too much duplication, too much over lapping, too 
much robbing Peteaj to pay Paul. But one-nice thing about 
going along slowly'and snatching at what is to hand and using 
it as best one may, it at least provides one with opportunity

give especial thought- to 
individual items. At the moment, 
for example, it would seem to me 
the "iny" mimosa might well be 
planted in Unit No. E, perhaps 

, , between le Moulin and the point
where the drive turns into the 

- West boundary of Unit No. 1.
« That whole -unit ought to be

~ < lovely, - a mimosa, some parterres 
of .radishes,, carrots, lettuce, beets, 
etc., a couple of sweet olive bushes 
and some oamelias, - not to mention 
some sort of a hedge on the Rast side 

and the sweet black locusts growing 
along the bank. •

»
/
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Sometimes, as I look backward, I gasp a little at things 

I have attempted, almost as though I had good sense. Anyway 
vou slice it! the present efforts are more daring and more 
at variance with the usual concept of the pracitcal aspect 
things than almost anyone could imagine. f

And yet, soraetobw, I have a feeling that the thing is 
g-oine: to work - somehow, — and yet by what means I am not a 
filler tain, iure it is’t^at "si fax, so good seems tote operating 
in this case, and up to the, moment, we have made the most 
of what we had at haEd*. How the buildings will be erected how 
the water system will be established, how the funds to maintain the 
thing will appear, it is all pretty much among the imponderables, - 
and yet - wild as the undertaking would, seem to practical men, 
it seems perfectly logical up to now and every reason to assume 

that the progress being mŝ de may somehow snowball into funds 
for putting on the finishing touches. If it turns out half as 
well in the planting as 1 think it will, " J^at 6 in
I shall be able to swing, - then the beauty of tne spot is 
likely to start a trickle of gold from one direction or another, 
a^d faith that this will be so is, sufficient to trying to effect 
the lovliest kind of a setting, - and regardless of what may result, 
it is a piece of tax exempt property whiQh will require nothing save 

my gardening efforts for the present, and if comfort comes for 
the next logical enjoyment, then that will he nothing more 
than a seemingly logical progression.

wome people- say that Beauty must always be charged off as 
an expense, whether it be for landscaping or a hir-do. wall,“ reckon we can charge off the past few years as an expense in lime,
but the landscaping, save for .digging the lake and filling up e
gouges in the bank, are the handiwork of God, likewise
responsible for the fertility of the soil :and the mildness of the
climate. And from that point on, I can see no reason why
Beauty, in the case of arenbourg, should, instead of leinfc listed
as a liability, might well be arranged so as to be entered as an asset.

If it must be .shared with others to effect such a balance, 
then well and good, for I think it can be made to do so. But 
if circumstances develops in such a fashion as to make any tnought 
of others as a necessity unthinkable, well, then so much the better.

But no matter how the thing turns, arenbourg will be Arenbourg, 
and sooner or later, 1 sincerely believe, it is going to mean almost 

■ everything to those who flove it, - not only iox itself but for 
what it stands for«;«••«••«•••
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January 4th, 1946.

Memorandum to ^lipping service:
« ■ - f *Only a brief note tonight, 1 think. <

*• ' 1 > ^ v' ■' ' ' ' "■

The enclosure from Mrs. Lester I thought quite sweet, 
it was in response to a single sentence.I sent her on her 
husband*s death. I must say it seems a lot more perosnal thaii 
some of these printed acknowledgements that sometimes come 
to hand* * !

fhepe was a letter from Bora today, but as I did not 
catch up with Mr. Brew,,what withchim on a tractor some place or 
other and me in the cotton.patch, all correspondence incoming 
had to be set aside until the morrow, when I hope to aatch up 
with M*. Bachelier's note and one other item, as yet being treasured.

All day, as I contended with the stalks, Peter's boys, - 
T. $., Peter Junior and Wilson, - were busy taking.down their 
fences, - a prooeedure that pleased me no end,- for it rather 
makes less definite the several lines of demarkation between us and 
the personal strip of **. H.

Just before the latter took off this morning, he asked me if 
I didn't want a tractor to disk up the cotton field. I demurred 
with thanks, saying that I would hold the offer for another sitting.

• He flies to Washington tonight, and thence to Philadelphia and 
Hew York, and so back her on Tuesday,  ̂believe. If he would only 
start out for wouth America, that would please me ever so much, - 
his inability, to sit still five minutes is so indicative that he 

needs to get away from where ever he may find himself for a little 
while at least.

Somehow x manage to squeeze in Brother between dawn and 
Arenbourg time, and although he doesn't aare much for the 
arthrimetic we are doing, still the hot ohooflilcate is a drawing 
card and the sittings are a little shorter, which is also an advantage 
for brother. His papa, Ing Hunter, dropped by to see me for a 
moment this noon. I had tought to grab off a couple o*f seconds of 
shut-eye before the plantation bell, but that possibility flew out 
as king came in. We chatted about nothing espedal, king just wanted 
to say B0wdy and to ask if anything was a-keepin' me from getti g 
down his way these n ghts. I reckon all the families down there 
think I must have jumped them since whristraas.
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Tonight, i have done quite a few letters for various people, 
and it is too bad T did not make a oarbon of one or tow of them,

^am Brown's aunt, - Lelia Goins, of Aacorss, Florida is 
sending him a ticket to pome and visit her. He is accepting, and 
the letter of acceptance was colorful and quite good.

Bam Peace's wife has been staying in Alexandria for some weeks, 
and he writes her, upbraiding her fô r not coming back as 

promised. He also, even if she doesn t come back, wants her little 
boy, - Herman Brown, familiarly stylpd "ShotieM. The latter is 
about 5 or 6 and ^am is crazy about him, Bam Peace always has so 
much difficulty with his wifes. You may have heard that it was he who 
once shot and killed a man, over some difficulty in the domestic 

department, although the actual shooting was in accordance with 
some remark of •u,, busy at the time wit Income Tax figures or 
something, who casually remarked, paying little or not attention 
to what ^am was complaining about; "For ^eaven's sake, why don't you 
just go and kill the fellow”, - and to J. H.'s astnishment, - 
a few minutes later, ^am returned, put 0. H,!s revolver on the desk, 
calmly remarking; "■“■nd den, I done done whats you say do,"

‘̂ell so things turn, and am going to fold up at the.stroke 
of t e clock, which will be hitting out a lick in just a minute.
Sorry for such a dull letter. Perhaps x shall make a better go at 
it next time. .... « * ♦

1 5 8 5

January 6th, 1946.

Memorandum to flipping ^erviae;

I hope you heard the invitation to learning, - the 
Book of ’.Revelations, *

t ' ’' ' . .

The Chairman, UqI. Smith, is from Chicago. As 
opposed to his two guests from Hew Ydrk, or rather with them, 
he illustrated perfectly the feelings of antipathy which is 'fi ? 
so often manifested between citizens of pne section of the country 
, and another.

Either by Mature or -design, Gol. Smith in sticking to an 
argument rather than a discussion, 'annoyed this listener and prevented 
partically, - although possibly'he hoped therebye to inspire, the 
others from keeping up a flow of wisdom and a delightful and 

* valuable flow of ideas as was illustrated so beautifully in the 
two recent Invitations, whereon ^orothy Thompson at one sitting 
and ^va LeOallienne at another, contributed so much for the 
average listener.

As I see it, the' representatives on the present hoard were 
searching for pearls of wisdom.’ The two representatives from the 
older, - Eastern, - civilization, sought these pearls by examining 
the various fields of oysters broadly, and then turning over the 
invididual shells in their search for the jewel of great price.
Col. *mith, using a typioal Chicago breeziness, however,rdisturbed 
his listeners by sounding off with the impression that there weren't 
any pearls to be found anyway, and then proceeded to cover the 
fields, not by thoughtful examination, but by a series of explosions. 
Perhaps his idea was that dynamite would blast Hell out of the 
oyster shells and that the pearls, being of harder gudfcx stuff 
would naturally fall to earth after the clouds of dust, caused 
b y ‘shattered shells, would fall to Sartfc.

In a way, Col, Sm th fell into the category of la Grignan, 
who, 1 am quite sure, never having found‘anything that was quite 
right, will, when stepping into Heaven remark; "Well, it's all ri*ht 
of , course, if you like it. But I don't, t+*o » 6It's too perfect,"

Aĵ d, of course, if she discovered a lack of'perfection, she 
would immediately declare that the whole t ing was a hoax and not 
what it has been cracked up to be, since there is an obvious 
absence of perfection, - the fone thing she would claim about were 
the latter state to exist, n So there is uol, ^mith and his 
associates, or rather versus mis associates, and 1 liked the program 
for giving me somebody who seemed made to play the Beast, just 
as the Book of Revelations had described as forever being present.
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From the enclosure, you will notice with satisfaction that 
Dora has apparently touched rockwfc-botton, and accordingly is on the 
rise again, This gives me great satisfaction, and while I 
attribute the reverse to many factors, I must say that X honestly 
feel that not the least of these is the fact that he had the pleasure 

of hearing from you both in direct message and in indirect expression, 
as illustrated by the magazine of which he speaks. May I 

/ remark upon another star that accordingly must be glowing in your 
crown, already so brilliantly illuminated.

As for myself, I must say I know just how L0ra feels. For 
while I haven t been depressed on the spiritual side, I have been 
a little tired physically, and the several messages, - and 
their form as been-so varied, have worked tfonde's to give me 
greater vitality and no end of physical rest and comfort, thanks 
to the rich food which both the inner and outer man has been provided 
with to feast upon.

It has been so noble of you to write at times when writing 
at best was an excessive chore, - what with all the other demands.
And to hand has come the Gentury, being saved for our library, 
and the Indians, which are still with me in part, but like the 
original ^ed Men of Amerioa, are most certainly "a vanishing race*.

Aside from their excellence of taste, the thing that struck me 
with a bang was the fact that pecanes and sugar had traveled from 
Louisiana to Dew *ork for your delectation, when' LoJ as Madam Beaumont 

would remark, they were worked over mightily, and now have come 
slap back to their point of origin. Noble again do I say was your 
generosity, and the richer am I for* it, but if only you had 
used just a little of them for your own enjoyment'.

. fha Indians came in yesterday’s Saturday's) post at 
10 a.m. I, left them in a secret place at the store, as I headed 
up the road toward Arenbourg. Aft first dusk-dark, I piloted the 
Madam upstairs from supper, and then;, as always, made believe I was 
going to my house to feed my*oats, etc. In reality I headed out 
for t e store, and returning, ran into a figure in the shadows cast 
by the withered banana plants. It was Fugabou, waiting to see me,
And so we went to my house, poured the last two wine glasses of* ^
Christmas port, and together sampled the Indians, mixing up 
Indians and tractors andL. L. and Arenbourg all in a brief but 
wholly delightful sitting. Somehow I felt it So fitting that ? 
she culinary jewels from your craftsmanship should be so inter
mingled with the talk of ploughs and disks and plantings and negroes,

Ci V •  Vt V- ' ' ri ‘ ■ v; • .: ■

In SO minutes, Fugabou was on his way and I was back at the 
big house to sit until 7:30, when the lady, seemingly sagging 
slowly, folded up her beard,

I had finished with the cotton stalks arid although a little weary, 
thought it time to drop by and see how Glemenoe was making it.
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And so down the road I headed, a fading moon to my baok, and 
a billion stars reflecting In the little glimpses I had of the
calm surface of *ane ^iver.

I found ^lempnce and Jackie sitting before a fire, - purely 
decorative, ’as the night was warm. Someone had picked up 
Clyde Claude and taken him to the movie up the road, and 

* King and his wife'and gone two. .(too). This, of course, left 
* Jackie and ^lemenoe with'half a dozen small children, who

were 'Sitting about the fire, quiet as mice, but soehow exuding 
t a feeling of as much sprightliness as one associates with such 

little animals. Only Brother was seemingly docile. He sat beside 
me very quiet. One or twice he slid down from his chair, went 
out on the gallery, - and although I did Not hear him, I am quite 
sure he vomited soundlessly, and then returned and noiselessly re
sumed his place along side of me.

Just once * reme* ̂ ' eeing a ma. who could be seasick with
grace. He .was a

(one hour interval, - the ribbon having flown, the trap)

Only once do x recall having seen anyone who could be seasick with 
grace. Mr# Clark of Montana, was once crossing on the same boat I was 
on, and he cpuld move the the rail in.a storm, do what seemed inevitablem 
and resume his deck chair in a manner that Lord Chesterfield at Bath, 
amidst all the elgganoe of 18th century, could not have accomplished 
in the ordinary contacts with the "beau monde" of his day. And now here 
is six year old Brother, duplicating -*r. Clark, and I marvel at the 
one as do the other.

Well, we sat about for an hour, gossiping about one thing or 
another, and finally x looked over some of the latest accomplishments 

-of the brush, - a Santa ulaus, - black as the ace of spades, for 
one thing, - coming.down a chimney, which was altogether extra
ordinary, And then we took a gander at the Melrose quilt. Some 
big old red - red trees are balancing a red chimney or two, » three, 
in fact, come to think of it, for in reality there are but two 
dhimneys on the big house and one of those can't be seen from 
the front.

In the somewhat dim ray of the lamp, and because of its position 
over the backs of a couple of chairs, * didn't get a very good look 
at the quilt, but believe you me it will be far different in feeling 
than anything ^r. Byrd ever dreamed up. Old Africa is going to 
spread all over the thing, and it is either going to be perfectly 
awful or perfectly wonderful, and for the, life of me I can't say which 
at the moment.

t
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Another interruption, and hours have flown by, and 
I must get this headed out in your direction.

Sam *eace has asked me to write Ayle , saying 
that &am is leaving Melrose and would ^r. Lyle please 
get him a job in Hew uileans. ^ow that is courage, 
born of ignorance of the requests®, or I’m a Chinaman,
I shall write ’the let'ter, - or rather have written it, 

but will send it along with an explanatory note, which 
will be precisely like singing x psalms to a dead mule, 
as someone inelegantlyly expressed futility at one time 

or another.
I must also drop ^r. Bachelier a line, in response to 

his request to let him know when Arenbourg comes to hand. 
And what with tractor about to roll, 1 reckon I should be 
advising h^m accordingly

I ’m afraid this is another of those interminable 
letters with which you have been too cursed of late, but 
I have so longed to talk with you 0n a hundred different 
subjects. <

But before closing, I must congratulate you on 
your stand whereby you terminated you decision with •• 

one great big, ’’punkt". May 1 congratulate yon.
And thanks for, telling me of Nevis's indisposition, 

and for recalling 330 West 4Lnd Street, - which i had 
forgotten. I must write her a line,and thank her for 
her °hristmas card. What with Dora-appearing to be 
on the up grade again, perhaps we can think of something 
•that will set Nevis in that direction. . , ; —  « £ V

Life is exhilarating today as we lay the foundations, 
albeit it merely floral, for tomorrow.,.*,.. < j

January 7th, 1946.

Memorandum to ^lipping Service:
Now slap off at the beginning, let me state that i have 

nothing of moment to mention, so that if you are pressed for time, 
you will have missed nothing if you consign this at once to the trash.

iTrom last evening’s drizzle, the weather developed into a down
pour during the night and it has rained all day.

x hate to remark upon it, but the ditches along the Bermuda 
Hoad and the adjacent fields look much too much as they did last 
April 1st, - the day on which all the excitement of high water along 
the middle of the month ensued. B hope ,this deluge isn't quite so 
generalf especially to the immediate north of us, for that would 
set the Hivers and ^arbors boys in Congress to talking about 
fixing over ^ d  Biver and sending boats up and down Cane *‘iver, which 
we really don t need.

In spite of the rain the Beter Metoyers moved half of their 
duds this norning, but did not remove their household ^oods. It 
seems that on Saturday or Sunday they took ^eter himself to the Veteran 
Hospital in the Alexandria neighborhood. He was a 1917-1918 soldier,
and last year the hospital told-him he should remain in that 

Institution, - which he did not do, of course, I think this 
will be his last trip, for I feel sure that when he returns to 
Cane Aiiver, it will be to the graveyard,

I am so glad that his wife, along with the three stalwart youths, 
and the other children are moving up the road on the Sudbury place 
where her two'brothers live, '-̂he stalwart youths will be able to 
make a living in the manner to which she has been accustomed and 
she will be relieved of the worry over her husband’s health, and 
he will be happier when removed from a situation in which he had 
no hopes of improvement.

I saw Bugabou foi: a moment this afternoon. He was working like 
mad at the garage to get his little tractor in order, with a view 
of getting it to work on the terrace as soon as the Beter Metoyer 
hogs are been driven away, ^heir departure is paramount, of course, 
since leveling the terrace would mean but' an invitation fo'r them to 
start routing, necessitating the work to be done all over again.'

»
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After finally folding up this machine last night, I made 
a quick raid on the ice lox at the big house, bringing back a 
big old tall glass of cold milk with me. Butting it on my 
night table, X edged three or four Indians along side, and thus 
magnificiantly fortified, I took my Sunday night radio programs 
flattened out, - with a banquet fit for the Gods.

Somebody brought the Madam some.kind of a cake from New Orleans 
or Alexandria or some such;place, and she in turn gave it to me. It 
is surprising how generous 1 am with it, handing out huge pieces 
to one friend or another as they pass this way. It is equally astonish 
ing how stingey I am with the Indians, for while ± salve my conscience 
by telling myself that I did share a couple with "ugabou, still the 
others who pass this way are just getting the old Orescent ^ity 
number, not a crumb of which have I wanted to sample, — contented 
as 1 am with something altogether superior to anything that < 
could come out of- a bakery. Thanks again for all these gastronomic 
delights, and tonight 1 shall duplicate Sunday night’s lay-out.

While regretted today’s downpour, in a way I was rather 
glad of it, for during the past week I had slowly discovered that 
I had a whole flock of muscles and joints 1 didn't know existed before, 
what with a very very vague cold settling in the somewhat over
exercised ligaments that“had b"een kept fairly steadily in motion.
Today's respite put everything back in order, and so, if the 

morrow be fair, L shall be able to tackle whatever comes up with re
newed vim and vigor, and shall probably accomplish the more.

There are little straws in the wind, suggesting that well 
before her birthday on the 14th, the Madam is likely to have slumped 
into the annual indisposition, - eating between meals that dis
courages a healthy desire for-food at meal times, fussing at the 
house girl about unimportant details, etc,, etc. A few days of 
sunshine might help to put things back on the right track, some 
visitors that would take up slack time, etc., might help out.
There would be an improvement, too, if ^am -°rown would take a vacation, 
as he plans to do shortly, for he is slick at muddying the waters 
without seeming to disturb the surface That feature during the 
past year has frequently kept her upset, for her acceptance of his 
inuendoes at the expense of other servants tends to ruffle her 
attitude toward them. It reached a point last year where I could 
demonstrate it clearly to h. and bam was put in the field with 
the other day hands, but like many a successful business man who 
hasn't time for such considerations, or who tend to brush them 
aside as of no importance, a . lets him return to the house where 
the good work starts all over again, - and it ends up with the need for 
a nurse, etc., etc. bo things turn in these parts, and I am hoping 
the present straws in the wind tell but a mild breeze a-stir and 
not an impending tornado..,..

r
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January 8th,*1946.

Memorandum to Clipping Service*
Again I write at night.
lour nice letter with clippings to hand in this 

morning’s .mail. I caugftt hold of Mr. Brew long enough to 
read the Memorandum, but as he was taking off for sohool, - 
imagine the tractor driver and all, going to school, -

I have saved the clippings for the morrow.
•

x am of course jus,t as enchanted as you that Dame 
Eleanor is a member of U.N.O delegation. One nice thing 
about the Roosevelt reign was the inner feeling of satisfaction 
that whatever they did or however they re-acted, the reaction 
would .be quality all the way through. 1 feel the same way about 
Dame Eleanor representing us in hondori. She will give a couple 
of twists th things, as they oome up, - be they large or small, 
that we may be sure she will handled both adroitly and humanly, 
and that the good will of her own good heart, no matter what 
the oirGumstance, - will shine all the way through. In a flock 
of circumstances, probably, the people will get a jolt, - 
the Europeans, I mean, for never has any country ever sent 
forth a woman of such distinction andbigness of heart, I presume.

I think the United States, - the world, - should be con
gratulated on the fact that such a person oi character is their 
servant and the Nation should feel proud, X think, that 
other peoples may get the idea that we have a few such heroic 
soul$ in our midst. ^ • .

The Tilloah News, in its several details was very illainat- 
ing. I hadn't heard about the Brentano business, nor did I 
know that la ^pecht was in that organization. It must have 
seemed a strange set up to everyone while it lasted.

As for the sequence of his. original seeming failure of 
memory in the matter of Egon speaks volumes, of course. Some
how there is a kind of selfishness that I seem to detect, - 
or perhaps it isn t so much selfishness as an absence of any 
feeling at all, save for his immediate family. If 1 live to 
be a thousand, I shall never eradicate from my mind the 
absence of an warmth of feeling as was so glaringly, so 
oalously demonstrated when a niece first came to this country 
and had the misfortune to land, - albeit it momentarily, in 
that household.
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But let's turn to pleasanter subjects, and just to 

show that I can't do so, I must say slap off that when 
I view the ^errace at -urenbourg this afternoon, it look 
precisely like a Battlefield, immediately following a
skirmish,• »

It has been raining for the past two or three days, but 
it ceased for a few minutes this afternoon, and so 1 dropped by, 
fortunately being shod with boots,

I’eter, having gone to the Veteran's Hospital, the family 
remains at Arenbourg, being detained by the rain, for they 
don t want to move their mattresses in a downpour,

A gleam of sunshine shot across the terrace. There were 
millions of little shell holes, - seemingly, eaoh about 
a foot in diameter, and filled with water. In the red glare of 
the* setting sun, they looked like pods of blood. There 
was all kinds of evidence of destruction. The picket fence that 
has surrounded the house up until now, had* been bashed down, im
probably to be used as firewood. Whole sections of it were 
gone. Uncertain* sections wai-vered uncertainly at 90 degree angles. 
A huge wagon whelL lay flat on the ground. What with the 
setting,* it might have been from a destroyed canon. Dozens 
of pieces of iron,* - some in bars four feet long, some in 
smaller sizes and* varying shapes, were scattered helter-skelter 
among the little “pools of red liquid. Somebody had smashed down 
the steps to the front gallery. The dying embers of a fire 
sizzled against the trunk of an old fig tree, hard by the house. 
Hmpty cans, broken bottles, pieoes of harness and all things 
imaginable and unimaginable of the abaoadabara of departed 
cohorts littered the premises. In short, .the place was a mesa.

If the rains cease on the^orrow, the people will probably 
move, I Hope the fig tree isn t dead, - they are pretty hard to 
kill. As for the picket fence, I was going to take it down 
anyway, and as<for the steps, I was going to remove them when I 
dropped the floor gallery of wood and substituted a briok pavement 
on the ground. As for the rest of the hodge-podge, I shall 
spend tomorrow, if the rains cease, in collecting all the 
junk, piling the iron in one heap.and whatever else in another.
I shall make it all serve to some purpose or other,-and what with 
a cistern at the old raggedy house needing to be &± filled in, 
and plenty of embryo bayous along the terrace to be treted in 
a like manner, all this assortment will find a place where it can 
be used to advantage. It is to be hoped that something of the 
house will be left, too, but that is only a detail, of course.

Alright, I think I had better begin folding at this point. 
There is a glass of milk on my night able and some Indians 
awaiting my immediate attention. I shall,digest the news the 
better because of what will accompany it., - thanks to you....

.
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January 9th, 1946.

Memorandum to ^lipping Service: 
g As of today, Arenbourg is ours.

i write again at night, with not much to say, save the 
above statement which although brief, means much, 1

Yesterday's rains ceased during the night but the 
sky remained overcast today and the wind was chill.

I saw h# early this morning, - I think he drove in 
from Shreveport where his plane landed at 5 a.m.

^e said he had a good trip from a business point of 
view. wonfidentially, - and the balance of this paragraph 
is confidential, he found Stephen looking very white and 
although Stephen was scheduled to have a determining check
up at Walter Aeid today, and while the findings will be 
that he is not recuperated as yet, he will probably not be 
permitted to resign, what with the heavy demands on his 
particular branch of the business now existing. It is 
thought that he may get down here for a short visit this 
month. *lso, ana very confidential, he is being constantly 
bombarded by Uenerai motors to resign from his post and 
take over some job with that organization. It is thought 
that he will continue to resist going into business.

After my chat with *̂. , I wended my way toward Arenbroug,
a big old fence post hole digger over my shoulder. I was 
determined to set a few fence posts, running ~'orth and South 
between Alfred's line and our old raggedy house, just to 
suggest a frontier line mid way between the road and 
the river in H.'s little strip, should anyone ever 
be put in the house on that strip. I made the posts look 
very artistic and very old, some leaning at one angle and 
some in another, ^hile thus engaged, ^adam ^toyer came 
over from the other house to ask me if they might take with 
them whatever remained of the picket fence surrounding their 
former house and if they might take the chicken coop.
They could, - and with my blessings.
They were still moving this afternoon when I returned.
The house, now relieved of its meager furnishings, seemed 
smaller than I had thought, although it should have seemed 
larger, and in spots it was not so good as I had anticipated, 
and in other respects somewhat better. I think it is 
worth saving and that it will not require too much labor 
so far as turning it about, fixing up the roof a little, 
putting in a couple of window panes and jacking it up on

!
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one side.

But that is something for later. First off, and 
this will he tomorrow, X shall begin taking down the fences that 
clutter up the terrace, cutting the black locust, elms and 
pecanes that likewise disfigure it and start tearing 
down the barn that has no reason for cluttering up out 
view of the river. I reckon kittle Mng, who has been very 
faithful, may help me with the latter project, and perhaps 
Mr. "rew will also give us a hand.

The barn is covered with an old tin roof. I shall 
save the tin and use the pieces to box in the gaps in the 
terrace, down at the water line, so that dirt may'be poured 
into those place and not float away on the tide, thus straight- 
ening the line considerably.
. v; ■ i ■ 1 ' ■-

Surely all tl ese details must sound duller than dish or 
ditch water and a*bout as clear as mud, and I shall cease 
this recital forthwith. After all there is some point 
in keeping you abreast with developements, but all this 
endless enumeration of details exceeds the limit in taxing 
your good nature.

t

Besides, X want to say how much I enjoyed the 
Christmas columns by Dame Eleanor which I have read with 
the greatest pleasure, I think the picture she draws of 
the holiday season at nyde Dark this year, - in view of 
the event of last -april lkth, is unusually touching and yet 
there is a charm about it and a color that is delightful.
I am so glad you shared these with me, and X must remark 
too that her reference to former celebrations on the place 
with the people always being invited for whristmas Eve 
reminds me. that the 5 minute summary of the news at 
1;55 p.m., a couple of weeks back referred to the royal 
party given at- Buckingham by the King and Queen for the 
household staff, and how the Princess Elizabeth steppd out 
into a dance with a page, and it seems to me the X»ing led off 
with a cook or a, seamstress or some such and the wueen with 
a cook or a butler or some such. It all sounded so gay and 
so nice and so suggestive of old time Christmas donw this 
way.

The enclosure from ^iss Hobina isn't especially interesting 
although she does metion the Dormons; What impressed me 
much was her reference to last Sunday’s invitation to ^earning 
and how differently one person re-acts to another in Education.
I guess I didn’t learn much about revelations as a Book of 
the Bible, but it* seems to me the' half hour was very well 
spent in what it taught me about people, - those who were 
participating....

< If A  , i 1595

January 10th, 1946,

Memorandum to ^lipping Service:

Again at night.
Your nice long letter of two pages to hand, -lay I 

congratulate you for your industry but conjure you to conserve 
strength during these busy times.

It was kind of you to confide your reaction in regard to 
Benjamin Chase of ^antua. I am of the same opinion. I am 
under the impression that enough material is already at hand for 
merchandising. Perhaps additional manuscripts might tent to 
glut the market. If anything on the counter should move in the 
near future, we can then bring up additional raw material.
Otherwise the present stock might just as well remain on the
°helf for reference at such a time as the counter may be
cleared. It is nice to know that we arrived at identical conclusions

A better understanding of people, or more precisely, the 
better X understand any individual, the better X like it, whether 
it be in regard to either their positige. or their negative virtues.
I have always liked his ever so much, - all save one puzzling 
morning when we had *to drive some visitor into town, about mi - 
way during his stay at ^elrose. on that morning there was an 
evident depression, - § never knew the occasion, - but as -L recall 
we drove to town rather swiftly, with a lady sitting between us, 
and conversation was scant and a little strained. Later tha day 
the skies cleared and everything was as dver. naturally J- never
asked the reason, since it was none of my business, save that we 

‘ were friends, and X should have been delighted to have done 
anything, - had anything been available for me to do in such a case, 
but X am wondering if the recent holiday depression might have been 
a duplicate, although X think hot, - whatever the former might have 
been, for X think the present one may have been based on a 
financial matter. Under the circumstances; l am certainly glad than 
in the two instances when a Check has been forwarded to me, - • 
one was in partial payment of the openings from the Jean Baptiste 
house and I don t recall the other, - 1 have always retured the same 
with thanks, explaining that somehow the things had been set le 
in advance of the receipt of the check.

Occupying a house at -“-renbourg, X think he would be a very 
delightful companion, and 1 hope eventually, if he does, that 
degressions may be ever so infrequent. - -
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with tii© chill weather slid th© rains continuing, I 
only passed by -renbourg twice today, and mad© no attempt to 
do. anything under such adverse circumstances J ^
Hinton with me on my second go-round . He Jmhs I carinot 

twist the house a little more from straight ’est to -outh^est 
without it falling apart, for it is not of sturdy construction.
But sinoe it is a small small house, and since Ihave gre»t 
faith in Fugabou's opinions in such doings, especially where ever 
his little tractor is concerned, 1 shall rely on his good judgemen .

The battlefield aspect still obtains; - two iron bedsteads, 
the hood covers of three old Fords, five Tims of big old wagon 
wheels and innumerable,old rusted out wash tubs being some o,. the 
things 1 noted in today s visi'f as ^racing the terrace,
Home garden pieces, if you don t mind:

The enclosed letter from Mr. Bachelier is of no especial 
interest hut it will keep you abreast with what is doing, a s  
he did not come today, - being bogged down on kittle ”^ ® r’ Ii.®gPP°E8 
I shall expect him about Monday, and we shall get to work on his 
little instrument for formal gardening.

* Mv patient seemed unusually feeble today. She stooped astonish
ingly ana her feet dragged a little as she alked, although she came 
aotnltSrs lor supper.bbI did much boosting on the way back up 
stairs. I think it really took us a full five minutes to make 
the stairs going up, surely 1 had Let er begin pushing tie 
Hot'Springs idea forthwith.

#-*■

I would have done your heart good this morning to have 
seen Brother’s face and to have heard his voice when he 
arrived at 6:30. he was carrying his Kojankovski under 
his arm, and on knocking, stepping in and saying Good 
Hornin', he rushed on with an enthusiastic statement that 
he had brought his mother Goose to show me a lot of things 
in it. What pleased me most about the appearance of the 
book was its obvious ware, for it is obvious that many 
times have the pages been turned, and from what Brother 
says, Bstelle, Winnie Hay, Beulah, Mary Frances and'
Glemence like'to look at it. Be turned‘to the portrait of 
Mother uoose in the front, and pointing to the goulashes 
she was wearing, he grinned and said: "How 1 want to have 
you look at them. Bin t that somethin'?” And * agreed as 
how it was, and then we had to go very carefully over 
several of his favorite stories, - and illustrations, and 
the blackbird that "snipped his s nose slap off" was 
another item which he thought wonderful. I was delighted to 
discover that the pictures he encountered of other jingles than 
I had ever mentioned had appealed to his curiosity and that 
he had been able to get some of the older children to teach 

- them to him, - all of which he rattled off like a house 
afire. There is one "hristmas gift that has brought delight 
and born fruit, and x ©

think that i

...
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January 11th, 1946.

Memorandum to wlipping uervicte:
»■again at night,

lour nice report to, hand and a thousand thanks for all 
the interesting information it contains.

It's pleasant to know that you had a chat with Bgon and 
1 am still thinking of the time when all three of us will chat 
on the gallery at -“-renbourg while Anita and Celeste compare notes 
.as to the latest swish in a skirt or some such.

That ^einrich is up and doing is good news and I am 
hoping he is getting along nicely, fhe news of the Hamburgers is 
interesting, - more interesting than the Hamburgers themselves.
That their domicile should have been wrecked is no surprised but 
that their bookshop should have escaped is miraculous, I should 
think, -aside from their "literary evenings", I must say I 
never thought much of their mental agility, * if any, and I am 
under the impression that both were sufficiently dumb to applaud the 
wrong side, even though neither of them had sufficient feeling 
to be very fervent about anything.

One,of these day, I reckon, we shall be hearing of la P., 
and that will about round out most of our old associates, with one 
or two exceptions.. 'X notice'that la Olivier comes to mind at 
this moment, perhaps because a negro by that name passed this way 
today* and i am wondering if she aqd.her husband are still in 
their Manhattan enterprise.

It,-was good Qf you to tell me of the award received by Josephine 
Pinokney and of the others who received mention. I am wondering 
how our friend slipped up and didn't get the laurels. With 
nothing so successful as success, I am surprised he let that one 
slip out of His clutching grasp I presume I mentioned to you 
so#e time back that he was in The‘Natchez democrat as having been 
entertained in that place by ^rs. Balfour ^iller, - a splendidly 
avaricious pair'. * ■ * * *’• y

You will be, - or already are, as delighted as am I that 
the enclosd letter from ^ora indicates that he is back in the 
swing of ttings again* I must write him another le‘tter soon, for 
it appears that an'extra shoot of sunshine woUld do no harm, just 
*as a sort of guarantee‘that clearer skies are ahead. I haven't told 
him yet that the Peter Metoyers have moved. I shall put that off 
for a little.
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As I had time hut for two letters to he read to me, I 
reserved that pleasure for the reading of yours and his, passing 
un his duplicate of the one to la Goles until this week end, 
and I shall send that along then, in order that you may keep up 
with things.

What with the rains continuing this morning, there was nothing 
to he done at -^renhourg. .and so I made a. couple of trips there 
myself, picking up junk and piling it on the edge of the terrace. 
Tomorrow, if it isn.t raining, 1 shall have several people help me 
for half a day, - 4ra, Jack, *ing, Puny, Fugabou and *r. Brew.
We shall tear down the old harn, now cluttering up the terrace, and 
the two rooms the Peter ^etppers added on to the hack o±-the 
little dwelling, which cannot he swung about to face the “outh 
West until the 1 tter is removed. "tth such an assortment, - if 1 
can get them, we ought to he ahle to tear the things down and do 
most of the homing at the water’s edge, so that we can begin 
throwing in the junk i picked up today, and eventually start filling 
u p  the remaining spaoe with dirt that will come off the top o 
the terrace when it gets dry enough for the ploughs to get to going 
on that department. < What with all the rains of this week, bni 
jjlo. i - along the Bermuda **“oad, is practically a quagmire, so 
we shall not be ahle to do anything with that for several days at
1 oust • ?

I  have already £jlven *ugabou the big old twisted elm tree 
on the ' 8 and the pecane, and if they do not work in the
afteroon, they may cut tft t T o r thcnsen

As of last Sunday, the ribbon .on the other machine 
somehow let that little‘outfit that is at the end of the 
thing run through the gaget in the middle the machine 
where the keys strike, and therefore i have had to 
change to this machine which, i guess, has such a f t int 
ribbon you may not be able to read anyth ng I write*

‘ 1 , ’ r . . - ' ...y . . •

Beginning at 10:30 last night and lasting I don’t 
know how long, 1 heard a fine program from my favorite station, 
W H 0, Bes-Moines, wherein a complete survey of the important 
events from 1939 to 1946 was presented by means of a 
running comentary, sandwiched in between recordings (?j8 the 
voices of the important figures at momentous occasions, 
through recordings made at the several historic moments, 
during that time spread* The voices of the two most important 
men in this c untry during those years were astonishingly 
different, when_heard so close together, as you may well 
imagine*

My patient seems better today, but did not cone down 
stairs* It is said we are to receive g visit from her ■ 
eldest son before the end of the morith* That will 
give her a measure of anticipation* Must fold forthwith*••
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January 13th, 1943.

Memorandum to ^lipping Service: 
At night.

: a

It’s been a busy week end with nobody here except the 
family.

The progress 1 reported in the case of my patient on Friday 
night did not envision a visit from the source of all family 
etii after i had left the hbuse. The pot was stirred again 
to white hot heat. - Thursday against ffynie* Friday night 
against Mrs. Hand* By morning the blood pressure was way 
up and the health of the patient way down. It continues to 
sag. I suppose a nurse is in the offing, or pospibly another 
round to a hospital Or a nursing home.

' •. 3  t / f : J  X  f J  v  m v  u  1  •' 4 vl " ‘v! v"’ " *• * ’ . ...

-Xi This afternoon she slid from here bed* - her daughter and 
* her physician having taken the day.off to go $0 Shreveport, - 
1 1 and she sat on the floor, being unable to get up. Making

frequent rounds, as is my custom, day and night, I picked her 
up and put her back into bed, I shall write this Memorandum and 
make another round. Murder is accomplished in so many forma.

i -r * * ' eli ro i nodcfli e M iBut on to ‘something a little more pleasant.
r°te accomplished much.'on Saturday at Arenbouj;g* - if tearing 

1 down meaning progress, and in this case I guess it does. Fugabou 
3. and ̂ r.. Brew began in the morning, eliminating the old barn that 

cluttered up the terrsoe. In the afternoon they were joined 
by Httie Mhg, ynole Boorstone and Raymond, who is Alphonse's 
sett* ,ird- « l;v'T J . v { QO+ /iir«

, gnxjilB < * , . r .. it k q

Miss Sally came up from Magnolia to sit with the Madam in 
the afternoon, - one in the bed, the other stretched out on 

i the sofa. It was hilarious in a way, but beneficial for me,
bail1 tsince it gave me a chance to spend an hour at Arenbourg.
bus «i t a l i c ® *  * *a e -'£ 1* "  * , \ a  .% |f  'xol d * it hi cjo l

un. v oil fhe wind trm s chill and the skies over oast, but everyone 
worked aloiig mightily, and were done by 4 p.m., - and working 
on Saturday* afternoon is uhusual oh Cane River,

1 gave the boys some money and told them they had done 
$ a good day's work, but in spite of the weather and the day, - 

they said they would like to do some more, and so 1 left them 
taking off the roof of the lean-to on the back of the little 

house.
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About 10 o clooJt last night, what with my patient in bed 
and everying fcuiet, the airdalev Dora by nickname, and I 
started out, -There was a veiled moon, but we inspected 
Arenbourg regardless, and the terrace was bigger, thanks 
5©the absence of the barn, and the house was ghostly, what 
with the roof of the lean-to open to the sky, Dora had 
a good time, chasing stray cows that had wandered in, while 
X made a nootdmwx nocturnal survey of everything from 
Unele ^oorstone's to Alfred's line. It held a promise and 
I liked it.

Tomorrow morning, - and I think the weather, although 
chilly, will be alright, I shall use a few men to help me 
box in the crevasses along the edge of the terrace, using 
the old tin and some of the lumber from the old bam.

In dismantling the barn, we sorted the tin and various 
grades of the lumber, Soe of the latter we shall be able to use 
for gates which Puny will make for us, and some of the heavier 
timber we can use to fashion a cattle gap. For once at least 
a dismantled building will find a new Job for eaoh of its 
several members* * even the smaller, half worn splinters which 
1 gave to uncle Doorstone to start his fire. He tele me that 
if he lives until March 17th, he will be 80. I think he will, 
for he is not only well preserved but a kindly old man, too.
Gome to think of it, - isn*t "‘arch 17th Madam Roosevelt's birthday, 
too4

» 1 • * * , * .j, -f *

I lesined to Invitation to ^earning in my own domicile this 
morning, *ith but a single caller, - Brew, to put in 
this ribbon for me, and he didn’t disturb. I liked it and 
hoped you enjoyed it also. The Federalist papers I have never 
read, and probably never shall, unless i get them for my Reading 
Machine, •assuming I shall have one of those eventually. I 
thought the parallels drawn between the problems facing the forma
tion of the United States quite striking, as applied to the 
present world's problem of forming a United Nations' organiza
tion. Mr# van Roren seemed a little pontifical, but that was 
alright, too, for he obviously knew what he was talking about, 
and i thought the other men were fine I liked the point some
body made when pointing out that these papers were the best 
literature, and that currently people seem' to confuse Literature 
and Belles Lettres, * and when they used the latter word, i tried 
to think of its equivilant, - Belles Detttres, - in English, and 
couldn't for the life of me. Perhaps Americans have no precise 
word for Belles lettres, - that is the distinction, as it should 
have, since it is but a segiwnt of Literature.

Whatjsith the latest illness caused by the sams individual,
I assume r. Dachelier may not come to Melrose on Monday, as he

had planned,* 3y the time he contacts the lady in question, with 
a view to riding up here, she will probably paint such * *•**.. 
picture that he will b feel he shouldn’t make a round* I shall 
not let that hold up work on arenbourg, but i would appreciate a 
couple of points he aould help me establish, ot
*111 swing, but„if he does not come, 1 shall establish my own pi o f

And so here we are back to Arenbpurg again, and i intended sayin 
that 1 took a few photographs of the old barn and the terrace, in 
order that we might have a record ,of how that section of the 
place looked, on the day we started in on that unit. I also 
took some photographs of Unit Do.* 1, - the cotton field, and 
some of my friends, - and a couple of the fine banana plants 
here in front of this house before they completely froze, - at 
least 1 think~the latter are in these two.polls.

I usually have sent these films to Dallas for printing, 
but there is some delay there at the moment, I know not to what 
account I shall probably save the films until Charles makes 
his next round from Bew Orleans having him take them there for 
printing, although, in the event you should have some easy 
access to such service in your immediate neighborhood, I might 
appeal to you for aid. I’ll advise you on this point.

I am ashamed to say that l am very far behind on my 
correspondence, not yet having responded to Dora or written to 
Hevis eto., etc. I have had a slight headache and have 
been coddling myself when I might have been hammering away on 
some of those personal matters. -That Dora is baok in the 
proper atmospher again gives me one excuse for delaying in that 
direction, and 1 have hesitated about seendin£ anything 
to "evis, fearing that the mail might be forwarded, which 
might cause some fluttering in the materal chicken coop.
I should also drop a line to Mrs. Scarborough, a 94 year 
old friend who wrote me a very nice note the other day in 
response to an earlier letter from bxl me. She writes by 
hand, but l understand it is quite clear, ^he has a reading 
machines - or rather had one, but hers also played out and she 
is also waiting for the old one to be fixed or a new one to 

be forwarded.
Celeste and several of her girl friends plan to run over 

to Batches sometime shortly, - during the Pilgrimage. They 
will go one day and return the next, *he have been so kind as 
to invite me to ride, - i believe there will be two cars.^ It goes 
without spying that I declined immediately. I should like to
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do a couple of things in Natchez, but I don't need to do them 
at a time when tjie place is g bogged down with costumes and 
a flock of women are cluttering up my progress,

I. 0\ '
A cold North isast wind is blowing, - they say the Devil rides 

the aast wind, and a fine gauze of mist-like rain scurries about 
in uncertain directions. Perhaps we will not work on the terrace 
tomorrow-after all. But if the terrace is out for Monday, we 
shall concentrate of gate building or some such, and the terraoe 
will come up for consideration on the morrow.
, : . ' : a *
, What with little journeys back and forth between this 
point and the big house, I realize that this letter is hopelessly 
jumbled. Perhaps tomorrow's Memorandum will be a little 

more coherent,

& £ j * i  6 1

January 14th, 1946.

©*£ JJ©' j. X 9 i

Memorandum to ^lipping Service;

Again at nigh.
Xo hand, no end of elegant copies of life*
Your letter, with transcript. of la Sevigne communication, 

also to hand, and a million thanks. (
Incidentally, the patient is much improved.

’ 5 1 « ;.ii0 J >*i.w• lh t v * x a  x a*
Also to hand the .enclosed note from Dora*
Alright, let's see where we start from.
Wen, the weather, - for it is important to the 

peasant, and it rained all day to day.
We did nothing at *renbourg, from a de or constructive

■ angle. • - •< - e o w e r e ,
fo my su rp r ise , however, I encountered Mr. Baohelier on 

mv wav to the post office about 10*30 this morning, Ee had 
ride with a friend from Natchtioches, visiting him

on little Biver., Mr. Basso, s o ^ !house, is quite ill and going to the hospital today, M  
Bachelier could-rjin in for only two or three hours,] and 
so we sent him back at one thirty* *

But during his little visit here, we 'took time out 
to go to Arenbourg, where 1 had staggered around quite a_
bit6on. Saturday night and eventually ****** Sf°a\ine drawn 
l  judged the terminus on the river bank might be of a line drawn

i t in from the Bermuda B-oad* c «
% .  Bachs liar had brought wi.th him » Marline homa m»de 

surveyor's outfit, and with that we set to wyrk in the «atn.
*0n , flat board, 10 inches anuare, he had placed a P*P*®r °n 
which he had d.Bcribed a o role, from the oenter of whioh he 
marked^theradiating angles.^ totting aholethroughthe > center
of the board, he had inserted a pieoe 6 l H h t  ton-t Vi/i >> a ah a n above the cirole described on the paper, ro vne uop
of the bamboo. "North Pole", he^had laid being”1 °°’
the interior pith of whioh he had removed, the 

about 6 inches in length. It was so contrived a s 1Bwing 
in any direction, Betting this little contraption on 
a stick, one could peep through the horizontal bamboo, following 
any line on the cirSle, and once one point was established, 
any angle desired could be dVtVrmined with precision.

%



.« . .
§ 1 1 ■  flill ."-': .■:'
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Well, we wanted to hit the true Bast • West line, nearest to 
Alfred'8 line, and so we set up the instrument, and Mr.
Baohelier went to work.. It was acoomphished within five minutes, 
and when he went to set down the stick at the river's edge, - 
having started from the •Bermuda Hoad, he found a stick just 
at thatjpoint, where LoJ on Saturday, 1 had set the darned thing 
hy guess. *s the Madam would say: "Well, I declare, you're 
a sight."*

Heed I tell you how delighted i am to have the seve al 
copies of Life. Up to the present moment, for 1 have Been busy,
I hage only gone into one, - and the reproductions of the 

Medioi Chapel are perfectly lovely. I shall,bless you further 
tonight-when I take time out to look at them again, and possibly 
one more before * fold up. f f

Dora's letter speaks for itself. I shall write a symposium 
on the importance of liatohea, economically, politically and 

historically, and send that along. It was Walter Burling who 
brought in the cotton, not Dr. Nutt.

I shall skip reference to Benjamin Chase.
* I shall ask him to fill out-tbe application on a 60-50 

basis, as I have no.one here to assist me and perhaps if he can ge 
one which we could share, I might try for one later.

'' ' • " - * + '
Your reference to Illustration depressed me as.l am sure 

the knowledge of its discontinuance depressed you. I have 
heard nothing of itx , but shall make .inquiry and advise. I 
hope it may be revived.t •

You ask about the little box 1 sent,.or rather its 
contents. I sent the root so you might see"how the. stuff grows. 
The thing grows about 4 to 6 feet high, - stalks about the site 
of the one x sent, and has no flower I ever saw. The g roots 
grow in masses, which makes digging them and untangling them a 
job, as you may imagine, considering say 60 of them in a dump 
all growing one on top of the other, so that their roots are 
so entwined that one can scaroel dis-entangle them. The roots 
are shorter this year than usual because I moved the whole 
parterre last summer, and these have not had time to be well 
established again in such a short time, but I sent you the 

longest roots available, although I apologize for. their shortness.
What with Dor8s enclosure, I had better not skip over on 

to a second page, although it seems as though our little 
coversation is just getting to going good

f ' ‘ • '• t ~ • 1 • u ; v
Your letter to the Madam was sweet and I know she is going 

to enjoy re-reading it to me on the morrow. It was the 
only letter she received today, and how nice that it came 
slap on he? birthday. She asked* me to leave it for her to read 
tonight when she awakens, and she will love it as much as 
I do. * million thanks for a million things and .thoughts and 
now to. the Medioi whapel.....

1605
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January 16th, 1946.

Memorandum to Clipping Service:
- "  '• - '  • t  ‘ 1 ' A

The weather is the main topic of conversation hereabouts at 
the moment. Red River is rising, thanks to the continuous rains, 
and two roads between Alexariiria and Shreveport have been closed.
It is still raining/although no grat volume is involved.
It is cooler today and possiblyrthat will tend to decrease
percipitation and curb the flow, which will be good. At
the present writing there seems to be little liklihood that ■ .
Hed will spill over into Cane. But perhaps it is, just as>well 
that we don't begin boxing,in the embryo bayous at Arjnbourg 

before we know if rising water would be likely to float them off.
This morning’s weather report Is for rain today and tomorrow.

* My patient is mending. Monday and Tuesday we were obviously 
benef-itted by the absence of disturbing elements. Accordingly 
the high bipod pressure decreases while we do what we can to shed 
calm and good cheer. ’ c - c,

She sat in a arm chair much of yesterday, and will be up 
and about within another day or two, if all goes along as at present.

What with the rains, no work has been done at Arenbourg*.
In anticipation of getting some wire fencing, 1 have also been casting 
about to obtain some posts, but none are available within a radius 
of 5Q miles. I had hoped to bUy some at Colfax, where usually 
trey manufacture,or rather process posts with creosote, - possibly 
spelleed with a but labor shortage has temporarily put that
plant out of business. Post of that type are guarantee 16 years, and 
would be very desireable, t 1 <

The latest rumor regarding the MerChant-Planter is that he 
plans to head southward at the end of the present month or7the_ 
beginning of February. I want to have a lot of things all sot 
so that wp can begin doing lots of things immediately upon his 
departure. Without any posts, of course, it is impossible to do 
any plantings, since cows can range at will oyer Arpnbourg when not 
fenced,,anil everything, with or without leaves in the plant line 
are.subject to bovine devastation.

Hiss

On the back of Melrose, beyond the -Little River'area, I know wh 
there are plenty of trees that-will make excellent substitute rosts, 
and once the master has departed, - if hone bthers should come to 

hand, we shall out those, and so oontrive a barrier.

where

J
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One of the more pathetic examples of the negro 8 inability 
to comprehend White Man's laws may be cited in the case of 
big Wilson "Log" Baptiste, the elder brother of Peter Baptiste 
of who you have ’heard me speak,

I suppose Log is about 25, a Melrose born and bred negro with
out formal education. Called up by the Draft, he spent some time 
in America*, and then served in England and Franoe.

The war over Log wanted to come home. The Point System, 
as conceived and put into execution by another Blelrosean, was 

nothing but a great big mystery to Log, • if, indeed, he has ever 
heard of'the point system. And so, what with'the war long since 
finished and -̂ og wanting to return to his Cane River country and people, 
he just wandered off in the general direction in which he felt Melrose
might be.

After a while the Army located him, • and certainly did not 
eatoh up with him, since 1 am quite sure Log merely wandered and 
$idn11 actually do any running.

Court mattialed, Log's sentence is ten years for desertion.
It must be all so confusing in the poor negro's brain, - he 

had done his duty in fighting the war, the war and been won, and 
so he wanted to go home, - and now finds he has a ten year s stretch 
in jail before r alizing his quite natural desire.

But a letter came through the other day from the Court Martial 
Board. I know not of its contents. In faot I know not if •‘-og is 
presently in Prance or the United States.* There was somethin in 
the letter about Private Wilson Baptiste wanting to go back to the 

plantation. I guess, - and I hope, * the letter wouldn't have been 
written to the owrier of the plantation whence the negro came, if 
there were not some hope Of by-passing the strict letter of the law 
and permitting the boy to come back among his-people.

I hope Log gets his wish. I shall do a little pushing in the 
direction of those nqt top vastly concerned about the human side of 
things, since one never knows but what just one little push may 
topple something much to be desired.

I remember a few years back when Log was supposed to help me dig 
some holes to re-set some bananas. fIt was a Saturday and he didn't 
show up. That night, and it was starless, - I sat on the bridge, listen
ing to the faint sounds of the gramophone from the salion. Log 
came along and sat along side me. He was wearing a white hat, and 
as he smiled, I oould see nothing of his face, save a row of white- 
white teeth and a white hat, "Sorry I didn't make it this morning ,
Log drawled. "But you knows good I'se jus* a wild nigger." Poor Log...

1607

January 18th, 1946.

Memorandum to ^lipping Servicej
^Yesterday afternoon the rains ceased. The blue sky looked 

bluer than ever.oit had been so long since we had seen any.
The thermometer 8eerneedimmovable around 32, and atisundown, 
when a big old moon rose, it got colder. I think it is going 
to be fair and cold today.

A mention all this because it is a promise that the present 
high water will have a chance to subside and thus save the 
further caving on ^renbourg.

With the, ground so wet and the breeze so chill, p reckon 
Fugabou will not get. around to fell the big, old elm thee today, 
and just so long as that is accomplished, and out up and hauled 
away before the erchant Planter takes off fot South America,
I am not, very fussy. -1
• Somehow in all the pulling and hauling: about the place, 

di \s 1 got something or other in my right wrist . just where the 
cuff rubs it and there seems to be a slight infection, which 
J propose to. coddle a bit, since I want constant use of both 

, hands, but at the moment,, i must, go a little light*.
** .. ' >*\ , _ l ] ; ■ ' ■' 1 ii, W  ls

The enolosed letter from Dora is gratifying in that it 
reveals him in a happier frame of mind. I must dash off a 
note to, him. this morning, indicating the houses, • I assume he 

,.v is interested in the ones still extant, along the Watchez-Woodville 
a route. Heading out from Batches, these would be The 1ms,
, Pleasant *ill Twin uaka, Bunieith, Langolen, Gloucester Longwood, 
etc* - which oughtu to be enough to do business with Mr. -̂ e Mine.
1 don't know of any ^atchez picturesby MIbs Post. I think he 
must have her oonfused with another photographer.

One interesting factor in the history of one of these houses,* 
in fact all of these houses, is tx at during ^adam Beaumont s 
;«blockade running. - up and down the traces, most if not all 
of these houses were occupied by their owners. It 
Gloupeptex that George Washington bargent, son of old Winthrop, 
was tortured and shot by Yankees because he would not tell them 
where his treasure was hidden, - and the killers were taken to 
Devereux, court-martialed, and shot at the latter place. That 
episode would tie in very nicely with la Beaumont s doings, 
as would the elegant dinners being given at Dtualeith by the Davises 
Miss Kate's father in law, getting the Yankees out of commission 
with wine. And at -ongwood, ~adam Nutt was two-timing her guests
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with entertainments as she stole their bridles and saddles and threw 
them over the fence to the ''onfederates. Without much stretch 
of* the imagination, one could readily see Madam Baumont eatchAng a 
couple of saddles as thew flew over the wall.

What with a big old moon, - the first really bttKht one Of 
1946, I took to the big road and wound up at Clemence's house.
I found her working on the ^elrose quilt which seemed more strik
ing than anything else I could say for it. *he has been limited 
in the choice of pieces she has had to use, but i think the 
work if going to bear her characteristic,stamp when she is done.
I shall need the daylight to see how striking it is, but anyway it 
will be different.

My patient continues to improve, and she is rather cantanker
ous t *urellia, indicating an up-swing in the physical depart
ment. Aurelliaf8 papa was sick night before last. I had heard 
that he was having difficulty keeping food down. But Aurelia 
Assured, me it was not indigestion. I reckon in her mind, you 
may have to presuppose digestion before you can develope indigestion. 
I don’t know, but she might be right.

t ' • ’ ' ’

.v'i’he mental level is perhaps best demonstrated in her case by 
thisuepisode. She decided to slip down the road to call on 
her papa yesterday morning. Seeing the heart pills, rest tablets, 
headache tablets, and ^eaven knows what all on the Madam’s night 
table, she told the ladam she thought those little pink pills 
were pretty and that she thought her papa would like them and 
could she take some to him for, his medecine. After all* if you are 
sick,-you need medecine. Well,;there was a heap of medecine, and 
you might just as well take along some of the prettiest. Isn’t 
it wonderful that so many people live?

On my return from Oelemenoe’s, - about 9:30, I thought I 
would make a little round at ^renbourg to see how the moon was 
doing up that way. Everything seemed to be doing, alright 
asA Ms  had the place been planted the tropical garden, •
Unit * 0 . 1, - would have been the plaoe for enjoying, the night, as 
the moon was still in the East' and the shadows woiild have cast 
lovely designs, had the hedge of switch cane been doing business 
and the water lilies shimmering on the surface of the lake.

ito s.q ■ xov ft f x O ' d r o krt 1011^ l
I shall fold at this point, but not before remarking again 

how pleasant it was to return home and to take another copy of 
life to bed with me. I slept wall and now 1 must skip and 
see about possible helpers for the day's labors.,...

¥
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January 19th 1946.

Memorandum to Slipping Service:
.... » '-to i -

The enclosures axe not of any interest, but I send them 
along regardless, in order that you may keep apaoe with the day 
to day doings of things In this locality.

I think Mr. Baohelier's philosophy is nioe. I have held out the 
enclosure he sent covering spray(for the camel!as. That he should 
be undertaking a second surveyor 8 instrument is too muoh. I 
shall write and head him off, for the first one is perfeot for the 
work at hand. He speaks of the,wisdom of going slowly, and that is 
sound advioe, i^ has the ohoice, but in the present instance, it 
must of necessity be laggardly under certain circumstances, to be 
followed by "all hands to the pump” when one gets an opportunity 
to have a real go at things without interruptions. I accordingly 
lay what plans I can in advanoe, so that X can accomplish as muoh 
as possible in a rush, and then set baak and give the first go- 
round a chance to jell, as X prepare for another undertaking.

X‘he Madam was delighted to receive the oopy of fortune (?) in 
today's post, She noticed an article about cotton oulture or 

ootton processing, under the auspices of Mr. Clayton's guidance.
I believe it is some of that outfit that J. H. plans to look into 
when he settles down for a brief look-see on the Clayton holdings 
in Brasil.

My patient continues to improve, as evidences of 
cantankerousness toward the servants continue. She rides 
4urelia rather too muoh. Aurelia went home the oth^r evening, and 
returning, remarked that old Monstrosity, the “adam s oat, 
sleeping at the Madam's feet, had a fa flea on him. wf 
course *urelia had picked up some fleas when she visited her 
pig pen to see how the new pigs were doing. All night long, 
according to the Madam, Aurelia scratched and combatted fleas.
And so last evening, without any a-do, the Madam told Aurelia 
aha didn't need her to stay at night any longer, *ooordingly 
this Madam staid alone, • which I think very unwise, since she is 
too weak to get in and out^of the bed alone. But ao she remained, 
and as ohanoe was favorable; she made it alright.

•*. M, told her yesterday that they were securing a companion 
for her in town, but she put her foot down on that. It is 
another case of presenting an eventuality in a manner that shows 
no understanding of the patient. I have recommended that

/

r
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the s cure the services of the companion just before the Madam 
starts for uot Springs. Then, during the three week's stay, she 
will become accustomed to the lady, so that when they return 
there is a better chance, - but only a chance, - that the 
companion might stick. Then there is also the consideration that 
even though the patient was pleased, the companion might not like 
this remote sitaation, but that is something to wowry about later.

K ' Ki

I  guess i shall have to let this uninteresting note suffice 
for this sitting, as Brother has come, and two men wanting to do 
something or other at arenbourg, and so I shall skip.

, - i. t *. a  ^  ■■■ .v p ' ' ”

I am glad that the weather bid fair to hold off the rains and 
although we are cut off from Montrose, 1 think all normal traffics 
is otherwise functioning alright and 1 believe the water is beginning 
to go the other way. Bo be it, and with a rising thermometer reading, 
work of primary interest to us may go ahead....

. 1-
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January 19th, 1946.

Memorandum to wlipping aervioej
*  » * » ■ . .

This is the fourth time I have started a Memorandum 
this morning, and of necessity, it must be the last attempt 
for the day, since time is running short.

* •• • ■' * <• ‘ ' ' »• 1 i i i • v ‘ .3* V  •

Sam Peace left out for Alexandria again last night 
in search of his wife, and in consequence Fugabou brought 
early morning coffee, - and how early. I was glad of 
the opportunity to sit before the fire with him for a few 
minutes and make a few plans for Arenbourg.

Yesterday, by some miracle, was without rain, and 
so i made the most of it to finish up the clearing up of 
Unit Ho. 1. .

(lt$ J l | fi'-i S u l  . m ■ xt : t J k J J  j  ’.| T t.'.i "t i i f * *v- : /

With some correspondence to do for the big house, and 
half a hundred little details to look after, I got no where 
in the morning, but in the afternoon I burned the major 
part of the cotton stalks. It is a hot job because they 
burn only where fire touches them, and so each pile must 
be constantly pushed toward the center as the center is consumed.

The reoint rains had no effect on the hard, brittle 
stems and at the same, time it washed away the dirt from 
the roots, so that the latter were all consumed, too, 1 

which will be a great advantage when it comes to planting 
other types of plants.

$  . L M  *biVi  /%.  i £  A : K  M X  i - W -* ■ I- X  ‘-*i w * , V  w  '*

My patient continues to improve physioally although I 
find that she fusses more and more at the servants, egged 
on by Sam Brown. Twice yesterday I had to take time out 
to dry Aurellia's tears and to calm her to the extent of 
not quitting her job. Juanita, the cook, susoombing to 
Aurellia's tears, was also on the point of breaking down, and 
heading out for home, so that just keeping the various 
wheels of the big house in plaoe took up quite a bit of . 
time. I shall be glad, when uot Springs gets a 
little alose^, sinoe it will give me more freedom to con
centrate on Arenbourg without feeling I must skip back 
and forth from there to here in a somewhat frantic » 
attempt to keep the lid on*
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Suppper was pretty well finished when I returned to 
the big house on my fin a l afternoon round. The Wenks 
were there in force. S ister expressed disgust with her 
Mother'SuQantanharousness and said she didn't care what 
happened from here on out. That didn't surprise me, sinoe 
I am sure she has f e l t  that way for a long time.

The Madam herself continues feeble. She walks across 
. her room with the greatest of caution and slowness, even 

when leaning on my arm. J. H. t e l ls  me that Mrs. Pi Okies, 
the Alexandria nurse, will^come for six  or seven days next 
week. I am glad there w ill he someone here to pump food 
into the patient, although to A urellia  aî d duanita w ill  he 
added la  Pickles for someone or toher to hold down. What 
a hurly-burly we do liv e  in.

I learned.yesterday that *. is  taking typhus shots in 
anticipation of his departure a couple of weeks hence for 

Brazile and where ever. I t  is  said the picking of ootton 
south of the Equator has already begun, hast night I 

called his attention,to the a r tic le , 7 Clayton- Anderson, - 
in fortune. He t a i ls  me that Anderson is  merely a trade 

name carried hy the concern of Clayton, and that the husiness 
is  estimated to he worth about seventy-one m illion.

, . . . u .. v,;; en, \  . ■ ... . j u e  v ..a i .
I hte to admit i t ,  hut I must say that Clare Booth Luce 

is  about the only person out of Washington who, to me, seems 
to have spoken with any inte ligence;jhout the.current 
labor d iffic u ltie s *  I don't know precisely what she said, 
hut i t  was somehow to the e ffect that i t  might he high 
time to examine profit-sharing p o te n tia litie s . I think Mr. 
Truman lo st a big opportunity when hejwent on the a ir  the 
other day, - perhaps la st week, when he fa iled  to say anything 

, c much other than Congress had fa iled  to enact Pact Finding 
le g is la tio n . It seems to me he would have stepped way out 
in front as a leader i f  he had.merely asked i f  we hadn't reached 
a stage in developement where p ro fit sharing might not well 
he examined as a possible new lin e  of prooeedure for Capitol 
apd Labor to consider.

* ■ . . . >
: The more I  think about such matters, the more I find 

myself thinking about, one of the Ten Commandments, where i t  
says that one should love one's neighbor as1 one's: s e lf .
Save for the late Mr. Gillespie, of Hatches, I know of no  ̂
planters who seem to be much oonerned with the distribution  
of wealth among the producers. I am Inclined tp think that 

1 in The Bihle one can find code© applicable to business and 
that a truly great plantar or in d u stria list would he 
the greater and perhapB the more successful i f  he devoted much 
of his time to seeing that his labor got a large share of earned 
inoome from any investment. But here I am preaching, and 
the postman is  heading down the lane. 1*111 do better next 
t ime. . . .

1
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Memorandum to Clipping Service:

Let*a begin by talking about the weather, although i t  
isn^t muoh worth talking about*

It Began raining againyesterday.has^rained moat of 
the day, and the paper or, the radio, rather, says i t  w ill 
rain tomorrow, . : t

But today the weather has been warm, and as I write 
these lin e s  a fter dark,; It, is  .pleasant to J^ at
there is  an enormous chorus of frogs going a mile a minute 
Off toward the Sillway somewhere or other.

The enclosures are ty p l© ^  W  charming
respective w riters, - one so f e l l ,  iS ter-
In the la tte r  category, you w ill  J ^ sed in
pretation of my abaenoe from the Trace*. How wrong sne in 
^way.fe- and yet, far from suspecting i t ,  how right she might
be* , *11

M  spite of the weather, 1 spent some tine trying to figure 
out a couple of lin es at ^renbourg th is  afternoon 
"h a tween chasing cows out of the place, for they are runi g 

; g f t g  ? r e e ^  chewing off the branches -fqr the sap th a t's
in ;them. - t . . hxu ©rtf t 1 '

Some sta tic  got into the radio th is morning at just 
arnnc time so the f i r s t  part of the Invitation to 

L e a S 6wae very i^ ie t in o t .P I did hear the .latter p art, however, 
and regretted Kies, Tompson didn t 8«t nor*tim e on the 
diaousaion. I  had a feeUng she had too
opiniona on Aietoha and m sorryehedidn^ttseem  to get too

arjs&fc Jfsssa ~apwsfir* f r»»
of reading that might otherwiae have preoluded The bketoh Boot.
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The latest news out of Washington Is that the General 
and his Lady will head out for Melrose on Monday. I 
think they will drive by easy stages, probably arriving here 
late dn the week, - say about Friday.

Someone of the boys expressed the opinion that Stephen would 
be here about three weeks, since he has another month of siok 
leave. * doubt he will remain that long, although it is . 
to be hoped that he may. ^is patient or rather my patient 
will greatly benefit by seeing him, and she looks forward 
with pleasure to so doing, but at the same time she confided to 
me that three weeks is an awful long time. Thsit is because she 
is weaker and prefers to be more or less alone, When he 
arrives, however, she will get much pleasure out of his 
company, x feel sure, for they are most congenial. *t is 
my understanding, however, that he is still far from well.
I wish A might pack the two of them off for a three week’s stay 
at hot Springs together, but 1 doubt if this will be possible.

-
1 heard F. D. R. Jr., on the Columbia program around 10:46 

your time Saturday night. ae was speaking on the present 
impending legislation on solving the Housing shortage, 
i was enormously impressed by the great similarity of his voice 
andfmanner of speaking, so strongly did it remind me of 
the original F. D. R. <

«v r.Carried as he is to Hthel Bupont, - if memory serves, I 
assume that he himself is not greatly worried as to finding 
a plaoe to shelter ^is own immediate family, and. I take 
it that perhaps he may be following in his father’s footsteps,- 
interest in something beyond his own immediate physical welfare.

You will reoall that he was born at Campobello, Canada, 
and so, - unless the Constitution should be changed, could 
never be ^resident of the United States, - *4 technicality, 
of course, but they are adamant in politics. If radio 
personality has anything to do with vote-getting, then surely 
Junior could round up a flock of ballots on his own 

hook, - not to mention the memory that may linger in voters 
minds of the voice quality of his father.

I knocked off a letter to ^evis and half a dosen 
other people today, and still have several others to 
do before folding up my beardf for I don't want to leave 
any correspondence until morning, hoping against hope that 
the rains might rain out between now and the, and even if they 
shouldn’t, T might undertake demolishing the worn out mud 
chimney at Arenbourg, so that its removal will facilitate the 
swinging around of the house when an opportunity presents 
it86lf.....

t! i
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3 I January .22nd, 1946.

Memorandum to ^lipping Service: -  ̂ •
o b , . ' a v) uu v i > i a w  e 11 »v x uti.ui ; ! o e q  e.'-0— . ̂  i  S A s m
To hand three letters, - one Special Delivery or Registered, 

one from Dora and one from Mary Rhodes.
f •

What with all .the mud puddles forming oubliettes on the 
road West of Cane River, the postman didn’t get to Melrose 
until late-late yesterday. In consequence Mr. Brew had gone 
home to chop wood for his grandmother and accordingly I am hold
ing my mail until today. Mr; Brew may or may not get around 
this way before mail-time, and so I do not await his arrival.
1 Yesterday, being Monday, things were quite by sixes and 
sevens, following the weekly upset that inevitably comes on 
Sunday. It seems that Sister imparted to her Mother that 
the dresses worn by the latter's servants were too short 
and that something ought to be done about it. Unsettled in 
mind by Monday morning, a sermon was accordingly preached, 
Impelling the servants to fly to me, greatly upset and asking 
if they should remain through the day and quit only at the 
end thereof or just walk off right then and there without 
saying anything.

T O  ' v S ■ J H l 0 A 3 • X T  JJ •, OJ.O 3 i 3

^hen i preached a Sermon, - with much less thunder than 
the one they had just received, but rather tinctured with 
some merriment,, and eventually the little flurry got into 
its proper proportion and so we shall rook along until the 
next visit, when something else can be tossed out by Sister 
and snapped at*by her "other. It's all tiresome, unnecessary 
and fraught with real danger when one considers that one of 
these stirrings by the daughter is going to jookey the 
mother into a stroke. 0 . -
• w v * * ^ ’■'* M • -ft w 1 v*

Before leaving for Memphis at noon, J. H. asked me if I 
thought the General *«s arrival would have a salubrious effect 
on their Mother. L told him I .thought the arrival would 
have that effect but should he remain here for more than a few 
days with his wife, the effect would ver^ quickly wear off. 
Already Sister is laying down a barrage against the General's 
wife, just as she constantly does against her other sisters- 
in-law. What a business.' • • • • •
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a .  p . « !": ” “ ; ; A s r , . s x : a.
s a .  » * * •  - » • ?

such title.
i’he Madam tried to read her Orescent Carnival but couldn’t the Madam triou ■.* Ihe Carnival book, had

make it. °ome P«°Pl® ) io t its locale In the sections having«ss -Miss Louise B u t le r 's )  - for a back drop.

sgriss “ «“* is®* *»»»*• • —*• -*autooratio and ■‘■ankee and disagreeable.
I suppose she has lots of, money erjry 1Mg* writes

e book, they say .shei^md1 writing aboit the place. $s the 
old house, rest Ifeshould t̂ iink restoration would he one job

2'h*;2.if:.si”y *rns« v
ss’M r? ss.T iiSSj’Sgu.u- -..«««••«
her social attributes or lack of them.

wvi.t. with vesterday’s flurries of rain,, whipped along by
h °hi ^  their fires goiS’on^helheory^^t '’5 ^ didn’t hugging their fires ana S ® aoldw - and 1 must say Iintend folks to be outside , delightful

successful in eradicating the headache, and as I hear 
sound of rain at the moment, pe hapstoday and have at the same time some assistance in doing s .
• Vms lust arrived and announces that '**Papa( King Hunter)
say that heerisaf m n g  ToW  big saw ^  thiamorning

‘ so^that him and Cousin fugabou cap throw ‘ h d
ond so the world turn*.......I wish r.

arrived*instead°of Brother, but - shall be into the mail before
long....

1617
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January 22nd, 1946.
Cx f'r.t *■- w. [068 b.x

©I
Memorandum to ^lipping Service:

° i write at night, - this being the second letter today, 
since there was one out-going In this morning s post.

My patient is more like her old self today.
X fcve been pretty busy, as between here and Arenbourg.
Xhis afternoon an old friend of the Mad^jmd a good 

friend of mine and one who will be a good friend of
ours came down and spent the afternoon at th® ^ if h2ra Garland A-ivine me a little more time at Arenbourg. &he is Ora Garland 
Williams, wife df B. B. Willisms, a lawyer to Hatohitoohes.
She is about our age,’ I reckon, and a swell person.

I saw her but for a few minutes, during whioh she told
the 4 d L  andind a particularly interesting.story, X thought,
which I shall share..with you. ^h®iv'a® s^^Witoche8 who
did1* ?otVof8?hihS*fr!mrhei tlrliest ohildhood although
born without arms. 1 think X may haT®,sP®^??a°l1?8h0» daintily
when one day while here b U  M M j  ^fmlv between her big she balanced the big glass, olutohed fifmly between her Dig
toe and her heel.

Well, here is.the story. Mary Belle had been ill last
week. On. day **xs. Williams’ colored Be^ ® n*? J°22Sa-irl oame to work one morning and somewhat startled rs. 
Williams^by announcing that -ary Bell de foing to

that dlv Mrs Williams told her she must be mistaken, 
since she/he*self had spoken Witb'Jtoy^IW •. »other only 
the day before and had bean told that' the patient was w.11 on 
the road to recovery. The servant merely shook her head and 
declared that ^ary Belle was powerful sick •

And ah to disoell the matter from the servant's mind, 
and possibly a little from her own.' - -rs. ’’illiams oaH.d up 
Jtary^ells’e mother who told her that her daughter was 
getting along Just fine, in fact was praotioally all recovered, 
Ind whs up and about her room. Thus re-assured, ‘‘rs.
Williams told the news to the servant, pointing out that sh 
lust C e  been mistaken. The colored girl said she was sure 
ahe wan't mistaken ah ft that ^iss ^ary *elle would die before 

* * *ni«ht -nd so the day passed and after the girl had gone, 
the telephone rang# it was a member of the de Vargas family.
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Lol it was to announce that Mary Belle had Just died*

It goes without saying that Mrs. Williams was , 
a little floored, and the next day when her servant arrived, 
she confessed to her that her prediction had been correct.

* t

Asking her how she knew about the event in advanoe,
“rs, Williams was told by the girl that her mama had seen 
Mary Belle the day before. According to the elder colored 
woman, Miss ^ r y  Delle was wearing the color of death,on her 
face and therefore, ho matter how much better her folks thought 
she might be, she was bound to die within &4 hours. Isn’t 
that remarkable. I must write that one to Dora, who will 
love it.

* One more point about ""ary ^elle and I will be done on 
that scores • an autopsy indicated that in reality, she had 
not strictly speaking Taeen born "without arms , but rather 
as almost always happens in suoh oases, and they are not too 
rare, the arms are somehow present, but folded across the 
chest, beneath the skin and so never appear. It seems that 
they tend to grow in proportion to the rest of the growth 
of the individual and accordingly, being entnagled with veins 
and whatnot beneath the skin, usualy cause the afflicted one 
to die rather earl^. The newspapers reported ^ary -Belle's death 
at the age of 4fc, but as she was the age of the General, who 
is 5$, there was a decade of dispssepenoy.

• In today's post came a report, which I am holding close 
to me, along side the'three letters in yesterday's mail.
I never did track down ~r. Drew today and as he was hunting 
way back on little river or Red’River, along with 8 other 
friends, I shall not see him before morning. And so I 
strike my pose as "Patience on a Monument Smiling at Grief", 
and try to learn the old, old adage in dealing with darkies; 
"Three little niggers and one overseer to do a single job".
It looks as though I;would learn that one after a while but I 
ion blow. ' ]/?'

i

There was a particularly disagreeable Job to be done at 
Arenbourg today, and it has been done, - tearing down the 
mud chimney, obsolete as a fixutre and an obstacle that must 
be removed before we oan twist the house around. Andy Binog, 
Aurellia's brother, and ^ c k  Drown helped me,

On the terrace, qt the same time, the big elm was felled. 
iHigabou, King, Ezra and Puny did the 'Job. I guess the trunk was 
the biggest ± had ever seen in elms and the limbs will provide 
all the men with wood for the balance of the winter.
As elm cannot be split, the trunk is of no value to the cutters, 
and so 1 shall hitch a couple of tractors to it and try to 
sink it in 'one of the embryo bayous on the river bank.
I'm tired a little tonight, but I'111 be feeling rand in 
the morn ng what with the grand mail awaiting me.....

1619

■baa it no xlo ' r. January 23rd, 1946.
* i a s - a i  e r U  o .• , i  1 1 1  S T i f f a - i C m  J& j-u i ,0p ■ o

Memorandum to ^lipping Service: ;

Twenty five million words would be insufficient to express 
my appreciation for the grand registered ̂ report whioh I 
examined this evening, - 1 write at night, - after having 
caught up With Mr. Brew who had been pruning or drafting peoane 
trees all day.

. I IS  1 XXfO ,w  9H.0 t O  ‘li'S Oi.1v l O  O il  i J. j ,  10 $ J O  a 0 . **
I liked the way the Report was phrased, and somehow it reoalled 

to mind a line of poetry:.
,’i v- £X0vO :.1U » i'"- ■ <• A <*. ..w . ^ c* *, • v y* .I, i l Uv

"Rot what we give, but what we. share, . j x m a  i .deoidi;
Fox the gift without the giver is bare.....*

ei: And so in digesting the contents of the Report, I welcome
the opportunity to accept it in behalf of us an Arenbourg, and may 
we and Arenbourg .get the most opt of it. •• © i

I am glad to be a sured .that you are not bored by the endless 
talk of Arenbourg, for 1 like to share my enthusiasms and dejections 
qver it with someone, %  only worry fs that in talking of it so 
much it will take one something which ill is not, for in reality about 
all it is at the moment is & .foundation on whioh "ofcateeua: en Sspagne 
oan have pleasant .foundations laid out. If you will always keep 
in mind that when I say magnolias you will have in mind some 
trees about three feet high and not giants 30 feet ia,growth, and 
everything proportionate, then your disappointment wi^l not be too 
great when you view the plaoe for the first time and see nothing 
much but a lot of sprouts sticking out of the ground,

i0»nd when you see the plaoe suggests a marvelous, thought;
Wouldn t it be grand if about the time the “‘■erohant Planter and 
all were winging their way Southward, you might actually take an 
parly vacation and head SQuth-Weet^ard.1 Your advent at suoh a destina
tion would give infinite satisfaction to all and as for myeelx, I need 
not set down what the reaction would be, I suppose it isn t to be 
given too serious thought at the moment, but 1 {dc want to Assure you 
that should ah unexpected opportunity arise, everything at the 
South Western termipus would be filled with enchantment. But only 
. you can Judge at some future moment if such * heJira might suddenly 
loom quite unexpectedly, and so 1 shall leave it at that point, know
ing full well that you will appreciate our feelings should such a 
blessing move#into the orbit of possibility.

There was too much company today, and in consequence I couldn't
spend much time at arenbourg, where things moved taa .slowly. This
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1620 Mqmorandup post script: Your wish .that Heading "*aohine might be 
to hand, as expressed in last report, was fulfilled, the Memorandum 
expressing the hope and the maohine arriving in same post. - f

mAKTiiriff fPnp’A/hou Kinc Ezra and Puny had Quite a time felling the
§oor^tne'8, - on the terrace, but they finally 

eot it down. They also got most of the big limbs oarted away from 
8the big elm. Heaven alone knows how we shall ever eradioate the stump 
that remains, bu*t L reckon i shall pour some heavy oil on it and 
burn out some of the sap, and moisture will probably do the rest,

•̂ ndy and -^ok Brown continued to haul mud,from the broken 
chimney from within the little house, and hadn t finisheduwhen 1 made 
mylast trip around about 4:30. I shall either put some *ypsie J^ce 'mi 
them tomorrow or replace them by someone else who can make dirt fly a 

little faster I might add that the past two days have had much 
blue1sky&in0their male-up, - a brilliant sun and a chill wind. But 
the blue sky is the big thing. *nd may it continue.

And thanks for telling me of the death of one G. Cullen. He 
reallv was Quite a nice person and sooially a little on the pretentious 
or perhaps 2 * * * should say ostentatious side.: i knew him. >  h * ™  **** 
to his house. As I recall it was on Seventh avenue at about 136th 
Street, - or near there, «- on the ^est side *of the street, and next 
to his father18 Ghurob whi*oh stood on the North West corner. As 
that of course was several years ago and as my few visits were at 
night, and I was accompanying a friend, I don t recall precisely the 
location .of the home, but x am sure it was in the general neighborhood 
as mentioned, “henever I -saw him, he wore gold rimmed spectacles and 
looked all of 45 in those days, so i reckon the obituary added 
no extra years in reporting his death.

If I remember oorrectly, he was teaching-school at that time, and 
Mayor LaGuardia had recently appointed him to some Board or other to 
make a survey of conditions in ^arlem, but x never did know if 
anything ever came of that "faot-finding outfit •

Miss ^tte Bevy and ~unt •‘-ottie came down this evening to call 
on the Madam, and as they usually stay rather too 3>ong and talk 
rather too fast and furiously, 1 came back to ^elrose earlier than 
I would have otherwise. I succeeded in prying them loose, however.

a 8 usual, the *adam had supper in her room, while the clerk and 
I dined alone downstairs. While I was removing my long beard immediate
ly afterward at my hous and ~r. Brew was about to read a portion of the 
mail my bell rang, and x discovered -that the General had arrived.

I had a pleasant chat -with him while he dined and later another one 
in the Madam's room, the latter already being in bed. He has asked 
me if he can have a nice long chat with me alone. 'Obviously he wants
some first-hand pointers on the local situation. I shall take that 
opportunity to include color in the conversation. What with a member 
of the draft board and a general on the premises, i ought to be able
to do something about or in behalf of the poor negro who "Jus* walked
away” from the $rmy after hostilities were concluded. ;....
Because of ^ora s enclosure, 1 shall confine myself to a single page.
May I say blesstngs on you again for do ng everything that makes Arenbourg 
worth while...... '"u

January 25th, 1946.
*r **" f o r t  ?•? »> t a t t  ■ t  v * - , ’J 7 V * H-- h i.~..W lv :<<..» £? Jv9w I u H  . ; i D iA i OTTO"' Q -'i 3 ' i  f i t  r. t ~r.«, r r> c- T *■ ,» J .

or nx p-jb&si sow dxoo&i  end bu • , •  • c-i B$jt W o  V‘iw 
Memorandum to ^lipping Services '

I write at night, and as I date this letter, - it being 
Thursday, 1 think x may have mis-dated sme previous ones, since 
I may have failed to have regarded my calendar correctly during 
She past few days.
f V* A ’ t ■ r  ■ * * ■ * ■ ♦ v

Everything about today was alright, and perfection came 
at sundown when x caught up with *r. Brew and so could commune 
with you for a bit.* f 7 QiQ.sW e/w dnad oxhs 31 j i

1 8 * 0  much appreciated your letter and your kindness in saying 
all the nioe things you had to say. More and, more Arenbourg 
becomes a growing thing which w«r ohn watch from day to day, - 
and the arrangement of a tomorrow is the most thrilling 

thing in the world, - when shared.
. I appreciate your kindness in telling me of the Mine Sweeper 

Swan, - the phrase which brought back a smile, even though the 
story itself was pitiful, bourse I recall the identity of the 
individual very distinctly.' How good it is that a message of - 
some muoh re-assurance, or comfort and hope could be forwarded, and 
surely he is bound to enjoy a far more favorable situation before 
so very long.*

'X raced through Bevis* lettbr, which 1 enolose, and found 
it rather more cheerful than the last, even though letter 
writing is obviodsly not her forte, it was kind of her to send it 
along, before she had received a response from a former one. I 
shall not inclose the Gumbo YaYa review, as you have probably seen
all of that you care to, as have X.

* »•' ■ - •  .iwwoM.v al i&oeT u ,u
xhe returning visitor to Memphis has a most remarkable 

aocount of a trial going on in that olty, and whieh up to the 
present doesn't seem to be given any spaoe outside Memphis papers.

Two colored girls, one 17, the other a little older, 
were working in a restaurant ih the busy section of the town, 
t .eir hours being from about 6 p.ro. until around mid-night.
As they lived in the suburb*, it was their custom, on Quitting 

work to walk to the corner ," where they took a street oar to their 
homes. une night, following this custom, a police oar with two 
officers drove up to the ourb where they awaited the tram. They 
ordered the girls into the car. They asked them if they had 
their health cards, permitting them to work in a food dispensing 
emporium, and demanded seeing the oard, which, on examination, were 
torn up and thrown on the floor. The oar speeded into some rural 
region where the girls were raped by the officers. Next day
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.. *  rvn* n-p the tfirls called at the restaurant to explainthe mother of one of, the girns “J o-tris would not work

?  f r e H i E  “ “ “  - *reported the matter to the ĥief of lolioe.

.  ' J & v

bandits or some such.

^  filolSnS eath g ^ rM S B lV ? ^
health°o&rds g ^ >  *»■*«•

Currently the trial of these two ln

tSSmS* SmUiStJSt *%a£m - « “ •
Alright, that’s that stofcy, and Ish^ldelightinpasBing 

It along to Dora who most certainly Hill find «  * *“ g * 8aJ
Paho^9themaaf0frair0T9tirit S I  To tfe attention of the Kditortf. 

i«h«t with muoh sunshine, work went a h e a d ^ a t !
■> # t i & t  *5!  i i J S S -  ***
a r & f s  a  « » * . « .nfthe traotois when v. “. relaxed control of them for his 
purposes and we can gdt them to going on Arenhourg.

t Viacrfl fi new adieotive today, which 1 liked very much,

it cost nine cents to go and "Is you got any fat moneyt 

who j bmy wife a tight". Asyou hate already guessed, he was referring 
to a corset,

longed°sitting S f  on°potnIISI»dPe7entually.

1 6 2 .3

m i

January &5th, 1946#
bib . * a. it tr

ie.. D.IOV

egoMemorandum to Pippin® Service *
*t seams to me that this is-the second time to day I hate 

written*the above date line, - only now it is nigh .

It haa been a lovely $*£ °u^ % I b i S  Iilging9m«e boiltroully 
I h S h . V e r * r a n f  SScIilg S & s t a g i n g  their season run-ins with 
the cardinals.

* • ®h » * letter finished.
ftuita early I went up to Arenbourg with Andie, Aurellia’a 

brother. (I reckon £  might have spelled it with a y ).
tody spent the whole day and f .  spent llvel along

E i “  s y s S s s .
the leaves began to unfold.

“ay of these, - thanks to the influence Of Bed Kivarwhenshe 
coursed71 ho ought here laatAprll. now grow at right angl.^ tô  
bank, extending straight out over the water. with all‘one*s
wind blowing, it was g £  ̂ htng Z  law.strength against the limb to keep the breese xxom pt£°a horizontal While thus engaged, 1 Sound myselfetret chad at or ̂ °^ly on
position, my hands grasping one • ^ 12yfee**«Say f?om m ygrasp,another vertical one abouMive mdatolf feet way xr s  b ^

i t - S i l h ^ M f  SSLSI lnm?o? de« life tloke! all down I cashed 
In tody* thll s^lulg ?bl Irllk of the tree out over the water.’?Bheard’bnale Boorstonl give a faint «ty from somewhere.^and
up he cam running, alb out of breath.^ «§99v.,t it was quitethougit we had both taken a plung, but we hand t, but it was 4„ _
exhilarating, . .* . .;Irfarfot3 ooJ .;i<jeel8 era seism »*•« .

IgS
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In the afternoon^ the General asked me if he might inspect the 
property, and so we walked up together. He is wise to his lister, who 
had dropped hy and X think welcomed and exause to go with me. But 
after his visit, he asked if he might go again tomorrow, so 1 guess 
he really liked the outing and the place, as he declared he did

This morning, while 0n my second trip up there, Alfred*s son,
Bill Llorena, who now runs the garage, stopped his car on the road 
on passing me, "If only you could get that place smoothed off before 
the grass starts growing, he said. It all looks so changed already and
so nice, I'd like to see that grass grow up nice and smooth,"* "' . .

Well, who can tell?« »
The Gene al remarked that he thought it was a mighty hig undertaking 

but one that Was worth ever ounce of energy that would be required.
If we can only do half as well putting up and pulling* down, it ought 
to be alright eventually#

« T

There were people f^om hhregeport, * the TrischellSi quite a flock 
of them, but after the Geneal and* I returned to Melrose, I busined myself 
on the river bank, de-budding oamelias, which are too heavily loaded 
with potential flowers, anl so I missed the guests all the way round.

^inner this noon lasted an hour and a half and supper ran through 
two hours, in each case the General and 1 gracing the board by ourselves. 
We oovered a whole flock of subjects from Congressional investigations 
in which he[played the stellar role for the Army on through to 
conference and personal contacts with General MaoArthur and other off* 
the record details that transpired during two or three visits to the 
other theatre of war, I hadn’t thought of it before, but it seems that 
from many points Of view, it would seem better to hasten the return of 
venterans from the Par Bast, - that is their return home, - at the 
earlier moment than tose from the "astern theatre, what with all sorts 
of conditions so much more deplorable in the Par ̂ ast, reminding me of 
the old line from Tennyson: "Better 50 years in Bur ope than a oycle in 
Gathay*. Another feature we discussed was the desire of the ̂ American 
solider to hurry up and get home. That is an historical phenomenon 
'rather than anything unique in this generation. In the American Revolu
tion* the soldiers frequently enlisted for 3 months only and Congress 
and George "ashington were forever having to contrive means to keep them 
/in the ranks* and not following their strong inclination to go on baok 
home, * and all during the war, --I thought it opportune to bring 
up the question of /̂ og at that moment^ I think it was. It would appear 
that the case can bb reviewed to.a favorable conclusion.' I'm glad,*■.£> f <3 i 81 ■ ’wo . uO X... o y  J itXH X & 0 V ft H O  3 8*10 C H & £ £> fjU 0 ft i

I guess the tiig wind blowing so ste&dil*y made me sleepy, and then 
J. brought o^ervan egg nog for the Madam, Stephen, himself and me, and 
that makes me sleepy too probably. In any event, if you will pardon me,
I shall jump into a hot bath and then fold up my beard. Along side my 
bed leans and axe and a saw, - of all things, and accordingly I shall 
be up and at -“renbourg early - early...,.

1625

January £7th, 1946.

Memorandum to dipping Service: w M*scr Pub yx
u As you m^y note from the date line, this machine is aoting 

up, so.if curious spacing developes, .don t be alarmed*
I hope you heard today’s Invitation to -̂ e tning. It wasn't 

exciting, but suited the toe subject^ Washington Irving, a man 
of the world, and therefore not given to excitements, but withal 
fulsome and pleasant, and somehow*, if one cared to note the glint 
yOif jewels , gleaming without ostentation, abbots of value might 
readi&y'be discovered, *’or one thing, I am glad I heard them refer 
to Brooks* I»ife And Time 6f Washing ton .Irving, for I want to read 
if because I like Brooks' Flowering of Haw England.

And I was enchanted to remember through this medium the pleasure 
I had experienced years ago in reading B*aoebridge Hall, 9 I - 
think it was Christmas at Braoebfidge ball, thd impressed me 
enormously at the time, and the Tale of the Alhambra and of .
Grenada. And then aside from the pleasant memory of those works 
I had half forgotten, 1 leaned of other thingsibe bad written v ;
about, - his western tales, • I think they named one as Astoria 

and something about the ^rairies^ Sometime I must skim them and see 
what they are like. Tauly it is a far piece from the Alhambra 
tp Astoria, but perhaps both come off the better^from the pen of 
such a man whO-CQuld Ipve them both. j c ,

It was good to have your nice letter in Saturday*s post.
It was written in dejection, I fear, with heroic slits of sunshine 
slashing through. 1 hope the sky?is all blue apd gold by pow, even 
as atmospherically it is here. And thanks for te^l ing me of 
the Memtion of Marly-Xe?Roi.- I failed to hear.it mentioned, but 
Qf course was enchanted at your thoughtfulness in providing me with 
such.tf:sdelightful mental Margio Carpet, to wander again through 
its vanishing terrraeea and noble forest memory once mors,

*nd in order to give you an example of how various peoples 
minds and hearts work, I want to break in at this point to tell you 
of such an illustration as came to the surface here yesterday.
Curing the week I had borrowed *ndy to help at 4renbourg,- ;j 

borrowed him from the force on Melrose gardens. In a way it was-., 
not like an exchange of labor and ideas. I would borrow Andy from 
the ^adam to awsii me, and I in turn would direct *ndy at Aelrose 
Oh occasion to undertake some of the more pressing problems. On 
Tuesday and "ednes ay while * i was £n Memphis and >eleate and 
Mrs. Regard were in Shreveport, I was the only soul the Madam had 
on ‘MQirose with her, - save the servants. I might have done mors 
work myself at *renbourg, had I not several time during each morning 
and evening g dragged my hips baok ana forth from there to here to 
watch out for our patient.

IS
i I:

d
.
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so, yesterday, when J. d 0 was paying off the plantation, 
he followed to the letter my suggestion that he let me know any 
labor charges so that the account might be kept in balance, “hen 
*ndy appeared at the office for his weekly wage, *. n. told him he 
had not yet received a notation from me regarding the amount of 
time he,had spent with me, - Andy having told him stupidly that 
he hadn t worked in the ^elrose gardens but at Arenbourg. *nd so 
I sent a slip to the store and •*. K  paid Andy, and later 1 went to 
the store and paid h#

ry a round about way I shall get ^he cash baok, - not directly but effectively netertheless. r But isn t it too bad that *. H#?ls so
■ penny wise and pound foolish, - sticking to the letter of the law

about the cash due the plantation but apparently completely unmindful 
of what the plantation might be owing me. If you have not destroyed 
the letter from the Madam in wyich you Quoted a few lines to me, I 
think it might be nice to preserve. Eventually that writing in her 
own hand might serve to settle a mountain of indebtedness, owed me.

w '  .1 ! ‘ '-* ■ L  ■< i  i r  l ]’} X L.. — # i v  • ■*-' 1 - s. 44* ‘A  «• ^  *•t •
Sometime Friday night, the General's wife arrived and I think 

Ban arrived Saturday morning early. In any event I saw Ban when 
I went to the store early Saturday morning with the mail and 
he asked me if 1 wouldn t show him what was stirring at *renbourg 
since his.last visit. -He was nice about the progress and said 
I should could the tiny strip between us and Alfred as ours, since 
J. H. was bound to relinquish it in our favor, if we would just 
let him hate a chanoe to absorb its worthlessness to him and the value 
it would be in including it with the whole project.

. ’ - - . ;• , • ’Iw 1 *" f  *
.Muring the past yar, • since the time Celeste , after a bust up, 

went to town to live for a little while, 1 have been passing 
by to have coffee with her each morning about 9. The coffee was 
pleasant, as it would be with-Madam Egon, but far from being necessary, 
save that it afforded me an opportunity to do something for J. H., 
by way of keeping his householdd in a pleasant mood, - and being 
in such a mad rush through life, he of course has never noticed the 
reason, 1 suspeot. But tomorrow morning I shall*send a little 
note to Celeste, saying that for a few days I must forfgo the pleasure 
of coffee with hi , due to demands on*my time at Arenbourg at that 
hour, l̂ie will eventually express regret, I am sure, at the dinner 
table, and eventually she will ask J. H. why he supposes, etc., etc., 
and perhaps that method, along with a couple of other omissions A 0an 
make, will call to his attention that some services, unlike his un- 
skilled labor group, are not to be dismissed as without value.f * ; * f t tj J f -A 1 r-j u * • ’ •

. so turns our little work in these parts, and "from the 
letter'from ^ora, you will note that his heart rather inclines toward 
Louisiana than Oklahoma. I think it is this letter wherein he mentions 
the glories of Batehez, whioh, if memory serves, he first glimpsed 
not from a Mississippi ^iver ferry boat at that plaoe but say from 
Cane hiver bridge. Strange, strange, how how values develope sometimes 
only from a distance. We must eventually re-examine Marly and Linderhof 
just to see if they are really what we thought they were worth.
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January &9th, 1946.

Xiiv j - *1 Memorandum to ^li*pping Services . a
. • • •  iu'itx "; ©©ir d-ds-X Ffi.ii no-' . i/t:  £io i q s X ®Bo I am going to have It, goes without saying that

I naturally am delighted and bless the brow supporting so* many 
bright stars in its crown. ie yet the subscription has not started, 
but Eugene ^abespere, one of the clerks, told me that a friend 
of his had been notified by the publishers that sbsoriptions for this 
item would begin from <L to 4 months late* -r

~nd so 4 am siire my subscription will be starting shortly, and 
you may be. sure A shall make reference to thet thing from time to 
time. Again someone shares the.world with me and I cannot imagine 
anything more marvelous in the world that sharing Bife, May I say 
thank you and thanks again for the million and one happinesses that 
cpme ray way, thanks to you.

i t  ' ;
Sunday it was cold in these parts and so was Monday. This 

morning it is warm and raining. I hojpe it gets do»e with the 
latter right soon so tha^ we shall be able, to do some tractor 
business bright and early on "onday corning. A think x remarked 

v in a recent letter that J. leaves for ^exico Gity on Monday,
from whence he flies to Brazil. Traveling the way,he does, I feel 

quite sure he will have completed his tour withi,n a.week, and so 
1st us hope the weather may 'favor our hopes to start things turning 
at Arenbourg on Monday.{ lo-aetioda aoidaluitfol ris-id od bebbts od j

' ’ ' ‘ * i d ■ hr ■ ■{ , , -r lAivr^oifT isvC ;
 ̂ Late Sunday we had two unexpected callers who remained perhaps 

• half an hour,’ - la belle Eseae 'Mae m d  her secretary, Beborah Abramson.® ■*. “ ' ; ' . ’ . V . ' '* # ” ... ( .. .*• —.1 tfl
Of course t ey had news of the Lower Mississippi, and it was 

evident, as usual, that the current as usual had swept them off their 
feet. V Whenever the Ma*dem or 1  hazard an opinion of thq true 
situation, they always stare at us with rather subdued, non- 

f * Comprehensive eyes, as though they didn't exactly understand what we wen 
saying but realizing withipt themselves that we obviously were way off 

° the track.;For example, they remarked that o*he Friends .of *oe 
: Gilmore was scheduled for publication shortly. expressed amaze

ment, since the manuscript failed to make sense to us, -r as it did 
to '^obina, Mrs. lvand and others. They just star.ed. . They said
that his trip to ^ew ¥prk had been a great suooessw He had tj

<3 , i 9 m  v m s  a u j *  -  "  *■  ■ i r " a  0 - . .  b X o i  I . ? i T o a e C ‘

I ^ . . . f * r>» ■ t . U  ■- x -■ 0 9%; (./»> | vwn  ̂ J4

—HOC l i t  0 O’U 3 " •/. :.i

berl .!
v S i t & i i i  • 0 j  • ■ )00, i •• 3 f i.3non 3
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oocupied a suite at the St, Moritz ^otel and had kept Joe in con
stant attendance, in some kind of a servants uniform, - white coat, etc. 
Whlttlesley Publications, a subsidiary of J^oGraw Kill, had advanced 
money to him on* a novel, - they thought about |4,000.00. There were 
many parties at the ^t. ^orita.

Heturning to the descent wity in a nightmare, he had gone to 
the Baptist ~ospital, and had had a hemorrage* At Christmas time, 
they heard, he was at death’s door. But a transfusion put him 
•lap back on his feet* They had seen him last week and dined with 
him and he was in the pink of condition, "and he must be able to do 
a fine job on the Last island story because he can talk so enter
tainingly over the dinner table". So* that is that.

■:

Since la belle iSssae Mae is scheduled to see Mrs. Lester shortly, 
we gave a plug for the* preservation Of Jack’s invaluable collection.
I don't know if the plug registered. -&ut she promises to bring 

Mrs. >ster here for a few days a little later, and if the papers 
- haven t been sold, burned up or otherwise disposed of, perhaps we 
may be able to do something more about them.

I also learned that the wommission is being or is likely to be 
dewignated as agent^for the federal Government in Louisiana to 
handle the Beading “aohine books. Phis didn’t surprise me, since I 
made out an elaborate prospectus to that end and submitted to the 
Commission some time back. ~ At the time, it was evident that the idea 
didn t catch, and so, without bothering to advise them, 1 took the y- 
idea up "with another power. ^ppafantly the thing caught on. "But 
What will we do with all that extra mass of material?" was their wail.
I pointed out that the *tate had offered to build a splendid library for 
the Commission, were plans to hand, and I also remarked that by be
coming the agent of the federal Government, an important keystone would 
be added to their foundation stones of permanency, and thus add 
greater prospect that they might not have to worry over the whims of 
the suooeessive Administrations, any one of which, like Bam Jones, 
might threaten to veto their appropriations and so kill the whole 
set up. Of course they don’t know and I shall never tell them that 
anything .was done over their heads to seoure this branch of service for 
them.Well, so things turn in these parts. The patient is doing 
alright, although the presence of the General and his wife* does 
alter her routine somehow, - going to bed later than usual, etc., 
which, I think, may be all to the good. Yesterday the General 
drove Ban back to ^amp Bolk but I did not go with them, as there 
were trees I wanted to out on the margin of the river at Arenbourg.
I didn’t function as Public Halations deputy over the coffee cups, 
either-, .nor will A do so today, and before night, I reokOn, - prob

ably at dinner, Celeste will be* asking tf. B. what can be the matter.
With the sincerest appreciation and straight from the shoulder, the 
General told me the other day what a grand job P was doing. I laughed, 
and he laughed, too, when 1 quoted from Gentlemen xrefer Blondes;
* kiBS^on your hand makes you feel grand but a diamond bracelet least 
forever • • X..,,,

1 6 2 9
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January 29th, 1946.
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Memorandum*to dipping Service;
Again P*write at night.
It was good to have your nice letter in today’s post.

„ I shiver as a think of the snow cascading down upon you and 
the thought of the jaunt to Macy’s. Strangely enough, I 
always envision the trip there made on foot, rather than by 
subway. Wasn't it nioe,* down **ifth avenue and across town 
as that was viewed in retrospect? ̂ *t was suoh a pleasant 
interlude to eventual little journeys, more rural in 
prospect. * ....■ • ...’**; ''

Bo you are going to. *how Boat. Well, P am glad for 
it should be very nice.' I saw it years ago at the &ei|field, when 
Bdna May Oliver was ih it and she was grand, as wa$ helen Morgan. 
But P liked the movie, too, although it was a little differ
ent. Strangely enough the General’s wife had confided something 
to me about the Merchant Planter in regard to that earlier 

tShow Boat, rt is my understanding that he and someone else,- 
pefhaps his wife, drove to **ew York to -see the play. They 
arrived late in the day; but. the Merchant Planter left after 
the first act, as he didn’t care vt for it. Mext morning 

^;ie discovered he didn't .like ^ew York and so drove back horns. 
x„The Prince de *igne once drove from Brussels to attend a 
performance of the ^pera St Versailles but this 20th oentury 
migration was a little more extensive.

1 know you will enjoy the piece, I hope it is well done, 
and,P Shall think of you often during the night you mentioned,- 
the 6th,. wasn 'tit? *11 u'1 u ̂ e ~ ' ;•*“ t J' V

You will note some enclosures. Gharles' isn^t interesting 
but it keeps you up with things. 1 didn’t know he had been 

f in town. 1 think P mentioned old Miss I** to you as being here 
and "dding* the Brudhommes with me last;June 27th-when Lyle 

' and P. B. Johnston arrived during that hectic time.
^ora'6 letter puzzled me a little. I would swear that 

he said practically the same thing in the ope just received from 
him a day or two ago, - or did P forget to send It to you and so 
read, the same oneMji0 ^  om'wo-Bi blo't I'

I think the’other letter is quite interesting, ^urely the 
''lady writes well, even though the subject is a little %o° 
autobiographical. I think I didn’t read it all, but i read
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1630
enough, X thought her description of the Beaoh Master and his 
hostess quite good, although slightly more angular than I would 
paint the picture. *urely it is time for the writer to begin 
doing some sketches of her own surroundings and her Memoires,- 
she does her personalities so tellingly.

Jerry Jones, a cousin of Bill Jones and of Bill Lloreni, 
died Saturday and the funeral was today. Bill hi or en a has a • 
brother Boosie who always talks out of turn, -ihe garage, having 
been closed because of the funeral, I got little news until 
about 4s30, when X walked by in the rain, floosie told me that 
he and Alphonsie PhonsieV were renting the land to the **ast 
of the Bermuda, road wthioh Peter had formerly worked, he 
asked me if the little strip belonging to J. B.v and. adjoining 
floosie*s father, Alfred, was under anybody s control, - the 
piece running down to the river on the «est of the Bermuda * oad 
and to the' Aorth of ^renbourg. He said he and Alphonse thought 
of renting it, putting somebody in the cabin on* the road, and 
planting the balanoe of the piece back to the river in 
Irish potatoes. ' Hun^mTnmmjmmmm.

1 told him, - lied in a way, - that the matter was 
under discus'sion at* the moment, and that  ̂ thought it. better 
not to discuss the matter with until a little later.

.  • • * $ . * * '  V  •-.« I--1 ', j .» v  J L  t l  1  . . o  • . - V  »  '■ • -

With **lphonse and the ̂ lorefnaes our nearest neighbors to 
the florth and Bouth, 1 didn t like the idea of being further 
hedged in on the *»orth by a potato patch. I accordingly 
bearded and told him that while he is away, 1 might
do some planting and 1 would like tcf know further about that 
nuisan’ce strip. He said it wduld cost too much to sure the 
house that* was there at the present time but that he didn t 
care how much of the thing I incorporated into ^renbourg, just 
so long as 1 left a kO or k5 foot path to the river so whoever 
occupied the cabin could get his horses to the river for water. 
*nd so you see, ‘it is stillT\ nuisance strip, but the potato 
patch is 1 definitely out, and now Noosie and Alphonse will not 
be able to use if, and therefore the whole thing will eventually 
move in the right direction. "Patience on a Monument Smiling 
at GrPaf’camd home from b . **• U. for his mid-term vacation 
today. he AQneral ^nd h;Ls wife go to Shreveport tomorrow, 
re turning4* here in d day or two. Dan will come home again 
this week end. if will really be quite a family gather
ing. Bu t J. K  will have left by *unday, but he will 
be gone but one in tween now. and the second one hence, sinoe 
he‘told me toay he was planning on the trip‘spreading over 
nine days, fline,days to see South America., That certainly 

1 make old Jule6 verne and his Autour dtt Monde en 80 Jours seem 
ante-oeluvian. t

I must fold now and figure out*h couple of tricks before 
the next horse kioks over the traces. It will be pleasant 
thinking of you planning to see and hear Show Boat,

1631
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Memorandum to ^lipping Service! >* "
. ..0(lt*8 present to be .With some rare soul for no other reason
than the pleasure of being nearby, forjue it ie a^ally 
pleasant to wri^e sometimes, an* for the same reason,^even 
though x have nothing in particular to say that you do not 
already:know. - t ,

t Accordingly this note might be styled a selfish one, since
it is written for the sheer pleasure of_oommuning ^th you for 
a little while before I iold up my beard. If ynu do not reaa 
it at all,.you will hare missed nothing.

■■ ill-the slrem olooks in the plaoe were somehow out of
Joint last night and so the General, who wished toleavefor 

u Shreveport at 7,30,, asked if "V. would awaken him and hia Lady at 
263 6:30. I would* X did.

h alwo waited for them downstair's and had a cup of coffee 
while they were having thei.r breakfast. ****£•»

m  off on their journey from whence they will return tomorrow
evening.

My absenoe for two days at the nine o'oloak ooffee onps at
.j..e Gsleste’a produoed a visit. Abou^ rioon. J- ^ j ’”®* mv house asking the ^adam for me. ^he told him was St my nouse.
‘ h^nevu^ahould have asked her, of course, hut the sense of business 
.. men in human relations •••«••••••

"nd so he came this way. Ke is having domestic problems, 
storv is old — B6 years old, only Xt hasn t been re—

•nested for a year.' On. might J^thSr^Seli^'LTmiKh^eay waters eaoh morning may havemadeamootherseasOnemigh y 
that it was purely coincidental that my withdrawal induced 
a rippls* It doesnt matter. The fat is In the fire again
anyway.

Later, in the day, - the fine drisale having let up,_____  _____T A tbo-h UUATA Y»
X went

to Arenbourg and sawea down a oouple of trees that were pulling 
tte ? « r « ! gi“ o the rivef;-*£at with the under-mining they erper-
ienced last Bpring.

I returned before supper and J. H, , Pat, ^ugane ^ &te 
without the Madam being present, - la ^rignan ^ i n g  passe 
way half an hour earlier and eliminated the desire for food-.
I guess X was tired, too, for I dropped a full gl^ss of milk °b • 
my plate, breaking it neatly in two and giving myself quite a bath.
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But titere were pleasant sides sprinkled in with the 
more drab Rdturninguto my house this morning, after getting 
Mr. and Mrs. "General off, I did & little work before breakfast 
arrived. The rain then falling must have been too much for 
Brother, as he didn't show up#

■Before 1 bad had my chocolate, however, the cook tapped at 
my.door. Bhe didn't come in but said her husband would like 
tofcall if I wasn't too busy, I wasn't.

~nd so A* Maok, - familiarly called Beau paid hie 
initial visit. I have known him for years, but he never got up 
enough courage to get to see me, fearing he would get lost in 
the gardens, Juanita explained. He is a pleasant darkie, rather 
30-1sh and has*a’rather strange way of speaking, almost as though 
straining his larnyx as the words tumble eut,« I found a little 
glass of forgotten ^hristmas wine for him told me lots of
astonishing things about animals that I had never heard about before,

• ' *
As we chatted, *r. Brew came in*, asking if he could borrow 

my boot that had sprung a leak in the toe* Twenty, minutes after 
departing with it, he returned. He had taken it to the garage 
and put a hot rubber patch on it, - vulcanised it. ®y then 
it was time for me to attend to some mail at the big house, 
and so A turned over the bacon, toast, milk and what remained 
of the chocolate to ^rew and off I skipped,, leaving 
him and Beau to make the most of what they could of it.

The 'enclosed note from *ate Perkins is of no interest.
I must return her three dollar check in the morning's post.
I'll get some nandina plants off to her shortly. She is sending 
me % e  Saturday Review *of literature for the second year. I must 
thgnk her for that not telling her that up to now 1 have never heard 
a line from one of the past 52 issues. —  - * *̂v -

v ^  1 ' ■'' ■ - 0  t ’■ ' " i ' ■ - • ’

Page 51 of the February reader'«s Pigest has an artiole about 
"My Paverite Character. I think I mentioned that fact in my 
last letter. I mention it again, just in case I merely thought 
of mentioning it several times and may not have done so.

Obviously I am sleepy or I wouldn't be repeating, as I have 
just done in the paragraph above* • You will* forgive me and I shall 
break off at this point......*

o- Fe 1st, 1946;

v/ipi-'-m?. qj y.3i’*v ciiiow eiiw jBXi.. ..ixi?3;' i x t O - i t *  j.x vuc|
Memorandum to ^lipping Services * *

A bright; sunny day, it has been,,.and a million stars 
*ev& hold the promise that tomorrow the ground hog will see his 

shadow. The darkies say that if he does, there will be six
1 more treeks of winter. 1 don't believe a word of it.• etjofi i — ■ ■ .iso * . m

It wasn't a very satisfaootry day, - and not very 
unsatisfactory.
4 • • i  < ,f v -h M -Kl’ ^  ̂tix • ' •• )•

I spent quite some time at Arepbourg, what with people
at Melrose, taking up some of the*Madam's slaok hours.

1 • • O il J  I f l J
There was a slightly chill breeze from the ^outh West,

*■ and so* * worked rather faster than 1 might have otherwise. I was 
digging‘up old Spring bulbs that might otherwise have hard 
going, were they not removed before the tractors get to going.

•jj&gsO i&M'Sf p ' 3 ft 4--'0 X...U Iv U w  « * 4 iIQ  v l i ’ il a  ^  T& 4 p*

I know not if you have ever dug bulbs that have remained 
* long in the place they were'originally planted, - and these

• are ante bellum numbers. Perhaps it is merely the -Louisiana 
• » soil that gives them the sbmewhat strange tendency they in- 

variably manifest in these climes. Their universal intention 
in these parts seems to be to edge a little further into the 
ground with each succeeding season,, and even though they burrow 
but slightly each season, 80 or 100 season* gives them 
quite a start in the general direction of Vhina, - or whatever 

- country is on the opposite side of thb globe. Many of those 
1 dug today supported dark green stems 8 or 10 inches above 
the ground, while going straight down below the surface, they 
traveled from a foot to two-feet , - pale white stems, that 
finally reached the bulb itself. 1 am wondering if these bulbs 
can be the originals, as planted by some aristocratic Metoyer 
back in slavery days. I have no idea of the life expectancy of 
a bulb. *erhape they don t live so long themselves but leave 
suah a numerous progeny, so identical in appearance to themselves, 
that we assume each plant to be contemporaneous while in 

reality these are merely great, great, great, great grandchildren.
Well, be that as it may, 1 dug quite a few and put 

them safely aside. This is not the time to move bulbs, but 
they will survive, and they will fare better than if they were 
left to be disked up next week.
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■*an returned home this afternoon* He remains until 
Monday, when he returns to damp Eolk. "ext week, he is being J 
transferred to ^ittle *bok, but for only about six weeks, I /  
think.

The General took his automobile apart with his own hands and 
put it back together again. His wife went with Celeste to Magnolia 
for bridge. J. *. never did show up. There were various theroies.

The post brought a letter from -dora.  ̂never did oat oh up 
with ^r. Brew, wbrking in the peoane groves in the kittle Hiver 
area* Sara was putting a txaotor together. He said he and 
*'ugabou were ' fixin’* to get after the big old trunk of the 
elm on Saturday afternoon. - I hope.

As a commentary on the present flare up between the head 
of the American Legion and General ^radley, as Administrator of 
the Veteran s Bureau, 1 was interested in the military viewpoint, 
as expressed looally* The General expressed himself as of the 
opinion that Bradley's was the best mind operating in the iSuropean 
theatre during the past few years. From *̂ an, I gathered that 
soliders who had claims, founded or not well founded on 
disability, somehow got the impression that the best way to 
get compensation by way of pensions was not through the 
Veteran's bureau, but rather through the quasi-political 
set up of the American ‘“egion, the latter somehow circumventing 
the justness of the former. Hone of this is of much interest,
I reckon, but it is sometimes interesting to get the re
action of people ^concerned in a set up when that set up, - 
so vast and removed from the average newspaper reader, burst 
into headlines, * : " ..

I shall fold this point, with the hope that 
whither that old ground hog sees his shadow in your neighfehbor 
hood, the "inter may be on the way out so far as the present 
year is concerned. Heaven knows you have had plenty of 
weat er this year and A think b all rights you are due a breath 
of Spring from here on out....
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February -let, 1946.

Memorandum to Gapping Service; , j
 ̂ To hand your rand report of .the L8th and a million 
thanks for such a lovely letter and the very interesting 

obtiuary notice of w. vullen.
I got a huge kick out of the punkt section. And 

more power to you. The new arrangement of the literary section 
is something that will afford you no end of satisfaction, i am 
sure, and I laughed to myself as 1 envisioned the possibilities 
if Arenbourg in estements were knoNwn. ,- for if a book case makes 
the head shake, any knowledge of other, expenditures ought to 
induce a fine case of delerium tremens slap off*

N x found the travels of the lemon pie quite good, too, - 
Louisiana to Oklahoma and back to -Louisiana, and thence to 
up-town New York And then back to Louisiana to try another tfo 
at it via Louisiana to 4fcnd street and thence to the Concourse.
1 reckon that must be one of the most traveled pies on record.

1 am smesed, - in a way, that Forever Amber should hold 
out so long against Plantation Parade, as it did in the case 
of our girl friend. But on second thought, revealed especially 
in her correspondence, he$ senseof values, • her own personal 
interest in things, is as well demonstrated, 1 think, by just 
such a hold out. Hers, 1 think, is a dawn that is spread so 
evenly that we sometimes regret the absence of the concentra
tion of color that characterises the, sunset ,to which we1 are 
more.accustomed. Dr*.Weak loved forever *mber and declared to 
his mother in law that it was as good as Gone With The Wind.
Later his mother in law dipped into the thing but after reading 
it for a while, closed the volume with the remarks "Well, that 
just goes to s h o w . * . X  wished at the time that she would 
finish the* sentence, for 1 should have liked to know what 
to her it did show, but in the present case, so far as our 
little friend is^concerned, it shows enough to write a chapter 
about the difference between her sense of values and those of 
Other types.

nut speaking of Blantation Parade, there was a letter 
from the wife of a feaptist minister of Yaaooo city, Miss, yester
day. She wanted full particulars regarding Melrose, past and 
present, the doings of all the children, and especially one 
whom she familiarly referred to as Stephen. Now that is really 
Quite an order, - and not all of it would be suited, think, 
for the wife of a Baptist minister. I shall respond to her letter
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in a day or two, and then forward the original letter along, 
not that it is of the slightest interest, save that it clearly 
exhibits the mental doings of a section of society whose very 
existence we do not realizes obtains all about us until one of 
these things comes to thesurface.

And speaking of "Stephen", the General and his wife returned 
yesterday about 4 in the afternoon, and he and X had quite 
a pleasant hour's chat before bed time. We were not many at 
supper, since Pat had gone to Natchitoches to spend the night 
with Paynie, and *. u. had skipped to Hew Orleans in the after
noon. X suppose he is back this morning, as the round trip 
would be only six or seven -hundred -miles. I assume he heads 
out for *“exico wity and points outh on Saturday*

Xhe latest news from Cloutierville is that ^r. «ienk goes 
< to Washington, *. , on February 12th for some studying at 
some University there, - x suppose for a month or six weeks, 
aia wife was here for a few moments last night and says she 
is going to do some of the moving .of their household furniture 
to Shreveport during his absence. So be it, but X have my doubts. 
They never did sell their KLoutierville property, in spite of 

* the current housing shortage. After all, to ask ten thousand 
dollars for a parcel for which they paid fiften hundred, does
seem a little out of line.

. * ■ • - '

I am sorry 1 missed the Genet broadcast you mentioned. Some
how she doesn’t seem to be on a net work that I can get, save on 
rare occasions, and so x^guess I completely forgot the lady.

I like her interpretation of the news so much, I think 
1 shall write a note, * think, to,sons station in this area, 
asking it it cannot be included in their programs. They say lots 
of times that a mere request that way often produoes the desired 
effect, whereas lots of people would assume that it might 
t'ake endless pressure to accomplish the thing. X shall drop 
a leaflet into the the post regardless and see if the lady can’t 
take on something in voice form that is less ghostly, as at 
present.

x shall have to break off at-this point, - too many people 
are waiting for me, bent on one thing or another. I hope to 
do better on the morrow. *o glad you en|oyed the Washington 
Irving broadcast and that you have the Brooks book, which 
I have written for on the heading Machine. I shall let you 
‘know if it is available, so that we flight eventually read the 
thing'at the same time and compare notes. If it is half as good 
as Brook*s Flowering of "ew England, it should be elegant.

I wo

rtfl ■
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Memorandum, to Gapping Servicei
• * Z* .1. X • * - t

I write in the morning of “Monday which I hope may be a 
husv week The forecast is for showers today and tomorrow,S3fcS. ‘*9one doel what one o n  Defer, th. deluge Doge thing.
down. . ■ , L 11 fl , lit Oil jix\

Our usdal week end was somewhat alrSered in its routine 
by two or three circumstances.* '̂ he overseer 8 wife died on 
Friday night and the funeral was Sunday, X *
woman, although I may have passed her in the road without reoogn s 
ing her identity. Curious, isn't it, that one can live to 
close to some people, » physicially, m and over such a long 
period of years, without ever having*sean them*' * -1 1 ]J ;

i- v w flv X *  A l w  L  «T? # V  ’v V A* • -VV i . / l r i  J,. -W *> s * * • v • '?* w  **** v

One of the most hilarious aspects in the wake of the lady’s 
death was thlsi - She died about 11p.m. The-undertaker from 
town came and took the body to atohitoches for embalming, keeping 
it until' the next day, or night, the family, - all item, of 
the Overseer, however, asked Celeste, ■“■ugone and ^s. Hogier, who 
lives up towa d* Bermuda, • to sit uj> all night, although the 
family of the deceased, went to bed. * never heard of suoh a thin 
and can think of no reason for three* people, - in no way related, 
to* sit up all night in the home of the departed, when the corpse h 
already been removed.

j, h . took a typhus shot late Saturday night and at 5 a.m. 
on Sunday morning, headed out toward Mexioo ^ity and *>outh 
America. Celeste had fifteen or twenty of the Henrys for Sunday 
dinner, and most of the Henrys, deluding the General, attended 

the 3 o*dock funeral in (UouDierville The Madam and the General’ 
wife and I remained at<Melrose. f

On Sunday morning, I heard the last half of the Ovid discussion. 
The beet line I got out of it was in this tenor: "Heoognizing the 
best Course and accepting the wisdom of following it, too often 

- f take the worst.** I think there is e sermon in that line that 
can be applied over and over again in my own case, and eventually 
I must elaborate upon it. -sua-wX"m u j s u o  nl vAua

•I am curious to see Koosie and Alphonse this morning to learn 
0something from them. You will recall that G, *. ot Thursday,
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told me it was too expensive to move the little cabin next to 
Albred's, from its present site to the Bast side of the Bermuda 
Road, but that I oould plant as I might please, leaving a lane on 
his strip to the river. Well, on Saturday morning, Noosie and 
Alphonse ashed me, - and received my approval, for them to ask

if he minded if they moved the cabin across the road at 
their own expense, so that they oould put Mattie, the former cook, 
in the house to help work the crop. 1*11 bet a dollar he said No, 
that I wouldn't like it, or some such. Now, the Madam is furious 
at Mattie for having quite her job last autumn, and has refused to 
let her live on Melrose. If she should be put in the house where 
it is now located, there would be a big old raoket. If she should 
be moved across the road, - that is to say, the cabin should be moved^ 
to the land which is rented, to someone else, nothing could be 
said, There is an inducement there, you see, for moving the thing, 
but 1  feel sure the J. H., unable to relinquish a'foot of ground, 
even though serving him no income, will say No, and put the reason 
for his disapproyal on me, for he is just that kind of a bag. Well, 
I'll find out soon and lettyou know. .

Bo you remember the Gayarre aocount of life in Louisiana in 
the 1884 harper's, and how de Bore or some such person had come 
correspondence with- fche wife of the Minister of War at Versailles.
I think, ap X recall,' that he received his oommission^through that 
typical 18th century method, I took a walk with the «erieralfs 
wife yesterday. My letter was verbal. Both she and I have an 
axe to grind. She wants a piece of furniture from Mairose and 
knows x am about the* only one who could eventually pry it loose.

' It seems the General, she tells me in confidence, wants me to have 
' some, recognition on the part of the Estate, other than an occasional 
expression of gratitude by word of fciouth. «T. B, usually makes 
decisions in matters of expenditure, but such an expenditure would 
never occur to him in' the first place and might not be acted 
upon even though the matter should be served up to him. But 
if the General made some sort of a racket, there might, be some 
progress made in translating verbal gratitude into something of more 
intrinsic character. This matter will no doubt stew for some 
months. We may never hear anything of it and yet Vue may, and I 
pass along the possibility as something? to contemplate as a possibil 
ity even though its liklihood of ever transpiring is remote.

On Saturday morning, *'ugabou, Bara and King got out the big 
old traotors and hauled the great trunk of the elm from its resting 
place on the terrace and dumped it, % i n  three aeotions, down the 
bank. A‘hey did it before I knew What they were up to. I wanted 
the pieces put in the little bayous, to help fill them up, but 
they didn t think of that. Accordingly I thanked them for spilling 
the milk, v since it had to be spilled,’and passed over my regret 
that it didn t hit the precise spqts I had in mind. This morning 
andy is cutting locust trees on’the terrace to make an opening so 
the house can be sfung around into its new position, and we shall 
take down fences and clear away the lumber piles, - the old barn, - 
so the tractors, - if it doesn't pouf, can start Qhurnning up the 
ground in preparation of leveling it off smooth and nice for sowing 
the clover..... .
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/February 4th, 1946,
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Memorandum to Clipping Service:

There* s'a new moon slowly climbing down in the West, 
half veiled in gauze-like clouds. It didn’t rain today, and 
I hope it doesn't tonight. , * n t  just in case it doesn’t,
‘ t * X %  pen a few lines before folding up, for there is the ohance 
that I may be at Arenbourg early in the morhing.

We had a pretty good day. Andy out a flock of black locust 
trees, As some of them were almost a foot through at the base, 
they Will make excellent posts for the new fence, - if and when..

Good old unole B'^r, - I like it spelled that way,* 
insisted on helping me pitch the limbs of the locusts over the 
brink of the terrace. They form excellent retaining material, 

^-what with the grass already starting to grow on the bank, and these 
will help knit a mattress to keep the bank from washing.

* In the afternoon, Andy continued chopping and taking down
old barbed wirS fence,‘Some of the latter having grown into the 
treese, and a lot of suoh a tangle, they just rolled over the 
snbankment, which was good. rte also tossed in some old iron 

V beds just for good measure. *lttle M n g  arid Bra-Bra also gave me 
Ilrhand. in the afternoon, piling up the lumber from the dis* 

f£/ mantled barn,* and placing it close ,tb uncle B»or's,fence so that 
the tractors can have a olear field when they begin operations. 

acr We 'also took down that fenoe. that bisected the terrace formerly, 
leaving the wire attacted to the posts, so that eventually we can 

l/ set the posts along the margin of the river ana so mak* another 
barrie* to build up the bank. Wfckn I left the place a little 

‘ before sun down, Andy was still chopping trees while Unole 
^  Or with a wagon, was hauling away some of the wood I had 
given him, while Little M n g  and *Bfa-J>fa, - a‘ pleasant, double- 
jointed youth, were still piling up lumber along the fenoe.

W m  during the morning I had made a rfouple of trips back to
«*u ‘ Melrose and the same numbefr in the afternoon to see how things 

were rooking along there. Everything was. alright. The General 
had gone walking to kittle Riviw arid his "“ady and *at were 
making a call on someone on *ari“e ^Iver, tax leaves in the 
morning for **. U, with the General leaving on Wednesday, 

evsii then, I* assume, we shall be alone for a spell.
• « W U l  i-i J fw %..• V  P I  H: WfWF ■ *  ■ ** V  -*•

having been fairly busy of late, I haven't done much with 
my reading machine, ^hen, too, I haven't anything of 
particular interest to read at the moment. I have dipped into 
something they sent me some time back, - something I hadn't ask 
for, - I’he Voyage of the Beailgxe by Charles Barwin. It is

1 V
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a soientifio work, covering a journey made by the ^glishman 
about 183& through the *>outh Atlantic and across the Pacific, 
with many particulars about flora and fauna, minerals and men that 
he enoounters, It's not the kind of thing designed to keep 
one awake if physically tired, but ^ read it a little in lieu 
of nothing until something more desireable arrives.

In a reoent letter you were so good as to offer to have some 
films developed for me if x would send them._ I apologize 
<for not thanking you before# -At the moment 1 still have one 
shot on the second ron ‘and somehow I have neglected to snap 
a ything of late, but 1 shall do so shortly. So far as hastening 
their return, there is no rush. Most of these films were snapped 
so that we might have a record of the progress made at Arenbourg,- 
or more precisely, have some record of how the place looked before 
we started work on it. H  is looking more and more like a desert 
as ti’ S goes along although * must confess that 13 cows and a 
mule on'the terrace as 1 left the place this evening gave it 
quite a pastoral appearance ~

In tonight * s Columbia Hews ^oudap, John haily said that 
Louisiana's Beantor ^verton has again distinguished himself on 
*the floor of the Senate by declaring that the Lemoorats want to 
J*egro votes, while democratic Senator Meade of Buffalo immediate
ly put in an opposite declaration for the democratic Party. 
Everybody around here knows ^verton and he is not singled out 
as any astonishing luminary. He is kin to a flock of folks in 
Natchitoches while plenty Of people like the hands and so on in 
Alexandria admire him none the more for their acquaintance.
I may have mentioned before that there is a gtm grimace fre
quently made whenever the name is mentioned. The family tips 
the scales at some astonishing figure and someone was saying some 
time back that it was amusing to see his big daughter, on the 
pay role as her papa's secretary or some such, sitting on 
a sofa in their Washington apartment, the daughter balancing a 

five pount box of chocolate oh her lap, - eating from it 
madly, and passing it to no ‘one. The name here is frequently 
prounounced as though it were twvo words,' and perfect in
application! - Overton.
*y f .

There is talk of uverton going out as Senatro and some of 
1 the local big wigs, - Sam Jones, 1 think, - taking his place, 
with Stephen Henry, if retired, being made President of d, s. 
and some other kin folk running for Governor, but all that is 
quite nebular, X think. Only 1 hope old ^verton is bounced 
from hisiresentjpost soon.

Ih.r# was waother point 1 wanted1 to'make, hut I shall hare 
to fold- for now as sleep Is oatohing up with me.'.
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Memorandum to pipping Service */ 0" t ; s
$0 hand your gsand letter of Friday, the 1st, and 

contrary to your statement in the opening lines, it was <0Q 
both elegant and something to be cherished.

h n  h/f. r -*t *C i f •' ClX* r-'f-fv ^ -'.i V a n  f 4-T rf ; * ft rr f t;4 /! K
The week end sounded like quite ai a large order, with 

Sunday seeming to have a program that 'was too all-embracing.
I hope they were pleasant people who graced yodr bodrd and your 
drawing room# *othing, to me, is so ddliglitful and filled with 
recompense as the communion of kindred >ouls. And yet nothing 
is more wearing and wearisome as time thdt must be waisted on 
people who really mean nothing to one's self. It is marvelous 
to find , as we so dften do, some hidden treasure in some most 
unpreposessing person, and yet, X am sorry to say, we afe bound 
to find ourselves every once in § while all cluttered up with 
people who, for us, at least, are as barren as a desert not 
possessed of a single oasis. Frankly, f resent sharing time, or 
rather, frittering away time on such'people who feally have no 
idea o’f what you are talking about while they themselves have 
no ideas of the slightest interest_to discuss with yocl I hope 
your ^ufiday didn't turn out quite that badly,

, , v It was good of you to tell me of The Bloomer Girls and I am 
so glad you enjoyed the piece. M have heard it mentioned, of 
course, on the air, but knew nothing of its nature, and I 
am .'.both .delighted and'indebted for particulars. If I remember 

."correctly, I mentioned something.about the adVent of bloomers 
in' Mississippi'in the Old Hatches Borapbook* 'alt ough at ths 
moment the precise date eludes me. Once I knew a very old lady 
who had been among the first to espousi the cause* As X look 
back at that personality, 1 rqdlLdn She was a lot more remark
able than 1 had realized at the'time. As X„reoqll her after 
so long a time, I do remember that aside fromrher costume, she had 
very white bobbed hair add that she was a phystdan, - some- 

r thing ‘that was quite unique, I suppose, at the time she probably 
graduated, from a medical school. I know one person still living 
W&o must:remember all about her, and X am going to write, for 
particulars, just to brush up my'memory and because I should like 
tq ra-touch my impression, which, X suppose, must have been 
tinctureduwith all kinds of strange twists becadse of the 

“dwusual position she occupied in the community. I realize , oome 
to tbink of that she lived not far from what late* 4aa disoovere 
d as % one time station on'the Underground Bailwqy, and it will 
e interesting to learn if she had any oonneotion with that.
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It rained a littla this morning, hut only enough to get 
one's clothes wet hut not enough to soak the ground 
Ihis evening's weather report was for rain tonight, cool and 
fair tomorrow.* X’ hope we may escape the rain and merely get the 
sunshine.

Andy and X spent our day at Arenhourg, - with Uncle "*'©r 
taking my place at frequent intergvals as X returned here'to see 
how things were oooking. We eradicated most 6f the obstacles 
that remained so that tomorrow Fugahou may slide his tractors 
around with ease. There was a lot of lumber still to be moved, 
some average 'Sized black locusts to be out and so on. We did not 
dig up the stumps,* thinking that the tractors may be able to pull 
them up readily enough. It is certainly going to be grand 
to get going. uh, yes, X staked off a tentative-outline for 
the lake, too, so that we may push some of the dirt from the 
center of unlt ^o. 1., in preparation for building the fenoe 
along the Bermuda Road. The lake turns out to be almost 1 shaped or 
possibly* a orescent, - so far as the stakes go. What the ulti
mate appearance will be, I have no idea, alt ough if we can 
eventually round up a big old bulldooaer, it ought to be quite 
nice. • ' •1 . ,;L * v ®!

.'.r j j  8 ti'i V W , •* , W • ■ - -l. ..

Of the enclosure from Charles ^aaurette, it speaks for 
itself. It was nioe of him to write in such detaiOL about 
•my old idol, Dr. Mercer, and I am enchanted to know that there is 
a likeness of him and *nna and the Chapel in existence.' The date 
he mentions is about the time Dr. Mercer was assisting la LOmax, 
too,*- around 104?. If X recalll correctly, X think the Mercer wil 

has something in it about at. Anna's home.

•- •- «

The Matron is mistaken, of course, about Anna being buried 
at Xasse % ristian. *>he probably got off the track on that 
point due'to the fact that Mrs. Mercer, and possibly Mary, the 
youngest child, "died at that place. But all the ̂ family, - and 
only the family, including °ousin Sliaa Young, are'actually * . 
buried in the ^hite Marble ^hapel on Daurel *111, of which I have 
spoken so endlessly to you *On many occasions. It is nioe of 
Charles to‘suggest a pamphlet. It could readily be done if I 
had some sort of a secretary, * or Charles, since I assume t 
have more data, - including the original Mercer letters to la Lomax, 
than anyone else, - save ^r. Sutler, - and he'doesn't even know if 
he has any or at least knows nothing of their contents. Then, 
too, very few people have ever been to *aurel hill and those who 

have been there have known little or nothing about either the 
Mercers or the Youngs, etc.,'so X guess we could have the whole 
field pretty much to ourselves, if we ever should get,around to 
do the thing, although at the moment 1 seen no especial advantage, 
since the stuff would naturally be sold for the benefit of the 

Home, as it should be, and while it would be pleasant to make 
a contribution in that direction, it will be up hill business 
until X g#t in contact with someone who oan help me pull and 
haul over things. ^hanks again for the nice, nioe letter which 
has meant ever so much to me. You might return 'Carles letter as 
it is my oiily record of the particulars, - or you might keep it if 
you prefer, - just so long as it isn  ̂lost..

1 6 4 3
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February 6th, 1946.

Memroandum to Clipping Service!
It is a great pleasure to write the above date line tonight.

It means that you are right now in the midst of the find Act of 
Show Boat,,and I am hoping that plans,went through to attend and 
that the present ation is good. f scrolls eni

It poured about midnight last night, but this morning 
was cloudless. Fugabou came by?to see me early this morning, 
asking it was alright to put the tractors on the terrace, It was.
, There were a few otjier callers-early, and after a shorter 
hour than usual before getting my desk in order, I dropped 
my mail at the post offioe and dropped by the big house.

I wanted to say goodbye to the departing General and his 
wife. They were very kind^ .-AS “r*Gayarre might have expressed 
it, "The wife of thi Minister QfW*r", in saying goodbye, 
advised me that "things were likely to be arranged shortly". • 
From that X gather that the General pust have token up the matter 
with some of the other, boys. Then General then came out on 
the gallery and was most cordial and kind in his remarks, whioh 
he concluded by saying that when u. returns, he feels things 
should be arranged promptly, I have no doubt that such an 
aooomplishmpnt will require pressure on the part of the 
General, but he may be successful, especia ly if others put on
the heat 
they are

In the mean time we shall count no, chickens before 
hatohed, but it is a pleasant possibility to contemplate.

I shall have to keep a careful watch on things, however, and 
soft peddle some moves perhaps, since the Madam sent an order to 
the office today, instruotiong the overseer to put Arenhourg 
labor on plantation charges and not op Arenhourg. 1*11 see how 
that can be effected withput getting too imposing a figure to 
counter-balance the General’s recommendations on a straight out 
basis.

And so the General, and his lady departed and I turned my steps 
in the direction of Arenhourg where the tractors .were pulling 

up stumps, ploughinghe terrace, etc., eta.
I alternated ray hours between there and here, stopping in 

the store for a.‘few moments1 at 2 p.m., when a telephone message 
came from the. WtJeran's Hospital in Alexandria that Xeter Metoyer 
had just died. Miank Heavens his rather stupid family are well 
established elsewhere.
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There was a coincidence in last night’* broadcasts, after 

I had folded up that was indeed odd. ^ver so long ago,
I used to know xeggy Wood, whom I liked much, whom I 
much as ‘I also did her husband. I used to go up to Greenwich 
sometimes for week ends, - Greenwich and Stamford, and * the 
nicest thing 1 ever saw her do on the stage was Portia to 
uiT, Arliss's Shylock in the Merchant of Venfcoa.

Well last night, there was a re^braodcast from earlier in the 
evening of aTown feting in the Stamfprd area, wherein most of 
the speakers screamed at the impending establishment of the 
seat of the U. K. 0. Government in that region. A lady same to 
the microphone, following-several dumb men, and said that ter name 
was Peggy Wood and that for one, she was all in favor of everybody 
helping get this-business to going and all opposed, no matter what 
sacrifice it might entail, to obsturotions of any kind, eto., etc. 
Immediately following that broadcast, terminated before competion, 
a news flash broke in to announce the d ath of George Arliss. 

Thinking of them, as 1 often did, the one with the other, and 
vet not having heard the name of either mentioned in years, 
found it coincidental that both names should have so unexpectedly 
come over the ether so close, the one upon the other.

Just for the record, 1 took several shots at Arenbourg today,
*Fugabou on his tractor, etc*eto, and I shall send along a 
couple of rolls to be printed shortly, - in acceptance of pour 
kind offer. x regret to say that on removing one of the rolls,
I discovered that the gummed paper, usually attached to the roll 
for sealing it, had stuck in the camera someplace or other. I hope 
it did not completely blot out all the snaps *- took. Hone of these 
pictures are of much interest* save as something to remember as to 
how -^renbourg appeared before we got it going.

■ 1 l,. 2\  l \ .0 ■ » *•- * SGli v,.1
The duplicate of ^ora’s recent letter to Hollywood I shall 

enclose with this letter. * think it isn’t especially interest
ing. although l am hoping it served the purpose he had in mind.
I still don t see how Jjaurel Bill has the s ightest suggestion 
of anything by way of Hatches in it, and I still think my Pride 
Without xillars might have served fully as well for a title but I 
could be- prejudiced.

Only one more reference to the **wife of the Minister of War ,
and that is to say that I imagine nothing was said -to the Madam
about the matter by anyone and so I am letting that slide so far 
as acquainting her with the matter, - for the time being at least.

And now **• must- get tout some mail for the Madam before 1 fold
up. as tomorrow there will be a gang of people at Arenbourg, 
when an attempt will be made to turn the little house around facing 
Uncle L ’Or’s. A'he -house isn t worth much more than a symbol 
at the moment, but a symbol, lots of times is terribly 
important, - and as I write these lines, perhaps the song 
being sung at ^how ^oat is "Only Make Believe I Love .. •

l «»*
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Memorandum to flipping Service:
To hand your nice note, and thank Heavens for 

Columbus Only one .person bearing his name could ever 
discover America, but we could hope to hear the identical 
name more frequently. ,, j, t :i

It was a busy day in these parts, I was up and to 
Arenbrough early. A whole flock of people were engaged 
all day in moving the house, or swining it ardund or what
ever they did. There were many tractors, and big old 
rollers and much chains and cement blocks and Heaven knows 
what all. They swung the thifig about ten feet, that is 
the back was pushed toward the Borth West about ten feet, 
with the front part not moving quite so far, but sufficiently 
to face Uncle iTQr’s house instead of straight West.

I made a flock of trips baok here during the morning, 
looking after my patient and getting tangled up with lots 
of people, - colored and white, in the bargain. I didn t 
eat any breakfast until nearly 9, which is the day half done 
in„these parts.* *f ** ' '■***

The Payne Hanrys went to SQuth Louisiana, bent on 
getting camelias for tbeir home in Batchitoohes, and I 
assume they may bring one or two, - perhaps to the Madam 

^and to me. I write this at 9 p.m., and as they have not 
shown up as yet, they probably haven’t returned to this 
Parish, or have.gone straight home and will return here 
tomorrow.

In the afternoon, the Wenks blew in and wanted to know 
a lot of things about Washington and Bew York, - the doator 
having decided to go to Washington tomorrow to take a six 
weeks couse in some hospital, and may runup to Bew York 
for one ^unday. (interruption)

xhe Payne nenrys just came, and of course Melrose was 
wrapped ih darkness. Accordingly 1 went out to see what 
they had'bought in B0uth Louisiana, - some lovely 
camelia plants, and I was*present with two, - a White 

Elizabeth and a Pink Elizabeth, and they are very lovely 
as near as A oan make out, and eventually, - when we gob 
a fence, they will grace Arenbourg and, I hope, grow mighti
ly.
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I guess I was talking about the Wenke. He goes to 
Washington and may run up to Hew York for one day. If 
lister,should have the nerve to write you about seeing him,
I can t imagine anyone but her doing such a thing, - 
just arrange to be ”out of town” or any old thing, for 
the Madam would not like suoh an imposition and I would 
be dead against such a thing. Probably you will never 
hear from Uloutierville, - he will be gone but six weeks, 
but A advise you of such a wild possibility so that you 
may the more readily-say Ho.

I spent the afternoon between Melrose and arenbourg.
At Melrose we were trimming trees, with me pointing out 

what limbs should be whacked off and others doing the sawing. 
At *renbourg, it look ai.out 4 o'olook as t ough the 
poor little old shell of a house were going to have its 
roof split off, what with all the turning of the founda
tions, and so I called a halt to the business, even 
though the house had not been turned quite so far as I had 
originally hoped it might be. But it-is enough, and being 
such a shell as it is, It is alright where it stands, and 
eventually it will be replaced by another which can p be 
placed precisely at the angle we want it.

^he afternoon wound up with several inspection tours of 
the Melrose trees, three conferences with negroes and a 
visit by Dr. and Mrs. McCook from town, tfhat with 
Khipmayer's visit in the morning, "r. *enk with his 
substitute doctor for ^loutierville during his absence, 
and ^r. McGook in the late evening, it was certain a 
great big medical number any way you*turned it, - and 
me with a sore wrist, which shows how much better it must 
be ortA would have put some of them to work.

u  -nr* *'*A • ■’'* * *v v ' t' ^  *■**;, * *

I have to write some more letters tonight and as
it grows late, ,I'reckon I should be at it; Had I known
that B, Lillie was to be on Information rlease I should
have certainly tuned iA, but I didn't and what with
business at this keyboard, I never did turn on the radio
until x folded up quite a bit later. But tonight I must
get off a line to ^ssae Mae for the Madam and one to
li tie Miss Aiherta and to a oouple of Shreveport people
on a condolence business and to some number or other .̂n
Arkansas. It looks as though little Miss Nadine isn t
getting her stamps worth, but I'll get around to her shortly.
I simply must write Dora and I'm afraid I am negleoting
Bobina, too, and as?for Mary Rhodes, well, she must be
convinced by now that *oane could be right, - and A perhaps
she could who can tell....

*
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February 8th (Friday), 1946.
e.iiJ ;3a i  w o l lu l  , eldiW  leqqi/a eh a fa  e'Xi-xiw a ro 't  fas i

a dSiw tadw ni a>.. i- li& sa.-- .tasqe.i
Memorandum to ^lipping Service: 

o f  d d B ite l t l , GUO tGrrq.. o n f  CIX o r i f a  ret
I write at night. I write in the dark. fhe 

- t electric current failed at ZtZl this afternoon, if the
eleotrio clocks stop short when the current tail*, and 
up to this writing they are still off, and it is dark 
and raining outside.

f

To be a little more precise, 1 am not actually writing 
i in complete darkness, for although-ft is warm-warm outside,

£ have a decorative fire biasing on the hearth, whose 
light is enohanoed now and then by a burst of lightning.
But even so, I don’t see how old A. Lincoln ev,er got much 
education if he did most of his reading by the flames from 
the firplace.

Y « 4 . f ^ *. m  '  +r- T f r ‘t’ * V f t  * { 4 ,i. k ■ ;* p i . $ y r Ju \ *  f T i

fhe day opened with a fine mist, but it didn't rain, 
and so work went .ahead at Arenbourg* fhe ploughing and disking 
on Unit Mo. 3, and a part of Unit g; being completed, the 
heavy old drag, attached to the tractors began smoothing 
the terrace off very nicely, Ihat was completed along 
about 2 in the afternoon, just as a big old shower burst.

In the morning I somehow grabed off time enough to 
plant three wisteria vines. , Immediately to the West of 

1 the house, partly cutting off the view of Geline’s house 
j across the river, grow three willows, their feet in the 
oi water. I scrambled down the bank and planted a wisteria at 

the foot of each of these. As wisterias, lil̂ e willows., love 
to have their feet in the water, I think these will do very 

t nicely in that spot, and within & year or so, the vine will be 
climbing to the.top of each tree 1 think it will be rather 
gay to have an explosion of purple suspended from the top of 
each willow, as we look Westward toward Oeline, don't you?

b&tj; . ,06:61 Xrom where I stood on the gallery of 5the little house 
t just before ’£ p.m., the terraee looked lovely, so smooth

. j and nice. But 1 realized that without-a fence to keep;out 
the stock, the place would be one great big mud pie by 
morning, what with the rain starting to fall and the horses 

. , i and cows heading in that direction. *nd so I rounded up 
•-, i : dAndy and he . and I built a barbed wire fence,, slap from 

Alfred's line to .ujaola Dor's, or Alphonse's, dividing 
Unit Bo. 1, along the Bermuda Boad, from the rest of the 
place. If and when we can get Unit ^0 . 1 in shape, we shall 
put a fence along the road, but until then, we shall content 
ourselves with merely shutting of the river unite.
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^hat with the weather being warm, the rain really 
felt pleasant, after one was really well soaked. And 
when we had finished around about 4, I aame homef had a 
hot bath and put on some dry clothes and really ate a fulsome 
supper. ^

I sat for a while at the supper table, following the 
repast. *t was all rather gay in setting, what with a 
kerosene lamp as a source of light. And later I sat 
for a time in the upper chamber, listening at some length to 
the gloriss of la urignan, etc*., etc. ? wherein mere listening 
sometimes takes on a cross between charity and inordinate self 
control.

In my fireplace there is a minor sputtering going on, 
was a few drops of the drenching rain, at present cascading 
from on high, falls <down the chimney, ^ow days ago, the 
Alexandria paper, ■* Sown '̂ alk. reported that ^ed *iver 
would be at flood stage on the 19th. I certainly hope all 
this additional downpour doesn't put wane i*iver up, and 
I hope,  ̂hope, 1 hop that at this moment, the nioe smooth surface 
of the terraoe isn't ooaing down the embankment, 1,1 ith the 
first small shower in the afternoon, the surface was packed down 
gently, 1 imagine, and * think it will resit this later deluge.

Should the weather remain warm, grass out to be sprouting 
on the terrace itself within a week at ftha longest. I think 
I shall have to oast about for a lawn mower, so that I can 
set it to rolling along each week, fbr getting ahead of grass 
makes cutting easy enough, hut once it gets ahead, it is 
certainly an up hill business.

Aarly this morning, .while heading up the Bermuda *oad, I 
met Alfred who laughingly said that for onqe I wouldn t find 
my partner awaiting my arrival, for Just as he had left home, 
he had put out feed for his chickens, and my old red rooster was 
with the rest of them. a s .he spoke, 1 glanaed off toward 
Uncle D Or's and noticed a dark spot on the tssraoe. I pointed 
it out to Alfread, who Just shook his head and said he would have 
ito relinquish all claims to that friendly bird, for it had 
even deserted his breakfast to make it to "renbourg before my 
arrival.

Peter*s cortege parsed me on the road about 19:30, heading 
for the funeral services at St. Augustin’s. I hear his family 
doesn't like it inthe Bermuda area and want .to return to 
Melrose. Hummmmmm.

A'he enclosure speaks for itself and is uninteresting, but 
he is a nice man and so  ̂send it even though it contains 
nothing ,mdre than does,this note...*

■ n ■■■■■
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Memorandum to Clipping, °ervicd:
after two days of continuous showers, it cleared'off this *&£§*7 , • m00n abroad, I started down the road

“oon> f *  little call Sn ®lemfno2? I met her and several other
people ooming this way, and so X truned- and walked baok as far as
the garage with them. .. .. ... ,

*hey were going to call’ on "Sis" Randolph, Fugahou's mama an4 
Mr Brew's grandmother, with whom the latter lives. It seems a 
Clamance hat “ lied on Sis this evening and the latte? had accompanied 

m  far down the road as the spillway. On her way hack.,HI was struof by a oar lnt pitohed into the ditch. The truck driver h!r S L rnd carried her to the doctor. I didn't go on to
the houde to make inquiry regaraing her condition, 1 ®h|0had*_ , , vi-%*r\vT -••Vi't* Vnnir hame and 1 reckoned that with at least ou
negroes billing around the little house there would be ample sympathy 
without any additional that 1 might contribute.

And so what with a moon on my hands and prospective hostess 
Million O t h e r s ,  1 headed up toward arenbourgT which was perfectly 
invAiv in the moonlight. 1 don't'know what was lovely about it, but 
lovely it was in spite of the shambles the’house appeared to be in, 

the utuei flatness of the terrace, wonderfully packed down by
the Friday and Saturday rains. " .

The carbon copy herewith attached goes forwa^to ^he Seneral 
And*his wife in this same mail. Variable winds on the coast is a 

nfirt^of all weather forecasts, and it is easy enough for you-te 
identify la Cignan in that guise. I'had promised to write them so they 
would^reoeive^t^bout Wednesday, and I reckon this will about do it.

a s ‘m  walked along the road tonight, Olemenee fold me of how. she 
Vmd been sewing in the Hadam's ro6m while the latter was talking 
*®d tWGanar^f and "aynieT and how the General had laid down the law 
as to the reasons why some reoompense should be considered, and how on 
his return. 3. tt. m & t  be made to see it and act aoojrdingly.
Taynie said whatever Paynle does say for an Amen, and so we shall 

whflt we shall see* They've got a hard nut to crack when they 
begin working on the merchant planter, hut with the three ganged up on
him* perhaps...... We shall begin counting chickens not before they
are hatched. According to my Informant, the General declared with some 
gusto: "Sot today and hot for tomorrow but for years past". Really, 
the Geneal must have waxed quite eloquent, but I thnk he is biting 
off quite a big piece.
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I spoke in my letter to the General of *111 Llorenza loosing 

a finger* I was standing beside him she he put his hand in the 
machine to close the radiator valve, he said rather Qalmly:"I've 
cut my finger and must get some doal oil (kerosene) .to cleanse it 
and disappeared into the garage. Just then Beau ***ack came up and leaning 
over exclaimed: "Why, there is so ebody’s finger", and picking it 
up showed it to me, * a pale, mulato finger in the palm of a black 
black negro. It was all very strange.• That was the first i realized 
the seriousness of the accident, and instead of rushing in to see how 
Bill was doing, I flagged down one of the Jones boys, just passing 
in his car. He immediately took ^ill to the doctor, etc., and that 
was that. But 1 still reball quite vividly that mulatto finger*in the 
palm of the black negro hand.' ^

Well, let me see what other pleasant and gory item I can regale 
you with. I’guess I can*t think of any,, which must be soething of 
a relief.

* » .'i ;,'. s* * x  e

About 8 o'clock this morning, 1 put on my boots and hopped the 
cotton rows over to Fugabaq s house. I c< ughj£ him in the bed, which 
delighted me,’ and* i wouldn l let him get up,^although he was feeling 
alright and made a move in that direction. “*aude, his wife, had 
apparantly been stirring for some time, as had little Billy Jeanne.
Helen and Jurnior were at their Grandma’s and only Returned from their 
morning's call after FugaboHr and i had made plans for some gates to 
be built for Arenbourg on the morrow. A few minuter after her return, 
ueien was oalled to another room y her mother, and in a moment, quite 
gay in her 7 or 8 years, she appeared with a 5 and 10 cent store 
porcelaie platter, used as a tiay , from which she served me and her 
papa our morning coffee. It was all so simple and so nice, I loved 
it. From there I walked up to Arenbourg to see how many piece of old 
tin roofing from the dismantled barn the wind had carried off in 
Saturday's storm. I didn't want to wdlk on the terrace and bog down the 
nice smoothness. Uncle -̂ 'Or asked me to come in his cabin. I 
sat with him for a little while. His stove is a small iron one, with 
all the side gone, but it functions Very nicely, since he has re
place the vanished iron by mud, which seems to do very nicely.

As 1 had gone along the road, I had stumbled slap over a big 
bright silver dollar, seeming like the size of a cart wheel. I 
lied to uncie and told him it was a‘ good luck piece that had been
■intended for him and although hesitant about accepting it, was really 
enchanted with sdch a wind fall. Hueh a sweet old man _ he is 79,- 
my only £ear is that he will wear himself into the graveyard.if he 
doesn't stop his good neighbor policy for a little labile! for the way 
he pulls and hauls' and helping me is, alarming# “hen I came out of 
his little cabin, my old Partner was standing7by the doorstep awaiting 
me, and the old red bird foil'owed me as far as the Bermuda Hoad, when 
I headed back toward “*elros£ and he in the direction* of Alfred's.
A hodge-podge account of a very pleasant day, but your will forgive 
Its lack* of coherence and make me the happier by sharing the day and 
not the style With meV*Vk * * ’

-■■■"* If*
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February 10th at Kolroa*.

Pear Friends,
I miss you*
So does everybodytelse. I guess.
But somehow, having learned to know you, after all these 

years, there is*a certain 1onliness that pregades the place.

I hope you will be baok before too long.
It is good to report that the Madam holds up very nicely, and 

evon continues to coma down for supper. On Saturday she was down
for dinner, too, when Celeste and, Mrs* Hegard also graced the m
board.

"Those variable winds on the coast" moderated all during the 
week, - until Sunday evening. Then they blew hard, • not against 
the general direction of Washington, • but of all places, in 

the general direction of the kitchen. I have dumped many 
drums of ^11 on troubled waters and shall spill more of them 
early tomorrow morning. I think the cook is good and re leaves 
the Madam of much, for the Madam's sake, for the cook's sake, 
for everybody's sake, I hope things can be calmed again. And .
I hope Shreveport will olaim more and more attention of the 
storm, mul leave us alone to stew in our own juice without 
apple carts being up-set for no reason on earth*

The seasonal pilgrimages toward Hatohez are starting*
This afternoon I piloted four different batches from Texas

*

* Si
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about the gardens* Sister sot with her Mother the while 
and, I imagine, discussed various aspects of the culinary 
Arts, ' a- • ■

A letter to the store from J. E,, posted in Mexico City 
last Wednesday, I think, indicates that the weather is hot, 
the Mexicans lazy, the stores bulging with piece goods and the 
country as a whole spoiled by too many tourists. By how, I 
suppose, he must well nigh be near Brazil*

The excessive rains of last Friday and Saturday did 
not catch up with you, I hops. In these parts all the streams 
are up, while the Montrose lane is under water again.
Red River will be at flood stage In Alexandria before the week and 
according to news hrsodeasts,

and speaking of the latter, Jfche Madam* s radio seems to have 
playedout. She is sleeping.by mine momentarily, but hopes 
to get i ere patched up soon, She has asked me to write Joe to 
buy her one just like yours, so he will probably be asking you 
particui r* cflortly. It certainly is & fine machine and 

I know she will get lots of comfort out of it.
Of the other doings in these parts, I can think of 

nothing of major interest. I reckon you may have learned that 
^r, ^enk left Friday, I believe, for Washington, Bill Llorenz 
cut his finger off in a tractor fan at the garage on Saturday, 
while today, - Sunday, - Fugabou*s mother, sis Randolph, was 
struck by a o«r in the road but not seriously injured, I think.

■■ : * ‘' ■ v ’
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prev; &n- s
Memorandum to ^upping Service: f

■ ■ ■' Cl - .  A‘i- u£Ui6¥ 3 _■ j  ,  > c r * . .  |  ,

sit’s rather late* and i -shall have but a momentary chat 
before folding up, but tomorrow morning will probably be busier,
*and so I shall make the most of the. moment.

xt'8 marvelous outside. I .had planned to .go down to visit 
Clemenoe but ^ittle M n g  was waiting for me on my doorstep when 
I. had finished folingxup the big ho se, and so I sat with him 
for a couple of hours instead.

he had gone to school today, - the first time, X think, this 
year, and there were so many things he wanted to tell me about.*

. - 0 .  ■■ v  . t : r ’ * vl . e s  i
-They have,a new teacher, Williams,.! believe, and a veteran. 

What is nice about him is that he is a negro,c,as opposed to 
a mulattothe latter usually dominating the teaching staff at 
tt, Mathew*s. . ,

fno, .eo t* v t;■ ■ , r
o little king said they were auite busy all day, getting decayed
wood from an old long on the margin of the river and carrying 
it up to the school where the teacher was planting some 
gardenias. Little King wanted to know if they would grow. He 
said they were branches cut from May Balthazar's big old 
bush, but the bushes, some two feet high, of course, had no 
roots. I told him 1 was sorry but no gardenias would grow 
oh those cuttings, January or February being a good time to 
move gardenias but not a good time to plant cuttings. And so 
they had a good day at school., with much physical exercise and 
some learning, - the hard way, - as time will show.t A/n r tf rY .-, . , t r,r t .... . .. t 1 4^ *. ^ _ • v ’ • - ** - r

• •

^ugabou and Puny came to see me early this morning. It 
was a pretty day and they were all set to make gates for -arenbourg. 
JSzia joined them and the three worked this morning and *ugabou 
and Hzra this evening. The completed twp sets, using lumber from 
the old dismantled barn. Each gate is made as a single unit and 
then sawed in two, when finished. Being eightfeet long to begin 
with, each part is of course 4 feet wide when divided. I like 
those kind of -gate* for a lot of reasons, primarily because they 
are easy to open if one be on foot but not so easy IT one is in 
a car, and-a ̂ enry would never bother to stop at a place where two 
sections had to be .contended with in order to gain entrance.

-*nd speaking of that family, a letter came from Mexico ^ity
Frw1)oir a qtt■?nO' 'fc'hfi'fc "fcVlA T̂TIQt I G£LT1 iBUQt W B S  O f f  8.nd that th0

Again my sinoerest thanks for all your visit has meant 
to .lelorse, and do come again soon. Affectionately, franco!*.
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traveler had decided merely to take a look at ^exioo instead.
What the reason for the change' in plans may he, I may never know, 
but perhaps a romance element or some such may plan a minor 
part in the decision. I only regret that this alteration in the 
schedule may bring him back rather sooner than 1 had hoped.

U s  afternoon, between jumps, 1 ran over to the Jean 
Baptiste wreck to see if there were any old brick left. There 
are many, and a beautiful red. We shall need some briok for the 
gallery pavement at Arenbourg, and it occurred to me that I 
might get some from ^larenee wompton* I ran on down to his 
residence but learned that he was somewhere between Melrose and 
Montrose herding cattle, ^e started down the lane, but couldn t 
go but a short distance since the week end rains had submerged 
the lane for a mile or two. I .shall see '■\Larenoe shortly, however, 
and 1 am hoping we may be able to get two or three thousand of them 
which we could use to great advantage. Being old, oldf - probably 
baked about 1818, they are remarkably dew in hue, not unlike that 
depth those little old houses down on the street along the docks, 
just before it runs into Battery Park. As near as I can figure, 
we would need about 600 to make a gillery pavement in,front of the 
present little EO foot house. But if I can get the bricks, I 
shall haul enough to extend the gallery pavement on its curve 
as far as the mother house which we shall subsequently add to the 
present one. Old brinks are pretty hard to find,^n these 
later days, well nigh impossible, -̂ nd the lovely thing,, aside 
from their color, in this instance, is that the cement between 
the individual brick is so exhausted with age that in some 
places one can pick up the individual brick without having to 
hammer each one loose, - and thereby break half of them in 
attempting to separate the one from the other.

ken aps Clarence will want to use all of these tp build 
chimneys for his cabins, even as he used the heeding.for repairing 
them (perhaps that word should be spelled beading) and if that 
we the case, I shall have to hope that some old chimneys on some 
other spot may come to light-. • But I am hoping we can get. a few 
at least, they are so pretty, and somehow hold so much Gane i;iver 
lore down from ^ean Baptiste1s time in the early 1800,s.

I m

-- . ---- ---
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Memorandum to ^lipping Service;
a.CiSXr &9I&. 1 w .ijjl X <j ■. ,

is rather late and although physioally tired, I shall 
be rested) by having a. little chat with you before folding up.

* -
Your perfectly elegant three page report, immediately following 

Show Boat, to hand I am so happy you had such a very pleasant even
ing, dinner and thS Theatre, too, I am quite sure they didn’t have 

, the native dance you mentioned, - in the 19M7 version, and I am 
t sure its inclusion in the 1946 edition must lend considerable

tone to the production. 1 intended asking you before this late date 
3. if you saw the movie version with Irene Bunn in the star role and 

Btelpn westley playing larthie. She was quite good but not quite 
up to Edna May Oliver. In the stage version, Edna May wore striking 
awning striped blue and yellow gowns with a bustle, while in the 

? final seen, after everybody's transformation, Miss Oliver was 
strikingly gowned in a very chic hlaok lace evening frodk, and 

bs was smoking a cigarette in an ivory holder at least a foot long.
’ In spite of all the stars in the cast. Miss Oliver just about

stole the show with that exaggerated hoosevelt tobacoo addition. 
otal pni.u- ife# X fa d s 1 . Ii.txs <

,xevix You ask about the wisdom of saving some enclosures. I am 
, perfectly secure in trusting to your own„.good judgement, so save as 

many as y0u think advise able. And a . - ^ y ^ j  thanks for your interest.
U u  w 4 v W  -A W Ai U f- 0  * V  vl u  A  ’■ -  ~ '■ * w

It was good of you to tell me about the sale of the Vanderbilt 
house. I had heard nothing of it, and I knew nothing about the 
use of thel stairway in Gone “ith the wind. I am glad someone 

i saved some of the rooms, for they really were quite gems, especially 
-in the realm of wood work. Cu j :

1655

xo exevea .e io  •• Jaht s a l
oosxxodr onS "io ep.oe e*i J  ftp meric .tessXq- 

Iliw ,o -be e' J > bvv.ob
t j 3. February lEth, 1946. a

My patient seemed ever so much better today, and actually 
came downstairs t ide and even took a short turn in the 

garden. So. be it. 1 *
p IA ̂  ** V  -V aII-* i ' 4- v 1,3 A  1 \ J  1 \i i ' J k J i v  , 1.U 1 i t V  X  jjp
I am feeling pretty good myself, although in painting the 

japonioas this afternoon on the bank at ^elrose, I bi/t off a 
little more than I intended for the day. But tomorrow 1 shall 
finish that job and when completed, 1 shall plant a white one, 
a pink one and a red one for us at arenbourg, - and .that will 
be fun. Alors. - until the morrow....

Ihe mail has been thin of late and nothing of value, save 
your nice letter in today ,'s post, came to hand. The waters continue 
rising on the Montrose lane, and tonight's forecast is for rain 
tonight and all day tfednesday^ I guess I pught to start making a 
or an ark out of the trash on’ the banks at Arenbourg before *ane ^iver 
rises and floats it away. a

I had quite a busy day, . too much chasing up and down between 
here and there, carrying things to be transplanted. I started
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"by setting out three camelias, - the white one, the pink and a red 
one, They are not where I would like to have them, hut being 
fussy flowers, one must set them where they are pleased to live,* 
otherwise they just die, Requiring severe drainage and not too muoh 
sun, I placed them on the edge of the terrace where the willows, 
growing down at the water’s edge, will screen them from the afternoon 
sun. They may J.ive, They ought to, since it is the place- they would 
like best, if they like the place at all,

I also carried up three gardenia bushes, putting them along 
one side of the house, They like their feet in water, and as 
the house is rather low in situation and without gutterw, they ought 
to get ample, especially right now, I also transplanted a fairly 
nice sweet olive, about five or six feet high. It has a chance to 
live, but I shall change itse location, - a present beside#the house, 
if it does survive,

■ « r ■ w q  •: '• £ '
After that, 1 hauled up three successive boxes of butterfly 

lilies, planting them in* a law spot, just to the north pf where 
the opep gallery will eventually be. They like dampness, too, but 
they could stand more shade than they will get in the present location, 
I shall either contrive a raggedy lattice to screen them temporarily 
or eventually move them. To be situated in the proximity of the 
open gallery would have advantage when perfume time comes, * when 
the gallery is a.ctually built.

But speaking of a gallery reminds me that although I did not 
see wlarence ^ompton today, ^gene spoke to him about my desire for 
some of his old briok from the Jean ^aptiste house. Jlarence said 
I could have all I wantpd, as he would never use them all I didn’t 
learn how much he wants for them, nor did he have any idea, I suppose, 
that T could use several thousand, I shall get that thing into 
focus, shortly and when a day comes that I can get a truck driver,
I shajll start hauling, I should think at least three thousand would 
be necessary to floor the presen.t gallery and the proposed extension. 
Three thousand sounds like an awful lot of anything, but I don’t think 
it is so many, as I discovered when I made my little po0i a number 

of year8 ago. If I can do so, and he doesn’t charge me. too muoh,
I thin* I shall get. some extra ones for brick a century old are really 
quirte rare and are mighty difficult to round up when one needs them.

We might eventually want to fashion a little pool or some such and 
it would be nice to have some extra ones to do the job. The Madam 
laughingly says 1 am going to build me a brick house but that really 
is going a bit. into the imaginative. *fter all, the Louisiana 
olimatiQ c anges do not lend themselves very well for the use of 
fcrick, -but anyway, I am glad we are going to get these, and you 
will probably hear endless talk about the business in subseuqant 

reports. , c

I so much appreciate your kindness in acquainting me with the 
facts about ^bony. Didn’t *ora mention having, heard of the publica
tion without saying if he had seen a oopy# I should think he 
ought to be sending a black and white reproduction for publication.
It might be timely, should she receive the Aosenwald thing,
Alors, 1 fold. Thanks no end for your nice, nice report. I 
liked every word of it so much...

v

dd 1w

February 13th, 1946.

Memorandum to Clipping S e r v i c e bnd e l  . m

Lord, have mercy, - and how it poured last night, as 
though we hadn't had enough.

~nd this morning about 5, L awoke to a tapping at my door. I 
responded by a loud ’’Sntrea” but as np one entered, I opened the 
door , only to disooer that it was the screen door that was a-tapping, 
harried, as it was, by a gale.

The weather was warm, warm and wet, wet. ^arly morning callers 
reported a.plenty of cabins.without roofs, thanks to the blow, and I 
had visions of the,little house at *renbburg being kindling wood somewhere 

tis ^Iver way. But later inspectiong proved my fears unfounded.
What with everything under little..lakes and pools, there wasn’t

much chance at gardening today, but there was plenty to be done by
way of clearing up the. elrope gardens, sparcely but definitely littered 
with branches and trees that had blown down. j

1 J i in . ( M ’u S ' -* . l
in the afternoon, what with the skies clearing, I took a wheel

barrow up torApenbourg, for transporting a few tons of earth from where 
the lake will evenutally be to the gallery of the house, where the 
Jean Baptiste brinks will eventually make a nice pavement.

I also took up a couple of gardenia plants, perhaps a couple of
feet in height. I laughed long and loud when f arrived at the
place,- however^* for the high wind sometime during the night had 
blown aver one'tfhe the gardenias 1 Jiad planted the day before, and 
so. strong had the breesse been that it had actually pulled the roots of 
the plant from the soft earth,, and blown the whole bush under the house, 
which is going some, you will admit., ~ ...

I also transported, a Chinese magnolia, heavy with buds. It is 
about 6 feet high and rather difficult to manage, what jwith a heavy 
ball of dirt around the roots. I couldn’t set it where I wanted to, 
for the temporary fence between Hnits Ho. 1 and 2, enables the cattle 
still to range at will in Unit *̂o. 1, and the Chinese magnolia couldn’t 
be set near the fence on Unit ■%. 2 or it would be readied by the cows 
end chewed up. accordingly k set it near the old raggedy house, and 
it may. pay some miracle turn out to be alright, but I fdoubt it. #ut 
it will be pretty anywhere. As you know, Unit *o. 3, along the river, 
is being reserved for Magnolias ^randiflora only, that that while that sec* 
tion is protected from oows, it serves not at all as a resting place 
for the inese magnolia. p

»
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Unale -̂ ’Or came out to ohat with me and to talk 
caitnei a little, for the old red rooster oarna a flapping in the greeae 
w“ n he saw me coming up the road. Uncle U-wr turned a fettle of 
boiling-water .over his left Band yesterday, so wasn t 
well.^ut he was as friendly and neighborly as ever and insisted on 
helping me put up a couple of extra posts to warm off cattle.

He said that before dawn this morning he had been awakened by 
a great clatter. He had thought.his roof was being swept away, but 
discovered shortly that it was the fine pile of tin roofing i had Disced near the bank to eventually re-enforoe the little bayous. He 
said tbehind had rolled the big old sills a-top the pile of tin slap 
off and then had proceeded tolift eaoh individual section up 
into the air, casting much of it out into Cane î iver, and leaving hut 
a few sections within reach of the hank. had tried to fish some 
of the latter to shore hut his sore hand had forced him to forefeo
that labor.

But the thing-I liked hast about,the day's labors was the 
planting of the mimosa, - tiny ones, about three <or:fou* f®®* in 
height; I had had one place in mind for one, but the absence of a 
portecting fence made that impossible. Accordingly I planted where 
they will have protection, and I think they may work out nicely at 
that point, which iB mid-way between the old raggedy house and 
Alphonse's line I tried to determine as best 1 could where the 
drive will turn in between Unit No, 1 and Unit ^o. 3, at the small 
end of the elipse that will have the large end of the elipse immediately 
in front of the open gallery, when it js eventually built, i think 
that will make a very pleasant set of gate posts , and we shall be 
able to see them readily from the gallery itself.

And then, for good measure, I planted a third mimosa in 
the middle of Unit 20. a, at a place i guessed, might eventually be 
near the corner, of the little mill when we build one on the 
bank of the river close to Alfred's line. And so your request 
for one tiny mimosa at Arenbourg has been realized, and aod willing 
and the cows not discovering, we ought to eventually have all three 
growing in fine style before another season get far advanoed.
It represented the most satisfactory planting I have done thus far, 
even though I was uncertain, as to the precise place they should be 
planted, so far as actual layout may go when the little pools of what 
reveal where the precise entranoe drive, etc*, will be for as you may 
imagine, the satisfaction came in the realization of planting some
thing that might afford some sati-sfaotion of a joint nature when cir
cumstances move along a little further. Again 1 seem tired tonight, 
but it is niae to know that the mimosas are now taking hold of 
their rightful place and that in the suoceding days, they will be 
contributing their part for another little block that when ultimately 
assembled, will represent something very, very special...

OiWt 1659
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February 14th, 1946.

Memorandum to Clipping Service:
All sunshine and blue skies today, which is impressive 

after so much rain. But the wind was chill,tmaking outside 
operations,rather of a handicap.

1 got warmed up, however, by vigorous nse of a 
spade at Arenbourg, filling in places where,little 
rivulets of water had gouged out the terrace a bit.
Aside, from that* and.rescuing?some of the tin. not too deep 
in the laip, is all i_have to show for my day's labors, 
which isn t so much, i must say* .•*. .

ihe enclosure isn't of much interest, and yet I 
3thought you would be glad to keep abreast with what is 
being planned for 1947*. I am glad ^t* Louis is going to 
have this kind of a Show, and it immediately ip put in 
mind the nice American Art -“xhibit we once viewed at the 
Metropolitan. f . > m  .. .a&iell © w

• ..1 have answered this enclosure, asking that we be 
sent p catalogue, when it is printed. 1 think it could 
bevquite interesting. As regards the Audubon, the man's 
informant confused Melrose, Louisiana, with Mrs* Kelly's 
Melrose’in ^atchez, of course, and- I have set..him on the right 
track. As for the cyclprama of the Mississippi'he 
mentions, that should be wonderful, - especially the lower 
section of the river as depicted on the oanvass. I 
certainly hope he finds that and that a reproduction is made. 
It recalls to mind the one you read to me about, - or per
haps x mentioned it to you, - the hardens of Versailles, 
done by Van der ^yn (I don't know the spelling), - that 
was housed in Kingston, N. Y. in an attic. i reckon 
that wouldn't be of interest to the St. Louis Museum, and 
yet, had l  thoughtfof it when 1 answered this letter, I
might have mentipned it. ", t - ;U;

-At the moment, after going to bed, - what with 
no radio at the moment, 1 am reading fhe Growth of the 
f Bepphlic, or pome such title, by two authors, one of whom 
haa, a name that souds like Uomminger, or some such. It is a
long, long book, not designed for the average reader, I
reckon, but it is excellent as an account of America from 
the earliest up to the present. I started sampling 

the verious packages, to find where the thing began,

»
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and the first reoord X put on, - there are 7 big packages 
q£ them, • had to do with the outrageous political 
camnaign of Grover Cleveland versus James Blane, along 
about 1884. It was in that campaign that politicians 
descended t© such a low level that they brought up the 
matter of ^r* Cleveland's illegitimate son, which Mr.
Cleveland readily avowed ae his own, - a  child he had 
supported from years before he went into politics, io 
impress the fact on the electorates mind, however, the 
Republicans stirred up this jingle which they used to 
chant in their torchlight parades before election:

f * ' \ ̂ V •
"Ma, Ma, *where is Pa. ■
He's gone to the ^hite House, Ha, Ha, Ha.

Isn’t that silly.. And I'm.glad dx. Cleveland won re- 
gardless. '

There has been another regrettable instance of letting 
demented people out of asylums which has.occured here within 
the last few days, -*rohllle ^etoyer's mother frequently 
persuaded the authorities at Pineville (opposite Alexandria, 
to letter her son out of the hospital for the insane there. 
*a8t week, while living with his people here for some 
months, - 1 think they live oh the Gompton plantation, .
Archilie beat his mother quite badly, - 1 suppose he is 
about 30 years old, and then chased her three miles across 
the fields. whe was quite badly hurt, and the following day, 
from exhaustion, I suppose, she had a paralytic stroke, and 

died the following day. ■‘■he authorities in Pineville say 
that they have no room for additional patients, and so the 
man is*at present lodged in the* .Natchitoches jail.
Something is out of joint all the way around it would 
seem, - that he should,have been let out in the first 
place and that he should have no place but jail to be housed.

JCfe* merchant planter returned from the ^uth of the 
border last night. I chatted with him for a while this 
morning. Inflation in Mexico is very high apparently.
When Europe is open for tourists again, l suppose Me: loo 
will*discover she has killed the tourist goose that lays 
the golden*eggs. 1 ■ *

-taynie hnd his wife, francos, were supposed, to have 
returned from “ew Cleans yesterday, but they haven't come 
back yet. laynie, who always tells all, will no doubt 
bring up the General's ideas regarding salary, - just as 
soon as he seens J. H. I shall be interested to^see, * 
and report, what happens after that. I m. still 
finding myself humming ^how ^oat music, are you.....

0 J
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February 15th, 1946,

Memorandum to Clipping Service:
'  **  >.» e v S f l .  A  J O  U  SO  I ) . ! ;  »

It's been a good day', perfect in weather, productive of 
tiredness that comes with physical exertion, a couple of miles walk 
to Clemence's below the spillway in the full of the moon, and 

a nice fat role Of magazines, - Life, - awaiting me when I have 
taken a dip* in a hot b;th and folded up my beard for the day.

■ X W  ’ • ’ r j K ' X T U  I I  i l J w ’ 8  1  O d  I  c W w i l . S  ‘ - , vi V O  i . U ' v

The morning was ever*so nice, - the dawn unfolding aoross% a 
cloudless sky and the thermometer in a n agreeable bracket.
I out* Louisiana switch cane madly at an early hour and then dug 
up the roots with a two foot stalk left, So* that they would handle 
more easily.

i ' V  9 u  . y u v  J i vi ' j i i i f i J i l  1 . ,  -  • l  x ♦

e Before the*day was done, I had carried my plunder to Arenboerg. 
*nd before ther afternoon was finished, I had a complete row set out, 
the~;*outh boundary line of Unit Mo. 3, running from one end to the 
other along fhe line between us and Alphonse, - slap to Uncle 
L'Ur's. Sventuall a lot of these stalks will grow, forming a 
lovely gr en curtain cutting the rest of the world off from our 
terrace and making a very pretty barrier, too, I think.
I set out from two to four stalks in each place, and each 
setting was only a couple of feet apart, so, the thing should be 
quite nice and think when it gets to going. Eventually, - if and 
when we get l buldoczer to dig our lake, we shall enclose Unit 
Ho. 1, - all the way around, and that will block us out from the 
Bermuda Hoad completely. . ,

0.1 * . i ■>>'- 0. 4 ' J 1’ ■■ 1 •:V j  < « • O  >-•' 0
I spoke with J. *. this morning about a bulldooaer. He says 

there are none in the neighborhood at the moment, but that he is 
hoping one may be available before planting season, - about the 
middle of March. It seems that the owners of bulldooaers have an 
incentive to come prior to that date, since Melrose has some stuff 
to be done, and the job will be put aside for another year unless 
it is undertaken before the cotton is planted. He says if one 
comes, I can have it readily enough. *■

^hanks to the reoent rains, I find that it is imperative 
that we dig the lake before scarcely anything more is done at 
Arenourg is attempted, - even the laying of the brick gallery. This 
is because the low spots where the house will eventually be erected 
must be filled in, and about the only place to get dirt near bye is 
from the lake, and that would be a saving, when gotten from that 
point, as opposed to one more far distant, since the buildoozer 
could push most of the dirt almost to the desired spot, with a 
little exception or two where it can be carried by wheelbarrow.
That would be so much better trtian -having trucks haul the stuff from 
Heaven knows where, as no one is anxious to get iix rid of soil.
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I assume that Saturday may he quite a busy day:Ln my department. 
Once or twice today, the Madam has spoken of sending for J. to
oome to‘talk vfcith her. but has changed her mind when she con- 
eluded in each instance that he wouldn t pay_much attention to wha 
she was saying, as his mind is always on business elsewhere.
Accordingly she said she was goin to write him a note in the morn-

jhiis she mav or may not do. X have no doubt, - although
she*has said nothing to indicate it, t^at her. t0 *vr:L 9
is along lines laid down by the «enferal when he was here.

*dd to this the fact that Paynle returned to Natchitoches 
from New Orleans, and will be at'Melrose tomorrow. As he always 
tens everything’he knows, he a is certain to bring up the qutestion 
in point, even if the %dj&m doesn't. According to some °* ^h® 
people who are well versed in the local set up, what the General 
says in matters of policy goes. I know not how that is. . X 
may be orposition, - very effective opposition ^nd there 
may be none at all, - there might in fact even bê  applause for the 
idea, % i s  is such an unpredictable family that roe. never can 
anticipate which way the cat is going to jump. nd so one merely 
awaits the animals sudden appearance in space, and goes on^from 
that point. I shall loose no sleep over theJ^ i n e s s  and a 

good nights sleep is nice, whether events or nothing marks the
succeeding, day,' t • ' *

Dora is at this moment chasing a pole cat under my house, and 
the skunk appears to bex more in this room than under it. Sam 
Peaoe, for the past week, has told me every day that ha is going 
to set a trap. I'll Be a trap is set tomorrow, and if 1 °*tch 
Dora,' the airdale instead of the polecat, that will be alright,
too* . , ' *

Clemenoe, I find, is getting , lohg much as ever, 
quite gay in spirit and as industrious as ever, she has used up 
much of her material in creating some quite nice oompositions, 
and X shall send some of the latter to Nora next w e e k  and that 
may give h'im a little, lift. It seems as though we aren t hearing 
from that direction very freuusntly,of late. Perhaps T had 
batter start wiritng again more frequently.

As for poor Badine, she is Just lost, so far as my correspondence 
eoes. I don t know if 1 owe her a letter or not, but 1 don t 
think so, save that the poor thing probably merits something better 
than counted communications. ' But frankly I really have to 
up something to write before undertaking a letter in that direotion,

* and at the moment X seem bereft of ideas to pen in that direction.

And so things turn in this neighborhood. I have h?ar* t0^  °£ w 
one or two public events of which I must ask your opin in the next day 
or two, for 1 don’t* understand the details, - the presenoe of 
Art Treasures in “merioa, how they happened to be b ought here, etc. 
Must dip and fold for now......

vr . t

February 17th, 1946.

, ; Memorandum to dipping *ervioe: *
An enclosure from Mary and quite interesting, too.

I can’t say that the subject matter is especially fascinating, 
butas/a portrait of the subsurface, \ think it quite good.

1 am particularly impressed by what she has to say 
about Mrs. -^erriday Byrnes. Roane's personality, her financial 
status, her problems and her methods of keeping afloat 
are all so different from Mary's. I reckon neither lady 
appreciates the problems Of the other, and. With graceand 
exquistie charm, roane wilfully gives the impression that she 
doeBn t see the swine, from whose perfumed,mud she sometimes 
gleans a pearl, drenched by a meroiless economic gale, ~ary 
determinedly beats out endless oyster shells in searoh 
of the same jewel. And once in a while, botfi ladies find a 
gem.. If Roane only had Mary'i hammer to. eliminate the 
swine; if ary only had some of Roane's financial protection 
to stave off the salty gale. Sometimes I think they both need 

eaoh other, almost as the man said about womenjMWe can’t 
live with them and we can t live without them", - and * 
there is the substance of Mcrv's latter-

guess
there is the substanoe of ^ssy'a letter.

Oh, yes, there was one more thing, ^on't you love the 
revelation as to what the one flaw is that Mrs. Brandon finds 
in me.'

Well, to get on to other things, - I haven't anything 
especially new.to report. On Saturday night, so the Madam told 
me this morning, she told the merchant planterfwhat the 
Genoa! was adamant about and to which she herself subscribed 
hble-heartedly, I saw the merchant^planter five minutes later 

%t the garage. Wittier what she had seaid hadn’t roistered, or 
else it was being carefully submerged in his thoughts for the 
moment, •‘‘he Madam also told me that she had written the 
General to be sure to state his determination most explicitly 
in a letter to the merchant planter immediately. I think he 

‘ will, poor General. So much fuss and feathers about a niokle.
It just wanders through my memory that the merchant planter some 
time back spoke to me of a man in town who made fifty-three 
thousand dollars at the gaming tale last year, ‘-̂ he more I 
think of it, the more I think that he was speaking of himself 
in the third person. I reoall onoe when the President suggested 

* ‘that a ceiling be put on incomes in excess of twenty-five 
thousand dollars a year that the merchant planter remarked that 
that was the stupidest thing he ever heard of, that no 
one would bother doing anything if he couldn't make more than 
twnty five thousand 5n a twelth month. - §
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When the paper ran out on the reverse side* I was merely 
going to write the figure «12.75, and add: Hummmmmmmmmrai

I was enchanted and surprised to see Oharlesthis 
morning. He came just as Invitation to Learning was 
going on the air. And so I had no learning, hut I 
did greatly enjoy his companionship. He didn’t have any 
Hew Orleans news* hut we did quite a hit of talk about 

Hr. Mercer. He wanted to go over to Arenhourg, and expressed 
himself as impressed by the difference In its appearance, now 
that the old harn was gone and things were pushed around somewhat. 
I didn’t do much Saturday except clean up some lumber that 
the hig wind had sacattered about last Tuesday and lay out some 
tentative lines for*some nandina hedges. There isn’t hardly 
anything I can do until the bulldoozer comes and I can get 
some dirt to fill in where the ground is low-low. dPlanting 
before*filling in would mean*hurying things with the 
additional soil, and planting things elsewhere would run the 
risk of having them crushed hy whatever hauls the soil in.
It is curious how-one thing hinges on another to such an endless 
degree that nothing at all starts untangling until the king pin
i»i topples. <r . : T ,oe s %o senones* .ii ‘ -■■■

I believe Carles will go to ^ittle *wiver tomorrow and 
stay thre for one night,(and then return here, - he is staying 
here tonight, L £bout Tuesdayv 1 suppose, and thence.on 
to Alexandria and ^ e w urleans If I should suddenly get 
pn to t£e payrole, I think^ might commission him to searoh out 
a lawn mower for arenbourg, hut I can afford*to whit another 
week or so, although the,brown sufrace of the terrace is 
already beginning to show Splotches of green.

May 1 tell you that the (interrupt ion $ *j s i  w a ll eao eh 3 3 .?■ 07 as am**3B.Aever•*' 1 • v .... t r , r -/ Let mer see where we were when the last customer came in.
The customer, hy the way, was a man who saw my light and so 
sought me Out to'telephone for a doctor, his old aunt having 
just been kicked in the stomach by a cow, - or all thing. 
gff hand, I should say a cow can kick only forward and not 
backward, and how she could have caught the old girl, under 
suoh circumstances, I can't imagine. But "theirs not to reason 
why*, ana so I flew over to the big house*and telephoned the 
doctor, and may that old cow be more ladylike in the future 
when in the presence of ladies.*. r ~ n • * f? • * j 3 3 3 x fl C •

Alright, I guess I had better fold for this sitting.
I am feeling pretty good, andThope you may say as much 
for your own good self The kinase magnolias of which there 
are many examples at elrose, are at the moment passing 
their peak of perfection. Spring cannot be too far away, and 
I am hoping it is ©ginning to uni6ck the ^ronx ^Iger and 
'metamorphose the snow banks into rivulets way up yonder...

i

<7<1

fi. L

»
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& a l dbedixoo to eci-od l i e  gat 

3 February 18th, 1946.

*,-Memorandum to ^lipping Service: n r
\ Twenty five million times would be insufficient, were I 

speaking for.̂ renbroug, in attempting to say how much concerted 
action means'in it creation For its in’the sharing, whether it 
be of stuff from which dpeams are fashioned, or' if it be something 
more solid, and with re newed vigor will Arenbourg grow in delicious
ness and all that is mellow.

A registered report to hand and a mighty fine one in every 
deta 1, and may I add my thanks to those of Arenbourg. And 
while the clouds dropped down in rain, flooding the fields and 
making any kind oi outside work#impracticable, the postman out
did himself and brought me a copy of Life on the subscription and 
a copy of Ebony at the same time. "So many treasures ifa one 
little room*, - and how is one to hope to express appreciation 
for the hundred and one things that go one happening from day to 
day to make life worth’ while.

Lut I merely unwrapped the two copies of -̂ ife and Lfcony, and 
have them on my night table, so that when I fold up shbrtly,
I shall have them to explore, and so shall not miss my radio at 
all, - for the Madam is still sleeping hy mine.

What with all today’s rains, poor Charles couldn't make 
it back to Little Hiver Farm, and so he remained' here all day.
But the same rains that kept him from Little Hive* prevented him 
from getting even as far as this house, and so I didn’t see 

as much of him as I should have liked to. Perhaps the weather 
will be clearing tomorrow, and then we shall have an opportunity 
to do a little round on Lr. Marcer and all.

It was good to have a report on your own activities, and 
especially on Tug Boat Lay in the metropolitan area. I reckon 
you regretted making the telephone inquiry as to the status of the 
office on that particular occasion. It was one of those places 
or times when "ignorance is bliss" and an inspection of the 
Botanioal hardens would oertainly have been as thrilling as 
anything I could think of for such a day. Well, perhaps the 
tug boats will get out of hand against, or some lucky Sunday may 
give an opportunity for the horticultrual inspection tour.
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A line to the Madam from Washington ind dicates that 
Dr. Went might go to -New *ork for Sunday only - this coming 
one, - arriving in the city in the morning ana leaving the same 
day, - so i think all hope of any contact is entirely forgotten in 
current doings where he is not post graduating. It is good to 

know, - and 1 feel certain of it now, that you will hear nothing 
more from that direction.

I saw the merchant planter twice today# _ momentarily, - hut 
we merely spoke of the weather casually, Glare huce Louth, etc.
I reckon a projectile from Washington in the General's hand may 
stir things shortly. I shouldn't he at all surprised if he has 
long since forgotten what the Madam said on Saturday in regard to . 
the &ayarre* matter. There was gaMng, I think, in Natchitoches 
all afternoon, and from the frame,of mind, I gather things didn't 
go hadly and after all, if one is all wrapped up in one's own 
affairs *1 reckon it is hut natural that one would* eliminate all 
other considerations, Usually when the world seems bright and gay, 
we get ice cream on his return from town, - and tonight we got 
it, and on the evidenoe I draw my conclusions.

Being all cooped up hy the rain today, I deoided to take & 
turn in the big road tonight. was misting and darker than 
Egypt, with plenty of lakes in the road, which I minded not at 
all because 1 had on my boots. Somewhere in the dark, 1 bumped 
in to -uittle King and he asked me to drop by and* sit with his 
people for a little visit, which I did. 1 found Puny, Kelma, 
some little girl x didn't know and Big Six all sitting around 
the fireplace. We chatted for half an hour, exohanging week end 
gossip, who got killed and who got caught stealing something or 
other, - and so on and so forth, which was much gayer in tone than 
in subject matter, and the Little King took me to the stile and 
home I cam across the cotton fields, all a-drip withwater in 
the furoughs and the latter quite populated with cows, not at 
all startled, it seemed, by my appearance in such a strange 

* place.
Before I left Puna's fireplace, 1 asked the little girl, 

sitting at his knee,* if she knew any of the Mother Goose rhymes.
She said she knew some of them, and proceeded to rattle off 

a few, I asked her if she know that little verse about 
"Twinkle, twinkle, little star, How I wonder what you are".
She 'said she could say that one alright and completely enchanted 
me by starting off with:
•Crinkle, crinkle, little star”.

Well, I know how that little star must have felt, for I am 
a little crinkled myself, and so I shall fold for this sitting.
Again twenty five million thanks for such a lovely day and for
all* the pleasures that will engulf me at ^renbour about tomorrow, # # #.
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February 19th 1946.
-  t8 +

Memorandum to dipping Service’: 9 ; "

To hand your nice.letter which means ever so muoh to 
me, and thanks'much for passing along what the Tribune Book Worm 
had to say about little Harnett. Curious how close worm and 
Harnett.got in that sentence.

There was a letter from Joe Henry in the same mail, - 
pleasant but not important, and mdstly about the impossibility 
of getting a radio for his mother; which 1 shall offer for her 
reading on the morrow. Also a nice letter from Lora, which 
.you will find enclosed.

It has been quite a'busy day, and after our'little chat, I 
Shall undertake looking at the magazines 'I intended examining 
last night, which I did not accomplish, what with sleep catch
ing up .with me before i had started. It's nice, to look 
forward to something like that. It reminds me of the great 
feeling of cosy satisfaction WI used to experience as a 
(child when x would run across some Alexandre Lumas, pere, novel, 
which mi ht have eluded me for long, and how x would push it 
under my pillow before jumping into bed, ahd then fall asleep 
on the somewhat oumbersome object without ever opening the 
cover. • J ‘ ■- ••H 7 i '£50’x^~> , j \j j ue* ~ Quocf?t.»' . . . »

The day was fairly busy, and although pleasantly sunshiney, 
pretty wet under foot from the recent rains. But I did a 
bit of work at Arenbourg regardless, although attempting 
anything there becomes increasingly difficult until something 
is done about filling in the^low place, if and when'the 
bulldozer becomes available. 1 spoke with ^r. *uiVinggtj0ll wh0 
is in the drainage project in this area, and he holds out 
some promise that one of his machines will be avAilable before 
long. Later today, When he did not come home for supper,
I learned that H. had gone to Heesvllle to see about buying 
an expensive and badly conditioned one over in the Gamp Pofck 
area*' It- is now 9 o'clock and he hhsn't returned, so I know 
not if we shall be able to make any use of that proposition.

• ' S 1  ̂ w V ..... ... -s .  ̂  ̂ %T ^4 n  -** f

Mrs. Hand and Mrs. ^attiaon came this afternoon for a 
little round, and it is always a great pleasure to see Mrs. Rand, 
ohe brought me some oranges, cheese crackers in a glass jar and 
some nice pastery, so in case 1 get hungry during the night,
I shall find myself well fortified.
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Between one thing and another, 1 had a lot of banana plants 
out today and the roots dug. X am giving them to Mr. Warding 
who has a camp down below ^lemence*s * a little below and on 
the opposite side of the river from’the Jean Baptiste site, - 

former site, 1 should say. He is a very nice may, between 65 
and 70, I should say. He was born in ^gland but migrated here 
early and was a successful business man in Alexandria for years 
where he and his wife were very popular socially. I may have 
mentioned before that his wife died a few years ago, and for^ 
no reason any one can f gure out, he married a perfectly stupid 
woman, and the failings just couldn't make thd social whirl 
after that, - not jointly, his wife was such a bore. But he 
remains charming, and seeing the error of his ways, I think, 
spends most of his time on Oahe Biver in a camp "an Henry once 
laid out for himself, while he occasionally spends a weak end with 
his wife in Alexandria. He has a fine Higgins speed boat, 

which 1 do not encourage, on Gdne Biver, and I like him as 
a friend, although i have never been to his camp, v for what 
reason, 1 know not, although l intend* visiting him shortly.

Well, we dug bananas all day, but X left that to some of the 
Madam's gardeners, while ’X took myself Arenbourg twice, - 
once in the morning ad once in the afternoon, i; out plenty of 
slips from the red, send from the white crepe myrtles, and these 
I planted, - one white *one and one red one, side by side. Most 
of them will start putting oUt leaves within two or three weeks, and 
then I shall bined the stems, - about the size of a finger, to
gether, so that our crepe myrtles will grow up, - the two of them, 
in a single unit, and the watermelon red will seem twice as 
intense and the white twuice as pure, thanks the (to the) 
contrast of the alternating plumage that will eventually 
develope. I suppose i planted between two and three hundred 
in all, one line running ^outh from the corner of the 
house to Alphonse's line; one from theHorth Hast corner of the 
house running to the ^orth where the raod will separate 
unit "o. 3 from Ho. and a third line at the South end of 
Unit H0. £, from the same drive to the Biver. Eventually I shall 
set nandi*a parallel to these crepe myrtles, so that the 

green of the nandina hedge will be surmounted eventually by 
the plumes of the crepe myrtle in summer, while in winter the 
red clusters of the nandina berries will pretty much conceal 
the barren limbs of the orepy myrtles. .

And that was abqut all there was to my day, except that 
Uharles who w ht to town in the morning And to Magnolia in the 
afternoon came in just after supper from the latter place, 
ne was lucky to have ccme late,- beouase Sister with her trifee 
was here for supper to act like an exhausted nit-wit, but that 
act only lasted during supper and then she was gone and Uharles came 
and that was pleasant, and this little chat has finished the 
day, and * shall accordingly turn on my bath and then consult 
Hbony and "ife.... *
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February £0th, 1946.

Memorandum to flipping Service:
’* • , . , ^  a  i .. r. .•

* fine day, all blue sky with oceans of suhshine tumbling 
« down from on high; and anly the radio to say that thanks to 

Our recent rains, the highways between here and Alexandria,
* and also up Shreveport way are perilously close to going 
under. Well, today's sunshine at least has picked up some 
moisture and perhaps we shall'slide through without getting 
our feet damp and our wisteria'washed away.

tfhalres returned to Hew Orleans today in his fine new 
Ford truck, purchased in lieu of a regular car, which could 
not be obtained at the moment. will later exchange the truck 
for the desired type vehide, and readily, I reckon.

I felt rath noble last night, for instead of going to bed, 
as originally intended, immediately upon a plunge, I took 

typewriter in hand, thanks to my wakened situation, and penned 
‘ a line to Bora. I told him one thing which he will love.
I borrow Saxon's Old'Louisiana ffom the Bookmobile and took it 
to Bill Lorenz of the garage, to read, for he had expressed 
a wish to get acquainted with the ^ote Joyeuse business, and 
now that his finger is on the, mend, he has time on his hands, 
but cannot do much aside from chatting and reading. He asked 
me if he might lend the book to B i n  Jones when he had 
finished with the Journal of the Young' Man of l’ashion# I 
was enchanted. How the reason why all ‘this will delight "ora 
is based on a remark made by a young woman formerly associated 
with the library wommission, which we thought a pr ize remark 
of the year. She'’complained about having anything like 
a bookmobile service by the woramission for the negroes because 
of all the extra work it entailed. «*nd when I asked what in 

f the world the extra work could be, - other than that occasioned 
by passing books out to the white people, she set me straight 
slap off and quite archly; "Well, you just don't understand. 
Everybook that a negro wants to borrow we must read first, to 
be sure it^doesn't have any ideas In it,"

e * ; .,

Wei}, Lord help us and make us proud of a superior 
race that could make suoh a remark as that. And of 
course the library Commission is supported by a special Parish 
tax, payable by all property holders. *nd of course ^ill 

Llorenza is a property holder and Bill Jones controls a 
quarter of a million dollars worth of property on wane Hiver, 
and pays taxes accordingly, - but negroes can t enjoy the Book
mobile Service that comes down this way. But that isperfectly
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alright because I can borrow anything I want from the bookmobile, 
and 1 shall borrow everything either of the Bills want and 

pass it along to them whenever they want it. ^nd so tonight 
Billl Llorenze is reading the Journal of the Young Man of 
fashion, and tomorrow he will understand Cane ^ivex, - or a 
section of it.* a little better, and he will have had a pleasant 
evening and the library Commission, unknowingly, will have 
performed a service that is.its only reason for existence.

Alright, let *s see what's next. Well, we had Sister, again 
today, and she brought her second child, a $ boy of 4 or 5, 

to stay with his grandmother, which is jtist dandy But it 
makes no difference to me, - until the MAdam gets*worn down, 
and then, of course, everyone will wonder how it is that she is 
not continuing to improve. 1 think I shall dfop Joe*^enry 
a line in the morning, too, and 1 shall casually remark upon 
our new house guest, and he will pass the news along the ^to the) 

General, and that will help keep the record straight.
As for-myself, I was fairly active today, doing some 

figuring and surveying of a crude sort, and trying to figure 
out how 1 could do a little planting without having it all trod 
under foot when it comes time to haul soil around and build up 
an emplacement for an eventual dwelling. I made a couple 

of trips to ^renbourg, bent on such business, and then I made 
four more, each time carrying a pretty Heavy bannana root, - 
weighing about 50 pounds, I suppose , so that after the * 
fourth trip, was fairly warmed up and needed no coat.
I am planting these 'on the Mgst and the uouth side of the old 
raggedy house, and they will eventually look quite pretty.
These roots are all of the Orinooo, - the tall-tall plant, 
and eventually we shall* have*' a fine grove of them, slap at 
the end of the drive, as one heads due 'West from the Bermuda 
Road toward Unit A‘o. £. I think it will be quite pretty 
to have a nice big explosion of green at that point, and it 
will both hide the raggedy house, until that has been torn 
down, and after its passing, it’will make a pleasant base for 
the water tower which we shalU eventually erect at that point.

The weather prediction for tomorrow is for fair weather, 
and I shall accordingly Told up early tonight and so arise 
with a new dawn to' be up and at i.t. Borne of the things X am 
•planning to do are of a wholly make-shift nature, such as 
planting some yew or box, - only a couple plants, which can 
be readily be made Available at the moment, and I think X 
shall make the most of the opportunity, ev$n though their 
planting at this time means that their first resting place on 
Arenbourg will be made with the understanding that they will 
find a permanent situation only at some future time I don't 
favor such type of planting, but I think it better to plaee 
some items in a temporary postion, and'have them, than to 
wait too long for a perfectis situation, and find them want* 
t ing..... f
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Memorandum to Clipping Service:
The enclosed bl^de of grass is known as Giant's Beard.
May X recall/Again that the Chinese used to say that 

a picture is worfcli ten t ousand words of .description. And 
may I hasten to/addvthat a sketch by me is worth precisely 
nothing, as demonstrated above.

idea was to suggest the proposed site of the 
house, and/ curious lines beneath the site of the proposed house 
is an exceedingly rough indication of the place where today I 
set out/Giant's ^eard, terminating the two sections by a nice 
fat yew or box, • * , *

The purpose is merely to accentuate the line of the house,* 
en that is organized. Perhaps we shall leve the stuff where 

t was planted today. Perhaps not. But if we do or do not, it 
doesn't matter, for we can always use it someplaoe else if we 
decide it is not in order. And in the event we don't want to
use it at all, when things start jelling, then we can just dump
it in the Biver and be done with tit,

6 »  V) - 0 i"| (. J  o  Q j - S u  * i l l  ' > J U | i  0 , 1  v  V  L  :J  y . O  X v  ^  •  v  3  v
Giant's Beard always reminds me of .those bear skin hats that 

the Roayl Guard at Buckingham used to wear. It is really 
fine material for borders on several oounta. It Is ever
green. nothing will kill it. And it never prescds out of line, 
although it does grow luxuriantly to suoh an extent that it may 
be cut in half from time to time and after a few weeks, one
would never realize that half of the border line had been removed.

So much .for Giant's -̂ eard, and eventually, at the spot 
marked with an "X", I shall plant a heap of butterfly lilies, 
for the spot is inclined to be damp, whioh this type of lily 
likes, and it is so removed that their presence there will not 
encumber the terrace.
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J’rom the above activities, you may imagine that the 
weather was alright, and since it didn't rain, there is 
hopes that some of the excessive volume in all the rivers and 
bayous from here to the coast may have an opportunity to discharge 
some of it their excessive cargo before a new sprinkle passes 
this.way* t . • j

J, a. and Celeste ran up to Shreveport and they say there was 
much evidence of flooded fields and pasture land along the way,
I head nothing more from them on any subject, save that gossip 
out of Washington **. has it that your friend, Glare Buce 
Looth is resigning'from public life because she is an 
expectant mother. If this has anything to do with her 
unexpected affiliation with the Catholic ^hurch, I wouldn’t 
know. • ■ jeoivre

loday was one of those when one must soft peddle en» 
thusiasms. The Madam expressed the idea of purchasing the 
house of Madame Aubin-Hocque and having it moved to Arenbourg, 
Si^ce Paynie.owns the;house, the purchase price would involve 
nothing, of course. But the concept of .anyone wanting the 
thing would be suoh a puzzle to the owner that doubts as to 
the sanity of one who would dream of suoh a thing would run 
rampant, I *m sure. And the idea of picking the thing up 
from its present location, - two or three miles up the river and 
on the opposite side, - and moving it to arenbourg would most 
certainly appear to everyone either as an act of folly or 
infatuation. Naturally I handled that enthusiasm with 
dubious encouragement. Then, too, she says that the only person 
who could take xhe house down and put it put again would be 
a mulatto who does not live here at present but whom she would 
like to see here again. He had to leave a few years ago after 
.he had too .long kept the .whole plaoe in a uproar by constantly 
influencing the lady adversely against the merchant planter and 
everything he did and did not do In plantation management.
Often 1 hear a sigh tax the good old days but .when they hinge on 
that particular individual, I do not subscribe to any expression 
of regret. Unquestionably the house in question would he 
lovely at Arenbourg, but under the circumstances any attempt to 
get it by the means thus indicated is not my idea of having a 
good ;time. .aJiaroo I sieves no hie^od ̂  c -
&XZ ravea it J&ha .tfi. £ « aIxa yu-wo.- ♦ •

Here before me on my desk is a great big bowl of jonquills 
which I gathered at random from ray little spring garden late this 
evening. They are from ancient bulbs Sk planted ever so long 
ago, and every year they have been blooming madly about this 
time in February, 7 glooming (and mult if Inlying. When they are 
done blooming this year, - and a little later in the season, I 
guess along about June, think 1 „shall; pick up the whole 
thing and transplant it at Arenbourg, and eventually ne shall 
look out on a carpet of green and gold Resign from that 
vantage point. And X must close for tonight, but it is 
going to be pleasant going to sleep to dream....
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Memorandum to .^lipping Services ; a
Save to some of the school children, the ̂ identity of 

George Washington is unknown to most of the local Q ^ ^ e n  , 
and^acoordingly today has passed much in the manner as a y 

other plantation day.
Dan henry arrived after dark on Thursday night and 

will depart for '-amp "obinson on Sunday moralag, and 
is about the only hint that the week end is different from 
any other.

In the early hours of this morning I did succeed in 
reading a couple of pages from the '-otnninger book,- 
it is so hand t (handy) to read while one Is bathing 
and dressing, - seeming like the Hth degree in tim̂ 8 
saving devices, - and by chance I had reached that section 
8o H | e  b e  having something to say Washington• s
Farewell A4dre.B*r which later I learned by radio the 
Senate and House also read today.

l& WQUld’ not recommend the book to the average reader, 
for it has a lot of data in it that would interest 
especially interested in analysis of governmental development, 
but it does have some very entertaiMng words and phrases i 
it in places. Yesterday 1 learned that tttlaen “enex, tne _ 
Abassador of the tfrenoh «evoltuiqnary '-oyernment to the U. , 
tnd a bag. - remained in the U. a., forllowing hia removal 
from offiee, and married the daughter of Hew Yof \ ®
Glinton, - the man who later, while Governor i belai , 

had muoh to do about the opening of the *ris ^ ~ : irachtar ^
,- fhe book merely said that Genet married uli$*°2iL*!“5t2ta- settled down along the Hudson, - or some suoh casual state
- ment.f . ~ a ?i  ̂it JiOl*

If memory serves, this Genet person was a 1 ^ ^ * *  ^
Madame de Qampen’s brother, born and reared at Versailles.
I can’t recall if Mme. de tampan mentions him in her 

jMemoiree of Marie -ntointte or not. I t m a y b e t h a t l  
have made a oomposite figure of Genet and the Ghevaller 
d'Bon, - of whom books have been writ tan, - but
interruption, somebody saw my light and 1 had to go and 
telephone for a doctor,.

Let me see, - getting haok to old 
don’t know where the Hinton home was situated in the Hudson
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Vo, T qoalime it probatly has long sinos disappeared. I
imagine the “linton's were not too elegant, although am
not^ sure^but they might have had V ^ T ^ X e n C l L d e r -

r survived the years, even as Mr. van ^uren s *anaer
hook and % .  Irving*s Sunnyside. Should you ever run 
across any reference to a tilinton home, I would he 
interested in learning about it's location, ^ h o u g  
isn*t of any importance, - save casual curiosity.

I headed out for Mr. ^ar&ins's camp early in the 
morning but wafideflected by Dan’s appearance in a car, when 
he asked me to take a look at the t t w !
& j f l  pleasaht^hour g S a n . ^ n ’the afternoon.

"betwee^times6 !°dS°but?er«y u S Sable to m^ke a’couplf of trips to -renbourg with some before 
the close of day. The little broken semi-circle of 
Gient-e Beard looked quite nice and I believe the two bo* 
plants are going to make it alright.

in spite of the non-holiday appearance of things 
onfthe plantation, it would seem as though my usual 
routine was pretty much thrown out of gear, but on he 
morrow I am hoping to get back into the swing of things.' I

There is nothing like being self ®at^sf 
on visiting ^renbourg, after my visit to d x . f"
camp, I mult say I toperienoed the very pleasant senation 
of confirming in my mind that Arenbourg had s« e  ad 
The “ard ng camp had some rather nice trees and a few crumps 
of bushes that were very pleasant, - "h11® , h moment is defioient in both. But-geographically, Aren- 
bourg is much nicer, *he Harding camp forex ample gives on 
a view to the -orth, looking slap across the river. he 
only prospects are limited, - one to the jiast and h 
other to the West,‘but the limitations are intensified 
by the fact that generally speaking, the .sun sets at the 
Wester* extremity of the river view, whioh just about 
blots out that prospect when the sun begins to go down.
I think one of the nicest things about *rentourg_ is the , 
length of the river view, and the fast that one look, 
along the riv r s surfaoe in a generally oouth,-South- 
Westerly direction, so that when it gets about sunset time, 
one is not glancing directly into t}ie sun,

SO much for congratulating ourselves, and withthli,
I must scare you the pain is of further boredom whioh has 
IpSn along tooo far. I <11 perhaps do a little better in 
my next sitting,«»• V  <

<1%cii 1 6 7 5
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February &4th, 1946,

Memorandum to ^lipping Service: ir
Your report of the 19th to hand, and my sinoerest thanks for 

a most elegant epistle. I almost felt ah though it had been 
verbal, - and I should have liked to go on talking,for hours.

It was good of you to give me the interesting data covering 
the Audubon Show at the flew *ork historical Society, There is 
a timelessness about Audubon as a subject, - to begin with, and 
your description of the examples of his handiwork enchanted me.
Then there was the list' of names, - some of the more prominent 
original subscribers to the elephant edition. My aoquaintee with 
my Gazeette de France is slipping, however, for I find that 1 cannot 
remember the idtenty of the Muke of wrleans at that period. Old 
Philip %  suite had long since gone to his reward, I think, 
and 1 oan t for the life of me recall who the Audubon subscriber that 
natne could have been. ' Naturally the nlame of Charles X recalled a 

flock of particulars, - Louisis hVl's brother, the Chateau de 
Bagatelle near Parish, tthich he built when Duo d**rtois Muller 
Hill, built in early Napoleonic days in what was then the remote 
wilderness fastness of upper York State.

It was good of you to jot these and a number of thee others 
for me. I am wondering if it would be possible to obtain the com
plete list. I assume that the manuscript you mention is merely 
displayed in suoh a manner that but a few of the ngnes are in view.
I think there were a' few Americans on the original ̂ List, alt ough 
I am not certain. The concentration of wealth, plus a preponderance 
of interest iii elegant publications may have been located in the 
South, where so many copies of the 'elephant edition were to be found 
in the years following the ^ivil *<ar. I have often wondered if 
these copies were obtained from Audubon at the time the list was 
made up or if they were copies obtained only after the edition had 

• been thrown on the market. If 1 remember correctly, Dr. Jenkins 
of Natchez, - JBlgin Plantation ip his Miary for 1847, mentions 
receiving a copy of one of the*volumes in that year,- although it 
has been a long time sinoe the reference to it was read to me.
At this writing, * am not even sure’ as to what year the subscript 
list was completed and just when the edition was forwarded to the 
original investors'of a thousand 'dollars for this work. Should 
the names of the subscribers not be within view, I wonder if 
you would mind making inquiry, - on your-next visit, - or by telephone, 
should you not get around to visit the place again before the ^how 
closes, to inquire if it might be possible to obtain the list.
Please do not put yourself out in this matter, for it is merely 
one of those things that I am curious about but whioh 1 do not need, 
save to satisfy my curiosity. If such a list is available, - 
perhaps it has long since been printed Id a
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books on Audubon, - but if I may say so, I think it might be
nice to append the list to an illustration of ^udubon's in a scrapbook,
or some such place. xt is possible that I am wrong about ah the
original list, - but, as 1 recall, it was to the number of 100
only.

I am so glad you enjoy keeping abreast with local doings.
It has been a rather quiet week end* but the weather is glorious,- 
marvelous sunshine and a temperature that seems to be about 7£ all 
the time. fhis morning, among other things, I dropped by xugabou s 
house but found him not at home-, but spoke with the children and 
Maude! I also called on Sis, who was bounced into the ditch by a car 
a couple of weeks ago. ^he is getting along nicely and is up 

- and about now, but has found little that* appealed to her by way 
of food. I* was delighted that Mrs, Hand brought me some lovely big 
fat Juicey oranges the other day, - ever so more than I could
possibly use.

*

“ ? in the afternoon’ I ran over and had ever so pleasant a chat 
toith Zeline, who is Just as gay as ever, - but a little more more 
forgetful about remembering names of people from way back 
yonder”. You would have been enchanted as was I, when a nice 
sleek Aihode xsland Hied hen, sitting quietly under an armoir along 
the Wall next to feline’s bed, suddenly stood up quite unexpectedly, 
cacklfcd madly,' to announce the laying of an egg whiah 1 noted on the 
spot she had Just left. "Basse-Passez", said "eline gently, as 
she wafted her staff in the,'direction of the noisey bird, which 
somewaht tartly stalked out of the room. ' With equal gentleness, I 
had heard “eline speak to a nasty old mocassin as she gently urged 
him out of the room from the self-same spot under the armoir.

What with the fine weather and the availability of gas and tires 
once more, the pilgrim problem is beginning again. 1 had almost 
forgotten the advantages of rationing until now. Saturday there were 
too many, and today there were more. 1 think I shtil lock the front 
gate with a piece of haywire next week end, now that you tell me 
the Pilgrimage warden °lub gets to going this coming week end,. for 
half of -‘•exas will be stopping of here, I suppose,, and I haven't
time for them at the moment.

} ■ *

van was here until this Sunday noon when he departed for nittle 
Rock. Paynie spent the week end here, too, and what with J. H. being 
at ^elrose during the same period, I assume the matter which the 
General brought up may have been under discussion I shalllprobably 
hear about that shortly. x think 1 shall write*the General a 
brief little line tonight before folding up, making no mention of 
Anything, save looal doings,

Monday will be busy-busy, and I shalll eventually drop you 
a line to let you know what, - if anything, - is undertaken in the 

planting department.... And again my thanks for the nice-nice letter.

i ;
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f, February 25th, 1946.

Memorandum to ^lipping service:
It's rather late, following a fairly busy day,

- anaxl shall accordingly be rather more brief than is my 
custom. - ,

In last night’s note, £ had intended saying something 
about Sunday's Invitation to ^earning, - on Hobert Browning.
I liked it, and I hope you had the good fortune to hear the 

person read one or two of his more famous short poems, for 
it seems to me that it was very well. done. Of the dis- 

, cussion of the man and his philosophy* the big word seemed to 
be optojnist. It seems to me that the fey? poems of his that 
I know do not so much paveal the optomist as the individual 
who has faith and assurance that there is a God and that 
things eventually are bound to come out alright, even 
though humanity's, advancement sometimes seems "to creep from, 
point to point**.

The incoming mail today was late, and on arrival the 
only 1st er was from ôra, - and as I haven't seen ±*r. Brew 
today, x shall have to let.the reading of that letter go 
until the morrow. .
~ , But in the 2nd class department, there was a copy of 

Life for me, and I tossed it on my bed and I shall craok 
the warpper. shortly, as I tumble into my old mulattp four 
poster.

OSie, weather has quite out-done itself by being fair again 
today, - the third or fourth in a row, and accomdingly I 
did what x could at ^renbourg. ;

It became evident a few days ago that the lateness 
of the bulldozer in arriving would make it impossible to 
get any kind of a hedge along the -Bermuda ^oad, - the 
Hast side of unit A*o. 1, - before the season was pretty far 
along, and since I needed some kind of a screen to resist 
the vulgar eye", so far. as unit Ho. & and .Unit Ho. 3 are con
cerned, 1 decided to plant bananas along the ^est side of Unit 
No. 1, to accomplish that purpose.
cfA;., ,;fhis morning 1 dug holes madly between the Haggedy House 
and to Alphonse's line, and this afternoon, I set the roots 
out. It required two wagons to haul the needed amount of 
the things. t

L _ * * * i * * * » t o . < * .  -  ■

-—    .  rrm .
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I also planted, tons of butterfly lily roots in the spot, 
indioated in a recent plan, - where the Giant’s -Dear touches 
Alphonse’s line, For good measure, I also set out a line 
of "andina from the front corner of the house to Alphone s 
line and from the North ^ast corner of the house to the East, w 
where it touches Unit No. 1.

And after that" ! planted a few dozen German Iris, - the 
creamy white ones, - about half way between the . 
uiant s ^eard and Unole x *Or 'schouse, - also on Alphonse s 
line, and that £e every lick I have done today save to 
try to cheer up' the slightly deflated spirits 6f my patient, 
who is tired of the presence of one of her 4 year old 
grandchildren.

People in the *outh make a big "myration" about native 
Louisiana iris, - and it really is quite lovely, - so 
many pretty colors and so dainty. But for myself, 1 like the 
good old fashioned Uerman iris, hardy and sufficiently large 
of blossom for one to really get an eye full. Unlike its 
Louisiana breathern, which love water, the German iris 
of course, thrives in dry soil, and I found a very nice 
place for today's planting, further down the *lphone line from 
*the butterfly liies, for the latter, like the -Louisiana 
iris, like a damp place, and X found such a situation, and 
a spot a little shaded for a part of the day, thanks to a 
peoane standing 0n bhe Xlne.

I haven't had, a chance to to day reading much, - 
what with the day starting fairly early and brother and 
all, but x did read a page while in my bath. * hat interested 
me much was a good account of the ‘*ar of 1812, of which I 
know precious little. As you may recall, the British 
burned the wapitol and the White dmse in 1814, - the «<hite 
House getting its name from the fact that white Ph-it was 
applied to its outer walls in 1815, to conceal the scars left 
by the British bonfire. What I did not know up until now,- 
and * guess many American history books don't stress this 
point: • in 18137, the year before the two Washington 
publicr buildings were fired, the ^erican's in their Canadian 
expedition, captured Toronto,-capital of ^ower wanada, and 
for no upperant reason, burned the two Barlament tBuildings 
in that city. That was in 1813. The British certainly 
paid them back promptly and with interest within the 

twelth month, I mu t aay. * ♦
Forgive this exceedingly unsatisfactory note, but I 

shall perhaps do better on the morrow. You were so kind as 
to mention old xssae's ^iary. There is no need to have the 
thing transcribed at the present time, none .whatsoever, and 
it can eventually be dashed off my any one of half a dozen 
people at some later sitting. It was good of you to offer, 
but **• should be much happier thinking of you using that time 
to conserve a bit of your own good self for eventual exploration

1679
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February 26th, 1946,

• ., ' . , « i i. . u v  ' 1 • *« - - - * : • ' 'Memorandum to flipping Service;
Night again, and pouring rain outside, but it is cosy 

enough inside, what with a decorative fire blazing on my hearth,- 
and it is wholly unnecessary, what with the temperature at about 
75 outside. But it is pleasant, and so away it blazes.

, T f ,  i  *  Q  ■ ■ - '  <

What with the strom breaking before dark, Mr. Brew did 
not make it from Little -ftiver, and so I shall have to hold 
Lora's ietter until tomorrow morning, 1 guess. 1 should have 
liked to send it alohg to you, - and by having read it myself, 
have responded. .

■̂ he enclosed letter from the rive^ speaks for itself, - or 
perhapsi;it merely offers a puzzle. For it sounds precisely like him 
in his old time style, and if ©ne were to Judge by it, one would 
never have supposed him the victim of the -U. T.'s,six months ago,- 
two months ago. Strange ,how things do turn.

Madam, he spoke of being on the air next 
Tuexady night, - I suppose March 5th, on some New Orleans station,* 
WNOB, - which I can never get on any local radio in this region,- 
although as he says he is to describe the Mardi Uras parade or some- 
such, perhaps it will have a national hook up. The station mentioned 
is either Mutual or national, - x know not which. ,

He told the Mactam he yias coming up right after Mardi Uras.
Well, ^eaven forbid, - but I can take it, I guess, although 
I have no especial desire to do so.

I was up and abroad early this moaning, taking Brother with 
me t Aienbourg, where X laid out a bulb garden before Brother and 
I cAm back this way for hot chocolate, - a little before 8.
I also replaced a gardenia, which looked a little pale where it 
had been set a week or so ago. I think both, will live, but I gave 
the newly planted one the more advantageous position.

Before the morning had really gotten underway very well, three 
youths appeared on the scene, - all three from -argentine, - of all 
places. . Thsy had met Kenneth fHunt in Charleston, * on their way 
to New *ork, and he had recommended that they stop over at “̂ elrose on 
their way back to ^outh America, whence they sail on March 5th.
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They remained for dinner and 1 did a little s tour with them, 
and we even took some movies of Ciemence and St, Augustin s 
°hurch Yard, Melrose, etc., etc. They were driving , and so I 
asked them,to stop off to seem Mme. *arlange, as they were heading for 
Hew urleans. *rom there they will go to via +5̂ 1 1®, etc,-
and will ship the o r to A*ew Y0rk for one of the youth s other ,- 
c crently in Manhattan where a daughter is in Finishing school, 
a n d .perhaps the Mother will pass this way on her trip back to 

the Argentine,
It made a very pleasant interlude in the usual quiet of these 

work-a-day routines I have lately been sticking^rather close to, and 
as the youths were quite interesting and could tell me much of 
argentine, as well as the latest wrinkles at illiamsburg and 
other places, I learned much and did so with a relish.

1 saw Ulerenoe Compton at the store this evening, » 
and in speaking.of my hopes to get a bulldozer is x
too far advanced. He asked me why 1 didn t use his scooper , - beli 
flieve that is what he calls the ting. I don't-know what the thing 
looks like but he sayd Pugabou , with a *ord tractor, woould 
handle it very readily* and that x would be able to move the soil 
around quite readily Sn *renbourg. I am delighted at that prospect 
if I can,persuade the merchant-planter to let me have ugabou and 
the tractor, for the ploughing season has storted, and it seems , j
difficult to get a man and a machine, save when it is raining,* 
and at such times,- of course ,xa neither man nor machine would 

get far in doing what we what done, - since the reason for 
using the outfit is to correct the low spots where , following 
a rain, _ the tractor and "soooper would be but completely bogged
down. f

Well, we shall see, and '1 shall do what 1 can to get the thing 
brought around to our liking.

T^q health of my patient appears to improve slightly in 
vigor but She is annoyed, —.secretly, to have her grandchild 
on top of fier, and accordingly does a lot of fussing at the servants, 
etc., which is something of a pain, butin my role of Patience 

on a Monument “railing at Arief, 1 %  getting along alright, al- 
though it is nSt precisely the extra time job i would select off hand.

: >*g 1 have been penning these lines, the electric current has 
failled several times, and come back on again. If awake, the Madam 
will be having spasms because she has some baby chicks, - 100, - she 
is raisin under a strong electric bulb, and if the thing goes out 
completely, the chickens will pass out with the pip or whatever. 
iQrne more of the curious ideas, - raising ohicekens (chickens), when 
Sam ^own steals more than 50 per cent of them, and there are 
unending supplies of the birds up and down the river that can be 
bought cheaper than she can raise them, - but.,,..Alright,,•••

a s s s — ■  ■■ r■ ■ ■ ■■a..  »
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February £7th, 1946.

Memorandum to '■'lipping ^etvice:

It has been rather chilly today, - chilly for these parts,- 
af.ter last night's big rain. I guess the thermometer has 
been around the mid 50s all day. hut the sun has been shining, 
and what with a brisk wind, a lot of the water has been 
evaporated, 1 shudder as I think of your snowbanks along 
the Concourse.

Your good week end letter to hand and I have thorough
ly enjoyed two thirds of It. Mr. Brew was called away before 
?he had arrived at the tird page, and so 1 have that to look 
forward to on the morrow. Uu .•

a • in iB  ©jiflu t i c '  c ’ • c x p w

I liked the exerpts from the Yfhite ^ouse body guard.
I thought the Wilson episode of ”0h, You Beautiful Doll" pretty 
funny and crowning him with the wreath a riot.

* . . ; , ^  L : Q  1  5  Q  is T - ’ i  J - 0 0  v >  t i  I Q  0  . . .  e
I am _ lad you told me about the situation where you are 

sometimes want to view the setting sun in the Botanical 
Gardens, for I kndw the place quite well and have spent many 
tm September afternoon in precisely the same locality. When I 
knew the place years ago, that was especially nice in the 
late summer, and somehow it always reminded me of something 
I had read of a Russian setting. Perhaps it was the proximity 
to that large museum*like building -that used to stand in 
that neithborhood, what with the large park seeming to stretch 
all about it. Strangely enough, in later years, when in 
the region of Tzarkoe*Selo, 1 Imagined I was in the "ew 
York Botanical Gardens again, there was something so very much 
Of the same feeling.

And thank the ^ord you mentioned the seoond Bevis. I 
would like to think that it was the earlier one that 1 had known 
that reminded me, - or rather corrupted forever my spelling of 
the second. I wasn't sure from the sentence relating to the 
seoond Bevis if you are acquainted with it, and I hope you are, • 
for it is something you would enjoy as much as 1 have ever 
since I first was there. I think you may recall that 1 used 
to go to Dobbs Perry quite often, and the T. Coleman Dupont 
place isn’t so very far ^orth from Dobbs Perry, if one walks 
along the Aqueduct. Helen Gould Shepard's home is just a 
little way beyond in Tarrytown's town limits.

« * f-*  ̂ *r ,, r -f t o t i : '  v ■>/•'* X BOI v  *’i. j , Li t- I  * \ &

The old ^amilton*Dupont place is of red brick, with some nice 
evergreens along the drive, - cedars; I think, for they were
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so popular in the 1830*s and 1840*8, although I cannot say 
so much for them, - not in this clime, where they seem to be rather 
trashy, the limbs forever breaking off and cluttering up the 
grpund. But X don't recall that that was the case in the 
oase of ^evls.

Xhe mention of X. Coleman .Dupont in connection with the 
Hamilton place reminds me that Mr. Bupont's residence on Broome

Street in Wilmington, .Delaware, used to have about the largest and 
most heavily loaded *hinese magnolias in front of that old red 
brick mansion.that 1 ever saw. Xhey were wonderful, and as I 
walk* through the ^elrose gardens at this season, I forever 
find myself contrasting these, - much smaller ones, with those 
enormous ones at 1'. Coleman's.
7 ^here isn't a coincidence about it, and yet it is interesting 

that on the same week end you should be writing me of the Herbert 
Mathew's articles on the doings at the Vatican, we should also be 
having Robert Browning on the Invitation to Blaming, for it is 
Browning's poems that X always think of when 1 hear Herbert 
Matheew's name. He and I took a course with Frank Betterson of 
Columbia once uponfa time and Herbert's enthusiasm for Browning 
made him Patterson s white headed boy. For myself, I never quite 
reached Herbert's enthusiasum for that particular *inglish poet, 
and so Patterson, who had always until then, tended to rather 
favor me, somehow defleoted his affections on 4r. "athews, which 
used to make me laugh because when the two of them got to going 
on Mr. Browning, they were forever finding a million hidden* 
meanings in every one of that bard's words, which seemed to 
me the ultimate in (interruption) - I was talking about 
Browning, which sounds like Senator ^laghorn, I say, - but 
whatever I was saying, the way "athews and Patterson could 
think up things that Browning never dreamed of inferring was 
worse than a disgruntled bag who- , in quite a different but very 
parallel manner, finds a million remarkable and scandalous things 
in every word that anyone says, even though the subjeot may be no 
more 'profound than a remark about the weather.

From the enclosure,' you will, note that everything seems to 
be rocking along smoothly in the Oklahoma area. My assuption 
in December that depression may have sprung from a financial 

reason s ems to have been borne out, and I am glad that the 
situation has been repaired and the £heen of gold may readily 
reflect its brighter aspects in the season just ahead, I have 

heard it said that so often is depression in the human mind 
synonomous with an empty pocketbook that X am really astonished 
that more poor people 1 know are not possessed of longer faces.

I plkited another desiduous (Chinese) magnolia at Arenbourg 
today bnd in spite of the damp, used a tractor long enough to 
mark off the general lines for the lake in Dnit Ho. 1,, from 
which I hope I may shortly remove soil for making a foundation 
for the brick pavement that will eventually run between the 
sites of the prospective-malison de la reine....

J48 <1.1

TlSz
February 28th, 1946,

A -a-.. , -  i

o ,  7

Memorandum to flipping Service; • a  _ _the date Ijjae^tlTabout 
day^^eglmiing at 2:20 
~and not very sleepy.

February, as you will note froir 
done, as should I be at the end of e 
this morning, "ut 1 feel pretty got
I awoke at that curious hour,"got up and did some reading, and 
decided that instead of doing the lake in ynit Ho.f1, it 
might be nicer to do it as indicated above.

Accordingly, when dawn arrived, I went to Arenbourg and 
laid out the half circles, as indicated above.

0 ?
A little later, Ezra arrived with a tractor and? a 

scoop or a, dipper or whater the thing is called and began work.
Before the day was finished, he had completed the 

lower half moon, and had begun on the upper one, Bt was a good 
day s work, and if weather and circumstances favor the project,
1 think he will have finished the upper one by tomorrow night.
It will take a little longer to do the upper one because 1 . 
made it a little larger andbbcause he is transfering fnuoh of 
the soil and depositing it where the brick gallery will eventually 
be situated in unit no; • 3. 1 thought it wise to have the

necessary filling in done with the dirt thus excavated, not 
only because it was to hand but also because it will save a 
lot. of wer and tear on whatever may be planted along.the path 
between now and the time we get in a position to build.

think the natural drainage will fill both these excavated 
places, - they are about 4 feet deep. IJ will take a little 
time for the floor of the pools to "jell , but aS soon as some 
water plants begin growing, I think that will be effected. If 
not, we can eventually let a pipe flow in that direction during 
•excessively g dry spells, - if any.

I have made the- pools in their present shape with either 
of two alternatives in mind. By putting on a few finishing touches* 
they can be perfectly symetrical, should we decide to do the thing 
along formal lines. And by the same token, - if it seem more

»
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to our liking, we oan so alter the edges as to make them 
indefinite in shape, should we want to strees the informal.

This arrangement also permits us to have more space for 
any housing tufcits we may eventually decide we may need and 
with a house built in each corner, each would have a view of 
a pool bff hand, 1 should say the smaller pool is from 50 to 60 
feat on its straight side, while the upper pool is perhaps 75,.
flreen sw ard  o^reotangAlar flower bed, running between the
two nools might be nice, each corner pinned down by a live 
oak. P ^etails^can be worked out during the coming year, of G0^ se* 
for*the main object will have been accomplished when the second 
nool has given up its soil and the low places have been filled 

with the earth. I shall how be able to-get a fence around 
the place and immediately after that, I ]shall plant switch cane 
on the three sides, - -lfred’s, -lphonse s and along the Be muda 
Road This will eVentually enclose the place in a wall of &reen.On the fourth side! - -est, - I  have already planted a row of 
bananas which will be a rather delightful screen, too, - with 
entraface' into unit n 0. 1 being opposite the entrance to Unit Ho.
3, where the t i ^  mimosas ought to begin doing business almost • 
any moment. , , *

Once the'pools are dug, the whole piece will be plough and 
disked, and. then we can begin to see what plans can be made for 
the developement of the place.

-Last night a cow somehow got into Unit ^o. 3, bit off the 
tops of the little cameliab and knocked down some and ate some of 
the two rows of nandina hedges, ft will be good,when the fence 
is definitely up along the "ermuda ^oad.

* i have made five trips back and forth to ^-renbourg today,
for i have had to ^eep an eye on ’my patient who looks much 
batter but who manifests certain disagreeable signs 
firl, and it is well for the general peace of elrose to Keep 
things down to a shout during such periods of up-set.

diea iitte and *unt Lottie came down from Natchitoches tis 
nftornoon -nd Celeste came over for a few minutes after ^upper.
aleste goes to the Pilgrimage on Saturday and Sunday with a flock 
ol her ffiends! It lolks at though the weather might favor such 
a iaunt i hope it likewise favors our project, for it would 
certainly be a^ness if rain should ever begin when one was about 
half done with the tractor on such an undertaking.

This is a dumb letter. You will pardon me, I trust, and 
perhaps 1 can do better on the morrow#.••

1685

March 1st, 1946.

Memorandum to Clipping Servicei
♦ • x.

A pleasant day, with some good licks with the dipper 
during the morning, but unfinished at noon when Jack 
wife was severely burned, - 1 know not how, - and 
he had to take her to some hospital, and thus being away,
Sara had to take over JaQk's: traotor, and so arenbourg had
to play at patience.

Clarence needs his dipper on Mpnday.and so I am
hoping that by dint of hard labor, - L  vQ dont
on the part of the weather, we can get whatever is to be don
finished by Saturday evening. ^  nl

I started reading the last page of your week end letter, 
but was again interrupted before completing it, and so 
the morrow still holds the promise of another chat with you.

I did get to the part concerning ^ife. It goes without 
saving that I am enchanted at the aspect of the two years ahead, and the pleasures ahead .herein .ill enable us to refer to
mWuy an item that me shall both enjoy sharing, in one plaoe or 
the other or both. *

I heard something interesting the other day as to 
whet happens to some of my friends if they don t have their 
home work well in hand by the time they get to sohool.
They are given a spade and are assigned the task of digging a 
hole in the ground, - four feet square, .and four feat seems 
£uite deep as well as auite expansive, when one considers 
tne age of the students. '.That strange things children are 
subjected to under the guise of getting an education^

I was Quite enchanted this noon to find one of my black- 
black friends from kittle ^iver neighborhood awaiting me on my 
front gallery. He had thought of me on his way fronj back 
yonder^and the idea occurred to him that 1 Night add something 
to the desnity of river front decoration hy adding some 
Spanish moss to the setting, -accordingly he had brought m 
aPnumber of wisps, whereupon, after some cake a cocaoola, 
he marched to ^renbourg with me and together we drapped some

Slow limbs of a big old cottonwood 1 ^liked Spanish moss, henceforth I shall always like it better.
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What with no tractor in operation this evening,
I cut a number of mulberry and black locust trees on the bank,- 
which ~ndy and 1 had neglected to remove on our big campaign 
in that field some weeks back. We accomplfc&hed ctuite a lot 
before, Now a good two thirds of the terraoe from the giants 
beard to unele d ’Or's is shaven, and the sweep of the river 
is elegant.

Muchuless elegant was much transportation of lumber from 
behind Peter's-fprraer residence to( the old raggedy house^ 

with ample left for muchfactivity tomorrow
' ' I

Phis evening, ^r/^arding’s chauffeur came by, saying that 
he had come up alone from Alexandria and that ^r. ^rding had 
asked him to bring back some banana roots, if any were avail
able. None were. I think l sha 1 use any extra ones coming to 
hand for “nit ^o. 1. ■ t

In the correspondence department, there were one or two 
things in the morning post of. interest. First off was 
a large post card from Assae Mae, just bac,k in Baton Aouge from 
. Atlanta, promising to bring Lyle up to “*elrose shortly. I 
suppose that may mean next week end# Oh, hum.....

Phere was a clipping from some of the Batcn Bouge Chopin*s, 
with a newspaper account of Mr. ^axon's^informal talk before 
some 650 people in that city the other evening, - ostensibly 
to review Gumbo-Ya-Ya. It was all very laudatory with 
references to episodes in ^atchez which the Madam thought she 
recognized as having stemmed from reports brought over to 
Louisiana n by someone other than the Baton ^ouge speaker.

A line from Lime. General reported the General to have 
gone through the ^alter Aeid checkup but /that no decision 
has be filed as yet. \lt is assumed that he will not be 
permitted to retire, as requested, but will either be sent to 
the European theatre or to the ^rierit. I think one thing that 
he hat * had been tentitively (a) scheduled for was the super
vision of eudcation on uhina, putting the country s educational 
efforts on some kind of a basis not unlike the Amerioan plan,- 
if any If retirement should be granted, I believe Gneral 

Motors will claim his attention. Ihe note was long enough 
to have a nice paragraph with kindly observations about a non- 
Henry resident at Melrose. I must acknowledge the same forth
with.

And.I guess.that muet be all for this sitting. Up to this 
writing, the stars are gleaming brightly* and may the rain 
clouds stay away from Unit ^o• 1 for another B4 hours*....

r.
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• j. x * ’.i tie March 2nd, 1946.

Memorandum to ^lipping Servicei
What with it being Saturday night, I find it a little 

odd to be writing a report. .
Rudolph -c'uchs, one of the weaving boys, telephoned this 

afternoon, however, - >  guess from hew Grie*ans, saying that he 
would arrive tonight, and so I shall have to go to Derry with 
Fugsbou about 10*30, and for the next couple of days I 

may find it less easy to reach out for this machine, what with 
a guest in the house, ^enoe tonight*s 'epistle.

I Well yesterday^ weather prediction for rain didn't 
pan out. Ihis morning dawn glorious, - all save the fact that 
no tractor showed up. 1 accordingly sought out the merchant* 
planter. He didn’t realize the hazard of rain and how it 
might permanently up-set ihe digging of the pools.

And so 1 rounded up ^lyde, Claude '“mmett J>avis, who 
has recovered to a large extent, add he went after the 
larger pool with gusto. ke finished digging it by noon, 
and was able to put quite a few dipperfulls of soil on 
some of the lower places and a little Where the brick gallery 
will eventually be laid. I was very happy about getting the 
ground dug, even though I should have been even happier if 
we could have obtained a little more soil for the low spots,- 
but, - by and large, it was pretty satisfactory. Now it can 
pour all it wants to, kid t shall not be caring.

And just to keep the record straight, let me say this 
for the merchant-planter. »<hen, late in the afternoon, I 
went to straighten out the charges for the tractors and digging 
and what not, he declared that he would have had to pay the 
men for doing something or other, and that as there was nothing 
for them to do at the time, he was enchanted that they were 
accomplishing something worth while. It was nice of him to 
say that, for in his heart, 1 know he thinks it is plain tom
foolery. ~nd so he would take no money, and promised me that 
on Monday or ^uesday, weather permitting, he would have the 
ploughs'and disks smooth-; out Bnit a 0# i . After that, we shall 
build the fence, and so eventually, whether*we have to pay 
for any of these' subsequent operations or not, the ground will

■ : *
be prepared for planting, and so we shall be a step further along 
toward our dreams. -

its

y
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jj'rom that inimita&le sketch appearing in yesterday*s report, 
covering Unit ^o. 1, It occurs to me that it might- be nice 
to transplant the "tiny" mimosas, - removing them from their 
present situation and placing them at the 4 corners of the rectangle 
that will stretch between the two poo18* IhQ!r rapidity of 
drowth* will afford shade before too long, and their tendency 
toward rather curious limb extentions may add a very interesting 
note to the place, perhaps more advantageously viewed in that 
place than in their present situation.

Well, be that as it nay, we shall see how things turn, but 
I know you will be glad to learn that things are turning along 
as well as they are. I might add that the pool nearest Alphonse 
line seems to be about 50 feet on the straight line of the half 
circle, while the one at the North of the parterre will measure 
about 75 feet. uf course their contours will not be very precise, 
'for it is impossible to think of cementing them at present. But 
the general line will be there and eventually, if things turn 
advantageously, we can always tidy up the edgles with old
brick and cement.,

Something must have gone wrong with the mails today, since 
we received nothing save the Congressional Record, - the 
^imes-Bioayune, the :J*ew ^ork Times, the Natchez democrat and the 
Tensas Gasette all failing to arrive. I reckon "kmday we shall
have a heap of 2nd class mail at least.. •

Ueleste left this morning at 5:30 for Natchez, and will 
return late tomorrow. I-reckon the town must be jammed, what 
with “‘ardi Nras in the offing in the ^resoent wity, and proba
bly thousands of upper Mississippi ^alley tourists heading generally 
in fe Southward direction.

Another friend came up from-Little ^iver today, bringing 
me another pocket full of Spanish moss, which-delighted me, of 
course. 1 have given it a resting place on the old cottonwood 
tree along side yesterday's wisps, and eventually the stuff 
will start taking the place, - 1 hone.

Of

I am glad* to say that with the delightful summer days that 
are here, the wrens are already - setting'up housekeeping, building 
nests madly in old gourds and other desireable places. I mention 
this because it seems to give confirmation to the calendar that 
Spring cannot help but be on the way in your general direction.

e

On my Reading machine, - while ! was in the bath, 1 think 
I heard it said by ̂ r. ^omminger, that the ^udubon subsotiption. 
list as compiled* in 1827, but I haven’t taken time to cheok 
on the machine or to look elsewhere; This would.seem a little 
early to me, - although perhaps'! understood correctly. The 
Luc d*Orleans, it suddenly occurs to me; was the son of Philip 
^galite, fend the same Due d’Orleans who became Louis Phillippe.
I so much enjoyed your account of the ■uew York historical show...

1689

. March 4th, 1946.

t ’ • • ' v w A  * v-*'; x  4 ***** * Vv V? X  U  -V# •••- - 1 v-; ■ * y

1 sMemorandum to ^lipping Service:
Now, let me see where we were before the last customer

' came in. t r 1, _
* Gh yes. Rudolph was, heading in this way, I think.
Well he brought some very unpleasant news.with him abou 
his friend lenneth hunt, the.Benton boy whom 1 first knew in

of years ago. - the youth with orutches.
“well! ^anneth was discharged. from tLe^rmyinJaiiuaryandtook 
some kind of a construction company. Job, - opiating on 
Coast and in Louth- America, ithink. XnFlorida * , y

in "an Automobile accident last week-, his DacK wa 
broken^ Ihf ntrv^ from below the hip department were Beared. 
h« never walk again. He has a 25 per oent chance to live.
There are several "miseres”, not the least of which is e ac 
that the bladder nerves have also been severed, ihe urine an 
be eliminated only a frequent punoturedbysomekindofa 
syringe that will extract the liquid. It is thought that 
the frequency required will eventuate in infec on. 
survives, it may eventually be possible for ^  to 1ait , p,
-but for e rr so long he will have to remain flat on hxs baok. 
•Frankly, it would seems as though toe most merciful | 
would b4 for -eath to take him away to save him from all that.

And <tudolph also stopped in Hew Orleans aShon^the^river 
between *'brt Lauderdale,sx4 Melrose. He t®l®Pkonedtne and had 
and the unshot of all.that was that he missed his trfiin ana naa 

t -nfiiri over Bddie Dryer is temporarily in -̂ ew Orleans, 
in view of the*recent letter I received, and ^  one t°new8 
wherein the river declared he had gone dry, i IS®*-?™! I J n  that he was Quite overseas with, whiskey. Perhaps the river w 1  

this^way this week end, under suoh ciroumstanoes. I
• £one*not I wish somatody would sit on that ^aton Houge number 

who is forever promising to act as aid to the transportation
department.!^ ^  Qf this wa8 good news, it w.as Pleasant
to report or is pleasant to report that Rudolph seems glad
to bePuone with the Prisoners of War l?aioaa of
forward to beginning life a-new. ierhape he willath P- whose

as teaoher of Germanic languages. So be it,
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and in turning the page, it is pleasant to t0 .
>ther things. 1 oite as inhibit*., *be Report of 
whi oh came to band today# liked every line, inoiuaing 
)ld *r. Audubon s nice bird. The 40th anniversary celebration 
3sounds dreadfully dull and Just because of it should make 
orettv Rood material for reporting. I shall be listening 
For the ghastly details. In refernoe to the business, however*
[ must congratulate you-for having not seen Eiinaiyas brother in 
such a long time, *ay it be as long between now and the next.

this morning came a Cable fromlima, JerUj reading, as 
telephoned me from town, something 3n route to
Paris. Gould spend two days, March 8th y0^*
Oflble Vfhere." Well, that was an unexpected pleasure, and 
one to which 1 do not know the, answer, what with tne Pil|r^^ge 
going on in Hatches, the *evigne jealousy, the ^rdi Gras week 
in New Cleans, i Responded; "From New Orleans telephone 
4901 Natchitoches". Perhaps by Friday my brain may
figure out some place of rendezvous, - perhaps Alexandria, _ 
perhaps nowhere, with a recommendation that we put it off until
next time.

I am glad you told me; of The Hobe.^and shall most 
certain-ly ask for it on my Heading Maohine. I feel almost 
certain it is available, - and if not, can be made so qui e 
easily, by a request, 1 presume.

Rudolph told me of the book at supper tonight, and he 
liked it ever so much. **e left here at 10J30 tonight, he^ ng 
toward New Mexioo, and I write these lines quite late. Acoodingly
I shall fold up shortly.

- I do want to tell you, however, that Mr, Frew did a fine 
job today discing Unit Mo, 1, which this evening look as 
•smooth and pretty as a picture. Only the bwo pools seemed 
a little rough by comparison. It hasn.t rained as yet, but 
the weather threatns, via the radiô , - and then we shall see 
how these big old "elephant traps" fill up. I want to run a 
plough around*the unit itself, and espeoailly on each side of 
the drive, to facilitate drainage. I hope I. can do so before 
people are available for r.elping me to put up the fen?®* 
comes next. Suoh assistance will depend upon the weather, fo:r 
rain will take people out of the ploughing, department thither and 
yon, - on Henry properties somewhat remote from the immediate 
neighborhood, and then will come the fence-hualding, and after 
that some planting. (
« Again my thanks for a perfectly elegant report, — and
• an 1*.n had .  v ' !

March &th, 1946.

Memorandum, to dipping Service:
S W  j* - ' L* $8 it V A  ft •") : • ft 4 '

“ere 1 not such a bag, > would be thinking of writing 
a line to poor neglected -“avis and to Mary, whose last letter 
to me has not been acknowledged. But here I am, blandly 
content to dash off a little note ‘to you, and entirely 
content at the same time to play a page from my Readking 
Meohine and then fold up.

It was a quiet day in these parts* warm-warm, lots of 
- clouds*; a strong wind and once in a great while a fine little 

sprinkle that was dry before it^touched the ground. 'But to
night, although the wind continues, the clouds have "blown away, 
and a nice little moon is just nestling down to sleep in the 

i ; I West. a,, a hit 1
1 • f J.-,,

i: I didn't do much today, and I am not very proud when
I have nothing especially concrete to show for my undertakings.

Started off by checking up 0n bhe post situation, dis
covering thattthe Madam |s promise that she had plenty for my needs 
was based on an assurance by one Nam ^rown# 1 need about 
150. We have precisely 28.

Accordingly x shall used these on the side along the 
t Bermuda Hoad using the good 4 inch mesh wire to stave off 

cows and hogd. For the balance I shall merely strech some 
barbed wire iij a temporary barrier, hoping that 1 shall be 
able to get gome of my ^ittle River friends to cut some fence 
postfbaok yonder for me. There are sufficient trees there, I 
think, and the regulation mesh fence can berput up later in 
the year. In the mean time I shall be able to go ahead some 

what with planting,

e With Andy as helper, I out an oak tree behind this house 
in order to sours a couple o£ good strong gaie~posts. Following 
$hat 1 dug some more bananas, to increase the density of the line 
when those plants start doing business along about April.
Some of these great fleshy rqots are about the oiroumferenoe 
of an ordinary we§h basin, and areq quite heayy. Within a 
year, x think they will have trebled in the number of stalks 
they will put out.
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In digging the "elephant traps*, I discover that the 

diggers were guided by the former cotton rowst - or traces of them, LI in consequence, the flat side or straight side is not at 
right angles to the road or iiua to each other* I shall 
have to do some straightening of the line and some <oonceaiing 
bv skillfuly planting Giant’s Beard to well define the 
half circle^effect, and so drawing ihe place for putting the roots 
that the two balancing parterres of water will seem to be 
in more or less perfect juxtaposition. 1 have also started 
digging Giant’s ^eard about the Afrioan *ouse, with a view to 
ultimate transplanting up yonder, for the two parterres, I 
think x shall require about 3&5 feet, and about a foot of the 
stu?f is all a many can lift, - what with the roots and
dirt coming up with it. *1 thin^ the whole business will 
quire quite a lot of labor, so you will no doubt hear m* 
talking about it for kx days on end.

x learn that a new doctor has come to ^loutierville. I 
liked1that.' ~nd \ hear that Dr. w©nk , in ew York las week 
end, can't wait to get home-in order to move to jft Shreve
port. • And I like that, too# ;

Somebody said that -̂ yle was on Vox Pop or some such 
program on Monday night. I didn't hear bim. He is suppose 
to be broadcasting about now, too, think, hut i 
mach prefer my present engagement to twisting the dial 
a curious radio 1 have borrowed temporarily And after reading 
a few minutes, L shall try to catch a re-br6adcast of 
Winston Churchill's Missouri speech of this 
whioh A did not hear, being lost, as 1 was, i„ floundering 
around in the.good earth.

une of my little friends from Little ^iver came early this
morning, arriving before Brother did. u® ^ste^davbring me some Spanish moss he had gathered for me yesterday, 
but was a little "shame-faced* , as he expressed it, to admit, 
on arriving, that he«had oplum forgot it . so we all

laughed, and brother learned a jingle to rattle off to his 
oapa tonight, and hot chocolate arrived in due time, and 
Brother dunked his toast and Little *iver had some,bacon and 
an egg and some toast and so we have Spanish-moss to 
look forward to another day. ^he little wisps already depending 
from the old cottonwood, parenthetically, seem to be doing 
very nicely, and eventually, I feel sure, they will be long, 
long gray-beards,
. I guess L shall have to content myself with this 
rather unsatisfaootry note* hut perhaps on the morrow I 
may attempt something a little,better.•••

1693

March 6th, 1946.

v * rMemorandum to ^lipping Service:
It’s quite late, but I am going to dash off a 

li tie note regardless.
It seems there was a high wind and a heavy rain last 

night, along about 3:03, when the eleotric clocks stopped.
But it didn't disturb me, as 1 slept straight through it 

until ten minutes of five this morning.
i went to ^renbourg early to see if the "elephant 

traps" had turned into pools. Well, L discovered that I 
had caught no elephants, and not too much water, although 
there was a lovely lake in the *outh West corner of Unit 
$o. 1, - thanks to the distribution of the soil along 
the Bermuda ^oad, during the excavation work. But I shall 
contrive to out a little furough into one of the elephant 

traps, and before the next downpour, the stuff will be 
flowing where it is supposed to flow.

I dug a lot more bananas during the morning, for 
possible planting on the morrow. Uncle V'.Qx came to visit 
me to announce that the cows had broken down the temporary fence 
and that he had ohased them out from the terrace but that 
they would be back again shortly he feared. I fixed that up 
pretty well, and tomorrow L am hoping to put up the 
fence along the Beimuda Aoad, and while unable to finish 
the ^orth and ^outh.fences, for lack of posts, x shall 
be releived of a lot of depredation by the line'I-am hoping 
to get taken care of.

Luring the afternoon, L dug quite a lot of ^iant’s 
Beard, and 1 shall get a wagon to drag that to Arenbourg 
sometime tomorrow, although 1 shall not plant it until I 
have had an opportunity to do som© geometrical work to discover 
just how the curve should bend in each pool.

Somewhere along the line between -“orth and south 
Amieica blundered , as I gather from the fact that Western 
Ujjion called today to say that Pan Amerioan had returned 
the cable sent to the boy friend, in care of that company 
at Limaf *eru, as he had not arrived. Accordingly he has 
not heard from me, and if the telephone, - long distanoe 
strike goes on according to schedule, we shall probably not 
establish contact. Well, so be it, altho gh on never knows.

if
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I ought to drop Rudolph a note to suggest that 
he foresee Texas for Louisiana, for a college in this 
State would he rather more to his liking, 1 think, and 
he might become a very pleasant pillar to current projects, 
what with his quiet, restful personality, his beautiful 
mastery of the piano, etc. But I seem ever so far behind 
with my correspondence, and know not.when 1 shall catch up.

Xonight, after putting my patient to bed, I started out 
under the auspices of a nice little moon, and called at 
Clemence's. fhe paper for her compositions had arrived in 
today's mail, and x knew she would be anxious to get to 
doing things with that.

V ' ..

She had completed a compos tion, - along familar lines, 
on a piece of ^owells, - a heavy cotto material, and 
it looked very nice, Xt was the first time she had attempted 
painting on cloth of,this type and 1 think it was quite 
an accomplishment.

There was one other thing X had in mind to mention, but 
I am so sleepy, X guess x have forgotten it, and so x shall 
have to let it go until another time.

I did intend saying, however, that Rudolph’s association 
with the uerman prisoners revealed many interesting side
lights tfhat X enjoyed hearing about, *s he speaks uerraan 
readily enough, - perhaps it was his native tongue, although 
bron and bread int ^exas, - some remote region, - but by 
his familiarity with the language, 1 reckon he probably 
was able to accomplish a lot of things in making things 
smoother for everyone, than had he been ignorant of the 
language his prisoners spoke, ^is problem children ran from the 
age of 17 to 60, with many of them having excellent educations. 
For those over 36, he thought there was sô ie hope for a lot of 
them to understand the folly of the late regime", but for 
most of those under 35, he came to the conclusion that they 
would never comprehend the Uemooratio concept as opposed to 
the totalitarian one. All who lived in the ^ussion occupied 
zone, however, seemed to manifest and voice the greatest 
dread of being sent back, while many of the better educated 
were depressed that they could not remain in the United 
States from here on out, - but of course that cannot be done.

I must fold at th s point. You will forgive a second dull 
letter in two days...,*

H

■
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March 7th, 1946.

Memorandum to dipping Servioe:
' Perfect weather, muoh sunshine, many a wren building 

nests, all hands to the pump, building a fence along 
the Bermuda ^oad, setting gate posts and gates, etc., etc.

And tonight there is a delicious moon and X ought 
to be thking a little turn, but X am going to fold my 
long beard up instead.

After a good night’s sleep, X felt like getting out 
early this morning, and early A got out. The fence they 
put up is nothing to write about, - the only wire obtain
able is but about 40 inches in height, but that will 
hold out the cattle, - cows and hogs, and a barbea wrie 
along the top of the posts will discourage the taller 
animals from le ning over the top too much.

While we had a goodly crew from ^elrose to do the 
work, simple but genial "Airy Balthazar and his 
boy. ^ouis, came down from their place up the road, as 
a gesture of neighborly good will, and slaved all *ay 
digging fence post holes and generally assisting with the 
construction. * like those examples of something beyond the 

economic motive.
And while the fence was going- up, I had a wagon hauling 

bananas, Giant's ^eard and narcissus bulbs. We placed the 
Giant’s ^eard around the two pools, some three or our feet 
from the margin. On Saturday x shall measure the pool s 
edges, to bring them into closer geometric precision, 
with a view to shoveling out a few tons of soil by hand, 
after which the Giant's ^eard will be set in a trench, and 
will give the appearance of having been there for always.

And while the wagon was hauling stuff, X was busy 
figuring out how the bananas could be placed to best 
advantage, digging holes for them, etc., so that when 
the wagon woulo. arrive^ X could set the big old roots 
slat) in the proper place, ^s a result, the banana planting 
was"accomplished in its entirely, and now Nature can just 
Oo ahead and produce a lovely screen for us.

c

ffifStiStl
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Sister came to ^elrose in the afternoon, bringing her 
youngest child with her, The little girl somehow opened 
a screen window on the sleeping porch of the big house, 
pitching head foremost down on to the concrete sidewalk 
below. It knocked .out fire teeth, but aside from that, the 
child appeared none the worse for wear.

The afternoon was a little busy, what with that going 
on, -in which I did not assist, nor did I see ^rs, ^and who 
also came. And then Dr. and "rs. McCook came at their j
usual unpropitious hour, * about 15 minutes before supper, 
which was held up until' an hour afte the usual time, - which 
threw the balance of the day into a shambles.

• * ■ ?

About 7 p.m., I had a message from somewhere, - 
the Western wnion girl didn't know where it was from, but 
it was from Christian, saying he was making the trip non- 
stop to Hew Orleans, and that if he had no message from me 
at that place, he would telephone me in the morning. I know 
not how the weisk end will turn out therefore, but I am 
hoping to divest m, self of everything in the way of 
personal contacts, in orders to devote myself to doing 
odds and ends at Arenbourg. I certainly hope your 
friend, Eesae Mae doesn't turn the river's course in this 
direction this week, - or any week for that matter.

I intended to say in two recent letters that what 
you told me concerning the German *>rt was sufficient for what 
I wanted to know, and 1 will not need t e clippings you men
tioned, especially as 1 have no one to read anything other 
than the mail at the moment. ^hat has interested me very much, 
is the reason why this ^rt was brought to this country, and 
I suppose we must accept the statement that it*has been brought 
here because of inadequate housing facilities in Germany.
The Army sometimes does such strange things that X suppose 
this is but another example, although i must say it would 
seem as though all the costs and labor involved in the 
transfer would be more than covered by an equal expenditure 
for the housing of those treasures in their native habitat.
It is interesting that only paintings were brought, - • 
and how about other items, - statues, precious bric-a-brac, 

etc. And I must say qu^te frankly, whataof the treasures 
that went, - as x suppose they did, to Russia and -^gland.
I feel quite sure that the United States would be most 
particular about fcet rning her share of this borrowed 
Art, but i am not quite so sure of the whim of autooratic 
governments, and accordingly oppose, - for that reason,- 
the removal of the things to any place outside their home 
resting place, ^o ma y things to be discussed, the 
afternoons at Arenbourg must be long-long to catch up.,...

.
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March 8th, 1946,

Memorandum to Clipping Service:
 ̂ - f

It's a lovely night, with a big, - not awfully big, 
but a nice old moon and plenty of stars. I should very 
much like to take a walk, but think * shall forego the pleasure 
for another night. ~ ■ ..... .......... .

It's been another fairly busy day, bui I have not been 
quite so active as yesterday. For one thing, 1 though 1 had 

better make more frequent trips, not only to, the big house, 
but also to the store, supposing X might have a telephone from 
Hew Orleans, but none came through, and by night fall, I 
asked not to be disturbed before, morning, should one come through. 
I assume the ^outh American plane didH8t get through on 
schedule.

This morning too many men worked at setting fence post 
for the Joint lane between me and a mud* puddle, that lies near 
AlphonseYs line. They didn't finish the thing before noon, and 
this afternoon they had to do plantation stuff, so 1 know not 
when that will be completed, but it doesn't matter, since the 
£ows now seem to be pretty well staved off.

This noon Fugabou with his tractor drove behind me, 
opening a ditoh along the Alphonse lane. Eventually I shall 
open the ditch into one of the pools, thus accomplishing two 
purposes at one fell swoop. Fugabou also used the tractor 
plough to make ditches for the road way. Starting from the gate 
nearest Alfred's, he followed me straight “est back to the 
Baggedy house, then turned South half way down unit Ho. 1, 
and thence to the “est again to make a little circle 
into unit Ho. 3, - as far as the site of the future gallery.
‘■̂ hen returning to the A0rth -outh drive, between the Baggedy house 
and Alphonse's line, he finished out the gutter, so that 

now all the lines of demarkation between the units are deter
mined, - and M r. Ba0heliar is still on idttle Mver.

There are one or two things that have turned out not 
quite as x would have them, - primarily the Horth pool 
in Unit n0. i t iS a little to the Fast of the South pool, 
which will tend to make the tapis vert between them a little 
cockeyed, but with the Horth one being larger, think 
I can camouflage some of the lack of precision by judiciously 
planting the Giant's -^eard in such a fashion as will seem to 
bring the two pools into line. As the unit grows, it is 
possible that it will loose its present aspect of formality* - 
for if and when houses begin sprouting in each of the four corners 
of the unit, it is possible that the pools will serve.better as
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adjuncts to the respective houses than as items to counter
balance each; other. I am beginning to like Unit *o. 1 so much 
that X*am thinking seriously of transplanting the mimosas to 
that department where they will perhaps appear to even greyer 
advantage than in their present situation^
j

I set out a few narcissus this afternoon, too, and late 
in the afternoon x dug several hundred roots of switch cane.
They arc difficult to dig, so all tangled up are the roots into 
a great mass. &ut 1 got out quite a number and as the wind was 
blowing quite strong, X buried the roots temporarily, and 
bright and early Saturday morning I shall head out for Arenbourg 
and set out as many as possible, especially along the Bermuda 
hoad, so that they may start growing us a screen as soon as 
possible. - *

note from Miss Sally says she expects to come up from 
Magnolia to see us tpmorrow afternoon, and it is my understanding 
that Miss Kate Perkins will also come on Saturday, to remain 
over night. What with the average number of Pilgrims passing 
during these week end§, we shall be busy enough with people to 
let planting take care of itself,

I usually try to take off my long beard before supper, and 
just as 1 started in on that department, my friend Bill Remos, 
who lives on **r. Charles’ little Biver i’arm arrived with a nice 
sack full of Spanish moss for me, I liked that and let my 
beard go until later. Tomorrow 1 mustn’t forget to decorate 
the cottonwood with some of this, and 1 think I shall also 
toss some into the old black locust that stands near the 
old house Peter used to live in, at the point where
Units 1 and 3 converge on "-lphonse’s line.

■‘’here were two letters from bora today, but 1 have been 
so busy, P haven’t gotten around to investigating them, and 
what with it being ^riday night and a Jhow going on at Sammy*s,
X am sure ^r. Brew must have gone up yonder, so X shall have 
to play patience until the morrow.

I certainly am behind the times in my radio listening, for . 
I don’t ever seen to keep awayke at night any more and in 
the morning I somehow get to going before any of my favorite 
stations get beyond the Hill -Billy music. I.reckon the world 
is still turning or X would hrve heard about it, and I content 
my .self by saying that it is better to get the stuff planted in 
the garden now, and relax for a little account of contemporary 
history when kno’v the roots are in their proper places.
X suppose X ought to be gasping a little at the possibilities of 
grass anc- weed growing propensities w- on su r\or is upon us,

for some o43 tie people of color tell, me that erbouig covers 
a sp^ce eqr&l ;to th-qt of the **elroee ide. x , if not i on so, ‘ 
vf ...t wit} the r/bscree at -re: lourg of the number of houses 1 ere 
ft ‘*fc] a f q , well, x shell continue to pi at at stuff that v ill 
it tty i u cl, te He cj re of itself and .will even out-grow the 

grass, and so we shall somehow get things established, even 
though the grass does take us for this season. An I must say, 
thinking of our tomorrows, it is pleasant to take this chance 
on bei^g Julf ay- v *bia ;,

1699

March 9th, 194 6.

Memorandum to Clipping Service:
1 am not quite sure of the date, but it is ^unday 

night and there is an elegant moon and I am a little 
drowsy after quite a panicky week end.

I am also, just back from Alexandria, where 1 spent 
the day with the boy friend.

Saturday morning, bright and early, 1 got to 
planting switch cane along the new fence on the Bermuda 
Road. But 1 was interrupted twice by messages, calling me 
to the telephone, - first from Miss Ĵ ate Perkins, asking 
if she might come out to spend the day and the night 
with the Madam. She could. ' ' . , >

% e n  from ^ew wrleans from the boy friend. In 
view of the curious attitude, based on fear as a possible 
agent of separation of one from her, it seemed to me better 
that Melrose be avoided.for the moment. Accordingly he ran 
up to Alexandria, - some couple of hundred miles, and I 
ran down from here as far as Alexnad^ia. It all worked out 
very nicely.

Well, getting back to Saturday, - and me getting back 
to my Louisiana switch cane, I was there but shortly when 
guests arrived, - ^rs. Pickles and two or three other 
ladies from Alexandria. ^hen came Miss ^ate, and 
the jig was up so far as any more work, - save social, - 
was concerned for that day.

..1  , ... V  »

After lunch, ^iss Sally came up from magnolia, and 
there were some other people ,j too, and it was after five 
before they all got away, leaving only ^iss Kate.

As a matter of reoord, ^ would say that while l 
was,talking with hew ^lreans, u. h. came into the office, 
and as,the connection was interrupted by technical difficul
ties, x mentioned my p edicament. He had never known 
of la jalousie, and said he would be enchanted if 
would take a car and driver and use same on Sunday as 
much as pleased. A accepted and did the same. I 
thought it was nice of him.

<«nd so the weather being fair on Sunday morning, 
the trip down was pleasant. The traveler welcomed the
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opportunity to catch a night's sleep, after his long hop from 
while, and in view of the impending one to xaris, where he 

expects to remain for a couple of years before returning 
to this hemisphere,

I was greatly interested in what he had to tell me 
about *outh America, especially about Brazil which he 
found exceptionally to his liking. 1 must tell you of some 
of the forgotten cities, - or at least one in particular, 
which he explored. It seems to be something of a great big 
Natchez, still forgotten by Brazilians and pretty remote 
from ordinary means of travel, * and withal delicious.

I called Mrs. ^and, and she of course invited us to 
one o'clock dinner*

As it was then a little before 9 a.m., we grabbed a bite 
of breakfast in the hotel, and you may well imagine my 
feelings, just as I took the first mouthful, when the 
public ai dress system of the hotel began to page, - 
not Philip "^orris, but Lyle ^axon.

we never did see him, nor was he hejre when I arrived 
about 8 p.m,, but B gather he must have been in the 
neighborhood. Ourious, how things come to.hand.

Dinner at the ^ands was perfectly lovely, with Dr. Rand 
coming to get us at the hotel and a charming group of 
people at the home o fthe good doctor. Before cocktails, 
we toured the camelia department, of which Hand has 
about 130 verities, and they are perfectly lovely, and I 
thought'of you so, often, realizing how much you ould 
have enjoyed both the floral and human side of the gathering. 
As for the food, it was marvelous, and conversation at table 
so delightful and talk vied with viandes for first place.

^ack home by first dark, 1 learned that Bister had 
taken the ^adam back on Little *viver to call on Mr.
Bachelier, who promises, - 1 nearly said threatens, to pass 
this way one day this week He,will be of the greatest 
asisstance to me, 1 think, in some of my projects, while 
he will probablyraise one eyebrow just a.little when he 
sees the two pools ana potes.that they are not precisely 
in juxtposition. Well, so be it, and so turns the world.

I have three letters, I think, from Dora, which my 
absence from home has prevented me from getting into, but - 

I am hoping for luck today, as it is now a ~onday, what 
with the ribbon on this machine having gone out of whaok 
for the night.

I am.feeling gooa and am anxious to get* to gardening, 
for the perfection of the weather for such business impells 
me to get things going before e get a washout. I am 
sorry I missed xnvitation to -^earning, but there were a couple 
of things A ran into, not usually spsead over the air waves 
of which I shall speak at another st ting.,,

1701

March ljbth, 1946.

Memorandum to ^lipping Service: / „  ̂ t
It's a lovely Spring night outside, warm and velvety, 

with a great big moon, making everything look a hunored 
times more delicious than in full day light. Bomehow I some
times think that in our mania to split up everything into 
little bits of pieces, we have about arrived at the point 
of our own destruction as we approach the ultimate in the 
atom, wjbereas it is about time we began a new cult, wherein 
the main theme would be not to attempt separating the individual 
colors in the sunset, but rather borrow a page from a lovely 
Spring, night, such as this one, and attempt to fuse everything 

together rather than separating hemispheres and atoms from eaoh 
other, "^erhaps through this new concept, we might not reach 
Heaven, but we might back up a little from the brink of **ell.

B can't say what has happened to my secretary, fox I haven't 
seem him in several days, and B have great need of him, what 
with an elegant Report of four pages to hand, plus three 
letters from Dora, one of which, through some strugle, I 
gather contains an announcement, from that definitely
Ulemence's -pictures will be published in that publication.
So be it, and may this be but a harbinger of other good news, 
dated lined from Bhioago some day next month. As soon 
as I have had a chance to read ^ora’s communications other than 
just a chance sentence, I shallforward them for your delectation.

The weather today was elegant, and in consequence thereof 
I finished setting out the Louisiana switch cane along 
the Bermuda Hoad, and set out the line running from said ^oad 
to unit B0. 3, - along ^lphonse's line, I did perhaps 30 
feet along the entrance road to the Horth of Unit "o. 1,
Along Alfred's line, - but 1 had to stop when x ran out of 
available switch cane.

1 also dug a big old round circle to the ^est of Unit 
Ho. 1 wherein B shall plant a gob of red and yellow cannas 
on*the morrow, - if A can make it. -M; the moment I am 
uncertain because I am bogged down with a blister on my heel, 
which, having broken, - the blister not the heel, is rather 
raw and x am temporarily hobbled while it mends, - the actual 
reason why I am writing at this moment and not chargin about 
the terrace at ^renbourg.

L
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v, a • as A bathed off plenty of ^-renhourg dust, I
hi“! !°ing fn*1 t U t > * ih8 ^owth of the Amerioan ^epublio, and ± was a little surprised to find an error

in^atohea°r'"i?1' °«e£ bU| *nte*9eting to me because of my interest

ot thafye’ a r / L M o S e f  "  °°V9rin6 the ““ P*1*11
. . , ^  „ (interruption) -* Ratohes was
taken A*mir£1 farragut- Natchez wasn'tta^en in 1862, although she was bombarded in that year but
merely bombarded. The fall of Hatches came in the following 
year, - 1863, » and not by the -̂ avy, but by the Armv it 
moved down from 'iofcsburg, after the letters Ill™n J^ly 
of that year. ^

• f v ’ ' ;V-  ̂ v '

^nd speaking of *the ulvil Mar suggests Mr. Lincoln
resultedPinehfB0SZ«tj:nS |be investigation into the plot whioh 
o? d th “!d attempts on the. life of his -eoretwy

m°* J at9> to®ward, and on ^ice President Johnson. -You
may recall tnat the matter was so terrific at the time that

foSdings W8re iraPound®<l and were, not to be unsealed 
until after 80 yearsf - which I believe fell due in 1945
dueSfn&r»̂ me on Saturday that she read somewhere that 

oircumstances not clear, the date of opening the 
papers for some reason had been delayed until 1947, - so there
sh“ r reaaon for “e t0 1179 for another year at least, lor 

1 ?av? al!ays bQen curious to learn what the papers said
o?hers°nldth? r ^ di0t2?- * haVe always a^umed ?hat ^ oSg others old haddeus tephens of Pennsylvania and Seot. of War

tJ^miir£?«Blb:Ly5 pld i5almon Cha^e might be amongthe culprets named, but that is merely a guess. ®

.... f ^ 8?,18 a tired and so, if you will pardon
call itSa&day8 V8nb? ® ^ y fold UP my *>eard at this point and

- o-F&?-a dittleJ ifed tonight, but that very satisfying 
*4nd tiredness that comes when one seems to have a couple 
of hedge rows to consider as symbolic of a day's diggings;,.
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March 12th, 1946.

Memorandum to (Slipping Service*

f I slept but fitfully last night but this morning 
my blister seemed to be ever so much better, and so, 
in spite of the sunshine, I put on rubber boots, easier 
on the heel department, and thenoe to Arenbourg.

First off I set out the big red and yellow 
oannas, and as they are hardy items, they, will be up 
and doing almost any time, 1 reckon., . -a-s a matter of fact, 
the roots already have, leaves perhaps six inches in 

height. I must eventually find a pencil in order that 
I may keep you informed as to where such business is going 
on in ynit ^o. 1. ,f

■Sack to ^elrose, I did a little gardening on behalf 
of that place, and in trimming up the fiibbon Grass or 
Gardener s Garter, 1 set aside some superfluous roots, 
which eventually found a plaoe at the extreme ends of 
the fence along the Bermuda ^oad. I’his Ribbon Grass 
or#hardener's uarter is especially pretty when it comes 
up* from the ground at this time of the year. It is 
white-fhite, with a streak or two ofgreen in it.
I believe it belongs to the cane family and a little 
later in the season, perhaps around Jun£, ,the white 
turns to green as the stalks grow taller, and, by 
wctober it is perhaps 15 feet tall and puts out big old 
plume like stuff whioh must be the blossom, somewhat 
suggestive of,a head of a wheat stalk. Usually the 
whole t ing is cut down in February, - if not before, 
whereupon , with the advent of Spying, the white-white 
new growth starts up from the ground again.

My friend, Bill, from kittle River, having brought 
me a big old sack of Spanish moss on Saturday, when I 
was quite rushed, 1 hadvput it aside until today, when 
I hung it in generous gobs 0n the cottonwood tree, where 
I think it has a pretty good chance to do rather nicely. 
..'Innighs there is a rather .high wind, and if it 
"stays put until tomorrow, it ought to stay there for 
ever and grow a fine long beard, too.
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What with the decors department in order, I turned 
to the little bulb garden I had marked off the other 
day. gn each side of the square I set in a number of 
naroissus, - perhaps a oouple of hundred bulbs in all 
and although the site chosen for this item is not 
particularly advantageous for bulbs, which really like 
rather dry pi acesf I think they will make a go of it.
I shall conneet tfiese four sides along about June with 
big pie shaped divisions marked out by daffodills, 
with a circle in the cenier of the square plot, also 
marked out with uaffodills, X guess, with possibly some 

t white naroissus ^n the center of the cirole. It ought 
to. be rather pretty within the space of another Spring, 
unless the place proves to be too low, which I don t 
believe will be the case.

•“nd I guess that is about all x did t day on the 
Arenbourg side,, save to cut a couple of hundred 
Louisiana switch cane stems, digging the roots of the 
same with a pick-axe, and burying the roots -themselves, 
so that tonight's high wind may not dry out the 

tender roots. x am hoping, if it doesn't rain, to set 
these out tomorrow, finishing the line on both sides 
of the entrance, at the -Worth end of Unit No. 1.

The Madam, who called on Mr., Bachelier on Sunday, 
says he is coming here tnis week, and I shall ask 

him to assist me in the matter of the two pools, whioh 
I haven t touched since the tractors pulled out.

Both have a little water in them, but not much. I
removed a shovel of soil from the bottom of one the
other day, just to see if anything would happen, Not
much did, but the hole immediately filled up with
water, - coming from the water table under ground, I suppose,
and A shall accordingly do the same thing in one or two
other places, with a view of supplimenting the rain water
supply with this subterranean promise.

® *$. i •*.<«(.«, < • , , ■'.
A nice letter to the ^adara from Charles, who told 

us little but promises to get up this way soon. He said 
Mardi uras upset his New criQans business routine to such 
an extent that it will take a few days to get back 
into $he swing of things, no mentioned having heard c 
Lyle on vox Pop which we did not. < -

You will forgive me for this extremely dull 
recitation of dull doings. 1 am hoping I may improve 
on the morrow My patient seems improving greatly 
in strength and is,quite gay in mood. So things turn.

in the Southern Historical Collection, 
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Marohl3th, 1946.

Memorandum to Clipping Service:- ! ’
X have read your perfectly elegant fou-r page report and would 

say thanks for all the thought and kindly consideration it 
demonstrates.

The Staten Island business sounded perfectly awful, and 
as it was a 40 year celebration of one type, it probably seemed 
about that long, while it was going on, and my hope is that 
although you did not actually express the wish, I hope that you 
may realize the latent one, albeit unexpressed, -that 
another 40 years may elapse before you have to go through 
another such a calm bake.

The thing 1 liked best about the whole business, as reported, 
was that deft touch of Himalya's, wherein, she "drug out 
the 1943 ^hristmas present*. I liked that because she was 
indicating therebye that she thought she could afford to 
be disagreeable at your expense, and something tells me 
that she is way off the traok if she thinks that by such 
means she is going to force you to kow-tow to her whims and 
lack of 6raoes in the future. On reflection, one can 
scarcely blame a half baked doghnut for being half baked, but 
even that admission doesn't pre-suppose that one has to get 
tangled up with the darned things. All in all, I think you were 
quite noble to have put yourself thsough such a boresome 
sitting, and it is so nice to think that Himalya offered you 
the opportunity of hot bothering to go through the same thing

It was gfood of you to advise me of receiving xora s 
letter and to quote directly from it. It is nice to think of 
him as liking the *ane ^iver' so much, and it was ..certainly nice of 
him to.send the photograph of Celine's fireplaoe, with her hus
band, ^oe ^ocque, sitting beside the hearth# Just to think 
of it, that old couple never had a child of their own, but have 
raised 50 odd, begotten by others, - and in such modest 
surroundings.
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You will not© seve al bits of correspondence enclosed 
herewith, and I have no doubt you will find the one from Mister 
Ellis Avenu© q ite nioe. Wouldn’t it be interesting if it 
should turn out that , as somehow would seem from his letter, 
that he has more of a grasp and more of a capacity the his 
wife ever demonstrated inmuch of her correspondence*

I shall drop him a line, - ^r. ^aygood Welcoming him back 
from the wars, and putting in a good word for ^lemence. I 
am under the impression that his wife has leaned a little heavily 
on Harnett Kane, and in matters relating to the Hegro, Mr.

Kane # m  my opinion would be a queer prop to lean oa for I 
think he has as much feeling for and as much understanding of 
a Hegro as"a hog has of a holiday”, - to be perfectly elegant, 
and while I shall not go so far as to send any more invitations 
in the general direction of Chicago, I think X shall be able 
to toss off a couple of lines that will make Mr. ^aygood 
want to be exploring the Cane Ativer people, what with a blight 
settling on the wife’s concepts of certain Cresoent City 
"authorities". *

*  . t

There are a flock of other things I want to talk about,- 
the H. I, philips number which was grand; the excellent view 
of Cardinal Spellman, slap from your own front window, and a 
host of other things, which I shall eventually come back to at 
a later sitting, *'or the moment, however, I seem forced to 
fold up, and so I shall forego the pleasure of chatting longer 
for tonight.

« •
What witi rain during the night, and drizzles all day,

I did'ljttle save open ditches at Arenbourg and generally 
"piddle around, *

A flock of ^ew Orleans Librarians hage asked to visit here 
on March 88th, when heading for Shreveport for some Kind of . 
a wonvention, and i must dash off a f^ock-ish figure *n 
notes saying "Amen, brother" to hem tonight, and a note 
to the General and one to wharles before another dayf - an 
attempt which will never be realized, I feel sure, for X foolishly 
thought I would1 rest for ten minutes before doing anything else 
after putting the big house to bed, and ,n consequence X appear
as groggy as an owl at mid day.«

I am so sorry to le rn that a cold caught up with you' 
a week ago, but I am hoping it has all evaporated long since, 
and that a promise of Spring In your neighborhood may eliminate 
all such miseres from here on out....

1707
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March 12th, 1946.

Memorandum to Clipping Services
Five magnolias grandiflpra, may I tell you, are 

tonight gracing the terrace at ^renbourg, where last night 
none grew at all.

What with all the talk in the past about planting 
these particular Glories of the Southland, I have a feeling 
you will rejoice with me that this desired feature has been 
added to our little kingdom.

And may I tell you where X set them out It’s suoh 
a pity X can*t find a pencil so that X might draw one of 
my inimitable mapsj * Well, I set two, - one at each 
extremity, of,the curve before the Maison de la *eine, 
about equi-distant between what will eventually be the 
curving gallery and the present curving line of Giant’s 
Beard some 60 paces from the future gallery, in the 
general direction of unole ^ ’Or’s. That brings the westerly 
one but 8 or 10 paoes from the edge of the terraoe on the 
river’s bank, and eventually, when it does some growing, - 
and we do some building of the gallery, it ought,to oast 
a deeply perfumed shade a-slant the gallery itself. The 
Easterly one is placed rather neat the dividing line between 
us and Alphonse.

‘ having t.-us disposed of two, there remain, - fox the 
moment, but three more. And these were planted in 
a more or less zig-zag line down the Alphonse line, between 
the Easterly placed one and Cnole D ’Or’s. What with 
the Louisiana Switch Cane eventually forming a green barrier 
along the ^lphonse line, the grandifloras will assume a 
purely decorative note, a darker green against the lighter 
cane green. And my placing them in a zig-szg line rather 
than in a straight one, I am hoping that as they grow, they 
will give the impressiQn of greater width %o the 
terraoe, as a broken line is sometimes want to do.

There is just a shade of the utilitarian in this 
position, too, and that stems from the fact that eventually, 
should we wish to build some kind fif a little maisonette 
or cottage of some kind along that line, the spreading 
magnolia, if and when it spreads, will partially conceal 
the man made building.
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So there are the mangolias, and the halanoe of the day 
was. taken, up with quite a lot of labor, but nothing 
of original endeavor, I did level a little mound at the 
juncture of Unit "o. 1 and Ho. 3, on the Alphonse line, 
filling in a low place with the mound, thus eliminating a 
mud puddle. And then I dug a trench, - two in baot, - 
all around^the semi-circle of the two pools, into which 
I set the Giant’s Beard which had been hauled' to ^renbourg 
for that purpose some time ago. fhere is still gobs 
of work to bo done on the pools* but that can 1
be. accomplished at odd times, and when other things can 
not be undertaken.

I saw my old friend, iSdward ~nt*s, yesterday evening. 
He is Celine’8 great nephew and is just back from the 
wars. He told me that three weeks ago he saw *r. Saxon 
in Hew urleans and that although.the latter was drinking 
heavily, he believed he was in his good mind when he told 
him that he'would be at ^elrose within three weeks, 
on a Friday. Hummmm.

* M,

1

I,may have mentioned Edward to you before. He is a 
good boy, and one l shall always remember beoause-he once 
did something quite unexpected. I was getting my haircut 
one hot afternoon on -“elix Llorena’s gallery, when Hdward, 
then a mere youth, passed,by, doming from the bt. Augustin 

Hectory, and looking mighty dejected. I asked him hiS 
problem, ^e explained he had a,chance to get a, job in 1 
.Alexandria, - if he could only get his bitth certificate 
of baptismal record, to obtain a Social beourity card, 
but that the priest wouldn't give the record to him for 
lass than a dollar, although he had presented them with 
all his worldly possession in money, - one 50 cent piece.
He was livin twith ^eline at the time, his *q>ther was in 
the Insane ~sylum, and they all were.very poor.

"ut that afternodn Edward got his certificate regardless, 
and ia week later, days after the episode had passed from 
my memory, Hdward came dashing to myrhouse,- 1 was 
engaged in shaving at the moment. He .was dressed in his 
Sunday clothes and-was quite excited and full of glee and in 
a terrible hurry. He had caught a ride to-Alexandria J
to begin his job, but:oouldn t leave, as he explained, until 
he had given me 50 cents, fhe car was then waiting for rae 
and away he dashed. kept the job for 3 years and 
then went into the ^rmy, - with a good job along the lines 
in which he had been trained in Alexandria. How Hdward 
tells.rae he is going to make the most of the G. J. Bill 
of lights, and will go to Michigan to study before long. He 
is a good hoy ana ± know he will get along alright. « —
Mr. Haohelier came late this evening, with a much finer 
surveyor's instrument, made just for ^renbourg. We shall 
treasure it. fnoight the moon shines on g andiflora 

magnolias at ^renbourg. biowly but surely the steps are 
in the right direction..,..

r
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Maroh 15th, 1946,

Memorandum to Clipping Servioe:

report to hand, covering last week end's
o n l y ^ I  o l ^ s s V i f ^ i v e s f  ° f  ^  s i t " atio“ hara * * «

n i n t h s  F6rti0Bl8rly appreciative of it,all,
remarking that she wished I would say in

in a n? tT 1 that ™ythout your most excellent labors a iot.of £ields, our lives would .be the poorer, now muoh more truly she spake than she realised* v
uld a

*>* r. vwcia uertanuy m  lin e with his last
yt h L Sva'r ^ a l e m0n the* f me p rsonality. as described in  
tndfiv o °lumni  ooincidenoe, we had as our guest
hundraL1^ * !® !? 811 fr0m * hom the r iv e r  had borrow some 

so that ySarS, ag0 8114 as has never mentioned,
o f a wry truth^about°it^  b° rrOWOd fron h ls  s la ™« had something

Himalva^s fa M lv  me of subsequent doings in
C + he strois:e you mention was indeed a

ri*?ri5n*°
0“ * 8SS S! —  “ •* “ w « » . ..

As i t  rained most o f the day, f  spent hub l i t t l e
thara^t Ta ^ 6 , ahthough * r .  B aehelier walked over 
there t is  morning with me, and together we planted a
I t ' s ^ f f u i t  f ine f i g  trae from Celine's. ,i t  s f r u i t ,  i t  i s  sa id , i s  about the s iz e  o f a .
wonderful® “ a . h a l l 0101 ? ? Sp ®38plant., 11 sounds 
1? 11 f 7entual l y  see what kind of food

* Pyohuaea. This makes our th ird  f ig  tre e  on arenbourg -
n l f n h 8. t t u 4 ’ as thara i s  a U r 8a °W one and6 ’ a yong one th at i s  approaching i t s  prime in  production.

^hanks for te ll in g  me of la s t  week's Invitation to
l i s t e n ^  thf*b f f ssad- I s h a ll  be qu ite  in terested  to 
l is t e n  to t h is  week s aooount o f ie s  “ aximes, whioh I 
agree with you, should be q u ite  good. ’

■̂ eebe was certainly in line with his lastLe on the same r. rcnnolUir «« a___ _ .
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What with today's rain _ which I didn t need for 
plans X had for planting a couple of more rows of switch c 
I was nevertheless spared the necessity of watering yester 
day's plantings in the department of Grandifloras. With
percipitation at almost l00 percent all day, and the rain 
dropping down slowly, everything about it was perfect for 
the new floral embellishments of the terrace, and under 
such favorable auspices, they really ought to-get off to 
a good start,

I enclose the letter from ^rs. Brandon which you 
will find fully as good as thouse she usually writes. I 

have not bad a chance to glanoe at the enclosures she sent 
the exempts, but x shall send them along to you, and you 
might save them, if you would care to do*so, as X see 
no opportunity of having any one to read anything quite Sc 
extensive ,at the moment. I wnt to respond to her letter 
right away, it is such a nice one, but 1 guess > had better 
get a move on and do something about one that started to 
Mary Rhodes weeks ago and just left sitting around, W^th 
those two belles comparing notes on me* there is likely 
to be a flare up in tbe.chicken coop, \ eokon, if 

Mary learns that la "randan has received one before she does,
X am wondering if Mary has confided anything to la "randon 
about ^renbourg, - ithe thought arising in my mind at the 
point where ^rs. hrandon asks me to .tell all that i am 
doing, 1 reckon that is merely a mode of expression and 
need be interpreted as nothing more. xn response, X* 
think x shall tell her X am planting ^ane Hiver from Berry to 
Bermuda, - and so cover the whole this by an exaggeration.

I; t XX < * if‘
^nd what with some uncertainty as to the spelling of 

the last word in the paragraph above, X wonder if you 
would be so good as to remark upon errors in spelling, as they 
come to hand, - if you ehpuld recall them in writing. AS 

one who. always was quite bad at spelling, and as I 
haven't the opportunity of recalling how words look in 
print, after such a long absence of direct content with , 
the printed word, I lots of times find myself wondering about 
one or the other ,.as after having written them, and a 
couple of pointers might often set me straight for* 
the occasional letter X must write to those who require 
more formality and less freedom from mere form.

feiere was a notice in today's local Natchitoches paper,- 
a paid notice, announcing that Br. Wenk is returning to 
his practice on the £5th. It seems.strange that- this notice 
should be inserted, if they plan to move before the 1st of 
April, "ut of course, one never knows, *nd this must be 
all for this sitting, and again my thanks for the 
nice, nice report,.,.

1711

Mrs, E*s and Uncle
yjn

'Or's Birthday, 1946.

Memorandum to ^upping ^ervice;

Perfect weather, perfect moon, perfectly alone and 
perfection in telepathetic companioship. -

" . 0.0, H I  h ■ ■ o , ■■
Mr. haohelier went home Saturday about noon, and 

accordingly 1 spent the afternoon trying to get caught* up 
on little odds and ends, shunted aside during his visit.

Xhe sun was pretty hot in the afternoon, but I 
got in the row of Louisiana Switch wahe on the North side 
of Unit Bo. 1, so that now the three sides, • South, Bast and 
North are planted with that admirable stuff while the West 
side will complete the enclosure with bananas, already in, 
before the Switch Uane gets to going, c.

I also discovered a grandiflora layer , put down last year, 
on the finest magnolia on the place, - the one from which a 
couple of leaves were sent some time back, and this I 
dug up and transplanted to a spot whioh, if I figure correctly, 
ought to be about the center of the little circle that will 

eventually touch the North side of the open gallery, as 
one drives in to unit No. 3. Phis is a very small 
magnolia, - perhaps but a foot or two in height, but I am hoping 
it may eventually surpass all the others in growth and beauty.

I • , " . . .  v '
After supper, the Madam retired before first dark, and 

so X took myself down the road to call on Ulemence. I found 
her and ^ r y  -ranees sitting by their lamp, making a very 
pretty red fringe. Nq chatted quite a bit about one thing 
and another, but mostly of **renbourg, for Ulemence had ‘passed 
that way, noted the "‘lephant Xraps, and was busy envisioning 
the vegetable gardens that could be planted on the place and 
the fine chickens she could raise,

^ithin SO minutes or so, Brother came in, followed by Beulah, 
Bstelle and a couple of c ildren I didn t know. Iheri Yank came, 
and sitting himself, after greeting everyone, silently in a 
corner, where the faint rays of the lamp'made him seefli like 
a great big old black Buddah. -Lhen King carfld *i*il with his wife,
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and tffea Jackie and Junior and another child, - and Gleraenoe 
went steadily ahead with hex fringe making, just as tough 
a dozen children weren't milling about. I left within 
half an hour. The moon, big as a washtub, had truned the 
countryside into gold and the river into silver. The air 
was delicious apd I felt like walking forever.

t $

But then it occurred to me that it might be an excellent 
time to transplant another magnolia on which I had been casting 
eyes of yc^ring for ever so long. ~nd so around about ten, I 
did precisely that, and was not long in getting to Arenbourg 
where the terrace was really lovely, X planted the thing forth
with and then sat down and just enjoyed drinking in the night 
^nd thinking how luscious it is going to be when Arenbourg 
has taken on sustanoe.

ioday’s date impelled me*to make a little round to see 
Uncfti B'Or and I found him in his cabin at tî e end of the 
terrace. He is a sweet old man and seemed pleased when I greeted 
him by saying: "Well, un d e  B»or, you sure done made it", - for 
he has always been saying: "If 1 live until the 17tji of ^arch,
I'll be 80". And* so today Uncle , 'Or attained his wish, and 
while he may not make anqther HO years, X think he might have 
a pretty good go at it. Somehow he reminds me of Geline, in a 
way, in that he is blessed with that remarkable ability to soe way 

. release little annoyances, trials and grievances that would 
tangle up most people, into the breaking point. And just as 
Mitchel, sensing just when to relax his grip as he whacks a 
tree with an axe, so these two old sould, living opposite eaoh 
other at*this bend in Cane ^iver, seem to know just how to 
let go of whatever tight emotionalism that would ultimately 
slay others, and by doing just such a wise thing in their human 
relations, seem to givd every indication that they will at 
least make a hundred, - and chuckle all the way along, rain or 
shine. '

By this St. Patrick's Bay, Spring .again has no doubt 
begun to make itself felt in the neighborhood of the 42nd . 
parallel. omehow A always think of endlessly parades in 
Hew York on the 17th of “‘arch, gusts of winds, blowing 
faint drops,of moisture and a little confetti. And if the 
Winter hasn *t actually withdrawn, at least Winter appears to be 
about finished and the promise of if not the actuality of 
Spring is getting around*. Here the sky was all blue today, 
with a big .old round moon touching the white German iris 
in the g rdens at “elrose and 'shedding glints of light on the 
waxed leaves of the new magnoliab at Arenbourg. Clematis is 
running a race with the althias at ^elrose to see which will 
cloth the latter in green And all these little signs mean that 
there will not be any intense or prolonged oold spalls again this 
year in this region and that the surge of green will be spilling 
over the countryside in your direction soon. Another season 
unmistakably is on the'way, another season, and a step in 
the right direction...,, ,

V

f
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March 18th, 1946.
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Memorandum to dipping oervice:
Xonight you get a break, for it is late, I feel, 

like Ifaao Brwin, quite "oalde1,’ and besides, 1 got 
a lick side my head when I bumped into a door, 
and in lieu of asperin, 1 think I shall fold up forth* 
with, ^ence the. brevity of this report.

The enclosure from Bora is interesting., ^r. ^aygood 
really seems quite sold on Ulemence. I think the suggestions 
made by the lyler woman are good. Perhaps a H0senwald 
grant might enable one to have some framing done. As for 
suitable material, it would seem to me that almost any 
unfinished variety might fit in with complete harmony,
Naming at the moment, runs into money, and the prices 
of the pictures wquld have to be increased, and the expense 
of transporting unsold items would be another factor to be 
taken into account. But publicity is what will sell them, 
and apparently Mr. -^aygood is a good man. to ha^e behind the 
projeot.

Xhe paragraph relative to an impending Louisiana 
visit sounded interesting. I started a letter to him 
the othqr day but tore it up when half fini shed, what with 
an interruption that knocked me off base. I think I 
shall try to take pen in hand again shortly I think 
I shall say something bout a visit to the ^ane iViver 
country * * with a catch-clause in the note,.indicating that 
wh$t with the decline of the Madam’s hedlth since we had 
expected Mrs. ^aygood’s visit of over a year agOf her 
present feebleness necessitates the issuance of invitation 
based Oh the possibility of a recall without warning,
I should most certainly like to have the ear of these two 
people but circumstances are such that the game 
might not be worth the b x candle. For one t̂ hing, 
the ^enrys are never too enthusiastic about oiemence, 
and a dash of cold water on their part might add nothing 
to the value of ^aygood influence, a dash of water in 
the direction of little Hornet might be a horse of another 

hue, but that and other possibilities that must be weighed(w 
(without, the t) before getting out too far on a limb.
Ihen, too, there is a lingering bias against Bora that 
might add nothing to gaiety of nations, were his name 
brought up, as it would very likely be. Prejudice is for*
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ever getting the Madam off ,on the wrong track and leading 
her to conclusions and statments quite at variance with 
the facts, *‘or example, it was strikingly displayed late 
last week, following the receipt of your letter, quoting 
^ora as wishing mor.e than anything else to resume his 
residence on °ane ivex, for on the. following day, the 
Madam quite in a matter of fact way said, - and out of 
a clear sky: MI wonder how *r. ^ipes is getting on. You 
know henever did like Louisiana." Imagine.

well, not even ^ora can realize these little side lights 
of consideration placing about the possible advent of the 
Haygoods. Eventually, we shall see what we shall sea.

t " ■ >

” ihere was a letter from Essae Mae today, saying that 
thinking the Madam* would want to see Lyle, - a curious 
phrase, she had hoped to bring him up here before this date, 
via ^atehez,* as he wanted to go to that place on the way. 
Imagine that one, too.* But that affairs in Lafayette had 
impelled her to chase back and forth so muchf - 14,000 
miles since January 10th, that she just hadn t made it. 
uhe added that the ^adam would be glad^o learn that Lyle 
is w-riting a historical no el on Louisiana subjeot, and 
that he says he is ahead.of schedule. Hobody can imagine y 
that, and only ̂ ssae Mae can swallow it, hook, line and 
sinker, whe also said she is going to the Shreveport 
•convention, - a library thing, and is taking “̂ rs* George 
Lester with her, - ^rs ~ester being a memboer of the 
Library wommission. J,hb two ladies would like to .spend 
Saturday night, “arch 30th, and Sunday here, - it is so 
peaceful”. Alright.' ~

i saw Clarence wompton at the garage tonight, the 
first time since-borrowing his dumper. Paynie had brought 
me a quart of whiskey some weeks back from A‘ew °rleans. I 
had preserved it for ju t such an occasion, and so I 
came to the house, did.it up, - the whiskey not the house, 
and marched back to the garage and made a presentation. 
Clarence.was obviously as pleased as pie, and eventually 
I think we shall get none the less brick for this little 

investment which at the moment seems rather a gesutre in 
the direction of the dipper.

*>0 *things turn, and 1 worked hard at ^renbourg today, 
laying out a couple of flower beds, - for Lay lilies, which 
I hope to plant on the morrow.

' i - • a i> 34:.i %»* * JS? o I v j u  X  . ■■ *■**■ ^  1

it is pleasant to report that so far, the magnolias 
appear to be holding up very nicely. It will be remarkable 
if they all live, and they probably will not, but so far, so 
good, And so, after breaking my promise to give you, a 
break, I shall fold up slap off....*
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March 19th, 1946.

Memorandum to ^lipping Service:
/he enclosed letter will perhaps be worth keeping.
I heard the major part of it, - I suppose of the part 

in reference to me. As I have heard nothing of any arrange
ments as referred.to in the letter, however, I am not much 
more enlightened than before, save that it is nice to have 
this item as an expression of one person's opinion. Perhaps 
the matters that are referred to as.taken care of or settled, 
will be forth-coming eventually. .

if.you would care to keep this item along with any others 
that may have seemed worth,preserving, I shall be indebted to you.

It was cool in these parts today, - not much above 
60, but I was glad of that since I did a lot of ditch- 
digging, slinging each shovel full some distance to fill in ■ 
low spaces. Off hand, whilp thus employed, 1 should have 
guessed it wa; around 90. .

On the appended sheet, you will find one of my inimitable 
maps. It is of Unit a 0. 1., where I labored today. Here is 
the legend:

P o o ls  '.iV ; ;

B. - Lay lilies -
G.- re-transplanted "tiny” mimosas. .

L. - Butterfly lilies.
£. - Gannas, 

y. - Bananas

I set out the Lay ~ilies - yellow and made the bed and 
planted the butterfly lilies today. I guess there are about 
5,000 b>ay lilies, and perhaps, from three to four hundred 
Butterfly lilies fhe arrangement for balancing the two pools 
was about the only one I could think of to give the illusion 
of them being opposite, and I think the lilies will do that 

very nicely.
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I shall do a little more planting in Unit i*o. 1 , • 
especially in the corners where eventually we may have 
houses. But the main lines are done, and when you recall 
that Louisiana Switch-.Cane runs around the three sides, with 
bananas along the 4th sices, - the the left, - you can perhaps 
that the major labor hs been laid down. Only one thing I forgot 
in doing this, - 1 guess 1 should have planted more things 
that appeal to cows, since finally I may have to turn them in 
to clean the place up.* : ■ j >

Between this paragraph and the one above came a tapping 
on my door. Lo.* it was my belated reader who failed me 
yesterday, and so I have had the pleasure of.communing with 
youx at this rather advanced hour of ten p.m.

It is good to know that there are manifestations of 
Spring in your neighborhood. May the good work continue un» 
interruptedly. . : .a ■ *-9 i

I loved the gossip regarding I'illoah and offspring.
.I'll bet la Post could have batted Himalaya for stirring up 
a big surprise, - and have it turn out so flat. What a bagi

I am almost ashamed that L-. have so neglected Hadine, 
but apparently she is pretty much engaged, - what with her 
own failure to communicate with you, - so, perhaps she hasn't 
missed anything from this direction. .1 nearly fell out of 
my chair when you suggested that fascination withthe Amber 
book might explain all. a: f

„ ' : * > ‘ " ■■ * * 1 • '  v  1 a -  -

I'm glad you recalled that Dora had t ought of going 
to Chicago, for it had slipped my mind, and I did want to 
make reference to it in a letter to him. This I must do 
shortly, "circumstances permitting". Frankly I write to almost 
no one, save my regular reports, Sometimes I think I have - . 
my days badly arranged or 1 should be able to accomplish 
more on this keyboard. But then I content myself with ~.
th thought that Arenbourg hold first claim, since these 
early months of the year have necessitated some extra attention 
if we are to get the benefit of this year's planting, - and 
perhaps my friends will overlook my seeming neglect.of them- . 
and be good enough to resume when I get around to treat 
them with a little more consideration.

And so for this sitting, I shall fold up my beard and 
call it a. day. It was nice having such a good letter so un
expectedly absorbed at this hour.....
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.March 20th, 1946.

Memorandum to flipping Service:

Again it is night, and tonight 1 think I a m .  
really going to fold up shortly, - e, you will he spared 
the pain of too long a diatribe.

It being Ur. Puny's step sons' birthday, - the twins, 
I got started off fairly early, to see -bittie King 
before he headed out for school. * £ was glad I left, 
quite early because St. ^athew's School was going to 
Bayou .Natchez to have a frolic today, and it was nice 
to get the birthday business in hand before the day's 
festivities started.

Before breakfast &  rounded up several small 
box .or yew bushes, and had them in the ground at *
Arebourg before Brother arrived for his chocolate I 
used four to "pin'’ down the two corners, paralleling the 
straight line of the pools, - but x should have said 
pin down the corners of the day lily departments, - 
planted yesterday. I used a couple more to weight down 
the extremities of the Giant's Beard dividing the terrace, 
and a final one I stuck in. the middle of the bulb garden.

Aftar breakfast I started in on smoothing out the 
terraoe a bit, and for the balanoe of the day I weilded a 
shovel and a wheelbarrow madly^

xhe sun wa warm but the breeze from the river was 
grand and so x didn't mind the melting process so much.

I guess I did a third of what tl had in mind for 
I have decided not to drop the terraoe itself ,but rather 
merely smooth it off a little * .

« f -w-

It is rather pleasant to wrap Unit "o. -1 up in 
my *mind and just let Mature takea its course from 
here on out. ^f course that is what I say 1 will 
•do, but in reality i shall find myself fussing about 
in that place half the time for the balance of the summer,
I suppose. .....
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Poor Unit Ho. 2 never seems to get even a glanae, 
and I suppose it will be another year before I even look 
in that direction. Unit Ho. 3 is really going to be 
the nicest because it is the simplest, what with only 
grass and magnolias, a mile of grand canal and the purple 
hills ten miles away. Somehow that garden seems so far 
away from the world that it seems not unlike an Entresols 
to Privacy if not actually to Paradise. Of couise there 
will be the frew touches of- German iris in the Spring and 
the dab of butterfly lilies in the late summer and 
autumn, - but only that., I hope, and they are enough, 
what with all the sky, air, and water about.

I enclose a letter from Bobina which, as A recall, 
is of no -interest, but 1 am sending it along regardless. 

The mail was light today , even the Times Picayune passed 
us bye. * ’ 7

Qharles ^aurette, wrote yesterday that he was passing 
this way tis week end. Sister had a flurry with her 
Mother yesterday, objecting the the la.tter making her 
grandson mind, and so Sister took the child home with her, 
which is just grand. The doctor arrives from Washington 
on Sunday or “ionday, it is said, but fofr some reason* - 
lack of office space, or some such, in Shreveport, 

necessitates the removal of that family thence foj the 
moment. Af the wife gets mad enough they may remove 
regardless, - 1 hope.

I notice with some care the current broadcasts regard
ing the ^Hissian doings in Iran. I imagine I see in so 
many of the news bits coming out of Washington that the 
Russian thing is being leveled in such a fashion,- 
not based upon its intensity, but rather as some kind 
of a jack to pT,mp tin enough ware excitement to put through 
an extension of the draft business, shceduled to expire 
in May,.. As you know, i am all in favqr of an 
enormous army, - if one be needed,: - but I am opposed to 
the drafting of the 18 year olds, let the *>rray be of 
military minded people, - people at least who want to be 
in the Army, - and sufficiently paid to attract 
experts, - and not a whole flock of youths, too many 
of whom, being forced into the thing, would make mighty 
poor soldiers, .1 fear what with interest in the thing 
is quite a factor in Asking any like project a success.

You will excuse me for this exceedingly dull letter.
,1 shall forthwith splash into a bath and thence into 
my downy couch.....

1720

First lay of Spring, 1946.

c ' v

Memorandum to dipping Service:
• -■ ■ ' ■"** . V ' v >. i i. •- . • • •••- • A

Again it is night, following a fairly busy day, and 
again I promise, - perhaps to fulfill, that I will 
spare;you the pain of such endless reports as always seem 
to clutter up your mail. , *‘

On the social side, the day really started , 
yesterday when Miss Sally picked up her bird cage, *
I mean she really did, - and went to Alexandria to spend 
a few days with her sister, Mrs. ^ary havid* And so, 
today, being Thursday, - lx. and Mrs. Knipmyer had to 
forego their usual Thursday,dinner with Miss*Sallyf. 
at Magnolia, and so remained at Melrose to dine with us1

♦

Celeste sent a note to the Madam earlier in the 
day, saying that •*. h, was running down to Baton Bouge, 
and that she would.be enchanted to run over for dinner.

•*nd so those three joined the Madam and me and 
the clerk, - Eugene ^avespere.

■*nd just as we sat down to dinner * someone brought 
me a message, saying that a flock of pilgrims had arrived, 
and so following d inner * which was rather longer than1 

usual, and quite gay I ushered the household to the upper 
chamber, and then to6k on the pilgrims, - Dallas 
numbers, they were, and quite nice and so the tour was 
a little longer than usual. * ]

Early in the morning, I had dug a couple rather good 
size bay bushes* - leaves of which you have had to 

hand, x think, and dragged them to Arenbourg, where 
I spent the m6rning until n:30, tidying u«p the terrace, 
trying to burn the big old elm stump which will not 
burn, planting the bays and leveling a bit of the drive 
between bnit Do. 1, and Bo. 3,

t
following dinner, ^r. Knipmyer, who had often 

attended Peter ^etoyer at -Arenbourg, up until January, 
asked if he might run up there with me to look the 

plaoe over. He was so kind as to say he liked it and
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that it all seemed so different from what he remembered.

I was enchanted when he discovered that some of the 
baraanas were beginning to show signs of growing, and 
in one bed of Butterfly lilies, - to the south of 
the terraoe, he discovered some nice green leaves putting 
up their heads. He complimented me on the fine appearance 
of the transplanted bay trees - and i didn't bother to 
tell him they had just been sdt in their new location,- 
replacing the mimosas whiohwer given the place of 
honor in the No. 1 Unit.

'Back home, m  discovered hr. ^ausl^y had arrived 
with some of the ^enks, and I accordingly had a pleasant 
Chat with the doctor, who is a ijice person, and thence 
back to Arenbourg, where i spent the balance of the 
day, setting out a goodly seot^on of Louisiana Switch Cane 
on th? side of the road opposite to the line already 
set in * the -̂ orth drive into-t^e place from the 
Bermuda ^oa$. fhen 1 went b^ck to work rtn the terraoe, 
pitching an old ruqty plough, a-f^w yards^of rusty fence 
wire, and , - of all things, another iron bed into one of 
.the bayous on Unit ^o. 2 which 1 have been trying to 
fill up for some time, - and with little success. (
A big old limb was preventing a big old stump from 
falling down deep into the qrevase, and smart me, thinking 
1 would ^ 1  the limb out of the way, pulled so hard on 
the fc ing that it broke, and ^ went head over heals 
into the botton of the crevass. But it only knocked the 
breath out of me, and „„ ^y next try, 1 got the stump 
down where 1 had just been, and so went back to my shovel 
and whellb&rrow.

\Tha day atmoppheritcally, was very pleasant, - 
vaguiiy bide sky, slightly overcast with thin g^uze like 

clouds which broae the full intensity of the sun, and a 
delightful breqze was blowing straight off Uana^iver to 
keep temperatures down.

Baok home for a quick bath and a shave* and thence 
to supper, and afterwards a brief chat, and then my patient 
put to bed.and, sticking to, my custom, I took myself for 
a brief, -'bu| scarcely,needed walk to the bridge and 
back.
f * ‘ £) ■ "1 r • ; jbi ' : ' ' i V* Q 0 • W ’" 11 I u' / i ■ I. ? » L l X lf Cl

fhe Madam has written Rudolph tpicgme to Melrose for 
a while, occupy a cabin and loom or d0 whatever he 
wants to do# I thi^k he is heading for hew York to do 
some looming *n the metropolitan area before school starts. 
•=>he has recommended that he try to change from Benton to 

Natchitoches, and so on and so forth, and I must respond 
on her behalf to a letter she received from him today.
Uo things run on and' I shall fold, having cut this thing 
no shorter than ever, which is a misere for you,....# w

a 1 • March S3red, 1946.

Memorandum to dipping ‘'ervioe:
Oloudy with occasional showerai the weather man continues 

to announce. Up to the present writing, - 9:30 p.m., it has ,
heenTcloudy all^day, hut no showers -renbourg could stand 
a little dampness, hut it will come in all good time.

Bot so much social business today, and accordingly I. 
macs phie to nut in a little mote time at ^xenbourg, 
although x must confess I Spent more time for the place than at
the plaoe;

I needed a couple more mimosatohalanoathe
the extreme ends of the pools, and tnese ? ’t a feet in ones, with good big roots and One of them at .least 8 feet in 
height smd the othlr at least seven, i think they will grow 
sliloff! - ;especially if we get, a little sprinkle within the
next day or'two. ~. ■ .

1 also indulged in another magnolia, a very, small one, 
with greater promise for a long a fruitful Ufebeoauseit had obviously weathered so many storms. ad so. up to no ,
we number 8 grandiflora at -renbourg, and if they all live, 
it ought eventually to be quite pretty.

1 saw Madam regard this morning for a

at^awn^an^dfo^e^to SatSn^ugf .^Heaven knows what time he 
got back to "atohitoches last night, - it wasf f ’
he reached home this morning at a quarter to five. Up a 
six to get the plantation going, he was in the -
Shreveport by 7, - returning home tonight with 
dark, fhat’s too much energy, - especially as it is,to e 
like that, and eventually he will drop dead, i expeot, just 
as his father did. '......

. ihis morning at the post of:£i°e, * saw Jodey *
Madame Aubln's grandson who runs a ^ t t l e  garag
E£ rnT i m “ n s o ^ t i m e f X h a d  stolid to post a couple of letters, 
m d  then headed out across cane river to work on a tractor.
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But it seems that he worked only about kO minutes when he 
fell out. Just before leaving home, he had responded to a 
oosmio urge, and while thus engaged, a Black Widow had stung 
him precifely on the spot where that old tick got me last year 
about this season. He is now in the hospital, sav but will undoubtedly survive, for 1 think go. .par tively 
peopled!* from said MtS., thanks to all the scrums etc 
that are now available. This case and that of little king 
a vear or two ago are the only ones I have heard of in the^e 
uJts - and Just to think that'even Staten Island has a goodly 
flock'of the darned things, since they are said to be especially 
prevalentt there, although all the 48 States are their, habitat.

The postman brought us some newspapers that was 
« n  todav Probably Saturday s post will make up for lost 
time although I am expecting nothing in particular save from 
^you*and Dora, since, failing to write myself, I can t expect 
others to indulge in that game muoh.

interrupt^ t̂ake time out to write a short paper 
on Commeroe and Industry for one of my colored friends. 
i!he teaoher, it seems, has instructed one Sroupto write 
on Dahor, one group of “ommeroe and Industry, etc., 
gather, as viewed from its present aspects. ,JHat I don 
know ..about such matte, s makes it very easy to write about 
and'-1- have had fun tossing the thing °**« " , ,
struggling at all times to keep it monosylabio and more 
or lels Cane'River dialect, with a faint tinge of.English . 
r>nrmeating the whole thin*. Strange business what children 
Ire atkefto do by way‘of Sducatlon. How Cane Elver negroes 
would know anything about such subjects or ever run 
particulars, I have no idea. 1  only regret 1 J f K * . .
see the real good papers that are handed it, for they really 
S9prom where I sit? I notice that very often children in 
local schools skip their classes not infrequently because 
for home work they are asked to do paper? on subJeots that 
ab unknown tp them as my concept of -r. -“lnstein s famous
theory, * ; -  f

*See the blacksmith in his fine white silk, apron” old 
• Benjamin franklin would have shrbwdly observed, and that • 
about covers local' educational prodeedura, 1  guess..,..

£■
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Maroh 24th, 1946,

/ > . f  ^  ■ ■ • ■ *  ■ - ■ ■ ■ ;; *  ■

Memorandum to ^lipping Service 5 * -

Twenty five million thanks would not sufficiently in
dicate my appreciation for your report, reoieved on Saturday, 
relative to magnolias grandiflora and all. X have noted 
each letter and figure with oare and shall give careful 
thought to the incorporation of each and all in the further
ing of ~renbourg s progress. So far so good, and it looks as 
though further advances.might not b? too far in the t 
offing, - thanks to yon^

In the same post as your perfectly elegant report 
came the enclosure, which speaks for itself. I have not 
responded as yet, but I shall eventually I wish I 
might recall a good line that I could pa|s along to 
Miss hamsey, for I have often heard it quoted, in regard to 
the Biver: - and while not precisely thi§ it goes along this 
line of thought:

n**e cast off his friends, like the huntsman his paek,
Knowing perfectly well he could whistle them back*.

Well, in the oase of the Biver, the whistle has about 
played out. So has the other note from Texas, but it 
may sound forth faintly when I eventually do ^ake my pen 
in hand.

It has been a fairly busy week end, - . ith some visitors 
arid the usualy olamor, - which I ^specaped, when the Wanks 
blew in this evening about 5, - the doootr having' returned 
from his “ahington sojourn.

^rs, Band came up from Alexandria Saturday afternoon 
with her son, Paul king, completing his course, currently, 
and the Physicians and Surgeons Hospital ija Hew York, 

and with them omme ^rs. Rand's sister^ Y/illie Wynn 'White, 
some lady from Alexander a and another, from Vermont.

^rs. Band told me in confidence that she did not mention 
Christian's name to the Madam, although the latter took a 
slap in that direction. Mrs. Band told me that after I 

. had left Alexandria a couple of wee,ks ago tonight,
Christian saw hqr son Band and a friend on the street, 
and took the^ .to, the hotel for cooktails and somewhere -or 
other for a lobster supper, and that everyone had had a grand 
time. 1 was glad to learn of the final hours in that plaoe.

/
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Charles Magurette came “this afternoon, and will remain 
for a day or -so beofre returning to Dew Orleans. ; Both 
he and ^rs. Rand, - having known the condition at Arenbourg 
before, were kind enough to say they noted considerable 
improvement in the general appearance of the place.

I couldn1t find invitation to learning again this 
morning. Bid I understand you to say that it has been moved 
up half an hour. I listened in at that time and the former 
hour, but never could locate the ting, - and 1 regretted it.
Do s4t me straight if the thing is still functioning.

][ go much wanted to hear the La Rochefoucauld number, having 
.long been interested in one of his places which, the last 
I saw, was still extant.

The weather continues cloudy, but the occasioiial 
showers which are promised, do not seem to develops. *• 
need them at ^renbourg, but even so, thetmagnolias are still 
holding very nicely. I took time out on Batureay to do 
a little measyring, and 1 discover that my original hopes 
were not groundless. If you will recall that inimitable 
sketch of bnit D0. lt you may recall that to the Jest of 
the garden there is a somewhat flamboyant Colonnade of 
bananas the cenert (center) of which I have 
set a circle of cannas The cannas, 1 did not explain, are 
but a temporary emplacement, for eventually, when we have 
secured an electric pump I am hoping to put in a round 
small brick fountain whSre the circle of cannas are situated 
at the moment. This circle, by this week end s-measurements, 
is in r ality, somewhat above the level of the pool3 Jy13 
Uorth and ^outh ^ast of the colonnade", ihis means that 
in the summer, when we wish to refresh the water in the 
respeoitve pools, *we can turn on the jet in the colonnade, 
which will look elegant sj&arkling amidsts the banaekground 
of bananas, and as the water splashes into the basin we 
can so contrive the drain pipes that the water will feed 
in un erground pipes into the respective pools, so that 
the utilitarian purpose will be accomplished quite *u noticed 
by those who .will be enchanted by the Splash of the jet 
in the colonnade. It is a method that operated very 
successfully at Marly,- and I am enchanted to discover that 
my original intentions, - only guessed at originally, has 
proven in line with what had been so adroitly carried out 
by others so long ago. 1 , *

? #

So far, the present ..renbourg magnolias seem to be '• 
holding *up very nicely, as do the recently transplanted Days, 
fhnaks to your report, others will be added, and slowly but 
surely our little ntresole will grow apace.,...

March 25th, 1946.

Memorandum to Clipping Service;
. . - • ... „ , . 

f t
It continues cloudy and mild, with a good breeze, in consequence 

of which I have been able to do a lot of heavy work, doing what I 
could with a shovel and wheelbarrow to straighten up the drive, etc.

Charles was somewhere off in the hill country today, but 
came home in time for supper. .

It is my understanding that the merchant planter leaves early 
in the morning for Biloxi, ^iss., eturning here on Thursday, ^an 
is expected daily from the demobilixation center at Hattiesburg,
Miss. * 0  things turn. .

This day's post boasted of a solitary letter from little Miss 
Alberta, asking if she might come up. in May to paint magnolias, 
mentioning not so much as the river's name, and saying that she 
had taken time out to go to hew Iberia to recover from influenza.
She isn’t a very good Mary Baker Mddy-ite, admitting as she does, 
that she could have had influenza. I must write her a, line to
night, saying that any old time will be good, so long as it pleases 
her, and reminding her that the first magnolia opened at -‘elrose 
on April 12th last year.

■ t

The Madam ead to me for five minutes today, the first time 
in a couple of years, I think. She had run across a review of 
“‘adam Roosevelt's If You Ask Me in the last Saturday Review .
It seemed to be quite a favorable reviewf I thought% I suppose 
the daily papers will review it shortly, - if they haven't 
already.

Sunday*s Times Picayune had a rather long fe*xture article 
about Afton Villa. It seems a young widwo, _ in her early 20*s ,
I believe, purchased the place, some 8 or 10 months ago, and 
has restored its 42 rooms most tastefully, and has furthered the 
work, so nobly carried out by Dr. Lewis, of getting the 
gardens back into shape. When I spent the afternoon with Dr. Lewis 
at Mfton some two or three years ago, he had pretty well reclaimed 
all but the final terrace, - it seems to me there must have been 
6 or 8 of them altogether, and he had really done nobly . I am 
glad that the, gambling joint which had threatened to develops 
in this lovely plaoe fell through
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It is a great pleasure to report, "between this page and 
the foregoing, that a gentle rain has just begun falling*
I'm afraid it may not amount to much, hut even a little 
will greatly help the day lilies that were set out last 
week.* i had hoped to transplant several t ings today, hut 
discovered that ground too dry for any hopes of success, - 
success of the things ever getting a good start, - and perhaps 
a little shower tonight, - if we can get enough, will enable 
so of dotday’s,hopes to he realized on the morrow.

£hus far, our three camillias japonica hushes appear to 
he doing very nicely, and today I hoed around them and gave 
them some special food which will provide them with the means 
of growing a little this year, I hope* .̂ -t best, however, they 
i grow slowly.

Yon will he pleased to learn that th? first tender leaves 
are beginning to appear on the mimosas, - even though they were 
transplanted hut a few days ago. They are suoh curious 
individuals that one never knows exactly what to expect of 
them, save that as a rule, they send their branches flying 
around at some unexpected angle, although, if they decide they 
really want to he different from the average of their speoie, 
they oan really develops into something that looks exactly 

like a tree. The most curious- 9ne I ever saw in the Cane 
River-country, - and there aren t so mahy of them, was one 
which grew like any othpr tree until it reached a height of 
some 10 or lk feet. Then, and apparantly for no reason on 
earth, it shot out a hranoh at right angles,, the latter 
traveling some kO or 30 feet, - perfectly parallel to the 
ground, mind you, bpt 10 or lk feet above, fhy the whole 
thing didn t up-root itself, or why the hranoh itself was 
successful-in keeping- such a rigid straight line, I never 
cguld figure out. Perhaps one of the four in the sub
tropical garden will he different, - 1 hope.

In last week's Alexandria Town Talk, there was a notice 
of a garden somewhere in that general neighborhood, - 
Alexandria, being open for public inspection one week end. T 
think the place was called -danshottom^ and the paper explained that 
it embraced some 14 or 13 .aores, including a lake of 
11 and a half acres, fllene rand a half from fifteen is a fair f 
size garden, hut not much bigger than Arenboprg, * and 
if you want to throw in *̂ane diver for good measure, I guess 
we could come up to RansbottOm. t

Charles has fallen to calling me Prancoix Metoyer, for he 
says my open air activities have given me the coloring of 
a mulatto for sure. Try as i might by cooking at Joes Beach or 
where ever, T never could get a tan, - only a week end of 
a cooked lobster in appearance, and then all the coloring would 
fade* Perhaps it is the ancient soil in which I labor that is 
turning the trick....
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liar oh k6th, 1946.

Memroaddum to ^lipping Service;
*

lo.* The pools are fulli
« _Up at dawn this morning, and through a drizzle, 1 

sloshed my .way up to Arenbourg. It was a lovely sight 
through the mist, - the two surfaces of the pools glimmering 
vaguely through the gauge of atmosphere. And, it gives me 
no pleasure to add, a similar gleam emenated from the 
shouth west, corner of the same garden. I had certainly had 
my wish for rain. The pool to the North was full, the onQ 
to the south oozing over board a little. in spite of the
mud, it looked delicious.

G * . .] ,, .. ■' : : ■- . b i  ' t v *

What with plantation work at a standstill,, I found 
plenty of plantation people on my doorstep when I returned 
home for coffee. And so throughout the day, there have 
been plenty of ^visitors, some of them wanting to catch up 
on lost contacts, - what with the ten days of dryness that has 

kept everyone. In the field, and others with "nothing else to 
do".

But in spite of ray visitor^ and the fine drizzle that 
permeated everything all day, I spent quite a bit of < 
time at arenbourg, armed with, a spade that enabled me to cut 
a number of ditches through little rises of ground, so that 
much of the water could drain off the lower places.

^hen day was done, I discovered that I was pretty wet and 
feeling a little "oalde'’, but after an impending hot bath 
and a good night's sleep, I'll be fit as a fiddle for a new 
day. The enclosed letter from Bora embraces one point that I 
wanted to refer to, but I seem to have forgotten what the 
point was and so T shall skip that atter. I haven't written the 
Haygood letter as yet. The grant to ulemence for this year will 
either have been made or rejected by the Board before the ‘ 

Baygoods head South. Their visit to uane -o-iver, therefore, will 
not effect this year's decision. From Mr. ^aygood's letter to 

Bora, 1 gather that their relations are filled with some 
promise of future understanding, - perhaps a sympathetic one, that
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may well supercede what 1 imagine was the relationship between 
la ^aygood and little Hornet, liaturally I should like 

to see ^or sline of communications strengthened^ and therefore, 
not knowifig what false impression might be given the 

Haygoods by their hostess, were they to arrive here at some 
unpropitious moment, I think it is well to withhold the 
invitation for a little time until everything else is well 
cemented,

I  . ... ■ « > f ■■ r • r , f fs
% V *

During the past 24 hours, I seem to have done quite a 
bit of fence building with letters, furthering efforts in 
various social and long range .projects, etc,, etc., but 

1 think not much of this correspondence was especially effective, 
what with my mind on Arenbourg most of the time and my 
hands fairly busy in not infrequent application of ^loane’s 
linament to a couple of .sagging muscles in my back. Today’s 
rain, - plus tonight’s promise by the weathe . man that there 
will be more on the morrow suggests that I shall get caught up 
on my typewriter while ^renbourg continues with its soaking and 
ra4 osas, bananas day lilies and boxwood get a chance, along 
with the weeds,, to do a great business. This afternoon I was 
quite surprised to note that within the last 2d hours the butterfly 
lilies had jumped, up three or four inches, in response to the 

long looked for rain# by the end of this week, it ought to be 7 
"nip and tuck“ as between weeds and cultivated plants, and I 
shall have to begin worrying about a lawn mower.

' • * V k*
* 0 things turn, and 1 shall break off at this point and 

in reality, - und at long last, - in face of too many broken 
promises, give you a break from the usually endless reports.
I ’m frankly tired, but it's good....

1 7 3 0

March 28th, 1S46.

? ^  w -' • '■ "

Memorandum to Clipping Servicei
By way. of a change, this letter is penned in the 

.morning, *
And since confession is good for the soul, 1 might 

as well admit that I am a little depressed because, during 
the past couple of days, I have been a little under the 
weather, •- for being out- of circulation, I have been 
prevented from accomplishing one or two little things which 
I had in mind to enunciate my pleasure and congratulations 

relative to an impending anniversary,
lankly, there is* nothing especially out o $ joint 

physically, - Just an upset stomach and a vague touch of 
girppe or some such, induced, 1 assume, by too much 
milling ground in the rain. I feel ever so much 
better this morning, am up and dressed, but what with 
the drizzle continuing, I reckon I had better remain indoors 
until the sun breaks through,.

It goes without saying that I shall be thinking 
a heap about you between now and your natal day, even 
though circumstances prevent me from emphasizing my 
thoughts, save telepatheticaliy. Stili, there will be 
much happi ess for me, in spite of my disappointment, 
because I have a feeling that you comprehend a flock of 

reasons why I am happier on this birthday than ever, - and 
were x to list but one, it would be sufficient\ - we are 
a good step along the-rqad leading to a situation holding 
much of pa happiness ahead for kindred souls{laboring for 
a mutual way of life.

£>ave for the advent of your birthday, when I should 
have liked to have been rather more active, I guess this 
is as good a time from a gardening point of view to be out 
of commission .as could be desired. Two or three of my 
friends, visiting ^renbourg £or me yesterday, reported that 

< the sub-tropical section was just about submerged, with only 
the aemi-lunes of .Giant ls ^eard and the magically rising 

, butterfly-lilies indicating,the location of particular 
parterres I am really impressed by the progress of the

*  • •  *  *
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v T7 i\lias - they have been planted such a short time,
for morefth^ a8iee, o/ten days at the most, if memory 
serves.-

They tell me.that the terrace, thanhs to the «in. is 
ereen-green, and must drop a note to Madam Rand to a 

hnS the lawn mower situation is in Alexandria, for I 
thLh "us-es" ™Ul^ave to round up some kind of a ^cutting 
machine before the greensward gets ahead of us. A ,£i0
deep nap of any carpet is n in an ultra smoothsomething about a tapi vert that nab
flat surfaoe. - - •

T.ookine Westward from the Bermuda Road, one noticed a 
sururisingiy fast .transformation in the backdrop-, .thanks
3thePrtouch8lol Spring. The “ tocottonwoods along the margin of uane River burst into
full leaf within the space of a few 1iay®* ■ '
S f  moss had softened the line of b* S ^ 5 o S 5 a 2 S d
cottonwood, the advent of the lea™ a '. turn {w t  decorative

s s s  s*si "»»»?•“sfss . .u .  -  e"M
curtain is replaoed by a baok drop of blue blue sky.

1 am glad I loosened up the dirt around the magnolias and
the camelias, for the presentdampnesswillgivetheman
impetus to Jump, and continued a c t i o n  t b^t wblSS

In view of the speed with which things like Gibbon ^ane, 
mimosas and weeds grow, it is ra^ f ^ t t e f i t ^ u l ^ b e  
magnolias “̂ mifestabUshed! -Ifter Jears of making up
their minds, they are as hardy as anything, and apparantly live 
forever. *

Tha blaok locusts are on the verge of blooming § and

hlaok locusts, out downonthe 'is_3ud|e them, they
be^in «ea^ng ou? a U  oier with a rash of leaves before

Jlother6monfh has fast, - and I rather like the idea.
But I must stop for this sitting. I doohope ^

birthday is going to be a happy one^ a J  r'be0au89 ^
r ho S ? l  will bl nit a f ^ f e r  Allege but -'UNO"....

M f ®

1732
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Your Birthday , 1946,

/

Memorandum to ^lipping Service;
It*8 your birtiday, and a beautiful day it is on 

Uane River,* and may it be equally so, as between the Hudson 
and the Bronx. And for just you yourself, may it be ever so 
nice, regardless of how things turn atmospherically.

'As for myself, I find it altogether eiichanting to report 
that I am all well again, and am fixing to undertaking bigger 
and better planting within the next £4 hours.O:;. •• • . -■ — - ■ >n * ' ' \ " _ _v_ • ; ■ . _ : ; ..

' The New Orleans librarians kept to their schedule to 
pass by ^elrose but ^ssae dae telegraphed that she could not 
make her round with la Lester, - the latter being ill and the 
former having to rush back direct-from Shreveport to Baton 
Rouge. „ a v; - ,

As for the six Librarians, they were pleasant men, and 
had much of interest to tell during their two or three hour- 
visit. ‘Ihey spoke of -“yle, reporting that he is currently 
In the baptist* Hospital, where hS will undergo a slight 
operation within three weeks, during which interim he is 
k entertaining on a large scale from his bed in said Hospital.
It all sounds so cJuriouS and strange that I know not whether 
to. believe some of it, all of it or none of it.

'As for ^ranees *arkingson Keyes, of The River Road, etc., 
one of the men told us that Hew Cleans is laughing at her 
latest attempt to “crash” Society; It seems that she came to 
Hew Orleans from where ever she is living up State in Louisiana 

* arriving well before the recent festivities, and armed with 
much finery, including a dress of oloth of gold which she 
Wwas ■a-fixin1” to wear at the Gomus Hallf - the apex of the 
Pre-lenten doings. An invitation to the Gomus Ball is not 
unlike that of one to the *eofclia Hall in Charleston.
And la Keyes got precisely nowhere, itoious that she failed 
to receive an invitation, she took to her *bed in a rage, and 
ended up by having a trained nurse or two in attendance. She 
hasn t been seen around since then, so it is assumed that she 
went^back to the country, and I assume there will be plenty 
of thunder emanating from the cloud through which she departed.
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There have been other pilgrims, too, on other days, - 
including a party of six, some of whom were people from 
Denmark; - the latter being very interesting, what with 
bits of gossip from Copenhagen during the past few years,
I liked one episode they told of a lady, somehow finding herself 
a forgotten pilgrim in the king's palace, long after visiting 
hours, hailed a servant passing through an empty hall, and 
directed him to show her the way out. He obliged, and she 
gave him a modest tip. He bowed graciously and accepted the 
same with thanks. The "servant" of course was none other 
than the King, but the bag never did know it.

But the nicest group of recent pilgrims where 8 or 10 
who *came yesterday. At first T thought they were run-of-the- 
mill numbers, homeward bound from ^atchez to Texas, but I 
shortly discovered th^t several of them were Cane River 
mulattoes whom T didn t recognize, a couple of colored 
educators from Southern University, or whatever the place is 
called in ^aton Rouge, etc., etc. What made them nice 
as pilgrims was the fact that they were genuninely interested, 
which is about the only element that makes a tour interesting 
to the wearer of the crinoline at such times.

4

i

One of the g nggroes, a Ph. D., - is doing a study 
on the course of the negro in Louisiana history, and he 
is hoping to find stuff to assist him in his research. Another 
negro, one ^shfor Williams, who teaches at St. Mathews, accompanied 
the Baton Rouge man, was also a new visitor to “el’rose. * am 

sending him a message to come to see me one of these days, and 
I shall bounce a'whole heap of stuff in his direction, in order 
that he may pass it along to L. 3. U., - or rather the negro 

U. insitution forthwith, - and that will be a great 
pleasure.* I am going to acquaint ‘them with the account of the 
first cotton gin, built in the Mississippi Valley, - contrived 
by a slave, - and A 'think 1 know a place where they might locate 
that slave s identity, which I do not know, and that will 
Help me. 1 reckon they don't know about this remarkable' man,

* for I stumbled across him in the forgotten pages of B. L. G.
Wailes, and* think they will be delighted to learn about him, - 
and  ̂ think they might be able to "track” him down.

' *  1 ' v A '
I took a few pictures at Arenbourg today, - just because it 

* was today, and x shall accept your kindness, and send the films 
along shortly. It hâ s been so nice think of things at Arenbourg 
as 1 snapped these shots, because it is nice to date things from 
« an event in the life of one without whom Arenbourg wouldn't 
mean a thing, 1 certainly hope it was a happy birthday for you.
It certainly was for me, - thanks to you....

1734

April 1st, 1946.

Memorandum to Clipping Service:
Might, and T resume my reports by thanking you for 

your nice message of last week end, as at the same time I 
urge you never to undertake correspondence when things pile up 
to high in’ your daily routine. You always know that I appreciate 
the demands on your time and energy and that I shall much 
more appreciate silence devoted to rest than any report 
that steals from your own good health.

"\i

The enclosure is from the General's wife* * guess it 
doesn't cover anything of interest, but I'll send it 
along regardless. '

What with oceans of sunshine and a flare for speedy come
back, I seem to be my old self again.

I* was up and at it fairly early this morning,' and although 
I devoted considerable time to letters and gardening that 
were strictly devoted to Melrose, I did manage to get in 
a few licks at Arenbourg.

A couple of armfuls of German iris are already for 
tomorrow's planting, and I shall install them along the 
line fence, in the gene al neighborhood of Und e  D'Or's, - 
perhaps half way between his house and the eventual site of la maison 
de la reine, - but close to the fence, of course.

•Ch.' yes. T nearly forgot. I did do some planting, too, 
at Arenbourg today, - about 250 Milk and Wine lilies, which 
will eventually add a note of color, - white, - and 
fragrance, to ther sub-tropical garden. I planted them in 
something of a square, - more of a rectangle; I guess, between 
the two pools, with a view to eventually having them form 
S/Otaething of a border for the grassplot which will be the main 
thing between said pools, 1 guess.

i

I don't know the botanical name for Milk and Wine lilies.
They aren't very pretty but there is a lot to them, and 
with a big old vase, they certainly do make a display, - 
almost Garguantuan (with one "u left out).

A stalk*Cbmes up about this time of year, - usuallyabout 
3 feet in height, and radiating from the top of the stem about 
half a dozen blossoms explode. They are a little like Saster 
lilies but neither so white nor so perfectly formed. But they
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are nice enough, and if one cuts them before they go to seed, 
they will bloom all summer, - until a good frost comes along 
in the late fall, it seems to me that every rain tends to 
bring out a new stalk of the flowers, and so, what with 
the cannas to the Jest of the garden, blooming all summer, 
and butterfly lilies to the Bast, this central border running 
around the grass plot, - approximately 60 feet square, will 
be quite pretty, - . r.;

So much for the Milk and Wine lilies, andbefore 
breakfast tomorrow morning, 1 shall have neatly rounded 
off the square corners, and probably some of the bulbs will 
start doing fcfcix business this season, - I hope.

We had an enormous mail at the big house today, _ none 
of which was of much interest, but some of which will call for 
some letters on my part. Some Polytechnic Institute asks Mrs. 
Henry to address the same at a dinner sometime in May, and 
I must write Ho to that one. Oh, yes, and there was one from 
old Frances benjamin Johnston, _ the first we have had sinoe 
she departed from Melrose, perhaps it was in late June or early 
July# She certainly is a bag^ It seems she is now ready to 

plant*her bourbon Street Gourt’Yard and is ready to send up 
a truck for all the plants and shru s and trees she marked with 
a red rag^ just before she lelt the place last summer.

Well, I didn't tell her that before she was well on her 
way to ^ew Orleans, some little three year old nigger, belonging 
to the'contemporary cook of those days, xn had yanked every 

string off the darned things. But I did tell her, in a 
very polite and exceedingly nasty letter, that not having 
heard from her since her departure, ^rsq Henry had assumed that 
circumstances had prevented her from carrying out her original 
planting plans, and accordingly in view of the lateness of the 
season, the* designated truck load of stuff had heen disposed of 
to others. While she was here, she had Puny working for her, 
following his day's labors in* the fields, doing all sorts of 
crack pot things, - and never tossed him a sou. In another 
letter in to'day's post,' addressed to J. H. f she enclosed a check 
for ten dollars to defray any cost of ‘labor that might be needed 
'to havo luny assist in packing the stuff she intended to get.
I returned the check to her, of course. Gan you imagine, not 
a peep out of the bag until now? For crust, she takes the cake, 
must say. *

.and so, with these few choice words, I'll fold up for 
this sitting. I do hope you are trying to take a little care 
of yourself and again 1 urge you not to write until ample 
considerc- tion for your own health ana relaxation has been con
sidered. You know I shall always understand....

VC Vi
1736
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April 2nd, 1946.

Memorandum to Glipping Service;
. X  v 1 i, i. X- y' >> vf . - vJ'V > v* ai* t » «** -A - ,q •• •/ : **“ *•'

In yesterday's report, I intended to ̂mention that 
the films have gone forward in a cigar box, and will 
no doubt come to hand shortly. It is good of you to ; 
attend to this matter and may I say thanks again.

As a considerable number of rthe shots were made 
merely for the record and will be of no interest save 
to contrast the situation as between the.time of taking 
Arenbourg over and some future date, I think it 
will be quite ample to have but a single print made of the 
films. There might be one or two odd shots that would 
please those shot, - Juanita, the cook, Aurellia, the 
housegirl, Brother, the pupil, Bill Hem0s and Lindberg 
Garpenter, kittle Biver friends, who wanted to be ”struck" 
when passing by this house before the frost killed all the 
foliage in the banana department. can eventually examine 
those shots and see if they are worth reproducing for the 
respective subjects.

if you would caxe to keep the collection, I shall , 
be delighted to indicate the various subjects, - particularly 
to show from which direction certain shots were .made at Arenbourg, 
with the varioustnnits being indicated.- Eventually these 
shots might prove interesting as gradually the aspects 
change,

i -

On some days the light was so uncertain when the 
pictures were snapped that several were taken of quite dull 
settings, in hopes that one out of several might, show 
somethin. % is will account for seeming duplicates, if 
by some strange chance, more than one of the same thing 
aotually is recorded. If 1 recall distinctly, I took 
all of these shots, so 1 presume I do not appear in any 
o£ them.

Aside from the .major portion, - those taken at Arenbourg, 
it is my hope that some of those taken with the bananas as 
a back-drop turn out nicely, for the bananas were especially 
.luxuriant this year, and even the few shots taken after 
{they had been frost bitten should or might be nice.
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In the event you care to forward the prints, I shall 
take the liberty to give each a number, and send along an 
accompanying Table of Particulars, with their return to 
your true hand.

The jnail wasn't much today, although there was a 
letter, dictated by Lyle some time last week, saying that 
he was in the hospital. His secretary had added a post 
script, explaining that Lyle’s operation had been performed 
last week sometime and that the doctors say he is doing 
as well as could be expected". That old line always gets into 
what's left of my hair. Since nobody was expecting him to 
have an operation, naturally nobody was expecting anything, 
so what the phrase means, 1 have no idea, I should think 
it would b, just as easy .to say Good, Pair or Hot So Good, 
which .might at least give some inkling as to the case.

Ashford Williams, the 4ft. ^athew's teacher of color,^ 
had intended coming this way tonight to discuss the Louisiana 
Negro with me, but he had to run down to Baton Houge un-. 
expectedly this afternoon, and so he passed this way for â  
moment this aft rnoon to ask if he might make it next Tuesday.
That will be alright with me, - and I hope^the Lord we don t 
get any recuperating patients in the-mean time.

f -
Mrs. Band and Mrs. Pattison passed this,way this evening 

about 4 p.m., and it was good to see them again. They 
thought things showed .some results of handiwork at Arenbourg, 
as they drove by the place

As a matter of fact, I had done some wbrk there early 
this morning - around about 5;30, i guess. I fixed up 
the four fcorners of the plot where grow the Milk and ^ine 
lilies. Afterwards I set out perhaps 75 German iris on 
the terrace, - -along Alphonse's line, and then planted 

perhaps 50 or more small bushes, - Privet, continuing the 
hedge line along the Alphonse line from the point I left 
off some days ago. All the privet seems to be growing 
lustily, so 1 reckon our "green curtain will arise along 
that section of the line before the Louisiana Switch wane gets
to going. j ' ,X saw Clemence a few minutes this morning. I must 
say she is clever. The Madam had asked her if she ever painted 
any more, - what with ^iss Alberta, threatening to come this 
way. Clemence told me that she confided to the Madam that 
she had sent some pictures she had made to her -sister in 
Beaumont and that the latter had written her to say that she 
had sent them “way-off somewheres' , and that Clemence might 

* get something or other for them. Slowly the groundword is laid.
^lenience says she got up in the night and painted a "Lad^ 

Fishing” and a Man Pulling a Fish out of a Tub , etc., etc., 
and they seem q_uite different and she thinks they are alright.
I am hoping to get down to see her handiwork one of these 
days or nights, but now I fold......

April 3rd, 1946.

Memorandum to ^lipping Service;
The darned old pleurisy came back again^ 

this morning, making me feel a little "oalde” 
otherwise alright.

but

The thing seems to have caught me temporarily just 
behind my right lung, making hoeing and planting 
something to be contemplated with pleasure but not 
to be engaged in with great activity at the moment.
The weather continues fair and warm, and I reckon 
I'll be hitting on all cylinders on.the morrow, for 
although it is but 7 p.m., I am heading forthwith for*bed.

It was pretty quiet about the place today, and 
save for'a telephone from Frances benjamin Johnston, not 
much was stirring. F. B. telephoned from 
Orleans, asking the clerk if it was alright to send her 
truck for plants today or tomorrow. He told her she 
had better delay doing so until she received my letter 
in the afternoon mail, explaining thatthis season was 
not good for her project. It will never be any better.
I have a feeling she may write and denounce me for my 
impertinence in writing her as I did, but she may not, 
since writing a letter seems to be something consuming 

hours, as demonstrated while here last year. So much 
for that bag, and may we have heard the last of her.

There was a letter from Sssae Mae, expressing her 
regret that she couldn't make it last week end. She had 
heard that Lyle was in the hospital, • one source 
saying in the ^aton -̂ ouge Hospital, the other in Hqw 
Orleans. The last we heard it was Hew'Cleans, and may it 
so be.

• Celeste returned from "ew Iberia tonight but had 
no ews of interest. She brought the Madam, a chocolate 
cake,'and when 1 folded up the latter lady, i out myself 
a goodly hunk which i shall eventually put on my night

8
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table, to be referred to later. I have temporarily moved 
mv Heading Machine near my downy couch, so that I 
can the more readily take my studying flattened out, and 
what with a heading Machine and a piece of chocolate cake 
going at the same time, I really ought to be making great 

■? n -hVio r-ijyht d i r e c t i o n .

* April 4th* 1946#
f '' ' “ ‘ ** ; ' 1 - •' 1 " **’

A strong wind has been blowing during the past couple 
of days, - a dry breeze from the general direction 
of the i’exas planes. It picks up msast moisture so fast 
that I like to stir thing around with a hoe at Arenbourg, 
so that the crust forming on the surface of the soil 

doesn't prevent the roots from getting a chance to move 
their toes about. I dragged my hips there this morning, and 
loosened up the earth about the several magnolias, Ihus 
far all save one appears to look as full of vigor as the 
day they were moved. **e may loose one, and if only 
one, the average will really be quite good for that type 
of plant

I took a good look at the four mimosa trees, planted 
at the four corners of the sub tropical garden. You_ 
will be glad to learn that each one seems to.be making 
a go of it, for there are tiny leaves on all Oj. tnem, 
and I imagine I see one of them beginning to grow already. 
But that may be my imagination, as it isn t time for them to 
* start climbing skyward for another month yet. ut it is 
nice to know they are doing business.

The grass on the terrace is also climbing too high, 
and what with n« lawn mowers available, think I shall 
concent yself with letting it-grow, turning the same 
under with a disker later<in the season, and the 
growth of grass thus plough back under will help to 
enrich the soil, already ample rich,

z

Uncle ^'Or passed by while 1 was working on the 
magnolias and clapped his hands with glee'when he caught 
sight of the Spanish ^oss in the cottonwood, he said 
he had thought is had all blown away, what with the leaves 
having come out and partially hidden it from view. But 
having clung to the limbs this long, and what with 
the strong breezes, he thinks it is going to make a 
go of it, and spread to the rest of the tree, - I hope.

Tomorrow I shall be back into the swing of things,
I think, and may write a little better. Isn t it curious 
in view of correspondence from Washington, that have never 
heard anything further about the "arrangements she 
concluded with the merchant - planter. I'll do more 
on this subject at a subsequent sitting,,...

Memorandum to ^lipping Service:
f v'

Another fine day,and thinking that exercise might do 
me more good than sitting about aching, I was up and at 
Arenbourg a little after six.

• ■" t

I did quite a few things, and now that night is here, again, 
I certainly feel a lot better.

I set out about 50 or 75 Milk and Wine lilies, some 
Uandina to further a hedge giving on the tarrace, and half 
a dozen roots of the biggest german iris, - white, -• you 
ever saw. It really is a lovely plant, and if the blossom main
tains its present size in its new setting, it will_be qui e __-i „ rt-F bnrlne’R break through.

I did some hoeing, too, - bananas, eamelias, etc., but 
the greatest pleasure was in stirring the dirt around the 
mimosa which really have quite nice leaves now, although the 
height of the trees, - bushes, - remain about the same. But 
they are growing, and ’that is very pleasant, in view of what 
they stand for. '"•* v

Mr. Baclielier, quite unexpectedly, arrived this noon.
He will remain for a couple of days, ' * . . <

The Wenks drove him up, and proceeded to give,him and̂  
the Madam some shots,‘based on some Russian discovery, having 
to do with re-building connecting tissues, . described in 
a Header's digest artiele of a few months back.

' Sister tried to rope me in on the thing. She said 
they*were bound to give one a lot more energy and pep and that 
she was taking them. I laughed out loud, J, h, remarked 
that he would like to x take some, but hadn't time. I 
laughed out loud at that one, to9. '0 miles an hour to sharpen 
a pencil and still wanting more pep. I think I'll g drag along 
at my present speed for a time yet in vast contentment, letting 
those who will fly off into space.

The enclosed note from Uharles tells nothing new, but 
a side light on doings in the crescent *ity I thought might
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be illuminating, We, of course, no nothing much from 
lit'tie Miss Alberta's letter which you have seen^ _ and 
if that is what she calls giving details, then I wouldn t 
know.

The Knipmayers came at 10 this morning, and we had 
a pleasant little go-round in local gossip, - nothing 
of any particular interest, - just nice small talk over a glass
of wine. t • : ;

It seems that some of the mulattoes acorss the river, — 
the Sarpi family, gave Br. K. a pair of small chickens last 
fall - some kind of bantams with to -nots, the size suggesting 
that’of a quail, ^his little fe'athered pair contrived to lay 
14 eggs and yesterday hatched out 14 baby chicks, which is 
quite a good record, B think. They call the feathered folk 
the ^iuailey Sarpis, which I think is quite nice.

I am wondering what in the world has happened to little 
Nadine, It seems like ever so long since our £aul or rather 
faltering corresp ndence petered out. I can t recall if 
I was the last to write her or if she had the last -go- 
round. 1 really ought to drop her a line, but there are 
other people in the same category; and I reckon, they'll 
get their first, - if any. Then, too, I am always wondering 
if she is still' receiving her mail at the same 42nd street 
address, for 1 should rather not have my little notes come 
back.I am going to have to knock off a coupld; Qf letters before 
folding up tonight, - business things for the Madam, and 
one or"two for myself. 1 want to write to the Printing House 
<c‘or the "lind, in Louisville, to see if 1 cannot inaugurate a 
couole of things in that department which would be pleasant and 
convenient, ifShey oould see the .point. *f these and other 
things, I must speak at another sitting, however, and I think 
I shall not do any reading tonight, what with wanting to be up 
and at Arenboqrg before "*r. t’achelier, - that early riser, 
catches me before  ̂have undertaken a flock oi things, for 
once bogged down I'll never get any gardening done, and I 
believe in doing*ft little each day. B0n t yy think so,...

April 5th, 1946.

c t

Memorandum to ^lipping Service:
If you do not read this report at all, you will 

have lost nothing.
It has been a pleasant day, my good health seems to 

have been restored, and what with too many people here 
today, 1 am not too proud of my day’s accomplishments.

I did manage to get to Arenbourg early this morning, 
before ~r. Bachelier arrived, and having found an 
ancient lawn mower, - it isn't precisely ante bellum, 
but certainly gay 90, - Islashed away at the grass on 
the terrace, - still a little uneven on tlie surface, but 
I did get quite a lot of hay cut.

The continuous breeze, plus the sun, has tended to 
cake up the surface of the earth, and accordingly 
I did considerable hoeing, especially in the butterfly 
lily department, where those noble plants are breaking 
through the surface, - or trying to.

After a while Mr, Bachelier caught up with me, 
and the-balance of the day was devoted to a discussion 
of horticultural matters, of much profit to me, but 

not especially productive in the day’s undertakings.
ne left for home about 3, and about fiften minutes 

later, ^iss' Hally arrived with her son, Ambrose Herzog, II.D., 
who flew down from Minneapolis a few days ago.

They are kindly people, but a little on the dull side, 
so their visit, while alright, wasn’t too glamorous.

The post was long in 2nd class material and short 
in 1st cl&ss, - only two letters, both to the Madam, one 
from ^rs. Wagner in Kansas, and the other, a bread and butter 
thing which is of no interest, but which I shall enclose.
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I must confess to you that last night, contrary to 
my "hew to the line” policy, I rigged up my Reading 
Machine, within reach of my "bed, and instead of studying, 
as is my want, I just relaxed and played and re-played 
the lovely music records that had come to me some time 
ago, and which I have held, awaiting an adjustment for 
my machine, until now.

One theory which is almost as good as ^ary Baker 
Eddy’s, * think, for a cure-all, is complete relaxation, 
peace of mind and the sharing, —-even though-*purely - 

imaginary, of one form of happiness or another, with someone 
who means so much. Ten o ’clock and the usual flock of 
news from a dozen stations, came and went, - disregarded 
by my radio. What * was playing meant ever so much more 
to me than anything x could summon up out of the ether waves, 
and on awakening this morning, 1 somehow didn t seem at 
all x surprised that I felt as fit as a fiddle.

t ' *

Tonight, I might as well confess further, that 
X again propose to disregard my studies and just 
commune in the self same manner as last night, ■»nd while 
Saturday is bound to be a busy day, - what with 
the usual flock of pilgrims* 1 suppose, and the numerous 
visitors 1 shall have.from kittle River and heaven knows 
whence,  ̂ think I shall be more in the pink of 
condition to weave in these extra items, thanks 
to the happiness which tonightSs serenade will afford.

* - How wonderful is life, thanks to the fullness 
of happiness that a single soul can provide. ...

b/1

.

Sometimes I would employ my days differently from the way it seems, 
termperarily, as though I must. Frequently my inclintation is to 
bury myself in ancient records, piece the dis-jointed parts to
gether, and once assembled, attempt to breathe continuity and max 
manner of presentation to them so that he who runs may read. But 
are quite a few people who are able to follow such courses’ and 
impulses, while for the moment I must await a more propitious moment.

j  '  :v'■ *

The other day, while sweat was trickling off the end of my nose and 
^running down my neck, as I labor^chaway at setting out some big old 
fMilk and ^ine lilies, I found myself thinking about the number of 
people who had made money from books written in the house where I liv 
how some of those people, through their books, had entertained hosts 
of distant readers and possibly provided a few far-flung citizens of 
the United States with some measure of information. But my labors and 
my thoughts came to an abrupt end when word came that guests had 
arrived and.hospitality must be dispensed. One of the callers was » 
an old plantation mistress, living some dozen miles from here, kindly 
in spirit and pretty1* dull in imagination.

After too long a sitting and altogether too many trite remakks,I assisted 
hgr to her car. We arrived before the ̂ others who accompanied her had 
made their compliments ath the big house. Seeming to be racing against 
time# and in a low and ultra confidential voice, spoken between furtive

|

}
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I must confess to you that last night, contrary to ®
my "hew to the line” policy, I rigged up my Heading 
Machine, within reach of my hed, and instead Ox studying, 
as is my want, I just relaxed and played and re-played 
the lovely music records that had come to me some time 
ago, and which 1 have held, awaiting an adjustment for 
my machine, until now,

Une theory which is almost as good as ^ary Baker 
Eddy's,  ̂think, for a cure-all, is complete relaxation, 
peace of mind and the sharing, - even though-purely 

imaginary, of one form of happiness or another, wi -»h someone 
who means so much. Ten o'clock and the usual flock of 
news from a dozen stations, came and went, - disregarded 
"by my radio, ’That  ̂was playing meant ever- so much more 
to me than anythin a- x  could summon up out of the ether waves, 
and on awakening this morning-, 1 somehow didn t seem at 
all x surprised that I felt as fit as a fiddle,

* • «

Tonight, I might as well confess further, that y
I again propose to disregard my studies and just 
commune in the self same manner as last night. -«-nd while 
Saturday is "bound to "be a "busy day, - what with 
the usual flock of pilgrims, J- suppose, and the numerous 
visitors 1 shall have from kittle 4iver ana heaven knows 
whence,  ̂ think I shall "be more in the pink of 
condition to weave in these extra items, thanks 
to the happiness which tonightSs serenade will afford.

How wonderful is life, thanks to the fullness 
of happiness that a single soul can provide, ...
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Sometimes I would employ my days differently from the way it seems, 
termperarily, as though I must. Frequently myy incjLintation is to 
bury myself in ancient records, piece the disjointed parts to
gether, and once assembled, attempt to breathe\ continuity and anox a 
manner of presentation to them so that he who ruhs may read. But there 
are quite a few people who are able to follow suchApcourses' and 
impulses, while for the moment I must await a more "propitious moment.

The other day, while sweat was trickling off the end of my nose and 
-running down my neck, as I labored away at setting out- some big old 
fMilk and Wine lilies, I found myself thinking about the number of 
people who had made money from books written in the house where I live, 
how some of those people, through their books, had entertained hosts 
of distant reqders and possibly provided a few far-flung citizens of 
the United States with some measure of information. But my labors and 
my thoughts came to an abrupt end when word came that guests had 
arrived and hospitality must be dispensed. One of the callers was « 
an old plantation mistress, living some dozen miles from here, kindly 
in spirit and pretty^dull in imagination.

After too long a sitting and altogether too many trite remarks,I assisted 
h$r to her car. We arrived before the others who accompanied her had 
made their compliments atfe the big house. Seeming to be racing against 
t i m e * and in a low and ultra confidential voice, spoken between furtive
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glances to right and left, she whispered to me that the negroes on 
her plantation were having a great deal to say about somebody or other, 
living 12 miles from her people’s quarters, who seemed to be influencing 
them,- perhaps their kin folk along the river, more than other new comers 
to C.R. and remained ever so much longer. She asked me how I thought
that possible and couldn’t I tell her how it was done,- and then-  ‘
her companions approaching, asked me if I wouldn’t come and(dine with her 
forthwith.

And so I went back to my gardening, a little ashamed that' I hadn’t written 
ipore without waiting for precision in historical details, but salving 
my conscience a little with that thought from the Bible: They also serve 
who stand and wait. , ,

There is no virtue in frequency or infrequency of correspondence,brevity 
or length. It is rherely natural that we share our thoughts with kindred 
souls 2I4. hours of the day, and merely setting them down on paper is but 
a chance operation confirming a mental or spiritual operation that 
functions regardless of the visual evidence.

According to the poet "Sungs unsung are the sweetest”

/

'
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April 7th, 1946.

Memorandum to Clipping Service:.

The enclosures speak for themselves.

I think 1 remarked a day or two ago that the great # 
silence continued to obtain from the direction of iladine*

c v

*ou will note that it has been broken, but not with too 
great a sound, her reason, - I almost said excuse, for not 
having telephoned you before this late date is understandable, 
but without great weight, it seems to me. Like the 
negro, IJaaine is apparently one of those souls for whom we have 
to exert constant patience and charity, ^ny soul is worth it, 
but somehow we find that unless we keep our determination to
the fore, we incline- to let things slide in favor of more active 
forces.

^ut one paragraph in uora's letter was of much interest, 
and to that I could sound off a loud Amen. I liked the way w he 
expressed aspirations for a mingling of kindred spirits at 
arenbourg., - my sentiments to a T.

I ...went down to '“'lenience’s last night, and as always 
it was good. The Madam had folded up early, and 
by first twilight, I had sorted out some things from the 
’7aco packages, setting aside some items for my Little River 
friends, some for ^ugabou’s wife, Maude and some for Fugabou’s 
mama, Sis Randolph.

1 headed out for ^ugabou’s first and found him and 
Maude at home alone, the three children being with their 
grandmother across the cotton patch,

"e chatted for a little while, laughed much and went 
into a little planning for some cypress posts which iTugabou had 
seen earlier in the week while on Little River. He plans to 
cut these and bring them home shortly. They will afford 
supports for the sagging gallery roof at -^renbourg.

u *
, ^ut the water was heating in another room for the 

Saturday night bath, and so I moved on to see Sis. Ly now 
darkensss had fallen and the nice new little moon made just 
enough light for me to negotiate my way easily across the 
ploughed fields.

Sis was as gay as ever, giggle much, and just like 
ITugabou, while Hellen, sitting along side, echoed the giggle 
in precisely the same manner. 1 didn’t 0
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glances to right and left, she whispered to me that the negroes on 
her plantation were having a great deal to say about somebody or other, 
living 12 miles from her people’s quarters, who seemed to be influencing 
them,- perhaps their kin folk along the river, more than other new comers 
to Q.R. and remained ever so much longer. She asked me how I thought 
that possible and couldn’t I tell her how it was done,- and then--
her companions approaching, asked me if I 
forthwith.

wouldn’t come and,dine with her
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And so I went back to my gardening, a little ashamed that' I hadn’t written 
ijjore without waiting for precision in historical details, but salving 
my conscience a little with that thought from the Bible: They also serve 
who stand and wait. , . 7

April 7th, 1946.

There is no virtue in frequency or infrequency of correspondence,brevity 
or length. It is iherely natural that we share our thoughts with kindred 
souls ' 2lj. hours of the day, and merely setting them down on paper is but 
a chance operation confirming a mental or spiritual operation that 
functions regardless of the visual evidence.
According to the poet "Sungs unsung are the sweetest"
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Memorandum to Clipping Service:.
* •

The enclosures speak for themselves.
I think 1 remarked a day or two ago that the great # 

silence continued to obtain from the direction of Nadine*
*ou will note that it has been broken, but not with too 

great a sound, her reason, - I almost said excuse, for not 
haying telephoned you before this late date is understandable, 
but without great weight, it seems to me. Like the 
negro, Nadine is .apparantly one of those souls for whom we have 
to exert constant patience and charity. *ny soul is worth it, 
but somehow we find that unless we keep our determination to 
the fore, we incline to let things slide in favor of more active forces.

®ut one paragraph in nora’s letter was of much interest, 
and to that I could sound, o^f a loud Amen. I liked the way » he 
expressed aspirations for a mingling" of kindred spirits at 
Arenbourg., - my sentiments to a T.

I,-went down to ^lenience's last night, and as always 
it was good. The Madam had folded up early, and 
by first twilight, I had sorted out stome things from the 
'Taco packages, setting aside some items for my little River 
friends, some for ^ugabou’p wife, Maude and some for Fugabou's mama, Sis Randolph. <

1 headed out for ^ugabou’s first and found him and 
Maude at home alone, the three children being with their 
grandmother across the cotton patch.

**e chatted for a little while, laughed much and went 
into a little planning for some cypress posts which Fugabou had 
seen earlier in the week while on kittle River. He plans to 
cut these and'bring them Rome shortly. They will afford 
supports for the sagging gallery roof at ^renbourg. *

, the water was heating in another room for'the 
Saturday night bath, and so I moved on to see Sis. Ry now 
darkeness had fallen and the nice new little moon made just 
enough light for me to negotiate my way easily acr ss the ploughed fields.

Sis was as gay as ever, giggle much, and just like 
Fugabou, while Hellen, sitting along side, echoed the giggle 
in precisely the same manner. 1 didn’t 0
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the packages in either place, and I think Sis. was really 
more enchanted with the little package of pills that I 
brought her than the larger bundle. I have been getting 
Dr. Miller to send me cafine tablets for quite a while back, 
and without knowing of;their nature, Sis finds them the 

finest medecine she has ever taken. Her bl-ood pressure is 
down, and one of these tablets in the morning gives her enough 
artificial ph?h pep to get the day going. I suppose there may 
be a little faith mixted up in the dose, too, that helps time 
along until the succeeding dawn,:- belief in the pills, of 
course.

•*nd so back home, 1 picked up the bundle for ^lenience 
and headed down that way. I found her with her daughter,
Jackie. sitting in the front room, There was much glee in the
room behind where Mary Frances, Minnie Mae, Junior Clyde ^laude %nmett
juavis and brother (J.t C. King Hunter) were frisking about.

~  < *^lemenoe s owed me a few pictures she had recently done.
Ohe or two Of them wer$ distinctly charming. I used the excuse 
of a couple chocolate bars to see the children, and in the 
second room where they we^e playing, "ary Frances had 
arranged a little gallery of her own paintings, There were 
perhaps a dozen or so on the wall. The majority of than 
were non-descript. Two of them were remarkable. There w<as 
an old woman walking along the road, supporting her course by means 
of a stick on which she leaned and it was truly better than 
anything I have seen ajiywhere, 1 * * * think. I sometimes think 
Dora inclines to over evaluate ^lemence's composition because 
of his enthusiasm for her as an individual, although <1* concur 
with him that starting from scratch, the expression in paint 
which she has developed is marvelous. But aside from 
that consideration, it seems to me that Mary Frances*has something 
inate that, if e developed, might elevate her into the ranks 
of the better artists of her generation. . < v

Were I to be given a choice, 1 would select Mary Frances 
for training by a faster, which may eventually be possible, - 
a statement made wholly without sehsing how or when, but just 
faith in possibilities. < - .

And the mere contemplation of such possibilities, and 
the eventual way of life that?may unfold as a result of 
training beyond the doorstep of her native cabin, fills one 
with ponderings, and somehow the present racket, issuing 
from Georgia, Arkansas and.Mississippi, regarding white 
supremacy, etc., makes one wonder if it is kind to the individual 
darkie to pusft them out in front, - in line with the first- 
falling brick-bats, to further the advancement of their race.

I have written a response to Nadine, which was as dull
as the epistle that called it forth* and I have no doubt
you will receive it from her shortly, so a made no transcript.
lice nights, these, and things are growing in the gardens at Arenbourg..

April 8th, 1946.

[emorandum to dipping Service:
The hour is late, but there is a lovely moor*.

»-nd the day has been ever so tiresome but 1 have your 
;hree page report of April 5th.

bo, as so often happens in 11"e, the good counter- 
jalanoes the bad, and so it is with a light, albeit it sleepy 
leart that I sit down to have a little chat with you.

It was so good of you to tell me so many interesting 
things and to send me the articles on Shrimp which came in .the 
samf mail. * shall return them to you when I have had an 
opportunity to read ttham.

I got a great ticis: out of your account of U.H. 0. at Hunter 
College and the advance notices of impending meetings. 
translator's rendition of meetings into seances was marvelous 
From where 1 sit,- it looks as though your friend, Mr. Joe ^taline, 
is the crystal gazer and palm reader in most of the doings thus far
at Hunter College. . *

and mya 1 thank you for all your good efforts regarding the 
original subscription list for the Audubon books, ^t was
pi ace 'a^ second 81 ime^° bull ° I^r eap IheTenefirofyour efforts 'nrSs syr. suvsxsr ™
to usinp- it iust for the excuse of searching out an ^udubon 
container! ’ihere there is to be a musical thing center ng around
Ur *, is certainly Sood n0WS* A wh°l9 block of Pe.°Pl0 ™h0 raifhtnever have 'heard of the man may make his acquaintance thus and 
then, too, there is always the hope that the music might be
nice, too.

Mv problems today all center* or emenated from my patient, who 
ha^ Sacrificed a grand cook to please ^am JJrown, the scoundiel,

w ho *ha sG p e r su ad ed 8 .  Uada that%rellia *ou£gi*l 0X r f u T
a fine oook, which she will not, while he will make a wonderf 
house&irl, which will further unhinge her mind. could ge llxttQX 
him fired easily enough through the merchant planter, but the latter 

tell .an and 4 n  thinks Sam a fine servant and there would Ipe 
a racket from ±>an and the Madam, and I can't bother with all tnat
fuss.
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It is so tiresome to hear pangyrics of praise from morning 
ftil night about a scamp who s is doing her out of most of her 
moveables - and laughing outright behid her back, but I can  ̂
stand the'secondary food tha.t will, result from this crazy business, 
and perhaps she can afford all the resultant stealing*

But as I said at the inception of this note, there are always
the bright as well as the dark side of things, and my <*ay
started off much to my delight when I -
servants between 5:30 and 6 a.m., that big old dull L g , ~
wirtten his sister., - from JPort Knox, where the General used to oe ,
that he needed some of the money he had left with his sister while 
awav to war - and that he was to be .released and sent back borne 
within a™couple of months. Iskt it awful when one stops to think 

about what -can happen over a .teacup? <
I worked a while this morning at *renbourg which is 

in need of rain, - of which we shall probably have too much before 
l o L  and 1 was enchanted to discover that the little no-account 
magnolia, planted more in hope than belief that it w « U  
an struggle for life, is acutally setting out to make a roal go of 
it, and is sporting a brand new pair of leaves, ^
out ahead of the other and larger ones planted a little earlier.

Tnoght, when I left the big house about 8, it was so restful
and nice to walk cross the garden in the quiet ana the pleasant
softness of the new moon. Entering the dark shadow of my front 
gallery, I noticed two figures etched against the moon drenched 
lawn beyond. It was little M n g  and i'ugabou. ugabou had a 
problem. G0uld I help. Sis andolph, because she is on relief,
has to pay “"elrose two dollars a month for the use of her cabin.
But since the plantation furnishes a cabin to each workman, and as 
Mr brew, her grandson, runs a tractor daily, Sis Asked the 
m rchant planter if she might not be relieved of paying rent since 
she is the tractor drivers grandother ftnd housekeeper.^Jie boss 
would have to see about it, - see the relief lady , - the ^ield 
representative, - a gentle threat thi.f'she wouia b§ * ^ ief
since so eons in her family was working. Well, 3etty Regard will 
visit -siesta on Thursday or Friday and wants to see me. I want to 
see her, since she is head of “elief in t, couple of ^a ishes in 
South Louisiana. Getting the proper line of proceedure, shall 
then contact "*183 Alexander, our local field worker, - and then 
we shall see what we shall teee. Two dollars a month, and  ̂
adamant during the “oosevelt administration when talk came up of 
a ceiling on salaries or incomes over twenty five thousand dollars, with 
a flat declaration that he wouldn't do a thing if he had to he held down 
to .that. atrange .paradoxes we human beings certainly are.

and then ihigahou was escorted to the front gate and then 
little *-ing read me my mail, end then I saw him safely .ome a 
the cotton fields, and thenoe my return, - a hot bath, this 
llittle chat, and now 1 fold, - after saying thanks agai 
a grand day....  *

1750
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Apil 9th, 1946.

Memorandum to ^lipping Service:
fp hand your nice, nice air mail, and how glad I am 

to lrnow that your week end, shall we say, for the month 
of March turned out so delightfully^ I am glad you were 
able to ket out into the country for#$ bit and dinner 
on Long island certainly made a pleasant change, aside from the 
festivities of the occasion.

And thanks, too, for telling me of the Slower Show.
It shounded perfectly grand, and I think you are 

very noble tô  have acquainted me with so many of the different 
varieties. I recognized them all save one which you 
say had a flower suggesting something in the manner of 
little Japanese lanterns, I wonder if that could be 
Magnolia iPorscati, which is an evergreen, with leaves not 
unlike the bay in appearance. The blossojg smells a little 
Like magenta io0ks, if that means anything. As perfumes 
go, it is not one of'my favorites, although lots of people 
admire it considerably

You were kind enough to inquire after my health, and 
having detailed that so extensively of late, I shall con
clude that topic by confessing that I ana practically 
alright again, although 1 am not breaking any'records 

at getting around. I suppose the pleurs£ was induced 
by the tumble I too^ ihto the embryo bayou for I 
landed more or less on my back, and it was’the right lung 
neighborhood that gave m‘e the trouble. Sometimes from such 
business pleurisy or pneumonia set ill, but I seem 
well on the mend for the former and there is no hint of the 
latter, only reason I might add _ unnecessarily,- 
was because I was laid dp for a little, - that was all.

I shall enclose Bobina's letter, received in today's 
post. iProm it you will notice in the first paragraph that 
she speaks of Lyle. * .

This afternoo# 1 had a telegram from little Miss 
Alberta, reading: Lyle's condition critical*
Recovery doubtful.H

A little later 1 had a telephone from Gharles Mazurette,- 
frora B̂ .ton Bouge, saying he had just seen an old friend 

or ^yle s, - Miss Mercedes Gerhigf who told him Lyle's 
death was expected hourly.
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That certainly sounds serious, - as his operation took 
place some 13 days ago, - a week ago last Thursday, I 

think,4and he should have been on the mend by this late date.
But if x recall correctly there was a similar

grave period, from which he recovered with surprising 
facility, and somehow I have told myself not :to be surprised 
if he repeats the same:sort of come-back, although it 
must be confessed that since 1939 the state of his health has 
not improved, so far as strength goes to combat pneumonia.

-  i1-’! , ' l  ‘ ' h h " '  ''''"’I I, , ^ - 1 "

Well, we shall see. ~
Lan left for ^ew urleans at noon, and Caroline 

Mormon arrived half an hotfr later. Che will remain 
until tomorrow morning.

Che was greatly surprised at my patient's appearance, 
being mostly shocked by the manner she drags^ her feet when 
walking, and by her constant repetition ’conversational 
topics.

*

Che took a little tour to ^renbourg with me, and expressed 
astonishment, - that in spite of the dryness of late, all 
rhe maganolias, - up to the momet, appear to be t 
making a go of it. '

\ *
If the summer turns out to be anything like as hot 

and dry as have the first parts of March and -april, then 
I guess they can't possibly all make it, - but so far, 

so good.

Your big old 6 foot tiny mimosas at the Flower Show have' 
their counter part in' the sub-tropical section. The all 
have a nice lacey decoration of foliage 0n them, convincing 
me that all four’of them are going to make a go ot it. In 
the one picture,'- snapshot, taken from the -kermuda Road, 
showing the po0is, you may or may not be able to detect 

the little mimosas which stand*some ten teet from 
. each extremity of the half circles. They may not’ show, 
however, for the season is,young and they haven't started 
climbing, butr subsequent snapshots later in the season will 
show them very readily, I think.

Your reference to the eventual set up of the Literary 
Aepot pleased me.no end, and in about two minutes, I shall 
have folded up and shall be dreaming ̂ of just that time and 
place....
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‘pril 10th, 1946.

5“'emorandum to Clipping Service ;

And so the event transpired last night about 9:16, 
and what with one thing*op another, I did not turn on my 
radio last night, and this morning 1 was too busy studying from 
4:45 until 7:35 that I never did tune in on the news.
t And the ^adam, what with that veritable little talking 
machine she had sleeping with her, - little Miss -Cormbn, - there 
was no radio turned on in the big house either.

•And so it was n2t until *this morning about 9 aim., that 
either the Madam or learned of it.

t

The operation for cancer of the bladder was followed by 
pneumonia, it is said, and of course there was never any suffering 
and no consciousness for seveal days before last night.
Surely he never could have wished for a more peaceful passing, 
and as the ^adam pointed out time and again, he had written his 
last book and since living in Washington, the old personality was 
gone, Row the physical has departed, too.

Caroline left for town about 7:30 this morning, but 
missing her bus, returned here and remained until noon.

This afternoon there were two or three callers, - the wife 
of the clerk, **rs. Rand and Mrs. Pattison from Alexandria, etc.

There were no tears shed here, for there was a measure of 
preperation in the previous day's reports, and there was thanks
giving that everything had turned out so calmly, for the fear of 
suicide was always a little haunting thought in the background, 
and that that unpleasant termination was avoided, there was 
naturally some feelin of relief.

Sister came up about 9, - the usual excitement* and 
silly questions, - such as wouldn't I like to go with her to the 
funeral. Imaginei

^ome time before noon, she and her husband took off for 
the creseent City, where -Can, reached by telephone by *. a., had 
already said he woula atten the services. "Sister was so fond of 
him” was one way the reason for her sudden departure was explained, 
We shall not go into the matter of personal belongings, -that is 
too evident.

» «
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One of the standard jokes between the Madam and me is 
the fact that her friend was forever telling her not to worry 
in the event that she should pass away before he did, since he 
would always take me unto himself, as he considered me his 
off-spring and I wbuld be his heir.

And then, during his illness last bpring, it turned out, when 
his will was found, that ^ddie Dryer as named sole heir, etc., etc.

^uring his last few visits here, he had removed practically 
everything of his personal belongings, so an old pair of slippers 
seems to be about the only memento left. And if there is a 
fight over the spoils in the ^rescent ^ity, then the battle will have
to be waged without me. '* ■ '

I am bound to write a flock of letters, - to “*r. Bachelier,
Sssae/*ae, Anne rarish and so on, - little noteson behalf of my
patient'and myself. These will not take long but they must be 

done promptly. I 'think x shall write ^iss Alberta to come up 
here immediately and begin to paint, Bhe always says she is 
completely’Idst to everything when she is thus engaged. Here is 
her big opportunity to put th*at sensation through to the Hth 
degree. ’ , VT iX ; t u,t

It goes without saying that I did not undertake much, save 
remaining at home today. I thought it well to be near my 
patient, and there were other little matters to be attended to 
for an old friend, recently departed, who had asked me to per
form certain little accommodations for hi®.

Youwill forgive me if this letter seems a little more in
coherent than usual. I reckon things will get b^ck into the 
normal routine shortly, and perhaps tomorrow I may do a little 
better. . .

V  • r

Until then....

t ' €.*€» \

;

■ ’h o p .  
-i 31 ■

. -
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April 11th, 1946.

Memorandum to Clipping Service:
To hand your nice letter and a heap of thanks for 

all prticulars.
I am glad the little package came through safely and 

on the return of the snap-shots, i shall be enchanted to 
list the several items, - possibly on one side of paper such 
as this sheet, - returning all to you, so, if you care to, 
you may clip the various sentences to attach them to the 
subject to which each relates, I think told you in 
^n earlier note that many of them are of no especial in

terest, save as a record,.and several of them may have turned 
out very indifferently, - if at all, - st since they had to 
be recorded at a time when the weather was most unfavorable.

The latest contact with Hadine seems to have transpired 
about the time I was forwarding her recent i# letter to me,- 
and re-sent to you. I shall be thinking of you on the B5th,

and knowing that you are having fun.
It was good to,learn of the good offices of the Y.M.G.A., 

and I am hoping that the need for such services may be terminated 
soon. 1 gather that the proposed or tentatively,scheduled 
meeting of Ministers in Baris may lead to a solution of 
or the winding up of a lot of things which will obviate the 
necessity of such services as the one mention, now unfortunately 
broken off. My conception of the general situation is some
what vague, since the radio doesn*t seem to give a very 
clear .picture of such doings, but 1 assume that the after- 
math period in its first phase is about over, and with a 
return of various individuals to their original settings will 
start European things back on the road to somewhere,- 
let us hope it is in the right direction.

I smiled to myself at a newsbroadcast of even date, wherein 
a rather fluffy picture of the doings of the Missouri Bridge 
Club ladies was detailed, the account of which was immediately 
followed by the program for April Ihth at Hyde Bark, with 
the -^resident and Mrs. Roosevelt as chief speakers and Marion 
Anderson named as soloist, ^he Bridge Bags somehow seemed so 
much like non-essential froth in contrastto the former Fist Lady,
I shall probably not be able to hear the broadcast during the day, 
but T am sure it will be broadcast again at night.
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In view of events, transpiring since last iuresday,
I would, recall the good old days when we were children.
Wasn't it a wonderful world when to us midnight wash ac^ 
and noonday was bright, and black was clack and wnite 
was white, and dawns and twilights scarcely existed and tnere 
were no streaks of gray in between. I have thought Ox it 
so frequently of late, as 1 have observed various re- xvoao 
actions to events, and I have tried to honestly evaluate .nose
manifestations.

When ^an nenry left for: the wars, he came to say goodbye 
to his mother. "I declare,” he remarked I don t believe 
-^ou'ar^'going“iro cry at my going', "‘other. -. %

• • •* ■ v
wAnd why should I,” she countered* "After all, you are 

merely doing your duty.”
~nd then "ugene ^avespere, the clerk, came to say goodbye, 

;jpd the lady melted into tears.
Last April ^r. ^oosevelt.died, and the lady sobbed, 
fhis April Lyle died, and she said: Well, after all,

he had already passed his zenith.!'
And then added; ”1 think I shallIput in a claim for 

the wine dedanters, etc., that he carried to bew Orleans from 
here last Fall. Ahey were his, of course, but he always said 
.1 might-consider them mine.”

What proportion of,re-action depends upon the precise time 
the event takes place, how much depends on expectation or anticipa
tion of any event, how much on surprise, how much stems from 
the personality of the individual who is the object of considera
tion. etc., etc., are all questions that have fascinated me much
as x have closely stood bye recently when the latest of these
ex§fi^-h^ve taken place. -

And is the son a real child of his mother, or is be w 
of quite a different breed, ^he news of the death in ew r̂leaiis 
came through directly to the s<?n early in the morning.^ 
xhe first titne.that day he saw his mother was at 6:30 tnat 
night, just as she was preparing to go to bed. ”So Lyle died 
last night, she said to him. "Yes”, was the response, I telephoned 
xan and asktd him.to go to the fune.al, since he was in*
uew °rleans.” That is every word he has remarked to her upon
the passing of her closest friend of ko years standing. 
Ourious, isn^t it?

Last night Shreveport had a big rain, but it kept 
to the nother of us,and we are really greatly in need of 
one now. It would do the magnolias so much good. xes, 
the leaves vere from Arenbourg. une prize little number had 
four leaves, i sent you two. nr. ■“'achelier thinns it one o 
the finest and rares in the world. I hope it will flourish.,
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This is the end of a perfect day...It began 
when I looked over a number of treasures early In the morning, 
which emanated from a certain L.C.Smith and from various pens, 
and which also comprised a package, timed so as to arrive on 
the same day the letter did, which announced the shipment. 
Francois, I am simply enchanted with it all, and at the sight 
of the fine assortment of V-6l6’a, my joy was complete in just 
anticipating the pleasures I shall have a few days hence, taking 
in all the sights so dear to one1a heart. I am sure that it 
will be easy to recognize quite a number of scenes. The films 
will be ready by Wednesday and on their way either by Thursday 
or Friday at the latest. I think It is swell of you to mark the 
pictures and send further particulars. X shall then have an extra 
set made, or as many as you would care to have of the individual 
shots. What a grand record this will be for our new scrapbook, 
don»t*you think ? I shall be looking for you everywhere, though..

How swwet of you to include a sampler of the 
grandifiora department. Is this from the one planted on a moon
light night a few weeks ago ? How magnificent Its blossoms must 
be! And rosy I also thank you for the extra sweetness wrapped 
up*In "la maison blanche”. It’s all so nice and I am so grateful 
for the many, many delights which you so thoughtfully wrapped up 
for me.

I am glad to hear that the magnolia, mimosa, 
butterfly lilies and all the rest of the plants are doing so 
nicely; thanks to the special attention which they are getting, 
how can they help but respond by giving their best,too.. I was 
greatly amused by your description of the mimosa that got some
what out of hand by growing in the wrong direction. Of course, 
much a thing will never do in Unit Ho.1, and I hope that if you 
see signs of misbehavior , you will be merciless and ^ield the
axe. - I roared over the account of shots recently 
administered and oyer the Idea of getting you to join In the 
experiment. But I wish you would nurse that pleurisy, not by 
pulling and hauling, but by staying put for a while. Can’t you 
let the plantation take care of itself for a couple of days at 
least ? Tou know the saying; **An ounce of prevention is worth 
a pound of cure*.The news about the river sounds quite mysterious 
since one is left in the dark about the cause of the trouble,- 
with all this beating around the bush.*Why don’t people state 
facta ?? I much enjoyed the AfcssAge which followed. The act 
which one of the river’s friends perfomed seems to spring from 
a most peculiar sense of humor. One wonders if they can possibly 
be appreciated on certain occasions. ^
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April 1 3 t h ,  1 9 4 6 .

* *

Memorandum to  ^ l i p p i n g  S e r v ic e :  9

Contrary  to  custom, I pen t h i s  l i n e  i n  th e  morning,

although somewhat c o o le r , the weather continues  
c lo u d le s s , and we r e a l ly  need a r a i n  ever ?? 
th in k ing e s p e c ia l ly  of the Arenbourg m agnolias.

I  could water  them d a i l y ,  hu t  ” f ms8el  ^
w a te r in e  young o t h e r s t h a n  God, they
tend t H e r ^  r o o t s  t o  the  Burfaoe to  m e e ^ t h e ^ e x p e c t e d

p u t t i n g * t h e f h a A n deepe i n t f .th fg r o S n d  b e f o r e f t h e _ sun ^

we°are h a ? i i |  “ L ^ a v y " ^ ^ ^  o f  l o v e ly  and

to  keep m X 1 type8h o f dp L n t ^ f u n o t i ° . n i n 6  u n t i l  a soaking 
r a i n  comes along to do a r e a l  thorough •

S i s t e r  and her  husband r e tu r n e d  from the  f u n e r a l  y ® ^ ® ^ '  
i’h e re  was the  u su a l-exc i tem ent  a t t e n d i n g  a y “ ’ a l

exoeoted h y s t e r i a  t h a t  accompanies any even t  of unusual  
p r o p o r t i o n s .  Her b ig  t a r g e t  t h i s  time seems to be Bssae Mae, 
whom she says  i n s u l t e d  h e r .  She a l s o  complain the
Madam and me t h a t  Bissae Mae d i d n  t  even c ry  a t ^ e . g r a w .  
n o in ted  out to  the  two l a d i e s  t h a t  r s .  i ienry 1 u
t e a r  ve t  e i t h e r ,  ±'hat tended  to s e t  the daughter  bac*. a 
l i t t l e ,  and a f t e r  she had g o n e , _the  Madam sa id  t h a t  she f  
S i s t e r  m i s i n t e r p r e t e d  -^ssae ^ae  s emotions,  i 
t o  e x p re s s  i t .

She was f u r i o u s  t h a t  she had be®n .una^ e JĴ a a ^ | 7hooe 
the  l i t t l e  t r a v e l i n g  desk which she had paid  /Le■ v l3  • 
some months ago, -  perhaps ovs a year ago. I  a lways
a t  t h a t  desk  b u s i n e s s ,  o f  course  h i s  room a t  t h e  S t .
Charles  was se a le d  and w i l l  await  a s e t t l e m e n t  t b ®
e s t a t e  b e fo r e  she can hope to  g*1; a®r  the  Madam nieded
Dr. “ enk came to  see me i n  my house, sa;ni& b q1 .
me f o r  a moment, and w hile  X was with  her  b i s t e r s l i p p e d
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front of the half closed door. What she was hoping to find,
I know not, - nothing, I suppose, just curious to see what 

was in the safe. Lyle died on Tuesday and while running 
up and down the road to no purpose, Wednesday, Thursday and 
"Friday morning elapsed. I think she was a little late »
We shall touch upon that point at another sitting.

Quiet was eventually restored to the household, and 
night came on in peace. . ,

Earlier in the afternoon, 1 listed to the Hyde Park 
’ presentation ceremonies, which 'suited me to a T.
As always, Mrs. Roosevelt was grand, I thought, and it seemed 
to mê  the program was so balanced as to have suited F. D. R, 
what with the ceremonies opened by a prayer by an Episcopalian, 
the National "nthem sung ray Marian Anderson and the 

bendiction spoken by a Rabbi. Two or three races and religions 
uniting to honor the man whose breadth was such that he 
could encompass the world.

The ^adam retired at 6:50, and I took a short walk before 
full -dark. On my way back, X stopped momentarily at the 
garage. I chatted with some of the people there, and 
quite unexpectedly I was approached by a sailor in white 
uniform. It was Harr^ Coutee, a young mulatto, who four years 
ago, possibly five, used to nurse the Wenk children. I 
liked the boy and felt sorry for him. His role in that 
household was difficult, - at best. I guess he was about 
13,or 14, his day’s labors endless and his treatment far from 
human in many respects,, I thought, I recall that after a 
year or two of service, ^ieter got furious at him because he 
didn't wake up one morning before 5 o'clock,, - in the Winter. 
A'he boy had had all he could stand and said he would resign 
his place that day, but ^ieter made the doctor strap him, 
even though he had quit.

well, when he used to come here, nursing thte children, 
he and 1 used to sit under the big oak, and as he bounced 
a squalling brat on his kneee, he learned his alphabet, and 
later to form words, and then how to write.

couple of years aL-o he went into the ^avy. He has 
written me several times, and last night, it seems, he had 
walked up from wloutiervill© where his grandfather lives.
He" said it had helped him so much in the A*avy to know how to 
write, that he Was keeping a diary, etc., etc. He said he 
always thought of the old oak whenever he put pencil to paper.
I took him to ^renbourg. He liked it. He said he is going 
to re-enlist for two years and when he comes out of service, he 
would be so glad if he could assist at Arenbourg. It is 
pleasant to contemplate a servant with such attributes as he 
po sesses. Must skip and see -etty Regard and straighten 
out some uld -“-ge Tension stuff.

*

i
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April 14th, 1946.

Memorandum to Clipping Service:
One of the most wonderful accomplishments in the history 

of literature, X have heard it said, is the-single page, whereon 
somebody or other wrote such a. fine description or impression 
of the city of raris that it was quite adequate for one to 
comprehend*the place•

It would take me pages by the hundreds to tell you 
how enchanted X am with- the last two letters and the good 
offices in forwarding the photographs. The latter are_returned 
to you today, — or father Monday, for this is Sunday night, * 
together with a list of particulars regarding each, which we may 
enjoys looking back over someday, 'neath the shade of a tiny 

mimosa,
* ?
-I got the biggest laugh out of ’la troiseme jeunesse de 

Mme. Trune11. Frankly, X had forgotten about-the old girl, and 
when the new homborg, - or rather the duplicate thereof, impelled 
you to draw a comparison, I fell slap out.

Ana x need not attempt to say how much i appreciate your 
kindness in telling me of your findings in the Genet-d'Mon 
subjects, - Meade ^innegorode is certainly good, 1 think,- 
and although x have had no chance to run over the Audubon 
subscriber s list as yet, X am ever so glad to have it and 
thanks, too, for including particulars regarding Southern names 
on the list in the letter itself. J. J. Hughes of Manchester, 
Miss., A never heard of, - neither Hughes nor “ancheeter. Is 
the list‘1839Y If that is so, the big depression came along in 
1837, which may account for no familiar people, although I am 
under the impression that Dr. Jenkins in his,Diary, along about 
1847, speaks of receiving one of the volumes of his subscription, 
lending the same to *rof.1“ademan, the German instruction at 
Jefferson wollege, at Washington, «*-iss., - a man from whom 
Alice Walworth's aunt descended, X think, .hit is 
possible, of course, that d x> Jenkins may have subscribed after 
the original list was published. What with so many people in 
Ratchez interested in- such business, however, I am amazed 
that there aren t other names, - people like Dr. Monette, 
u. o. W&iles? Ĵ r. Hutt, Dr. Affleck, enjamin Chase of 
Mantua, George Washington Sargent and so on. Well, perhaps 
they came in on the second list.

I don't know the Herrick book but have heard of it often.
It might be, an item to keep in mind when browsing., if you find 
it so good. At always is being quoted by authorities, 1 think.
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X am glad you had a little time for St. ^mand. Along 
the same line, Maugras, - possibly his first name is Carles, did 
a lot of good,work pn the same subject matter, I know not if 
he ever was translated into nglish, but may well have been.

like his stuff much. But̂ -̂  have none of his boohs, l think.

Becty Regard Game to see me t is morning. I got &qm^ 
local problems straightened out, thanks to her help. While 
we were chatting in this house, J. n# f came to visit us. lie 
told us in the utmost confidence that he plans to go to 
Brazil this summer, - date uncertain, - with a view to doing 
some investing. He doesn’t want any of the family to know of it 
yet. I was much interested. Not long since i had learned Oj. an 
attractive lady of an old aew Orleans famin— who has a place 
in Guatemala. He has never mentioned, her to me. This may ex
plain much when one considers that the Brazilian journey was 
cut this past “inter for a side trip "in Southern Mexico".
If the lady has holding in Brazil, 1 know not. But i am glad to 
learn of his prospective trip.

» Juanita relinquished her post as cook Saturday, to be 
replaced by hegrly May, who seems to be a good cook, but â  
dumb mulatto, and hence flat and colorless as contrasted with 
big wholesome, kindly Juanita. Today was her birthday, and 
this morning X went bye her house to extend greetings. Her 
husband, ■*. was talking with some men in the road in front of 
'the house. He came in with me, - obviously,flattered to have a 
white person calling in full day and other niggers seeing it, too.
X'he two children, - a boy and a girl, - about 8 or 1CX, were there 

too and we had a nice liette chat. It was nice the way Juanita 
continued to hold my hand after I had shaken it in greeting. I 
suppose it may have been the first time she had ever shaken hands 
with a white person. The exceeding simplicity of these 
negroes around here may be one thing that maddens and endears them 
to all who have time to consider the matter, ;̂ hen X left, I 
gave her a little package from the Waco shipment, - some 
kind of an outfit for the perruque, - a red-red rose, sandwiched 
in between a couple of gardenias, and the whole outfit somehow 
contrived on a comb, X was dying to see it in her frizzley 
hairdo, but? x like to leave the gifts so they can be disappointed 
after X am gone and not while X am there* „ >
*11 X Gan imagine is thaft when neyt Saturday night oomes around, 
and everybody heads out .towards Sammy's, Juanita is going to be 
one girl what's, a site,"

The moon was so pretty Saturday night, I passed by -^renbourg 
and sat on the terrace for a long time. It was lovely. On my way 
home, x passed by tuny's house, as his wife, Zelma, was just back 
from the’hospital, and 1 wanted to say Howdy. But Buny was 
under the weather, and “elma was going to her Papa's on little 
Kiver,' and so X came home., xonight I- repeated *renbourg and 
Puny’s, - with *renbourg even lovlier than Saturday night, 
and Buny quite gay, but not too much, and so home for our 
little chat, - and now I turn to a little study, - having lost 
Fred *lieh and wenator wlaghorne while in the big road....

*pril 15th, 1946.

| ! V - , : 'Memorandum to ^lipping Service:
I .t* O  • I-- t- -I. K.i

To hand your Hegistered Heport plus another bearing the date, 
which is attached to this note. t-

I think everything moves along on schedule alright, but that 
schedule is very very slow, making, my responses sometimes seem 
very laggardly at times, due in part to the post man leaving 
Bayou ^atchez before the mail train arrives, - holding up 
delivery an extra day. . Once in a while, circumstances prevent 
me contacting my assistant for an additional 24 hours, so that 
time is stretched further. Xhen, .too, I presume my own memory 
contributes to uncertainty since my mail is usually read to me 
just before supper, - around 5 p.m., and I jnay have numerous 
distracting subjects that somehow makes me slip a cog when 
I sit down to write somewhere between 9 and 11 p.m. , so that I 
neglect to mention B±xi certain subjects which re-occur to my 
mind after x have folded up for the night.

Henceforth, 1 shall detatch the date of in-coming reports, 
and attach them to my responses, in order that a positive check 

may keep you informed.
I would add on this subject that mail going out of here 

probably takes less time to reach you than In-coming mail takes to 
reach me, - because of rail connections are better going out than 
coming this way.

I was interested in learning' when the news of Hyie's , 
departure reached you. .In every case thus far % o hand, cir- 

; oumstances delayed people from learning of it. “hile it was
broadcast Wednesday morning dver local scations, neither the Madam 
nor X chanced to.be tuned in. Hssae Mae writes that being in 
Lafayette, La., ,she did not learn of it until Thursday, - from 
the papers, although I think that place is less than a hundred 

miles from New urieans. You will notice from ^ora's letter,
Whitten several days after the event that he had not heard of it 
at the time of his writing.

was so nice to run through the ̂ duplicate letter which you 
forwarded in the Hegistered Envelope, and it only .brings to the fore 
what 1 have thought for a long time.., .TJiese letters mean so much 
to me, their quality is so important, that it always gives me a 
wrench when, as I have always promised, l destroy them on reading.
Xf you would care to make a duplicate, I think it would be grand, 
and eventually I should like to re-resid them on the terrace when 
everything is going nicely at ^renbourg. non't make duplicates 

! y if it means more labor, ^ut if you can do so without inconvenience,

*
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[ think we would both enjoy sharing them together a little later.
Jnee or twice in my life I have run across some ancient letter of 
iv own oennins and have been glad to be refreshed, - and surprise , 
to recall some of the contents which I should never ^ 6 1^  1
had set down. But with this in mind, 1 never write for the future, 
for that rules nut spontaneity, 1 imagine. But yra should care
to preserve the duplicates, 1 think it would be gr nd.

You will be interested , - and touched, - byJora's ^ t e r .
We were right in keeping the mails going the turn y ’
even though we knew not the cause of the long mteriiS. 
so glad the economic bridge has bean gulfed.

1 think i shall write him, now that he has passed his 
Service, and recommend that he get in touch with Betty regard in 
Hew Iberia la., with a view to getting a joh in the Itatohitocnes 
rarish Federal belief Office. His sympathy for so many P®0?1® 
fi mre in that office ought to make him-an asset for such a Pl&G8» 
and®! think hy s ^ d  wire lulling the thing could he managed Sventuall,, 
when there is a habitation on ^renbourg, he could take np his 
residence there until such time as the job could be dropped a“ 
the liter ry efforts resumed. , Perhaps this contemplated suggestion 
will open the pay-off for the difficult period he has just gone 
through, poor child. f -

Today the magnolias bloom at Melrose, - three da^s behind 
last year. x'he ^renbourg ones will have to grow a little taller ana 
bigger before they begin putting out their great ivory lamps.

There was a fairly heavy mail today. wrs.- "arcus Wilkerson 
of baton Rouge wrote an especially nice letter to "unt ânanie and 
so did Robert Tallant, - the nicest she has yet received. One 
from little Miss Alberta indicates that she is all but to pieces.
Dhe says she is coming up just as soon as she can find somebody to 
take her apartment, - perhaps next week.

' ;■ '  J  t

vne of the nice things following the funeral is this fact.
Joe uilmore, byle^ faithful servant, is going to work for ^eeks 
hall. It seems that v̂ hen -̂ yle left for the hospital, he gave 
Joe two .checks, - one to pay the nurse, and the other a .blank 
check, which he admonished Joe to fill out and take for himse f, 
should byle nob come through alright. He remarked to Joe that he 
knew , - that is Joe knew, the exact amount of the balance, and tnat 
he. should draw the whole thing out for himself. < «

f

"(hen it became known that ■uyle would not recover, Joe went 
to “obert ^allant, saying that there would be need for all the 
money “r. Lyle had in the bank to pay funeral expenses, etc., and 
that he wa therefore tearing up the check made out to him, ~ .1 n 
the amount space vacant, and thereupon tore up the checK. and g ve- 
it to Ho ert^ As some once once before remarked: "Riggers are 
alright in their place"...

“hanks again for your thoughtfulness in regard to the reports, 
and trust my ass mption that they are making it safely is proven 
by the attaching of the date from those received....

g ' 'Mr ' 'f e - i i v * '.  y  v-.

176.3

In one way, L.’s passing was fortunate. I think he had passed 
his zenith in literary composition, his finances v/ere meager but 
he had been able to maintain his accustomed grandeur.in living 
and his large scale entertainments in continuous cocktail parties 
had never flagged. A couple of weeks ago he had to go to the 
hospital again,- but that had none of the terrors that seme people 
have for such visits, since he was accustomed to go there 
frequently.during the past couple of years. And then came an 
operation, pneumonia, and the *end. Realizing he had passed his 
creative peak, his friends had worried somewhat as they antici
pated his future*. Always spending lavishly, it. would have been 
difficult for him to have accepted an absence of money, accepted 
it with grace,- and the nature of his illness was such that his 
declining years, had they ensued, would have been very painful.
And so his passing was fortunate for him, and for his friends, 
the realization that all his problems had been solved, took away 
some of the pain of his passing.
This past week end, I presume H.K. has been very busy, writing 
articlesfor various magazines about L., for he understood L. not 
at all, even as I imagine he understands most people, since he 
is one of those people'so concentrated on himself and the making 
of a million dollars that he has no time and little capability 
for the appreciation of personal humanities.
I recall H.K. saying at the dinner table a year or so ago that 
until he came up this way he hadn’t supposed there was anything 
in Louis, outside N.O. And yet, thanks to his gift as a reporter, 
he has moved along popular lines into the seat that popular con
cept has labeled "Authority".
As I think of this strange development, 'I am taken back to those 
times when, simple me, I thought that in order to sell books, one 
would be interested and almost would have to know something about 
their contents. - La Rose -
And in somewhat parallel fashion fjose H.K. moves on to greater 

• acclaim by those who confuse caricature for portrait and journalism 
faintly tinted yellow, for history.

Frequently I hear L.’ians say that we are much indebted to Mr.K. 
for popularizing L. beyond" the limits of the State. They have a 
point there, I suppose, and some time, I suppose, one soul or 
another may come to the .... country only because they have or he 
has learned something about it through the popular pages of the 
several K. opi. Any pot of soup, no matter how badly conceived 
and falsely contrived, is first rate for one who is starving.
But for v/ell fed literary critics to try to pass off a K.mess 
for something first .class in the culinary arts, it seems to me they 
are either out of order or are something of a miss Rose themselves.
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April 16th, 1946.

Memorandum to Clipping Service:
There are a couple of important things i want to say, 
and so 1 shall start off with that much over-worked topic 

of conversation, - the Weather, We had a delicious rain 
last night, from about 11 to 5 a.m,, with much explosions 
of electricity hut the rain itself came down gently and for 
a prolonged series of generous deluges sandiched in between 
drizzles. *t has been cloudy all day, and as I write at 
9 p.m., it is drizzling heavily.

"■nd all of this is good for the magnolias and bananas and 
mimosas and lilies, and while the cotton people wont be 
enthusiastic about too much, it suits our business perfectly.

The enclosed letter speaks for itself^ ^udojjph's last 
name is Fuchs. If you should care to communicate with him,
I think you would find him pleasant, although I see no 

reason for making any effort at this time,
I hav reponded to his letter, suggesting that he give 

Manhattan a good try, so that whatever his final decision as 
to place and line of endeavor, he will have finished in his 
mind about his present locality. I have suggested, in the event 
he returns ^outh, to consider the eventual building of a 
maison 0n Arenbourg, If he should land a job at the 
College in "‘atohitoches and ^ora should make some connection 
with the local Federal Belief hoard, things might begin 
moving at Arenbourg in step with the magnolias.

I have today forwarded an item which should reach you 
by this week end, I should imagine, it having left this 
morning. In a way it is very unimportant. In another it may 
be of much interest. If convenient for you to do so, I 
should be glad if you would hold it until our library at 
arenbourg has shelves, _ after we have the library.- I have 
never explored the contents, although its late owner has spoken 
of it-to me in general terms. The braid who did the thing, 
also contrived the cover. Her friend made the transcription.

As a revelation of the individual, I think it must be 
quite interesting, and as a possible item for any one of a 
variety of studies to b-e made in due time, I think it will 
be of the greatest value to illustrate many points that might 
need direct quotes to illustrate one point or another. If 
finding a place to shelf it for a little while is difficult, I 
can eventually contrive another repository, but I should rather 
have you keep it, - naturally, - than any one else.

] • ■ . ’
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Swinging back to ^renbourg, I spent much of the early 
morning and a good part of the afternoon there, The soil 
had been so dry after two and a half weeks of no rain that 
it readily took up all the night's rain# ~n& to my 
astonishment, weeds had jumped a foot.

It worked mightily on them, and left many more for 
similar attention on the morrow.

t

having been re-planted this year, the bananas are a 
little slower in coming up than those on "^elrose that are 
long established. ~ut already -o»xenbourg has a number that 
have pushed out of the ground half a foot or so. Ihe mimosas 
are well in leaf, and I assume they will begin climbing 
upwards within a day or two. A very small magnolia, only 
a foot high, was planted after a cow had stripped it of its 
only two leaves, but already it has put ont four new ones, so : 
reckon, what with the moisture, it may well have determined to 
make a c.o of it. ,

There was no first class mail today, and*no limes 
Picayune , although the-itfew York limes came through, and. 
the Madam enjoyed'reading to herself the speech which Mrs. 
Aoosevelt made in turning over ,hyde Park to the Nation.
I think I mentioned that 1 had heard it by radio on Friday^.

I shall append a brief report to this note, which 
I would recommend be eliminated 0n checking. More anon.....

h i
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April 17th, 1946.
■

Memorandum to ^lipping Service:
1he enclosed letter from Caroline ^ormon is of not in

terest, sve as to indicate how misleading conclusions might 
be drawn by anyone who was not present when the Madam learned 
of -Lyle's death, ^he refers to her as receiving a shock, 
she certainly did not, not only because the afternoon before 
she knew he could live but a few hours and because the 
remarkable thing about her is that she is good in big things 
and poor in small.

■ 1 ■ * •' •

*>0 much for little ^iss Dorm0n.
t

1 do not have to hand a letter from iSssae Mae in 
today's post, ^he says she is to speak in Bunkie, - perhaps 

&0 miles below Alexandria, on Monday night, and hopes 
to Cpend Tuesday night at Melrose on her way to Shreveport.

In reference to the matter of^the Lester collection of 
which x had written her, she says ‘~rs. -Lester thinks that Jack 
had talked much about that fine accumulation to Mr. , - not 
Davis, - oh, yes’, McMillan, of b, u. and that she will 
probably turn it over to that institution.

^he says Myie' s -a-unt “*aude is putting -Lyle ‘ s thing 
in storage until she can goover them, and then will give 
his books and things to form a Saxon room in the Dew 
Library Commission Building.

*

This is the first 1 had heard that the -Library Commission 
was to have a new room, ^nd what in the world would Lyle have 
left that would fill a room, and be suitable, -a-nd what could be 
more fitting, - if a Satfon room is to be established that to have 
it house original material of an historic nature on Old Louisiana

i shall work hard on these points when I see Mssae Mae.
The strange part of it is that Mrs. Lester is one of the members 
of»the Library Commission Board. It would seem therefore that 
the giving of back's collection to the Commission, - for the 
use by all the State would be the most natural thing in the 
world, - and not bury the thing in an institution such as 
L. S.- U. which would greatly circumvent any circulation at all.

T^e fact, of course, is that neither ASSae ^ae nor Lois 
Lester has ever grasped what I have been driving at* But
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still I shall continue to drive.
s f

^nd finally, ^ssae ^ae said something as soothing syrup 
for the hig n0use. She reported that Sister must have thought 
her quite ungracious, since she didn’t realize until a couple 
of days after the funeral that it was actually sister and not 
someone else, - a Miss Phillips, - whom she had seen at the 
services. Now, really, if there is any one else in the world 
whom one could confuse for lister, then they could readily take 
me for a Chinaman. But the story carried through alright in 
the direction it was shot. *

I might add that a brief card from Charles today remarked 
that he had ever so much to tell Die when he saw me shortly.
I can imagine one point, at least, will be on the funeral,- 
and 1 shall pass that along, -

I spent much of the day at ^renbourg. following the rain, 
the ’weeds climbed sky high or thereabouts. % e  cockleburs 
must be cut by the time they are a foot high, - they ar that now, 
or they become so tenuous that they can’t be cut, but must be 
dug. The sky., was all blue and gold and a pleasant A’orth 
breeze blowing, which made work very pleasant, although my 
hands seem a lit'tle stiff from working the hoe overtime.

I want to read an old book, - perhaps 1945 publication, 
which 1 find is now avialable on the Talking Book. It is 

by Catherine Bowen and is called Yankee from Olympus. It is 
a bi’Ogt aphy of Justice Oliver i<endel holmes, and * believe devotes 
quite a bit of the first part of' the story to his father and his 
grandfather. It1 seems to me that Justice Holmes wrote an 
autobiography a number of years ago, - perhaps 8 or 10, which 
received very favorable reviews. I think he was quite a 
great man, even fhough reading about Justices of the 
Supreme wout isn t likely to be#very exciting I shall tell 
you about the ^owen book when it comes to hand. I am particularly 
anxious to get a picture from it of the Hew England of the 

first half of the 19th century, for #in my present studies, I 
am trying to fill in a few places in that section, feeling 
that I shall be* better able to understand this .section in 
ante bellum times if I better comprehend the Hew ■‘“ngland 
picture of that era, - so many people from there were so 
important in this region-when they migrated.

There was some other point I wanted to make, but it * 
eludes me momentarily and so* x shall recall it at another 
sitting...'..
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\t
April 20th, 1946.

8

Memorandum to ^lipping Service:
To hand your nice nice report. But I must confess 

few reports of any description was ever read in such con
fusion. . ‘

* • r <

The setting was my workshop and bedroom. The hour was 
first dark. In the midst of things, there was a great 
whirring sound, and donw the .chimney came a great flock 
of those infernel chimney sweeps.

The birds aren't so bad, although they can wreck a 
place in a few moments. But it is what attends their entrance 
that is so devastating. Suddenly the air was so filled with 
a powdery like soot, black as Bgypt, and so thoroughly did it 
permeate the air that one could scarcely see his ha.d before 
his face. A black pall of greasey blackness billowed outward from 
the base of the fireplace and Up into the.room And although 
it hangs in the air for hours, if not disturbed, the 
constant flying about in the room of the frightened birds 
keeps the cloud in constant circulation, sending its 
sooty particles seeping into armoirs, through bed cl othes, 
under chair coverings into the radio and reading machine, and 
generally prevading everything.

As the storm exploded in front of me, 1 leaped to 
the doors separating this room from the living room and 
got them closed, dashed into the next room and picked up.
a can of kerosene, which 1 dumped into the fireplace and 

lighted it, - to stave off the bn-si,aught of swarms of birds 
heading down the chimney. Already a good half inch of soot in 
this matter of moments was all over the floQr, and I 

looked like a pure I) Bthopian, I imagine.
I .opened front and back windows to the north and Bouth, 

started an electric fan, and with, the aid of my assistant, 
began catching swallows. This morning the whole place will 
have to be scrubbed from top to bottom, and even as 
your attempts to do Bpring house '•'leaning while having one ear 
trained on invitation to ^earning, so do I accomplish 
little or nothing when distracted by housecleaning, but 
houseclean will be the order of the day regardless.

a telegram from nssae Mae indie ted she had changed her 
plans and would arrive at 6 p.m, Bhe was on schedule, 
it was while she was with the Madam that I attended to my
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mail, preparatory to her coming to spend an evening with me, 
and then it was that the invasion of our feathered friends 

broke through.
But eventually made a place for her to sit, and 

we had athree or four hour chat.
I had two purposes in mind;

first, - to sell her the idea, - an old one in a new dress,- 
of establishing a ssxon memorial in the form of an or a 
repository for documents and papers relating to Old 
Louisiana fhe ^axon section could be the s name. i'he various 
collections, added from time to time, would gratify the donors, 
and so enhance *the wealth of the Commission's effectiveness to 
research workers, - and .at the same time preserve the glory of 
the name for whom it was named. ,

I think i sold the idea. She even said that she thought 
I could persuade Mrs. Lester Ijo turn the collection over as 
an initial gift.

My second bus nesstwas to establish in her mind, and so 
eventually establish the same idea in the minds of the 
claimants to her late' friend's possessions that for one 
reason or another, - and there are several, these tings 
here should ;stay put, - temporarily

it is said that} the settlement of affairs is being 
wound up by Lyle's aunt, who claims to have a 1931 will, 
leaving everything to her. He never liked his a nts, and it 
seems most unlikely thatsuch ,a statement could be true, and 
yet equally unlikely does it seem that she should be 
allowed to begin disposing of his effects in Bew Orleans 
without authority to do so. It is assumed that she will 
put his personal effects, - that is all he had, - up at 
private tale or public auction, - if there be enough to 
put anything up. '•‘any people have claimed that he gave them 
one object or another, - several claimants to the same piece 
of bric-a-brac, - and 1 have no doubt that he did promise 
a single object to many people, fhie would be more or less 
in line with the fact that verbally I was named his sole heir 
on more than one occasion. I have certain factcs to put into 
•^sae Mae's consciousness, whereupon she will return to Baton 
Rouge and her word will undoubtedly be accepted as to what 
uoes not exist at Melrose to which they have any claim, 
in fair ness there is something to be said for MqIx q s q , if 
Lyle did really leave everything to his aunt whom he so much 
disliked, for his association with ^elrose stretched ove a± 
quarter o,f a century and i think it but right fchat one or two 
souvenirs should remain here on w*ne ^iver, where he did all 
his writing.

i shall be anxiously awaiting the advent of the post, 
for your reference to what is headed in this direction fills 

me with curiosity.,,..
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April kOth| 1946.

Memorandum to ^lipping Service*

And so Hssae Mae remained here yesterday, and plans to 
return to Baton Rouge this Saturday morning.

I devoted considerable time to hammering away at the 
archives business. After all these years, it seems to be making 
a dent, b. t I am not positive, .She will have a c nference 
with the Governor shortly, regarding plans for the new 
building. Bid I tell you that a Bill will be introduced shortly 
to change the name of the Louisiana Library Commission to 

The ctate Library of Louisiana?; This will bring about the 
establishment of the organization as an intregal part of the 
established departments and therebye will not have to run the 
annaul risk of the Legislature not making an appropriation.

The enclosed letter from "‘ary Rhodes was unexpected, a nee I 
hadii t answered hex last letter of a month or so back. Heaven 
knows what those Batohez belles stir up when.they get to diagnosing 

from afar. fhey break a few ribs <as a starter and 
how they will end up, after a few more comparisons of notes is no telling.

y o u  will no doubt recognize the reference to Madam Moore quite 
readily. I hope the deductions leading them to conclude that the 
romance with Col. Lawrence is over turns out to be as far out 
of line as what they build fup mentally as to the state of ray health, 
/ere I a truly charitable person, I reckon I would take time out to 
run over to natchez just, to set some of those minds at rest on parti
culars regarding myself, and at the same time inject a new morsel
for speculation by being seen on "‘ain Street with la Moore or some such,

But matters of minor importance impell me to sit tight 
momentarily and the ladies will have to spin out their strange 
conceptions as best they can under their own steam.

-‘•rom itsae Mae, 1 learned that she had received an inquiry 
from some ongressioaal bureau, - Li-brar.y of Congress, or some 
such, - regarding a recommendation, following an appliction by Bora 
for a grant to make a survey of the Batchez cultural developement. 
^he^ said that while ■‘■'ora had spent a great deal of time at the 
commission doing intensive research, she was in fact unable to 
say anything about the quality of that research. Ihis seems to 
me to be a very restricted viewpoint, and X think i sense a hold-

t^e,sl°w P°isoning process of the Bayou, still manifest in the lady's mind.
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We sat until nearly midnight, discussing- various projects, and 
among other things, we contrived a letter for tne. Oadam s signature 
in which it is staled that she will be glaa ton contribute
various boohs, clippings and records to the - a x o n t e ^ i b r a r v  
adjuste housing facilities are provided by J ^ a  ta it '
and specifically those relating to the late Lyle ba^un ana 

kindred material covering old Louisiana. think this is an 
important document, since it will serves several purposes, 
to influence the legislature and the Governor, initiate a j
^end which will nobdouht be joined by -re. Lester and numerous 
other owners of collections. I shall also write a 1®®S ex_
plicit in details, using “elrose library stationary, which will 
make strong reference to the proposed -apartment of ^ohives and !
suggest that- personal itenjs belonging to the writer might eventually 
find a place in the same repository. Jo turn the first particles o,
water that will eventuate, 1 hope, in a wave,

.

I didn't get much chance for study yesterday, hut i did 
read one or two things that 1 liked: - one sentence regarding he 
1920’s and its lack of sureness of itself:

,<Qomet3 -ries the world appears.to he a kindergarten, with the 
children ’struggling to spell out the word "God with the wrong 
blocks".

-nd X also learned from the same pages that fhomas hart 
^enton, the artist, is a descendant of Senator Benton of Missouri,- 
the father, you will recall, of Jessie Benton kremont. inis 
I did not know before, and while having nothing in particular to do 
with anything, is nevertheless interesting. . .. I

**nd this brings me around to some reference 1 wanted to. 
make to something in your last report, but what it is eludes 
me and so 1 shall have to let it go. Uh, yes, - Citation to 
Learning. x was grateful to you for acquainting me with the new 
time, but.on sampling m y -"hreveport station, 1 discovered that 
a millionth church service had been substituted lor it, ana 
I could find no other Columbia station, within range at that hour 
of the day, that carried what 1 have grown to like so much. I shall 
continue to cnavas the air waves and l shall also register a prote^ 

with the Shreveport st tion.
I

Constant interruptions make this letter a little more 
jumbled that usual, 1 fear, and 1 shall have to skip to catch up 
with M see ^ae before she pulls out ( ' . •
kind it is pretty late to be expressing the hope that your -waster is 
a happy one, but 1 feeling it regardless,...

f

. ...
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April 21st, 1946.

Memorandum to Clipping Service:

It was a pleasant Master day in these parts, and from the 
radio, I gather it was much the same in your neighborhood, al
though possibly a little cooler. '

I remained home all day, save for a little trip with the 
Madam and "an around about 4:30. We merely went down the Montrose 
lane, left the cement at Derry, followed along bayou berbonne, 
and thence back to Lerry and home by way of “*agnolia. It was 
-quite uneventful but restful. During the past several months, 
t-he ^adam hasn t put up her long braid, although Aurellia dresses 
hex hair everypday. xt looked rather odd from the back seat, 
what_ with "an looking like a million dollars and something about 
tha, atmosphere af a squaw, as A viewed his seat companion from my 
vantage point.

As indicated by the attached notation, your nice report 
came to hand on Saturday and i was delibhtfully surprised to have 
news again so soon. Could it be that circumstances ghve you an extra 
day of grace. Oh that those interims were such that conferences 
thither and yon would afford more of them for your own good self.

Mssae ^ae left Saturday morning and we didn’t get many 
pilgrims during the day, which pleased me much, ^  spent somb time 
at Arenbourg, hoeing the magnolias, bananas and lilies, Ihe ground 
is still in need of additional rain, but 1 see or he&r nothing 
to suggest that we shall have any right away.

► i t n  a  ^  w *  •j 4 -
, r turned here about 3 p.m., and found the dining room 

del clously cool, whereupon 1 had an afternoon snack of milk 
andcrackers and cheese. Dr. Sarah Caipp 0f the "atchitoches College 
sent some Gorgonsola in an earthen pot, the cheese soaked in some 
kind of whiskey. It is delicious, and made me think of a book 
I had read a few years back when i had no other to put on my 
machine, - I think it was called People of Poros by Gray, - or 
some such, anyway it was a mood thing, - something, about Gjreeoe, but 
what the author had to say about sitting about ill little cdfes at 
night on one of the little ^receian islands and what the people 
ate always made me hungry, and I shall eventually try the same fare;- 
^rench bread, olives, cheese and wine. * Ifra not hungry.as I write 

these lines, but that combination still sounds good, don t you 
think, lerhaps the ^egean bea as a setting might increase its 
appeal, although 1 think we ought to eventually substitute Cane AivQr 
for the Aegean and see how that would go. ....
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% e  enclosed letter from ^rs, Brand n is nice But not 
especially interesting, fhose gals can certainly conger up 
strange imaginings as to the state of my health, must say.

But she is forever a sweet person and for one Born m  1863 or 1864, 
she is quite remarkable, T'm sure you will agree.

On Saturday night, over WHO, Bes koines,  ̂heard that the 
Lincoln papers are in a state of preparation for release in whole 
or in nart next year, - on the descresion spelled curiously, of 
the librarian of Congress, according to the Droadcast, Robert 
Todd Lincoln, Abraham’s son, was of a mind to burn them up before 
his death in 1926, but Nicholas Murray Butler finally prevailed 
upon him to preserve them. -̂ r. Butler, it seems, will never lay eyes 
on the napers himself, as he has subsequently gone quite blind, - 
which 1 had not heard about until now. I -presume you may 
have1 heard of all these particulars, but I mention them just 
in case they should not have appeared in? the press.

I am not sure that these are the same papers that are mentioned 
by Glaude lowers in his Tragic iSra, - 1  thought those were 
Federal papers, never ifa private hands, But I may be mistaken 
on that point. v

I had a pleasant hour after first dark on Saturday night.
There was a pint of ice cream in the ice box, and remembering that 
Juanita’s children come to spend the week end at home on ^ane 
River - they go to“school and stay with a kinsman on Little River 
during the week. - 1 fortified myself with'said merchandise and marched 
town the road, - the and house below the overseer’s. Bluff and 
Bertha Bluff were sitting on the gallery in the dark, and Jaanita 
and Beau ack her husband, and the children were frolicking inside.
I went inl§ ie for a few moments to dole out the good stuff, and 
you would have delighted to see their simple, bigceyes fairly 
bulge with anticipation. I reckon they had.never seen a whole 
pint of ice cream, - and all for them.

I sat for a while on the gallery, telling ghost stories and 
doing lots of laughing in between, as cars flew up and do^s 
the road:in front of the cabin, - people heading up towards 
Sammy’s,  ̂reckon. ** goodly pall of dust gently settled over us, 
but that didn't matter, ^nd when I came home, * had a 
pleasant shower and thanks to it, and the wholesome hour thus 
spenti I slept like a top. # g

Tomorrow I shall arise early and attack a million weeds before 
9 o'clock because I want to be at the store when that old postman 
arrives.....
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April 22nd. 1946.

Memorandum to '•'lipping Service; , av, 3.
To ahnd your twp nice reports of the 18th and 19th, 

and 1 was enchanted to learn that what with one thing or 
another, the possibilities for a quiet week-end, even though 
it included Bpring cleaning, was in prder. I hope it followed 
through. •

I quite frankly disagree with you completely as to the 
value of reports coming to my true hand. t It always is 
like seeing something precious for the last time when 1 con
sign them to the flames, immediately upon reading them. I 

gave my word, - I -suppose volontarily, in regard to this 
matter, however, and I shall continue to keep it, although in 
keeping the promise T loose something precious therebye. It is 
so difficult for us to evaluate our. own good wroks, especially 
when close to them in point of time. f

I was waving my wand at ^renbourg before six tpis morning, 
and what with a cool breeze blowing, it was altogether pleasant, 
even though the work was fairly arduous.

Back here at 9', 1 plunged through a quick bath, dashed 
off a flock of i,hank You letters for the condolence department, - 
to people, — on the Madam’s behalf, whom f had neverheard of,

and the'same was true in a large part for her.
Her 'incoming mail was faily heavy, - but weighted down with 

further condolence letters. I had outlined a paragraph with the 
suggestion that one might be in order,. - should Bora care to 
send one. It came through, with an additional paragraph which 
was grand, ±he Madam says she must respond in. her own hand. 
Jealousy seems so easily diluted when a day s journey from 
the individual intervenes.. Odd, isn’t it?

Wey, up to the present writing, nothing has come 
through from either prances ^en^amin Johnston or Harnett Mane, 
What Big gumps, - and especially the latter, that he shouldn t 
have’ been the first to clear away a flock of clouds by a single 
stooke of the pen,. «*,■ and the occasion was so opportune.
His failure to do so is really the reason prompting me to 
hazard the suggestion to Bora, and regardless of subsequent 
arrivals, 1 am glad that a or a 1 s beat his . . :;»i.

The clouds made up as. though they were doing or going 
to do what was expected of t'hem. Hatchitoches got a good 
rain* but we got not’ so much as a drop.

<-s,- .
m

. p 11® s *
l i i  . ., -  1
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^nd tonight the stars are a-glitter, and I reckon 
the rain has passed us bye for sure. My patient didn t 
fold up quite so early tonight, - too much reclining on her 
sofa all day, 1 guess, and so I was a little late in getting 
into the big road.

xhere was some extra ice cream in the ice box, and so 
I fortified myself with a bag ful of that, a nice wash dress „/ 
that had come from Waco, and some medecine which I knew 
Sis would be needing about tomorrow, and down the road 1 went, 
rt was doubly dark because the clerk, who lives not far from 
Sis had a big old electric light going outside his house, and 

t merely trusted to my feet to find the cotton rows and the 
eventual little* path. *

Sis was at home, with i'ugabou‘s children, - and I 
reckon my arrival was perfectly timed, for everybody seemed 
happy to see me, and confidentially I think they were as 
enchanted to see me head out slap off, too, so that they could 
get oing on the ice cream department. It's fun to think of 
them' hovering about, the little table, - lighted by a kerosene 
lamp, and lapping up the cream for who lasts the Longest.

The new cook, - Nearly -̂ ay, _ is not so good as Juanita, 
but she is alright, and I suppose it is because she is merely
a mulatto and not a negress that I find her possessed of less 
color, if 1 may say so,

..-I S M c o & o tjh i  3£0  5 1 t \*ahio id  ese..QXJ j.ooo a a t  .?•- *•**••’■
uptx to this evening, 1 have never had more than a 

good morning or good evening with her, - she seems so panicky,** 
or reserved, or something, althought she is a woman with a 
hustand- and several children, t think, Aurellia tells me that 
Pearly "*ay likes my name, ^urellia laughs when she says that, 
and asks"me- if * ever paid attention to what she really says 

when she calls me by name. I never have. Well, accordingly 
to aurellia. who understands the language, xearlyp^ay always 

sya, and can t say anything else but Mr. Bonsoir, which is 
a little hilarious,i •‘■ must admit.

t ’
■&ut on Saturday, it seems the cook, who had been instructed 

that the henrys never eat desserts, secretly made a chocolate 
pie for my delectation and hid dt in the ice box, and tonight,
- after the Madam had gone upstairs, and I went to feed my dog 
and the cats, she told me she had some fine small black 
berries, and would i care for some. 1 would, And I shall 
have them before I fold up my beard tonight, l think.
*oi• "nd so things turn in these partrs,* and I know lit-tle 

else at this sitting, save that, as I may have remarked before,
Aunt ^aude claims that Ayi«e made her sole heir of a 1931 will 

which he obviously never did, but L hope the thing sloughs off 
that way, for it is going to save a lot of pulling and hauling 
which otherwise is likely to, - bound to, result, if he 
enumerated any objects in* a real will, .lore anon.....

jo a
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^pril &3rd, 1946.

Memorandum to ^lippinb service:
To hand the little chest in this morning’s post, 

and the four films will afford a fine opportunity for 
additional recordings of the growth Of ^  1
sav thank, you much and proraise that I shall be clicking 
the- camera^a ain b e W t o o  very long I shair also attempt 
one shot at A. 0. back’s fine horse and colt which he is 
very anxious to have ’’struck , as the darmes say.

1 think the little wooden chest that the films 
traveled in is as cute as a button. One side was a 
little mashed in', hut the f i l m s  traveled in perfect order.

tonight for supper came a Mr, Jones', an old friend 
of Ban, who is with some oil company or other which is
currentl drilling some miles t0 the iioxth of- at^ IX!;°Gh #I reckon they are getting close to the Mormons and as 
X write that line, it occurs to me that this fact may 
account for “iss Robinta’s interest in Precisely where 
Arenbourg lies. Well, it i*s a far p i e c e  from the ^ormons, 
and nowhere near any prospective oil fields that 1 ever 

viAorri rj-p although it is true that the late v» a , Aiien, 
r“overnor of "oufsiana viile ^uey U  ~ong was Senator, bought 
property between here ana Bermuda, which the Allen family 
still holds, hoping for oil eventually.

Pearly Mae, the new cook came to see me this morning.
It seems she needed something for a toothache but 
couldn't take asperin, as the doctor had once told her it was 
bad for her heart. About 5 pirn, this evening, 1 saw 
Pearly May rushing out of the gate at ^elrose and 
down the road toward the bridge, where she lives, - 
cutting a good £0 mile an hour clip. I thought to myse 
that the asoerin would have been mild beside such a pace. 
Later I learned that someone had just brought her w»rd that 
her child had just swallowed some poison and*she was heading 
out toward home, en route to the docotr 8.

A u r e llia ,  in telling me of the poison story, remarked 
that she*had sent Pearly ^ae to see me this morning. Pearly 
May had he.en hesitant about coming to this house, but

ini■urn
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Aurelllia explained to her that Mr. ^ill, one of the 
clerks, and I were not like Mr. DUgene, the other clerk, 
and *r. Hrnest, the overseer, because when Mr. Migene and 
Mr. Earnest calls folks niggers they don't likes them, but 
Mr, Bill and "r. ^onsoir, when they says you all niggers, 
it‘& because they really likes you. So there you have it, 
and if the nicety of difference itsn’t quite clear in my mind, 
it doesn’t mean that it isn’t perfectly clear in theirs.

Dora's letter has many points to which I can subscribe in 
part or in whole. As for a visit from MLi and Frances, I 
think I shall tell, him to leave it up to the *ods. I 
should enjoy seeing them, but as they have always been 
completely under the spell of the Madam, 1 think they 
have never befen able to sense any characteristic save charm, 
and as a result ^li has always felt-quite feel to say 

anything kindly about-anyone when chatting with her hostess,- 
whereas there are times when it is better to le^ve some names 
and personalities out of the conversation completely. I must 
say the same thihg about ^ssae *̂ ae, showing that MLi is not • 
the only one who fails to comprehend the reverse side of 
the medal, blinded, as it appears, by the brilliance of 
the front.'

1 am frankly a little puzzled by Dora’s somewhat over
reaching faith in the immediate success of pending possibili
ties. Aor myself, l wouldn’t be 'able to bank on them 
in the immediate future, ^nd while x was enchanted to 
learn that the ^ivil Services promises ample returns 
for present employment, I can’t imagine that the salary 
would’ be so great as to provide security after working at 
the job for only six months. I assume he thinks something 
is bound to break before that date. I don't think it is bound to 
break at any given time, ^nd as for my suggestion regarding 
the federal belief Office in Natchitoches, I hadn't any idea 
that such a position would be available before September, even 
though efforts to secure such a situation were begun 
immediately.

thinking to conserve a part of each monthly check, - 
should Diemence redeive the grant, - which no appears unlikely, 
since it is time for news of the award to have come to hand,
I arranged that half of each monthly check would be set 
aside. I had in mind to forward the same to Dora, so that . 
it would ease the situation there until some income should 
come to the surface, whereupon he could reimburse ^lemence, 
spreading the payments through the next year, and thus make 
per income stretch over a two year period, I shall not go 
further in detail at the moment, but you get the idea I am sure. 
Again my thicks' for the nice little crest and I shall be snapping 
more records for us shortly....
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• *; April 24th, 1946,'

Memorandum to dipping Service:

So ypu may remember about the Memphis trial, taking 
place in January or February, - the one J. H, told his 
mother and' me about, - the two patrolmen who abducted the 
two young colored girls and raped them.

bell, today x learned of the outcome of the trial, and I 
* must try not to fbrget to tell Dora who will love it.

Mrs. bank drove up this afternoon, bringing Mrs.
Patti son with,, her and a Mrs. Young of MLexnadria and the latters 
sister," a Mrs^ Sohpsky, or some such, - a dishy bag rather 
65 or 70 ish, rioh-rich and quite typical of the old school.

t  „  «*. , •  ... f ,  ... .. • t* . .  ^  ... .  . . ; y  ::

"rs, ^attison recalled to me that 1 had mentioned the trial 
to her and said'Mrs. Schapsky could set me straight on the 
out-come. Mrs, S. was enchanted' at the opportunity: -

"Wy it is just as you might have expected", she declared. 
"Those two white officers were very noble indeed about the 
whole thing, letting it go to trial and standing up for 
their own race, jury found, that there was nothing to it at
all, - just those two outrageous girls, - girls of color mind you 
who wanted to discredit white people and to see their own names 
in the papers. uf course the jury absolved the two white 
gentlemen of all^blame." .

isn't that wonderful. ■

And e this lady, who had met "rs. ^and and the Madam in 
fHot Springs in September, wanted to visit ^elrpse, she had heard 

! it had such an interesting history; Dĵ e especially wanted to 
see where i lived, hating heard it had such interesting 
portraits. -̂ nd B0 I escorted'her here, and taking one look 
at the portrait of ^randpere Augustin, she was quite flustered, 
and wanted toxska know why in the world negroes should 
ever have wanted their portraits painted,

"Heaven alone can imagine," was my response. "Isn’t it a 
pity they are so muc£ like white people in their desires. So 
pretentious, isn*t it, to have one’s likeness^painted."

„' S q there you have it, and what you can do with'stupid 
bags like that I wouldn t have,.the slightest notion.
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Well, today the rains came, showing intermittently all day, 
and at this moment it is pouring, with some thunder and flashing 

to accompany it. 1 am loving every drop of it, for this is 
going to give a new lease on life for the magnolias, and the 
bananas and mimosas at Arenbourg. are going to start climbing from 
here on out, T reckon. we shall skip mention of the weeds.

î id' I tell you that *fton Villa had been beautifully and 
expensively restored lately-1? * tfeli; it has been, and Mrs. Hand 
tells me that the millions came to the: youhg lady who did the 
restoration from her father, said to be one of the great 
gamblers of Southport, - a suburb of Hew Cleans where stakes 
are'terribly high, - a thousand dollars to a card and so on, 
Momeone else says that her father is the manufacturer of 
Slot machines, and that is where the money came from. Anyway, 
money ther is and the house has been restored and now the 
young widow has married one of* the Percy’s, - Prank Percy’s boy,
I think, ^he Percys»live at lovely Greenwood, and: are kin 

to Will Percy of i-anterns On The Levy# " I am sure you read that 
book, - it is so grand, - and if so, you will recall that he 
mentions how a grandparent, - great-great, married one wife in 
England, raised a family, and then did the same' thingin 
the“Jelicianas, living there until the first batch caught 

up with him whereupon he tied an iron pot about his neck and 
jumped into the bayou and so ended his dual responsibilities.
The Prank TerCys are descendant from the first or ”“nglish family, 
while “ill, T belive, descended from the second or Peliciana wife, 
■and so an old family now married wealth, and while the girl may be 
perfectly lovely,"one recalls an observation from a French 
philosopher who remarked that great names had better go to 
the dongs now and then for adequate financial fertilizer to keep 
their great names shining. That seems to be about what the 
Percys have done and may Heaven bless the union and another 
old mansion profit therebye.

A latter from “hiss Alberta today, saying she is planning 
to come'early next week. There was one from Robert Tallant, too, 
saying he knew there was a 1930 will, - referring to the 1931 
one that ^ssae ^ae mentioned, leaving all to ^iss ^aude, and 
denied by the Madam'whO will not believe it. Robert says that 
Lyle had drawn another before goig to the hospital but had 
failed to return it to his lawyer, and ther fore not being 
registered, it is*worthless. Besides ^iss ""nude has it anyway. 
Miss Maude hates everyone who had anything to do with Ayie during 
his illness, - for not advising her of his situation, and 
has denounced Joe to his face and M s §  alberta and Ho^ert behind 
their" backs. She appears to be about as curious as her late 
nepheW. ii, conferred" in town today,with a 7 man board, including 
Louisiana member of t W  ̂ oUse of'uapresentatiges, regarding 
Hed hive? Water authority, - some 130 millions to be spent on 
reservoirs, control projects, a lateral canal, passing by 
Montrose, etc., etc. u o things spin..,..
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Memorandum to ^lipping nQrvio©. J . * ■
' .................u - ’ I V  t

i ^nd so - tonight t am thinking of you all, for you are at 
the ballet, and I know you are having a lovely evening, and I am 
looking forward to hearing all.

James Aswell came to spend a couple of hours with me this
afternoon. Celeste was giving a bridge for some Natchitoches
ladies, and James drovex her down, - his wife, that is, -
Rosalind (the former “rs. felvin Douglas. I saw her for a
moment, and she asked me to come up to their house in the woods with
Celeste eventually, ^nd then James and I came over here, and I
was glad to sit down, what with vigorous weed pulling most of the
morning and afternoon until after 3.

• • *

*nd James and I discussed a lot of things, - how Harnett ^ane 
is possibly a Brooklyn Jew and lots of State gossip.

. **id then we 'fell to talking about some doings in Natchitoches 
that transpired a week ago Saturday night in town, and if you can 
stand- it, 1 shall regale you with the business.

, -.A girl and a boy attending college in Natchitoches had a date for 
Saturday night. borne ex-sailor, who once had been out with the girl 
a long time back, telephoned her early in the afternoon for a date, 
too, but ..she naturally turned him down. That night when the girl 
and the boy were returning to their college campus, they discovered 
that5 the girl was just too late by five minutes to get into her 
dormitory. They accordingly decided to sit out the night, - there 
was a grand moon, and she wpuid slide in early in the /aorning.

Now at this point, the sailor sighted them, and wishing to 
do the girl a bad turn, telephoned Dr. Farrar, ^resident of the 
College. He said he was at the Hathhitoches, that he was the girls 
father, and that the girl’s mother had just sucoombed to an opera
tion, 'and while he realized it was out of order, he would 
appreciate* it’so much if Dr# ^arrar could bring the girl'to the 
Hotel ana be present while the father broke t ie news to his daughter.

Dr. Farrar complied, or at least he went to the dormitory, - 
and of course disvoered that the girl was not in. He then hastened 

to the hotel, only to learn that the girls father was not registered.
There chanced to be a youth, dosing from a little licquor, in 

a chair in the lobby, nr. Farrar inquired at the desk if the youth 
had recently made 'a telephone call. He had# Outraged at this 
wild goose chase,"Nr. Farrar called a policeman and had the 
youth* clapped” into jail.
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^hile thus engaged in town, at his residence up on the campus,
Dr Farrar's wife had a telephone call, The voice explained that it 

was*a policeman, that Dr. Farrar was in the %thcitoches hospital, 
where he had just been conveyed, after having been shot twice in 
t e head Ur8. Farrar fainted dead away, eventually, however, she 
came to,#- she i very frail, - and telephoned two prominent 
physicians, one of whom hastened to the hospital, the othe-r to tne 
Farrar residence, where by dint of great effort, ^rs. Farrar, although 
leaving the pl-ace dn great disarray, had managed to get into some clothe; 
and so accompanied the physician to the hospital, ĉ n arriving, 
or alighting"from the car, another was there, much spattered with 
blood,^and at the sight of it, -rs. Farrar again fainted away.
Eventually she was revived, and it was explained that the car had 
just brought someone1 in who had been in an automobile* accident.
It wa~s not her husband's dan, - nor had: her husband been 
Drought to the Natchitoches hospital.

While this was going on, ^r, Farrar, mu-ch put out ̂ at the "youth, 
now lodged in jail, had returned home. On enteting his wife s 

bedroom, he found it in greet commotion. It struck him that the 
original telephone to him had been a ruse by kidnappers, and that 
in view of all“ the disorder, his wife had been abducted. He 
frantically, called all the police in town, and as they converged 
on his house, so also did the physician's car, bringing his wife 
back from her unsuccessful quest of her husband at the hospital.

And just as. things had reaohed this pitch, the college girl and 
boy sauntered past ^he residence to see what all the excitement was 
about. If that isn't a storyg then I seldom run across one.

i (*• tB. C o  . I v  .. OBU -  ' 3  .B o  •  • B i  u   ̂ s‘ -

Well, the up-shot of the whole business i«s that the boy and girl 
students were fired, i’he *̂ ean of Women, it is said, - responsible 
for the girl, being in on time at night, will also be fired, The 
poor slightly crazed or befuddled youth from the hotel lobby, 
after, sobering up in jail, was furious at having been* falsely 
arrested, for he was merely an innocent by-stander and had nothing 
to do about the thing. He can sue ^r. Farrar, and while not able 
to collect anything, can probably so air* the thing that the 
President will become the* laughing stock of the newspapers and so 
have to resign, rtnd the only pe.son thus far to escape* is the 
ex-sailor who caused all the trouble. And that’s all I* know of the 
doing s up to now, which is too much, you will ; gree.

a letter to the Madam from Charles and one from ^rs. wharles 
says that they understand little Miss alberta will drive up on 

. Friday from ^ew Orleans with a ^dss barlow-, who is to attend a 
meeting of educators at "atchitochesana£‘so perhaps we shall have 
further particulars from the ^rescent °ity; « ' 0
y .bt . * i f p i [ rt 'A t i R' : ni t ' 42Lt. 3 U £) * o'v >> ww Ov g/t? w* .; v c-

f *** X" -  r** ^  “ 4.;, * • C, __ .

I guess that's all i knov; at the moment, but there will probably 
be other things I shall think of long before I hit this k eyboard at 
my next sitting. I am hoping yoû  e|veing is nice-nice..,.,

^pril 26th, 1946.

so

iaa

Memorandum *to Clipping Service: f b

To hand your nice note of'Tuesday, the 23rd.
1 -can only imagine how busy you must be at the moment, 

and I urge you please not to try.to take time out to write, 
but rather conserve the time that would thus be employed for 
no other purpose than relaxation.

I s ncerely hope that the unending rush didn’t make 
you too tired to enjoy Thursday night and the ballet.

A short note from Ida -iazurette today indicated that we 
were to look for little -iss Alberta next Saturday and not 
today. It will be better then for little “iss for it
will be warmer, and she likes it hot. Today s thermometer
ran only to 85,

If you have had atty out of business' moments to peak into 
' the item, referred to in your note of the 23rd, 1 have no 
doubt that you have run’ across a few names already familiar.
I myself have never explored but a page of two of the thing, 
have but the vaguest notion'a*s to Its contents.. It seems to . 
me f ran into something about Franz and ^ary ■"'lum henry 
Hertzog. Franz "lum “was a Dane. He went on a West inaian 
cruise and a f t e r ' dome inquiry discovered that: the wealthy or 
I should say wealthiest young lady aboard was the heitess,of 
the ^arriet ^ubbard *yres fortune, - a young woman with a vaguely 
Jewifeh name, I think, but I am not sure, -nyway, he jwooed and 
wed her and for a time, ^hile he taught at iulane, they lived
in one of the Pontalba "paftments in Jackson Square., - ■

After some years, - perhaps two‘or three, - years of grett 
elegance in living, they were divorced.. - ,

Franz had secured the financial aid of a number of 
"wealthy persons and institutions in the project to eject at 
Hew °rl ;ans one of the famous Aztc emples which he. had 
studied with some care In^YiLcatan. ‘ i'he war’caused the 
promise of funds to be withdrawn. Franz gradually went to 
pieces, fie drank rather heavily, he gave up or lost his 
job at iulane, ^yle thought he became a drug addict, 
finally had nothing at all, save what he could borrow, - a 

*’dollar her and a dollar there, from former acquaintances.

: H
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some girl, - a writer, I beleive, from Mississippi, nursed him 
along in lew *rleans. finally he drifted away, - some 
people thought to Mexico. *nd I haven’t heard anything from 
or about’ him ifn two or three years.

Henry ‘‘“ertzog was a mulatto who worked on ^elrose, - 
a son of the \ hite ^enry ■aeitzog, whose brother owned Magnolia.

•uenry was unusually good as a tinkerer. Taking lots of time 
to do'what he did, he could make looms or fix windows repair 
sagging sills and so on. He could also set the Iladam against 
other ‘servants $hich he did with the gr atest abandon.

He even went so far as, thought her, to tell H. what to 
do and how to do it, - things about plantation operation which 
was nobody’s but w. *.1 $ business.

When it came to a tug of war between him and Sister, it 
was always doubtful which would triumph in the Madam s mind or 
emotions,

-̂ ut one day, after having been spoiled for years on end, 
he got the Madam to write an order to the office, which brought 
things to a showdown, - either ^enry would have to leave or 
J. . would go. Henry left. * ' _ \

•r *

**nd then, in typical style, ^ister, ho disliked him almost 
as much as 1 did, although for quite different reasons, contrived 
to set ’up her Mother against Jl 4. f going so far as to offer 
to house Henry at 4loutierville where he could do things 
on weaving projects, etc., that would, bring the ^adam into 
trenter’ influence by thus being impelled to move more frequently 
"in-the ^loutierville orbit. But the latter plan never came to 
fruition, ^enry is now about 55, 1 imagine, and lives in 
Alexandria, Ha. , 1 think, where I believe he works in an ice 
plant or some such place, Every negro on ^elrose hated him 
and I always thought his influence on the ""adam regarding other 
servants was m’ost lamentable, ^am hr own stepped right into 
Hnery's shoes when he left, and I marvel at the way she 
sw*all ows hook, line and sinker everything that such sly 
numbers dish out.

*  « ■' ~  .

I leave it t6 your own judgement as to the wisdom of 
preserving this account of Henry, which i pass along so that 
you may the better appreciate the identity of people figuring 
in the item, if any*others come up that seem to intrigue your 
curiosity, 1 shall be glad to.elucidate, if 1 chance to know them.

The weather was fine today, and from 5 until 9> this 
mqrning  ̂hoed weeds*madly at ■“■renbourg, and spent a few hours 
there this afternoon, fonight i am feeling pleasantly tired,
* and shall accordingly fold'up my beard at this point....

ill
cttJV I 1784

^pril 2.8th, 1946.

Memorandum to ^lipping Service:
.  3 X) ..

I think this little report will have nothing of interest 
since things have been rather sedantary over the week end.

Saturday- unrolled along a familiary pattern. I 
anticipated the dawn on this machine, .and then hoed for a 
couple of hours at ^renbourg. Save for my game rib, the exercise 
was altogether pleasureable, and 1 returned here by 9 for a hot 
bath before getting on wi,th the# day. *

Mrs. Hand drove up in the afternoon with some quite delight
ful people, including the Hreside^nt of the Louisiana Iris 
Society, who is a delightful man, living: on kateland Plantation 
somewhere in fat 2 xSHd(well, now, .let1 s see) Hapides Parish,
he and his equally delightful wife. 'And there was also a 
lady just up from Venzuela, whose home is Copenhagen and 
one. or two other people. i • ( ;

^rs. ^and brought me a present in the form of a fine raincoat 
whiqh her son, Paul ^ing Hand had had made while he was in England, 
He is now at Physicians and_ Surgeons ^  East 34th Street, and 
will probably rturn to Louisiana to practice raedecine.. He wanted 
me to have the coat for which he has no use he says. It will 
be elgant for me on st.ormy night, for I always walked to the 
bridge and back before folding up, regardless of the elements.

* - «

After the Hand had Oone, and supper was done and my patient 
folded up, it was first dark, and I took Juanita's children 
some ice cream. But being tired, and as thjere was com any 
at the Mack menage, I marched straight back hom0» an  ̂ folded up 
my pwn beard. - r .

Th,e weather is beautiful but I didn’t seem to wake up 
with too much pep, and so I fiddled aroujjd in the air waves to 
find some news, but had no luck. It seems that Lay Light 
Savings must have gone into effect last might and I shall have to 
-re-learn when such: {things as favorite news ,programs are adjusting 
themselves to this so ewhat topy^turvy time business. I 
guess it would be better if the nation either hadxday light or did 
not have it. With radio spanning the country in a split 
second, it certainly going to be confusing for the average 
listener, long in the habit of selecting broadcasts from Hew 
York, Atlanta, Hew Orleans, Shreveport, Les Moines, Lenver and 
Los ^ngeles, -i some stations of which, 1 suppose, have jacked up 
their time pieces and some not. But eventually by the end of
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summer, X reckon 1 shall catch on to the thing.
My callers started rather early today, but no news of 

any especial njoment came to hand. The new cook, i'eaaly Mae, came 
by to say that I would find a new pie she had just baked f<?r me, 
hidden in the bottom of the refrigerator. The He-nrys don t 
eat desserts and so their creation is discouraged in the culinary 
department, But the cook loves sweets, and so she says she makes 
them for me. I am glad that either I eat twice as muefr as I 
think I do of each dish or else she helps me out a little on 
the side.

Charles Maz rette arrived this afternoon about 4 and 
will remain until Tuesday. I haven’t had a chance to speak with 
him alone a,s yet, but 1 presume he shall have some Hew Orleans- Bato 
Houge d.oings to report. ,

omioT- xe ,H© did tell the Madam-and me, at in Hew Ulreans,while Lyle 
was laid out , prior to .the funeral, large numbers of people 
passed through the hall to observe the remains. He said a 
tall, stunningly gowned mulatto woman, carryinb a l&rg-e floral 
offering, entered the hall, placed the floral piece at the 
nead of the casket, knelt for a moment beside the casket, and 
then departed. It was thought, although no one was certain, 
that she represented ^illard univeris‘ty.

jbi It' v  ‘ 0*“ V  - •wi: d - n \ )  'v , fci •- **? i' i w

The words concerning- his passing, have been few that i have 
heard from people of color in this area. One reason for. this is 
no doubt due to the fact that I see but comparatively few people, 
now that X have been swinging a hoe at ^renbourg while not 
at florae, and the people on the place have been busy planting 
cotton..

1 haven’t seen ^eline since March, but neli.^e’s nephew, Tony, 
told me the other day that he had mentioned Mr. Lyle’s passing 

to her. He said:
it Li J v V a L  M  * C- 4 is J • - t " 1

"*fhen I told her, Han l^elHne) was bending over the fireplace, 
making corn bread. Bhe stopped stirring the fire, stood up a 
little and ty en went over to her cnair and, sat in it, and she 
didn't say nothin* , but a few tears ran down her cheeks."

^nd that was sweet, and just exactly like 2eline.j x# beXH&l ■ « j •
But there was anothar raison why x haven, t heard many people 

mentions ±ylels death. Tiiitt is because the people he knew best, 
for the most part, 1 didn’t know very well, cur personal - 
preferences did not move along parallel lines, so, under those 
circumstances, it is but natural that, i should not bespeaking 
with those moat concerned as frequently as with those who were 
at best of 2nd or 3rd place in his interest, - if, indeed, after 
such a prolonged absence irom hare, he still had many.

( . * < •“ ®  J\

X told you in advance this would be a dull report. I 
confirm the statement and fold,;
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j»pril 29th, 1946.

Memorandum to Clippng Service;
as M sit down to pen this report, I munch a delicious 

Indian. * If it be true that no one can do more than one job 
thoroughly at a given time, then eating i.s the thing i am 
concentrating on at the moment, and this report will have to 
come off second best.
:  ̂ The package arrived this morning, its outer wrapping quite 
secure, although the cigar box fell apart as I undid the string.

X had not expected this item and so it was all in the nature 
of a surprise. The pictures traveled ever so prfectly, - 
neither" they nor the films being- bent in the slightest, and 

in remarking upon their packing, I miist aiso hand you a palm for 
,the perfectly lovely neat fashion in which they were arranged, - 
so easy to,handle, so perfectly sorted.

1 have saved the first package of Kools until bed time, 
which is fast approaching, and six packages awaiting my 
attention, I am guaranteed many a pleasant puff between now 
and the time have finished sandwiching them in between the 
Indian section whetch are simply elegant, May x say thanks a 
million, and twice as much in view of all the pressure that 
takes up all your days during this busy season.

I never did get to see Ghailes Mazurette to chat alone 
with him, so had nothing on the confidential side to anybody’s
credit. - ‘ '■ * ' 4 ‘ :r''; ‘

Mhen I started for ^renbourg at 5:16 this morning, I 
saw Charles heading toward the front gate at Melrose. He 
was driving to kittle Hiver farm in his pick up truck, ^e 
returned for lunch, bringing a desk, «some chairs, etc., which 
he drove off toward -^aton Bou e with, - alone about 1:30 p.m.
He has opened an office on ■“loriday Street in that place, where 
he will have his headquarters for the Sonatone Hearing Aid which 
he now sells and services in that area.

r ... , •: j-< M . . » . ^  i fg l W .  v  xX  ’■J

wut first class mail was slight today, - with only 
a letter from *Liss ^obina, saying that she had received a 

letter from little Miss alberta, saying the latter would be at 
Melrose about Monday or Tuesday of this week. I assume that 
letter was written before little Miss a . learned that Miss 
Barlow was driving- up to ^atchitoehes and that she might 
ride with her.
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1he whole plantation was engaged in hoeing today, - 
as chopping cotton, - that is to say, thinning it out, - 
is now the order of the day for everyone except me, and I 

was busy chopping grass from the Milk and Wine lilies.
As 1 left the big house immediately after supper tonight,

I noticed “*iss ^eleste and Madam Regard heading up the front 
steps to call on the Madam, accordingly, while shaving, I 
lingered longer in my house than usual at that after-super, 
before-bed hour, giving a tryout'on my reading machine to 
a book which had come to hand in today,'s post.

It is an old volume which you may or may not have read: 
Stephen ^inet's; John'Brown's Body,

The recording which is to han$ has been played quite a lot 
and could be clearer, but the first page, of t£e thing soulds 
marvelous I gather it is a series of word pictures of 
the' wivil* '*ar periodl - and' as I first listened to the record, I 
thought the transition from'one page to the, next yyas a skip,

’ but eventually between the lather and the razor, * got the idea, 
and I was much impressed.

V/ere I in your place;, I wouldn't think of examining this 
volume at the moment when things are so rushed an$ the hot 
weather is just in the offing, it is one of thosewoumes,
I think, which can be read any time and many a time over, and 
it is pleasant to t’hink that eventually we may rig hP the 
Heading “acHine on the g‘allery at ■“■renbourg and grid out a 
lot of things in the long summer evenings. Of course the 
talking machine, - phonograph and the radio, have long since 
offered a concept of entertainment being possible without too 
much illumination, but 1 must say that the talking Bctok really 
provides something rather unusual in making it possible for one 
to relax in comfort while a voice reads untiringly in the dark.
In one '-/ay,, the listener may be distracted by the dark and 
sometimes feel that a light is somehow, necessary for concentration 
and yet after a while, one becomes used to the possibilities of 

greater concentration through the greater ability to relax,
"so that the sheer joy of listening or the desire to concentrate 
appears even greater than through ordinary media, and I u 
am forever ear-marking'in memory a whole flock of things o 
that we shall eventually want to refer to at ^renbourg when 
things get a little further along. - , '

And n<j>w I am going to fold u'p and re-read page 1 of 
John ^rown s ^ody, and- there' will be ^-ools and Indians, and I 
shall pay some attention to the text as at the same time my 
mind‘wanders off in another direction and silently 
1 bless one who makes life so worth while...

1788

*pril 30th 1946,

Memorandum to Clipping Service;
• *> -1 r  ■ T'" i v * 4- v  •• - v  - - ■ *  - -> vf - m,. - vi- m  z *

I don t know much and this report is likely to be dull 
enough; "

There was no mail today, save'2nd class stuff of no 
interest, I saw ^lemence this morning, looking neater than 
a pin in a black dress,'black turban, white cuffs and colar 
and a little white startehed apron. ’She seemed quite gay, 
although both of us were a wee disappointed that no letter 
had come through from Sosenwald, which, because of this late 
date, pre-supposes, 1 imagine, that she will not be among 
the favored who will receive this•year 1s grants.

I worked from 5 to 9 at Arenpourg and again this 
afternoon from 1 to 4, - for the most part pulling weeds which 
are pretty much out of hand at the moment. There are lots of 
cockleburrs which grow very fast, and if not pulled up, will 
'make no end of additional seed for next year, and so I 
am trying to pull all ,L<can. There is a curious dust like 
smell that seems to rise from each plant as it‘is pulled, and 
.it has a way of making one's eyes smart if the process of 
removing them from the eath goes on for too prolonged a period. 
Eventually 1 shall get ahead of most of them, 1 think, and then 
there will be no more for this season, and 1 hope, for next, 
whereas if they were'hoed, the roots would put up a new stalk
slap£ off so the contending with them would go on forever.

• -

I am hoping to find enough lumber to put a floor and 
a ceiling in Peter's little residence, and possibly some 
wall board, too. I should like to accomplish this sometime 
this y ar if possible, in order that I may move a few things 
into the house, more with a'view of storing somethings than 
anything else. It would be impracticable to put in anything before 
the floor and ceilings are tight, of course..

xoday the Madam has talked ?at some length about Myle, and 
it would appe: r at the present'time as t ough all the mulatto
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pictures will remain at ^elrose. The Madam wants me to have
the one, familiarly know as Father and Son, It is the one
I have always liked bestk and is another eason why I want to
get at least one room fixed up over yonder, so that the
thing can Le'moved while everything is moving along accustomed
lines and no wait, as in -byle s case, for pulling and hauling after
the last hour has struck. *

My patient’s apetite was a little off today, ^he ate 
little dinner, hut had a hig old bowl of blackberries and 
a glass of milk with some macaroons this evening, Naturally 
she didn't want any supper. I never can get the food re

action straightened out in ™ ' min&‘. I should imagine 
blackberries and cake would be about the last thing anybody with 
any up-set stomach would want or should eat, even though wanted.

■‘■onight at 6;15, the lady took a sleeping potion and 
folded up. Sleeping potions for indigestion i© also another 
treatment I am unaccustomed to, and usually it’dOesn't work, as 
anyone might £uess. rvvx0i'!y,:, *

thanks so much for wlaghorn clipping, I think he is marvelous,i n ■ ;

May 1st, 1946.

1790

1 saw J. momenarily alone tonight, he ©ays he thinks- 
his mother disn't improving physically as fast as might be 
expected.., I think so, 'tod, and Caroline thinks shd will 
never haVe much vigor again.

Of course the obvious thing for her to do is to go to 
the mountains :this summer,'but she will not go anywhere so 
long as she dan resist pressure, and so reckon we shall just 
rock along until another Hot Springs jouFney developes, - 
but even in those eventualities, there is bound to be a limit,
1 assume,

I have read a‘couple of more pages from John Brown’s b0dy, 
and find it as much to my liking as 1 thought 1 was going to.

One nide “thing about the reading machine version, it has not 
only the complete’text of the book, but in certain places there 
is music to accompany t.he text, too, and that really gives 
quite a delightful And atmospheric touch.

I have to Write quite a few lettes both for the Madam 
and myself, for i !have been neglecting correspondence of late.
Last week * skipped the fener; l's weekly report, and Miss Sally 
Should have received a note but ftasn t had one yet. -Chen there 

are some condolence things and so on T *
There “was a nice * little shower about midnight last night, 

and skipping the wee&s, everything at Arenbourg is looking 
on the up and up with the magnolias putting out new buds and 
the mimosa trees adding plenty of new'leaves and a measure 
of height to their stature. ~nd may bpring be nice to you, too.

/ • * *

Memorandum to ''lipping Service,: ,
To hand you* perfectly lovely letter of b^tuyday 

night which 1 have absorbed with no end of pleasure. :
Serious sometimes how one person things his 

writing grows dull, whereas every line of it is vibrant with 
the things that make life worth while. t

‘*hile 1 tjiink of it, 1 shall refer t0f the last paragraph 
in your letter first;-the reference to the 100 Years, or 
whatever the title by Phillip Guedalla. I used to read 
kuedalla in the 1920’& and liked him ever so much. I 
recahhll a book he did about the 2nd Umpire, - perhaps that was 
the title, or Napoleon 111, or some such, - but it was 
excellent for the mood and the pictures itgav®. I am under 
the impression there were two Guedallas, brothers,, 1 think, 
and I believe Phillip died a few years ago, but as I heard 

the news On. the radio during an electric strom, 1 wasn't quite 
certain. The 100 Years sounds like a very interesting 
item to me, and as I always liked his manner of presentation,- 
many people considered it too heavy, - I think such settings 
as St. Petersburg, London, etc., should be fascinating for 
the color and feeling for the times he would inject into 
his pages. t M m*

And so you saw ^udolph and everything went along nicely. 
Well, 1 am delighted that things turned out so nicely, and 
I only regret that x did not tell you in advanoe how much or how 
little x hid acquainted him with you. On one or two occasions 
I have Asked him to re-read transcripts from books which you 
have been kind enough to copy, and at the time 1 think 
1 remarked thaj these transcriptions were made by a friend in 
New Pork whom greatly cherished. But never more did I 
tell him personalities or situations, and 1 doubt if 
the ^adam has'ever gone into the mattep: of blew *ork friends j 
when he has been here, since there is always so much Weavin 
and things immediately to hand on the ^rts score that have - 
motivated her conversations.

i*ot having- heard from Mudolph in some time, it was news 
to me that ^enneth was being brought to bt. Vincent s, and I 
am glad to have that news. If things turn about in such a manner 
as to make it possible for Kudolph to have a maisonette at 
arenbourg, * think you will agree that he would be quite a nice 
number as a neighbor in a nearby garden.
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-V:

The “*adam did  not come down f o r  dinner to d a y , hut had 
soup in  her room. She i s  up and d r e s s e d  hut not f r o l i c 
some, s in c e  she i s  engaged in  g e t t i n g  over the s le e p in g  p o tio n  
she took l a s t  n ig h t .

* ôhn Grey of u. came f o r  dinner and w h ile  at the
hoard, Dan ~enry asked *ohn Grey i f  he had seen my p la c e  on the 
r i v e r .  Johh sa id  he hadn t^ Dan s a id  he w'asn t  su re  what I 
s t y le d  the p la c e ,  hut whefl someone a t  the s t o r e  th e  other day 

asked ** *.• where I could be found, %  a .  -  out o f  a c l a r  s k y ,-  
s a id :  *” 0h, y o u 'r e  lo o k in g  fo r  F r a n c o is  and he i s n  t  at the 
h ig  house. we l l ,  then  he must be up a t  th e  Ghateau. 1*11 send 

someone up th e re  to t e l l  him you a r e  h e r e . ” So i n  % H . ' s  
min$ i t  i s "  Chateau, and come to  t h in k  of i t  Ghateau Aienbourg 
is n  t  h a l f  bad, i s  i t ,  -  a lth ou gh  x e t e r  s r e s id e n c e  is n  t  e x a c t l y  

a V e r s a i l l e s ,  a x otsdam or a ^ e t e r h o f , but  Lord, as £ w r i t e  
th e  l a t t e r  word, perhaps th a t  i s  what i t  i s .

,
The en clo sed  l e t t e r  from ur s .  Brandon r e p e a ls  her to  

be as sweet as e v e r .  i  t h in k  a l l  r e f e r e n c e s  are c l e a r ,  - 
the hoy f r i e n d ,  o f  c o u rs e ,  i s  the g lo b e  t r o t t e r  and the kLr. 
Kuenle or however, i s  her E p is c o p a l  m in is t e r  in? "atohez.'j  

I g a th er  t h a t  she i s  g o in g  to  * l t a n t a  for  th e  summer, which I 
r e g r e t ,  f o r  t h e . t r i p  th e re  and back  i s  a lw a ys  hard on h e r ,  
and her s i s t e r  and her companion a r e  alwayB going f u l l  t i l t  w ith  
p a r t i e s  and, o u tin g s  which u s u a l ly  put poor "*rs. Braondon on- 

the ragged edge o f  a b re a k  down.
j  J  •; . j  T  • : H i  y  . . : i  X  S  - J i  ' • -  s °  * vJ v' .

Y/asn't i t  strange, you saw so many f a m i l i a r  f a c e s  a t  th e  
B a l l e t ?  I am g la d  you had, such a  p le a s a n t  evening and I  assume 
th a t  your companion had nothing- e s p e c i a l  to  c o n tr ib u te  to  the 
g e n e ra l  sum t o t a l  of knowledge o f t h in g s ,  a lth o u g h  I  t r u s t  
th e  supper or dinner which you shared was a l t o g e t h e r  p le a s a n t .

-.0O xCi© 5? o EUJi.O 12>*; w-^ci v*

, A heavy m ist t h i s  morning made th in g s  co o l and* damp 
a t  5 o 'c l o c k  when 1  s t a r t e d  my day a t  Arenbwurg. I c u t ' a  
c o u p le -o f  f i n g e r s  on my r a z o r  y e s t e r d a y ,  so w a s n 't  so v ig o r o u s  
w ith  the h oe, but * did q u it e  a lo t -  of weed p u l l i n g  and 
g e n e ra l  messing ar6und u n t i l  n e a r ly  9. 1 t h in k  1 s h a l l
not be a b le  to keep ahead o f  the weeds i n  U nit ho, 2 , and' I  am 
not even su re  about the t e r r a c e ,  a lth o g h  x .think 1 s h a l l  

he a b le  to manage, un t .  ho. 1 a l r i g h t .  As 1 have done no 
p la n t in g  in  U nit “ 0, 2 , i t  w i l l  be a l r i g h t  f o r  the 
d is k s  to  plough the weeds th e r e  back* in to  th e  ground b e fo re  
rhey go to  seed, but x t h in k  I s h a l l  hot p u t  the t r a c t o r  on the 
t e r r a c e ,  f e  r in g  f a t a l  consequences to  the m agn olias . I  s h a l l  
keep the weeds w e l l  back from them, and i f  i  c a n 't  keep ahead 
o f  the r e s t  o f  the " p e io u s e " ,  1 s h a l l  j u s t  l e t  i t  go and 
out them w ith  a  s c y th e  l a t e r .  " i t h i n g  a n o th e r 'y e a r  
perhaps lawn mowers w i l l  be a v a i l a b l e  a g a in  and th en  th e r e  w i l l  

-be no d i f f i c u l t y  a t  a l l  i n  k ee p in g  the lawn well>-in hand, 
rhanks a g a in  fo r  the grand re p o rt  o f  Sunday, but, d o n 't  
t r y  to w r i t e  when f ir in g s  a r e  w h i r l in g  -too f a s t  a t  th e  o f f i c e . . .

VM% I
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May 2nd, l b 4 6 .
, X\J 0 V‘; x  i-i ' ' .Hii X i i  i.

s o } JaisK x •? :

Memorandum to ^ lip p in g  S e r v ic e :

1 send a lo n g  th e  e n c lo s u r e , '  not because i t  i s  o f  any 
e s p e c i a l  i n t e r e s t  b u t  r a t h e r  b e c a u s e  i t  perhaps r e f l e c t s  the 
wandering- i n s t i n c t ,  th e  momentary i n a b i l i t y  o f  the 
i n d i v i d u a l ,  lon g  i n  s e r v i c e ,  to  d e c id e  upona p o s i t i v e  
course  o f  a c t io n ,  when f i r s t  r e tu r n e d  to  c i v i l i a n  l i f e .
I  wonder what G e n e ra ls  do, a f t e r  a l i f e  tim e o f  m i l i t a r y  l i f  , 

when, on r e t ir e m e n t ,  th e y  f in d  a s im i la r  proolem. I t  i s  
sa id  th a t  Stephen ^enry w i l l  n ot have to  worry on th a t  p o in t ,  

as he i s  s la t e d  to be r e t a in e d .  Perhaps when udolph w i l l  
have re tu rn ed  from Oregon, o th er  c ircu m sta n ce s  n i l  have 
ta k e n  on a more d e c id e  form, and he h im s e lf  w i l l  ^.ind i t  p o s s ib le  
to  s e l e c t  one course  o f  a c t io n  or a n o th e r .

Going to  Oregon sounds l i k e  q u it e  a ja u n t ,  but 
perhaps from Mexico i t  i s n  t  so f a r ,  -  a lth ou gh  i t  
r e p r e s e n ts  a jaunt I  d o n 't  have to  yearn  f o r  in  mid summer.

M y t f e l l ,  a t  long l a s t ,  came l i t t l e  *^iss A lb e r t a .  une 
‘a r r iv e d  t h i s  morning and im m ed iate ly  se t  to work f i g u r i n g  out 
what she would p a in t  f i r s t .  I  t h in k  she has an o rd er  to do 
t h i s  house fo r  fibbert g a l l a n t ,  and m agnolias w i l l  no doubt 
blossom beneath her b fu sh  as th e y  i n v a r i a b l y  do whenever she i s
here a t  t h i s  seaso n .

^he had l i t t l e  or nothing new to  c o n tr ib u te  to  the Saxon 
l o r e  and somehow I 'h & d  exp ecte d  her to r e v e a l  g r e a t e r  s ig n s  
o f  r e c e n t  o u t - o f - j o i n t n e s s  than appears  on the s u r f a c e .  L ike  
everyone e l s e ,  she seems t o  f in d  d i f f i c u l t y  in  g e t t i n g  a c le a r  
concbbt in  mind th a t  he has a c t u a l l y  gone, i  assume t h i s  i s  
because he was so much in  th e  h a b i t  during l a t e  y e a r s  to  see 
any o f  h i s  old f r i e n d s  v e ry  i n f r e q u e n t l y ,  and t o w r i t e  to  
them m ighty seldom. 1 suppose t h a t  l e t t e r  he wr ot e  me from 

Baton tfouge i s  about the l a s t  he e v e r  penned anyone, and̂
Heaven knows i t  had been a lo n g  tim e b e fo r e  th a t  when he^had 
w r i t t e n  anyone a t  M elro se . • , • ,ir
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I1 he weather is getting so warm that after working 
for two or three hours at Arenbourg each morning, I f ma my 
clothing" q\iite soaked, and accordingly, on returning here 
about 9 I just toss whatever I have on ifco a tub of water, 
while i*toss myself into another I continue to hoe mightily, 
but I shall have to look for the disking to assist me in 
catching up with the weeds, - especially those in Unit n o . , 
where the tiny mimosa T planted there some time back is now 
completely hidden by 'the tall tall weeds that flourish in tnat 
plot w;Lth abandon, T am hoping to get the tractor m  there 
nn morrow, '

A note to the Madam from % .  Baohelier says that he will 
get up this way either' this week or next. I am hoping it 
may be next because I want to be 'at Arenbourg and not at ^elrose 
when the tractors are tearing abound.

Today was Ilnipmayer day, andwe had a pleasant chat with 
them, serving the last of the wine that was in the house.
I had nourea, and shotiy after their departure, when Ban 
came' in and Hiss "Ibefta joined us, -̂ an asked Hiss Alberta r 
if she w’ouldn* t care for a g-lass of wine. She would.

* The ^adam said there was a plenty in her armoir. That's 
what she.thought. But Dan did bring a bottle onto the 
back gallery, where I had gone for a glass. He asked 
md if 1 thought Hiss ^lberta could tell whiskey from wine.
* 1 didn't, - not after i had doctored it a little. And 
so we put*in plenty ofsugar and a little water, and little 
Hiss styled it the best ..wine she had had in ever so long. 
And I reckon she wds right.

I manage to grab off a pAge or two of John Brown's Body 
sometime during each* day, •“■t the moment, I am reading 
about the battle of Gettysburg, and 1 find it too long.
But 1 was glad to be remined of the place for when returning 
from-down this way 6 or 8 years ago, the boy friend and I 
followed b qQ s line of march from Virginia to Gettysburg on 
our way‘backeto Manhattan, and the reading of this 
too lengthy account of the adtual battle pleasantly recalled 
the very'pleasant afternoon and evening in that section of 
.hiennsylvania.

There was something especial I had in mind to mention 
in this note, but whatever it could have been eludes me, and 
so 1 shall have to let it go. Little River School closes 
on Hay 3rd, - tomorrow, and there is a party out there 
going on right now, 1 suppose. I wish I might have gone, but 
five o clock comes to soon, and so 1 fold right now...

1794
eevi

’send

May 3rd, 1G46.

Memorandum to Clipping Bervice: '
It was so nice to have your nice note of the 30th- 

which i enjoyed ever so much. And at the same time let 
me say thanks on behalf of all including myself for having 
sent along the extra set of snapshots Of local friends.

Saturday being a non-working day in these parts for 
most of the inhabitnats, and especially those who have to 
come up to m 0lrose from Little River for their weekly supplies, 
the arrival Of the snapshots will enable me to hand them to 
folks like ~ill and Aindbuig, who will of bourse be delighted, 
■‘‘hanks and thanks much.
« t i n v w T v., s

While I was hoeing before sun up this morning at 
Arenbourg, little Hiss alberta was doing business with her 
paint pots, and did quite a nice study of magnolias before 
the day was finished She asked me if she might walk up 
to -Arenbourg this evening, and \ took her for a go* round 
just before supper time, uhe was much impressed by the 
Raggedy House and wants' to paint a picture of it during 

• this visit, alt ough she has several orders she must do first 
while with one order today came an invitation to drive to 
Gape God, and so her visit here may be' somewhat 
shortened, _* ;

It was rather strange, as we were coming back down the 
road toward Melrose that Mi'sS alberta should say this:

WI know it isn't anything like it but somehow 
I am reminded of A.arie Antoinette's little farm The _ 
day * visited that place" If was exhausted, ahving been touring 
about raris all day, and' so Versailles was pretty much 
of a blur, but now, for the first time, in my life. I 
am somehow reminded of the little farm, and I don't know 
why, for it isn't a bit like it, and yet 1 have a feeling 
that it is going to be somehow,'

i hadr/t" said a word about Trianon and naturally
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I was therefore enchanted that little ^iss A. should 
have picked it up out of thin.air.

You say that you are impressed by the luxuriance of the 
bananas, us revealed by the snapshots, and 1 must say 
that they do grow ’astonishingly in these parts. Those 
appearing in the photographs have the advantage of considerable 
moisture, falling on them from the roof of the house, and 
the ground where they are planted is rather low. At 
Arenbourg, the present planting of these items is not so 
advantageous, bu even so, A think we shall have some 
quite nice ones, and i shall be recording them on the films 
shortly. at present they have reached a height of a foot 
or less, while those in front of this house are three or four feet 
high. One reason for this difference is the fact that 
the newly planted roots usually lag behind those already 
firmly established by at least a couple of weeks and do not 
begin going skyward- for a seaso,L or two. , .. .

After bringing little ^iss A. back here, 1 ran up on 
a tractor with a disk attached, and so was able to stir 
around a little, but not so much as A had originally planned.
1 shall have another go at the disk, - ^'ugabou wasn’t 

on the tractor to hand this afternoon, and so 1 preferred to 
await his advent into that area, for He know about how 

the place is supposed to be laid out and accordingly will 
be able to make a ( ood job of the somewhat cumbersome

business without tearing up the things that are*already planted.
1 *

I am sorry 1 missed the Mix' ^adio program last week.
^ith the new time now in operation, I find myself somewhat 
by sixes and sevens as to keeping up with favorite programs.
■‘•‘or us, Lux Hadio now comes at 7 o'clock, which i^ a 

little early for me, as my patient sometimes doesn t get 
to bed by that hour, - and after that hour, it usually 
takes me half an hour or so to get caught up on*the 

various little matteris I am accustomed .to do, - taking a 
quick walk to the bridge, etc.,' so that I am lucky if 1 even 
catch up with lady ^sther. . *

. ;
A'he ^adam tells me that she heard invitation to Learning 

re-broadcast on ^ednescay.night, - Quite late. X am sure she 
must have heard another program, - possibly a discussion of 
books, not unlike the program which yo*u mention as being 
presented by W*B0, - the latter being Columbia, isn't it

I am honing* we may not have so many pilgrims on Saturday 
as we did a week ago, for I* like to see my friends on that day. 
Celeste is giving a party in the afternoon, - bridge;, I 
suppose, and how 1 envy her the time and energy she thus expends, 
for it is all part and parcel of the Frau on froth which sometimes 
seems almost hectic in an attempt to kill time from $ear to year.

)>• < i 
\ X* 1 •

May 5th, 1946.

Memorandum to ^lipping Service:
f Sunday night, after a quiet Sunday, and not much 

news to report.
Pat’s father, Joe, came from Philadelphia and Washington 

today; He was recently made a Major, but he resigned from 
his post and will not re-enter business,- in Beaumont 
Texas, I b'elieve. 1 haven't seen him alone as yet but 
shall probably see him sometime tomorrow for a little 
concerning news froln Washington, he says that/®"®r^  
or whoever the European commander is, hag asued for Stephen 
his staff, and so it isn't know if the General taff in 
this country will let him resign from active duty or not.

A‘he enclosure from LQra came Saturday and contains 
nothing of especial^ interest, Miriously enough ,,
forgotten some of the references or rather to what he refers 
in mentioning some things A must have touched upon in recen 
letters. 'X shall write him within a day or so, reporting 
that as nothing has come out of llis avenue, we may well oe 
certain that no grant is coming this way.

The week end brought the usual number of pilgrims, and 
I am sorry to say that none of them were of much interest.
A sister of Dreyfus, the_arehiteet, who did so much of the 
restoration work around atchefc and who were the pets of the 
Huey x• Long machine, wai in one party. Her brotner was no 
among those favored by ^ong who eventually found themselves 
in jail. The ^reyfufc firm built the Louisiana State *apitol, 
but apparently their record in that transaction was satis- 
faotoryor else prosecutors never caught up with anything out 
of orfiest night a woman was drown in the ritfer, so; ewhere 
up Hermuda way, and this afternoon a man was drowned between 
here at ^agnoiia. ;i don t know either of the people - 
no one seeming to know the identity Ox the woman and tne -an 
is from Texas, 1 believe. As  ̂ think back over the past two 
or three years, 1 am rally quite surprised how many people 
drown in Mane MLver, - it is such a peaceful stream. recall 
one case a year ago when a man fell out of a boat, in wnich 
seven people were crossing the river near magnolia, and the 
man*who fell out just plain drowned, for he knew not how to 
°wim and the other men in the boat, being likewise lfcgnorant
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of that Art just kept on rowing- the boat, fearing, I assume, 
that it was better to let the man in the water go that for all 
six of them to join him beneath the surface. But I must say 

1 was never quite able to orient my mind to how such a 
think could actually, transpire.

X thought Senator ^laghorn quite good tonight, although 
two of his line's were blurred by some electrical interference.
'J-’he one . liked was the father of his ^orby horse being named 
M a n  of rf&r, - Givil, that is".

I was aUL se't to prowl among the ether wave*s at 
"boradcasting time for invitation to hearnin^., but just as .
I turned the radio on, a batch of pilgrims arrived, and the 
hour was passed when they were gone.

•‘•‘here ought to be some culling process that would make it 
possible for one to discover if prospective-pilgrims are any 
good or not, before they get in the front gate. It would 
certainly save a lot of time, - both for me and for the 
pilgrims, too, for in many instances the dumb pilgrims would 
get a lot more,;.out of sitting on the edge of the spillway 
bayou and doing nothing, while even though L were not 
engaged when they were due to pay us a visit, I still would 
a et more out of nothing'than secretly resenting the dumb nerve 
they have'in taking up one's time. ■

•' .. J i :< .•.

little M s s  Alberta continues to paint her 
'magnolias, - doing about one a day, and be-moans the fact that 
she can t get up at 5 a.m. to go with me to -urenbourg to 
paint the Raggedy nouse. as painting that house requires the 
dawns early light and as little ^iss can’t make it before 
the purple fadefe from the old weather worn wood; I guess she 
never will get around to paint it,

h  i ■■■ ■- V  v  • . : v.- .... J- ■■ ? 9 '

She brought quite a tale with her that lyle’s father died 
not more than 6 months ago and left quite and estate. I know 
this cahnot possibly bo true but a cousin of Lyl6s told 
Bobert 1’allant who passed it alon to Mi'ss A. , and so the 
tipples spread. 1 think 1 once mentioned that the man really 
aid live for a number of years in Hollywood or some such place, 

but 1 am quite sure that somebody is all' haywire when they cook 
up little M s s  M  ’’s account which she has passed along to us.
One nice thing about closing this 'letter is that I cannot possibly 
writ'e duller one on the morrow, so that gives me great 
anticipation for ; akin^ pen in hand 24 hours hence...

c e v i
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May 6th, 1946.

Memorandum to dipping: Service:« 1 - «
The enclosure from.Robert Tallant is of no particular 

interest, 1 think, but * send it along regardless.
It's always x&k crackling with excess energy when 

too many nenrys are on the place and Joe’s presence, like 
Sister's, always seems to socharge the atmosphere that only 
a bolt can reduce things to normal vibrancy. Of Joe it must 

be said, however, there is nothing of a viciousness about 
his excesses that usually confine themselves to tinkering with 
electric light wires, tightening up doorknobs, etc.

While I was working at ^renbourg this afternoon, Mr.
Bachelier suddenly appeared as out of nowhere. We talked 
for the balance of the afternoon, and supper was busy with 
chatter, - the board being gr&cfed by the Madam, J. H,, Dan,
.Eugene, the clerk, nan,'little Miss -alberta nad mp oh, yes, and 
My. ^achelier.

How the latter keeps alive is always a mystery to me, and 
I may have remarked before that how he manages to keep going 
so puzzles' the darkies that softie say he is a ghost. I know not 
what he eats for breakfast, cafe *au lait, I think, and 
possibly, one piece of toast. *’or dinner 1 know he eats a 
plate of soup and one cracker. For supper he invariably goes in 
for one cup of hot milk and half a biscuit, ^nd yet in spite 
of this meager fare and his smallness of stature, - I reckon he 
isn’t over five feet'in height, he seems to have great strength 
and lots of vigor and goes from morning ’til night without stopping.

We talked of many things during our long conversation this 
afternoon. e thing he told me had to do with the Rougot 
family, lining near Cloutierville, after 20 years of residence 
on Magnolia where Mr. H. was overseer. It seems one of their 
sons lives ifT California witji his family, but his daughter has 
returned to Natchitoches Parish to finish her schopling.
She preferred to remain in Galifornia with her people, - 1 
should have said they are white, - but she just had to quite that 
Gtate and come here if she wanted to complete her schooling since,- 
if you can imagine such a thing, a colored boy matriculated as a 
student in the schoool she was attentAAgg on the West Goast. 
isn't that awful?

____.
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This morning, just after returning- from Arenbourg, pilgrims 
arrived from Texas, and that knocked out my program for the morning, 
ile did a tour and it' was pleasant enough, but this pilgrims business 
is getting to be a shade too continuous.

I had a telegram, telephoned me from Hatch!toches, this 
noon. It was from ^rs. lore's daughter and son-in-law, asking 
me to come over to Natchez for a. little reunion on ***ay 9th.
/ou may recall that on a Mother’s Day, perhaps in 1943, Mrs. Moore 
and I were witnesses for her daughter’s marriage which took place 
in Natchitoches. Before I fold1 up tonight, l must dash them 
off a line, offering congratulations but declining' their 
invitation.

■ The-Madam had a letter from Bssae Mae in today's post.
^he says she is hopin0 to get up this way on the-26th of May.

he also says there is to be a wommission meeting on the 12th, 
where particulars regarding the proposed neto set up for the 
Library will be discussed, I shall be interested to hear details 
as to whaf- takes place at that meeting,1 » or the results 
thereof.

‘“’he also says that re-publication of any of -Lyle' s books, 
according to the publishers, cannot be considered^ at the moment 

because-of-the question of royalties, which the publishers 
think, I gather, should be waived. Why anyone should be anxious 
to get books re-published without royalties, I cannot imagine, 
ft 0icurs to me as 1 write this paragraph, however, that most of 
the books were published in 1927 and 1929. rtith the usual copy
right running out in 17 years, - unless renewed, - it is 
possible that such renewals will not come to mind on the part of 
interested-parties, so that delaying the publication another season 
may well provide the publishers*With the means of issuing 
a new edition without the necessity of making such payments, - 
wnat with ddi.e *uydam and Lyle both dead and their heirs not

thought to extending the usual 17 year copyright period.
Those are purely my own random thoughts, but they may contain 

the kernel of the recent delays in re-issuing these items.
I guess I don’t know anything else at the moment, and so 

forHthe moment I shall fold, - or at least move on'to a couple 
of must epistles which ought to go forward with thife mail, but 
m  quite-opposite directions, on the’motrow.... .

May 7th, 1946.

memorandum to ^lipping Service; ■ «
Mxcent for the ^ew - or k/Times ;and The Saturday Review, 

nothing was in the mail today, but a registered report.
T have safely looked this item away in my-armoir, awaiting 
the advent of an assistant in the morning. It's pleasant to 
know there is a message awaiting me just beyond the closed door 
of the armoir and rest tonight wi.ll be the sweeter because of 
the knolwedge of its presence. « < *

It was a busy day today, - with nothing es ecial to 
make it so.

■ . * '■' , - ■ 'Just by chance, **■ had two early morning callers, - one ab9ut
4^30 and the other ab6ut 4;45. xhey were field hands who 
have seen,me heading out for Arenbourg each day about 5 and 
so got the jump on me, I had to write a letter for one and 
lend moral support to the other, and it was nice starting <the day 
off thus.

x hoed mightily for a couple of hours and on returning here, 
founder. Bachelier waiting for me. 1 bathed hurriedly, swallowed 
my chocolate and conversed until 8:30, when I dashed off a couple 
,of notes 1 forgot to finish last night, and then-got things going 

.1 in /the Melrose gardens with Mr. Mac. elier.
We had a glass of wine before dinner with Miss alberta and 

the Madam and afterwards we chatted until 2, when Mr, Bachelier 
started for ^ittle River. Dan drove him down, having returned 

.home about noon after taking doe somewhere to aatc£ a bus for 
Beaumont. x never did see ^oe alone, which 1  regret, for 1 
thought-there might be something personal he could tell me from 
Wash ngton. .....

I was rather sleepy before Mr. Bachelier's take off, but 
I revived enough to see him to the car, and finally what with 
the appearance of a cloud that promised a shower, I ’decided to 
ride to ^ittle River with Man and *r. B,, and the outing did me 
good, i guess, since it was the first time 1 had been off Melrose 

1 since I was in Alexnadria several weeks ago, -
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x'he fields are pretty now, - endless rows of pale green 

cotton, perhaps an inch high, between equally endless rows of 
beautifully rich light brown soiq. There were six or seven 
tractors making new shades of brouwn in stretches not yet 
cultivated, and 1 was struck by the difference in the appearance 
of things a^ we drove along though Magnolia, - formerly" 
it had a 6 mile front, and still is enormous, for Magnolia 
still cultivates a little behind time, and mules rather than 
tractors supply the horse power. That makes the scene seem more 

ante be Hum, I must confess", but I feel quite sure that the 
poor stalwart negroes, driving the mules and walking behind 
the cultivators in the dust, must look with eyes of yearning 
toward "‘elrose where Eugabou, ‘'ack, Ezra, Beau ana the rest of the 
negroes a.re riding high on their gasoline propelled machines.
The Magnolia mule driver cultivates one row with each journey 
across the endless field while each tractor driver with a sngle 
crossing cultivates four rows. Tractors and fuel for their 
operation cost money of course. But mules, while less 
expensive, must eat, too, and corals at a premium-these days,

-a-s I was drinkinfc in these pleasant panoramas and 
contrasting the advantages and disadvantages of Magnolia versus 
Melrose, Sisters child, who was riding with us, suddenly 
gave definite evidence of car sickness, and broader speculations 
immediately contracted to personal problems,' " ; .

■“nd so we went on through HoutiervilJLe and dropped the 
child, where he should have beer̂  in the first place,"and so 
on to -HLttle “iver, - dropped ^r. Bachelier, and thence back 
home,

There is a conference of State wide medical socieities in 
Alexandria this week, and w;e are getting our share of docotrs 
in consequence, "e had a parcel of them later in the afternoon, 
just after I had'~r eturned from swinging my hoe on arenbourg, 
and that rather rounded out the day,

My patient seemed pretty wide awake tonight, and it was 
approaching 9 before x got the big house folded up and I was 
ready to head out 'for the bridge in a very pretty soft moonlight, 
IJow I am bacSf, and having written and especially dull letter,
I shall evetually fold up my beard and call it a day, - dreaming 
of the contents of my armoir,....

1802
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May 8th, 1946,

Memorandum to Hipping Service: * ;
Twenty five million thanks for the Arenbourg items which 

I ffcund awaiting me in the opening of the report, registered, 
which came to hand in yesterday's post.

There are a flock of uses that these several items may 
cover, and as yet 1 have not determined which shall be selected 
for first consideration. But as things develope, decisions will 
be made, and what with the pleasure of keeping you abreast with 
doings in that quarter, you will share the plans 'for such doings with 
me, Arenbourg is going to be the better because of your 
thoughtfulness,I l j

it was my intention to enjoy the entire report completely 
this evening, but circumstances are such that x shall not get 
tothe major portion of the report until Thursday, for just as 
the first page was digested, ^pilgrims arrived, - it was half an 
hour before first dark, - and so 1 had to let my reader go, and 
accordingly it will rest again in the same armoir where it reposed 
last night.

I am so glad you*are enjoying the journal. I broke off in 
the midst of a paragraph referring to certain details, and there 
may be additional data" I can give in regard to certain.personalities 
mentioned.

(

I learned from little Miss alberta that someone told her of 
seeing i’ranz Blum -in Mexico City recently where it is said he is 
looking fine and is doing well at some kind of work, - something 
abo t a book store, T believe. I am glad he is on the mend,

Bichard Aoch is still one of the leading ^ew Orleanst 
architects. I recall that *it was he who restored ^onnelly s 
Tavern, headquarters of the harden Hub, in Batchez, and I-must say 
he did a fine job on that interesting building. I recently’heard 
that he is restoring a certain i Evergreen ilantation in South 
Louisiana, but as there are several Evergreens, I know not which 
one this particular one may be.

:
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The Madam’s birt was in 1840 and her death in 1935, 
a 95 year span which certainly covered quite a period in American 
history. Being El when the Civil War broke out, her memories of 
life and times even back to ante bellum days was quite vivid, 
and it has been a privilege for me to hear so often the same accounts 
as given by her daughter of experiences as related by her mother 
and other members of her family. It is interesting that while 
Leudivine Erwin Garrett, the Madam's mother lived to be 95, 
her mother in turn lived to be 97, so that those two generations 
stretched over quite a period. You. will recall that Shady Grove 
was the beautiful Erwin sugar plantation home, built in 1860, by 
Miss Leudivine's father, Isaac Erwin.

' It seems to' me there was another personalty you mentioned that 
I intended to elaborate upon, but that name eludes me at the moment, 
and so I shall catch it on the next go round.

It is a .pity that this journal covers such a brief period, 
nnlyonipcfeBau because of the picture it gives of what is going on 
from day to day, but also because of the revelation of the 

personality, the portrait of the diarist, which such daily notations 
are bound to reveal, I think 1 mentioned before that I am 
quite unfamiliar with the document, save for a single page or two,- 
and that 1 heard read several years ago. ut I am under the 
impression it might form the basis of a very interesting chapter 
or article for the Journal of the ^ouisian Historical' Society 
eventually, or some such publication, - what with foot notes that 
might be added and side lights that might-be' thrown on the original 
composition to make it a little clearer. Well, we shall eventual 
iy see what can be done with it. In the mean time, my thanks for 
your .kindness in acquainting me with the contents and for reserving 
the item for subsequent exploration jointly.

I had a fairly unsatisfactory day, what with too many 
interruptions everytime I undertook anything, i was at Aienbourg 
at 5 this morning, hoping to get ahead of a few of the million 
weeds. But before I had gone very far, uncle D'Or came to say 
nowdy, and as i hadn't seen him in ev,r so long, I felt 1 had to 
chat a bit with him, and that rather killed my efforts at gardening.

little Miss ^lberta. spent the b*etter part of the day painting 
her magnolias, but knocked off.in the afternoon to start 
painting this house for Robert Tallant. Hhe says she gave Robert 
the Madonna and Ghild picture,which Lyle painted a number 
of years ago. 1 -̂ s jrou may well imagine, his conception of 
that Mother and ĥi‘ld rose would be different. He depicted the 
Virgin Mother spanking the Infant Jesus lustily over her knee.

I am on the verge of falling- into my tub and thence into 
the bed, where I shall sleep mightily, the happier because I 
have a portion of the report to continue on the morrow, and 
because"^renbourg has a promise from your true hand for another 
step iE kt its progression....

3081 1804

May 9th, 1946,

Memorandum to ^lipping Service;
X Ov ?

Your nice report to hand, and tonight we shall both 
explore the Holmes family, you in the theatre and I through 

my Reading Machine. My copy of Yankee From Olympus arrived 
a shcrt time back, and I shall begin .reading it tonight.
I think it covers both Oliver Wendell Holmes, the father, 
and O.^.H. the son. f* certainly is pleasant, thinking 
that both of us are in the, same neighborhood.

last night 1 played some thinks from Bitter Sweet, after 
having slept until about midnight and thon awakened. What with

- a nice moon doing business outside, a mocking bird began 
expressing approval of my selection. Then he was joined by his 
mate, and for about two hours they continued their serenade.
It was grand, - the stillness of the night and-the mellowness 
of the moonlight somehow seeming to lend infinite enchantimannt 
to such heavenly music. If I awaken again tonight, I 
think ̂  shall coax another ooxloert from them, for they 
live in a crepe myrtle just in front of the banana hedge 
on the south gallery of this house. Of course it ds just 
possible -that they, for their own part, have already folded up 
"their beards early, now that it is first darkf filled with 
the idea that they will be the ones 'to awaken and ooax a 
Blue Danube from afar slap out of my ^eadking “*achine.

' f .
7 c I hoed early this morning, and after that dashed off a . 
few unsatisfactory notes, - “'ora, the General, etc., - all 
long “over duo. As Bill Hinton's wife has a birth day on , 
this day * I took a quick look at the gardenia situation, 
for last" year I was able to give her several blossoms at this 
da£ of the-month. I found ther iirst one of the season, and 
only one, so I stood it here on my desk for half an hour 
as* I- wrote letters,‘somehow feeling almost as tough I were 
sharing it with another- before I marched off ̂ down the road and 
wished the lady congratulations.

•aou My patient-was grumpy today and I was accordingly
glad thht it was Knipmayer , for they help take up slack 
time. And it is nice that little Miss Alberta is here too.
In the afternpon two or three friends-from ^ittle River passed 
this way to bring me some more Spanish moss for -“-renbourg, and 
before they were gone the sound~of strident voices indicated the 
Wenks were at the big house. I didn't see them.
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When they had departed, Joe Kocque, - feline’s husband, 
called to see the ^acam and me. He is now 84, deliciously 
mellow,. and quite clear in his memory. He was b6rn in 
Madame Aubin Hocque’s house, where his father before him had been 
born, The Henrys are going to take that.jplace down, and I 
wish it were only on this side of the river and not two or three 
miles away.

Just as he was leaving, - he remained quite a. while, telling 
us.of his step mother, daughter of Jean ^aptiste ^etoyer, whose 
hoae was taken down last summer, and how he used to play 
in that big olcr house as a child. It was .certainly pJLeasant 
to hear his .memoir.es _ and then Mis® Htte levy and.-^unt Lottie 

.arrived from town, -'full of pocal things to tell, and telling 
them off at a great rate ^hey remained until supper time,- - 

* I entertaining ,n the lining room the Madam in her roo - ^
exchanging, ladies, as we did, abodt .half way through their visit, 
so that each had a chance to an audience of one.

With and nan fw urleans there was no_
reason why the big house shouldn't fold up ea^ly tonight, which 
it did, and X propose to do the same thing myself after 
rigging up my He ad in g chine so that I can arrange a bit of 
counter-point with ^  feathered neighbours as soon as the moon 

^'.gets tQ going at it best,
' Lid i mention that 1 have been reading a baok whose title,

X think, is Yankee Lawyer and the author is Tut, or possible 
Tutt. It seems to be a pretty good item, rather new §ngland- 
ish of the Galvin Goolege variety, in fact; Mr. Tutt, I think, 
was a boyhood friend of the one time -^resident back in /ermont.
It is ndt an important volume but very entertaining for one who 
is interested at a good glimpse of Hew **ngland in the 80* s, 
and of strange doings in law courts, - especially in upper 

Hew York State and in Manhattan at the turn of the century. /
I am glad you ‘are reading Immortel V/ife by — the name 

eludes me, - the same one who did Mist i'Qr l»ife, the story of van 
Gogh I am so glad you mentioned the -Molly ^adison story, for I 

never*new Irving^tone, - that's the name, - did such a volume, hu 
'it ought to be wonderful. You will recall reading the 
Memoires of Jessie henton Hremont to me im keilar, and should 
you. evejf run across that book, - it'would enchant the Madam, I 
think.

It's been a busy day end a happy one, (busy with non- 
essentials and happy oniy solely and wholly because X could 

- share so many happy little moments, -teiepathetically, with 
someone like you.,.,-.

1806
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M ay 10th, 1946.

X31

Memorandum to ^lipping Service:

Isn't it grand, - the assurance that Herr and ibrau Pongs 
came through alright!

It was grand to' have your letter in today's post, and 
although 1 have not quite finished reading it, 1 am so 
elated over the good news that One paragraph alone is sufficient 
to make one happy all day.

I assume that postal service is begining to function again 
*in Mirope and soperhaps we shall soon be able to get a 
lot of blank spaces filled in^ - gaps in the panorama of 
passing events which have stretched over so many years. And it 
is so heartening to know that our old friends are able to 
take an active part in things for ?Hiich they are sg well 
prepared, and while 1 kn w not the hush and.still # feel that 
the wife for certain would find herself quite as well 
satisfied with that type of work as any that might be available 
on a continent where almost everything must be pretty much by 
sixes and sevens. It goes without saying that x shall be 
enchanted to have additional particulars when they come to hand.

e
The enclosed letter from Midqlph speaks for itself.

X .Shall Respond to it, congratulating him on his decision to 
teach another year at Denton, for that will offer the ad- 
van t age of getting hack "into the swing of things and using that 
situation advantageously as a springboard for another -place in 
Louisiana next yar if that seems desireable. Xhen, too, 
it will enable him to come to some understanding about his 
joint holdings with •uenneth, and somehow I have a feeling that 
M-enneth h&sn t much chanoe to make a go of it. Life is so 
strange it is silly to speculate upon such oases, but in view 
of the time that has elapsed since the accident and the faot, as 
this letter indicates, that he still must take narcotics, would 
seem to indicate, * should think, that he is not improving. i shall write Midolph to come this way, on his way West, if 
convenient, and if not, to try and make another go-round between 
now and the time ischool opens, which, X suppose, will be about 
the last of September.

&
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Of mail today, your report and one from ^r.
Baohelier represented about the balance, save one from 
the General to the Madam. Mr. Baohelier speaks of the 
drough and is hoping for a rain, which he calculates will 
arrive about Tuesday. »It is excessively humid right now, and 

fine little particles of water are tumbling down, but it 
may or may not develops into a shower, ^e could st&na one 
regardless.

, ,K- . . »

I spent most of my time at 5 this morning on the day 
liles at the end of the pools. They ‘are beginning to bloom 
nicely, interruption. The day lilies are filled with 
buds where they are not actually blooming but they demand 
a little immddiate attention and the bananas have to 
be hoed too or the crust and weeds will delay their climb to
glory.

My interruption was a secretary to finish my report, 
and A am enchanted to learn so. many particulars about 
various lieterary aspedts, u the Wednesday night program, 
the account of the discussion on Tagore and the Pulitzer prize 
awards. I saw Tagore a couple of times and was much impressed by 
his appearance, seemingly to be a patriarch just stepped out of 
the Old Testament. A lady was here as a pilgrim 'last week who 
had visited him in India, and spoke interestingly of an evening 
spent with him while he was supervising the practicing of a 
ballet, - or its Indian equivilant on his property in that far 
away ^"mpire. I*m afraid all wasn’t sweetness and light in 
IndiA before the advent of the ^niropeans, - feudalism seems to have 

been so firmly in the saddle there for so long and curious 
religious, - fanatical - rights practiced so long. But 
the advent of the Western commercial' magnates probably only made 
some unfortunate conditions a little worse, -̂ on't you think 
it nice that' old Tagore at his advanced age should be wrapped 

up in the ballet? w Y
T*m glad Warding Garter got an award. I have only heard 

a little of his Winds of Wear,' but he is certainly finghting 
mightily for a measure of racial fairness, and I hope his 
courage and efforts are crowned over and over again. Somebody 
said they would bring him here before long. 1 hope so.

*

• Somebody heard a 15 minute broadcast about 11:30 a.m,
on Wednesday, - rrominent ^omen of the World, or some such title, 
with Dr. ^iller the subject of the thing. 8a Was given as her 
age, which seems possible, but surprising, as she seems ageless.
I didn’t hear the broadcast. - n̂d" tonight 1 am going to 
sleep the more sound and peacefully, thanks to the good news you 
have passed along concerning the safety and well being of our 
old friends. ....

1 8 0 8

May l*th, 1946.

all 
to

Memorandum to flipping#Service:
another week end, another nice rain, some.hail, but 

not enough to do any harm, and things both to be and not to be 
desired, growing madly at ^icnbourg.

The week end pattern was not unusual, save that we a 
went to w. s ' s  for dinner today* Lyle and I always used 
call it the Madam s Coronation.

Joe ■‘■‘enry, who departed for Beaumont, j-qxss,. on Tuesday, 
returned on Saturday morning, returning to Beaumont again 
on Sunday* I have never known a family with so much energy, 
and even when not- in full flight, they somehow give one the 
impression of the profcerljial squirrel in a cage, spinning around 
at break-neck speed, and getting no where fast* , •

1 finished "Yankee Lawyer” by Tutt, and found it good.
If you run across th§ book sometime, I recommend the first two 
or three chapters, » Life in varjaont down to the end of his ^
4 years practice in ^ottsville* ew ■‘•ork, and his oeparture tor 
Jew :ork uMty. and if, - when ahd if you get around to the book, 
you haven't time to read all of it, - the last two chapters somehow 
form'a natural sequence to the opening ones. If you shouldn t 
get around to read the book now, we shall put it on our list for 
liter ry pursuits on the gallery at Arenbourg sometime in the
future, for  ̂ could re-read it.
*  " ' * “  «

On Saturday there were the usual number of Baturday 
'interruptions that usually develops especially on that day*.

In the morning Mobert Tallant!s mother telephoned, saying 
that *r. Taylor-of -‘‘ulane library was planning to >come to 
Melrose some day this omming week, with a viaw to consulting 
with the Madam to see if she has some things she would like 
to contribute to a Baxon Hoorn at Bulans.

Immediately after the telephone conversation, I wrote her 
a note, explaining that the time for Dr. Taylor s visit seemed 
premature and we would ask that he put o M  the visit until furtner 
communication from **elrose. It goes without saying that whatev
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there may he by way of material for a Memorial *“oom will 
go to Sssae ^ae and not to fulane. If things work out right, 
there oughts tp he something rather grand in scope in the 
so-called Memorial can he put over under the auspices of the 
library 'Commission, - or the State library, - as it will 
then he known, and nothing should be done to squander t or 
fritter away the assests (curiously spelledJ by thwwing some 
in one direction and some in: another. It’s the Archives that 
must he pushed and Tulane would he no contributing faotor in 
such a. plan. ,

; -■ > - - ■ ! '

The Saturday pilgrims were the run of the $111 <, “ 
several ladies from ^ew ■‘•ork who had as much capacity for interest 
in a Gane River plantation as a hog has for a, holiday, if you 
will forgive the elegance.of the expression. ‘ *

♦ v4

It is pleasant to report that the wisteria which was 
planted a lponth- or two ago seems to be growing nicely. I 
may have mentioned that ±3 planted three different roots, each 
. at the base of a willow below the terrace, on-the margin of the 
rifer. Fresh little green.leaves and plenty of tendrils are 
climbing up,the trunk of each tree,' What with the coming 
of Spring, it; was evident that one of the willows b was dead,
Several people have suggested that 1 cut it, but it 

Is in a place that screens the-terrace where eventually la 
mai§Qn do la reine will .stand, and so I have deoided to let its 
telephone-pole like structure stand, after the wisteria has had 
a good 8tart, so tbat.it will surely get ahead, I shall 
plant some very luxuriant ivy along side the wisteria. That 
will crawl to the top-of,the tree within a year or two, and 
will sprawl from the top in a great curtain of green, festooned later 
.by the wisteria blossoms. Then too, the ivy will be green all 
•'inter, so that this will add some color along the bank where 
the other trees will be leafless when Deomber rolls1 ;round.

X m  ashamed of myself for having aone so little today,- 
but perhaps 1 shall make up for los"t time on the morrow-.
I am poised to plunge into a hot bath, after which 1 shtll try to 
acquaint .myself a little with the family of Justice Homes, - his 
ancestors, at least, as from 1800 to- 1841, - and the-nce to 
sleep to dream..... . ' , Ki
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May 13th, 1946.
iOo-f-io ae.rod ;

• Memorandum-to ^lipping service :
To hand your nice report of the 9th. I like what 

you had to say, - somehow, in retrospect, it made it seem as 
though we were sharing it t.o get her.

And 1 am glad you were .able to break out of the office early 
and I am going tp be looking forward to your -report on your 

evening at tl̂ e theatre.
Our damp week end continued through Sunday night and 

up until about ten o’clock this morning. At that hour 
I journeyed to Arenbourg, thankful for the boots I was wearing,
\ for there was lots of water along the road, and perhaps an 
inoh or so covering the surfaoe of most of the tropical 
garden. The pools were full, brim full. It was pleasant 
to notice that the grass which has been growing there has begun 
to farm a kind of reservoir of the excess water, and the washing 
around the edges of the.jpools has diminished. I haven’t hoed all 
the ground there, hoping the grass would form such a blotter, 
and by leaving the grass, a flock of weeds, hidden beneath sf 

the mat, sprang up over night. With the ground so soft, I 
was able to pull these up, - roots and all, which means these, 
at least, will not be there next year. I also weeded most of 

the day lilies, « a group at the east end of the South pool, and 
one at the west end of the -“orth pool. Isn’t it strange, come to 
think of it, how I capitalized two directions in#the fore
going sentence and not the other two. The Terrace is about 
lost in weeds, but shall be able to either out or diSA them 
under before they go to seed, and it is heartening to notice that 
tne washing of the soil thexre seems to have ceased,, thanks to 
the vegetation.

1 had rather.hoped that little ^iss Alberta mig.nc get 
arotind to paint the Raggedy nop.se during this visit, but she 
is too bogged down with her magnolias to get around to do any 
outside work,, and so I ^m hoping she may return after her visit 
to Gape ^od and perhaps go out into the open for her 
artistic attempts later in the shmmer. {

And speaking- of little ^iss *., she said something about' 
Arkansas at supper toniglpt; whioh may apply to a particular
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locality where she has visited in that State although she thought 
it a gene.al custom there, and it is so odd, 1 shall mention it,

£>he had a friend who loved hooks who moved there from 
Hew wr leans taking several *hoxes <of books with her. On 
getting things unpacked, and the boxes of books emptied £?*°*0 ,
having shevles made for them, friends, - or perhaps neighbors called 
on her, wn seeing the books, they said they would be glad to 
help her carry them into the basement, bhe was a little puzzled, 
but said that she had planned to have them in her living room,
The people were surprised and explained that jso one ever keeps 
more than a book or two any place in the housg, save in the
basementM. L- * '« • «

It seems that little* ̂ iss A., herself, on going- to paint 
at eureka Springs, Arkansas, three or four years ago, took 
a few books on painting with her. *->he unpacked them on her 
arrival and left them on a table in her room. On tne first 
visit of the woman from whom she rented the room, tne offer was 
extended to put the books in the basement for little î iss A.
She explained that she had brought the books for use during her 
visit of a week or two, but the woman said she would be glad 
to put them in the basement whenever <she was finished, .and that 
she could have them back in ample time to pack before leaving.

^ow x never heard* of such a .curious slant toward hooks 
before, and i am still puzzling as to how the custom strated and 
why it continues. I am wondering if it r ally is a wide-spread 
custom in that region and i Arkansas is sufficiently^hill- 
billy to disdain literature. ^ertain-jy that is something that I 
cannot figure out <all by myself. -

•**nd somehow it recalls to mind hilarious acoount given mO 
by Bora who says that i*n that part of Oklahoma people just love 
to dress for dinner, thinking , apparently, that everyone living 
in a -large city, invariably gets into evening clothes before the 
evening; meal. He reported how a Brofessor and his wife invited 
another teacher and himself to dinner, - people whose business 
kept them in daily contact with each other throughout the ye-r, 
and that on arriving, the two guests were impressed by the host 

and hostess being in evening gown, and what made it especially 
good was the fact that the host had no sergant in the house, so 
that the hostess, between courses, must rise from her Place at 
the head of.the formal table, swish her train out of the way, and 

with what'grace she could, cart out the dirty dishes and _ 
haul in the next round of food. Perhaps str^ 0^ ono® ^®
of certain phases of life in ~merica, brought on by the movies, 
may account for this ridiculous doings, but as for hiding y°^r 
toots in the basement, I-can't for the life of me imagine how that 
thing got going. - I so much appreciate the Binet particulars, 
for x knew-nothing of them-and I appreciate John rown s ody h 
ord, thanks to your thoughtfulness....

C101
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Si'.t, i / ;  t-.;-o -0s'i3 t i l *  Lejo-rtffo

*
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Memorandum to ^lipping ^er^ioe:

©.;;

Hay 14th, 1946.

Tp hand your nice and quits un ^peoted report, written on
l* ?aS ^°°*1)ad that thQ airdotor so suddenly turned up, but it was heartening to learn that it was but for a short visit.

I am hoping you are getting your recompense this week.

h .  ^«nks.for the Bilbo clipping. Ih4t scoundrel iB up to
h;^ °ld* °ld tricks of dragging d red herring across the fc road to 
stir up racial animosity in hill billy‘sections of Mississippi
s° fet *e*voted Into the Senate again. What a bag he is*and what a bunch of voters. 6 *

*" * « ' • « - '■* -
I missed Mr. Truman’s ̂ ‘adham speech, what with'the pilgrims 

°5iSfbirCia? ’ ?ut a“ h0Pln6 y°u ™ere able to make it. bid I am 
business at°theatf^f91 °Ut °f the. "'indow regardless of the pressure of

u ,Y?U, ask' â out kgnew i'ield. as Was no relation to Baohel. fe âd. n̂own J. H. when they were both students at ■*. b. u.
waS f -r ever so lonS a Patient at furo Capital irl Hew Olreans, ^gneW came every day, brining*him little gifts of 

food etc., and generally trying to cheer him up. ‘-̂ ater he 
married a silly bag, and Agnew being rather curious, she was 
able to railroad him into a mental, institution, getting all his

Madam Hearing of it, signed papers to get him out, 
althoufch the boys thought her daring, being thus responsible for 

anything he might do.’ Bd she did it regardless, and he eventually 
married a librarian fBom Florida, and they lived together very 7 

appily in Atlanta. They were here four pf five years ago, and 
shortly afterward, they had a daughter. Last month,;X believe it 
was, we had a letter from tHe- wife, saying that -ugnew, who was 
quite successful in business, I think, and very kind, had gone

one. Saturday morning and killed himself with a 
revolver. X think there was no business worry, - perhaps., just

trouble come back. xhe wife has returned to'Florida with the c, lid, 1 believe.*. ;j,-J - t It , . 1C
T V' f 0f yvu< t0 tel1 me J our nice fhiirsday evening, andI was glad to hec.r vhat was going on at the JSmbassy, • and especially 

what you had to enjoy at the theatre. The book I am reading * 
is by Bowen, - uncertain of spelling, - and is ’’Yankee x’rom Olympus”.

J

»
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up the the  p re s e n t  . t im e ,  -  and I  have r e a d ' i U i t e a i a  ,
O l iv e r  •-endell Holmes, - r . ,  has only  a r r ^ ® * a  i n  t h ^ o  M n a isn s  . , +. nnr! a a -Pifi'htins and be ing  wounded in  th e  campaigns?
o A i r ^ n l a  ' s f i  s f u f f i f t h e  p le a s u re  o f  h i s  m arr iag e  and h i s
long and a c t iv e  l i b e r a l  l i f e  in  “ a s s a o h u s e t te s  and Washington

ahead of me*
You may f in d  the  book a l i t t l e  lo n g  and it- may d ra g ,  h u t  

vou w i l l  he p lea se d  w ith  th e  e x c e l l e n t  p i c t u r e  i t  g iv e ?  o f  
¥. O liv e r  ‘'e n d e l l l  -^olmes, sen io r*  & " b r i l l i a n t  man,

"(The snow, i t  f e l l  i n  the  g loam ing,
And b u s i ly  a l l  th e  n ig h t ,  odjtl
Covering the  f i e l d s  and the  n a rv e s t ,  
w ith  a ^ a n t l e  r i c h  and w h i te .
then  th e r e  are some o th e r  l i n e s ,  and th e n  '"from shed"s new r o o f  ;
Of O « r a ^ - r -  a P retty  o o r ,p « i» o n  of snow to  m arb le , I  t h i n k .  -  
and as i t  r e c a l l ,  i t  i s  on a chicken coop. ■
-nd  anothe l i n e s  i s  something about th e  snow on the  f i r ' t r e e s ,  "ermine 
too  dear fo r  an e a r l " .  . -  ̂ ° ' bl,i

Out r e g a r d l e s s  of th e  poem, which may n o t  be J g J * ® ,® i5 t i 0 ®<8

in c lu d in g  p ro f .-  A g a ss is  -  o r some s u c h *  
a ^  w h ith  whom B. b. 3.’ W ailes used to co rrespond .

Tt elwavs ‘U rp r ise s  me how many people  of i n t e l l e c t u a l
m e r i t1 f low ered  i ^ i h e  k f o f  •t im e s  I  th in k  of them as h e i r s  of th e  18 th  c e n tu r y , wnion^
somehow d id n ’t  W e out “ s s i s s i j p i . h n d  p ro b ab ly  i n

^ T L u L -  *  almoh?8 seams as
t h o S f b e t w e e n ° t h e ^ a p o l e o n i o  f r s  and. th o se  o f  t h e  ;
1860 s i n  “m e ^ a  iS T O ^ n  M o d k ^ a n  th in k  o f .  Perhaps
neople -of c u l tu r e  th an  a* an^ ojnex r l  *** 1n Qtne't

ZR&.T-'« m M  I  S&T«£K.
:: f s at̂ rShS*

yau w i l l  f in d  i t .  a h a  S  the  19t h  cen tu ry
of4UStiS®-,h^ m9S,T’ w S te d feto  read i t  for  a eoiaparison 'of. p ic tu r e s ,  in-new -“ng lana , I . th the onQ I  have of M is s is s ip p i int h a t  one as i t  goes along w ith  t h r o n e  ^ h a v e  fQr

^fSI®n f S 2 ® r ^ n 5 t ‘which n u ts  me to  bed in  a happy frame of m.A.

r “*ay 16th,. 1946.

Memorandum 'to  ^ l ip p in g  S e rv ice  £ a 'k " ^

a he r a in s  c o n tin u e ,  n o t  c o n s ta n t ,  b u t  i n t e r m i t t e n t  showers 
every n ig h t ,  On the p l a n t a t i o n ,  th e  hoes a re  pu t aside  
fo r  the  ba lance  of th e  week, s ince  th e  c o t to n  rows a re  under 
w a te r ,  and a t  ^ renbourg  th e  poo ls  , were they  no t so w e l l  $$ 
grounded might f l o a t  away. I  c o n tin u e  to weed.

"‘a i l ,  was s c a rc e  to d a y ,  -  a s in g le  l e t t e r  to  the  Madam 
from Ms sae Mae. whe says she and Mrs. L e s te r  can come up fo r  
the  eeek  end, and asks to  be a d v ised  by w ire  i f  t h a t  time would 
be co n v en ien t .  I t  would, and she was te le g ra p h e d  a cc o rd in g ly .

■ v " h a t  w ith  l i t t l e  M iss A lb e r ta  h e r e ,  the  **a‘dam h as  m isg iv ings  as 
to  how t h a t  l i t t l e  lad y  may 'confuse th e  Memorial b u s in e s s  , wha^ 
w ith  h e r  tendency  to  lean  toward a fu lan e  Memorial, ~ p r im a r i ly ,
I suppose, because  fu la h e  i s  in* ^ew g l e a n s  and the  Commission 

i s  .in ‘Baton Rouge. ue l l ,  we s h a l l  se e .  t

X may have remarked b e fo re  t h a t  by some s t ra n g e  c o in c id e n c e , 
l i t t l e  Miss A lb e r ta  and E ssae ^ae  have never met. ^ome 
y ea rs  ago , ^ ssa e  Mae w ro te  l i t t l e  ^ i s s  a l b e r t a  a l e t t e r ,  remarking 
t h a t  many an o r i g i n a l  o i l ,  hun£ i n  th e  o f f i c e s  of the L ib ra ry  
Commission, had been s o ld  to. one person  or a n o th e r ,  anxious to  
have a L o u is ia n a  p i c t u r e ,  and t h a t  i f  M iss * lb e r t 'a  cared  to  
send one of he r  p a in t i n g s ,  Essae Mae would be g lad  to  see th a t  
i t  ^ raced  a w a l l .  boinehow th in g s  were out of j o in t  a t  8L3 oyal 

b t r e a t ,  perhaps ^ i s s  A .'w as  doing over th e  slav'e q u a r t e r s  or 
was m erely  smudged up in  p a i n t ,  -  b u t  be t h a t  as i t  may, she 
neve* d id  respond to  ^ i s s  C u lver’ s l e t t e r ,  and I  assume th a t  
may have c re a te d  a l i t t l e  m ountain  to  s e p a ra te  t h e i r  e s t a b l i s h i n g  

! c o n ta c t  a t  an o the r  tim e. L i t t l e  ^ i s s  a .  knows “*rs. L e s te r ,  has 
p a in te d  4,1av fe rly ,-and  of course  knows heaps of .people ’who are  
f r i e n d s  'and a c q u a in ta n c e s  of Essae Mae, bu t  novel have they 

’ bum ped.in to  each other*. I t  would n o t  be s u r p r i s in g  i f  something 
happened between npw and Sunday to- keep them a p a r t  a g a in .  E ven tua lly  
we s h a l l  see .  < .. v; - | * • ■ -- •- - — t • V v- ■* • v ■ . " ■ £  , A

^or some t i n e  1 have been in te n d in g  to thank  you aga in  fo r  
g iv in g  me th e  o u t l in e  of th e  Macdonald papers which Miss >0 
H e l l i e  se n t  some time ago. Old Macdonald was q u i te  a 
rem arkable c h a r a c t e r ,  much to  be admired in  money making 
p r o p e n s i t i e s ,  a lth o u g h  i t  i s  d o u b tfu l  i f  h i s  e tb e t i o s  i n  a c q u ir in g  
w ea lth  ould r a t e  ve ry  h ig h  t>y contemporary s ta n d a rd s .
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All M s  personal papers were sequestered or withheld from 
the public until the/mid 1930's, - about BO years axter his death.

Somehow -“yle got hold of them and had them copies, - there 
were noun ains of them, - and he brought duplicates to ^elrose, 
making quite a point of their value, when presenting them to the 
lladam. Bhe was elated; • until having gone through them 
pretty carefully, she discovered that the vast quantity of pages con
tained nothing of an, interest at- all, save ^ n a m e s  of a few 
people who were ^addonald’s contemporaries, a little latar^ the 
Louisiana Historical Journal appeared with a long article •
Macdonald ' and from one source or another, we came ?rom
or were advised that the writer must have taken all his particulars from 
the natters a part of whose duplicates we had here, ‘-̂ he real meat 
mu!tPhave teenPremo-ed before they left sub fox -elose. But
through them A was able to establish^ the date of arrival pf oome 
of Mrs. Brandon's kinsmen to hatched, - the Magruders, - old 
Captain ‘“agruder having sailed a shipload of Iron for 
Baltimore office of the Macdonald firm to Hatchez frpm Liverpool,- 
to dispose of pig iron, and to re-load his ship-at *■ atchez with, 
a cargo of cotton. That was prior to the sale of Louisiana to 
the united states, and the “agruders, being bin to the Covingtons, 
of course acquainted that_family with particulars about the Natchez 
country on his-return to aryland, which, in turn accounts for th 
departure of so many families on -hesapeak Bay for the liaohez 
country, and establishes the fact that those migrations by wealthy 
Easterns were begun with a very definite place in mind as a destine-

tion.
6

Getting'back to old nacdonald, there has been some’ chuckling 
as to his "generosity” in permitting hie slaves to work by 1
over—time means, in order to pay for their value, and so Q 
enabled to return to ^frioa. They were given a Saturday afternoon 
to work at such or toward such independence, and as some money 
was accumulated, Saturday mining was accorded them. Hen-a prt 
o- Friday was allowed, and so on until they had paid off theit  ̂
value. It is evident that no much* charity on the part of Mr. ,
Macdonald was noticeable; for at his figuring, it required, the slaves 
about 15 years to work themselves out. of slavery, ana ^ ’ 
they would long since have passed their pe^k of value.. nd then, 
after being free, - and fidning themselves back in -rica, just 
how much had they improves their situation. Ah0Tre- Jere. t**°mex-slaves, dated from Africa,.addressed to ur.Maddonald reading 
"pear Bap, please send us the money to come back home to you.
I gather from various sources, including r̂. filler,*that even today 
life as a slave in America would probably'be piuch more preferable to 
freedom in Africa, and apparantly that was the case in ante bellum time*
too.

There was some other subject i wanted to touch upon, but it 
eludes me momentarily <-n& i.esides I have talked too long xor 
this sitting. 1 am still enjoying the thoughts o‘f your elegant notes 
to hand in yesterday's post....
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Uay 16th, 1946.

•Memorandum to Clipping ^errioo: . . ;i- iuvs fix '
To'day little &%ss ~loe.rta got all the mail, which consisted 

of nothing more than three letters, - so our news on the personal 
side of thigS from the outside world is meager.

I%aas up and abroad at 5 this morning, with the weeds at 
Arenbroug quite out of hand. But other things are growing, too, 
and while 1 don't notice that the mimosa trees are increasing in 
height, they are certainly put,ting out a heavy growth of lacey 

. leaves.
While  ̂was engrosed in my labors, the school children passing bye 

frequently called a cheery good morning* I like to think of their 
names from time to time and not infrequently does it give mix* _ . x.
smile when £ try to# co-ordinate the way their names sound with the 
way they are spelled, ^ne Gyxus Young, who ie always termed Gy, 
spells his name Bye, while Izalah simplifies his with these letters: 
Isax, - which, to him,, of course, spells Izaiah. Lon t you like phat o

Someone tells me, -perhaps it v.as Celeste, - that Yankee from 
Olympus, is selling up in the hundreds of thousands of copy-class.
1 am glad. " HoMoer I' vc 3iio*. i . ro I .

1 have read about £5 or 30 chapters, and in my opinion', four or 
five chapters, - especially in the £0-30 chapter section, m%Bt wel&a. 
have been condensed into a single chapter. It is good stuff but 
tod longl - those sections dealing with ^olmes intellectual ponderings 
on legal developement. The first 15 or £0 chpaters are excellent for 
the pictures of ioston and its people prior to Oliver »‘endell Holmes,jr 
birth, and B imagine the author, finding scant material, perhaps, for 
his youth and early manhood, resorted to the use of a lot of legal 
stuff to round out that section. It_is g6od, as l have saia, but 
holds less of interest to the average reader, - for whom, *■ assume 
the book is designed, - and perhaps more for the legal or 
x psychology student, w for whan the volume is nottintended.

I note another factor which is one of omission that seems to 
essen the full weight of the story. I have in mind the fact that 
he advancement of young nolmes through association with certain 
law firms in Boston, teaohing at Harvard and his elevation to the 
upreme >ourt bench of ^assachusettes, is p.esented in suoh a way 
Hat it seems as though it were accomplished by no other means that the ________«~  ̂j t 4 4« r.4— ri tt4 v* T r» «ni el familv matters.
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however, one readily understands that his father, 0. W. H., senior * 
is forever interesting himself greatly in all the doings of hxs son, 
and X deduct from these circumstances that his father, being a 
person of great personal influence in Boston, probably did much 
to put his son in a very desireable position in the minds of many 
people of importance so that when the son really 
crreat mental gifts, his elevation to bigger and tetter jobs may 
well have been aided by the father s influence, - although notmng along such lines is'evL hinted at in the book. ■ Eventually we 
°hall run through sane of these records on the.*eading aphine, in 
• g r L 5 &  you- d§B 't t at around to'browse in its chapters before then.
In the event you should pick up a copy at random, soever,
you will be glad to kn©3h that you can skip a lot of the legal wtuff in
the chapters along about 60 to 65 and not miss the thread of e
biography. ' \* ,h

It didn't rain today, and this afternoon, on the h gher ground, 
it wasn't "too wet for the ladies to hoe‘ , - and all the 
tractor drivers were busy putting their machines in order for * 
tomorrow's operations, - on the assumption it will not rain tonight.

' -,;0 f£0 'X h i  X TVO J i O O i i U o  , oS-it /u  •j- * ' . .
~x?hat with all the demands«being made on him at the present time’,

%  Bxew is pretty- well tied up, a d  so little King “olomon is now 
helping melwith some or Brew's former problems. ± am very 
fold of kittle M n g  who isn't so facile ^ith reading but who makes up 
for that lack by being willing* more dependable than the run of the 

mill, - and the most saving of all graces, ** infinitely good natured.
The Tirae.s pioayune today carried a news item that Mrs.

Cammie -Henry of ^elrose plantation had given all her library to 
the *axon Memorial of Baton Rouge. I reckon this was a bit* of 
propaganda, inserted in the daily presss with the hope that one such 
large collection being already rounded up, other collections of 

' varying degrees, might the more - readily start-roiling In*the righb 
direction. Of course there*is nothing of truth in the' announcement, 
gave that the promise has been made to make contribution* of certain 
types of material when and if a building suitable for housing them is

provided by the otate. -  ̂ n f - - - J , \
. ■ a'err , L.s ’i - - - - -  - ■ - * 1

~nd with these few lines/1 shall fold up for this sitting.
I have to,skip across the.river, - around by the bridge, to get 
my hair cut* .The moon isn*t up yet,*but it will be before X get bhck, 
and if I go now, X may find a boatman to ferry~me back, and hence saVe 

a somewhat lengthy, - and muddy’ jaunt.... <
v.. 0  ̂ rioMaii# to a no si doiiiw xodtoeb so ou -i

R I . - -0 f - Xfbl Ou3 *
hi -ĵ et j>.i x• - no l Ji> -: v,- ; £. noidit aemXo-*-*

i  i ■ -  - i  .  ■ - * > -  ■'  . :  C u  • ; t  ’ X j  Z t ' .t . . *- . l ~ -r- >*> ' £$ r n o  1 i C \ 1,1 Jli-wu- 'v -5A-w w  1t • -« v' v B  .
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**ay 17th, 1946.

Memorandum to ^lipping Service:
Today it rained again, but in between showers X got in 

a few hours at ^renbourg.
The postman brought a single letter, • Robert lallant 

to little M.iss Alberta. He says that Lyle s .aunt Maude 
says she is sick, has taken to her bed and will see no one, 
including her lawyer, but he is under the impression she 
is merely mad about something or other.

Last night, or rather early this morning, X finished 
the Yankee *‘rom Olympus. I finished up with the con- 
elusion that this biggraphy of 0. d. H. pleased me in all 
respects, save what it tried to present of 0. *• H., who 
somehow oame out rather shadowy in my mind. Perhaps-the 
lady writing the book shod write history and not biography.

I am sorry that the heading Machine has been slowing up 
during the past few days, and it now appears that I shall 
have to have it repaired, I think I shall send it to 
Bat n Rouge by la Silver on Sunday, although I do hate to 
part with the thing as long as I can hear anything at all.
Last time it was sent for repair, it took months to get the 
thing in order, and I do miss it ever so much, ^ut t 
perhaps its present difficulty can be remedied in Louisiana 
and so the time required for a ^ew ^ork trip may not be 
necessary, l hope. ■ .. . ,

I ran a thorn in my finger today, while pulling weeds, • 
and as it oozes as I strike these keys, I think I shall have to 
forego the pleasure of a further chat for this sitting.

The ^enks spent yesterday in Bhreveport putting their new 
house in order, - or some such and Bister did not return last 
night with her husband, hut remained to do additional things 
today. I assume this may mean they are really fixing to move, but 
one never kno s.

There is a wonderful sky tonight, - one half of it is covered 
with thiok clouds, the other half is olear-oiear, with plenty 
of tars. here*the cloud banks are, heat lightning in 
four areas Iflashias several times per second, - nervous and 
fitful, while over ^renbourg the Heagens remain serene..,..
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May 19th, 1946.

Memorandum to ^lipping Service*

Your elegant letter to hand and a thousand thanks for all the 
happiness itf brought ith it.

Before touching upon any of the points in it, however, I want to 
tell you about little Sammy, whose situation at W&verly has Just 
been related to me by Miss Lois (L e s t e r w h o  arrived Saturday 
afternoon with ^ssae Mae.

■ « * ' „ 
t Little ^ammy, it seems, is the five year old ilthopian son 

of t^e Waverly houseman and his wife, the cook. *Mrs. tester is very 
fond of little ^smmy, and frequently he frisks about in the garden 
when she is working there. ’ *

Some time back, Mrs. Lester broke a tooth from her upper plate,- 
right in front, living in the country, she didnJt get to a dentist, 
to have it repaird for a.week.or two, but one afternoon she made up 
her mind to attend to.it on the following day.

Un the .afternoon .in question, while she was dusting off the 
camelias, little Sammy sought her out. He asked her what color 
she called her skin, - was it vShite. “he told him that it wasn't,- 
that is was a little pink ;and a little yellow. Hammy said somebody 
told him his skin was blaok-blaok. kindness itself, she thought 
she would help him over a difficult hurdle. "Sammy,", she explained, - 
taking his little arm in hers, "Look at my s..in. You see it isn^t 
really white like the house, -nd Sammy, your s£in isn t plack, - 
its Is a lovely deep bronze color, lots of gold dn it, just like the 
first people wod put in the world. And, ^ammy, do you know that when 
people like a man with a white skin a heap and that many dies, do you 
know, that they make an image, a statue, to look like him, and do 
you know the best thing they can think of is to make it out of 
brozne, - lovely deep golden bronze just like your skin, ^ammy, 
and when you grow up, ^arnmy, you can be proud-proud of the color of 

your skin, because it's the nicest color in all the world."

•̂ nd ‘“’amray looked at her with soft velvety eyes, looked long, as 
though filled with wonder, and with Mrs. ““ester feeling secure that 
she had implanted a bit of racial pride that would grow with the years, 
she herad little uammy say: {
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"Miss Lois, mitji that front took of yours gone, can you 

spit good?"

So much for life in West Feliciana, and * felt sure you would 
find it as amusing as X.

■̂ or the first time in their lives, Miss wulver and little Miss 
Alberta met, and  ̂ think they hit it off alright*

MSsae Mae has a letter from gyle's Aunt Maude. In view of the 
fact that Miss ^aude has already contributed everything of gyle's 
to the library Commission for the Memorial, it is rather astonishing 
to read Miss Maude's latest epistle, friendly in spirit, to Kssae ^ae, 
in which she tells her that iulane is planning a Memorial to Lyle, 
and that she counts upon her to help her accumlate everything she can 
to give tb the **embrial at Tulane. You don't have to be, but it 
helps ;out a lot~if you are.f..

• L- 1 w ’ ‘ v"’ **'
Saturday night, the Madam retired at 8, • a little later 

than her xutom, and little Miss alberta said she was tired, too, 
and was folding up. accordingly the two ladies of the library,- 
Miss *Lois is a mem er of the library Commission, - came over to
my house, bringing a bottle of ^ubonnet as a present, 
sitting was pleasant and our conversation general.

Our

Sunday morning* Miss ^ois came over to see me alone. Ohe 
wanted to talk about wack*s collection. nr. Hamilton of "orth 
Jarolina was expecting to get it, so was the Lavins McMillan 
outfit at A. 3. u. nad I talked with Jack about its final dispostion.
I had. ‘‘Quid I like to chat with her about it. I would, ^nd 
so now it appears final that t/je Hester collection will go to 
the library ommission, and at M^s. L*s.r invitation, X have consented 
to'sepdn a little time wit her at Waverly, going through the 
various items, with an’eventual vipw, when the collection, is 
transferred, to indicating to proper assistants what notations are 
to be made for'a'somewhat elaborate catalogue.

In the afternoon, -^ssae ^ae came to see me alone, "he ask-d 
if an decision Had been amde regarding the dispsal of the tester 
collection. X was glad to tell her that it had. She seemed de
lighted that I had consented to interest myself in its appraisal, etc.
She said that Miss Lois had frequently remarked that only ^ack 
and Francois knew about the value of many of the seemi gly in-f 
significat. pa'pers. ... ‘ f

It seems that the Commission will shortly be re-born with 
he library becoming a St; te “epartment, with several different units,- 

historical sectioh, ^egislatiove data, agricultural section and so on. 
Slowly, but-with some promise of realization, the department of archives 
is coming into being, and gradually, from where sit, it looks as 
thought the ultimate arram ements will be much as we originally 
foresaw. May it be so....

mm
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• May 20th, 1946.
'
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Memorandum to Clipping ^ervioei

I'm wondering if you would like me to fill in a few spots in 
the Feliciana picture*by recounting scraps of conversation from 
Saturday nightrs ,sitting with Mssae Mae and Miss Lois?

Afton Villa, as you know, is just up the road a little way from 
/averly. The new mistress of ^fton 'Called on Mrs. Lester and asked 
her up to see <the newly restored Villa. Mrs. Lester accepted and 
was as charmed with the work as she 'was with her new neighbor.
S;ha lfckes the fdrmer Dorothy Mills, daughter of the fabulously 
rich Hew wrleans gambler, - likes her for herself, her charm and 
gpod sense. That's what makes Mrs. Lester different from people 
like Miss Louise of the Cottage or the Bowman girls of Rosedown. 
Regardless of antecedents, a new-comer to St. F-rancisville is 
automatically accepted for herself by the former lady while the 
latter, while receiving her politely, are inclined to look to their 
families’s long residence in the ccmmunity* and incline toward being 
a bit stand-offish, not because of any lack of virtues on the part 
of the new member, in their midst but rather because the family does 
not figure in the annals of ante bellum Feliciana'.

■ ,£ J\'££v) • ;̂ L:l-LrlR

according to ^rs. lestfcr, the new Mistress of Afton, daughter 
of the house of Mills, eloped with a youth of dubious qualities, when 
she was in her teens. The marriage was not a successs, and it was 
broken shortly, I believe there was a child by that marriage.
In any event, there is a daughter, perhaps 6 or 8 years old, and 
she was born with one arm missing, from the elbow down.

In the 1940’s, the young lady married a ̂ r. "oble, a fine 
person, who was killed in the Pacific, a short time ago, she 
married the son of ^rank *ercy, owner of Greenwood, a lovely pioture 
of which appears'in Plantation Parade. So much for the new *.fton 
Villa set-up,<and Mrs. ^ester likes the new'Mrs. Percy.

t *
kind .then there is something about Frances Karkingson Keyes.

The literary ^lub of St. -c'rancisville invited that lady to St. 
Francisville, which is perhaps 35 miles from la Keyes* home near 
Baton xiouge. As a mem. er of* the Club, Mrs. tester acted as hostess 
at *<averly for the occasion. Another member of the ^lub went to 
St, Krancisville to meet «*rs. Keyes and drive her out t<J the 
party. Unannounced, Mrs. AQyes brought a young woman with her,- 
a niece, X believe. ~
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-arriving an hour late, the car bringing the distinguished 
guest and' her companion, found a friendly group awaiting her as 
the car stopped before «<averly2L Mrs, Lester and several officers of 
the ^lub were at the stepping stone to greet the guests. But 
they were a little taken a-baek when la Keyes firmly declared that 
she was not budging from her seat untiol some member of the Glub 
volonteered to get into the.car and drive her niece to Rosedown,
Afton Villa and Greenwood, while la Keyes was attending the tea.
Of course this meant that someone, intending to grace the tea tables, 
would have to forego that pleasure and go chasing through the 
countryside, - the several places are miles apart, - to "do a 
tour© for the benefit of the uninvited guest. Naturally someone . 
arose to the occasion, and then, - and only then, did la ^eyes 
condescend to move her hips out of the car, - after which she 
sent her niece and the Club member on their way, while she went up 
to 7/averly.

In the-hall, Mrs. Lester, as hostess, was first in the 
receiving line, 'presenting each guest to Mrs. Keyes, second in line, 
with the President of the °lub .third and other officers so on down 
the* line, as Mrs. Lester started to make the first presentation, 
la Keyes cut her short, abruptly- declaring she wasn't goin to 

meet anyone until she had been provided with a comfortable chair.
1he chair was provided, and so things got under way, - everyone 
standing save la *-eyes. ~ t ; ;

The first lady to be presented was a young plantation mistress 
of prominence and charm. Ih making the introduction, Mrs. -Lester 
said to “rs, Keyes: t

' "Mrs. Keyes, I am so glad to ha”e you meet "Ars. X. She 
has. recently borh her first child, and I am delighted that her 
first public appearance since that event is to join with us in 
paying her respects to you.” --(thinking the mention of a new
baby might cfve the guest of honor something' $0 grab hold of by 
way of small talk)

hut quite ungraciously, la KQyQs responded:*
"If this woman has a baby, why doesn't she.stay home an$ 

mind it instead of coming here to add to the tiresome crowd?
f

^rs. tester was frankly t taken lby surprise that the honor guest 
should behave so badly,- but, ‘concealing her reaction, ,went ahead 
with the presentations, to all of whioh la Keyes,'*- if deigning 
at all to acknowledge the introductions, was equally rude.

'Eventually after too long, the touring -niece dro^e up and 
la ~eyes announced she was readjr to go. burning to Mrs*
Lester, she said: "You certainly got me up hereunder false 
peetenses". ‘“rs. -Lester responded: "Mrs. ^e’yes, I didn't get you 
up here .under any pretenses. She niterary Klub extended the, invita
tion, and 1 merely acted as hostess." - . *
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Said Mrg, Keyes: ,
' "It was my impression that 1 was coming to meet a few 

select people, not a moh." •

Responded “rs. Lester: .....e
wAs author of •‘•'he River no ad, Orescent-Garnaval and other studies 

on Louisiana, and as a resident of Baton Rouge Parish, you must 
have known that Feliciana doesn't pretend to ba select, and the 
mob you mention is merely a group of our friends whom we 
thought you would enjoy meeting. You must forgive us for our 
ineptitude."

- f .  f

Whereupon la Keyes flounced out, leaving nobody to care if 
'she ever comes back again.

Don't you think such a display of bad manners is astonishing?
It is right in line, however, with everything one hears about 
la ^eyes, and of course makes understandable the Indifference everyone 
feels as to whether she ever returns to Louisiana, - for she 
is currently in Europe, '̂rom all accounts she must be a great 
big Frances Eenjamin Johnston, and I think Melrose never needs 
a duplicate of that bag in the form of la Keyes.

And now I must jump from the Mississippi to the wane River 
neighborhood, ^lemence is the subject of thi- paragraph, illustrat
ing her ability to acquire cash while demonstrating at the same 
time her ability to play a trick on the MacLam, the consequences of 
which we all may feel in part,

v/hen a cook was needed some months ago, the Madam told 
wlemence she would give her four dollars if she would get her one. 
Olemence produced Juanita, who was swell. Juanita was later 
replaced by Nearly “ay, who, like Juanita, has decided the fussing 
that goes on over picayune details is too much, and accordingly 
a new cook is needed. Glemenoe was called in and another four 

dollar offer was made.
I assume that ^lemence, disappointed in the ^osenwald turn* 

down, needed cash. In any eVent, she shortly turned up with a cook, 
and I assume she was paid the four dollars, Row the cook she 
brought, while' presentable in appearance, is known to everyone,- 
white and colored, as a-bag of the first magnitude, and hopelessly 
unfitted for such a position. "Know to everyone”, I said, - but 
should have thrown in the exception, - to everyone but the Madam.- 
I can just picture ^lemehce with a perfectly straight face, but 
giggling in her b,;ard as she left the big house, having accomplished 
>her-mission. Ethel, - the new designate, - will undertake her 
duties this coming week end. She wont last long, I am sure, but 
during her tenure, you can bet i shall go in heavily for bread and 
milk. I may or may not have mentioned in previous reports something
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about this lady, whose identity may or may not have been recorded.
It was Ethel, mother of numerous progeny by her husband, Lovaf 
Williams, who persuaded her husband to go-to the store to 
ask. 0. il, to make her daughter get a "divorce” from Robert ’
Anthony, because Robert was ■fc;ithel,'s lover and Ethel objected to 
her daughter taking young Robert as a husband'and so cutting 
out her mother. That set-up is so unusual, and may be expressed 
so badly that no sense can be made of it, but 1 assure you that 
at best it is a mess.
» In the mean fcimtfj Ulemence has filled her'part of the bargain, 
and is no aoubt at this moment laughing to herself at impending 
results in the **elrose kitchen when -̂ thel takes over,

ba$ the Madam to ^urellia yesterday, - ^urellia knowing all:
"I don’t care when Pearly ^ay leaves. Olemence got me another 
cook,” *fJ
Said Aurellia: \ 2« ?
"res, ~iam." ’ V . ‘ ’ -j"- i; !r
•• ~ t ■ J.< : */ _
Said the Madam:

t .

the new cook is going to be better than Pearly May."
^aid ^urellia: ■
"ies, mam."

" ' V . v *• " "■ . , . - - ... , . . ; r ■ • •: , ■
Said the Madam to aurellia, - Who had just told me ^thel 
can’t boil water without burning itj

t J
"Ethel says she has qooked for white people. I know we are going 
to like her cooking*. f, r» t <
Said **urelli«a: . ...
"Yes, H«n." ' ,s'

And so the charade coes on,* and the ridiculous part of it is 
that no one can ever tell the ^enrys anything in advance of their 
impending pitfalls, as a matter of principal, they always 
resist advance notices, especially when given for th'eir own benefit, 
and furt hermore,. one* s hands are always tied because nothin^ can 
eyer be told in confidence, a factor which always reduces any 
neat little structure to*a shambles.

t " * l I ; ■Millions for expenditure but not a scent for sense.....

B ’
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Memorandum to ^lipping service:
V/hat with the length of the enclosure, you will not mind 

if this report is nothing at all.
I think all the references in the letter are clear. I 

m'i htsav however, that the King's Tavern mentioned is the home 
of&S  Spipes°aunt, who is a bag. X know not exactly her precise 
relationship. - the wife of his uncle, or some such. I never 
met ^  but^nce and that was when the boy friend and X were 
at ,Jindv Hill uanor a couple of years ago and she being prese , 
talked me slap into a headache. It is curious how some 
r,p Trenail ties can do that. There have been times in tnis 
region' when some of the offspring have succeeded in a0“° ^ is^ “s 
the same thing, but A think I have become immune, lo, these many
years.

Of yes, la Moore mentioned Uagnolia Vale as being “ Stored,- 
esreoiallvits garden, which makes me very glad. Jr. learned 
the*owner is many times a millionaire and X reckon the thing will 
be done with all that money and good taste can accomplish.

I am terribly behind in my correspondence, in:tact l have 
even, neglect.d -ora Ihortly“ oo,"d
!?2 5 K fr .onulo well to post°one to :f Uie ot
comparing ' But tnattOrings xn^ary^ dlJ£ejent ones at a singie
sitting6 - but’all save “ary’s for community consumption somehow 
furnishes no withan excellent excuse to grab my hoe and nead out 
for Arenbourg. • ,

This morning about 10, we had a visitor. ^ l ® ^ e  went over 
and picked up -aline, bringing her over to thabig^housef 
inttip Visit. x think it was her first in lo or 1* year^, ^na
she really had a good time, I i t ^ 1 fortunate she^was not
^ f£t k 1 n  theeroom K S ? t h f M c a n e  candles over

■ the mLtle fol she did much by way of besticulating with said ' the mantle, ,A , H * f is twice as long',
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I didn't see Uncle D'or this morning when I was working 
at Arenbourg, - perhaps it was too early _ but this afternoon 
ha sighted me and came over to consult ine on a poinx*

/his section Of Oane Hiveris being "D. D. T-ed” this wee, and 
Uncle D'Or feared that the licquid m i g h t P 018^ .  JJ® 1 
they had done the house of his daughter (Madame Alphonse, but 
he told the men they would have to wait to do his house until 
after he had contacted me. I assured him that it would be 

alright, and he accordingly sent to Puny's house where tney .
had gone, signifying that he was ready to have his house 
sprayed. I am so glad that this work is being aone , for it 
is going to meap a lot to many an inhabitant of poor cabins along 
the river, They are scheduled to do the big house tomorrow, but 
I anticipated their visit to this house by doingit myself 
yesterday, and so I will avoid the bother of moving endless books 
and pictures. . but even more, - and here is the trick,- 
I shall have furnished Madam Nenk with *no excuse to dishonor 
my menage with a vistit, for she has voldnteered to home up to 
supervise the spraying of ^elrose, which is Just another case of 
her not minding her own business. . . . .

today's post was ratner thin - two letters, with one from 
some lady living in the country near -ochester, "*ew York» W5°cŝ VinS 

read fMr. ,Kane's ''excellent1' account of Aunt Cammie, felt that she 
already knew her well enough to ask for a douple. of roots of 
Louisiana iris from her garden. I responded that we do not 
recall if hr, wane's account of Louisiana iris yj& s sufflciently 
misleading to give the impression that it mi^ht flourish anywhere, 
but the fact of the matter is that Louisiana iris flourish only 
in Louisiana and we took the liberty to recommend merman ins o 
the lady's consideration* :

i’he other letter was from ^rinceton unviersity. asking if 
we had any letters to or from'Jefferson or Daniel Olark, to 
whose use the Ochs *“emorial might put said docurnens in 
bringing- opt the defn-intive edition of Thomas ^efferson s 
.papers. I must respond to that letter shortly, for think 
I know the locations in the Natchez country wheresome 
Jefferson to Sir William Dunbar papers are currently reposing, 
and Xv think x know ‘where there is at least one Jefferson to 
Daniel Olark giving instructions to Ihillip ^olan on his 
trip into the Mexican province of Texas. Perhaps this information 
will assist’ in furthing the efforts Princeton is currently 
undertaking In parenthesis, 1 would recall that little 

, Miss alberta's house in hew Orleans was the town house of 
Daniel wlark, And, - pephew and sole heir of the first Daniel 
Clark of Natchez. ,

*id 1 say I was going to write a brief report. "ell, X have
( broken my word as usual, and so X shall fold herewith.##••.

1827
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memorandum to ^lipping Service:
< . . . . . . V '■ b  nMr;-' t

And so Rudolph, as" the enclosure indicates, has changed 
his plans for the Oregon jaunt. I reckon he is just as 
happy, what with all the goings and comings hex has been up to 
during the past few months. *

His letter wasfthe sum and substance of today’s first class 
mail, so I can't say much for, what correspondence in this 
neighborhood say, but someone did report byword of mouth that 
last Thursday or Friday Alexandria, **a., had a hail storm that 
caused all sorts of damage, although up to this writing, I had 
heard nothing about it. Someone recounts the fact that hail 
stones weighing up to five and a quarter pounds fell on the city.
I should have imagined such a weight, dropping from ,the sky, would 
have killed anyone or anything it struck, but I have heard of 
no casualties, xhey do say that slate and tile roofs were 
wrecked, windows smashed and cars battered into junk. If these 
foil'd tales seem to have any basis of truth. 1 shall pass alon^ 
further and more ghastly details. I reckon it is about time for 
Mrs. Hand to be passing this way and she will be able to set me 
traight. ’ x certainly h0P«* lovely camelia bushes

weren t de troyed.
In glancing over an announcement of books for the head

ing machine, x notice that ^argaret Leech's Washington Reveille 
is now available. I wanted;to read that when I saw it reviewed 
a year or two ago in the Times* X think it has to do 
about Washington, D. during the *ivil war, _ a_cross 
section of what was going on there in a whole variety ,Qi 
places and in varying 6rades of society. I shall request a copy, 
and speak on that subject further, too, _ if and, when the book 
comes to hand.

This afternoon X received an invitation to att nd some kind _ 
of a program at ^t* Mathew's School tonight, but I didn t feel 
up to making that rather long-ish trip, especially as it is 
vaguely diizzling outside. There will be another and final 
program'on Sunday evening, - or night, and I may be able to 

make a round then I should ever so much like to,attend, for 
some of the t&ople will be old friends, - people participating, I 
mean, and then, too, many of my friends will be in the audience.
I * shall probably be asked to speak, and I shall have to turn up
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frtiS ? 1m s « s s  srti s „ r
(half] as good aq, tnat on©..

TDa+ niaht 1 finished Macdonald's "From Jefferson To
_ S verv dull hook hut one which had some data inhinooln , a * . „+r01hiitpn out in mv mind. — especiallyit that°I wanted to get straighten ^t in my miuu, g ,

Zl '-crA?d certain celebrated law Suits in the late xeou *>, as regarded certain mUch more comprehensible
t^°^aoUon tSths lotted’dovm 1n the Varies of certain 
southerner's keiting the Horth f  upr eL
t'SSt; iSathe°latalW60^8,Bt*e Southerner Raveling »ith his seevant 

4v Yo^fcSometimes Join things a little difficult. Benjamin 
"base had much to recount on that point, athough^he^never^did^ 

.mention the boott decision, ana Prn£P say, that' the North
*** deoision

■'hile studying the took, however, 1 ran !jc*°?®JLtlon
name that made me thing of a t°°“ have it if you think it, please, or some such program. You c<*n have it, n  y
good: _* * - 1 * ■ ' *' i-’ ;

Fiye times have people hearing the tî st hame t
of franklin been sworn in as President Ox the United
Name all five.”

The answer for four of them, of course, is J\ »■* H., and 
for the fifth is Frankly Tierce.

knd that makes me think, did 1 over mention the other one 
I thought of as a'bQOd question for Information please.
This is it: ..

"The 13 colonies became the first 13 States of the 
Union. Name the l<tth btate.

ihe answer is.^rrnont. * didn’t knowit until recently,
• having always guessed that Ohio was probably the first btate 

« S ? S K  after the original States had formed the union.
Arid so with these few choice words, I shall fold

hearffofmfsitting, ’dull letter Perhaps I snail do Letter on the morrow, 
ay patient today seemed rather.more gay than usual, tut her 
offspring especially “ister andean, seemed ratner on t-he

xhank. the -H>rd for weeds at -reabourg, for i can 
g g  them*madly? - nornine and afternoon, and let those who , 
Phave time for long faces have their fufa in being grumpy...

i !
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clay 23rd, 1946.

Memorandum to flip ing service; . , - t
The enclosure is of uhe i«ladam and Miss Mobina, When in 1940, 

as I recall, at Eot Springs. I think I donft have to return it 
to ^iss “obina, but you might save it for a week or so, just 
in case.
» Your nice letter of the 17th, and posted holiday, arrived 
in today’s post, and th*ank you much fox all the pleasure it 
afforded and the interest i shall take in reading the clippings 
which time forced me to put aside until the morrow.

- pt was good' of you'to acquaint me with the /ildenstein exhibit, 
and the enumeration of some of the names gave me a pleasant little 
trip into the past, while T traveled through a few -iimerican 
and European galleries where examples of some of tne names you 
mention lighted me along my way as a youth. I hadn t thought 
of old Poussin and lorrain in ever so long. I think the 
Metropolitan as a few nice paintings by both masters, and I recall 
with a smile some of the decorative people, sitting on clouds, that 
the* former used to put in most of his landscapes.

1 was glad to hear Thillipe de Champagne's name again. It 
.seems to me that in the -louvre, - although it may have been elsewhere 
there used to hang a fine portrait of Cardinal Richelieu, - 
in three sections, - the right profile at the left, the left 
profile at the right, and both of them looking at the full . 
pace (coming-at-you, as '-'lenience would say) in the middle.
I think it is one of the*most interesting facial studies I ever 
saw. I think the ^ouvre used to have a full length portrait, too, 
from which, i imagine, Ceorge ^rliss drew his costume when he 
portrai^ad the great cardinal on the stage and screen.

I heard mention the KuKlux Klan business oh the radio the 
other night, - the ^tone Mountain flare up, and 1 was not 
surprised that it should be starting up again. iSvery time a collapse 
follows a'great national effort in this country, something strange 
seems to develop©“among the great unwashed. Fortunately it 
usually fizales' out before much damage is done, alt ough there 
always seem to be a' few innocent' victims before the thing 
evaporates. x hope this present manifestation may not last 
as long or be as wide spread as the one that cmae to the surface 
in the 1920's. There is so much about it that is hocus-pocus that 
it appeals to numb-skulls for a time, jjust like, following

'
■■

»
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a visit to his home town in the mid 1930*8 one blank brought 
back with him all the outward “signs and wonders" that had 
so entranced him, apparautly, during his sojourn* Surely such 
non-sense can be terribly costly to those concerned and those 
who suffer in its wake, once it gets out of hand but I am under 
the^ impression that the present cells'of the K. organization,
while widely scattered, especially through the ^outh, X imagine, 

wilX feel the official night stick before they get to going very 
far, - 1 hope.

In the 1920's, one had to pay ^10.00 initiation fees and 
#10.00 for a night shirt, and in return got nothing but a lot 
of hocum or is it hokum in talk and childish bonfires, I 
thik it was an out and out money making scheme and ‘I reckon the 
Oiganizers really made quite a thing out of it, After all, 
five or six million du bells at wlO.OO a throw would really 
run up some money for hoover'took in the.Cash,

*'el*l, so it goes, and speaking of such scum, it is but 
natural to remark that ^elrose was D, D. T,-ed today, - 
but thoroughly, hut 1 didn't have mv house done, because sister 
came up to superintend, and x, woulan^t have her in my house, 
fhey did the big house, however, and tomorrow, the Parish 
officers will r turn to do a.«s house, and I may have them 
do t is one at the same tim^, since under those circumstances, 
it could be accomplished in peace.

e

You mention the bio raphy by Chase of **r. “oolcott. J 
think^ that- is quite a good one, although, as I recall, it has 
one line in (it that made me laugh. It somehow didn't seem to 
fit in with the good complexion of the balance of the book, and 
I wondered at the time it appeared if perhaps some editor had 
net fixed up the paragraph a bit. I think r. Chasek - if that 
is his name, - was trying to explain the 'somewhat complex per
sonality of ~r. *'ooloott, and solved the whole thing by 
at ributing it to the mups (mumps).

Mr, ‘*oolcottTs personality was indeed very complex* and 
if done thoroughly would require a great deal of explaining 
but the mumps would never turn the trick. Boiled down to the 
essence, iar. oolcott had a personality that had been we&l mixed up 
prior to birth, and eventually, if we get around to doing him I 

shall expound my. own theory, which in no way cah be tossed off* so easily, . ■ . ■
./-.j t ' ■ • ' - a / - ’ ' ’ "■ ' ‘‘r4 ’; U  v -

I'm so lad*you found another Baedeker, and I like the idea of 
picking up the W A  volumes, if and. when, they appear on the 
market, I shall send you a list of the ones I have, - 
Jfj Yoxk state, "assachusettes, ashin^ton ^ity hhd’one other, I 
think, so you may be guided accordingly, since., somehow I • .
just seem to naturally assume, that Arenbourg*is in the background of uom our minds,

1831

uay 24th ( Friday, 1946.

Memorandum to ^lipping Service: *

Friday I am sure it is, but i am uncertain of the 
precise day of the month.. * *

A Memorandum,'written yesterday, lies here on my 
desk unmailed, X have casually made a mark on the 
evefcope; indicating that it is Ho, 1, - merely to 
indicate that it was written prior to this note.

although the local mail runner picks up the post 
every day, it has seemed to me preferable to hold 
today’s note along with it, awaiting the termination of 
the railroad strike. This may mean that several letters will
come to hand at the same moment, and if you are pressed for 
time, you may skip this one from here on out, since there is 
nothing important to relate but merely the desire to have 
a little chat with you*

I think X mentioned in yesterday's report that I 
denied myself the pleasure of B.- D. T.ing this place, 
prefering to have mosquitoes all summer to letting Bister 
put her foot in-the place. Well, the picture is different 
trmight. When i went to the store this morning to see 
if the postman would make a round, * ran slap into the 
£. B. T. people who were just putting the finishing touches 
of celeste's house, accordingly X borrow one of the men, 
and he gave this house a thorough-going over, for the 
balance of the summer, therefore, L shall be bug free, and 
in the latter part of August, the same men will come 
around again, thus guaranteeing the place until well into 
the Winter, I really think it is a splendid undertaking, - 
•although I a not sure if it is a Parish, ^tate or Federal 
project. In any-event, I am all in favor of it, and to think 
that Arenbourg in time to come may be equally free of all such 

'• pasts is really quite delightful, yes, no.

having sent off all my talking books, ana. just before 
the strike brought an end to the mail, I was qjxite enchanted 
yesterday to find that Miss ^ailey of the if. 0. P. L. had 
sent a book to me unsollioited.

It's ulin downs' Adventures In Symphonic Music, which 
may or may not be two or three years old. Last 

night Ai0ra, the airdale, chased a skunk along my 
back gallery, - about 2:30, and what with the resulting
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ec id ed °to °h av e  a g o °a ? ' “ hat with the
th er sen se s being so outrage •

X f ind the-hook iu l t e  eni? £ £ £ % ' £ ^ “ ^ so m e h o w  
i s t o r i c a l  veJ ^ i0 *?s  seeinsPto be d iv id ed  in  some h a lf
.o z e n ^ h a p te r s^ th e ^ f  i r s t . one being about the ^ u s ic  of the 
'an se .

One point he makes th a t i s  Prague 1 fo llow in g the
la p  pine s s  of ^ o z a r t  when, on v i s i t i n g  ^ g u e ^
m b lic a t io n  oi one of h i s , handing about to  a m odified
th e-m ill people in  th at c i ty  e ano ^ . hQny> 4 r . Downs
version  of one o f the nQOpie today thrdwing up
p o in t* out th a t what a f r a M t l ?  i t  *
i f  fo rT rem em h erlh g  th a t one of t h e ^ x e ^ t e s ^ o f  th e^ ie th

o f S rs y <Sna^ » p o l i t 8io n s S d  been brought to  a l l  the people 
by suoh a me ans , *- *

r’or a long time i  4 0 > f ? g t hSl ^t h^^ol e l l ng 
on h is  O pefetio  c a re e r , fo r ha y 9Q a d d itio n ,
° ?  i s h ^ t i ^ S ^ e / o f  ^ S n e r  and o th ers being worked in to  the

•a s s t K  ttft ©M5K "rAsfjSOTr~
s s s s & 'l^a® s“ »‘ -S ”
p u ttin g  h is  name on a n j p lafon d .

durious what th in gs we run up on and .f ig u re  o u t, thanks 
to  b o ra ’ s cav o rtin g  abou t'w ith  neighboring pole o a t s .

bQme p ilg r im  or
th is  t f t e r n o S . « 4  w o ag  other g g g  t - S g |  *40 tons to
i h f a o ? f  i f  l^em am ber my Oeo&r a p ! i c a l  f u d i e s  Q O r|.e U y ,-  
? “  h  -the' s l i g h t e s t  id ea  how much a ton o f water
i f  b u f i  y s u r e  i t  i s  a l o t .  and I  am hoping th a t 
,uot th a t m u ch 'fe ll in  the upper reaches o f ked d iv er ..

• • t -f--u4ritr I sh a l l  leave  open the envelope containing
th is  r e p o r t ! fcand s f  in o ld L  t h  succeeding one w ith the a b o v e ...

1833

4 ay 26th , 1946

Memorandum * to d ip p in g  S e rv ic e ;

kiccustomed as I  have long been to re c e iv in g  m ail 
about 9:00 a .m ., i t  seemed stran g e  enough l a s t  n igh t 

(Satu rd ay ) to  have your l e t t e r  to  hand a t 7 :15  p.m._

What ith  the r a i lr o a d  s t r ik e  pu ttin g  u su al a r r iv a l s  
out o f g e a r , an Army tru ck  hauled some m ail to  Bayou Natchez 
L o u isian a  in  the aftern oon , and hence i t s  d e liv e ry  here a t  
such an hour. *

, I t  i s  good to have news of your d o in gs, and I 
p a r t ic u la r ly  hope th at the g i r l  f r ie n d ’ s .b* I t  M ay turned 

out ever so happy fo r  you both , fo r  b ik te  b irth day  
c e le b ra tio n  always have a way, I th in k , of making 
those who r e a l ly  love each other the one a s  happy a s  ti e 
o th er, and I ' know ha much you f e e l  fo r  each other#

And w asn 't i  r grand th a t you could have a l in e  from 
abroad in  A n ita *s  own hand? I sh a l l  be looking forward with 

in te r e s t  to  some of the d e t a i l s ,  although a t  b e st  the w ritten  
word i s  going to be but a poor su b s t i tu te  u n t i l  t  e time 

comes when you can commune w ith her alon e. Perhaps i t  i s  
because I  have the ash tray  she gave me here on my desk th at.
I fin d  m y se lf, a f t e r  le av in g  th i s  house, and journeying 
toward Arenbroug, con juring up in  my mind how p le a sa n t i t  w il l  
be in  days to come when both g i r l  fr ie n d s  can be g rac in g  the 
g a lle ry  at ^.renbourg, -the world c losed  o f f  from or by the 
entrance ga te  on the Bermuda Road, and nothing b e fo re  you a l l  
but the p la c id  su rface  of wane R iver stretching- on beyond the 
te r r a c e , and in  the. f a r  d is ta n t  h i l l s  of Derry and ^on tro se  
r i s in g  slow ly in to  purple cloud banks at sundown,

Ihe more I  th ink about the arrangement o f se v e ra l  sm all 
u n its  fo r  ab so lu te  independence, a l l  w ithin the co n fin es of 

Arenbourg, and the g a l le r y ,  open on both s id e s ,  and 
connecting the maison de l a  re in e  and l a  m&ison du se ig n e u r , 

the more p e r fe c t  such a s e t t in g  seems to b e , •  the- opporunit^ 
of m ed itatin g  e n t ir e ly  by oneLs s e l f  a t w i l l ,  and the ,
eq u a lly  b le sse d  opportunity o f sh arin g one s s e l f  w ith  one s 
companions. A /
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I got no opportunity to listen today to any of the 
radio programs you were so good as to offer to my 
consideration. Somehow just as I would start to tune in at 
one hour or another, a tap would come at my door and 
it would he some old or new friend, making the most of 
his day of rest to come hye to say howdy, ^nd while i 
re-retted missing a ssumpling of the air waves, I dia 
have the pleasaure of seeing those who are tusy all wee^ and 
somehow one or two of my visitors maae me xeel that their 
little visit gave them a lift, - so thaij.it cas fully , 
as precious;although not more to my liking from a selfish 

point of view, than had it been otherwise.
But I did hear the radio say that the trains would 

qtort functioning again today, - that was at 5 this 
fo“ L| !  !nd atS6 o'clock, I could hear th, engine on the 
T and P. Hailroad two or three miles to thd vest, tooting 
away as though it had just taken a new lease on lire, - and
was liking it.

And 1 am lining it^ too, because i will afford 
me an opportunity to get this letter along with a couple of 
previous ones, - one under separate cover, - on their 
way to you.

What with two reports in this post, - three to be exact, I 
reckon you will be preset enough for time to miss nothing if 
I should break off. at this point, which 1 do herewith, • 
so far as the .written word goes....

1835

May &7th, 1946,

Memorandum to ^lipping Service;
fhe weather is fine, mueh blue sky, hot sun and 

pleasant breege. Things are growing madlyfat Arenbourg, 
including the weeds. 1 am cgntining my labors ag inst 
the latter but letter t (letting) the grass grow at will, 
fpr next year we may be able to get a lawn mower, and 

that will operate easily.enough if we can keep the weeds 
down to a shout this year.

We had lots of second class mail today, - the first 
delivery of that branch since last-Thursday. In 
the first -class section there were letters from 

little Miss Alberta and la belle Mssae Mae. Little 
Miss A. had not rapch to offer, save that she arrived back 
home safely. The *J135.Q0 desk for which bister gave 
Lyle a check ever so long ago, came up for discussion 
again in Little Miss a .*s note. The desk was removed 
from the ^t. Charles to the, library Commission about the 
middle of April at Aunt Maude’s direction, She claimed the 
desk, saying that since it was Lyle’s grandfather’s, - that 
is what he sold it, to Sister, - an old family heirloom,- 
Aunt *̂ aude said that Lyle had no right to sell it, since 
it belonged as much, if npt more, to her and her 
sister, be ling closer kin than ^yle was to the o.ld man.
How it turns out that Kobert fallant was with -Lyle when 

he bought the desk at an antique shop in Aoyal 
Street, some months or a year back. That is in line 
with the. toy doll everybody wanted which came from a 
similar shop, but which ^ssae Mae was given to understand 
came from the attic of Bile Alliance. Much tempest in a tea
pot, and as yet lister is still furious because she can’t get 
hold of the darned thing.

Bssae Mae’s letter was written Ihzusday# She was 
leaving last Saturday for Washington to appear before 
a Senate Committee on Federal Funds for Libraries. I 
don’t seem to have heard about that but I do recall 
in my prospectus to her, and in subsequent conversations . 
that I pointed out how advantageous it would be for her 
to incporporate the Talking Books in the --Library Commission 
rather than leaving them in the hands of the Hew Orleans 
public -cibrary. I based my point on the fact that
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the federal Government allows certain funds for the handling 
of the Talking ^ooks, and were the Commission to receive such 
grants it would give it an official tie, - and source of 
income, plus the fact that as recipient of Federal fdnds, 
and so,a federal agent, the whimsies of some Governor or 

other might he less likely to lead him into refusing to 
sign the State Commission library funds, once the Commission 
was already established with Washington-connections, I spoke 
with ^ssae ^ae about this a few months ago on a subsequent 
visit, and she to I'd me last time that she t ought the 
wommission was to be named the Federal agent,N I assume that 
is why, - plus other considerations, that she will be in. 
Washington this week,

Charles ^azurette spent Sunday night here, leaving for 
Baton ^ouge this morning. We were, glancing over Seibold’s 
Plnatations of Louisiana, and I was struck by the name 
appearing in the table of contents, - d »Arnesbourg, - or some 
such spelling. It was a colonial plantation on the 
German Coast, - that section on the banks of the Mississippi 
a little above Lew Orleans, I believe. It seems that one 
Charles or Carl von Arnesbourg, - surely the spelling must have 
been corrupted during the years, hailed from Stettin, 
with military service under ^harles Xll of Sweden, etc.
From that section of ^urope, he journed to Baris to 
interest himself in the Mississippi scheme that developed in 
the wake of John ^&w, and so eventually found himself in 

Louisiana. I think'the d'Arensbourg plantation flourished 
up until Civil «*ar times when the place was bombarded.
It is curious, donJ t{ you think, that such a name should 
be scheduled for two places in such widely separated 
localities of the State, - the'-second coming into existence 
purely on an anagram without any previous knowledge of the 
existence of the.other.
__ It seems to me there was some other point I was
going to make, but what it was eludes me, and accordingly 
I shall fola up at this point,.- with Arenbourg on my mind...

1837
rVoi

May 88th, 1946,

Memorandum to Jlippin,„ Service:
x'he enclosure is not of'much interest, save as the doings 

of the Lormons is or are always interesting. The girl men one 
as currently visiting at Briarwood is some little hill billy 
number whom the sisters Dormon passed on t he^rOad <one <lay, but 
years ago. The girl was crying, and confided that she .had just 
been put out of her home and didn’t know where to go. rtell, • 
she went to Briarwood, and the'sisters "ormon somehow managed to 
put- her through the one time normal, - now Jorth .-Jestern 
State College at Latchitoches. ^nd that is :that story, snd I 
think you will relish ^iss Robina’s lick at Caroline in ex
pressing approval of industry.

• The mail was thin today, with but a or
Madam, including one from Mrs. Roark Bradford, penned from their
Rew Mexico home in Santa Fe. ' .*

andUnder the guise of a condolence nu ber, it went on 
to make inquiry as to what disposal Lyle made of his property, 
did he ever, as he .had told ^ary Rose he intended od q o , take 
all his books, beds and pictures to Lew Orleans ana then 
the lady added that she and Roark, on returning to theYr home 
in Lew Orleans late in September, would try to stop over at 
Melrose*

Perhaps because Lyle was godfather to their son, Richard,
Mary Rose thought the boy might be mentioned in Lyle s will,
but more especially so aunt '-ammie says, she wants to stop over 
here to see if ther& isn’t something of -̂ yle s she can 
gather up for herself.

According to the letter, .The Saturday Review of Literanre has 
asked Roark to do an article on Lyle,, which he has done. Je 
assume it may appear shortly, and as we see the thing from week o 
week, I shall be glad to let you know when it appears. Lid i 
tell you that in the June 1st issue, - I suppose that is 

this week's issue, of Saturday evening Lost, - there is 
supposed to be an article about Lew Orleans with some or a 
picture of -Lyle living room or some such at the at. Charles Hotel. 
I suppose that illustration should make more clear some of tne 
details Lyle touched upon .his last letter to me, penned 
from Baton Rouge a month or so before he died, I relieve 
you have seen that letter.

»
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On the personal side, L got all the thorns under control, 
hut the excessive heat or something or other has put a mass 
of little water ’blistdrs all over my fingers, which is something 
of a pain in ..the neck, since it holds up gardening and j
typewriting in part. If I wear gloves, the persperation scalds 
ray hands so that 1 have to remove the gloves, and without gloves 
the darned blisters break and ray h^nds get raw And so I 
am just "a-settin’" for the moment, playing patience for the 
most part. I shall talk with hr. knipma,/er on the telephone 
tomorrow, and perhaps he will have some sugestions for me and some 
salve or some such on the following day when he makes his rounds.

« , ■ ■ /

It's a strange thing how the Army seems to be|in ’appealing 
to local ffiends of the teen age, now that the draft business is 
set aside for a few months. Several frieiids in the pda- 
18 year age bracket, * modtly 17 years of age, are beginning to 
enlist, 'hast night 1 dropped by t‘o see Puny and Selma, to learn 
that one of the twins, - Selma’s son, - Big Six, had skipped to 
town yesterday and b ought home papers for her to sign, giving her 
consent for this new departure. As you know, his twin bo ther,
Little -HLng, is my secretary at the moment and I am horingt 
the the urge "to s'ee the world", - as Big Six expresses it, 
does not impell Little ^ing to join** Being a ^olomon, both 
of them should have better sense.
* And so, with these few rather dull-ish bits of news, * shall 
eventually fold.up for this sitting and be back again tomorrow

ni ht.... »

Hay &9t£h, 1946,

Memorandum to ^lipping Service:
And so you will see from the enclosure that the Dormons

haven*t touched rock bottom financially after all. Or at 
least one would suppose not, what with such a proposed jaunt 
ahead of them. Smart girls, those ^ormons.

And today I had a sort of holiday, *what with a drizzle 
outside and an excellent excuse not do do much more than 
get caught up with some correspo dance, and walk about^Arenbourg 
in the rain, seeing what I could think up to do when cir
cumstances made it possible. .

The post was thin today, with but a brief note from little 
Miss alberta and a letter from the General to the Madam, lie 
reported little news* save that they are heading for West Point 
this week end for little Stephen’s graduation on Tuesday, I 
believe. They gave him a car for a present, and he will 
dr-ive down this way for a little visit beofre taking up his 
duties, - where ever.

I finished off the Olin Lowns book of Symphonic Music, and 
thought it a good source book for appreciation of symphonies, 
should one have enough of a library of records of that type 

to make such a reference book worth while.
■ > ; . • ; C . ;; ' 4 ' A; ’ ■•■...

This morning's post brought me Boswell's -aife of Johnston 
and some sort of a criticism of Charles Dickens by Gilbert K.
Chesterton. Why the latter should ver have been put on a 

reading book, 1 can t imagine,* for it seems to me the number 
of people, - blind, —  interested in such a work must be very 
small. But then, x always remember Milton's Spieech Before 
Pari ament on a Pree Tress, which, i am sure no one on earth save 
me ;ever read.

i am looking for Washington Reveille shortly^ and I 
feel sure I am going to like that.
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Kay 30th-, 1946.

:

This afternoon the 7/enks came up to ^elrose. Bhey 
brought some kind of an outdoor swing for the Madam, and 
while here, dug a heap of cannas to give to some one in 
Shrevenort. Prom those two circumstances, X gather that 
Shreveport still must represent an ultimate end toward which 
they are moving, /lthough I hear nothing of a definite date.

Memorandum to ^lipping Service;

What with" all the;he Henrys in the road during the day and 
tonight, the Maaam repeated her old remark sphere is nothing- 
like raising a flock of children for companionship in one s 
old age, - Sister in Gloutierville, Han in Alexandria,
J. H. in Baton Kouge, Joe in Beaumont and Paynie in 

halias and Stephen in Washington."
And a parallel qase, although less far-flung is found 

in the case of Bud Williams, currently living in the 
house just below the overseer. He has 13 children and 
approximately 45 grandchildren. On Saturday night, after 
eating a skillet of sausage * a large cake and four bottles 
of pou, he experienced some digestive difficulties. The 
doctor was called and found Bud’s blood pressure beyond 
anything the outfit for measuring such business, could register

,  • f ' T  V 'v ”‘ ’ '

Bud has two or three children living on the place,—  
Mattie, ^aybelle, Johnny, etc., but not one of them.would 
stay with their papa during the night. Por Bud is one of 
those sanctimonious old frauds, forever quoting noble 
maxims on his front gallery and raising hell with his family 
once inside the house. Por me, Bud represents in.the negro 
section one of those startling examples of what heridity can 
do for a fmily - I, who have grave doubts as to ho much 
heridity plays’in anybody's life, Po.r none of Bud's children 
nor brandchildren, - except my scholar, Brother, do I 
care for, and none 'of his nasqcfc*x nephews and nieces, - 
Levy, Love and Lug, his brother,. Ben’s, children. In 
the Caucassian race I find it difficult very frequently to 
find much application of the laws of, heridity, and yet the 
more I remark upon the operation of such elements in the 
negro the clearer I imagine I tki find the forces at 
work.

And that leads me to a wholly unrelated subjact,- 
now is it that no poet or writer has never taken into 
account that since God, according to ■Lhe Bible, found it 
well to ^ive the world another chance by bringing forth his 
only begotten Son, thus giving humanity an extra chance, 
then why ha.n't somebody conceived the idea and written 
a thinL on the Hevil, possibly by means of a daughter, 
attempting to carry his evil point so as to accomplish 
through such a medium what he, the Bev^

The weather continues hot and humid, with little showere 
both morning and afternoon to mate everything grow madly, 
including, * regret to. say, the weeds,

■Rn-Pnrfi seeing ut• Knapmayer this morning, t discovered 
tr-t iffi entwined a handke,.chief through my fingers,, leaving 
alternate oSes open to the air of opposite sides, I could
manage to absorb the Pfsperat^efforts ’ iSd l°o I^went at it the scalding that has held up my efforts. *nd so
again wLth renewed vigor, and liked it.

nn rntT wav back to ^elrose, 1 noticed many people in the 
road,°dressed^in their Sunday clothes, and apparantly coming
from Church. 1

Bo one here pays the slightest attention .to becoration
Lay, what with the graves o f t o “in November, hut civilian being decorated on *>11 ®aint s uay 

there is so e^kind of a post ascention day on the 
calendar, I think, and this was the reason for the bhurch
going. *

,i_ inouirv from several different communicants, how-un ma k m b inquiry rrum ^ tth«m knew any-ever I was enchanted to. learn that * none «  « « * “ «? J 
thing about the name of this day, so far as the *urch ^  ,

them to.
But for some reason Michael wanted to get some P l y i n g  or

ftrsrasi s.*ss.:yura H a rS "at dawning, much to the surprise and shook of his nor 
faithful fr ends and neighbors.
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itaturning home to his dinner. Michael again sum his^ 
mules aoross the river, - or almost across, when both animals, 
notoriouky bad swimmers, both sank, below the surface, and 
along with their master, were drowned*

Always after that M.ay 30th along Gane River at Melrose was 
knonn as Mike’s Day* • and then, after a few years, associating 
everyone famous on a Church day with a saint, it gradually be
gan to be referred to as^St, Mike’ŝ Day, ~ so that the old 
Sinner, whom all will tell you, recaved his Just punishment for 
his failure to go to Ghurch, somehow was oannonized by local 
parlance, and no matter if 130,000,000 other Americans refer to 
May 30th as. Decoration -̂ ay, it will always be St, Mike s Aay for 
Melrose mulat'toes.

The mails still seem to be a little out of joint., for 
nothing came to hand tis morning, save some second class stuff,

■ and freed from having to deliver 1st class things, the postman came 
and departed before I took my letter to the office, so you
.should have two with this same post,

I noticed there was no picture of gyle's room in the 
St, Charles in the Saturday livening. Post that came to hand, 
although there was some reference to him and to Joe Gilmore*
I reckon the original pictures designed for the piece must 
have been changed, following the first set u^, which was 
porbably made before April 9th, w en Dyle died* .

There was some other point, hut k shall have to let it go
the moment, for it eludes my mind, and I shall therefore fold 

herewith,,,,•

I

May 31st, 1946,

Memorandum to ^lipplfng service:
Up and to ^-renbourg at 5:15, the sky overcast, the 

air. cool. Within half an Jiour my shirt was a-drip, and 
then a good shower broke over me, and while the rain made 
me a little more damp, the coolness of the rain was 
pleasant enough. I flayled weeds for, a couple of hours 
more, and thence home and into a bath*

1 has continued to rain all day, and now at 8s30 
it is still cascading down, •

•The postman came fairly eerly today, what with all 
the mud paddles, he must have had to jump,, but 

he had little to show for hip trouble. ‘*e didn t even get 
a Times-]icyune. .

Mven though we didn’t act on Decoration Day as a 
holiday on the plantation, in town the offices must have 
been closed, as the clerk discovered when he tried to 
contact the highway department,

it seems that a Melrose truck, bringing a load of 
phosophate from Derry, just made the Derry bridge across 
Gane aiver and -that was about all* ^earing a gre^ 
crackling sound, Glyde Claude Mmmett Davis, who was 
drving, stepped on the (ass, and got across safely with his 
heavy load, Dut he went back and examined the structure 
and found that all except one wooden girder had cracked.

We accordingly tried to acquaint the properi 
authorities with the fact, but could locate np one.
And so, as so frequently happens in this locality, much 
was left to chance or fate -or whatever, on the 
assumption that passenger automobiles wouldn’t be heavy 
enough to crash the bridge and there probably wouldn t 
be any commercial traffic,

«.nd to the night passed, and this morning a big old 
six ton truck of the T. and P. Railroad, headed up Gane 
River road, all unmindful of what uncertain ground was under 
foot, when loi the bridge buckled, and the truck was
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P, 3, - Numerous interruption's, other than indicated, makes this very 
inpoherent, terminating on a key not precisely in line with my thoughts, 
hut i send it along regardless, trusting yourTunderstanding to 
fill in and complete the poorly expressed trends in thought. ...

stalled, Eventually, as I understand it, the 
gre t camion was ,somehow extracted, and by some 
miracle, proceeded on its way, but now the bridge is but 
definitely out of commission, thank Heavens, and so 
even though the highway Department hasn't made up its 
mind about the matter as yet, at least the average traveler 
will be able to notice that crossing was not in the realm 
of possibility. \v

, I continue to rea,d Johnston's Life o.: Boswell, - or 
rather Boswell's life of Johnston, and find it. good,

domehow it epitomizes intellectual life in England 
in the mid 1700's, and it is rather striking that 
so many of the’ problems that confront the cultivated mind 
today seems to have been discussed pretty thoroughly quite 
iinterruption) - a couple of hundred years ago.

♦

I thought someone was knocking at my door, and 
couldn't iraagin® how anyone would be out in such a 
driving rain,, hut on opening the door, I discovered 
it was only kittle Gran&pa, half way up the screen door, with 
one of her three kittens in her mouth. , I gather that 
the rain was too much for her and her little family, and 
so 1 have fixed a little box for them by the fire place, where 
the bricks are warm and the air is dry, for what with 
all the hu midity today, 1 kept a little blaze going to 
keep thins a little dr her. Some planters used to say 
that one should have a fire every day in the year in -Louisiana,- 
for heat in the winter and for drying: things out in the summer.

'.t wMm ' E 4- V :'4 *

i can't subscribe'to that whilly, - since sometimes 
when long dr«y spells descend upon us int June or September, 
but if the rains keep going: to long in the summer, it 
does seal up the unused envelopes and starts, mould growing 

» on the inside of one's hat band or in one's shoes, - if not 
very frequently used.

.Well, •‘-ittle Grandpa's children are beginning to &et 
frisky, and I shall have to put mother, children and “the 
box out on the gallery, - and -so with all the brood thus 
put to bed’, I, myself, shall fold up too and after a round with 
Jr. Boswell, fall asleep to dream bf a sunnier day at Arenbourg,

] '
June 3rd, 1946.

t  ' ‘ V

iiemorandtm to (Hipping Service;
I am vastly indebted to yon for your kindness in sharing 

Anitlt's report with me.

I find it classic and altogether comparable with similar 
documents which may h:.ve been permed during the disorders of the 
Hundred Years' War, the convulsions of the irerich Revolution or the
heartbreak of the Oivil vYar1,

In a wav. I suppose it is even more moving to those of us 
who know of the frailty of her body and the delicacy of her nervous 
system, both of which must have been put through such a terrific 
strain during those horrible times that we aan not understand but 
merely wonder how the spirit could nave sruvived.

'What a miracle that all three members of the lit tie .family 
should have survived and been re-united. The utterness of the 
personal losses must somehow seem almost insignificant when counter
balanced by the realization that all three units of the humanities in- 
_~i - A. i rr onrT?t troA ©nr! pta once more as one.

And now that the worst of the nightmare is over, I am . 
wondering what scars have in part healed and what have not, and how 
vwovitt (si-iii iy-rPifinaT i v d i sfirmfi &r. and how many will remain for ever.

: Tha more 1 think, of the horrors of these past years, especially 
for such a delicate soul as the one whose story indicates so briefly 
the dereadful progress down through the years, the more i wonder 
at the points of difference in the concepts of those who have 
passed through the fu'll heat of that roaring furnace and tnose ox 
us who have seen the major currents swirling about Europe, viewed, as 
those trends have been~-to us, from such a distance. I wonder what 
points of similarity of values , * and what, differences, exist in tn.e 
minds of those of us who were able to take a quick impression of 
Europe in the early 1930's, and then, by withdrawing^ to this side of 
the Atlantic, piece together those personal observations plus the 
vast amount of data that came to hand through the medium of the press.

interruption-

-Miss Kate ^e.rkins has spent the week end here and Pat came 
home to spend the summer after his first year in ■u. 3, u. Hiss 
Kate returned to ^atchitoches tonight, and the interruption was 
to bid her goodbye. x wish i had finished on m  ’paragraph 1 had 
started, for 1 wanted*to make some point which now eludes me.
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My reading of Johnson s 'uife of Boswell, • or rather Boswell s -Life 
of Johnson, now drawing'"to a close and 1 find myself Beginning to 
anticipate the regret x shall experience when I shall have concluded it.

tfrom what i read of Johnson himself, 1 think, ■‘■ never should 
have had the patience that Boswell did to accept all his pecularities, and 
so far as the account of Ur. Johnson is concerned, x find, as in the 
case of Yankee From Olympus, that it isn't the main character ^a.t 
claims my attention so much as the times and places and incidental 
characters are concerned.

fhe resentment that smouldered in the Breasts of Southerners against 
northerners following the Confederate oar, the animosities in certain 
quarters as Between Bermans and xrench, Between Germans and Boles, and 
so on to the end of time, - and how much those flames must flare as Between 
Boles and Germans in 1939 and Between Germans and Bolds in the erlin 
area in 1945, finds me remarking to myself how curious is the 

resentment Between nationals of one country and another,^ even after 
generations of people have succeeded the events that once Brought 
aBout rivalries. I am thinking of how ^r. Jonnson all his life pestered 
Boswell Because the latter v?as a Boot, and how the venerable man of 
Literature was forever taking a dig at the Boots, You will recall that 
England and Scotland were united a good hundred years or more Before 
Lr. Johnson was Born, when on the death of Elizabeth, ^ary nueen of 
Boots* son, James, Became the first ruler of the two countries.

Bamuel Johnson, it is interesting to note, was quite off the 
track, so far ds his conception of the struggle going on during his 
life time Between England and the -“■merican colonies, and he usually 
referred to the inhabitants of the colonies as "Barbarians1* and so 
far as x know, in spite of the great popularity of the two men in 
London, Johnson never did meet benjamin franklin, who most certainly 
have delighted him, although I an not so sure that B. Franklin would 
have Been too entranced with 3. Johnson, since the latter, i gather, 
was inclined to carry the day in any conversation, frequently not caxxy 
caring on which side he found himself when in a mood to shout his 
opponent down.

Fetching old Johnson and ^ranklin into this letter may seem going 
fax afield, and yet I cknnot wonder as i think how remote Johnson lived 
from the events that troubled ^ngland and Scotland, how long the 
resentment for the one national for those from across the Border continued, 
and I find myself wondering if, save for very rare exceptions, such 
animosities will long exist for minor reasons, and if they will 
Burn with a fire that consumes as long as life lasts for those who 

' have Been victims of the turmoil that gambled with the earthly 
possessions and the lives of those whom we ourselves have known and 
loved, sometimes I. think God particularly Blesses some people, for 
one or two in this vast humanity seem able to love so genuinely and 
are somehow so cctastituted as to Be free from the unhappiness that 
embitters so many.....

1847

¥June Js1;h, 1946.

Memorandum to Clipping service:
I write this report on a new level, - not intellecutal br 

spiritual But mreely"Because x have momentarily substituted a 
high table for my low desk, and in consequence i have all the sensation 
of newness surrounding me, * which is forever a distraction, when one 
is accustomed to writing in a particular place and Buttressed By 
familiar furniture, - for it is only By Being so accustomed to 
such situations and objects that one forgets theni and so can the 
more readily .concentrate on the pleasure at hand or, in case of 
correspondence, the individual to whom his lines are addressed. .

Lan opened an insurance ffice in town t day. ^e had need of 
a desk But could find none in these parts or in Shreveport, and 
so, last week, he thought to Borrow mine for a couple of week®,

accordingly 1 emptied mine 'and put it on my front gallery , to Be 
carted off at will. The next Gay he changed his mind, and . 
accordingly * disposed of the table and replaced the desk*
Monday saw a*reversal of his decision and again everything as transferred, 
-‘•'hen he developed other' ideas and wouldn*t need the darned thing,- 
about worn out from so much flying in and out of the house, fhen 
today, at long last, he decided to Borrow it for good, and purchased 
some stuff to go it over. 1 accordingly emptied the thing again 
and put it on the gallery, But the matter isn t settled yet. Wfcen 
J. saw -̂ an with a Brush, he ^sked himwhat he proposed to do, and 
^an told him. J. **. said; "i>on t Bother him about such a thing.
I am going to Baton Rouge this afternoon. 1 can pick one up for you 
there. ,

■and so ii'an awaits H. *s return to see if he succeeded, and 
my desks waits on the gallery, - this time .until the -^enrys have But 
once and for all made up their minds.

You spoke of hearing no more about the youth who was fastened into 
the electric chair' a couple of weeks ago But who was unfastened when the 
electrical charge seemed to short circuit Before reaching the victim.
I heard this morning on the radio that the Governor has extended his 
stay of execution, and the case will go to the S. Supreme *ourt. 
kike you, so do i feel that getting that close to death, and then 
the Btate failing to ccomplish its intention, the Boy has had about 

enough horror for whatever his crime may have Been.
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I reckon ^ssae Mae is back in Baton Bouge for whatever may 
be done with the legislature, - which is a curious and not very 
noble body. In today's Picayune there is an account of low that 
august body is quarrelling over a bill enabling or rather forbidding 
a barber to charge more' than 25 cents for cutting the hair of a man 
who is inclined toward baldness. I reckon 1 might,come in the 
omanciapated group, but my barber'and I usually don't disagree much
on how much his job is worth, 
outside the law on occasion.

There certainly advantages in being

x must speak of a couple of other aspects of the current 
legislature. The new Mayor of "gw leans proposed and by vote-the 
people of the crescent * ty decided that since Slot Machines were going 
to be operated anyway in that city, it would'be as well for the city 
to supervise and control them. Permission had to.-be granted through 
the State legislature, however, and such permission,5 giving the city 
the revenue instead of the highjackers, appears doubtful.

iir. Earnest, the overseer, has a hill-billy son-in-law, of 
Cloutierville, who is one of our State Representatives, He told me 

he certainly couldn’t vote in favor of letting Hew Cleans operate 
the slot machines. It was wrong for a city to do such a thing, he f 
said, he. fact is that he himself has a whole string of slot machines 
operating in this section of Louisiana, L,. ,ting nickles out of the 
school children and alike those who can and cannot afford to play 
the things. uf c.-ourse it would be wrong to let hew Orleans 
supervise their slot machines, for who knows but what the Parish 
of "atchibocheem might eventually get that, wise, and then where would 
a . -o'rê e Lelouche s fine income be, ~ ?'

‘ . . - » ’ . t _ ‘ . _ ■ , . .

A _Texas chiropracter of some prominence came to Baton Bouge the 
otner day, hop ng to get the Legislature to enact a law permiting 
the practice of that art in this State. One br two Legislatuors seemed 
rrieridly; but the prospective praetioner warned them:

"You may be sure there will be a big lobby against this bill by 
the medical profession. I know-they are coming down here to see vou all with a barrel' of money. • *

1 :• - - O -  . • ■ t

* The legislators said "Huram", - ‘cleared their throat a little, and finally inquired: ,*

" How b ig a b arr e 1?,r . ' * ; .., w  ....‘ ̂  ...... I " '

*•? P?° muck like the way too many considerations 
oi public legislation b:bx are considered in these'parts, I fear.

f?0ther.,(jfi2Q RiVGr Gazette other than this sheet, these two social items might appear: - "ittle H n g  s mama has gone 
to tne.-hreveport wharity hospital for a tumor operation and this
a^lO^io^toni^ht^0116̂ * askins someone meet him at .Jerry station

*

i ■
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June 5th (Wed.) 1946.

Memorandum to Clipping Service;

/  ̂ t ink x mis-dated yesterday*s Memorandum, giving it 
today s date,‘which doesirt really matter, I reckon, since 
nothing very momentous happened on either Tuesday or Wednesday.

The weather continues surprisingly oool for a Louisiana 
June, - the.past two mornings the thermometer reading 59, with 
a o'ool "orth breeze blowing all day to temper the hot sun, blazing in
a cloudless sky.

'̂ he enclosure from Miss Louise demonstrates what an up
hill business it is, trying to get a peak at some of her priceless 
documents, which are especially rich In letters from various 
members of. the Laurel Hill menage in ante helium times, including 
items from Pr. and Mrs# '“ercer, their daughter, ~nna, and 
cousin Mliza H. Young. : ‘ ^

a s  Miss Louise not infrequently receives a check from 
Melrose and has expressed herself as exceedingly grateful for the 
same, it occurred to me that from, time to time, when writing to 
the Madam, she might care to share some of these letters with us, 
since it is impossible for the Madam to visit her. But you 
see readily enough that my suggestion got us .precisely no where, 
x*nd from what the lady remarks upon'her dish^pan hands, it. would 
certainly be bestowing a great favor on her, und'er the circumstances, 
if two or three of*us should blow in on The Cottage for a prolonged 

visit. . And as for the lady Hiding behind her custodianship, 
she hasn't a chick or a child or a single relative in the world 

who cares a darn sbout her old papers, and 1 feel morally 
certain that as soon as she passed oh, there will be one great 
big bonfire by those who inherit the place, thinking themselves 
turning a neat trick by riding the place of all the old "rubbish”. 
Well, so be it, - but i think 1 shall have another try at it 
again before long. . ■

JPollOfoing my morning exercise at -arenbourg this morning,
I made' the most of the sunshine and snapped two or three pictures,- 
June aspect following those of March. One shbt I spoiled but I 
think the others will be alright. I think ^ remarked that 
Clarence Compton had built a barn across the river from our 
terrace which in no way enhances the beauty of the scene, but 
somehow 1 think it will hot be too objectionable, for it does 
not impede the long view toward the bridge, and in a way
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accentuates the quality of neighborliness which somehow is a 
distinctive note on Gane River v-vhere, - and especially in the 
H e  Mevelle section, one is struck by the proximity of houses, 
barns and sieds, - so that while one realizes the country is 
distinctly plantation in character, there is something of a 
n ighborliness that one doesn't find on most Louisiana streams,
And so 1 am telling myself that we aren t going to mind the advent of 
the barn, although you will eventually notice from the snap
shot, that it will appear rather prominently in the landscape .

Fifteen minutes before dinner today some m  S.U. man, his wife 
and three grown -children blew in. They had known the Madam years 
ago when they lived in Natchitoches, he had a somewhat prolonged 
sitting but were not asked to remain tor dinner. Jumping the 
number gracing the hoard from 5 to 10 on a 15 minute notice is 
scarcely imperative, -I think, and while the guests were charming, 
an hour's go at conversation and a half hours gnawing of hunger some* 
how contrived to make their visit seem long enough.

bleeping but indifferently last night, 1 resumed my reading 
of G. A. Chesterton s Dickens, with the introduction read by Hexnader 
/oolcott, - a surprise to hearjais voice so unexpectedly. 'There 
was a Glossary or ratwer a time-table, - the term eludes me, that 
1 enjoyed reading. Dickens was born in 181l , visited jMnerica first 
in the 1840’s, - haaving lost heavily in some stock for mid
west ern canals floated prior to the mmerioan crash oi 1857, - 
which tney say accounted for his L.reat dissatisfaction at one time 
with the American scene. xhe paper recalled that his Tale Of 
Two cities was published in 1860, - 1 had forgotten that date, but 
I is interesting to know that it was going the rounds of 'Europe 
during the civil Car. Diemens made about ^100,000.00 on his 
second American tour, - lectures, in 1867, * but never did he visit 
the n0uth, I think, and' certainly wouldn’t have-found very large 
paying audiences there in 1867. Re died in 1870.

uft course you might run across all these particulars in any 
reference book, but 1 throw it in here regardless, because I 
like to hare what I am reading, even though it be nothing more 
than mere factual stuff relating to nothing at all.

Co much do x like his Christmas ^arol that it wouldn't seem 
lihe Christmas anymore if Monel Harrymore didn't do it on the 
radio, and yet it and the Tale wf xwo Hties axe the only two 
things I ever read through, slid even the x'ale is too long, 1 
think. . G. M  Chesterton says that while sickens was a great 
man and a great writer, his novels aren't, the thing that people 
want to read but rather the characters sk that people his novels.

iiilB
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June 6th, 1946.

m em or andu rate Cl i p ping Service:
My mind appears to be wondering, for before 

discarding the proceeding page, I dated it April instead 
of June.

And what with no acco nting for how such things occur, 
the natural train of things leads me to recall a name 
that always struck me v as unusual, it is that of the sister 
of Meigs Frost, a feature writer for the Times Fioayune. Her 
name is April Frost, and I guess it is just as well that 
the family name doesn't chance to be July which would be awful 
in- these climes.

Well, it was another day, precisely like yesterday, - 
' climatically, and instead of having noon day callers, we had 

Miss Rtte and aunt Lottie from Natchitoches about an hour 
before supper. 1 thought I saw their curiously copper colored 
car passing in the road while I was chopping away at the weeds at 
Arenbourg, and so, instead of entering Melrose from the front,
I used my back gate, and so was able to bath and take off my 
long beard before getting tangled up with them, which, had 
I not done so, the beard and bath would have to wait until after 
supper, which I don't like so much on these hot-hot days.

There was no news'today via 1st class mail, -and 
about the only local gossip comes through memebers of the 
family who are always in touch with what goes on in the 
Legislature, according to some of the members of that . 
august body, currently considering anti-strike legislation, 
officers of one or more unions appeared in baton Rouge 
yesterday, depositing one million dollars in a bank in that city. 
It is said that people supposedly representing Mbor are prepared 
to pay from five to ten thousand dollars to eaoh member 
of therlegislature to assure no anti-labor legislation will pass 
during the current session. In view of all.the other hocus- 
pocus business that goe& on in that place, this fact doesn't 
seem especially extraordinary although the price offered eaoh 
individual member for his vote seems fairly high, - for a single 
piece of legislation.

»
Somehow this news recalls to my mind some recent reading 

I have been doing on the Reconstruction Period when it was 
the custom of the Railroads to buy up state and Federal 
legislatures, and so common was the practice that lots of 
members of the Government became familiarly known aft "Railroad 
Senator" or ’’Railroad Representative”. How it would seem as
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though the shoe has come around to the other foot, and eventually 
I hope, we shall witness the pendulum jb swinging hack to dead 
center when instead of Railroad or _abor Senators we shall 
have some Peoples Senators.

I haven't seen hog as yet. Arriving late at night, he 
left early for ^ittle Biver to see his bister, and from there he 
went to Alexandria to see Aeter and another sister. It is 
said he returns here today or tomorrow. It will be interesting 
to hear what he has to say about his Army experience, for it is 
very doubtful if he understands very much of what all*the Court 
martial was about. As nearly as possible, I shall try to keep 
in*mine his exact words, and I think they will be illuminating 
as to a puzzled conception of what it was all about.

I may or may not have remarked before that it is Grog's 
sister living on it tie *wiver whose 
calls her Janie for short".

1853

name*is Garah but us»es

• 1'he Madam received a book today from Mrs. ^arcus Wilkinson, 
wife of the President of **. *. U. *ress. It; is sailed "ihe Case 
of Myra Clark Gaines”, or some sueh. Bor the first time in 
over a year, the Madam felt inclined to read’a few pages aloud.
It opens with an account of the advent of ^aniel Clark into 
ethis section of the country. I hope the author understands the 
legal section better than the historical,* since the first pages 
are both poorly written and evidence no comprehnsion of the 
historical aspects of the lower Mississippi Valley in the closing 
years of the 18th century and many facts arestriking for their 
inaccuracy, speaking of the year 1786, he says Spain owned 
the land up the Mississippi River as far as' a point between 
Baton Rouge and Uatohaz. In reality from 1779 to 1798' 
bpain owned all the land up the Mississippi River to Tennessee and 
Mentuoky. This really doesn't matter, in a way, except that 
Daniel Clark really lived in katchez where he owned several 
plantations, one of them still called Sligo, - the town in 
Ireland from whence came the Clarks originally. Irthink the 
author of this book is one .Rarmon, but it ou^ht to be **ane, he gets 
his history so mixed' up. ; And the worst part of it is, h© 
seems to have mixed up or made something of a composite of the 
two kaniel ^larks, - uncle and nephew, so that one never knows which 
one is intended when the name is used.. You will recall that 
little ^iss ~lberta's house at 8&3 ^oyal street in Hew Orleans was 
the home of Daniel wlark, nephew.

June 7th, 1946.

Memorandum to Clipping Service^
If brevity stands for a break, you are getting one in 

this limited memorandum.
Toe,ay has been one of those hurly-burly interims wherein 

’ the usual schedule is maintained, plus a number of ill timed 
but ordinary functions that have gummed up the usual operations 
and thrown everything so far behind that the confusion has made 
one tired and the lateness of the hour when the last member of 
the family withdrew, that any thought of penning more than a note
has to go by the board.

Save for a post cara to the Madam from the General at west 
Point for the graduating excercise, there was nothing.

bn the knd class mail, trie *&daa received Madam Roosevelt's 
If You Ask Me, sent by -harles Mazurette. we haa time o 
clance at but a page or two, and slap off, we^ran up on m e  
Question* Ho you have any negro blood in you . I liked tne 
answer which in substance said that so far as she knew, sx.e 
did not, but since it is•pre-supposed we all sprang xrom a 
common ancestor, she wouldn t be able to say tuat all races
were not some kin, .

»<hile working on the ed e of the terrace at irenbourg 
• in the afternoon, 1 saw Del w me on the margin ofthe water 
a tig old turtle which must have teen at least tv<o ..eet in 
diameter. He was posed on one of the J W
&n#y tnd

ne was puseu un uuo vx -‘- t :—  -felled earlier in the year, it recalled to mind,-A n srv  l i d  i t i u e u  o c a i i u i  xx.  ~ * , , , . ,  . i i 1 bafter it had splashed into the water, the fact that little 
Kina told me about a weea or so ago. They were cutting tushes 
in the neighborhood of -t. Augustin's -hnroh where they iouna 
a medium sized turtle which had attempted scaling a * by »
He had crawled up one side of the plank ana somehow lurched him.e f ^  
on to the thin? in such a manner as to leave all *t Ox Ri v. x J
reach of the board's surface, gni aithough *starvationground, he couldn't quite reaoh it, and so died there of starv
which is o»e of the most striking illustrations of ~o ne r 
yet so far" that I have run across in a long time.

"Blue Sum" negroes 1 want to mention while X think of^lt. —  
“hould you ever run across any reference to tnis yP • . 
be led if vou would let me know. A belitfe they stem iroin a
particular trifcS, and many of them »ere r‘
Carolina in early times, and recently x have heard it ~ai

* JOl

m
ft 9

mmM
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that they are the originators of the Gulah language, so widely 
heralded hut so seldom heard spoken in that region.

* ?

We have a few of them in this area. Puny, my current 
secretary’s fx step father, X believe is one, and 1 think 
later is, too. gf other points in their reputation, there 
is that of gentleness and of ultra blackness of skin. 
the name suggests, their gums,: it is said, are inclined toward 
a hlueish rather than a pinkish color,

Old M iss leudivine used to say that one would die of their 
bite, » a conception, 1 assume, that grew up in ante bellum 
times, and obviously must have no scientific leg to stand on.
I assume that the velvety blackness of the skin plus the unusual 
coloring of the gums h probably brought about a pronounced 
reaction to early beholders, which, in turn, started folk tales and 
silly conclusions. It‘s often the case that mere difference, 
of course, up-sets some people to various forms of phobia and 

fright for no other reason that the object is different. I have 
long thought that possibly the terror seizing some people at 
the first glance at a .nake is primarily because the darned 
thing h*as no legs and the 'fright results from the strange 
method of locomotion more than anything else. X reckon 
the same reaction would be general in the case of other members 

of the repitle family, such as tha aligator or the turtle, i 
did it happen that either of the latter should ^cotrive to.get 
about my some other means than by feet and legs when on dry 
land. • • ; ■" ' .

Be this as it may, I myself .have found in my limited 
experience that "Blue Uums0 possess many more attributes to my 
liking than are possessed by other representatives of the 
same genus, and should you run across any reference to them, I 
should be delighted to learn about it. I s ould add, however, 
that this desire to have more particulars is wholey casual 
and up the the present time, 1 have no especial need for the 
knowledge, although eventually, in some future speculations, I 
think 1 shall have reason to cite this phenomenon.

./ell, as usual, X have run well over my promised terminal, and 
so I Shall fold forthwith.,...

f i ■ ■ i. i c '
i i.; u hir’Z.

* **■* *■*' •.
. v
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June 9 th, 1946,

Memorandum to ^lipping ^ervice:

In Saturday’s post came your nice long report which I 
took time out on Sunday^ morning to enjoy but thoroughly.

Purely your days have been busy, and please please don't 
think about writing when la dome stilus flies off to strange 
places and everything on earth falls into your lap, from 
the preparation of food to the scrubbing of floors. And in 
all such instances, please skip food and floors and everything 
between as much as you can.

I want to say thanks for your trouble in setting down 
particulars as to what the negro is petitioning the united Nations.
3k I'm afraid that may not get f .r, as it will probably be ear
marked Purely domestic" and so be pigeon-holed. But it is good 
that these appeals are reachin such an enormous sounding board, 
and even though they may not get to 'first base, so far as U.N. 
is concerned, the mere fact that the matter will accordingly be 
aired, - as it is being, X gatner, in the pi;ess end on the air, 
then legal and political fights may be the sooner realized, as 
a whole flock of people, otherwise forgetting such questions, 
have them brought up for settlement.

' X am sorry I didn't get to hear the Richard, 111 broadcast 
which you he? d on Saturday afternoon of last week. *nd thanks for 
telling me of the line: "My hofse, my horse, my kingdom for a 
horse", a for I, too, did not know that we are indebted to the 
Avon Bard for the line, * e •" ' " ' ; s

Somehow Saturdays and ^miday, - although much of my time is 
spent in this house, somehow never seem to be days., that X find 
myself so very much alone. Friends who are busy during the week 
in the fields, and those who from kittle ^ivex get up to Sane 
River only on Saturday or Sunday, axe forever droppin.,, in, - and 
then of course there are the occasional pilgrims who of all people 
worry me the most on those days, since, if X can't be alone, I 
much ,prefer local friends to road runners. X should certainly 
have liked to hear the ■‘Hchard 111, and I must eventually see what 

I can do on the Reading Machine in that department, for I 
presume they would be done well on that ‘‘outfit1*, and aside from 
the pleasure of reading them, X reckon 1-might run across a few 
quotations tha.tT would be good to have brushed off a little or reveal* 
sd for the first time*- ‘

i

k • k-.
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I continue to study what I can on subjects generally relating 
to 19tfr century medecine, for I want to get a sounder picture in 
my mind as to what certain physicians in Batchez, during the first 
quarter of the century did, - as compared and contrasted, with 
those elsewhere. *‘or a long- time I have been especially interested 
in Samuel a . Gartright and John Monette (&wee.t ^uburn), - both of 
whom you have heard me speak, too often.

•

, kas long been my understanding that hr. Monette anticipated
Wiarles bawwin in his famous Origin of the Species by about 20^ 
years, and so 1 was enchanted the other day to discover that 
rhe heading, ̂ acfcine had Peterson's Thomas Huxley, Prophet of 
Science, for x figured x would find quite a bit about what was 
going on in the ^ropean scene in the years ’ immediately following 
^r. Monfctte's time. You probably recall that Huxley in England 
and his friend, ^enckle (unsure of spelling) in Germany, were the 
two big publicity agents in their respecitve countries, for Mr.
Darwin's theory, and 1 was enchanted to have the particulars on 
-so many points revolving about the launching of the theory in 
Europe. Dr. Monette had been dead some years in 1859 when the 

Darwin theory was released, and I guess nobody in America ever 
did anything at .that time about giving it any publicity. The 
Peterson book has a lot of stuff in it that I do riot need for my pur 
pose, but there is, at the same time, a heap of information that 
is of great assistance to me.

; ;j - v ; ; . ' •' • . ' v  c . . . . . .  • ' j

Parenthetically, it is* interesting to note that Dr. Monette, 
before com ng to ^atohez, had gone to college in Tennessee, and 
a little later, following his departure, Huxley's sister, migrated 
from England, to Hashville, -‘■enn., where Huxley visited here about 
1879 or 80, at which time, in response to a great public reception, 
ne ?ave a lecture on the -^arwin theory, -'or at least gave some 
indication as to its merits, — and all this in Tennessee, where in 
the mid 1920's, - you may recall, Wm. Dennings -&ryan and that 
other famous lawyer, interested themselves on opposite sides of the 
scopes trial, wherein the college professor'was found guilty of 
teaching the ^arwin xheory in some school or college there.

Well, so much for all that, and 1 shall, study a bit more 
tonight beofre folding up my beard.

* - ,  v „ . - . .... d' I , , ,  • ' ' A  • - -j  , l  i , •> * '

t f *

*»hile 1 was at ~r-enbourg yesterday, D0g came to this house to 
see me, and so x missed him,- but 1 reckon he will be dropping around 
age in before ,he returns to ^ort ^nox some time next week. I hope 
I may get some .good impressions of his ~rmy life in Ttaly and where- 
ever, and what he makes out of the <eourt martial. - <*nd
thanks again for the nice, nice report, -and-p-lease donTt try to -
send thorn too often during these busy days’....

1857

June 11th, 1946*

Memorandum to Clipping Service;
iour report of Thursday, June 6th, to hand. Surely nothing 

in the world is more precious than a confidence, - it pre
supposes so much, and I sincerely appreciate all that it 
implies* ?

There isn’t so much news in these parts. Beginning backwards, 
the Madam is in ^loutierville, having gone down there for supper.

* Pat had'to drive her, so he.is there, too. We were all invited 
by telephone this morning. 1 saw J. n. in the store shortly 
afterward. He laughed and said he was.glad x was going to 
accept the invitation to act in his stead, since he had,just 
decided he'had to go to Baton *vouge. I laughed back at'him and said

* I was glad he was leaving before noon so that he could get back 
in time for me to realize that he would be gracing the board
in my behalf, -‘•‘he fclerk was also invited. He was too busy. Dan 
was also bidden but he was in town at the time and never did come 
back to Melrose. Do 1 suppose the dinner will be a great success.

This morning dawned cool and fair, so before sun-up, I 
marched up the road to Arenbourg where x did much weed cutting, 
clearing out the little circle that will eventually spread between 
la maison de la reine and la maison du seigneur. I have cut 
many arid bigger weeds, but somehow my little chore pleased me more 
today than at any other time. Terhaps because, thanks to your 
letter of a couple of weeks back, things seemed to be ever so much 
more like an avenue cleared from a great big forest, - one body 
of woodland which I realized had plenty of roads through it but none 
of which ever came out quite so clearly to me before.

The postman did not bring a heavy mail, although 
your note with the hot Springs item was quite enough for me.
The Public library did send me “ark Train's Boughing but 
I merely reversed the card on the container and sent it slap back, 
for ^ark 'Twain is one whom T could never read with much pleasure.

T think he is really quite humorous, but somehow his humor 
too frequently was of a slant that did not tickle me so much as it 
did and does most people. 1 have 'heard people roar at the 
episode Wherein one of his youthful oh> racters fed a frog a heap 
of lead shot so t£at in the frog leaping contest that frong, - which 
was his opponents, * could not possibly leap so very far.
I always felt shocked at such business and so sorry for the 
poor frog that I failed to appreciate *tftfe' full force of 
*“r. Train's humor, '
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But speaking of, the frog episode recalls to mind som.ethiug 
11,0+ nnoQ hardened down the ane V̂iver road. tninx.  ̂hamentioned that nyman ^ohen otsns the jplantati°n Between Uelrose
and magnolia, and having started out bv ?rioks inhe has acoumlated about a garter of a million by triois in
many cases that have come to my attention that are -naay to -ay
the least.

But once a darkie thought'he would out-cheat the cheater, 
and learning dr* Hyman was in the market for chxckens paying so 

much a pound for them, the darkie put a heap of BB shot in the 
chichen^s food, and-for ^ood measure, just oexore 
to sell his fine "bird, he fed it a lot more of tne xine -hot. 
everything rooked along alright until the sale was almost 
oonsumated when ^yman picked up tne chicken by tne , W  X  m Pth*S8

“ Si* „ t «
the chicken snouth. I didn't know it before, but it Seems that 
the shot being slippery and not easily dige ted, will readily
slide* from the chickens stomach it the bird is turned up -:'iae down.

Although received two or three days ago, I haven't gotten 
ground to read the enclosed letter very thoroughly,‘hut I think..
1 .have the salient points. You will be impreesed by the 

rBue nart of it For long 1 had e: eoted that he would put kata ez 
on*his list but ho has carefully avoided letting anyone know up un i 
now "and probably doesn't know that the news nas spread so i&r as yet.

always*swore tr.at he never vas going, to do that place but his word 
on a stack of Bibles would be worth nothing at all, of “ * sh0
although it seems preposterous, I shoulto t be at all amaz ^  '
should have the termrity to try to crash this pl£ce again, knowing 
of the material hare on the subject-at nana. I think 1 intimated to 
you some oouple oi years ago that he obviously gone through y 
General “artin letters during my a senoe, - l a«erB i had
parefullv put away before leaving on a snort trip. -j*Hey - 
wonderful letters and - shall not be at all surprised if he makes use 
nf them "but" unless he is a lot smarter than 1 think ne is, ne vnx 
probably never figure out to whom they were addressed ana by whom 
they *wexe written. . .
.,0, well so toes it, and should he bring out a volume, * shall 
■nnt r»rv over that - for spilt milk is something that scarcely merit 

' ttlxl ^.sp^ially as one canH do anything bout it. I must eventually 
aeknowled e t e Moore let er, which means that i had better^ post 

one at the same time to *rs. Brandon and* to ^ary Bhodes, s neitner 
of whom seem to have written in quite a long time.

Aay 1 say thanks again for your nice, nice memorandum, and 
how much it means to me...#

1859

June 11th, 1946,.

Memorandum to ^lipping Service:

. And to it was well aiter nine last night when I 
finished with uhis machine and sitting here at my desk along side 
the window, sealed the envelope and started to arise from mv 
chair, *

Glancing out at the moon-flooded white garden, I was
struck by the appearance of the shadow of a huge man who
approached the window and tapped,

few minutes later, big-big, black-black Log had whisked 
me awaytin conversation to xtaly, and I was delighted to have 
such a colorful and striking travelogue by one who. until 1942 
had never been out the the Parish.

. 1 know acquainted with the big old Chateau
Ox the^nukes of Modena, but if you are, you will readily 
appreciate how strange a ?mental experience it is to people that 
lovely old place with^a smattering of colored and white American 
soldiers. Parenthetically, - and I always seem to be doing such 
curious things, 1 recall that it was the ^uchess of Modena, sister 

of a n e  Antoinette, to whom the latter sent the set of water 
colors of all the buildings of her Farm at nittle Trianon, and it 
was from the library of the whateau of ^odena that these forgotten 
sketches were found in the mid 1920‘s, enabling Harchechaui■- 
^eaupre and others, cooperating with the “ ookerfellers, to faithfully 
restore the Hameau^ precisely as it was in Marie Antoinette’s time/

ell, so there was Versailles and Modena in the background 
of my mind and Log telling me about his Italian impressions and 
it i/urned out that it was in the chateau of the ^ukes of Modena that
Hog s difficulties had occurred, and not on the coast of -‘ranee as
I had been led to believe through other sources, *

*t seems that ^og had a friend who was quartered in the
bateau where ~og frequently visited him. une evening, while they

were chatting together, a hill-billy from the State of Georgia came 
into tne room, he hill-billy was apparently floored at seeing 
a person of color in such a place, and flyin^ into a fury, called 
him all kin<Js of names and ordered him out. But it seems that 
neithcr og s iriend nor o-. hi iself had any notion of jumping 
brooked ior this Georgia upstart, and so it was the latter who 
had to leave. But his ire must have waxed hot, for within a few
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minutes, he had returned bringing three ruffians of his own 
breed with him., - eaph armed with short shotguns.

But ^og found that there was a similar bit of fire arms in 
the same room, and deoided to stand his ground with his friend, • 
and so the five men. shot it out. What a dreadful commotion for 
the poor Buohess of ^odena if her spirit chanced to be lingering in 
her chateau that evening.

I think *uog said he was injured on the cheek by a bullit, and 
two of the hill billies were killed, 1 believe and the other shot 
through the shoulder* '

■i'he explosion of firearms had roused the whole ^hateau, and 
when it. was ov^r, "Og merely handed over his gun to the officers, 
although the feeling of the other Georgian solders was violently 
inclined toward lynching. ♦ •

I did not press for details as the story went along _ for it 
was so good, and so thrillingly but detatchedly portrayed, and so 
1 shall have t9 get the particulars about the wourt Partial and
how the details of the aggressor was finally brought to the surface 
and the 14 year prison term altered.

This morning, on returning from ^renbourg, ^ found -̂ og 
awaiting me, a.is younger brother, f'eter, had come from 
Alexandria to spend the next few days with -Log before the latter 
returns to a’ort in ox for 45 days. Bofh boys are about the same size, 
and having my camera handy, i took a couple of snapshots which you 
will‘eventually note when additional ones have been taken at 
Are..bourg, ; '

<md then came the post* and it was kind to me because there was 
a brief note, very special, and one which somehow made me happy 
all day long, “hen things go wrong, one can stand anything if there is 
a single soul in the world who understands* And what1 s more remark
able, the one who understands in a companionship confidence somehow 
gains more through the feeling of closeness, I think, than the other, 
although, I sometimes think, too, that such understandings_somehow 
set usch a perfect harmony that one cannot gain strength without 
tlie other seeming .to realise as much of those qualities whioh embrace 
so many elements of repose aild a hidden peace that ruffled surface- 
waters can never disturb©.

Memorandum to flipping Service;
juast night 1 fell asleep as soon as I hit the bed, 

which was about 9. But at mi’dnight 1 awoke and feeling 
refreshed, decided I would study a little more -k-uxley.

I ran across a line that seemed to apply to one or 
two people in this area whom I have known recently, - one 
recently gone, one remaining. Huxley was speaking of 
Gladstone, Hichard ^wen and several members of the Oxford 
group*. "Bach of them had many excellent qualities and 
even some great qualities, but in each, unfortunately, was 
'to be found one fault, - that of utter untrustworthiness.

And having read this line, I began turning 0 cr in my 
mind how applicable it was to some in local quarters, 
and how difficult it must always be for anyone to cieate 
a true sketch, portrait, biography or whatever, - of such 
individuals, Homebody once said that to write a good 
biography, one ought to love or hate madly the subject 
of his work, and yet, while that is true as a requisite for 
force in such a work, how much more difficult it is to 
create in the mind of the casual reader the true appraisal, 
wherein the excellence and greatness will nicely balance with 
Mr. Gladstone’s "untrustworthiness”. Fox somehow the mere 
mention of a flaw discolors thd ooncept of the general 
public, - way out of proportion to the space it is given 
and the weight it is worth, ** or, for another comparison, 
it is almost like a drop of gall or some other item of 
extreme bitterness added to any dish, wherein the single 
drop ruins the whole dish.

Well, all these rambling thoughts and it is a crime to 
take up your time with them.  ̂mention them, however, be
cause I want you to know what flits through my mind at the 
moment when mental maladjustment, * say perhaps one dny in 
* 7 or 14, - throws Truth out of the window, making this servant 
or that one quite' miserable unless someone can engender a 
bit of confidence and hope on the part of the victim, -cor 
myself, 1 try to dismiss the matter from my mind, although not 
from my heart where these defenseless people are concerned, - 
and probably it slides off their backs like water from a 
duck’s as soon as they are done for the day, but as I 
ponder on “these things, I can help feeling sometimes that
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so is a person out of "balance as he is when in balance,- only more so, - just as most of the delightful and loveable 
people I know are equally so, - or even more so, when 
slightly intoxicated, I am wondering if a slight shift of 
the mental balance, - even when but occasional, and the slight 
beclouding of the mind by licquor may not merely show which 
way the emotions blow at other times when sanity and sobriety 
tend to conceal actual atmospherio readings.

Well, so be it, - and here is a laugh, i'or 
ever so long lister has been moving Heaven and Barth to get 
into the I). A. R. I can't possibly imagine why she Should 
want to, - except that she d*oes possess, - on second thought, 
about all the attributes we general accredit those bags with 
possessing.

i’ox some moths back, she has ashed me for dates and . 
particulars regarding her ancestors, - she planned to 
hook up with the thing through the H^win line, and I have 
supplied these from memory. uther data ; including the 
family Bible wit h its vital statistic notices, were eventual 
ly sent to some geneologist in »• ashington, who for ^150.00 
at long last as signified that Sister is in reality eligable 
for membership,'and she is to beiMucted at the next meet
ing in Alexnadria or "hreveport. But here is where the 
laugh comes ins- according to the report, the final 
"decision that she was actually a'true descendant of a soldier 
of the American ^evolution was based on the chapter on Joseph 
Erwin, in Harnett Dane’s Plantation Parade. &on't you 
think that is wonderful.'

My activities at ^renbourg continue to be of a very 
negative nature. Lt is too hot to transplant or to plant, and 
so I confine myself to trying to *.eep some of the weeds 
down. x had a couple of good work-outs'today, - 
quite early this morning and again late this afternoon 
when the full heat had been cut by a slight shower,

e .

The Madam" had as letter from Bssae Mae this morning, say
ing she is home again and that aunt "“aude had telephoned to 
say she was giving just a few things'to lulane, and the bal
ance to The .Library Commission. Aunt ^aude is a ^etioan 
Jumping Bean. Little Miss Alberta wrote from Provincetown, 
where she is nbout to study abstraot painting. J. n. 

who Is back from Xiew. urleans,. says he 'called on Prances 
•Lanjamin Johnston, who is oing *to have a set of the Melrose 
pictures she took *here made up and sent him. He tells me 
she doesn't like me at all, - that I wrote her a terribly 
disagreeable letter. X was certainly glad to hear that 
because 1 had been afraid all the time that she might 
somehow not appreciate my nastiness. And that's all 
I know at the mo: ent except that I like to think 
about a whole flock of tomorrows....

S'

tmt

June 155th, 1946.

Memorandum to Clipping Service;
So here we have another note from Dora, pleasant withal, 

but adding but little to the sum total of news to hand.
It seems odd indeed that neither ^ora, LiQmence nor I should 

have failed to,have any word from ^osenwald. It would seem 
to me that if they planned anything special for Glemence, 
they would have made some mention of the tentative hopes. But 
at the same time, I must admit that it seems equally likely 
that they would have said Ho to the application, had any 
decision been made, - and one is certainly bound to have been 
made by this late date.

f ' ‘

It is pleasant to report on the doestic front that 
my patient, although maintaining her disagreeable attitude 
toward the servants this morning, somehow, as though a cloud 
had passed bye, somehow merged into as pleasant a frame 
of mind about nooon, and for the balance of the day, everything 
was quite human,. I notice these periods of disagreeableness 
recur about every 6 to 8 days, usually lasting about two days.
I assume that her outing on Monday night brought on some 
exhaustion and the following two and a half days was 
the price paid ' 'pvr

Of other local news items, my old friend and barber,
Pelix Liorenze, who lives across- the river on a strip of 
land adjoining the convent and St. Augustin’s, had a stroke 
a day or two ago and is now dying in the Alexandria Hospital.
He hadn't been bartering me for a year or two but we 
maintained very friendly relations. One time when I 
was skipping to Ratchez, Pelix out my hair in such a fashion 
that I looked precisely like a cross between a Chinaman with 

a pigtail and Gabriel d'^nnunzio. Pelix, it turned out, had 
been suffering from the effects of too much drink at the time, 
but his manner was so bland and os natural that I never 
noticed that his vision was a little* out of line when it came 
to shearing me. But now poor *elix is dying, find he will 
leave a wife, Clara, who is a sister of ‘̂rank korin who 
used to be a wonderful servant at Melrose until- drink, too, 
forced him to desert Cane Biver country for the Shreveport 
area where he has gradually declined in health these past 
three or four years, I think. It was Prank's son, Tony,
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who used to work, for Dyle in Sew Orleans until he, too, found 
the cup irristible, and so returned to uane ^iver. He used 
to come to eeo me uite irequently and I liked him a lot.
One night, after dropping by for a half hour, he told me he 
was going down the rcj>ad to the ^'honky^tonx , called the u-reen 
Derby on ^yman *ohen s place. I walked part way with him, and 
never saw him again,~as he was shot dead through the hea^t as 
he entered the Green ^erby. but Clara has Sony's younger 
brother with her at the moment, - and so I reckon she will not 
be alone when they lay *'elix to rest.

One thing which 1 always liked was the fact that at lielrose 
there were'two -orins, - cousins, and two sisters with
the surname of Lacour married the two -^rank ^orins

d -

t saw Uncle D'Or for a few minutes at arenbourg this morning.
The sudden heat seems to have just about taken the starch out of 
the old man, but 1 think he will make the summer alright if he 
moves slowly enough* I put him in the same class with our 
patient and the old cat, monstrosity, so far as being subject 
to physical slumps when the thermometer goes into the 90*s.
I was -lad lio hear tliat Mrs, Hand has ^ense enough to plan spend
ing a month or so at Pennland, the Art "olony or Hand Craft 
~dlony, near Ashville, *orth Carolina., That is such 
pretty mountain country and the air is so good and the people 
so congenial to anyone interested in tne crafts that I know 
she will have a wonderful time. It is a pity that our patient 
will not let anyone even mention ^shville, altough she is very 
fond of the people who preside over the destinies of ^ennland, 
where she lias a room which she has completely furnished herself, 
fith urs, Hand intending to he a out tb,at way before long, it seems 
as though this would, offer a perfect opportunity for the Madam 
but the mention of it is like singing psalms to a dead mule, and 
so one contents one’s self with expressing polite phrases of 
sympathy for her as she slumps, and complains about the excessive
heat, «
Dr, and Mrs:. Knipmeyep came this morning* delighted that
their former servant, now a happily married woman of color, returned
to lend a hand in the household duties one or two days a week.

I like her name, - May Stte Hongo, and I suppose one reason 
I like it is because it seems to be but a skip from.Iiongo 
to Congo' x‘hey also report they are killing all their 
young chickens and ducks because no feed is available for the 
poultry. And so, as I conclude this rambling diatribe, let me 
say that lonc before this you must realize that my style has 
certainly gone Hadine on 1*6 or elsp X, too, have succumbed to 
the heat wave....

1 8 6 5

H  .June S^feh, 1946. (ifriday )

Memorandum to ^lipping Service:

- the sun boiling, not much breeze,

• X seem to i.uve lost track of the date, so I guess at 
t ’re  13th- although since 1 vaguely remember ihursauy as oeing 
of that iuaky number^ perhapsMhe 14th would he more correct.

3*he hot weather continues., 
and the thermometer in the 901s.

But veryone seems to fee feeling^rather tetter and I 
YiAVP-r felt so good as 1 did this morning at 4j45, at which Hour 
t found mvself on. the terrace, intent upon my de-wesding proce .

f  silver and rose that matched the same combination in 
the sift, and If v“  cool and quiet and withal classic about 
the situation.

i sons times think in Louisiana we night ^ U M ^ e  a page from 
the Spanish, devoting the middle of the uay to sleep’with
the balancing sunrise and sunset hours, for l^ing. think
curious that 1 should take a page from the Spanisfe lor thing 
there would be little need of reaching so ±ar a s r e d  
it is quite notioeable in these climes that our little 
friends apparantly shut up show for two or three_hoursduring 
the mid-day heat, for one almost never hears a bira call during 
the 11 to 3 period on hot days, -nd if one .notices it and watcnes 
for the ODening call of the afternoon orchestration, it is really 
of inestimable as a prelude for the close of day.

What with no first class mail from any quarter today, 
and seemingly little time to do anything about the «tad class,
I don't know much about what goes on in the outside world. On 
Cane M v e r  all I know is that my old friend, Felix -lorenz died 
and I shall try to go to his funeral on Sunday morning at t. 
“ugustin's, And the clerk's little boy, - Billy “inton, 
has Trench “ outh. A prompt application of one ck .he 
contemporary drugs, however, put the chid back on m e  fa 
immediately, although he still is trouoled some about eating.

The Public library came through with Reveille m  Washington 
today and Ambassador draw's Tokio Journal, - which ^ g h  
supply me with much particulars for the next couple of *veeks.

1 may not get around to read the lokio thing, for somehow 
I don't get around to read much from dawn to dark, and except f 
such spaces of the night as I awake, I don t seem to get arouna t
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doing much studying. I don’t know why I think so, hut 1 am̂  
under the impression tht I am going to find many things I shall 
want to make notes on, - that is the the Washington Beveille, 
and so 1 am going to read th$t only when I am quite sure I 
am wide awake. Perhaps Sunday will afford me some opportunity, 
although x "believe Varies ^azurette will he here, and if so,

I may not b&t around to grab off an hour or tiao by myself.
t v  ‘ *K

■ Were I to present ^err ^e£ly for his own exclusive use 
a Rhinestone studded vanity case, you would probably think 
thene was something strange going on in my head, and you 
would he perfectly right. ~nd yet it seems to me there is 
nothing more outlandish than certain manifestations 1 observe 
in fhese parts at more or less regular intervals, especially 
during days recently set forth as being a little difficult 
to manage. At such times not only do personal animosities, 
especially against servants appear, wax hot, and then with 
equal speed, cool off and disappear, while at the same time 
what seems to me to be totally unwarranted, enthusiasm burst into 
blossom, although the flower, seemingly almost as artificial 
as wax, continues to hold its form much longer than ^es ^leur 
du iflai, which disappear with all the suddenness that cnaracterized 
their* appearance.

t . w ■

Last Christmas a perfectly lovely gift package 
came in the form of a very special embossed scrapbook from 
“nne ^arrish. rhe other day when things were somewhat by 
sixes and sevens it was very generously presented, not to 
Herr kelly, but to Siam *°rown. Bor a few days newspapers and 
magazines offered a rich field for clipping on subjects that 
ought to interest anyone but the one to whom the scrapbook was 
presented. In confidence i was also told that the library 
contained a -̂ ife of Booker \  Washington would likewise 'which 
would likewise) be presented, - an item which the recipient 
neither would nor could read. And at the same time these 
gestures are being made, - and paraded before the servants 
temporarily out of grace, the recipient doubles up laughing 
when alone with those being persecuted, and* blandly, before 
their very eyes, steals a couple of chickens belonging to 
his mistress, and stuffs them in a sack, along with other duffle 
which has been presented. Long since has everyone learned that 
it would be unwise to call attention of the giver to such doings, 
for the mind seems set on the virtues of the scoundrel and 
even were the facts witnessed, '-chey would either be waived aside 
completely or dismissed with an over-worked phrase, employed in 
such cases: - “Well, after all. you can’t take those things 
to Heaven with -you-when you die", - a line which .used to 
be most devastating in cases where possessions in my house, many 
of them left in my care by those far away, were lifted. .- I 

write these particulars in confidence that you may the better 
appreciate how things rock along, and let it to you as to 
the advisability of preserving this memorandum....

ifill

June 16th, 1946.

Uemorandum to ^lipping Service:
* Here we are, passing the peak of June, and although some 

of my reports may have been on some of the deeper hues Ox  ̂he 
local scene, still I must confess, in order to bring tne picture 
into proper urospective*, that, without knowing precisely w y, 
has been as happy a June as 1 can remember in many a ~ ,
and were I to try to1 determine the why of it, I guess it-would 
boil down to the fact that through the type of reports coming 
to hand and the quality of sentiments I envision as becoming 
closer.to the local orbit, the world has somehow seemed a little 
more precious than ever. *

< Both Saturday and Bunday were hot-hot days and except for 
the fact that I managed to keep wringing wet most of the time,
I can t say that I objected to the thermometer readings.

Saturday morning and afternoon I spent at Arenbourg, where 
Yank, with a pair of mules and a hay mower, cut ju. t Plenty _  
of weeds, many of w ich were higher than my Head. , a 
of trimming about the edge of the .terrraoe, and still have ampl 
sp ces to be worked on during- the* coming week. But somehow 
the terraoe and the neighborhood around the % g p d y  -House looks 
so nice, now that things are smooth and nice, that it m
a lot of satisfaction just to contemplate how the place will 
eventually look when lawn mowers become available again ana tne 
lawns can he kept neat and nice.

On Saturday night x had planned to go to X‘elix Llorenz s wake, 
but I never did get there. x had expected by present baruer o 
up my perruque before I paid my respects to the departed coiffeur 
expert. But something prevented the new barber from coming, or at 
least from establishing contact with me, and so I merely fol © d p  
by long beard at the end of the day and played my reading mac i 
for all it was worth, - ’Hailington Beveille.

In Saturday’s post came a package which Charles ^azurette Lad 
ordered sent to me. It contained some records of Mary Baker Jsddy s 
Christian Science writings. I thought it very sweet of paries 
to present me with these items, I enjoy reading them, ana although 
I cannot say that i subscribe to all the theories set forth,
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I find much good in them, and it's going to he nice referring to them 
at such times as I need a little soul lifting or when other records 
failing, 1 may re-explore the "ddy records for additional grains of 
Christianity.

As F e l i x ' s fu n e ra l was to he held at 11 o ’clock, this morning,
I thought x would skip over to the Ghurch for the service. But 
somehow 1 didn't make it. One or two of my friends from Little 
Hiver dropped in to see me about 7 o’clock, just after I had 
returned from a morning constitutional at -renbourg. xhey sat 
for an hour or so, and before they left, <Log, who returns to *ort 
Knox at this close of his furlough, came bye to say au revoir,
*nd we chatted for a little while, and then kittle King came by, to 
say a mulatto lady wanted to see me, and I discovered that she was 
quite agitated, although still in control, her little boy had 
been* "bit by a bug on his neck and his fabe was a-swellin* 
mighty'**. 1 asked if the child Was vomiting. He was. Was it blue.
It was. Well, obviously that old Black Widow had been up to* her old
tricks, a d so 1 flew to the telephone' for a doctor, -nd just 
as I was coming back to this house to put on my Sunday clothes 
to head out for Bt. Augustin's, Carles'arrived from Baton Houge, 
and as he was staying only for dinner, this was the only moment 
I would have to chat with him. -nd so they buried poor Felix, and 
the concourse was numerous, * am quite sure, - what with plenty 
of relatives, a fine day, and attendants at Mass already assembled 
in the whurch. ■“'rank ^orin, the former servant at ^elrose whom I 
always liked so much, came for the funeral, and during the time 
wex were at dinner, he came to the big house, awaitingin the 
kitchen to see us when the white folks festivities were finished.
But I never did get to see him. 1 think someone had urgfed him 
not to wait but to return later, since, it was said, he was rather 
high, - and so his withdrawal was probably just as well. I shall 
proba ly encounter him before he returns to Shreveport and shall • 
learn many particulars. _ ......... ....

“'omehow my afternoon was as jpanioky as my morning, with visitors 
including the Whitfield acks of ~hreveport, etc., etc., Mrs. wack being 
Mrs. Hand1s daughter, "ranees. -nd somehow my little secretary got lost 
in all this comings and goings and as it is his custom to spend Sunday 
evening at *a my Balthazar’s, 1 reckon 'that is where he has spent the 
balance of the day, and so, thanks to a kindly postman on Saturday,
I have a nice fat letter to bo over with said secretary when a hew 
dawn guilds the morn'ng sky.

1869

June 17th, 1946.

Memorandum to Clipping Service:
Mr. Bachelier came today, and so if my Memoranda seem 

a little more flurried, than usual, you will understand, since
he continues'to stick closer than a brother.

And aside from ^r. Bachelier, there have been people in 
other brackets, - pilgrims, - who have cluttered up the place 
during thi-p-as^ two., day sv

There was Von Bujjofay afternoon, for instance, a'group of
callers, whom 1 didTnot mention in last night s r port. Miss
Sally of Magnolia has a very wealthy sister living in Alexandria,
who has several children. One of these, - one bl&rence
Pierson, is a silly weak number about 45, married to a
bag fr6m whose lack of ameneties, 1 take it, hails from the
hills. Among other things, - having grown up in poverty
and with no instinct toward the finer things, she suddenly
developed a grandeur oor.plex, after having hooked your
Pierson. , so that formerly while content to run up her own
frocks, she can now wear nothing except what she picks up at
Bak's Fifth -venue.

*

,*bout 6 o'clock the husband and wife appeared at the 
uppei gallery oi‘ tie big house. On seeing the Madam, whom 
neither of them had ever seen before, she asked ii she could 
bring in a friend who as in the car at the g; te. line 
Madam was cordial about it, but didn't say know(no). ’Veil, 
from t e tone of t h e t a ’s voice, I took it she as approaching 
a drunken stage, and accordingly 1 left the ^adc.m with the 
husband, and strolled to ard the rant ga e, encountering 
the bag on her way back to the house, fortified with three 
bottles of whiskey under one arm, and dragging two other women^ 
with two children behind her. Bhe announced that we were going 
to have a big party and wanted to know "if that old lady drinks.” 
It goes without saying that I truned the whole batch of them 
slap around and bounced them out the gate, and on returning 
to the big house, sent the husband after them, Poor "Mss 
Bally, if she ever hears of such a business, she will just 
plain die from utter mortification., - especially as she is 
a bigot on anything that smacks of drinn.

w
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And today, *aynie brought down some people, - the 
Scotts, who live on 91st street and Central lark ^est, - typical 
live cent cigar business people, and duller than dull. And 
before they had quitted the place, lister and her tribe blew in, an 
remained for dinner. And "*r. ^achelier had arrived, too, and 
staying closer than close to me during the entire afternoon,
I accomplished little of a horticultural nature, although 

I did learn a heap of things about gardening and philosophical 
aspects of life as minifested by plants and floral phenomenon, - 
not to mention their relationships to the human side of nature.

Supper was fairly * peaceful, - hat, -̂ an, Eugene and so on, alth 
although J. was not here, - having gone, to ^aton -kou e this, even 
ing.

X learned this morning that Celeste is driving her Mother 
to Boston within a couple of weeks, - there and back, and for 
a lady in Mrs. Regards physical condition, - she is very frail, *
I should think such a long jaunt in July would be quite an under
taking. 1 think kiss ^ally's daughter-in-law, Dee, - who lives at 
Magnolia, is going with them, and possibly a lady from South 
Louisiana they plan to drop Madame regard in Boston, return to 
Dew iork for two or three days, - possibly a week, and then 
pick the lady up and so-return ^outh via Williamsburg,
Charleston, etc. Four ladies, outward bound from
Melrose to Boston and back in the middle of July, - they are 
welcome to it, 1 must say.

t * ,
In today’s post there was a letter from Caroline Dormon, 

berating me for not having written lately, Unless I am 
completely out of my mind, the mormons told the world that they 
were leaving for Alabama ’’early in June”, - and now, this being 
June 17th, they are asking why nothing has come to them at riarwood 
and remarking that they are heading out shortly for Alabama. Any 
way you nice it, you can’t beat the ^ormons.

^  > r I
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June 18th, 1946,

Memorandum to ^lipping Services
I ’m sure my date line is correot because tomorrow 

is the 19th, which certainly means little in any other 
part of the globe, but seems, - for a very vague reason, 
one of the biggest holidays of the year in these parts, -
among the negroes,

I think X bavp mentioned it before, but I* shall run the 
risk of repetition, Every mulatto will work tomorrow regard
less, In years gone bye, even those who have been in bed for 
weeks, would drag themselves out of bed and*get behind a 
plough or labor mightily in some open place* so that all the 
world could see that they were not celebrating. For the 
19th is a pure ”D” negro holiday, and every mother's son of 
them will have on their Sunday clothes, and a heap of them 
will go fishing, - in B&you Brevelle, - during- 'the day, and 
at night they will all be swinging out on the dance floor at 
Sammy s or bouncing coca-cola bottle on each other’s heads if 
the lfcquor has held out that long.

It is a little .curious that Bayou Brevelle should always be 
the favorite fishing place on the 19th, for the bayou hasn’t 
much water in it, - perhaps a foot in width from 3 feet, at 
this season of the year, and its fish are of a most indifferent 
size and variety, while Cane Aiver, which most of them have to 
cross to reach the bayou, is teaming with wonderful specimens 

of all' types, "ut the bayou for -one day of the year is 
the popular place, and so it will be tomorrow, I suppose,

^sk any local negro, - unlettered or college graduate, - 
and you will discover he doesn't know why the 19th of June 
is celebrated, interruption , ....

How, let me see, where we were at a couple of hours ago.
uh, yes. The reason for celebrating ^une 19th, - 

which seems to be very obscure, - ”it s jus1 the 19th, that's 
all", - is about the only explanation one can get, which isn't 
so very illuminating, 1 believe that on June 19th, 186k,
Abraham Lincoln issued an executive order forbidding slavery 
in any of the united states territories on and ajfter that 
day* But that seems to be a very minor point in the general 
shheme of things, since there were practically any territories 
south of the ^ason-hixon line in 1861, - California, A'ew 
Mexico, ^rozona, etc,, - all belong the Mason Dixon line,
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have loi]g since settled such points prior to I860, I think 
Indian territory, - subsequently styled Oklahoma, was 
about the only section that might have fallen under this 
edict, and it seems odd that local negroes, - then or now, 
should be celebrating such a matter when the iSmancipation 
Proclamation, effecting all of them throughout the entire 
country, was of such tremendous magnitude.

But be that as it r..ay, a beef was killed during the 
afternoon, and that will figure large in the barbecue on 
the morrow, and early in the morning the sylvan solitude 
along Bayou ^revelle will be m^rry with the hilarity of 
our local friends, and once more this slowly disappearing 
holiday will be in full swing,

■ -  < < -

* "Hd after all this talk about the negro, may I say
’ how much 1 appreciate your reference, to the several items 
having to do witty the ''ullah negroes of °outh Carolina low 
country. It isn t clear in my mind, - and never has been, - 
if Gullah is the name of a particular tribe or if it is merely 
the adjective describing the language of a particular type 
of African. I recall that in that photographic book on 
Charleston, - photos by MacLuaghlin, - there was a wonder
ful introduction by somebody or other, with quite an account 
of the vullah language, but I ’m not certain that he made a 
point a§ to whether Grullah referred to the language or the 
people, - or both. - - «

Bo ~ugust may be the magical date for an interlude of 
rest. It goes without saying that I shall be watch ng 
for the precise date and inclining my ear as to how you ’ 
may plan to spend it, - and where.. Whenever and where
aver , I sincerely hope it may hold everything by way of 
change of atmosphere, personalities anda situation impregnated 

* with relaxation,
n . j ’ihere was another point wanted to mention, but it 

eludes me momentarily, and so x shall let it slide.
Hr, ihxchelier returned to ^ittle -diver this afternoon rather 

5 late, ande our constant companionship during his visit in
clined to throw my usual routine out of whack to such an 
extent that X seem ever so sleepy at the moment, and so 
I shall fold herewith.... . . ■ "

Memorandum to flipping Service:
And so another very special negro holiday has come and 

gone, - withal quietly, so far as I know.
While Africa slept, I got the day going at Arenbourg, and 

following that execution of dawn duties from 5 until 9,
I played it was Sunday and sptent the balance of ,the day 
receiving callers who passed this way from a^ong Cane Biver 
and the far reaches of Little and Bed.

tomorrow I shall hear how the picnic turned out on Brevelle, 
and there will be the accounts of those who fished in 

the bayous andseinad in the spillways.
I 1 think it was 'this day last year that A,*iss Bamsey and her

friend were here, taking the ^ane Biver pictures, - a circumstance 
' that took us up and down the highways wher5e I saw automobiles

of colored people from all around the ^tate, but this year I 
I saw n ’er a car and so far as I know, all frolic depended on local

talent,
I With plantation work suspended, the henrys ̂ seemed at

a loss to know, what to do, and in consequence, J. E. paid his 
mother a visit that certainly, last 16 minutes, - an 
,̂‘all time record, so far as I know. Usually he passes her way, 
pausing only long enough for her to give him a motherly peck, and 
then scurries on. Yesterday he made one casual remark that 
w&s interesting but not surprising: - he said that a little 

j while tack, - while Lyle as still on W&A, he dropped d. E.
a letter, asking him for a loan of five hundred dollars, - 
I believe that was following an operation at that rime, - 
about 1941, I think. He had never heard anything about 
the money, although he had wondered about it at the time 
the Madison street house sold for $S7,5Q0.00t. Certainly J. E, 
took take the hurdle of a five hundred dollar loss with 
greater ease than Mr. Bachelier, but as one, by one the list 
of loosers mount, I must say that } am astonished at their 
number and filled with wonder at the extent ......

t
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 ̂may have mentioned recently that an extra set of 
Seibold’s Old Louisiana Plantation Homes and family 
frees, was purchased. Well, today I was present with a 
set, my name .written in, along with thedate , in the 
donner s hand, I am bl&d we shall have this sot for the 
Arenb urg library, for up to the present, it represents about 
the most complete account of Louisiana plantations, and 
some of the illustrations and sketches record places that 
have susequently disappeared, making particulars covering 
these lost items difficult inaeed to locate elsewhere.

^nd speaking of books, I have heard one or two mentioned 
lately that have aroused my curiosity as to their possible 
interest, - references made, either directly to books or to 
individuals, the references so phrased as to lead me to 
assume their might *be books written by or about them. From 
Reveillie in Washington, I learned of a lady, then resident 
in that city, whose name was pronounced as though it might 
be spelled "Greenhow", - although L suppose it might 
be written quite differently. Main&taining a salon of some 
merit in Washington in 1860 and 1861, the lady entertained 
the important politcal lights of the time, and through her 
contacts, gleaned military knowledge of Federal campaign plans, 
which, in code, she transmitted to the Confederate commanders. 
This type of tSpy should offer quite interesting data, either 
in her own memoirs or in a bioraphical sketch, should anything 
of the like have ever been done. "By her own admission" or 
fay her own statement”, are phrases in the volume mentioning 
the lady, and from those phrases, 1 take it that the quotations 
are either from something written by her, - or possibly from 
court recor^ s or some such. There was also reference to 

a young lady whose name* eludes me at the moment, whose book was 
styled, i believe, "Diary of a ioung Southern ^ady," er some 
such, and 1 shall check on this in order* to get particulars.
If any of them are half as good as **ary Boykin Chesnut’s 
"Diary From Dixie”, they might well be worth Looking out for when 
spanning possible sources, for I think that they might make 
excellent reading eventually on the terrace.

■ ■; . Ci. * * »
according to the weather man, tomorrow will be ushered in 

with showers., and -S shall avail myself of that excuse to 
forego weeds, and thus have a go at some writing of 
various types, for everything in that line is in the chaos 
of neglect. It is my intention within the next five 
minutes, to. fold up and tune iin on the prize fight, scheduled 
for tonight, but my eyelids are heavy, and 1 reckon i shall 
pass out regardless of what be-stirs the ether waves....

v  - i  ■
■

f t p  Y  ”  '• * /  I
-P-PY 1875

**une 20th, 1946.

Memorandum to ''lipping Service: t
Being Thursday, it was ^r. Knipmeyer day, and it was 

pleasant’ to have a little chat with him this morning about 
10, although 10 o’clock never seems like morping these busy 
days when things get going at ^renbourg so early.

I asked x/r. K. to give an opinion ats to why ; my 
hands and arms were swelling and causing' me so n\uch in- 
Gonveninnce. He took just one look: -"Poison oak," he
said, - and I well believe him.

It’s a curious thing that poison oak has no effect on 
the negro, and I think white people can eventually become 

immune to it, although I haven’t reached that stage yet.
Last night, although my intentions were good, I never 

did get to hear the radio or even do any reading.
Folding up my beard just before the fight broadcast, I 
fell asleep immediately, and didn't awaken until 3:20, which 
was an hour too early for arising and several hours too late 
for much radio-ing. Accordingly I just re-folded.

Dr. K. said.that so far as he knew, the 19th had 
passed off faii^ly quietly, with only one drowning, - a negro 
youth, - in Black ^ake, some miles Above iatohitoches on the way 
to Miss Mormon’s, * I reckon there might have been more 
nocturnal doings in these parts, had there not been the 
promise of a tent show, - consisting of a movie, I reckon, and 
possibly a life monkey to perform a few tricks for the 
delight of the colored folks, - and all this was promised 
for the night of the 02th, and so missed its big opportunity 
by not arriving in these parts a day ahead. And then, too, 
it is pouring outside tonight, so 1 assume the tent show 

may to delay showing for another night, thus demonstrating
again how all us-es farmers are dependant upon the elements.
n A letter came from the boy friend while Mr. Bachelier 

was here, and  ̂was fortunate to have his good aid in 
making out the oharacteristicly curious heirogliphics.
It seems everything is alright but quite different, of course, 
from former times. It had been his original intention
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to taka an apartment, but what with all kinds of shortages, 
including- housing, he has decided to stay with i-iarie and 
Parcel, who seem to be holding up very nioely. He
said lie had Leon to Versailles to visit some ot tx;Q places ^
I used to like best, » and as he didn’t say there was an^tamg
wrong with them, I assume they have weathered the past naif
aozen years, - 1 hope. Originally he had expected to use
some of his furniture that is here, hut since he will
not taka a place, the furniture will stay put. He would
like to have his hooks, - if 1 hve any idea as to how to send them
I haven't, - hut will make inquiry from him if he has anyone
on this side of the ocean who might care to do soraetning
about forwarding them, if they were directed, - the
books, mean, - to such an nmerican office, jjrom this^
place, I wouldn't attempt to forward them abroad, and tney
can well be ahddled through some Consular office in the
Gulf or Atlantic states*, x think. He says our old
ffirend. ^ierre Saffrois, is newly appointed Minister to
Luxembourg, which makes me glad because that will enable
him to be home rather often, and,his widowed mother will
be the happier for that, - as will any other old xriends o
happen to remain, t? .

(interruption

nad to telephone for a doctor for some ailing child, 
and shall have to skip to direct the 'same, - .dootor, when ne 
arrives, so shall fold up this note until another da^,»,.

S liilf

1877

Juue 23xd, 194i6.

Memorndum to Clipping Service; ? , -

You were expecting a report be ofre this one, and
I must apologize for having failed to post one yesterday.

Ihe pdison oak department was just on the verge of 
getting better, and writing, for the moment, seemed better 
if put off for a.day. And so, here we are and I am practically 
all...well again.

Being unable to move with facility on this board, 1
• thought it an excellent opportunity to attack the source of 
my inconvenience, and so rid Arenbourg once and for all of 
the stuff, and so 1 put on some gloves and headed in to the 
growth which was concentrated, - I think and hope, - on 
the Raggedy House, where it had climbed from the ground to 
the top, I think i got it all off the ouside and probably 
most of that growing on the. inside, of the structure, and 
when it was down, 1 chopped up the ground around the place 
with vast' fury, so now i believe it is finished, once and for 
all, and so, too, if ^ did have to deny myself the pleasure 
of a little chat with you, there fas the satisfaction of 
knowing that eradication of the offending creeper will permit

* us to contemplate the future with greater physical comfort,f
Save for the enclosed pos't card, there was no 

first class post on Friday or --aturday, so cannot tell 
you any news, Usually stemming from that source,

^nd under the circumstances o£ warm weather and all, I 
haven't been going a * out much, although on Saturday night, - 
and at long last, - I did get down to call on Clemence, and 
enjoyed myself to the extent of sitting with her and 
Jackie on the gallery until 10 o'clock, 3?ora went with 
me, $nd although she Had been chasing pole oats and 
wasn t smelling too delightful, she insisted on sitting 
on the'gallery at my feet, - being worried, I think, by 
Glemence’s little tiny white dog which was inclined to bark 
at kora from the vantage point of security bene th the house.

®J8i

; . ' * wo

.
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On my return, not being very sleepy, I read some from 
Washington Reveille, and ran across a reference to a booh or 
two I thought x might mention. I know nothing of their 
interest., but, perhaps you may run across them at the 
library sometime, - or in 4th Avenue, and the presence Ox ihe 
name may invite a look-see.

From the way the name is pronounced, 1 gather the author 
is Frederick X. Olmstead, and the books mentioned were 
ffA Journey in the Sea-board Slave States’*, - and 
*A Journey into the Back Country",

X know nothing of the value of these items, but from what 
was mentioned of the author, the volumes seemed as though 
they might have merit because<of the excellence of the 
individual who wrote them. It seems that he was the 
Landscape Gardener of Central xark, and I guess its Superintendent, 
and did"some excellent organizational work in Washington during 
1861-1862, in getting the Sanitary Organization functioning*
Of additional details I have none. |

There was one thing X read that delighted me in regard to 
the freeing of the slaves held by residents of Washington, 
prior to the Emancipation Proclamation. ' It seems that in 
1862 it was decided that slavery should be done awa'y with in 
the "is.trict of Columbia, and so a committee was appointed 
to evaluate the cash price of the average 'slave, - ^300.00 being 
the final figure agreed upon, - and so all owners of slaves 
were recompensed out of the Fede al Treasury to that ambunt 
per slave. But here is the extraordinary thing; - One 
free negro presented a list of six or seven slaves he owned, - 
£ woman whom he had bought for a wife, and the several children 
he had begotten by her. ^he, of course, was actually his slave by 
Law, and the children of a slave woman were equally slaves. And 
the law stood and the negro was paid in full, - which seems to me 
to be about.the only case I ever heard of wherein a man can 
eat his cake and have it, too.

* The local scene changes very little, being constantly 
changing. Fat has gone to i’exas for a visit of a couple 
of weeks, 1 think. *. left for Baton ^ouge and Lew 
Orleans this noon, to return tomorrow, ^rs. *̂ and and ^rs,
Pattison came on Friday afternoon but remained but a little 
while. Sister was here on Saturday night for supper, and 
says sh^ is moving to Shreveport within 4 weeks, - which 

^may or may not be her intention. Llomentarily my 
patient is on the ^ay side, and rapy it so continue. We get a 
shower everyday, and the weeds are growing mightly, - but 
so are the magnolias, - which is 11 to the good, and 1 guess 
that s all for this sitting,,.

, : . W

*
____________________ ... ^=»=  — — — -- ---------- :-------m
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June 24th*, 1946.

e

memorandum to ^lipping Service: «
* To hand a registered report, momentarily secured in my 

armoir, awaitin, tb*e arrival of my secretary. Tonight sleep 
will be sweet,' as half waking, X shall await a new dawn that 
'will etch an Bthopian at my door when I shall unfold the cherished 
report.

J. returned from ^ew Orleans tonight about 8, 
reporting heavy ravins all the way up from Hew Orleans to 
^agnolia plantation. There were heavy rains in Bermuda, too, 
this afternoon, but by some strange twist of the elements, not 
a drop fell on this little strip on which ̂ elrose is centered.

But in spite of the fine weather, X didn't do a lick 
at Axenbourg.' Because pf the heat, it was evident that 
physical labor.would induce excessive persperation, and what 
with my hanas and arms definitely on the mend, it was obvious 
that 1 would do wej.1 to effect their return to normalcy by 
letting the garden take care of itself so that*on the morrow, 
thus restored to normalcy, X might resume my labors with full 
gusto. And so x did what i could to get caught up on my 
desk work,- of which there was an imposing stack, and at 
the same time, thanks to a fairly heavy mail for the Madam,
'I was able to take care of (±uite a bit on-her behalf, - mostly 
Saying Ho to several prospective pilgrims, asking if they 
might head this way during the ensuing month. «

Just before supper, the Madam read me <a few pages from 
a book she is currently exploring.. Formerly a fine reader, she 

now does not shine in that rare ̂ rt, not so much«from inability 
as from her tendency to break in with extraneous observations on 
irrelevant matters, - and, several times between the beginning 
and end of a sentence. It goes without saying that this is 
not conducive to getting much out of any statement.

The book we were looking at was The Strange dase of Ilyra 
Glark Jains, - of which 1 have spoken before, and I am< 
amazed that a volume, so badly written and so filled with 
errors, should have ever been published by anyone, - and most 
of all by the L. S. U. Press. I must say I concurred
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with the Madam when she expressed her in a b ility  to understand 
how the Press could issu e  such a piece of shoddy flim sin e ss, 
d u ll and inaourate, while spurning the Louisiana Scrapbook which 
although possib ly  dull,, at le a s t  had the v irtu e  of in te g r ity .

In times gone bye, x have sometimes thought that some 
publisher might a ttrac t considerable in te re st  to his 
o ffe rin g s, were he to issu e  a se r ie s  of volumes, known as 
"The Rejected Manuscript” . I am under the impression that
most manuscripts of any m erit, - and certa in ly  a plenty without 
any whatsoever, get published. And yet, following the mreea 
Law of averages, there must be, - every once in a while, a 
manuscript of considerably popular appeal which never gets to see 
the prin ting press. I have known a few, and, were one to 
examine the l i f e  story of many a subsequently popular item, i t  
would no doubt turn out that i t  went the rounds of the 
publishers time and again, only to be rejected  as of- 
no appeal. In the theatre , of course, there are many 
examples of such errors on the part of producers.' I£ I 
remerib'er correctly , ’’Abie’ s Ir ish  Rose" , which eve tu a lly  
netted five m illion d o lla r s , was a case in point.

A clipping to tjhe Rad am from Miss ^obina, taken from some 
Herald Tribune Book AQvipw, Y think, speaks o f* a co llectio n  
of chromps, assembled by the la te  Lyle baxon, some of the item s, 
as the la te  ^r, ^axon explained, having come from 
certain  mulatto lad ies in the Cane R iver, l ie  B revelle , region 
of Louisiana. T h isT s another example of the fine ta le s  
the la te  author could spin when, either in f^riting or conversation, 
but e sp ec ia lly  the la t t e r ,  he wanted to have fun, Madame Aubin- 
Rocque and deline were the only two people he eVor v is i te d , and 
from neither of them did he ever get the ob jects described. I t  
i s  like  the al35.00 desk for which b is te r  gave him a check, but 
never'got, x'hat (desk, according to ^ r . baxon, was h is 
grandfather^ , .but Mr, T all ant happened to be with him when 
he purchased said  desk from an antique dealer in  Royal b treet. 
furiously  enough, la  be lle  Mssas Mae a lso  has L y le ’ s gran dfath er’ s 
desk which Lyle gave her., The old man surely had ample 
desk space, - and so haye I ,  and 1 must get to work a t reducing 
the stack o f-s tu ff  s t i l l  remaining on mine, - which was not 
my grandather ’ s ,  before folding up. « ;;

*

Tomorrow, &>id the. day w ill begin r i g h t . , . .

1881

June 45 th , 1946. ,  (Tuesday

Memorandum to Clipping Service!
Dawn, and the JSthopian and thenoe to the report restin g  in  

the armoir. ’
1‘wenty fiv e  m illion  expressions of appreciation would f a i l  

- , t o  express adequately the sentiments therein expi®®sed. both in my 
behalf and that of Arenbourg. The whole t mg i s  bound -to 

. fhp ifibor of love at Arenbourg the more productive, and 
T ^ ' t  ft f  °d whenTrenhourg dev.Sopes under t,.e labors of love of 
two. You w ill get your reward at Arenbourg. - •

Circumstances favored the reading of your nice long le t te r  and 
the re p tile  that blew out the high power lin e in .<at^hez, out 
I did not get to read the Yard Morehouse, a r t ic le ,  which X sh a ll 
have to look forward to , -.-on the morrow.

*

I am f lad you mentioned that name, - Yard ^ reh o u se , - for
i t  i s  one of those that had slipped o u t A ^ S c i n g  
/hen Irene lu rc e lle  was sta rrin g  in bavia Belasoo 3 t “ | ore 0I 

Pcrtnai - or about t-hat time, i t  may have been a l i t t l e  oeiore or
IIIer, A e  aim I were witnesses for two ™ ^ a^ lĉ a^ ’ e' 0° ^ 0ny.Vridp and proom and Irene and 1 being present & _ , *

I  gu ess :th at was about 1931, or th ereab o u ts, un^f f ° ^ ? :;11] | 0^ ® xd 
ceremony, 1 took the • f  * e to o e T 6 th  L>d
n h f  some people cA e in , including two goatlemw or possdhly more, 
who ware then very much devoted to Irene, I can t re ca ll a l l  
the people* not even the names of some whom Y had known H^i^e 
having met* tSem at various doings at D an e ’ s and other places at 
t-eas, e tc . There was one vory nice man* , named Monti, - an 1 
can’ t r e c a ll  h is f i r s t  name. I think he was a broker, w .
there was Ward Morehouse, then paying much attention  to rene, 
f T V n t i ' s “d isp leasure, -nd there was too smart ^ r n e l iu s  Vander- 
b i l t ,  also  revolving about the s ta r , - and i t  was ^  VJ1"® g g *  
e sp ec ia lly  as -rene ana I always |< *-a lo n g  n i « l j .  s in e , weaver, 
merely good friends through mutual f r i e r s ,  ^ ^ ^  00^  
any intention of taking a pass at the other , ave ituallv
not be said  for a l l  those named above, - and otners. y

Irene went to holiwood (Hollywood), where she did a lew _ 
p ic tu res, - I remember one h ilario u s one with B illy  m1” 33. f 1 
then, what with one thing and another, - io st  sigh t hex, nd
completely-forgot a l l  about Brlion-loontz Bank,
your clipping came to hand, in "ascn ez, m  uuo

.»*, .. . A  M
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is a #r. Smith, a fine man, whose wife Joins him sometimes when 
Myttie and Charles entertain at Sherok.ee, and there Mrs. ^mith and 
I have talked over old times, - for she is from Pon-du-lac, ?fisconsin 
which happens to he Irene's home town. Odd, what one word brings 
about in'one’s m nd, - and how I have the nerve to set all this 
down in its incoherence,.for it certainly can’t be of the slightest 
interest, save as happiness comes to an octogenarian by his own 
mumblings of his memoires.-

And thanks for confiding the secret, - X suppose it is a secret,- 
as to ^artha, - I never did know her name before. As you know,
I liked her, although 1 never saw her but once or twice. She was 
so superior in the warmth of humanities, in a social sense and 
in the curiosity and companionship that goes with intellect, - ( have 
forgotten how x started this sentence, - but my intention was to 
say that she. always seemed so much excelling in the above qualities,- 
as opposed to those qualities that may or may not have been present 
in her husband that instinctively I felt there was bound to be a 
certainly lonliness and futility fo existence which she probably kept 
neatly concealed, » ^hat, was ray snap Ory^^- and lack of more^ t 
freuqnt attendance upon the family prevented*me from ever confirming 
or altering that opinion, I was under the impression that some 
circumstano.e or lack of experience or a thousand other possibilities 
might have effected, a union, perfectly logioal and understandable 
under the given circumstances, but which, with the passage of time, 
proved unsatisfactory. ®it out even suspecting it, any one’s feet 
may be ever, so slightly swollen by heat or tiredness or indifferent 
circulation or a thousand other things, when circumstance impells 
one to be fitted for a new pair of shoes. The purchase is perfectly 
alright so long as that situation obtains, but, in my opinion, it 
would be the ,height of stupidity for one to hesitate about changing 
th.e last when it became evident that the original situation was 
indeed out of line to human needs. In the old days, Public Welfare 
organizations usedf to think such mis-fits had to be clamped together 
forever and ever regardless* ■‘■hank ueaven a new concept has dawned 
on such noble organizations, and if the thing is a miss-fit, then 
no effort is made to hobble, and cripple either or both parties involved 
by rivetting the thing together, when it should be broken. If 
"artha knows what she wants, - and I reckon she does, - I most certainly 
hopes she effects her intentions, - and in the end, I feel assured, 
each will be 'the better, for each will then have an opportunity to 
better seek h^s own intellectual and tempermental level.

I am glad you liked the Immortel Wife. 'What I was interested 
in was not the Immortel Wife, - 'but the original from which that was 
taken, - ^emoires of Jessie ^enton ^'reamont, - that little book 
in the 10 cent section which a friend once*read to me "im kellar”,
Irving ^tone,left out some charming details when he metamorphosed 
Madam ^emont's “emoires, published about 1870 or 1880, into 
his Immortel~“lfe. But the little book of memoiies isn t important 
and please don t look for it especially, 0 just recall the name 
■2‘remont, should you ever t̂umt)le over it in 4th avenue.,.,.
And again my thanks for a *}appy, happy aay, - and please don't 
try to write during these busy trying days.,...You k ow I will 
underwtand....

1883

June 26th, 1946.

Memorandum to ^lipping Service: {
fhere were several items in the post today, but 1 shall 

be able to enclose only the single item, since 1 have not had 
an opportunity to explore the contents of the others.

^n the first paragraph of the enclosed letter, I gather 
that Lyle must have had other transactions of dubious merit, 
since the reference in that paragraph is to an account in my 

„ letter to Miss ^obina regarding some of the Curious doings of 
the late author.

I do not subscribe to her opinion regarding the aesireability 
for ^udolph to go into something 'Other than teaching, for 
obviously he is not the type that would rather make a million 
dollars than enjoy some of the free moments which the teaching 
profespion affords, - but that, of course, is merely a matter 
of opinion.

Our guests from Placquemine, Louisiana, who arrived yester
day, departed this evening, fhey were somehow kin, - at 
least one was, to the Madam, through the ^rwins. Her name 
was Minerva jDesabry or some such, and the lady with her was 
Madame Aucoin. If "au coin" isn't some name, then I give up.

La Minerva is a widow, aged 68, and on the plumpish side.
She has a wonderful memory for family trees and records, and a 
fund of anecdotes about people of ante bellum timSs living 
in the sugar country where the Hrwin£ held sway. She is a 
granddaughter of William ^lunt ^obinson who married a sister 
of Isaac Hrwin, of whom you have heard Lora and me s$eak 
familiarly as “Uncle Ike”,

I wouldn’t be able to say if ^iss Minerva always gets 
things straight, and 1 am hoping that the horrible vignette I 
am about to sketch has not foundation of fact, although I 
have heard some pretty outrageous doings about or by "Uncle Ike” 
‘from Lyle. <

La Minerva, when alone with me for a bit, said #o
"You know old Isaac tfrwin hit the bottle p r e tty  heavy.

One of the neighbors passing ^haddy Urove one day heard
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cries of supplication, and driving in, saw Isaac’s dinuna- 
tive wife on her knees, beseeching her husband to forego 
his mad antics’, indubed by a drunken rage. It seems a young 
"nigger" had fallen victim to his madness, and Isaac had 
grabbed him by the feet and bashed his brains out against 
a gree."

bretty, isn’t it. . . - '> — -
"ell, so much for Minerva, and may she be wrong and may 

old IsaaO and the poor "nigger” be sleeping in peace.
* In Mississippi the campaign of your friend, Senator 

Bilbo, is in its final week. Once or twice I have stumbled 
across abroadcast of one of the political rallies, and 
if the goings on aren’t reported in the public press, they 
ought to be. I regret that the reception has been so im
perfect that x could catch but snatches of the speeches, all 
of which were‘so monstrously stupid that they were fascinating.
I don’t recall the precise wording, - * reckon precision 
wouldn’t matter any way, but one point old Bilbo made was 
to the effect that white superiority at the pol&s must be 
maintained because only the white man is capable of 
understanding and $ spreading ^hristipn doctrines. Surely 
old Bilbo is a wonderful proof of that statement. And 
t e worst part of it is that the preponderance of hill
billies in manipulating the State's voting machine will 
no doubt re-elect him. ' *

, - - • ?It is pleasant to report that the effects of the poison 
oak seem to be receding.' bince there is no.great loss without 
some measure'of recompense, I must say I have been touched and 
amused at some of the’kindly observations and hints at advise 
to avoid such difficulties in Ihe future, as expressed by numerous 
friends.

Little King tells me that if, on encountering poison 
oak, one will spit three times at it, its .ravages will be 

compeletely nullified. (I must ŷ rite that to Madam Lester),
iind Uncle L'Or tells me that he followed another and 

more exhaustive method which guaranteed him immunity for life, 
following the admonition of an.old man, - Uncle D ’Gr was a boy 
at the time, - he arose early-early for 9 successive days.
Before doing anything at all, he sought out a place were 
poison oak was growing and then and there responded to a cosmic 
urge, indicating to the plant his complete disdain for it.
Uine days ill a row he performed a similar act in the same setting, 
and loj - and hence forth, poison oak never "worried” him again, 
^or myself, if I must select one of these precautions, I 
am bound to choose Little king’s, we have such heavy dews 
in Louisiana in June....

»
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June 28th, 1946*

Memorandum to ^lipping Service*
To hand your excellent air mail memoranda, delighting me 

with its sentiments, - and parenthetically - most agreeable to 
Little King who always seems to take several sheets of 
memoranda with greater gusto than a single sheet, deceived, as he 
is, by thinking a dozen paragraphs on single note size sheets are 
easier to bridge than a full page, which in actuality is noo half 
so extensive. <

« "

May I tell you how noble you are to have rounded up such 
especial data on the Grullah negro for me. I urge you, and 

especially during this hot season, not to tear about too much 
in" search of this material, but at the same time, let me say 
how much I appreciate the desiderata when it does»come to hand.
At this end of the line, * am seeking out the descendants of 
those who seem to be members of_this tribe, or descendants of 
pne-time members in order that 1 may watch out for any particularly 
distinguishing characteristics, classifying them in my mind 
and keeping a day to day notation to try to discover if any 

one set or series of manifestations are apparant in these people.
Off hand, where I imagine the strain has maintained some 

degree of purity, I seem to find a depth of color, - «some 
call it "blue-black", which may or may not be a character
istic, and a largeness of frame, coupled with unusually 
delicate finger formation. It seems to me that there is a 
tendency toward simplicity,;- almost child-like good naturedness, 
and , in the half dozen instances noted hre, an unusually strong 
affection for children, with whom they seem to laugh .as whole
heartedly about all kinds of little things, - almost to » 
the point of ultra simplicity, that exceeds any similar kindredness 
of reaction, found in others. These manifestations, of course, 
appear exceedingly superficial, and may be of no merit at 
allr %nd yet, at the same time, they may be little sign posts 
of racial personality that really do indicate something or other;

« - *is Kg < ,
t*s Log once remarked; ”1 ’ se jus & wild nigger"., • 

and in truth, their mental operations seem to follow no known 
white man1s .pattern, is not especially a negroid distinction, but 
what has always struck me is the the hugeness of frame, the 
apparant great physical strength, plus the apparently unrelated 
delicacy of the hands, - - the striking contradiction forming, 
perhaps, the feature that arrests one1s attention and inclines 

one to"speculation upon such an unexpected combination.
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Well, I guess we did enough for this sitting on the Gulahs.
And now for the most welcomed news concerning Bolph or is 

it Bolf. It goes without paying that I am delighted to learn 
that Badine has heard from him. You suggest that she may have 
written me on this point hut I have not. I have forwaraed 
to you every communication I have had from her, - and if 
your memory is better than mine, you may recall that the 
last note was prior to your attendance of the Ballet. I must 
confess that I doubt if I have ever answered that letter, and 
it may be she is awaiting word from me before she writes again.

It is a great pity to learn of his present situation, - 
economic, - I refer to the rationing, - and physical, - the 
paralasis. And yet, in the latter situation there is men-t 
tion of a cane, - and that jingle fact is impregnated with great 
assurance. For were he nable to walk, he would have no need 
for a cane, and the use of a cane instead of the necessity 
for crutches somehow suggests to me that he may be able to 
get about without assistance. This sounds as though I were 
trying to make something pleasant out of something which most 
certainly is.not, but I am trying ^o total up, - from meager 
information, what positive assets remain.

What 1 feared ?more than anything else in poor Uadine's 
case would be or was the possibility that .olf might be lost, 
with no definite information aq to his whereabouts ever coming 
to hand That would introduce an element of uncertainty in 
her mind as to whether he had survived or not, - and so 
would entangle all her subsequent decisions.

How,-at least, poor ^adine has the choige of maintaining 
or breaking the relationship. As I see it, *olf ‘s physical 
condition, the p financial situation obtaining abroad and 
the immediate domestic conditions in imdine's household, - . 
particularly her mothe's conditon, all three are subservient 
matters as compared with the great love existing between,her 
.and A0if. if there is one person in ttye world who loves ' 
her, poor ^adine-i^ richer than all the wealth of the Indies.
Ho one can predict the morrow and the same wheel of Fortune 
that has qarried their luck so I q w  may well revolve so as 
to suddenly elevate them to untold happiness. Bet even though 
circumstances should keep them(from ever being together, - 
they still can communicate, landing them slap at the portal 
of Heaven on; earth. For myself, I thik it is perfectly 
marvelous to have reached such a great big doorstep, and 
if Hadi^e is filled with the kind of lo^e l think she is, 
she will readily realize that the same Faith tha^ can 
i$ove mountains can most certainly open a g.oor.....

188' ; '

June 28th, 1946.

Liemorandum to Clipping Service:
From the enclosure you will note the Bosenwald communi

cation to Bora with interest.
* ^It's a nice letter, B think, but it leaves t{wo points open 
that aren't clear to me, -
1, - Why wasn't Clemenoe or somebody advised that her
application had been refused, and ,
2, ^hat sort of a fund is there from which may be drawn certain 
money to enable her to purchase supplies and partially enable
her to devote time to her painting,

And just to think that Barnett ^ane got to grants in a row 
and hasn‘t written a bpok on the stipulated subject yet.

Alright..,..
B have re-read the data you were so kind to transcribe from 

the South Carolina federal Uuide, relative to the Gullahs, and I 
thank you much on a heap of counts. In the first place, I am 
delighted'that you havo run across a South Carolina uuide, and 
I shall not need it but it affords me frequent pleasure to think 
'of it as an item for the Arenbourg library eventually. Isn't it 
fun to watoh shelves like that grow.

I hadn't known before that George Gershwin had spent time in 
the Sea Island country, atuning his ear to the negro songs 

aS sung there before he undertook Porgy $nd Bess. Uaturally I 
am glad.

And of course running across Fanny Kemble’s name did much for 
me, too. I think B may have mentioned before that in a transcribed 
niary of Walter wade of Bosswood Plantation, I ran across his account 
of having attended the marriage in Philadelphia of Miss Kemble to 
Pierce Butler, - I think it was in the year i836. I .remember 
sending this exerpt to Br, Butler at Aaurel Hill, and how pleased 
he was to see it, . - - ' „ .
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I don't recall if 1 ever mentioned Dr, Fred ^obinson who 
figures in-the Isaac Hrwin ^iary. He was quite an interesting 
e aracter, devoting himself primarily to the household needs of 
Carmolite IMrs. Isaac} -̂ rwin, for whom he used to provide 
all kinds of game and fish for her ante helium table, - foodstuffs^ 
which he himself procured. It was said he would ask her each morning, 
for example, what kind of wto fish she wished to serve that day, and 
on being told, would promptly proceed to catch it from any one of 
the several bayous and rivers in the neighborhood of Shaddy. drove.
In his spare time, he used to decorate the walls of the house he 
occupied'with extraordinary murals which were extant a few years ago 
when some rich hill billies bought the plantation, wrecked the house 
and preparing the graveyard for its incorporation into the adjoining 
sugar field, dumped all the monuments into the bayou.

Of his personal appearance, I know but little, save that he 
was tall and" thin, had red hair, his dress was unconventional and 
except for rare trips to hew Orleans, he never wore shoes, I 
know not if he practiced medecine.

~ut the most interesting thing, I think, of hr. Robinson's doings 
occurred in Tennessee, - possibly in the 18L0's or 18.30' s, where 
he lived prior to taking up his residence in Louisiana; In a way, 
he was an fore-runner of Borglum, for he was so fascinated by the 
smooth stone surface of a somewhat remote mountain in Tennessee that 
he decided to use it as an inflexible canvas. Rigging up some kind 
of a strange contraption, ** half*basket and half scaffold, and 
arming himself with oceans'of paint, he contrived to have himself 
lo ered over the side of the cliff, and there, with mighty strokes, 
dashed'off what is probably the biggest painting ever conceived and 
executed in this hemisphere.

Years later, and long after -̂ r. Fred had come ^outh, travelers 
through the Tennessee wilderness ran across this monumental mural, 
and in letters and .reports, hailed it as the greatest example of 
Indian artistry yet discovered in America. Ho one seems to Jknow 
if a sketch of the mountain and its fulsome decoration was ever made, 
and it is supposed that the elements eventually obliterated all signs 
of . Fred’s heroic handiwork.

*“■11 I can say is that any way you slice it, •wr, '̂red ^obinson was 
a pure D s ght.
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June 2Jth, Sat., 1946.
Delighted to receive article on Caine River ĥroraos, but 

even more enchanted to learn of Catskill outing Rvery day everybody 
ought to have a little time all to himself. ISveryonee ina while, 
everybody living in a large city ought to have a little time away 
from the population of the town and the hubub of the city. I'm^ 
certainly the happier to know you are going to get a little slice 
of out of doors for your own good self.

About 9 p.m. Bounie (Richard ^heatam) came to see toe. lie is a 
good nature, worthless, tail-teller of tales negro. He said^he 
had just run down from Sammy Halthazar's where he had knocked out 
a boy who had been worrying him. He said Hr, Black, the hill- 
bill deputy, had demanded $1H,00 in lieu of arresting him. He said 
he had given him $5.00 and had need of $7.. more, but Hr, Jeddy(J.H.) 
wasn't home. The three statements might -well be true but I 
guessed them weren't. He finnaly thought if he had. fifteen cents to 
play the gramophpne down at Hr. Hyman's honkey-tonk he could 
have a fine evening alright. Ghe&tam is is name. 1 thought the 
fifteen cents was about right. .

— • v,; ; g  ' xj •' ?

Tune 30th, Sun., 1946,
Last night listened to Mr.tTruman explain reasons for vetoing 

inadequate O.p.A. bill. Good speech, thought to listen to dropping 
of atomic bomb at Bihiki Atoll in fternoon but had too many visitors 
from ^ittle River Uobody saw either Bounie or Hr, Black at 
Sammy's last, night. Tried taking pictures at Arenbourg but films 
we£e wrong size. Glad 1 used first two filflis first that were right,

July End, imonday) 1946,
Hoed madly at Arenbourg. Wrecked plenty of weeds but also re

activated the poison oak business. Folded up early but couldn t sleep. 
Read The First Lina:; being English recorded talking book of the 
■“'ire lighting Service in Britain during, the war. Very informative as 
to destruction accomplished and methods of controlling devastation. 
Thought of Frau Longs in ^erlin and prayed the *ord we might^soon 
get civilized' enough to bring an end to acy such stupidity in the 
future.
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July 2nd, lTuesdayJ 1946.
Last night from 10:30 to 11, heard rebroadoast of 

Roosevelt memorial * services by joint session of House and Senate, 
bonder why July 1st was selected as date, what with ii’.D.R. 
having died April 12th a year ago. Material of eulogy was 
good but indifferently delivered by Ambassador Winant.

peter came to see me this morning, bringing me a message, 
not unlike another he brought yesterday:-
, , "Mattie say to tell you she's a-comin' to*jar 

you all' s figs. " * ~ ^« ‘ «
Mattie, a slovenly wench, after three years of so called 

cooking at the big house, took herself off the job last 
autumn* - one, two,, three, just like that. I was enchanted.
The Madam was mad, - only because of the abruptness of her 
departure. Subsequently Mattie has unsuccessfully tried to 
get her job back. The Madam has been adamant. J. H. has 
been willing.and asked me to persuade the Madam. I have 
done nothing. Having failed to.get anywhere either through 
the Madam or «*. H. directly, ^attie's new course seems to be 
to influence the powers through my persuasion, nut it’s no 
go. I must confess, however, that 1 do feel somewhat indebt
ed to her for the expression used for canning, . What with 
the present sugar shortage and figs when canned requiring pound 
for pound of sugar with fruit,! think Mattie would do 
better to stick "to jarring" beans or some such..

July 3rd, ^ed. 1946.
Old bilbo seems to have won his Mississippi Senator *s seat,.
One more demonstration that Mississippi is about at the bottom 
of the list of electoral intelligence* i&d I remark., before 
that, come to think ot it, old ^ilbo's coun rpart in Louisiana, 
one huey J?. Long, never did stoop to stirring up racial 
antipothies, although 1 must say he probably would not have 
been above doing so, had he ever found his hold on the 
hill-billies slipping.

Sampled the first figs of the season at iirenbourg. i'here 
are two good trees, - one young, the other rather old, but 
each producing an excellent fruit I calculate there must 
be several bushels

Sam ^rownSs wife, - a pure negro, has just shown 
herself to be an exception proving^the rule that poison oak 
has no effect on members of her race. While hoeing cotton 
the other day she brushed up against the stuff and has had 
to receive injections and be put to bed, the like of 
which no one has ever heard of in these parts.

July 4th, Thursday, 1946.

Today I am happy because you are in the mountains.
If it be physically and spiritually possible, I hope 

you are drinking in no end of rest and relaxation, and 
that the weather is so fair that old ^ip van Winkle wn i  
not start thundering out his mythical game of Nine Tins, 
although the wonderful reverberations as the echoes bounce 
back and forth from mountain side to hill top is a 
delig tful variation from the racket of urban noises.

c

Yesterday, late or early this morning, Joe henry 
arrived from ^eaumont to spend the week end, and celebrate
his birthday, which is today, pat was expected from 
Mouth Xexas but did not appear..

Bill Jones stopped at hrenbourg, asking if he might 
visit the terrace which heretofore he had never seen save 
< from the opposite bank of the river. 1 showed him 
* about the place. He said he t ought the plans for develops 
ment were swell. He admired the fig trees and asked if he" 
might sample the fruit, tomorrow morning he is sending 
his boy to pick some for his table. He asked me to 
«visit his brother's home, not far from at. Mathew's, 
as he was headed that way, but 1 declined, as it was gett
ing late. We had quite a lot of fuq "doing" Mississippi 
politics, - especially old " lbo‘s success on Tuesday.

At is said the General is at the moment in York, 
mankin^ his annual run through a civilian clinic. He is 
scheduled to arrive t Melrose on July 23rd.

July 5th (friday), 1946.
f

This entry concludes these day to day notes kept during our 
so called suspended correspondence* It is merely so-called, however 
which has seen me favored with regular incoming mail. I did 
not finished your letter, received day before yesterday, and two 
more arrived in this morning’s post, so that I shall have an 
elegant Saturday morning, ^ut before my Mthopian arrives, I shall 
have posted this co munication to you, so that it may be to 

« hand • on your return, or shortly thereafter.
The 4th of July passed off with no celebrations at all in 

these parts, and everyone worked, T believe, including myself.
^ichard ^ap’s wife had died on Monday or Tuesday, thus afford

ing, I thought, a fine opportunity for an all-out wake with 
Chinese firecrackers, on the night of the 4th. -But somehow 
they didn't wake the lady.
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Richard bap is a pure ”D negro, living on the river not 
far from Glemenoe. He owns about 100 acres, - and I’d love to 
know how and when he got it, for it must have once belonged to some 
of the Metoyers, and I guess he is the only negro that ever got 
any mulatto property,

Richard himself is quite a character, it is said he goes to 
bed̂  with the advent of cold weather, where he remains until 
Spring, but I can't vouch for that. He has a few children, - all 
grown, and his wife had a flock of children from Hew Orleans to 
California, with quite a goodly sprinkling on Hane and -Little Rivers,- 
Attrice ^nthony being one oi the grandchildren, and I think you have 
seen ^ttrice*s likeness in the snapshots.

Negro custom makes a nice point about the ar angements follow
ing death. This morning at the store I saw Deacon Jesse, and I asked 
him if he expected to preach the funeral- services at 11 - his
Sunday clothe^ indicated he would be present. But he said he was 
merely going to deposit the body” at St; Mary's. About first 
dark tonigh I"learned from those who attended the burial that there 
"aint done had no funeral”. I was a little taken a-back, what, 
withtthe hot weather and all. But my informants stated that the 
body was brought slap from the^undertaker's to bt. Mary’s and 
placed in the grave, - hence no funeral. % e funeral will be held 
next Sunday, - consisting of singing and praying, 1 suppose, and 
as is always the case in these parts, the funeral sermon will be 
preached about a year following the lady's death. Strange 
'business,, isn't it

i1wo of ^ichard *s sons live with him, - one' called Boy and 
the other Fellow. Fellow has a family and although rather 30th-ish, 
has an idea he ought to be ”on Welfare". He explained to J. H. 
and me one day that he was unable to work because lightning had 
struck him in the little finger one bright clear cloudless day while 
he was sitting on his cot-ton wagon waiting to have the lint ginned.
• asked him if anybody else saw ^he bolt. Fellow said only he *

had seen it, • n. asked him what the ules, hitched to the wagon, 
did, -Bellow said that "they flushed a little”,

$0 that’s the baps, and I*m afraid my account of them makes 
pretty dull .reading.

I 4ave had no letters during the past week. It seems a little
odd that ^ives never did pass along news of ^olf, doesn't it. ’Jell 
I must confess that for my part, I have written few if any letters,*
too, which may account for some of the silence. But I haven’t
been doing much save gardening and letting my mind wander through
a few.pretty kx ^atskill trails while inwardly I rejoiced to know 
that these places were affording you a vacation, albetit but a week
end, and I hope every second of the time was everything you would have it..

July 6th, 1946.

Memorandum to ^lipping Service;
It's been grand having so many reports and transcriptions this 
week end rime will not afford reference to all in a single sitting, 
but 1 shall touch on a few, - and add at least one news item.

, Celeste (Mrs. J. H. ) leaves for Hew York and Boston on ^ d a y ,
Julv 9th, - by car. She will be at Motel Roosevelt fromi tne ni^ht 
July 14th through the 15th, 16th and a part. Pi the i n h *t If you want 
tosee what a plrsonality like Madam Mgon’s is like, - in duplicate, you 
might telephone her, - but that is entirely optional.

Without naming anyone by name, I told her 1 would advise one or two 
people in new *ork of her intention. But 1 put in a safety clause, 
cstatine- that everyone I know x is out of town at the moment, » one
friendI * * * Sin the .A  Oatskills, one ifi. K. Hoy) in J^^i^tovj^durinF’lfr that I hadn’t the slightest notion if any would be in town during her
sojourn. That leaves you quite free to telephone or not as you 
rllease,* 1 didn't even mention your name more than to slide over it, 
and so" any things you do or don't do wifll be alright.,

Celeste is kind as kind can be, - and so much like .&nita .agon 
fhfit I need not do her portrait. Qhe will be traveling with her 
friend, -“rs. “athew ("Dee") Hertzog, who is iiiss(Salles daughter in law, 
and a Mrs. Tate. I think Madame Regard, Celeste s mother .immediately 
on reaching ^ew *ork, an trains for Boston, whence the party will 

* journey by^ar after two or three busy days ’doing tne shops, theatres, 
etc. /mention all this so you may know what is^going on. The ladies 
.will no doubt be so much on the go that it might next to impossible to 
catch up with them, ^ut if you should feel impelled to, ana suceed, 
you will find °eles-te very kind. An& if you don t telephone ner, you 

.will "still £e in the mountains”, and that is that.
nothing quite gets into my hair as a performance line badirie's,- 

enlisting other’people ’ s confidence, - and m e n  breaking it, • &s 1 
seems to me Pome one of these days, somebody tox̂  otner who write c™fiden 
tially to me, - such as Caroline mormon on occasion, is going to stioi 
in a ohr&se to the Madam, • "as I remarked in a recent note to * ♦ ,Q c*» 
and then * shall know exactly how you felt. . What a bag.

I appreciate your kindness in acquainting me with the ^artha- 
Albert lay-out; Martha apparantly lacks thefcourage of. her conviction.
After allj incompatability is enough, - i s  everything. he needs not 
cast about for any excuse such as inability to provide, which would be 
no good eko^se were they eomb&table. And since it is her

-
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inability to continue, I cannot imagine any reason on earth why it should 
be necessary to discuss the matter with her brother# ihs few times 
I saw her, she impressed me as being positively kind, refined and 
inclining toward.intellectualand cultural appreciation* he always 
impressed me as h neither kind nor unkina, — just dull# It is 
a pity he didn't find some Himalaya of M s  own age, decidedly on the 
dumb side, and preferably witfr some ability at stirring up spetzels,- 
or however that stuff is spelled. If each can find the personality 
mo e in line with his own, how much happier they will be, - and 
if only one or the other or both, realizing th.es*, how much saner and escs 
easier and in good taste will be their final °oodbye. .

As for Himalaya*s husband and his coniving to do his brother-’ 
in-law while the latter is down,-how true to form he is running#
I got a huge laugh out of your observation: "If he.calls a-dpfecit of 
35,000. etc.,»a success.,..#- Rut at the spme time I am a little _ 
shocked whenever X think of the cold, calculating motives tnat behind, 
the mask of affability he has demonstrated too- o£ten in the past. I 
sha!l never cease to writhe whenever I think of the reception accorded 
his niece when she first visited his household. It is a sensation 
that comes over me sometimes quite unexpectedly# I remember how 
clearly" I« had him in mind one night when *at and_I went up to -“•shley s 
or Sammy's, taking some of our colored friends with us .to see a 
little movie and a few animals in a tent show held there at cotton 
time. ~uring the animal act, the ape or chimpansee came across the 
open spice, and with all eyes, put out his paw for me to shake.
I took it in mine,* It was cold, as though blood had been replaced by 
lead, - and instantly the face of Himalaya’s husband flashed through 
my brain, - not because of any-physical, resemblance, for the man is 
really rather nice looking, — but somehow that sensation I had long 
felt of an absence of genuine human warmth, I took the ape on my lap 
for a little %  while, $ must fto the wild amazement of, the colored audience 
interruption, - 12 hour interlude# I don t recall where I left off, 

but am binder the impression I was attempting to indicate how 
much Himalaya's husband gave me the impression of an absence- Ox what 
' might be styled a average human warmth of feeling for his fellow man.

e I reckon I need not tell you haw delighted l am with the 
Glmstead exerpts which you were so good to search out and send along.
Since Mississippi doesn't appear as one of the States visited, I take 
It ur. ulmstead may have come to Louisiana along the Gulf or the 
Gulf ^Oast, so that his acquaintance with Mississippi was brief 
if traveling over land, - since the coast of ississippi has nothing 
of the rich delta aspect of the ^atchez to Greenville region, - or 
else he skipped Mississippi completely if he traveled by sea from 
labile to ̂ ew Grieans.

I am oasting about.in my mind to locate the point, some five 
miles below Grand Score, where he lodged in Mr. -Brown s pleasant hotel. 
Five miles below Grand Score on Gain River would be Natchitoches, 
while five miles below Gxand ^core on Hed xliver would be a 
locality where no community now exists, - only plantations, and

theI can't quite imagine why a hotel should exist at such a point, 
first town below 'Grand Score on Red River is Montgomery, - in 
ante bellum times called areola, - which must be at least 10 
or 16 miles from the designated spot. It is immediately to the 
East of Melrose, ~nd so far as I know was never anything much more 
than a little hill-billy community from which lumber was shipped,- 
lumber from the hills to the sast of Montgomery in that section.

There is a possibility, however, that the old Satchez irace might 
have crossed at some point in that region, and if so, 
there was no doubt an inn, - just as there was at Aside 
from the main Ratehez Traoe, cutting .Jest and South “est from 
Hatchez to Ran ^ntonio and Mexico Gity, I think there must have been 
a number of secondary lateral traces or trails, some of which, in 
spite of minor detours, must have been used down through the 1870 s 
or 1880's. I know a few stretches of one or two of these, 
especially all the tops of the ridges between the up lands East 
of Hed River through the Catahoula Hills almost to Ferriday, some 
25 miles West of Hatches where the great belta plains begin.
Eventually we shall trace some of these eld colonial routes and in so 
doing perhaps re-capture the ancient roadways and, if lucky, stumble 
over the remains of some of these forgotten post houses and taverns,

< .. .

The interruption, as indicated somewhere above, was occasioned by 
my friend, Roonie, whom I have mentioned before, I think. Boonie^ 
illustrates to perfection how his type of negro, dumber and dumb in 
most resnects, is really remarkably clever in-others. I guess 
the big trouble in inter-racial relations often arises from the 
fact that we on our side, - and probably the^ on theirs, are 
forever expecting the opposite to conform to the pattern of values 
so firmly established in the individual racial mind, although 
strong as an ox, -Boonie isn't dreaming of wearing out any o ' that 
strength, and when hoeing in the field, if the overseer isn t about, 
he is as likely to flatten himself out between the cotton rows and 
take a three or four hour nap, - on the mere but most excellent 
ground that he may be sleepy, LaturaTly industry wouldn t get far 
on such a law of proceedtfre, and even in the leisurely »̂outh,
Boonie doesnot get far, • but he seems to have lots of j.un along 
the way. * f *

Mi hen I responded to his knock, he explained that he wqs Boonie* s 
twin brother (of which'he has none, but he doesn't know that I know it). 
He explained that noonie had told him that I had promised a birtnday 
gift for each of them, and that as Boonie had received his, he 
thought he would drop around, - alth'ough it was a ween or two late, 
receive his. I gavfc him a slab of pound cake and a coca-cola, ana 
as he consumed it, he talked readily about his twin brother, 
pointing out all of Boonie's sfcort-comings, especially on Saturday 
nights, when he was "shamed-faced" thatfBoonie would swing-out 
at Sammy's with those triflin' ladies, and while he himself never 
would dance because it sure did start anybody off toward Hell, still

to
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he couldn't make Boonie keep away from such places. This kind 
of talk went, on for half an hour, and it was carried out with such 
conviction and nieety of regard for detail that several times I 
cuahgt -myself actually feeling that the man was talking about 
an absent twin and not about himself. It was as artful and as 
artistic a performance as 1 have ever witnessed, 'and while it never 
could be productive of anything of intrinsic value, - were it to be 
judged by the fanatics for financial*figures,' still it so far out
shone anything in creative* ability and imaginative acumen that 
x'ive *ent ^igars who wouldn't even listen to such nonsense, would 
look like pigmies, were they ever to attempt anything of like stuff, 
which -oonie, as his fictitious twin, was tossing off with all the 
nonchalance in the world.

I hope krika came through her tonsil ordeal nicely. Sometimes 
such a grown up as she must be now has more difficulty than younger 
children, T got a huge laugh out of the domestic arrangements that were 
incidental to the absence of the two ladies from the apartment for 
a day. I had a little animal trouble myself about the same time, but 
not ̂ along similar lines. i?or several months a cat has been going into 
Bat room and responding- almost daily to a cosmic urge, slap behind 
the big old bed in that room, Bvery day is was the house girl1 s 
unpleasant job to attend to the business, and she complained 
about the unsavory job to the ŝtclam. The latter automatically was 
convinced it was one tOf my three or four cats and she got *3aia Brown 
to shoot one of .them, - the one who was girl friend to'Dora and always 
ate and slept with him, - in spite of his offensive smell for chasing 
gole cats. U  think you know that Bora, locally, is the airdale. )
•'ell, after Bora s girl friend was dead t en another cat was singled 
out for murder and was drowned. Then -Little Grandpa was next put on 
the spot. It is true that once in a while one o "the cats 

w.ould slip in the upstairs door when T would enter, but it deemed 
strange to me that, since they were always put out immediately, no 
one ever suspected Monstrosity, the ‘►atom's ■'big old white and ray 
cat that spends all day in her room with* hi, save as she wanders in 
other places. It was definitely decided <on Friday that Tittle Grandpa 
would have to go to a watery grave, and so I shut her up in my house 
during the morning. About 9 a.m. , the house girl came to see me, 
he said that although the Madam had always s^orn to me that 

Monstrosity never did such things in the house, she herself had just 
caught her in the act and had summoned the Madam. At long last 
the latter was convinced but admonished ^-urellia never to tell me about 

on the, assumption, I suppose, that i might resent the murder of 
th?e other innocent victims. Taisy and Monstrosity,- problem children I must say. * *

* • v , : : * 1 . .
., A million other things to be touched upon, but your time as already 
been taxed beyond all reason, and so I sha 1 fold up abruptly'at this point....

1897

July 8th, 1946.

Memorandum to ^Lippii% Service : t
This morning I returned the little wo°den ^ox, 

the films You will notice that 1 wrapped each set of two in 
^separate* papers, indicating the two which had been exposed and 
are"ready for developement. The other two, as indicated, aid 
not fit my camera, the metal rollers being too large to fit into_ 
the slot'*y I am hoping that you may find that your camera or that 
of some friend may be so fashioned as to accommodate these larger
metal disks. ,

Hot knowing that the two films would ’ of ̂
lust by chance using the other two first, I took, more -hots of 
"*“og than 1 would have otherwise. - t

~he one or two shots taken at Arenbourg will be readily 
recognized - view of ^ompton s new barn on the opposite Lank, some
weed! on the terrraoe, etc. there are two or If" M u k h i n  0± i nk vv himself one or two with his brother xeter jomixig him,
tnf one or two of tog and Zelma together. Zelma is Madam Puny, 
and Tittle king 1s mama. , t

One snapshot' didn’t take at arenbourg the film ^ nef
a little too far before the picture has snapped.. Uf tteGthezs, ■i 
have no idea if they are worth anything or not, - I strike ^ e m  
so 'hap-hazardly that poor Frances Benjamin Johnston would oust 
'die thenjand there if she ever saw me clicking the thing* But 
as none of‘the studies were of great moment, it will be liUle 
loss if none 'of them turn out,* and there will be lots oi 
opportunity at other times to get a good picture of a weed.

I had a ‘nice letter from ^rs. Brandon on Thursday but it was 
written in her true hand stad none of my able assistants coula ma^e 
it out. Tccoraingly i carried it in my pocket until bunday, 
when it really had become a curiosity, but Carles helped m  as 
best he could although he did say tnat it was aixiicult to make out.
Frankly neither of us understood much more than that sne was in 

Atlanta with her sister, 3u2ie '<ailds, and finaing the wftjm weather 
trying. After haying had such a time with the sligntly soiled 
object of too many days carrying, tore it up - inaavertently, 
so I shall not be able to persecute you with it, shallrespond 
to her letter shortly, and 1 shall send along ?he ^ara Morehouse 
clipping, which she will greatly ©njoy, and will return to me.

and

»
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X have wanted to thank you again for the article which was of 
the greatest interest to me and which I shall insert in-,a scrapbook, 
when it comes hack* from Mrs, hrandon.

As yon may have gathered from Hr# Morehouse 1s razz, la Merrill, 
whom he styled his guide, is a dreadful hag# She was horn Caroline 
btraton daughter of the worthless son of hr# Joseph M# btraton, 
the partriarchical Presbyterian minister of Batches from 1847 
to 1903. We have his Diary and together we shall eventually 
explore it# although dull as an interminable speaker, he was 
brilliant in intellect' and a saint if ever there was one#
* .* w  4. .. v* • * -  • ’ v- ! ***-' '•* ' t ■

His wife died a year or two after he came to hatches in 1847 
from Bridgetown, hew Jersey, and following her death, he married 
Caroline Williams, a woman of queenly grace and beauty, tall and 
not unlike Reynold's portraits of Mrs. Siddons# She was a sister 
of Mrs. Haller Enutt, and it was Mrs. btraton and Mrs. Knutt 
who had the bumps on t air heads read by the phrenologist, ^r.—  
the name eludes me, — who sold Madame butt the idea Oj. building the 8 
sided bongwood, similar to his own fine 8 sided mantion at Fishkill 

on the Hudson. There was another sister who married a Smith, owner 
of 'Saragosso and two or three others whom I shall save you the pain 
of reading. But the descendants of all these Willims children 

were either inordinately ordinate or just plumb crazy#
In spite of her queenliness, urs. btraton was forever at_ 

public affairs referring to her saintly husband, - and dignified 
he was, too, as "the old booster”, and while he probably married her 
for other reasons, it must be admitted that she was extremely 
wealthy, and their home, Ashburn, between Southland andAuburn, was 
marvelous# Within a week from his marriage to Caroline Williams, 
hr. Straton wrote in his Diary, about December, 1851: - 
’'Went out to ashburn'with Caroline. Cloudy without, stupidity
within#” *

»

The son of this pair was Joe, and he was a bag# His daughter, 
Caroline straton, married ’’tip’1 Merril, ’’Tip” being the Admiral 
Merrill whom President Truman jumped on a month or two ago for 
expressing nersonal opinions as ^o the virtue of merging the 
Army and navy. But withal ”Tip is a grand person, and his borther, 
dead these 19 years, was alright, too, but the latter most certainly 

got himself a bag for a wife, coarse, vulgarpretty much of a drunk 
andconsiderably over active on the sex side. I have known^perhaps 

half a dozen or more of the descendants of that Williams family,- 
>no kin although the same name as the one who married Sargent Prentiss, 
and every single *one of those descendant have been equally baggish.

t

• The last time I saw Mrs. Merrill, it was a rear view. ahe is
about the size of Plumette and fully as broad at the hips. I was
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ffoinp up a couple of steps into a hot dog house where, within at 
the bar, and.perched on a high stool just beyond the entxace, - her 
back, shall 1 say, toward me, say la Merrill, clad in - Ox all 
things, - a play suit. It was revolting, - and she was drunk.

I apologize for going on at such a great rate on a subject 
that cannot possibly be of any interest, and yet by having spoken so 
endlessly, yon will gather readily enough that the clipping meant 
a great deal to me.

Sventually you will meet some of the people allied to this 
woman1s family, and surely we shall visit some of the homes where 
the more reMeotatle member of the family tree dwelt while sooner 
or later we shall explore l*. Straton'salary and in so doing, perhaps 
it will fe seem the nobler work, what-with this little in- 
sight offered by ~r. Moorehouse, into the ways and doings of 
the rotten branch of what was once a noble tree.

As you are no doubt long since worn out, you will not mind 
if I fold up alon0 about here. As a matter of fact it is considerably 
after 9, and I must skip over to say Goodbye to Celeste who leaves 
at 6 a.m. in the morning. I have put off going over there until 
this late because the WQnks were scheduled to appear at ^eirose 

about 8 to have H,, as Hotary, sign some papers,
The Wanks expects these papers will conclude the sale of 

their Cloutiervilie property, although 1 shall make no predictions 
as to the ultimate disposal of the house yet a while.

According to them, a man and his wife from Boston are buying 
the house tonight and will take it over on Augut 5th. The 
man is an engineer (civil) and his wife a physician. According 
to the “enks, the girls father and mother opposed their daughter s 
marriage to a ^r. Worslay, a man much younger than herself, but 
marry she did, and because of parental disapporval, the Worsleys have 
come to Louisiana where Frau Doctor expects to hang out her single., 
in spite of the fact that a baby is supposed to be somewhere in the 
offing. What the engineer husband will do in Clout erville, i 
haven’t the slightest notion. Among other things, it is said that 
they have paid their last thousand dollars down on the house, which 
is priced at ten thousand dollars, and a mortgage is being put on 
the l<orsley diamonds and car to help get things going.

How here is really a remarkable story, - if it be true, - and 
equally different if it be untrue. They must be either perfectly 
wonderful people or charlatans of the first water, - and eventually 
Time will tell, X suppose, ^rankly, I hope it is true, for if so, 
they must be people of infinite courage and cnaracter, ana I snail 
love knowing them. And if all this is J u s t  a hozx, then the 
story is arresting, and it was fun, - flike listening to Boonie, 
that it could have : een carried so far.

And here I fold....
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July 9th, 1946.

Memorandum to ^Lipping Service;
• <

The enclosure from *̂ or& will interest you very little.
It seems to me that every once in a while I get one that is 
almost a duplicate of a former one, and this is a case in 
point. I reckon he must he pretty "busy at* the moment which 
possibly keeps him from getting to a machine very frequentl 
and news, it seems, is scarce.'

A telegram from Sssae Mae this noon states that sne will 
pass this way on Wednesday, and then we shall see what we snail 
see. Since Miss Maude gave Tulane the bookstand papers 
she had already given Mgsae Mae for the Memorial, I think 
the library Commission has been on the depressed side, i had 
a letter indicating 'as much during your absence, - and I 
put it aside with a view to sending it along on your return.
At the moment 1 cannot lay hold of it, but i shall find it 
within a day or two and sOnd it along. ' *

I was late i*n getting to ^-renbourg this morning, 
not arriving there until 6;Q2>, and on my way I learned that 
Celeste and her party ahd already left Melrose, heading ou 
for Birmingham as today's stopping point. That is really 
quite a jump, L think. I believe they go to Charlotte svule 
on Wednesday, and hence to Washington

Co-incidental with all this travel in a northerly directio, 
it is my understanding beginning on Sunday, the merchant 
planter will, make a three day voyage par avion pour voir 
son amie en ^datamala, - allor et retour"• ^r8m anuary to 
July seems like quite a long' time'between visits, but as time 
goes on they will perhaps become more frequent. Anywayit <

is none of my business, only L must declare that 1 am amazed 
the way some people get around.

f  %

Last*night about 10 ?, it is said that the ^enke arrived 
at Melrose'with their Mr, and Dr. Worsley. Why they 
did not arrive until after everyone had folded up,
I cannot say. But in spite of the hour, - soundslike a 
shot gun wedding, doesn't it, - the papers were signed and 
properly notarized, although it seems that both Eugene Lass 
pere and Dan uenXy had to be routed from their beds to act

 ̂  ̂ y*> A 4- r\ r* oa a rlv? o A a o W<ank doing ’s ,  m adly

mt
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rushing about the counyside and dragging people from 
their beds to sign papers that coUld just as well he 
signed at any time during the next month. You don t have 
to he, hut it certainly helps out,,.."

Out of a clear sky on Sunday I stumbled acorss Invitatiaon 
to ^earning, on its original Shreveport wolumbia station 
which for a time seemed to have given over^the time to 
some Bible’ slapper. b^ey did Sinclair Lewis, hut I am 
not sure who was doing the talking, » Hr. Brison, A *.i.r#
Jackson and a Hiss Parker, - possibly it Was ^orothy.
I tuned in late, not dreaming of finding the thing’ i sought, 
and as the conversations ran over time, the program was cut 
without any identification of the speakers. If ' _  ̂ _ ' 
you did not hear it, you will he interested to know that they 
thought Mr. Lewis important because of his dianamic 
qualities of writing hut while the world 'at large had 
gained much of their concept of the •American through Mr,
L e w i s ’s writings of such hooks as Babbit, etc., that 
picture was definitely a dated one that may well-have been 
a true picture of trie average American in the 1920's but 
scarcely a correct one of the 1940's, and in a most 
recent novel, — something aboiit Timber, Mr, Lewis has 
presented another set of characters, still in the same 
mould (or is it mold) as. those created 25 years ago.
I wish b had heard more than the last half of the program. j

In r ality 1 had turned the radio on, think I woul&g 
get the international program which comes on immediately
following bnvitation to Learning. On this side of the ;

Atlantic, it is conducted by Charles ^ollingwood, and in 
England by a man of equally pleasing radio personality, j
On the boradcast alternately these two gentlemen read_ 
letters from their respective countrymen, asking questions . 
about various aspects of life in the other's country, - 
and three or four different people,who have written the 
letters, read them themselves. One American, for example, 
said she had read so much about English brides arriving in 
this country, she wanted to know how American'brides of 
English soldiers, married in this country during the war, 
war making out, now that they had gone to England to live.
On the following week answers to such questions are read, 
and other jpropounded. I ’think it a good h program, and 
in time i think it'will be. grand to have them from 
all countries, for much of human interest as well as 
some exchange of ideas couldreadily be ^leaned from the 
airwaves. Must fold...
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July 10th, 1946.
* *  j  •' ^  <

Memorandum to ^lipping Service:

^his was an amusing coincidence.
When I returned from a round of hoeing at ^.renbourg this

afternoon about 4, I noticed my time piece had stopped.
Before stepping.into the bath, b thought I would turn on the

radio with a hope of oatching the time. Just as the voice of
the announcer sounded forth, I was struck by these word;

"Blythe white Band and B. Randolph of Alexandria are at 
this moment driving toward the Cane Biver country where they 
vtiiill spend the afternoon w£th wrs, Cammie G. uenry and
f...... M ..... . etc., etc., - including a somewhat inflated

-t-vid wor envid « t-.tii ^"hni*.fts o-p thft two ^ e l r o s e  r e s id e n t s !

Don*t you think that was odd that such an announcement 
should spill out over the ether just at the moment I chanced 
to tune in.

Shortly afterward. 1 went over to the big house to 
predict the advent of visitors, and within ten minutes, Mrs. 
aand appeared at the door of the upper chamber. She was 
somewhat taken aback when 1 said a word of welcome and asked 
where ii. Randolph was hiding, actually she had stopped in the 
garden to pick a flower.

It seems that “rs. %nd had had luncheon with eogiê  people 
at the -^entley Motel in Alexandria and had remarked casual lylfcat 
that she was coming up here w this evening, which accounts 
of knowledge of̂  the trip but why it was put on the air and 
how b just stumriled into the thing I wouldn't be able to 
explain, save as a coincidence. ; a

Just before the. two ladies departed, - around 5;30, 
la belle ^ssae u sxq drove in, **he and the Madam chatted until 
7*30, after which ^ss&e'Mae and I came over here and took 
things cpart until ^bout 10;30. *fter handing her back 
to the “big house, I couldn't resist taking a turn along the 
river, for the night was'balmy and the moon was marvelous. 
Somehow I ended up by sitting for a little while on the 
terrace, thinking lots of things about tomorrow and tomorrow's 
associates, - and here 1 am back home again about to fold.
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We were six for supper and the sitting was notable 
primarily because practically nothing was said because -̂ an 
frequently goes into a "brown study , refusing' to say anything 
which naturally kills pleasant exchange of thoughts and ideas. 
It would seem as though we no sooner get rid of one 
problem, - bister moves to ^hreveport on august 6th,- 
than another crops up.

^ut kssae *iae and i made up for lost time when 
supper was done, and ’ bile I learned nothing of 
great moment, it was interesting to learn how things turn 
in Baton Jttouge.

1he appropriation bill for the library and the 
bill that repleaces the -^ibrory gommission by the Louisiana 
State ^ibrary both passed the legislature and are now on 
the Governor*s desk. I'he legislature adjourns today and 
it is expected the Governor will approve both billed 
As yet I do not know particulars contained in the appropriation 
bill, but 1 am honing it may be of sufficient size to permit 
the inaugurttion of at least the first step in a pet 

project. ; .

A side light oh how things function in Baton Bouge 
according to rumor is the fact that the Governor receives 
four thousand a month on royalties of sales of his 
hill billy phonograph records. As the Governor vetoed an 
amendment, curbing Labor advances in the State, 
there is a suggestion that some of the four thousand comes 
through Betrillo of the musicians union, - the latter 
arm of ^abor seeing to it that sales of the lavis records are 
sufficient to net the 48 thousand income from that source, 
his is1merely rumor and no one knows if it is true, but 

if it should be, ^r.^avis will seem to have been smarter 
than- undrew J, May in acquiring an income without any Question 
of its legality.

Sssae uae is under the impression that ^obert i'allant and 
Addy Dryer, - the latter on Hastings House staff, - are the 
ones who engineered the x'ulane grab at the Baxon collection 
after it had been announced throughout the utate’s press that 
the Library °o mission, was establishing a Memorial. It 

is understood that ^ddy ■‘'ryer in conjunction with B0b i'allant 
plan to piece out the Friends Of Joe Gilmore for autumn 
publication. Essae Mae says that ^arnett Lane's forth 
coming boob will be called* Hew Orleans Woman, - story of Myra 
Glark ^aines, - prior to his Hatches thing, I assume,

^here was some other point I had in mine to pass along,bt 
but sleep seems to be catching up with me, and so, I shall 
fold herewith....
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July 11th, 1946.

Memorandum i'o ^lipping ^ervioe:
»

I was a fairly busy morning, and amply hot.
I worked until 9 when J passed this way to say 

goodbye to -̂ ssae Mae and to telephone Mrs. Band, The 
latter had a little difficulty on leaving here around 
5 plm. yesterday. Half way down the Montrose lane, 
a short circuit set her car on fire. With presence of 
mind, she immediately job out and scooped up handfuls 
of dirt and put it out, - but not until after the 
battery and some of the* connecting wire to the engine 
had been destroyed. I

A negro passing in a car brought her back to 
the garage, and a tractor went down the lane and brought 
the car back, Hot wanting to upset the Madam, she 

never did come back to the big house but set on (sat on)
J. H.*s gallery until first dark while the garage was 
putting the car back in order. <

- ?

After Essae Mae had left and we had glanced over 
the mail, the Knipmayers arrived, and just as they 
were leaving Mr. Aldrich of the Health Department * 
arrived with several assistants, They were bent on 
de-rating or is it de-ratting this- part of the 
plantation, <

- v'; , , ; - ~ : f * * *

The department of agriculture recently discovered 
some ultra deadly poison, called 10 - 86, It is 
so powerful that no civilian is allowed to have a^drop.
They put out curious little shallow papers recepticales, 
about as big around as the bottom of an ordinary 
drinking glass, but the cup is only about half an inch 
in height. These little cups are placed around 
in likely places and,the fluid poured into them.
The fluid itself looks like water and seems to be odorless.

When the rat drinks from this simple contrivance, 
he drops dead, usually right on the spot, but 
never more than a foot or two away, so deadly is 
the fluid. The great harvest is expected at sunset 
or first dark, although several dropped dead during the 
afternoon. Ho one is examining the si tuation-until 
morning, however. For five days the recepticale is
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left w/here it was originally placed, and then the
rats and the little cups must he either "buried or
burned since a y animal, even a cow or horse that might
nibble at9the cpp, were it not destroyed, would drop

dead Must b4 remarkable stuff,•

hast evening the son of one of my friends approached 
me to inquire if ^ama could have some of the figs 
that weren't being gathered at Arenbourg. Naturally 

I was delighted that sope one could use them besides 
the few that ^ill <̂ ones will get. I was a little taken a- 
back this morning, however, when arriving at 
Arenbourg, my friend had expressed"his thanks by 
cutting a noble swath of weeds for me. I suppose 
his impulse inclined him to whack away at those that, 
were tallest, - two *ows that I had left stading 
because the crepe myrtles were in the rows and * wanted 
to cut the weeds with appropriate,care. With the 
exception of one or two white ones and one or two 
red ones, the crepe myrtles were cut along with the 
weeds. Instantly recalling the old adage h about 
the futility of weeping over spiled crepe myrtles,
I congratulated my friend upon the thoroughness of 
his good will job and immediately set to work with 
my hoe to clean out the roots of the weeds around whatever 
remained of the crepe myrtle roots. VTith the rains* 
of June behind us, we are likely to have a spell of 
dry weather from here on out, and if so, the 
fallen crepe myrtles will not survive. But I shall 
cast about for others, and when the frosts come this 
autmn, I shall re-set the departed itrns.

In view of all one hears about advancing prices en 
the wholesales anf retail markets, thanks to.the 
suspencion of U. p, *. * it is interesting to 
note that from ^elrose during the past two or three days 
truck loads of .cattle have beep and continue to be 
sent to the Alexandria atbatoires, thus adding 
a measure to the swelling meat supplies of the nation's 
'meat markets, and at the same time cashing in 
on the inflated prices currently obtaining. The 
big auction houses dealing in live stock send , 
their own truck through the country, purchasing cattle 
directly from the pastures, uome of these trucks 
carry as many as 50 cows in a single load, i see 
numbers of them during the week as they pass this 
way, and I assume they are pretty well cohering 
this section of the state. It is a fine example of 
how the doings or failure of doings e of Congress 
effect people so for away. ,
Must skip.,...

1906

vooJ

July l&th, 1946.

Memorandum to ^lipping Service:
The elements came through., in favor of the drooping 

crepe myrtles, • at least a good shower came this,way 
this afternoon, - the first rain in 14 days, and it 

may and it may pot turn the trick. «
Prom the enclosure you will note Uadine's announce

ment of news from abroad. I read it hurriedly, for 
there was another announcement i wanted to read much 
more, and so * don't recall its precise phraseology, 
uff hand, however, my impression is that somehow she 
has accented what Qhe mentions, I think, as "hopeless
ness”. I am rather surprised at this acceptance, 
since ihe joy of his survival of the war yea*s plus 
the faith that somehow things might work out alright 
in the end would, I should think, impell her to 
employ a tone quite different than that i thought 
I caught as 1 read her note. I can only 
wonder if, she is contented to let the former relation 
lapse, Purely that would be pressing the cup of 

bit terness .to Aolf’s lips, - but even so, if her, 
heart has changed during these years, it would be 
a million times better for him, were she to tell him 
so quite frankly - ' .

But perhaps this isfmere imprefect reading of 
her letter and my assumption may have no basis 
for foundation. unly this will I add, - .1 can 
scarcely picture anyone really pn love with another 
tossing off sentiments that somehow have such a 
hollow ring to them.

Perhaps all this impression is false because of 
the enthusiasm, expressed in the same note, for her 
nephew because he received an Jable award in the Boy Scout a. 
If I remember correctly, Plantation Parade had to 
await Forever Amber which, if memory serves, stuck us 
both as being somewhat along different parallels 
than we would have followed. Perhaps, in tho 
instance, Bpif is merely Plantation Parade, awaiting all 
good time.

And then there is another point, too, - an 
error which I am #forever making in my own case:-
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Quite unfairly, I am forever inclining to attribute 
to others the same enthusiasms and d gradations 
of emotion that I myself experience. Surely there was 
no question but what that boy and girl were deeply 
in love, and because of that I took it as a 

matter of course that nothing in the world mattered, 
once that faot existed. But in their case, perhaps 
a lot of things could matter, in spite of the fact 
that they were in love, and perhaps that explains 
why, on my oart, I found her letter relating events 
as more casual than I could have imagined possible.
i*ftei all, it is my fault, I take it, that I had 
the nerve to assume that her reaction to such a 
condition would be the same as mine in a similar 
situation. •

Of local(news there is little. She current 
anti?rodent campaign netted 26 rats last night,*plus 
two cats,- Monstrosity and my big old racoon cat,
I don’t know how this averages up with similar 
efforts elsewhere, although 1 think the feline 
element of casualties too high.

• -

On the national front, news comes that 
the General has been permanently retired from the 
Army, retaining his title~of Major General. With 
life in the "rmyfthus brought to a close, I 
suppose he will now turn to some civilian effort,- 
General "otors, 1 think. His visit ,to ^elrose 
on the 23rd may possibly be a little longer than 
had been supposed originally, and it will be good 
if he can linger here for several weeks instead of 
several days.-- f " •

The ^adam has asked me to write you when 1 find 
time, giving a word of greeting from her and making 
inquiry if Madam M0osevelt still continues her 
My Day column in the press. We do not see her 
syndicated ̂ things down this way, and the Madam did 
enjoy reading them whenever they came to hand. I 
ask you not to add additional /burdens to your already over
loaded schedule on this point and there is frankly no 
need of a letter covering the point to her. Should 
the column still be running and an occasional one 
come to hand, it would be quite sufficient to merely 
transmit them by 2nd class post. And it is equally 
alright not to send any at all if it should not be 
entirely convenient for she has more stuff to read 
now than she ever gets around to....

July 14th, 1946.

Memorandum to ^lipping Service;
« t '  e

I am so glad to have your report covering' your 4th of July 
week end. I know the country, - just "getting away from it all”,- 
did a lot for you, even though I gather that your sojourn was 
more of a change than a rest. Perhaps changes are rests in themseles 
although tearing off gobs of wall paper from the ancient walls 
did sound®!* a little strenuous. I mention this because I have 
in mind your plains for a week of vacation and I merely ponder if 
you would get^a maximum of physical rest,'and if not, if the 
quiet of Muckie-berry' Hill would make up in spiritual relaxation 
for what it might lack in physical.* Only you, of course, can 
aetermine that.

The fact that the nights are cool is a great blessing 
in itself for think the greatest drain on human strength in 
almost any’great city on the seaboard during' the summer is the 
unending heat that seems to follow through each 24 hours of the 
day. It always seems to me that so much brick and concrete making 
up the city somehow retains the high temperatures and so 
deprives the inhabitants of the pick-up which one accepts as 
natural in the country. The ffect that the weather man was 
kind to you fahile you were away, too, is thfe best of news, and 
I hope the girl friend is getting a full'measure of like 
weather this week. '<? . *

f

Then, too, there was the absence of those who selected the 
shore rather than the mountains for the week end. I think 

I have mentioned to you the case of the l&te Senator from 
.Louisiana who lived with his wife in Washington and how each 
year they took their vacations separately, and how once they 
met on the terrace of the uafe de la Paix in Paris for five 
minutes, - following a summer sojourn in ^urope, but how they 
were most particular to be sure they were not booking passage 
on the same shin returning to the United states next day. Their 
rendezvous was in their home in Washington and they didn’t propose 
to com rare notes until their vacation was but definitely completed. 

When l knew them, 1 didn’t know Louisiana, and later it occurred 
to me as something of a coincidence that' were quite close 
kin' to Miss Sally down at M agnolia Ramsdall was the name 
The idea was original, i thought at the time, but good, and 
since then I have, for a*flock of reason in addition, come to 
believe in it even more heartily.
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and why she is not usually visible

Perhaos it was because Lee Simonson was one of the ®£eax"|r? d

T o m e. I thought hi* cultured and naturally affable hut-not^^
c r f h k k r k t ^  TeÂ-̂Tzith ^ o n ,  |
^  now that 1 d0Pthink of him, the somewhat dull memory of
“ w r s  «  —

a ? 8 8  s w s  s . ^ r ^ r L t = S o S i r ~ ‘S  s « : . «»
nau'a mental virtues. If 1 recall correctly, we once sPent_
I Z t T l f T o l e l T e l toS?ry1oSecomf an expLf p|c^logistivere he

^ i ^ n r ^ d a y - ebsNS&’&ffKS ffOUH? :
I finished up by being biased. . •• • « - < •

■ . , , 0 .pOT frnlie I withheld the transcriptions
on tha*Gullah until ^onday when/ there will be no pressure for time,
S d  so ^-contented myself with your report and the enclosed letter.

And the week end found me with no literatry or historical 
WOrk. for post going to bed' reading. The hew Orleans Public library 
did qend me Glasworthy's White Monkey,, being' a 2nd part to the 
three volumes For'syth Saga which I had tried to read years ago but 
had f a l K  I tried a k e  or two of the white monkey- and 
fnund it good. It pictures different indiiduals in varying wai s 
nf London^life in the mid 1920's', but somehow I felt much as I would 
in turning through the illustrations of the works of Guy de Maupassant, 
admiring0the^raftmanship, even the art, hut not taring much or able 
to work up much interest in tne subject generally. «%en foo 
books both were' short at one time during tne Confederate -r, ^  -
said old isaac "rwin used to sit on the fVont gallery, at dinner 
time, reading the only printed thing available, - a cook book.
That represents my literary pursuits this wee*, end..,.
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\ July 15th, 1946.

Memorandum to ^lipping Service:
Par and hot and humid, and what with all hands to 

the hay field today, 1 haven't seen an Bthopian who knew 
his letters, * B 0 - as yet, but perhaps between now 
and the time Secretary Byrnes gets thrqugh reporting 
on the Paris Conference, someone shall have turned 
up who can assist me with a bit of ^ullah and several 
letters to hand in today's post, - %. Bacheiier,
Charles Mazurette and nary âinbdin.

The enclosed note from ^ssae IIae is of no especial 
interest, save that it makes reference to one Cherau,- 
and isn't he the boy who was in the Information Office 
in Bockerferller Center at the same time th,e boy friend 

passed as occupying an office in that place. Luring < 
the past few years i have so oftep heard Celine talk 
about old Charles Louis Barrault who lived around (this 
neighborhood in ^ivil v<ar times, that is almost seems 
as though not Francois &aston ^eau but Charles Louis 
should be the combination to make it ring true in my 
ears, -̂ ut after all, perhaps this is indeed another 
person.

The Madam didn't feel quite so perk today, and 
accordingly remained in her room all day until supper 
time. *uring the full heat of the afternoon, I sat 

with hekfor some time and we talked a gre^t deal of 
Myra °lark ^aines. There are two or three points I want 
to find out concerning those wjio revolved about the, 
fringe of that lady's society. Her first husband was 
one William wallace whitney of Binghamton, Hew York.
He was a youth whose number of brothers and sisters was 
extensive while Myra's aunt was a Green, which may have 
something to do with the town by the same name ip that 
same locality. I have always been curious to find 

out'something about the Thompsons who lived somewhere 
in the Binghamton-Green neighborhood, for that family < 
owned half of -dams °ounty in 1817 when, shortly afterwar 
when the family was entirely wiped out by Yellow Fever, t 
the entire fortune passed to ^r. Tfco pson's father, 
still living in the Hew York wtate region mentioned 
above. . « ..

1 9 1 0
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Col lection, 
TO

I think. I know a bag who belongs to the H. Y. Hist. 
Society, living in that region, - which isn't very far 

from the duller Hill section, - and I think I shall ask 
her to rumage around a bit, - merely for exercise,
Myra Clark was certainly a bag, (1805 - 1885} 
cover ng a mighty span in the developement of America, 
and obviously one of the most energetic individuals 

who romped up and down the'highways and byeways of 
that florid era. My guess is that she never had a legal 
claim to the Clark fortune but.she apparently wore out 
all the judges from Hew ^rleans to Hew York, and after 
sixty ye- rs. they merely ga^e in just to get'rid of her,

1 am not sure, but 1 think the case was heard 
before the Supreme ^ourt of the United States 20 or 
30 times, - a fact which seems almost beyond belief in 
itself ,1 must say that-Harnett Kane's stuff is 
very rea&ble, - if not bubbling over with truth, 
and it is possible that from his rendition a clearer 

picture will come to hand. v ' ̂' I
There was a momentary flurry in the front garden 

this morning. .Mitchell, the A::e", was trimming the 
palm, some 20 nr 30 feet from the-ground, - standing on 
the top rung of a ladder. He couldn't say just how he 
did it, but as he was tearing off a faded leaf or 

brushing away a partially dried up stem, he brushed 
into a nest of snake eggs, and at the same time gave the 
snake itself such a brush that it somehow landed slap 

inside his shirt, open well at the neck. What Mitehellll 
did there on the top of the ladder with at mest not*more 
than ono hand free, and what the reptile did, finding 

itself suddenly landed in such an unexpected sitatuion 
I cannot say. Hut somehow Mitchell got down safely and 
the nest w ,s dast-iuyed and that was that, . . . *. - -

A letter today for the Madam came from Ur, Miller's 
sister, Mrs, Mecca Cochran, (If Mecca isn't something 
for a girl to be named, then 1 ^ive up.), -/ell, 
little.Miss Mecca wrote to say that Ur. Miller on 
July 1st had an operation in the Hakensack Hospital 
for an obstruction but is reported in a satisfactory 
condition. I don't know what an obsturction operation 
means and Lyle was reported doing as well as 
could be expected when the last bulletin was issued, 
if, according to the radio broadcast concerning Dr.
Miller some couple of months back, she is actually 
82, I should imagine that her days at Bergen Pines 

Hospital might be finished, ^or her recuperation perhaps 
she will come to "elrose but 1 doubt it, Time, 
eventually, will tell.

There was something else I wanted to sag in r.arti- 
ular, but it eludes me, so I shall dash into bath 
and then incline an ear for Mr . ŷniies.

July 16th, 1946.

c m Ip pH*P ■ ^ .

Memorandum to ^lipping Service;
When the Paris mob ̂ torrftdd "the Palace" of Versailles, , 

seve al of the. sUeen1s'Guards were wounded and a number 
of them were nursed back to health by Mme. du Barry at 
her Chateau of Louvecinnes at Marly, The Queen 
either directly or ’indirectly, had her'thanks 
conveyed to the woman She most thoroughly disdained.
In responding to Her Majesty1 s message, Mme. du Barry 
replied that it had been a privilege to care for the 
soldiers of such a gracious wovereign, and since during 
his life time, His Hate Majesty (Louis H v) had forced 

her to accept so many tokens of esteem and of other treasures 
she was in this instance merely rundering unto Caesar that 
which was Caesar's. It was too good a letter for 
the lady to have penned by herself and I always 
wondered if actually the Due de Choiseul was the 
real scribe. * '

But all that is beside the point, save that P might 
tame a line from the piece and remark that the late 
author of three of the above items had, during his 
life time, etc., etc., - and so I have taken the 
liberty to forward them under separate cover. The 
items are wrapped in two separate packages, volumes, two 
in number, in each. It has seemed to me that they should 
grace the library of -^rebourg eventually, but I 
thought you might enjoy turning through them at the f 
present time, and their presence in your true hand 
might save them from disappearance during the ensuing 
weeks as things get re-arranged in matters of 
final disposition of personal effects of the late 
writer. By thus saving them from being torn apart 
by any pulling and hauling, the' objects themselves will 
be saved, - 1st editions usually are worth at least that, 
and the ultimate disposal of them will be more in line 
with the author's wish than anything P call think of,

P hope their arrival will occasion no inconven
ience, - they are sent as from c. kilter, - and should 
you find no space to house them, you will fell per
fectly free to bounce them slap back. But if your 
shelves will afford them space'for a little interval, 
that will be nice and later, when the ^reabourg shelves 
are ready, we may place them there.

» »»
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.̂ hat was to be expected at '-•lout erville occurred 
ti e first day the r.ew physician began working jointly 
with"the present doctor, prior to the departure of 
he latter and his family to Shreveport. Last^ night 

Sister blew in, much the distracted wife, for her 
husband had been too polite to his female successor, 
who cried every time °ister spoke to her, was rude and
a bag generally. Oh, hum.... and just to think
.•the Maii-ari swallows the whole thing, hook, line and  ̂
sinker. It will be a miracle if there isn t some kind, 
of an enormous bust-up before the succeeding two or three 
weeks have elapsed, ■* until August 6th. Since the 
documents of sale have been 'sighed, there is some hope 
that it may be effected, but •'heaven - or hell, - only 
knows what the next two or three weeks will hold xor the 
new physician and her husband.

< , f .
• a *  ̂ x ‘ V ,. / IS  : • • O , ,  &   ̂ ’* * *’ ( ‘ "

Perhaps the following detail illustrates as well 
as any just how the mental department operates in my 
natient ’ s case: - At noon I remarked that when sj;e uad 
reached that point in the Myra ,Jlark book, telling of the 
oremature death of the heiress’s husband, ^allaee 
Whitney, i should bo enchanted to have the particulars.
She said she had just read about it, that he eitner 
committed suicide or was shot and killed by his brother,- 
she couldn't remember 'which. UQ would look back a pa^e 
or two and settle the matter. ’e JLooked bacic a ^page 
or two. Mr, ^hitney had died of xeHow f'e’ver,

« d  ‘•-s w ‘ " ,
♦

* *
Prom the enclosure, you will note that long 

shadows are approaching the last of the ^indy Hill 
girls. Mies Maude must be 86 and while the first 
82 years of her life, slaving for Miss Elizabeth, were 
certainly mis-spent, it is good to know that she 
got a lot out of the remaining balance., I must dash 
°off a line to her in the next mail, and one to Mary 
Lambdin, and one to *aris, for the boy friend found in 
bindy uill one o the situations most to his „ 
hiking in all the ^atchez country. Poor old 
Windy ^iil ~anor, - I am wondering what will be written 
on the next page when Pinis has been penned at the 

bottom of the one devoted to Miss Maude,
The "Punys” have received a letter from -aog, ex

pressing hone that he may be out of the rmy before long, 
-t present he is in ^eorg.ia, the native °tate of the 
hill-billy who tried to throw him out of the window of 
the one time boudoir of the Duchess of -̂ odena. I hope Log 
x s lucky.....

mm

- ■

1
July l&th, 1946.

Memorandum to flipping ^ervice:
Your nice lonL. letter came to hand in yesterday’s 

post. The exegencies of the hay field have restricted 
extra rural occupations on the part of my Mthopians. 

Possibly later tonight or bright and egrly in the 
morning  ̂ shall digest the letter s contents while in 
the mean time I experience the extreme pleasure ox 
absorbing it in s irit as I hold it close to my person.

*
1 reckon you have heard it said, and probably with 

much truth that lightning never strikes twice in the 
same place. Oh, that as much might be said for ticks. 
Somehow late this afternoon I apparantly picked one <up, 
or at least the tick picked me up and at the present 
moment is inflating my hide with gusto, - and in 
precisely the same <spot one of his fellow creatures did 
a year or two ago. What witji today being Wednesday, 
Thursday will bring Dr. Mnipmeyer and his usual social 

visit will momentarily be turned into a more professional 
call Attrice tells me that in times past when he 
has gone into the hill billy, neighborhood to work at 
lumbering, he takes a tab!"spoon of sulphur ana tha  ̂  ̂
the stuff thus absorbed somehow repells ticks that might 
otherwise have in mind to dine upon unsuspecting victims.

/ Getting away from purely personal proolems momenta! ly, 
I want to remr. k upon a miscarriage of wise 

Governmental expenditures which today came to 
my attention. It is said that the Government, 
mindful that many of its youthful soldiers had 
been called into service prior to Learning a trade, 
provided that each discharged soldier who so chose, 
might study a trade to this likirig for 7 months 
following his resumption of civilian lifjj* 
the Government granting him a check for ^100.00 
per month, on the assumption that the *700.00 
would suppliment the small income the employer would 
pay in salary during the period of training. It t 
is said this is a good provision, especially in 
large industrial communities where common labor « 
is paid a minimum wage during the training period!

1814

r
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But proving the difficulty of fashioning a Law 

that will deal fairly with a vast assortment of 
conditions, many an ordinary field laborer of peace 
times, applied for and rece.ived the $100.00 a month 
stipend, "to learn the trade of farming”,

accordingly, here on Melrose, - and I suppose 
the same ma^; be the case in a million rural 
communities, we have many uneducated negroes, who have 
spent all their lives hoeing and such like, now 
receiving this ylOO.OO per month, plus the same 
scale of daily pay as the ordinary worker who has always 
labored on the, farm. It seems to me that $700.00 
paid to learn hoe to hoe is a high price indeed, and 
I fear that none of the "students” will know much 
more about hoeing after the $700.00 has been paid 
than they knew before. Surely there is some loop 
hole in the Law that should be stopped, but in the vast 
maze of Governmental intricacies, no one seems to know 
how to go about correcting this wasteful expenditure, 
and the checks continue to flow in, and the money to
be squandered, * both with equal abandon.

*

'The Ha am heard me speaking of John -Svelyn, the 
English -diarist, some time back, and runn ng across a listing 
of a  ̂volume set in an argosy catalogue, she ordered 
them. In reading the account of Leter, the Great's, 
occupation of Hr. Evelyn's house, while that 

^ussian autocrat visited in England, the Madam hit 
upon the idea of reading a life of Peter, should 
a modern biography, "which reads itself" should be 
available, She asks me to inquire if you will keep 
this item in mind when summer is over and the open 
book marts are thriving again. I am under the 
impression there was almodern life of Peter brought 
out in the 19k0‘s, but I don't remember the author 
and I know nothing of its value.

I am sure there axe twn or three copies of ^amuel 
Pepy's Diary in the house, too, but the Madam thinks 
she would like to have a copy, and so asks you to 
keep an eye open for one. -tin abridged copy, in fair 
print, would be alright, . I am sure there was such an 
"item in xhe Modern Book series, - or some such 
edition, - those limp coyer things that in the old days , 
used to sell for a dollar. There is no rush about 
either of these, - just little old items to be kept in 
the back of one's mind when summer is over and one browses 
in Fourth ^venue, looking for Memories of- Jessie Benton 
Feemont, etc.

Am folding herewith, and pray forgive a dull let er*,..

* ■ ■ t

t  •

July 18th, 1946.

He orandum to ^lipping Service: ..
I have read your nice report and am enchanted 

to have so many illuminating details from near and 
far.

Isn't it good that communications are again 
possible with the occupied countries and how good 
it is to know that even though everything is upside 
down, Aunt ^lla is alright and that her immediate? 
neighborhood escaped much of the major 
destruction that wrought such havoc nearbye.

And l am glad you told me about the Pong 
relationships. I had forgotten, if indeed I 
ever knew that she and her girl friend'married 
brothers, - Anita, 1 mean. It is good that this 
is so, since the span of years under other 
circumstances, - and happier ones, may now stand 
them both in good stead to make the presefit, and 
I hope temporary difficulties b seem less unbearable, 
‘̂or those of us who had this side of the Atlantic 
as a vantage point to see the storm clouds 
gather, swirl onward and then burst, the whole 
developement somehow seems quite clear and the 
primary cause of the ultimate degradation so 
apparent, Sut 1 must say that I wonder about • 1
those who seemed, as the storm was muttering afar 
off, if they sense how things finally got that 

way". Somehow 1 feel that circumstances prented 
them, during the worst of it, to comprehend how 

badly they were being misguid'ed. But I am hoping 
they do sense it in the end before th:e on-coming 
generation get a viewpoint so twisted, - in our 
concepts, that a similar outrage could be visited'

I am glad you recalled to mind the time DadiB 
is taking for her vacation. Frankly, I haven t 
written to her as yet, in response to her 
letter. ~nd now that the time is running so 
short before her departure, I think I shall 
let it go until mid august. It certainly is 
generous of her to share the original letter from Haf 
with you, and I shall be interested to learn if 
your reaction to what it embraces is the same 
as hers. She was certainly beinc brene to the
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ooint o£ beIng bland in her reference to the subject 
Ln her letter to me, I thought. 1 shtll be 
very curious to learn if you think she has los* 
interest in him, now that she knows he came through 
alright. Or, - on the other hand, is she just 
being heroically p'atient

It is good of you to tell me of Wayne King’s re
turn to the air waves. *our Va.1GA is olumbia, 
think, Snd i shall sample Shreveport and st. Louis 
Columbia stations tomorrow night. What with all 
the advancements made in Victorias within the 
next few years, I am sure we shall eventually 
able to have a fine 'self changing outfit that we 
can modulate well and set going some distance away 
when we seat ourselves for sunset supper .on the 
rallerv ;.t ^renbourg, and Lean imagine nothing 
more harmonious, - the long blue surface of 
the river, the rising purple hills behmu ^on^rosq 
a slowly fading rose and gold in the s^y, a 
nice crisp cold’salade with torrents o:i ice tea i 
the immediate foreground of the white clotn and 
Wayne King in the background gently seeping througn 
witha flock of £'riml, -̂ ehar ?etc., etc.

I continue to take up slack-of midnight.waking 
by reading what 1 have at hand,- Galsworthy s <
fhe Silver Dppoon, being a continuation 01 he White 
Monkey, He makes one or two digressions into 
oouth Carolina with his ch; racters, where ^llswortuy 

had visited. It is interesting to see his choice 
of words which no southerner would have used:- 
"porch" for gallery and "Florida moss for Spanish , 

moss. I understand the "porch” al. ight,|(but I 
can't imagine ' here he got the "Florida j.oi ^he

moss,
The reason for the title, -The White Monkey, 

is a picture one of the characters possesses.
It is a Ming bit of painting*, the white monkey 

with remarkable eyes, holding what is lext of the 
fruit of an orange, the skin of which along with 
the fruit, the monkey has cattered about, not 
knowing what to do with it. White people, the 
fruits of their ’labors scattered about them, * 
hiving not the slightest notion as to what to do 
with it. $ie $±i Silver ^ppon, of course, 
ceals with'that branch of society, made up of 
human being born with such an object in their • 
mouths. There are plenty of other books I would 
read, if 1 had them, but without them, I am 
really enjoying this....

'July 19 th, 1946,

Memorandum to ^lipping Service:
Gray skies this morning which altogether 

delighted me because it afforded me an opportunity 
to work a little later than -usual before melting,

Fugabou with his little tractor and a 
mowing machine, cut the weeds *n Unit no. 1, and 
on the terrace, - both of wpicR were much in need 
of such a trimming. Rain caught up with him 
at noon, and that prevented further operations in 
the afternoon. The.drizzle that followed the 
rain, however, wasn't too much to prevent me from 
trimming ' along the fencesf so that while I am 
a little ?ired, it is of the satisfactory 
variety.

A letter from Mrs. bxandon to hand, out 
I shall have to cast about for awhile drumming 
uu someone who can read her writing for non® 
my acquaintances, white or. colored seem to be able 
to make much out of it Perhaps Celeste will be 
home sometime this ween and I ’ll giwe^her ^o 
at it and then send it along' to yon if it 
turns out to be anything, although if tne 
weather remains warm, it will probaoly not 
represent the type of puzzle that.will have much appeal,

c

I must repeat my thanks to you, as expressed 
in last night's note, for telling me oi Jayne King s 
Friday night programs. If y0u were tired 
tonight, physically, and aweebit weary 
spiritually, a sigh of relaxation escaped you when 
his program started, and possibly, had you received 
my Thursday-note hy Friday, you would have 
smiled that his opening number should have been 
from' The Merry Widow, cp-incidental to the mention 
I had made of including Kehar eventually fort 
mutual enjoyment. And bpth the man and the woman 
soloists, by some miracle, seemed ever so pleasantly 
harmonious to the soothing quality of the orchestra 
itself, 1 could have stood something o£ Strauss 
and Coward while if any of the instruments were 
to be altered a little, I should have chosen a 
pianist who might have"embroidered” half 
a dozen notes between each of those played to carry 
the tune. .Naturally 1 need not indicate
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in which direction my thoughts were flowing during 
this soul-sat defying rendition, and I am hoping' 
from here on through .the summer each Friday night 
will afford an opportunity for the same program and 
pleasure.

Thanks to the good offices of Dr, Knipmeyer, 
my mind was set at rest on the matter of the tick,

Liy some chance that I cannot explain, 1 seem to have 
persuaded the darned thing to move on to other 
feeding grounds. But 1 didn’t know I had 
been so lucky until after the examination,• for the 
swelling1 usually rmains 24 hours or more after the 
removal. Aside from the inconvenience of the thing, 
it is also a little dangerous to attempt eradicat

ing the thing, is, for some circurnst nee, one can 
not readily see the object, for if the head of the 
insect remains in the flesh, it instantly 
starts all kinds of difficulties, and the flesh 
has to be cut out for an area around the.thing.
In both this instance and the previous one, such k 
an o oration, due to the delicate situation of 
the psychological spot, would be humiliating. »

I think my ^iss Bailey of the IIew Orleans Public 
Library must he on vacation for I have received 
another shipment.of books, not to my ordering.
"The Green *ears" by Pronin and "Hell On Ice” by 
milsberg, or some such name. I must recommend to the 
Library of Congress that the n/nes of the authors 
should be spelled out at the beginning of the record, 
hoping to have recent books order in another day or 
two, I shall undertake 0ne of those to hand, - the 
Hell On Ice, one, I think, what with present 
thermometer readings. I just started the record to 
determine if on retiring, I had part L 'alright, 
and I noticed in the Preface, “hs, Ellsberg 
casually refers to* various American naval heroics, 
""the officers who, in the rfars with Tripoli, 

had humbled the barbery pirates”, during the 
past year or two, I have read a couple of American 
histories which most definitely stated that 
in spite of all the fanfare and flag-waving of 
some historians of a century or so back, - always 
claim'ng vast success for American naval powers, 

the American war with Tripoli, under Thomas 
Jefferson, was almost asfuritless a business as 
any such undertaking could be. The Oominger History 
never mentioned the War, and just for ray own, satis
faction, 1 must eventually get straightened out 
on that point. I’ll try to do better next time*...

pP;:''
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July 21st, 1946.

Memorandum to flipping Service:
”1 think I ’m a-givin* up my Sunday School,” the 

old negrp deacon confided. * Those folks is so trifidn1 , 
they don t even know God1 s fir at .name.*

Automatically I urged him to reconsider, and thinkin g
to soften his coipplaint against his church goers, I 
confessed I aidn t know God’s fir*st name e ther.

Half doubting, half sympathetic he came straight 
out with it; -””hy, you all know Godf’s first name is 
^allowed. That's what the Good Book sure do say: "Our 
Father who art in he ven, Hallowed be Ihf name.”

If wharles thought the story of lime, tester and little 
Sammy was suitable for % e  header's Ligest or something,
I am wonderiip how the one above would appearl to him.
What is remarkable about it is the fact that it is 
really and truly a pure D Cane xliver item, and although 
the smae twist may have been given pn other quarters, I 
have never chanced to hear it before, and so l was 
altogether enchanted when 1 encountered it. If you* 
have & feeling of originality i-n j.t and think it should 
go to some Header's digest business, it is all yours.

It has been pretty quiet on Cane Hiver this 
week end, although this morning must have been pretty|f 
busy, what with ten people having "done got religion , 
there was a big old baptizing around n0pTi and is~ 

a great pity no one a. there to record it’in snap
shots for the spot selected was a delightful one, with 
much tig old trees, Spanish moss and black-black negroes 
in white - white robes.

e

first I had, thought of going but two o.* three 
unexpected circumstances developed, delaying my plans, and 
so * finally gave up the idea.

I am glad the vihole business was scheduled for moring, 
for a sharp electric storm came up in the mid afternoon/ 
and unless the baptizing was over and done with by three 
o’clock, I’m afraid the congregation as well as the 
candidates for &t. Augustine’s all got pretty well soaked.

.
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It was good to have your nice long letter of the 1th, 
and to thus he enabled to stand abreast of your doings 
and those of mutual acquaintances. Hven as do 
you, so do 1 wonder on what grounds Martha proposes to get 
a divorce* having reached as far West as Detroit, I 
would think that instead of returning to Hew York, she 
would merely go straight on through ;to Keno‘where the 
thing, - if mutually agreeable to both parties, might be 
accomplished in n0 time. I hope they'both 
know what they want and both have the courage to 
accomplish what they have in mind - if that is what 
it is the want. I must confess, however, that a Prelude 
for ‘‘"ivorce under the guise of a separately enjoyed 
vacation sounds odd to'me , if separation is 
what they have in View, for if so, I should imagine 
the three weeks could be much better employed that by mullin 
the thing over. Oh, hum. ###and just to think 
that it is none of my business^ and yet I eel it is 
in a ay since anything concerning the happiness of any 
one we consider with some measure of regard is in a 
way one’s business.

I was enchanted to note that you felt as I did in 
regard to i%dine,s rather surprising balancing of 
Bolf*s situation as against the remarkable doings of 
her nephew. You may readily appreciate how 1 felt a 
little hesitatant about making an immediate response, 
hoping to figure out in the mean time if I should 

write a letter, a half of it devoted to condolence and 
the other congratulation, - or if , perhis the thought, 
she really would be better pleased with both parts of a 
congratulatory‘nature.

I was natura ly thinking of you at invitation time 
today, but if you missed it, 1 think you missed but 

little. I don't know much about the philosophy of Santyana 
and while the speakers-did acquaint me with some aspects . 

of it, they failed as teachers, since they in no way 
engendered any wifeh on my part to explore the man’s 
wiritings. And the Yours Sincerely prgram missed much 
by having the communic; tion with Britain fail, and whih 
^harles Polling-wood, - a former Rhodes’ scholar, was very 
good, as usual, * still one needgkr.. Gamlin to make it at 
its best.

I have cropped "hell Un Ice" for folsoty's War 
And Peace, marvelously read byhlxander Skorvy, with a 
an hour's preface, written and read by Clifton Padiman,
which is also very well done. Inis makes a pleasant * 
interlude in my studies, but 1 shall be blad when,1 canget 
some non fiction again....

I

i

July 22nd, 19 a 6

memorandum to U1 ip ping* Service:

'I'o hand your elegant'report, together with^ 
the photographs of Arerbbourg and a couple of local 
personalities, and thanks a billion.

I am.-glad you found then alright. You were perfectly 
right £ bout the Giant’s ^eard, on the margin of the 
elephant traps, as one looks from'^outh ISast to ^oith Test
toward the laggedy nouse.

I am amazed that bright eyes should h< ve recognized 
oherokee, for it:is a photograph of that place that 

Log, much to my surprise, picked up to hold when l first 
proposed a.likeness of himself. Just how the thing 
caught his eye to begin with, - 1 usually keep it on 
my" desk, * and why he wanted to hoi it to have his t
picture ”struck** is more than l could figure out. But t
i had no idea it would reproduce itself so well in 
the photo raph, end I am even more astonished that you 
established its identity without any reference having been
made to it. ' __■ . ■ ___— ~ ri

.....uxi-e"Ttswn1 s'‘eaTlŷ XigIit̂ "̂kT shall examine the several
items again, for during the day a number of circumstances 
prevented me from going through them but once, and then 
only hurriedly.

t - * ' 1
About supper time, the Madam laid Dan out tor 

some criticism or suggestion relating to the culinary 
department, and from there on out, the electric charged 
atmosphere made it see : wise to devote added attention 

to the patient-. ‘ -who for some reason, - possibly • 
none other than the-same which caused him to spew a to 
no one for 6 mohths^in’the '‘inter of 1940, has condescended 
to speak to me only in the most grudging fasxiion during the 
past couple of weeks, She problem arising is difficult 
primarily because his mother’ natr uaally has remarked 

upon it to herself and vaguely to me, but has said 
nothing to him. but he should realize that_such an 
attitude cannot -run along far before she will be bound to 
take one side or the other, and it seems rather remote^ 
that since I appear to he on good terras with everyone, in
cluding herself, she is not lively to congratulate him 

on his rudeness. But it would be expressly against wisdom 
were she to jump on himr at my expense, although he certainly 
needs something of the sort, •or t*o have his head 
examined. **nd so 1 am glad the flare up came over some
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quit ole between the two of them over something not at 
all related to me. uay it continue thus, although the 
personal relations between various members of the family 
gradually deteriorates, 'and something tells me I was 
not wro ig in effecting the^renbourg matter bef re the 
termination of hostilities.

Well, aside from that at supper time, we had 
half of the Wexits here, - the noi'ser half, at dinner 
time, and with them came LIr, Bachelier, - and just 
before mail time. Since his arrival, "*r. Bachelier 
has stuck to me closer than a brother, and it has teen 
grand to have him to chat with, but a day of such 
continuous attendance somehow makes me a little sleepy, 
especially as he came.to my house with me tonight, after 
i had folded up the big house, - And it was already 

dark. He wanted to talk so much that I couldn't 
discourage his somewhat late visit. But"I must confess 
that after the second time he remarked that he must 

return to the big house as it was getting late, I didn'et 
hold him hack.

s '

After some difficulty at an early hour this morning,
I was able to get t.hrough the major* part of %s. ^randqn's - 

letter, enclosed herewith. If you find it difficult 
going, you might* as well skip it, for there is no news,
I think, of much interest. On the back of the first nag era 
she begins by saying ^rs. ^oore as given her a detailed 
report of Amanda's something or other, - auparantly 
f ^ ^ 5̂  widow Phi p p s ______
and a girl, and if there is anything to indicate that 
either Amanda herself or one of her children figured 
in a marriage, end you decipher the news,- I should be 
glad to have the one who married identified, - mother, 
or daughter or son.

You will like, - on the first page,’ what she said 
a out la Merrill, as reported by hard morehouse Once 
Ilagruder Brake, before he knew me very well, called at 
Mary Aanibdin's Edgev/oofl where I was a house guest and 
took me to Landsdowne for a talk with Mrs. Jim Ward 
an illegitimate grandd&tighter of Br. mercer, via Wilxn er 

Shields, magruaer J h r & n e ,  curiously enough, is the 
acme of perfection in all things, - except “that he 
courted and caroused around with la Merrill, and Mrs,
Ward used to act as chaperoii for their more extended 

plights into adjoining states for their "picnics". e 
With such a contemporary bit of baggage,~&agruder infuriated 
Brs. -“raond by remarking he wasn't sure^he was doing 
right to prsent me to i,Ars. ”/ard. Mrs. “ran'don laid him 
out in seven shades of lavender, . nd her fury at the 
name of la\gerrill^ is still hotter because of ilagruder* s 
doubt, as ex^rassed years'ago....

July B3rd, 1946.

Memorandum to ^lipping Service;
It was indeed a delightful surprise to receive 

another letter, - that of Friday evening*, - in today's 
mail, hard on the heels of the onet containing the 
photogrraphs. In the same post came the little 

box which i shall open on the morrow and load up 
the camera in order that some more pictures for 
the record may be,taken whenever occasion permits.

I am indebted for the pages in color from 
Life, too, These illustrations of ^egro Art 
naturally interested me much, and like you, I found 
the lady ith the mocking bird very nice.

It is my understanding that Life plans to 
include our girl friend1s handiwork in an article 
on the American rrimitif, and while something of 
hers would, have fitted very nicely info the present 
group, 1 am hoping she may shine forth as well op 
or in the other article, 7 which I trust is still 
impending,

A letter from the,Gene al today indicates that 
he will arrive on Thursday afternoon or night, 
ana i believe he plans to stay about a week, - 

until th< 31st, 1 think. That should give us an 
opportunity to.cover lots of ground, 1 should 
think, t

Mr. Bachepiex- returned home this morning, and 
before he left, we had quite an opportunity to 
discuss the wisdom of bringing up some problems 
and avoiding others, when the ^enpral and I go 
into session. As the matter of his youngest < 
brother may pell be a psychopathic one, it is probably 
as well to skim over it as lightly as possible, - 
if touched upon at all. There might be a kinship 
prejudice and people fresh from, afar can scarcely 
be expected to be able to comprehend the strange set 
of balances, counter-balances and "un-balances” 
that for the most part are pretty much the order of 
the day, albeit unbelieveable.
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%anks for mentioning the matter of the 
strange envelope tnat suddenly appeared quite out 
of nowhere. I reckon*it was the Talley -electric 
Company, of which J. k#, - until last week, - was 
President* I sent to the post office the other 

day for envelopes and the clerk inadvertently sent 
me the hatch from the wrong shelf* I reckon 
there may he ,;wo or three letters in line covers, 
for it was two or three days, as I recall, heffre 
we noticed the error, .as J. k, is on so rn̂ ny 
■"oards and Commissions, the array of different *
stationary is quite extensive. I wonder a similar 
error has not occurred more frequently, hut at the 
same time it is always well to mention anything suggesting 
anything,seeming irregular. ■ i'he fact is, I think* 
that everybody is so busy making money that time 
could carcely.be found to even glance at antMng 
not punctuated with doll; r signs, %il£ mptloitajg 
the merchant-planter, 1 may nqt have, as intended, 
remarked that he returned her last Friday, after hut 
a week's absence.

X am altogether enchanted with the reading 
of Tar and Peace. 1 was so sleepy last night I •" ..
read hut ten minutes, - not one complete side of 
a record, hut found the rendition marvelous! If 
you haven11 read the hook lately-* please don’t 
bother to until we have had an opportunity to - . 
try it out jointly on the terrace at Arenbourg, 
for the reader, - Alexander hcorvy, - or some such 
name, - doep a remain.able job in altering his voice 
to suit the yast variety of characters and the 
circumstances unuer which they appear. It manes 
as much improvement in absorbing the tiling, so far 
as I am concerned, as the difference between reading, 
a pl.-.y from a book and hearing the same thing 
as acted out*by excellent players on the stage.
^ooner or later, 1 am convinced, thousands,of 
people will want and be • ble to obt: in R ading 
hachines mid the records, which, up to*the 
present time, are reserved, as you know, for the ex
clusive use of the plThd Pome to ^ink of it,
I might- eyentually Btart such a campaign in behalf 
of people who have good eyes but who would appreciate 
a better rendion of novels, plays, etc., than they 
coula render for themselves. Such a move on the 
part of a blind man ought to have some publicity 
value, at least.

• tI guess 1 don't know anythin else momentarily 
except that i am enchanted to have your leter and tip 
life item, and t anks again, and may your week end 
have turned out rather nicer thrn might have been 
anticipated,....

rset

July 24th, 1946,

Memorandum to U1ipping Service;
It was grand at ^renbourg this morning, 

so delightfully cool and quiet, - at least 
fpr the first couple of hours. “hen the sun 

had been up that long, however, I soon was 
all damp and dripping, but I kept up the anti
weed campaign for a couple’of hours more, with 
little to show save empty spaces for my industry.

My kthopian had difficulty with the enclosed 
letter but 1 think I got the main idea, - 
acknowledgement of a manuscript of Lyle’s 
which had once been printed in the Picayune.
’̂or some time, ^ssae ^ae has had in mind to 
o a popular history in story form of 

Louisiana's development, similar to one 
done for California a number of years ago.
Lyle would have enchanted her, had he riven 
her this manuscript when he was on the 
payroll at v6,000,00 a year, and the manuscript, 
which none of the politicians would ever remember 
as having once appeared in the Picayune, would 

have guaranteed him the :6,000.00 a year for 
life, but come to think of it, he did 
almost receive the life stipend, since it 
played, out sooner than anyone had guessed.

We had callers at 10 this morning,
Mrs. Vernon Cloutier who lives in the •“‘arcisse 
Prudhomme house at Bermuda. ^he brought 
Dr. and “rs. Graham Stafford with her.
-‘-'he btaffords are charming people, - he is 
perhaps 65 or 70 and .
his wife some younger. He used to practise 
in Alexandria, ^a., but now dvotes his time to 
Penologies, eto.., - he has written tsx two 
or three books on ^lexandira plantation families, 
and lives now in Baton Rouge where his wife 
teaches, - at S 9 U., I think. %ey will 
eventually be delightful guests for Arenbourg,

1926

' V
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In the afternoon there were a couple of 
other callers, - "atehitoehes people, and 
as went to *ew vrleans, -̂ an driving him
as far as *1 exandria,supper was quite 
pleasant, tomorrow night the General and family 
will he here for supper, - to remain the week,- 
and duri .g that time everyone, i suppose, will 
he on deceptive good behavior,

I think Hiss Bailey of the-lew Orleans 
Public library^ must still he on her vacation, 
for today L received a whole flock of books,- 

novels by pulp writers, detective stories, etc.
I merely reversed,the address tag and sent 
thd things slap back.

•B’rom the federal uide series, the follow
ing- items have recently been set aside for the 
-renbourg library: - Mississippi, Delaware, 

hew York ranorama and i‘he Italians of 
hew iork. 1 mention these items $ o that 
we may have in mind what volumes come to 
hand from time to tim$ for the bookshelf 

which should ventually comprise as fine 
an encyclopaedia of the country as could 
any way be assembled, 1 am putting these 
items along side those of ^assachusettes, etc. , 
so they will not be confused with volumes 
claimed by others.

uur old friend, feline, is ailing.
^he has had a heavy cold recently, and doesn't.
seem to get back her accustomed strength, 

although the cold itself has gone. The 
doctor goes to see her every few days and says 
almost any eventuality may be expected, what 
with her age approaching 95. It will be 
the crashing of an important pillar of 
mulatto-ism .of the best e variety when this 
kindly old soul passes on. '

i must old herewith, aftej beggin pardon 
for an exceedingly dull letter,,... {

eset
1 9 2 8

July 2E>th,1946.

Memorandum to ‘'lipping Service: ,

I shall pen but * brief report because 
I took, a little skin off my finger . nothing m  
itself, but bothersome, in manipulating tins 
machine.

I had another good go 
morning, reaching home just 
a telephone for hr. Jen& to 
lust in time to catch nr. 

the day in Shreveport, wher 
helpers, had already gone e 
they will have much Oi. the 
furniture placed before t^e 
on Tuesday of this coming

at weeds early this 
in time to put in 
visit Celine, * that is 

Wenk before he left for 
e his wife with two 
arly-eerly* 1 reckon 
smaller pieces of 
final trip is made 
eek.

Thp ilniemevers were about half an hour 
1st® than usual" in their Thursday morning £^11’ 
dup to extra patients at the clinic. Dr. Knipmeye 
W  enchanted with the name of one of these new 
patients, - a big black lady ho is styled 
Queen *nne Akobinson.

The General telephoned this morning from
Shreveport, saying that he ana ni W a i t e r s  

lingering there for an extra a«y to visit rs. 
General's sister a little longer, wnat Jitn . 
tiredness of his family from tneir long hot 
drive down from Washington, they will oowe to 
Melrose before noon tomorrow and tonight at 
supper the Madam remarked that she was glad they 
were coming this way and would be orally felad when 
they had gone, so that she could get back into her 
accustomed routine,

i'he Madam- tells me she sees Jan ever;- moruint* 
that he tells her the insurance business he started 
in ■*** tchitoches a couple of months ago is 

already makig money, i haven seen him since 
Monday night when he was last i,eregr supper.
J, ■U. is in new urleans but I reckon tnere w i n  
be a family reunion along about the v/eei end.

»
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Your elegant note of the ££nd came to 
hand in the morning' post, and "between this page and 
the foregoing, ^ have read it.

.it was good of you to advise me so promptly 
of the arrival of the various classes of mail, 
and I appreciate all the nice things expressed in 
your deioctable lines.

You will pardon me if x fold herewith, altogether 
joyous as I am at *t-hie vory pleasant contact 
just before folding up my beard...,. . t

A *  I

llt§®

n

1930

July 26th, 1946.

Memorandum t o ^lipping Service;
May 1 tell you that sitting slap in front 

of me is a perfectly elegant likeness which 
arrived in this morning’s post. And mjty I tell 
you further that life is going to be the sweeter 
and in the real of spirits, things are going to 
be ever so much more companionable, thanks 
to your kindness in thus sharing this striking 
souvenir of some one who does so much to make 
everything seem worth while.

In the same mail with the portrait came a 
report but what with all the upset in schedule 
that transpired about the same time, - for the 
expected guests arrived within a few minutes from 
the time the postman arrived, I have not had an 
opportunity to examine the report. I may get 
to it later tonight or early in the morning, but 
in the mean time, I find myself content, - just 
comm ning with the portrait.

It is too soon to have seen.any of the guests 
alone,- but that possibility will odcur more than 
once between now and their departure, some time
after next Wednesday.

At dinner talk naturally touched on a lot 
of current matters, and all very lightly, of 
course but everyone laughed at this morning’s 
radio report that Andrew J. Hay’s sudden heart 
attack would prevent him from testifying before 
the Meade 'Jommittee. i’he elder of the two 
military men at table remarked that the Chairman 
of the Military ^ffdirs committee occupied a 

place of so much influence that were said Chairman 
of a mind to do so, - as did Hr. may, - he 
could worry the life out of the whole military 
establishment, since if his requests for any old 
thing not honored promptly, he could readily 
contrive things in such a way that the person 
who 'demurred would suddenly find himself in 
all kinds of ho’t water, - an interesting fact,
I think, to be kept in mind while old J. Hay 
complains about his heart attack and calls atten
tion to his own patriotism, - patriotism which 
no one but himself seems to recognize;
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very nice note came from Dr. Miller 

today, addressed jointly to the Madam and me.
Ux. filler says she is setting along alright, 
hut took us hack a little hy thanking us for 
the lovely fowers the i>ladam and 1 had sent her._
We sent her no flowers, and -11 I can puzzle my 

way through her expression of gratitude is hy 
supposing that my recent letter to her must 
h ve arrived about the same moment some 
flowers from someone else were delivered to 
her. I shall respond to her note in the next 
mail, expressing our joy in hearing from her, 
hut naturally making n© reference to the subject 
of her l'tterj

I missed the first half of the Wayne King 
program tonight, thanks to the general suspension 
of the normal routine, hut i did hear Kentucky 
Babe sung very well, although i smiled when the 
singer used the words, "Meat your head upon your 
^ a m y 1 s breast", because no darkie would ever 
say "your" hut rather "Kest you head upon you 
Mammy"s 1 - r ea st”. «

I thought the Orson Wells thing was 
a fine display of m r . Wells ability to 
sound like an JSn^lishra? n frern the lower dregs 
of society hut the horror story didn't appeal 
to me too much, - perhaps ! ecause I was 
already r little sleepy.

t V ' ).hu;hh;g h p V

We are at the moment in the midst of 
a heat wave, as your local weather map may 
indicate, and so"I like to get to Arenhourg 
a little'before good day, in order that I may 
whack away before the sun gets too high and 
I have wilted. Fortunately the thermometer 
drops about 20 degrees between twilight and daw, n 
so the nights aren t had, not like in the city, . 
ana in my present°situ&tion, what with walls of 
mud, the heat stays outside of the place during 
the day, and I shut the doors and windows 

up tight When * head out for Arenhourg, so it is 
really almo t air conditioned when I get hack.

I shall take one noreglance at the portrait 
before me, - I am glad the figure i resting, 
and then 1 shall.say Goodnight.....

1932

July 28th, 1946,

Memorandum to clipping Service:

'*his has been such a hilrly-burly week end, 
whdt with so much family going ana. coming, and 

largely staying up too late, that exploring the con
tents of incoming mail has been impossible. With 
the easing off of the week end, however, 1 have 
hopes that momentarily l may’get to my "desk-work".

With the a vent of the General s family 
on Friday, little groups of big one8 have invariably 
characterized our days but shortly, «*• believe, we 
shall get to personal things which can be dis

cussed only asfbetween two people and not a crowd, 
une good thiir. abort the visit is the realization 

th t has come to no that the lack of affability on 
the part of one member of the family is., perhaps not 
so much a positive expression of dislike as a mere 
manifestation of a passing whim, 
realization when the said^member 
uhe friendliest of*terms with his brother and the 
latter’s family, took Saturday off to go all by 
himself onia fishing, trip, - so we thin- that could be 
done several times in any week, and therefore 
odd indeed since the guests would he were but for 
t is one singl'd week end.' One frequently is in 
error in assuming' that the actions impelling one to 
be unsocial would have to be violent,'were one to 
go so far as to demonstrate bad manners to^such 
an extent, - whereas in reality, the seeming 

'wilful1 display springs not so much from anything 
powerful but merely a whim which is permitted to 
make demdnstartions, - this case being o f ’silence,- 

the t would represent something much more vast in 
* a civilized person, were such a person to act so 
badly.

Tnis cage to my 
apparaiitly on

In talking with Stephen, «>r., I learned several 
points of interest regarding life as a cadet at 
% s t  roint that I did not know pefore. $ o t  
example, in order that the cadets'nay b keep 
abreafet with what goes on in the world, each 
cadet subscribes to the magazine Time and to 
the daily Hew York Times, both of course, being 
considered by the Mest Toint powers as the finest 
media of their kind,. . ’

»
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This morning I listened to tin discussion 

of Thomas Mann's Magic fountain, and t;.ose who 
appeared on the program pleased me, especially 

estcdtt. I subscribed psetty much to what 
was said, too, for Thomas Nairn's writings have 
always interested me when they dealt with straight 
out philosophy, but they somehow never-served as 
intellectual stimulus nor entertainment when they 
used the novel as a means of illustrating his 
philosophical concepts. I can’t say that the 
sneakers, in referring to Proust Quite said so, at 
they came very close to giving the impression that 
both Mann and *roust were depicting the crack up 
of a society, whereas in the case of Proust, 
at least, it wasn’t'so much the crack up of 
"society that he depicted, but rather the endless 
cycle that civilization goes through, with the 

end of the 19th and beginning- of the 20 th centuries 
witnessing the same phenomena that trnspired in 
the 17th the lower strata of society giving 
renewed vigor to the upper strata as the 
former moved upward toward the latter, while the 
unoer strat constantly was forced to "fertilize"- 
I think that was the terra, its own fields by 
embracing the financial resources from the lower 
social grades, - the same process down through 
the years, repeating itself over and- ov :r and 
so on, - and endlessly, — being, ac 1 see it, 
precisely the opposite of a crack up, - but rather 

the preservation of society, After all,
T suppose there isn *t so much difference between 
the Wrder of Catherine the ^r at and the order of Stalin the man of steel, - and men, so long as 
they live, will strive for one or the other of 
these awards, - and the peculiar design doesn t 
amount to much.

This afternoon the General, with wife and son, 
came over to v isit ite and to j.6 r the Heading 

Machine, Je had a pleasant hour together but 
it afforded no opportunity, of course, to touch upon 
business aspects, as the visit was purely personal. 
Later in the afternoon everyone except the Hadanj 
the General, J. m. and went to town, with us 
four remaining here for supper together, - but 
still too much of a crowd to uo into private 
matters, Celeste telephoned from South kouisiana 
in mid afternoon, saying she would be back at 
Melrose tonight, thus ending the Boston jaunt.
^nd so the Week end diaws to a close, ana i fold 
up to operate my Heading machine and see what was 
going on!at Austerlitz along about 1 8 0 5 . taking 

with me in me nau tour de ma chambre et de la Kussie 
de Tolstoy, ” the monk. 1 likeness of a photograph 
now looking slap at me..*..

rirt> |
1934

July 29th, 19^r6.

Memorandum to Clipping Service:
Your joint letter arrived in this morning’s 

•post, giving much delight to the Madam, who 
asks me to tell you that life is again worth 
living. We had an opportunity to read it 
alone, but before getting to the clippings, 
some of the family cairi'e Into the upper chamber,
■and so the My kay things went into the 
"Post Office, as the mao.am styles the xolc^ 
between the arm and the cushion of her armcnair.
She will get to them later, - or perhaps already 
has, and only by chance will I learn of ^heir eonfce'

mud for my part,- njay I congratulate you on 
the fine tone and conviction ox manner whic 
your letter embraced. I was almost convinced on 

hearing her read it that I hadn t neara 
you in ever so long. But after'■leaving n 
hi,- house, ;found "ittle king awaiting me at
mine ana so I was &ble to absorb your nice 
letter which had .arrived on Saturday but whiclnl 
had not been able to go i to before this late date.

Thanks for again mentioning the letter with the 
return addressed re-written. I think m ®n^?nieTd„, ntnY1 
the circumstance in an earlier letter, ana Billy Linton 
fixed the correct return address on the one y°u 
just received at the time I mailed it, so everything
is alright. c

You v-ere good enough to mention the Eiesoott 
item which you ran across some time ago, think 
that item may have been mentioned by the Madam two or 
'three yearsk^o, and what with you* ■
vou recalled the matter ^Jhich seems l.o *-
the Uadan £ mind, hut which I do recall she once 
mentioned',as a possibility of which she would vx 
to you at some time. * think she wanted a hiography.
I have never read anything by 1rescott but tney 
say his things on the Spanish in Peru *r sow such 
place and his history -of, * erainana ana Isabella,
X ueeive it is, that is. vert fine. It eeeae to 
me the *adsm wap probably interested in the biografcy 
because the man was blind, but i am nut sure.

mm

Sfiai
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So at 1o3.1t> last you all got a lain, and 
from at you1 tell me and what I hear on tne --arm 
programs, one «as long over due. But save tor 
washing’the air n little, I doub^ if t^e accompany 
ing humidity helps out much (nterruption.

i’he General gust came to my door to bring me a 
read 131 /:1ass he hr b burrowed r couple o_

before,‘n .  fo.got to return, *e eoulan t 
come in, however, as he is packing up his son, 
who le vos early in the uornm0 uo uegin s.- 
^rny life, and so naturally will be m  p better 
tine .and franc of mind to make a survey o±, 
local problems with me' later. ^ccoraing to one 
line I he* d today, he plans to remain nere perhaps
anoth r week,

1 iiore the same may not he said for sister 1 s 
children’who were sent here today to park tgeir 

hips during the Shreveport move which seems to 
be on now at full blast, -• and so^far a c I  
know, the whole ibnily have already terminated 
their residence in ulo tierville but forever.

I heard remarks from two .experts in different 
fields today, by an expert in each; - In the 
economic field, J. told me he thought the 
Thompson selection for tha O.P.A, Board a good one, 
since he is acquainted with Thompson and bus 
much resuect for his integrity. In the rnilitcary 
field, in response to my inquiry regarding the 
possibility of pinning anything on anybody for the 
faulty shells that killed so many soldiers, xiriiig 

mortars in this country and abroad, my expert in 
that field told me that to Determine from whence tne 
shells came, - what particular company, - would be 
almost impossible, and that the very nature Ox 
the gun in which they were used made explosions 
not unlikely, since in reality the mortar is 
the poorest excuse for a real gun that there is.
I suppose there will be more talk on this point 
by the Meade Committee, and 1 thought you would 
like to have whatever opinions, on such points xxn 
that might come to hand,

I have thought of you so often during my 
hours at*Arenb urg today. The big old rhilopena 
«lily is blooming there, -"there is but one in bloom, 

but it is very lovely, the flowers being not 
unlike the faster lily in size, shape and whiteness, 
i do hone you are revelling in the quietthat 
i -hope i s t emporar ily all you - .....

KWH
\
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July 30th, 1946.

Memorandum to l̂ipping Service:
is'rora where I sit, it looks to me as though there were 
neither virtue nor vice in being and old maid unless the 
individual carries on the way little hiss Dormon does in
the accompanying note. *

Although we learned from a Shreveport source when she 
planned to hustle herself off to Alabama and from a Kansas 
point we were informed when she9returned, nothing from 
the stroke of her pen ever indicated anything of' ner whereabouts 
so far as advising us?, and it must be the bag merely fell 
out of, the wrong side of the bed on Saturday, and' immediately 
thereafter took pen in hand.

I intended to remark in my letter of^Monday that 
Sunday’s letter missed Monday’s post, so if you note^ 
a skip in one day’s delivery, with two letters arriving 
in the same post, - mailed this morning, you will understand.

On the home front there is little or no news, little 
Stephen started off to begin his military carrer, leaving 
tuis moxnin, ,for *ort kenning which seems to be about 
100 miles »outh of Atlanta on the Alabama line. His 
Mother cried but fortunately 1 was at Arenbourg at 7 a.m. 
when the leave-taking occurred, so i missed that.

Supper was pleasant tonight, with^tne General s 
wife in town and Dan not home, so the General and I 
did quite a lot of talking. He is under the  ̂
impression the American troops should be brought out 
of ^hina as soon as possible, I hadn’t realized oexore 
that the reason why they entered Kbina in the first place 
was merely to insure the removal of Japanese fro tne 
Asiatic mainland. It see; s that all the Japanese 
solide s, - and there were many, who found themselves in 
China when hostilities ceased, were want to throw away 
their guns and exchange their uniforms for civilian 
clothes, with a view to remaining for. ver i^*bhina, which 
country s business they would ’shortly have had pretty much 
in their ow,n hands. I’he United States, i b’elieve fit 
the Nationalist Government's request, assisted in^exxecting 
tjie, return of the Japs to Japan, and I know not if the 
job has been co 'plated, A‘he General tinks that
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the American troops should he removed as soon as that task 
has bee.., completed, regardless of which way China flops .* 
when left to her ’own divises, - and Americans or no 
Americans, it looks as though she is determined to have 
a civil war, and possibly n absorption by Hussia wouldn't 
matter much to the masses anyway, ^he later observation 
is mine,

For myself, I can't imagine nomocracy working in the * 
urient anyway, and if the democratic powers do not see fit

to run the Far Fast accoruing to Democratic methods, - or 
even autocratic ones, they we might as. well let whatever 
nation or individual who wants to take on the job,

I have read 65 pages of War And Peace which is 
complete on some 204 records, I am now awaiting addition
al volumes, and so 1 am re-reading what X have’just 
completed It’s a thing which in parts, as rendered by 
■:he reader, - Alexander ^korvy, - is quite delightful, 
but there are other reasons I an reading it, - not the least 
of which is the fact tit there are so many characters,- 
and often vr th etr nge names, that it is only after getting 
well into the book that I discover 1 need to brush up 
on the identity of some' of the people appearing in the 
pages from 50 to 60 who may have made their bow on page 
0De, tut, because of* the crowd and the strange proper names 
I did not remember on our first meeting,

Swinging back to the contemporary -tf'ar ^ast, X would 
remark in passing that the concensus of opinion in 
military quarters appears to be that although w&c^rthu* 
is too egotistical to enjoy much admiration from those 
wuo are per {tonally acquainted "with him, everyone must 
agree that he is doing an especially fine job in 
•ruming c a nan, » one proff being, I assume, that one aears 
but little news about the turmoil which seems to 
characterize so much out of *nirope. uf course the two 
situations can scarcely be compared, but it is heartening 
to know th* t thus far, at least, thing appear to be running 
&lout alright out yonder.

*̂t is pi6c*-sent vo report tnat perhaps 50 or 40 .of tie 
chandelier lilies planted along in late a.rch or early 
•̂ •pril are now in bloom, Xhese are r ally clixynums, » uncertain 
or the spelling, - since the chrynum blossoms slap at the too 
of the stein, while true lilies-put out blossoms along the 
side of the stem. But whatever these tl i,ngs are, they are 
blooming migntily and it is nice to know they are vetting 
u good xoothold for future seasons and mutual enjoyments,.,.

s\

i i f ' P  I
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[July 51st, 1946.

Memorandum t o Clipping* Service*; . : * ■ «
t ■'

* freeze blew out of th? ^orth ^ast all day, makin, it 
possible to do quite a mitb of things at Areribourg 
which pleased me no end, ,q1 L .  .A v.

^hen going to the post .office this morning. I 
encountered '-lenience who told me that Jackie and 
ClydeHClaude nmmett Davis have a new daughter. She 
said they all calls it some funny name, sOmethi' like 
^olores , one said Dr* V/enk assisted at the birth 
’which took place yesterday afternoon, - which is very 
interesting since, the ^enks were supposed to be' in 
Shreveport, and since they did not stop, at Melrose in 
the late afternoon to pick up their children who are staying here..

I saw the general only at dinner time, as he was 
sorapwhere about the Parish all day. 7e dined at 
Celeste's and the dinner wag elegant. I found myself 
between kadane General and rat, and conversation was~as good as tne food. ■ .

 ̂told you the General retired on October 
olst? r,ytamingthis title and his full salary, and should 
ixQ die before his wife, the latter is guaranteed a 
pension that is very substantial, - from the Government 
Ox course, I was rather surprised to le, rn that she 
wept, when she learned her husband was being retired I 
think it may be because she: likes the social life that oes 
on in Washington, and their frequent trips to ^ew York where 
uney have friends, - socially prominent people I assume ■*
V ^ t  ? r ple ?f if not great health so
?2‘ fiui -fftf?*!8? p t9pn,.eE have always been delightful, ix fine xecithegs, and much social life affords'all one
ants. Although they plan to go to California with a view 

to pos^ibjvjestablishing a home out there, - her ven knows
pccsible that they will end up by making asnuj^ton-tCity tnere (their) home. ■ ■ °

In some'of the small toak that come to hand I 
thought you would.be interested in this: - when
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the Russian Irime Minister, - Molatoff, visited Washington, 
he was the Governments guest and was housed in that 
delightful situation, - Blair house, which, I understand, 
is beautifully furnished and maintained. After the 

Russians had departed, - Molatoff and his suite, the officials 
who took .Blair ^ouse over acain were at first quite 
puzzled and then amused and a little astonished, when 
they found that the Russians had moved all the furniture,- 
secretaries, sofas, chairs, etc., - anything that had stood 
against the wall, - all of it had been moved out into the 
room and the mirrors, pictures, etc., and also been 
taken down, while the carpets had been, taken up, too, ob- 
biously because the Governement1s guests were under the 
impression that dictaphones or some such wiring had been 
concealed throughout the house,

t

I guess that is about as good an illustration as I 
cen think of,' demonstrating the present lack of 
understanding between the Russian and American psychologies.
That the* Russians should have suswectad their hosts is 
unfortunate, of course, * and equally bad, I think, is 
the fact that they didn't have sense enough to pu their 
host's house back in order, after having thus pulled it 
apartj reckon i undertook too much yesterday and in consequence 
I felt inclined to keep awake beyond my usual hour for folding.
And so knocked off quite a few letters, several of which were 
long past the time I had thought of jotting them down, - to 
Ilary Rhodes, * although I think, stricktly speaking, I did 
not owe her one, * and’to John Martin, Brandon and
half a dozen other people, ^ltgoether, I felt very noble when 
I had tossed off the last one and turned* to 'Tar and Peace.

That title, by the way, was never good, 1 think.
It is true that it deals-with social .life in St, Petersburg]!, 
Moscow, etc., and glimpses,of rural life on country estates,- 
plus over much, perhaps, ah'out the war in 1806 (^usterlitz- 
&nd the campaign of ^apoleon in 1812 But Gone With The 'find 
had quit’e t lot to sa, about war, too, and the peace that 
followed, and yet, if you can imagine calling such a book 
War *nd Peace, you can readily.understand* how inappropriate it 
would be in the other case, too.

Yesterday, some time between 1 and 3 p.m., the radio 
was,a-going in the Madam's room and some commentator by 
the name of John (I think it was John) Kennedy, was straighten
ing thing our,. In' speaking about the Parish Conference being 
held in the Luxembourg ralace, he did..quite a song and 
uaace about the room, n,mod for ^arie de Medeci, but repeating 
her name seve cl times, he always called it " ,** with a strong accent 
on the second* sylable, I.lah-dee-ci", which, 1 thought, might 
have been better handle? from a man passing hiisself off as a 
firt rate comment: tor. you will forgive r very' impersonal 
memorandum.....

#> 1940

August 1st, 1946,

Memorandum to ^lipping Service:
I have your nice long report of three pages., ana 

have thoroughly enjoyed the first page. There was a 
delay at dinner and at supper so that the routine was 
thrown out of gear and while my faithful ^thopian 
lingered until he wa*s bound to be late for services at 
St."^athew‘ s-tonight, he did accomplish the first page, 
so that i have the 2nd and 3rd to look forward to on the 

morrow. c
At» was nice of you to say you liked God's first 

name. I shall dash it off for the Reader's Digest, if you 
think they might be interested.

It was cloudy until 9 this ihoxning and so 
spent quite a lot of energy in the hoeing department at 
Rrenbourg, coming back soaking and tired and staisfied.

c We have but a single **enk child with us tonight, 
the smallest child having been taken with a fever, and 
delivered over to her papa this afternoon when he 
came here on demand, it seems that dister is in hr eve* 
port, her husband in Cloutierville ahd "r. ^orsley, yae 
one who replaces him there'is in the Alexandxi hospital, 
having quiie unexpectedly succomb d to a miscarriage. I 

believe ^r. Wenlt takes up his °hreveport situation per
manently this week end, although I know not if the new 
lady doctor will be back to take over at that time.
It certainly shunds strange, - - doctor having'a mis- 
ea riage. «

\ *

In the morning and General and his wife leave for
.Baton fouge to spend the week end with some of the_
latter s relatives It is my understanding Site will £->-en
go to Shreveport for the same purpose and t en go on to
Washington by train, the General remaining here for f
aix)ther week before, he takes a plane for the same aestihation.
He looks ever much older than he did in jrebxuar'̂  end
i think he i sn «t well, but he conti hue's to talk several-
miles 'a day and obviously knows nothin^ about ti e
word relaxation "Just like all the Renrys , the t • *.»*» * «
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Madam says# all oi them think they have to he doing 
something or mother all the time", -̂ nd Heaven help 
society when they slip a co^ and don^t near it off hy
chasin^ up and do nil tie ’road.

1941

Two news items on the air during this past 
week have been of interest to me, although neither of 
primary importance. Tonight it was said that 
Barbara Hutton has 0iven her London house to the 
American Government for its British Embassy, I am wondering 
if the ma ex he an -^bassyi - the-former one, was destroyed 
during the war or if i*t is merely being abandon. I 
was under the impression it owned the former Embassy, 
which was formerly the residence of , P. Morgan,-and 
as an architectural gem, it had no more claims to virture 
than the J, P. "organ residence on Uadisbn avenue, along 
about 39th Street, which you w 11 recall was pretty crummy.
"iss Hutton’s London house is Georgian, - another way of saying 
Birectoire with lime, fie Pompadour touches via Pompeii, 
and in elegant simplicity of line is quite harmonious with 
similar lines reflected by the »Vhite House. I have 
long thought that it would be quite fitting if each nation, 
in building its embassies throughout the world, would 
pattern those establishments along the best lines of 
the most perfect buildings in their own country, thus 
conveying a suggestion of the best in the nation represented.
I have never seen the present French Embassy in Washington,
but if I*recall correctly, the boy friend intimated that
it toas some<kind of a heavy 'Audor outfit which in no
way reflected or suggested anything coming out of the
nation it represented. I certainly hope
7ashi gton*accepts the button gift, - and uses it for the
purpose indicated. ‘ ' .';

•  m- ; '• " - 1 ■ y : V  A *w' ' • " ‘ . "h  • v! * " ’ * /. ■ ’ ; - '• ;.'V* ' . / .  . . ' ::

■‘■‘he other news item x had in mind was the death of
one Gex-trude utein..Gnat with all the’hurly burly going
on around here, the news papers and magazines, - too early for 
the latter, have not been read on'this score, but will 
come to hand later. I am wondering if the newspapers will 

make mention of the fact that Madam Dtein and Alfy Maurer,- 
old wurriever and Ives maker’s gxjonftx son, - I nearly wrote 
grandson, - were the ones who collected so many noble 
canvasses of the French Impressionist school for. Dr. Barnes 
and his Philadelphia Museum. I have? never seen any 
reference in print to this accomplishment on the part of 
Miss Stein linterrupt ion) - particulars of which Alfy 
had spoken about at length to me before His untimely death.

Alors, 1 must fold, and if not too sleepy, I’ll 
examine a couple of the excellent word pictures of 
social and military life in ^ussia during the early 18th 
century, according to ■u, T0istoy....

f  * #  :*T m 1.

August And, 1946.

Memorandum to flipping Gervice:
•another hot, dry day, and X am hoping we may have 

a little shower before long. It did rain S miles down 
the lane at Montrose, but someho it passed, us bye.

It was. so nice to have the balance of yuur nice 
long letter and to share some of the enthusiasms and pathetic 
things expressed ^herein, c

Isn’t it grand that communications are Once more 
est .blished with the Pongs, and even though*the route ih 
the case of packages be "round about”, it is wonderful that 

there is ho es of getting some things through. The little 
letter from the child was sweet, too. I certainly do hope 
that he and his parents may eventually discover the means 
of a prolonged visit to his friends across the water. I 
don't know why, and I don’t know when, or under what cir
cumstances , but somehow ■‘■-have a feeling that sooner or later 
we are eventually to share delightful supper tables on the 
gallery facing the terrace at -renlxmrg with Anita. I suppose 
wish is parent of the thought, but somehow seems to 
be; deeply imbedded in my mind, - and wouldh t we have a fine 
time, everybody getting fat on cold salades? ice tea and ice 
cream and eradicating the past as we surveyed a5 whizzing orld 
go rouhd and round from our, little remote ection of Meaven.
I pray it may bp even so.

It is delightful to know tha you have made the 
acquaintance of ^eneus ^fricanus, and may I congratulate you 
on finding such a nice h edition at such a reasonable price. 
It sounds like- Lucia Bare all ov.,r agin.

■“fid don't you think the story itself is sweet. I had 
long heard o# the story, and often it had been discussed 
at Melrose by all sorts(of people, - lite ary and otherwise, 
ranging from the Madam and Lyle to X, M# f but never had 
anyone read it to me. A0hn,. .one hight two or three years ago, 
when A found myself a guest of the Hands as X broke my trip 
to or from ^atchez, - to Batehez, I think, - Lr. Hand 

spoke of the* book, saying' it was one of his favorite's*,* and* 
when X told him X had go often heard of it but never araad it, 
he was alttogether enchaned, and we spent a perfectly 
delightful hour sharing it together, X thought it sweet 
of him and he seemed pleased to have someone to listen, so 
that it was a perfect sharing of this delightful book, and 

I shall be enchaned it you will save it for the ^renbourg 
library when you and 1 shall run through it on another go-



/

round together. Eventually we are going to enjoy the Hands 
together, ana all of us t ie ^oing to like the association 
as much as x liked my'jfc introduction to Aeneus -ifricanus.

xhe day was rather hurly-burly, - after my appointment 
with the hoe when day dawned over Arenbourg. ihe 
General was supposed to leave for Eaton M0Uge before noon. 
The people did not < xrive before ,noon to pick him uo and 
Lis wife, •‘■here was all that business about would they 
have dinner or wouldn’t they, - and on and on, and finally 
the people didn t come before dinner and we all dined to-"

Hern or andum to 1̂ ip ping Service*. 
Tolstoy's Life of f'eter the Great.

gether and then-afterwards the people did come, and all 
headed South. xhis after noon there were peoole from
town, - something about the local library, etel, and 
then the same uncertainty a out some people coming for supper, 
or not coming, and s o Id we prepare extra food or should we 
not, etc., etc., - and they didn{t come although the 
food was piepared, - ad so on into the night.

t -

To hand in Saturday's post came your grand joint 
letter, and the item noted aoove, the Madam thinks, -Quid be 
just right. In the event that is should be sold when you 
again find yourself ill its present situation, you will feel 
perfectly free to substitute the sane subject by any pther 
author to your selection. It is, nice that old Â x. Pepy’s 
•biary came, to hand so readily, and the uadam .says she may have 
expended Jier account with you, and if po, if you will let her 
know, and' she will send a check. ,

taga
I guess it was because of all this "sitting on the 

wged edge of nothing*, that >>ayne king didn't register cuite 
effectively, until long toward the end, although I did "enjoy 

wis rendition of,The naughty 7altz and Melancholy Baby, - 
alt" ough it wasn t until the final niece, - something 
from Friml, thatox really 4k felt was in tune with him and 
he was in his old'stride. There are a heap of good Friml 
things for those who like the Vinnese type of light opera,
811Q11 i sn they would do mo.re{ of them on the radio,y/ T remember 
8 PleGe which I used to render with much gusto and satisfaction 
on the piano, I* think it was styled “in fhe Shadows",
-/id 1 used to think it verv, nice, - although 1 reckon it has 
eeen tenfyears since i have heard £he piece, and wexhpps 
I wouldn t find it so enchanting now, - although I think I 
would, Any ho o, - X could stij.jdr.iOre '̂rinil.

In the matter of correspondence, she realizes little of 
the space of xime and x think the.arrival of your letters 
doesn t register as mpeh as,it might have when she was more 
active mentally. If it isn t convenience to write a pe sonal 
note when sending plippinus; the, items p.omin0 in second class 
post would easily bridge personal notes if tgie latter do not 
readily flow from the sen for weeks or mon-tn̂ . on end, X confide 
this ton you so that you may kno precisely how thing operate 
here. You enjoy the warmest enthusiasm on her part but she 
really doesn't sense how frequent or infrequent letters come to 
hand, and knew this, you may save yourself some rush jobs now 
and then.

While I think of it, I'must remark that a^ain 1 missed 
today s out goilig mail, so there will be two letter r. in
Saturday *s out going post. In my letter of y-..sterdfiy, I
inquired about the J, 1, ^-or^an house that was formerly 
the American Embassy in London* The,General this —

. , J . J . X W A C  jL J j b a l e

jaean time for the lovely letter. • Herbert -sbury I have heard 
Lyle mention so j> ten. xhe book sounds- exciting. I nevef read
x u• # • • • • • ft ,

7e read one of the ily -b&y articles, together, -. the one 
your recommended, regarding the Georgia murders. both 
subscribed whole-heartedly to your opinion as to that prticle,- 
and somehow 1 think it hit the nail on the head for scores of 

people besides ourselves, Eow grand it was to have lived 
through the administration of F, L, R,, and more than anything 
else /to have been able to have drunk from such a fountain . 
of faith in humanity. And by the same token, how blessed are we 
in bein^ able to live and draw strength from Mrs. F. L, B-#,, 
whose unfailing example by deed and pen of the ondexs of 
the uolden % l e  must be supplying sprJ.nL s of living water to 
countless others besides us. - t -

You spoke of the aurora borealis, - a spectacle which 
I did not see, much to my regret. I am not sure that they 
are visible down this far, - it seems to-mp I once heard that 
Tennessee was about as far *outh as they appear, although I am
not certain. I am wondering if you ever saw them in Europe, 
By chance, I suppose, X have seen the best displays in the

___
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region of the £'iri or Lakes and the eat Lakes, although I have 
seen some -onderful night skies, off the Grand Lanks, hut I 
never did see any of the Northern lights there. I like them 
best hen those great fingers of red or of green or of purple 
mysteriously glow in one place in the shy while seemingly 
without diminishing their brilliance, they actually do fade 
away, but so delicately, and with such timing that one doesn't 
notice the disappearnoe of the shafts,of light from one exact 
serin' of lines since at the same secpnd , - as from out of 
no where, adjacent shafts of lights other hues begin to 
glow right next to t}ie very section the*.preoeeding one shone.

' • J* ’ •• • • .gf, - ?

“ xhe most aniazhg. display 1 ever witnessed was a£onc about 
February of 1918, i think, - it might have been 1917.
Completely around the, horizon, - north, ^outh East and st, \ 
like great ostrich plumes, reaching from earth- to the "enith, 
these great golden plumes swayed, one right next to the other, 
and all shining at the same time, and slapping the tors of their 
plumfes together straight ov r head, with a r 2suiting crackle 
that wasnYt like thunder but merely some gi antic "feu 
d‘artifice" and encompassed the world. It was marvelous.
Should t ings eventually go as we would have them, * should like 
to observe them from some place Like^ake Louise, or hi^h.ur 
in wnateau ■“ronfcenaoe at Quebec, where, i understand, one sees 
them to es heial advantage. ’ And since 1 can see the' stars 
end cons cellations. a l r i g h A believe i would be able to enjoy 
t em no end, an, what 1 missed, you could make clearer to me.

And h -out today's Invitation to ^earning, I thought 
it was r tty bad, it was my understanding the subject under

1946

T neconsideration was a book y * horn as u olfe, - Ahe "eb and 
Kook, or some such, but all x he. rd was whether ^olfe 'wrote 
as a mature or- immature person. ■ I never even- heard where he 
was born or did hie wr'.io. , although I assume some of, it was
done in 
about.

ii ■ora and i never did he r ,;.t tire books were

I thought Hamilton Basso had*a very unfortunate radio 
personality. He gave me the impression of being a stuffed 
shirt eogist. It is said that he once wr-.jte a book about the : 
Confederacy,,r Lyle,has mentioned it, and once he wrote the 
II ad am if he could come here to write , but thumbs were turned 
down, - on gyle's say-so, 1 think, and from what I heard of 
Hr. Lasso through hie voice, - today, - 1 must say I could 
readily imagine why anyone knowing him would be just as satis
fied if he ■ ouid stay in his native ^orth Carolina, I never 
read a line of ’̂hoaas wolfd and today Is Invitation, in no* 

way persuaded me I wanted to, - didn't even' arouse 'any 
curiosity on my part to do so. I' like such Invitations as 
the Cue, over so fax back, when they discussed the German wiicer 
who did somethin^ about Trojan civilization, for in that they-.
told us bout the nun, his interests and enthusiasms, what 
he wrote about, his virtues in .the field of literature 
and philosophy, compered and contrasted with other writers on 
the same subject, etc. , etc. Thye sold me that man, but to-, ay 
they didn't* even sell n\e uam ̂ asso,... •

*nigust 5th, 1946.

we orandum to ^lipping Service;: ,
I)r. uogan Librarian of'L, S. U *, came to 

see us today. * -g ■ - ~ ;
Lq had telephoned frop Baton.Louge 0n Saturday 

and' Sunday, - tiUing with W  E _ or ratner nr. 
uavis did the oplling, I think.. It seems r. na^ - 
has left tiie Hbraxy to teach Hist ry jt the San. 
institution, taking over the ohair in that depart., , 
thus making room for "r. Eogan. Mr. Hc^illia , - 
it seems, is Quite incapacitated and while atill 
the staff in some position that enables him to -i .

It seems to me ■Ic.iill an has paulsey ox some - .
Before hr. Bogan arrived, the Madam de aided 

she didn’t want to receive . im, and so 1 took _ 
over. Ee told me .quite frankly that ne had ju.t ^.*rne 
that the “elrose library was either gohns to be^iven 
to h'ulane or to be sold, and he wished to spa.akf r 
L. h. u. , Naturally I set him straight on that 
point at the beginning, and so we got down to chatt,, ig 
on more genebal subjects. *

It seems that L. *-*. U. *ress has conplted n lawyer 
with a possible view tto starting suit against 
L*ane. It seems that last year, when -±> i, ^ax n - - 
was at L. U. writing Lhe strange uase of uyra 
Gaines, Harnett Ilane contacted Dr. ^arnon through the 
Press, saying that he was doing, a novel on .lyra 
Clara Caines, and as it would have nothing to do -ith 
the t ne o book *r. ^armon was doing, might ne-not 
borrow" some of the material, tespecially tnat |f r*
Harmon which was very good and much or it on Ue Phonal 
side, i-uit rare. Loth I)r, -ariaon and th,e Hess dera-rrea 
but ^ane kept worrying them and pointing out 
that he was merely doing a novel and that as he .
not to release so much as an ao.vance notice on ni. b a 
until 20 or 24 months after the L. U. Look â  eared,

‘ couldn't he just look over the dfcta. Po0ii^ly t .ê- 
let him* ^nd now, it seems tnat on trie > aay 
I. *■>. U. Press brought out their announcement ot tne 
Harmon book, your friend, Lane, announced

JP» - ** •........ .... ,...
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a "biographical novel - whatever that is, - of the same 
lady. Of course the popularity of the ^ane writings 
will automatically spoil the sales of the Harmon booh, 
and the Press really may h« ve a ease, although Kane 
was probably too* smart to put any of his agreement 
down in writing. He gave them his word, - so ^r.
Hogan declared, - to which I rejoined; "is worth 

nothing".
Hut one thing, ait least, Harnett Kane is getting 

a reput ration with pub1iehers and writers.
I think neglected to mention last night that th 

General and hie wife returned from baton Houge late 
Sunday evening instead of today, as had been anti opted.
His •• ife* merely dr or - op in to pick up some clothes 
and went on to ^hrevepor’t with her- brother. AS 
the "addn1 s imun^ept son had just persuaded her 
to discharge the cook and the how r ^irl, I was, glad the 
^ener 1 hade arrived to> divert the n ‘s some hat de

wed s.He of mind, for she ha s'* grown accustomed 
to ^ur^elia and is loath to part with her merely because 
one member of t. o .in ily doesn't like her. It is 
curious how blind ’that meifber of tbe family is to 
tide rascality of' °  .n own who successfully 
intrigues <.cali:st all the servants. The Madam ; . 
war promised a fine housegirl from town, - -which or course 
she- will not. get, - and if she does get, will not .
stay, îrt that is something of a secondary matter ,
■u not my worry, although, in truth, ..it will seem , 

like my worry before I get through hearing all the 
particulars, enthusiasms and disa*- pointments.

The madam recei 
post from her d. ught 
wtreet, - although x 
along t at address,’ 
Madam - orn down by t 
to pass.along a few
hvW i .........

ve d tw o 1 e t*t er>s in t o. ay 1 s 
er in ^hreveport, - 236 Ontario 
can't imagine why i should send.
~s the weather is'hot n.nd the
be servant business, i an asked 
messages on the behalf of the mother.

ell, so turns our days, <and it is terribly hot 
moment, although everything*is 
Alexandria .and baton Jtoiig-e here, 
eek, with never a drop falling 
have a little shower at Arenboi*.rg,

and dry here at the 
soaking et between 
it poured all last w 
on us. "e on, ht to 
so just”* ho Id year f a s crossed for day or two.

1948

August 6th, 1SH6.

Memorandum to ^lipping Service:
X}-ie heat and draught continues in these parts with 
a little cloud of dust arising every tine my hoe 
touches the earth at *rehbowrg, mhich is fairly 
freejuent. . * " f

I heard that John Kennedy, radion commentator, aDain. 
h-q made two errors in one sentencei and I can't figure
out hov; he made the one.- In sp,oakinw of ‘“apoleoh, he 
r . arked that ".after his defeat at Waterloo, he was 
carried a prisonner to ^te. Helena, in the far Pacific, 
where he *lived on an estate, called hong Meadow", 
r'pe mere bouncing of ^t. ,Helena from the Atlantic over 
into the *ar Pacific isn t such a'puzzler, but how 
anybody could get so close to hongwood and yet get . 
side tracked off into something styled "hon5 Meadow ,
I can*t imagine,

Me had no first class post today, so thefe is little 
news from the Outside* world, •s'rorn ^r. Hogan, ho ever,
1 did hear something I --wanted to mention, which I think 
I did not include in yesterday's note,

Hr. Hogan told me of having been in Hammond, * ^
Louisiana a short time ago with Harding barter and that \ 
the latter had pointed out to him where some of the 
actual episodes transpired which he had recorded in his » 
"Winds Uf Pear-', I can't svar to this next statement, < 
but 1 think he - told me that Hr. Carter has rec ntly lost] 
the use of one eye. * . ;\̂ s

I believe Mr. Jarter now edits the Greenville, Miss*, 
paper, and surely he will be much happier in that Helta 
"city of the late Mill Hercy than in Hammond, which, 
w radoxically enough, although nearer iJew ^rleafts,- 
'i mean Hammond, of course, it is nevertheless sufficiently 
surrounded by hills and hill-billies to be quite un
civilized, so f ‘ r as any racial measure of the oofamodity 
is concerned. « «

This morning Stephen Henry was showing me the type
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of news ‘bulletin that ay-pears three times a d. y on the desk 
of sthe principal officers throughout the war department,- 
aid 1 say, three times a day, - 9 a.m., lk noon and 
4. p.m.

In the Pentagon -.here his office is, for example,
I think in his particular office about 100 people 
receive these bulletins thrice daily, - and so on 
not only in the Pentagon Buildin^, but in all offices 
connected with the w&r department* ; .

. The thing is of no interest, except, to me, who 
knew nothhg of this service, making it a new item for 
me. The matter cane up when some one said that 
The Yew York xines was broadcasting on 1650 kilocy ifeles,- 
or perhaps:it was 1560, - daily on the hour from 7 to 
midnight, - 7 a.m,, of *course.

Then the 'General showed me this Bulletin,.however, it 
occurred to me that a method of. - dispatching news, as in 
Paris, IQ, these many yw is ago, would be much simplier - 
and more satisfactory, - for promptness and saving of 
materials and pC.sonnel, You will recall that the 
system was precisely like the dialing for a Time Signal 
in the "ew ^ork area. One nrely dialed a certain number, 
and automatically one heard a five minute 'summary of the 
latest news, the disks on which the news was transcribed, 
being changed ■.-.v .ry *15 minutes or so. This system 
is certainly 'much more up to snuff, i think, and 
within the reach *of ov ryone, and I a../: rather astonished
that the 
method.

Tar "“ep. rt *ent did not make use of such a

t ■ • s dined'a^ain at Je1este1 s today, and as de1igwtful1y
as a 30k ago, although our company was smaller. The Hadam 
d>at at one end of the table, the General on her right, 
then x  came newt, thou Itm\, Regard, with *weleste at 

the other g.u  of ti.o table,’ then Eugene -^avesperre,
J. h. ;..nd so b; c.-. to th-., 1-Iao.an, It was* all very 
jolly and much gou food, and 1 must say I found everyone 
■ t tatIs to.be good company, Conversation ranged from 
ti e wisdom of selling a number of tr.ctors to Missouri 
pure ■ sers, -* the deal Ln\ just been c -nsuraated with a 
bet teat' more new tin ctors would become available before 
the-new pur chasers of the old. ohc; h, u uled them to

ited to know why the
;arded the gue 
1 told'
• tion lady, 
lioh I think 

osia ■ nd ■fl,jlic a.,,,

?<:*.* f

£3 intii l̂ at rblehef, >3 TVci nt&SS. Oh., fGS, ’
q  4* O b • J r ax4csivilie and Xiik ,3. & . ;gr d ’wanted
ce. i\it... a r y t • e r o \i a s s •) iveil u ow n , ■ Uu
be cause of the beauty/ 0-" its live o. ks.
tham of . . . <ovestone of an sUl t6 b o Hum
r ..ding: "hied in Ambrosia in roliciana"- 
i s c; u i t e a nice c o r. b i n j-i t i on, - -m.

1950

August 7th, 1946.

Memorandum to ^lipping Service: "x . .
cdhitinue in the grip of the heat and drought, 

with, the thermometer goiiig over 100. eventually we 
shall have a' shower, and may it come before too many
things^ shrivel up.

It seems incredible, for never in a life time do some 
people get a tick, I, indeed, seem to have picked up 
a third, - and precisely in the same place. I an 
glacl tomorrow is Anipmayer day so that 1 Vaay have 
expert attention forthwith,' ? g; -:,p ,

»<h,at with the warm spell upon us, it has ooe'n the 
best time imaginable to' read "hell On Ice1’, - over which 
I have skimmed after retiring these nights., while 

awaiting some items on order which haven’t come through.
* • : 8 ::h';hfgTh-gp; • ' ... ,:ghfgt '

"nd now that A* have done with the book, it seems to me 
vaguely, - but it.may be purely imagination, that I 

‘recall a copy of Illustration published in the 1930*8, 
that had a picture on the front page of Captain de 
hong, and something about his Artie trip on the schooner, 
Jeannette, If' I remember correctly he lo'okad a 

little like the late fcing Nicholas of Rumania And 
yet I can’t imagine why illustration should have carried 
this account some 60 yekrs after it happened, - 1879, 
but nevertheless the idea holds in my mind',

I would recommend the book to no one ‘for I retd 
it only because it was all 1 had to turn through at 
the moment, But it is a very graphic account of two 
years of life on an ice jam in the Artie,* ane a harrowing 
acco nt of the trek back across Siberia by the few survivors 
who' somehow escaped freezing; and starvation.

~nd while individual courage and heroism is al ays 
something to read bout, still, for the life 'of me, I 
coulo. never imagine wh^ anybody in his ri^nt mind 
should ever want to undertake the hazards of discovering 
the ^orth Pole,.- and what possible recompense there could 
be for such a foolhardy attempt, 1 could never fathom.

mmXxm



feday, the* pogtrnM who replaced -̂ err ^elly on 
this route, passed us bye today without so much 
-g dropping J,he Congressional Record, - which never 
fails when uCri: ress is in session and a thing one 
becomes so accustomed to receiving that one is surprised 
not to receive it even when the oeantors have ceased 
talking and there is nothing of their dubious oratory 
to print. 1‘eddy, by the way, was formerly a 
repair man on utis* Elevators in Manhattan, - some
thing which seems awfully far removed from delivering 
the post in somewhat remote Natchitoches rarish*

1 heard an interesting medical Question and Answer 
program on the air about apendicitis', bringing in t.ne 
racial slant, facts of which I hadn't known before. 
According to the authority, few people under 5 and over 
35 have apendicitis, and so* far as American1 statistics 
show, white weowle are more subject to it than negroes, 
flie reason for the latter fact, it was conjectured, spuang 
from t. ese circnr tances, as near as can be determined 
by the medical profession: - Apendicitis usually 
devel ones - from a digestive disturbance; oy and large,^ 
,'jhite people, up to quite recently, have had the ability 
to buy more food than the negro, fJOjnefiuently, through 
poverty, the negro has ^ ten less amu more simple food, 
feus, nut putting so much .pressure on his digestive 
functioning, the negro has been less subject to 
apendicitis, although, in recent years, as his financial 
situation has gradually improved, there has* been an 
increase in apendecitis among negroes, and .as 'that 
situation continues to improve, as is supposed may 
b* t e case, the presence of the difficulty is expected 
to increase* proportionately. 1 thought that- unite 
interesting.

-aid one item from Arehbourg:, - The butterfly Lilies 
re in bloom. , -

In a ■vay, that isn't very much of a news item, 
but in another it is because bulb flowers do not 
always bloom the first ye: r they are planted, and 
secondly, this pirtieular variety of bulb or root prefers 
shc.de aiid dampness, and* while the early part of the ̂ 
season favored these preferences, the latter part of the 
summer hi & not. And yet, inspite of t e heat and drought, 
the lilies are blooming bravely, a pleasant harbinger>for 
the future. "Since they* are bound to be twice as luxuriant 
after having been established for a twelth month.....

1952
ceej

August 8th, 1946, h*
sei *

Memorandum to ^lipping Service:
other hot, dry day, and too ©any people circulating 

about; t «
donehow or other, we had plenty of pilgrims today, and 

the last batch arrived about a quarter before 8 tonight, - 
from Uashville, Tennessee, and I must say I cannot imagine 
what people think they axe going to see in that hpur after 
night settles down and the moon hasn't turned on its full •< 
capacity for illumination.

In the afternoon, ^ieter arrived with one Of her off
spring to spend the balance of the day and the night, and 
one way or another, everything was hurly-burly, from the time^ 
nr. Hnipmayer can arrived this morning, done what was expected, 
o him, and departed.

*

Knowing of my interest in his patients, he always.remembers 
names he thinks will appeal to .me, and this mornin0 he 
offered up a re&ly nice one, I fl,think, - it must have been 
a mulatto lady, - Soubretta Metfoyer.

An air mail arrived in this morning's post, but what between 
the hAy field And the darned pilgrims that cluttered up my 
program until’long after some field hands have folded up tneir 
be- rds, I may have to await the morrow before going into it,- 
and if that be the case, I shall not post this note on Friday 
mo ning, fee ring, as I do, that the air mail may indicate that 
you are taking a vacation this week end, (in which event 1 would 
run the risk of failing to reach you prior to your departure.

S4 hours later, - -ugust 9th.

And so Wayne king, during the interim, has pi.yed 
his pieces, the c oice of which did pot gre tly « 
appeal•to me, although they were rendered with their accust

omed distinction. His opening number is one whose words I 
always thought out of line, -w"the roaring taffic's 
boom”, - because traffic does a lot, of things but. never has 
boomed, - and that piece about; April or Spring Rain,, wherein 
a youth and maiden search out a wille- tree, - of al,l things, 
to get out of the rain. If one needed a Z sydU ble \yord for 
the tree, a tulip tree, an apple tree or a maple tree, or 
lots of others might, by the width of their leaves, stave 
off rain, but never would the le ves of a willow.
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111 1953
And 

to learn yet, &2id
today I was such nted to read w our nice air mail 
that you^are not absenting yourself from 810 quite 

,  ̂the possibilities for September sound entrancing.
I saall \jQ enchanted if you will continue ysapc to keep me 
advised far enough in advance so that 1
mailing of reports well ahead time*

may stop

£he note you mention to the returning vacationist 
xrom hie !ia.e was not startling although 1 am depressed 
j.or tne excuse, - certainly not * the reason, - she rave far r 
tee decision she has made. I should ever so much like to 
keep ao leapt with things in that direction as they unfold
, _ oday s -poso hi ought tne copy of Pepy*s Diary*, and
thank YQii much, and the Mac,,am started reading right 
away, ahd was floored by your never failing foresight and 
tnougntfulness as exhibited by inserting a marker on the 
P ge v,r erein Mr. iflrwin makes his bow.

There was no first class mail, but what we lacked in 
lexers we-made up for in pilgrims, of which in one bath 
pgere lo in a drove# ».7ith the thermometer at 105
it w as really too hot to be spouting the glories of any til* np save ice water. °

A m m speaking of ice, recalls to mind that following 
<uyne King program tonight, Orson Veils did a curiously 

con ̂ res sea sketch of that much talked of “Hell Oh Ice" 
of wiieh I have been speaking too much of-late. If you 
rasseu. the wells present; tion, you missed nothing, I think 
ior io seemed terribly misleading and sketchy to me » *
alt' ough J. may be prejudiced, having just finished the 
thing.tm  its complete form £

■ - v., ' . ; '• - t ' v" ' ■ ' /' -h • '

v - ?if:fcor refti&inad hare m'st night, getting away 
oefure noon this morning, .evidently muc satisfied with 
her yiew residence in Shreveport, which is going to like
so much, i hope, that she will continue to live there fer ever so long.

It was nice 
me other
as regards your own good self and the outside world.

of you jto send the clipping and to give 
particulars, as to what is going on, both

lonignî  oeing Friday, the whole African continent 
seems to be abroad and 1 have been interrupted several tJanes 
as i have taped out these poorly sprawled lines# so you 
-’ill forgive me for its "schmirfink" appearance and
its gene 1 dullness of tone, which I shall try to 
correct shortly* in the mean time, thanks million - ,

B , -V nice t b-nwht vdth it ,.n
e.iO, si; 11 be penny, tranks to .  g

for the 
and 'my wee

.. / armr:

1954

My fathetf is one of the most rdmakable men 
of his tine but he if. gfowln£j old, and although 
he is not exactly cruel,-ho has too .energetic a 
character , ho h s tod energetic a character. He is so 
accustomed to unlimited power, he is terrible.....”

,.Kou may-not hav~ seen, but I hve have seen 
ho- good men brought up in traditions of unlimited 
power, in time when they grow l unlimited, power.), - 
in time become more irritable, be ooriie cruel .at 
heart, become conscious of it, but cannot restrain 
themselves...... " :

august 11th, 1946.

Memorandum to l̂ippiir Service:« <
I started to trapse:! ibe from h r and Peace 

the above\uotations, hut havin_ been interrupted 
f ur timers in so doing, they may not even indicate 
the sense of the original text,' or even suggest 
t e astonishing parallel 'H.ioh I find' in tnose 
phrases between the great Russian landholders 
of the. fly 1800’s and lots of places and people 
of today who dwell South of the Hson-Dixon line.

- t '  /. * " • . y ,, . .... , ■

Perhaps you heard today’s Invitation to Learn
ing, - Hi G. Wells and his Glimpse of' Things to 
dome, - some similar title, I'didn’t, - except 

for t e first five minutes, which sounded to me 
as t, ough it were starting off pretty well.
My friend, Joe Henry, who spent the week end here 
Seeing the family.an- his son, fat, in particular,
: me to see, me just as the program was getting 

under way, and so that knocked evetything out of 
the-ether waves. He departed at 10:£5, just as 

my friend Attrice, from Hctle Hiter, arrived, 
ant so 1 cannot express an opinion on the broadcast.
Of'this I may* say* in passing, however: and that 
is that while 1 have always dnired k. G. 'ells 
for some reason which is based on noth'hg but hear* 

7, I am "under* the ii sr. ion he is r t or too
much on the scientific trend'to harmonize completely 
with my concept of the world and how it jogs along.
I think he is the last survivor of the pupils of 
old Tho-oa-s Huxley, a giant of intellect, but one 
who somehow reduced the world to logic, - fhich 

tr. cx, in my opinion, - since lo^icis off the
-rfc

m
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quite out Ox line so far as "trio doings of us mortals 
aie concerned, pri j rily because fevTif any of us 
a re mo v e d b y 1 ou i c. nna X suppose it is t ha t 
association in ti e back of my mind, - H. G, Mails 
v’iti: -̂ uxley, - that I tend to admire from afar 
but seldom subscribe to in detail. ' * * *

t * * ■ ’ ' w - '- V-.h--'
It was a pleasant surprise to have your nice 

joint report in Saturday’s post, ana it afforded us 
’both much pleasure^ -Be a sured, however, as 
I mentis, -ed in my last report, that if weeks or 
months slip away before another joint report comes 
to hand, everything will be alright.5 ' 0 * s * *

*:a —  C ie to say most especially th« t 
you must never rush any book which is selected for 
-"ex» as r" - never *i in ^reat need for. an item 

f* particular! , ,,,id she E.eys wishes
you to tame as much time as you please in examining 
their contents, should ic o.p-ol‘uU you. I have ° 
already acknowledged the receipt of the Pepy’e in 
n earlier report.

It was kind of you to mention the pictures 
in the Sunday times, I reckon they -- pp.eared in the 
notour, vnre Section, which, for some la ason which 
is by ̂ no means clei r to me, is always omitted from 
our Sunday edition. If these Hutton ’"infield 

House pictures appeared in that Section, - and 
pou still ja ve if , it would afford us both pL-w s 
bo1 see them, but please, under the pressure"of 
your current doings, do not hasten to send these 
re -.reductions if it will demand extra time.

';/e St t at supper last night, and The
u- neral ana i were about to start for Aren ourg on 
hi recuest, - and thence to confidences, when Joe 
ê.rry arrived, - which upset that elan. Hrior to 
Joe’s a rival fr raPeaumont, however, that'General 
h“d spoken of several5int rest ng things which 
you -.ould have enjoyed hearing. It ie my under
standing that a proval of thS atomic project was readily 
backed up b|y?, ’B* as soon asMir. Stimeon, then
vect’y °: uax, toL.es reseed approral of an*attempt.
 ̂^is my understanding that General Grove, - uncortui n 

of uhe spelling , - consulted our 'General at once a 
ween, and tnat our aeheral jpro^ided many of the 
people oj], tne project. It is said, illustrative of 
the difficulty in’keeping the '.̂ Manhattan Project*1 
a secret, tnat even in tue jJonwII Mexico area wiiere 
some o: tue work was being done, shoe-shine boys 
while at their work, ould immediately remark upon 
the condition of the shoes of all twose come fox a 
mine, who had walked about the plants where the work 
was being .done. Must .fold momentarily,..*,;

sure

1955
m t To

Eajor General and Mrs. 3. G* Henry,
3238 South Utah Street,
Arlington, Virginia.

1 copy of Federal Guide Series - QAbliVnElA

Monday, August 11th, 1946.

Memorandum to Slipping Service:
May I enlist your good offices to request 

some book store to forward the above item* to the 
above address. The thing wanted is one of the MTa 
things, such as we axe collecting, and if one Guide 
should not cover the entire State,, I would prefer 
sending the one on Southern half of State, although 
I think the whole State is in one volume which is 
more 0esired.

A typo written card might be enclosed, - these 
2 words g - ’’Af fectionately, francois”.

I regret that I cannot enclose a bank note here 
with, but shall-put one in tomorrow’s or the next 
day’s post, - and thanks a million for taking 
care of this for me. I want to get it to 'Tasking* 
ton within a short. time, and Hew Orleans is the 
nearest place  ̂would be able to shop for one, . d
then- 1 would not -know ho- much to send, - and too 

much time w '■~lg0 ru be lost. My apologies i gain and 
my Si .ewaS& ' ̂ .w,

«* ? i
The General got aw ay this moi mug, H i e  

him to Shreveport, where the wife will be joined, 
and they will proceed to Mashington where he will 

. 1 os it: 1 for more clmek-upin • and**■«»-* ■ 
the; hope to go to California in li

*.• w »ovember, and
the General is wre, tly i. j t%.j rested in the Guide
thought this woulo be as pleasant a gift as I
ulci uj iiun oi , tit tiis mo - ■1 ■ t •

Gircumetanees, - incluidihg his in d if f e r e n t

r1 thou h befor thi £
t  :l tide tr w
he*1 erne to se

me to assure me that no raatter whstever trf ispired
I iX\2 filwfi, v s to know that I was nofitidered ”one of
t h eri, wmen 1 think lw intended as a sincere
and hQ, t GO. ■ gl U *GU U ,.. ' -d f-’ f, r i p  - V Uvl . V,', u N .-O -'ould have a
6 t thi ige in 1C or«1 g w a e 11 b vj E e n

? < in. It is my unde t s cs.nd ing h gre si deb <: t
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Jail,* bi ines e t i  ig 4 f s t e r d ^  { < t h i n
*■’ •' J ' -■ g ?Q t o  . , ;o ts  of ny p o s i t i o n  in  t h i s
ne,w."o. u l th o u  h Qi roams:; no§s have no t  or y e t

/ d e t a i l s ,

■X I f ;  XetuiUf o i] VC - 
some s u p e r - f i n e  wine which the 

_ l ed ar >  ̂ • ■■t f u i  ne
vdnen in  Sh rev ep o r t  t h i s  norni;,^ , which I thought  
was vary n ice

enabl d- • i--r* ■'■fry *gtrfc- .

f l l  s . evening on
■ o r t , J brough t  me

r l  a ■ a f i f e  had

Pail

I d o n ' t  hno ■ why i  t h i n k  s o , hu t  I  have a 
f e e l i n g  t h a t  ^or? may h .ve become . . in fa tua ted  or 
::oiiof such, xhe enc losed  l e t t e r  i s  ranch as. y us* 
u a l  hu t  somehow L-e seems to  have complete ly  f o r 
g o t ten  Jlemence and p re - o c c u p a t io n  w i th  h i j  oh 
or f-onn a f f a i r  <ft more I n t im a te  a n a tu re  .seems to  hav 
t e m p o r a r i l y  s id e -b ra c k e d  h i s  u s u a l  an- 
thusic  sms*. E v en tu a l ly  i l l  g e t  r i g h t e d  ag.ai.ft', 
aid i  hi ve t '  e p a t  enc.e to  w a i t ,  ,

There was a l e t t e r ,  t o o ,  fro. i Rudolph, which 
i  A fd v e r t  eh t ie  I d e s t ro y e d .  I t  was b r i e f , :  w i thout  

, sever. 1 h > M 1 b 1 snould l i k e  to  Lax; had. He 'rationed 
■ o' h: a house which he i s  f i r i n g  up to  move

i n to  t h i s  month nd ho^os to ge t  over ' to  '^renhourg 
be fo re  the  Hall  term b e g in s .  I t  i s  in.t r e s t  mg 

t h a t  he s a id  over to Arenbour$tf, -  r  ..ther than  
to  ^ e l r o s e .  * •

1.1

Eince 3.e h s bought a p l a c e ,  I take  i t  t h a t  
h may have s u c c e s s f u l l y  withdrawn from th e  Studio  
p a r t n e r s h i p  he had with *-enneth, - which I s i n c e r e ly  
hope I t  Ju*t occurs  to  me ty> - I  have never 
w r i t t e n  a l i n e  to ^enneth  since ,he has  been in  

L,,. .;i t a l  * .jo p . ; s ,  -  I  c a n ' t  say,-. I have 
n ver  asked %dolp-:. for  g x t i  or; b a r s ,  - which nay  
‘-xplain why Ho f a i l s  So mention him, bu t  I t h in k  
^not. I  am r a t h e r  under the  im p ress io n  t h a t  Rudolph 
is^ merely busy,  -  as  he i s  bound to  be ,  what w i th  seool  
going *on and a c q u i r in g  a now pi? ce,  nd making p repa ra 

t i o n s  ‘to  move and a l l .  I t  has  been so long 
s ince  my l a s t  l e t t e r  to  him the fc I have f o r g o t t e n  
:;ii> bo;- ji n t  i  and hr H.ilou. to  nit ayiy a d re s s  
on h i s  l e t t e r ,  and so **■ s h e l l  t, ,.c : chance on 

ju s t  sending i t  to  the  c o l l e g e ,

^ l o r s i  - I t  i s  d a rk -d a rk ,  adud B lu f f  has comet 
put new cords  On the weight  of the  ur&.i-d£i t h e r ' s 
5 1 * • _ ' t n:i room, and. th.c pi* ce i s  d izzy  and i
r l a l l  f o l d .  So many th in g s  to t a l k  about and 
such i n f i n i t e  p l e a s u r e  to  reach  the end of the day

- ev.-n the gh cist t o t , , .and th e s e  l i t t l e  conversa t ion-

1958

J August 1 3 th ,  1945,

He ■or’andum to  Cl ipp ing  S e r v i c e :  ..

tw en ty  f i v e  m i l l i o n  t im es  over would not be 
s u f f i c i e n t "  to  s mfc on b e h a l f  of arenbourg i n  re  spore e 

t o  your r e p o r t  o f  the  7th  or 8 th  which came t o  hano. 
i n  t o d a y ' s  p o s t .

And lh e  Hedexal '*ttide, -  t o  C a l i f o r n i a ^ -  -where 
th e  General  ex p ec ts  to  .sepdn son© months t n i s  

W in te r ,  i n  a ay r e p r e s e n t s  something i n  the  
n a tu r e  of an inves tm ent  f o r  Arenbourg, s ince  tne  
G n e r a l  i s  grand and a t  the  same time i s  P r e s i d e n t  

of the  c o r p o r a t i o n  which swings a t  t h i s  bend of tne 
r i v e r ,  t 1 .

And so, you se e ,  as to  i n t e r e s t s  i n  .xrenbourg, 
we a re  b o t h  i n v e s t i n g  i n  the  Guide, -  only 1 am so r ry  
t h a t  you h: ve t,o do a l l  the  l a b o r  and s tand fox 
th e  whole th in g ,  May i t  pay fo r  ever so generous 
a d iv id e n d ,  a s id e  fo r  t h e  nobel  rewards you a re  
b u i ld in g  up f o r  your own good s e l f  i n  heaven.

{
*^nd may I c o n g r a t u l a t e  you on your haul  a t  

t h e  book mart th e  o ther  day. The Wisconsin number i s  
e l e g a n t ,  -  fo r  I  u nders tand  t h a t  i s  no t  easy to  f i n d ,  
and as f o r  the  Gampan i t e m ,  I  know you a rc  going 
to  enjoy t h a t  much, AS the  s i s t e r  of C i t i z en  Genet, 
and h o s t  t o  Ch-evalie i( e ) d ’eon, she r e a l l y  knew 
q u i te  a few people  a s id e  from those  whom she a t tended  
a t  V e r s a i l l e s ,  and 1 t h i n k  i t  i s  in  her  memoires 
t h a t  she g ives  t i e  f i n e  l e t t e r  w r i t t e n  hereby Mme*
Vigee-Lebrun f o r , her  de fense  o f , t h e  l a t t e r ' s ^  _ 
c h a r a c t e r ,  dur ing  the p a i n t e r s  long absence i n  Russia*
I  t h in k  you a re  to  be c o n g ra tu la t e d  a l l  tne • way *__round ,• 
and you a re  going to H L e  the  t h in g s  now, - anuxthen 
a l l  over again when we do them to g e th e r  on the t e r r a c e .

■? Hi V; a" 8'
The heat  and dryness  c o n t in u e s .  I t h in k  

the  magnol ias  a r e  s t i l l  a l i v e ,  but  know not how 
much lo n g e r  they w i l l  su rv ive  i f  th e se  heat  Keeps 
up, s in ce  ex cess ive  h e a t ,  -  even i n  damp w eather ,  
can put young* p l a n t s  out of commission, but permanent ly .
But*”th e  dews continue  he vy each n i g h t ,  and perhaps 

they  w i l l  save ,opx, l i t t l e  numbers*
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- i n se*si

■
I am so happy tonight, hut a wee hit tired, 

so you will forgive me if I seen a little duller 
than usual. I sp writing a little later than usual, 
too, for I went over to call on my girl friend 
tonight, fter the A*adsia had folded up.

I guess I haven t been to feline's since 11 rc-h, 
and after her recent illness, I really have wanted 
to but just haven't gotten around to it somehow.

^ut what with the wine department coming 
to the fore, I thought 1 had an excellent excuse 
to chase over there, and a nip of wine every 
day during he convalescence (curious spelling), would
do the lady much good.■ , *

_It was first dark when 1 arrived, but one , 
could. still see the^terrace at Arcnbourg on the 
opposite bank of the river, and it was nice to 
sit on the g; llery with hex and Joe and their 
slightly silly, but good hearted newhew, Tony, - 
catching up on old times, kora had~trotted along 
with me, and somehow got through the .picket fence 
and to*Celine's fear, came up to the gallery where 
here two dogs ere lym^ at iiex bare feet.- But 
Dora just blandly sat down by my feet, and ^line's 
hounds continued to sit at hers, - only a half grown 
kitten came Li.Hoping over in D0ra's direction,^and 
thinking.of nor lost friend, Dora seemed delighted 
and just meeklyg put out her two paws, and cat and 
og cted like old playmates carter an afternoon's 
frolic,. - hot and tired, but friendly, and êline,, 
looking at the behavior of ti: ̂ all the .animals 
remarked that if people 'would only have, a look at 
such animals, ever., thing would be so nice, - to - .
which I subscribed my fervent .amen.

Among- the pilgrims today we had John Cotton 
aiid -or. hurray of n, g. u., - agriculture, mostly, I 
think, - and i enjoyed ^ohn cotton, whom I have, 

longown. Murray is just over from Athene,
Alabama, - don. t we have lots of Athenses, - which he 
says is 40 uilch from Ilonroe, Alabama of recent and 
lamented notoriety, - but he couldn't add anything new, _ . ... . , v

A n d  
c nything 
tnanuirg 
all the
and

don't knot 
shall fold,

so tings turn, and  ̂guess I 
more at the moment, and $o 1 
Jo . twenty-five million times and more for 
happiness yuir nice report brought with it, 

its promise for* thi gs .. t **r nbourg.... •

1 9 5 9

if ,-k-§1 " e- ;

1 9 6 0

“•*ugu s t 141 h, 19 4 &«

Memorandum t o l̂i pping ° ervi ce :
unee

f -.... . . .
I almost thought it was going to rain

this morning, but it didn't.
*

I scent too much time at Arenbourg tnis*
m o r n i g, s 11 rr i i1g ■ " x p he ground in the vicinity of
the w. lioliaa and the mimosas, hov jg tha-t ,oapilary 
attr ction may save ' hat'the ruin refuses to assis .
So far  ̂am enchant*d to report, everything is . 
alive 1 <but I’m not givj g up "holdi g ■' • « 
thought'* fox so* nthing line a. .three <3. y.downpour.

l't c L021 I u t too much tine in the open,-
either that or perhaps am catching aumme.r̂ cold* 
for mv herd hr s*beea gQin0 ground in circles *ox cue. • 

of t] , - in'oe 11 t ir: mor ling, anci .
no amount,of salt seems to give me as much fs I crave.

.. od - li g ‘t el , ) 77 ■ <-■ s
. t it in he corning.

I shall be up Si

ky patient co til ■ to.iis . ... bly*• v r ;;q f . lthough I <■- n sometine£ stxuĉ . oy 
lapses in memorv that cone, to the surf - ce (suite 
unexpectedly., here is a case in point:a , . .
She bought a book by ‘ulinaD;eth wooo on tge general ‘-.•to

fu tier , I. S., and as X h 
fether, mother and" daughter, und spokpn to my■ - * . r - . ,
Of how dour the mother w.as, as opposed'- uO fath r 
daughter,*" she* asked me to write a littlê  s^eton
that she could did.

• >
f;te in t <: fr-j-.:t of her book. I 

and the lady remarked that she liked the perspiral_ 
etc., etc. £' t war two ox three weeks ago. Tocm y 
she bewan, leading, the, h o o k  again* and telling me some
thin about some episode, remarked • pw much -su, ooub 
r mi bod :>e in rgue of la belle Assae .re.- .y

e
as she turned the 

ad said s'pt. tie nt f in t er rup. t i on ),
few pages 1 had written, which .. - . ... r , , - , vliked, she expressed astonishment that A nau nnown tne 
Cobbs, saying*she never realized that before. Hummmm

- • p  p | i
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I 'm  a f r a i d  t b i s  r ib b o n  i:-: g e t t i n g  p r e t t y  weak, 
and as S i s t e r  sent  a f r e s h  one i n  t o d a y ' s  post-, I  s h a l l  

e t  some one to p u t . i t  one fox  me b e f o r e  I fade out 
c o m p le te ly .  I might add t h a t  she a l s o  sent  me 
a cord for  the g ran d fath er  c l o c k ,  -  a th read  more 
than a cord ,  -  about the s i z e  of ho, 70 th read .
I c a n ' t  imagine how she thought such a s t r i n g  could 
support ten  pound w e ig h t s ,  but perhaps she d i d n ' t  
t h i n k .  ■ ■ _ ■

On the r e l i g i o u s  f r o n t ,  we are moving 
i n t o  "So-say-8hun" t im e ,  w i t h  the meetings 
b e g in n in g  on fhur day and runnig through u n t i l  
Saturday  n i g h t ,  -  which w i l l ,  l a s t  u n t i l  dawn, 
to be f o l lo w e d  by a b i g  old pow-wow on Sunday.

This  y e a r ,  * each yewr i t  i s  in  another p l a c e , -  
i t  w i l l  be held  at a B a p t i s t  Church on Bayou IJatchez, 
which i s  8 or 10 m i l e s  from here as the Borb f l i e s ,

d * chink i  s h a l l  not  a t t e n d ,  al though ny absence 
w i l l  p rob ab ly  be n o te d ,  s ince  i  s h a l l  no doubt be 
one o f  the few people i n  t h i s  a r e a ,  sympathetic  to  the 

cause, who w i l l  not appear,  i 'here w i l l  be much 
m i l l i n g  about i n  the neighborhood o f  the °hurch, 
w ith  l i t t l e  boothes  s e l l i n a a l l  kin^s of th in g s  
from Ooca-Oola to f r i e d  f i s h  and i c e ,  ere am, and 
w h i le  some of the e l d e r s  w i l l  p o s s i b l y  hold a few 
s e s s i o n s  of  a b u s i n e s s  n a t u r e ,  most o f  the do:' gS w i l l  
be s t r i c t l y  s o c i a l ,  w i th  much f l y i n 0 sh o u t .b y  the 
l e s s e r  f r y  and ample knots of. the more mi ture  young 
people whol,  l i k e  youri  ̂ people e v e r y  where,  . w i l l  
f in d  more to t h e i r  i n t e r e s t  i n  shadowy w alk s  along 
the bayortgtIrrem.i n  -^he - forus l  -ns 9 t i n g s - o f  the" deacons -- 
and " th e  Reverends , as the m i n i s t e r s  are  s t y l e d .

Although the time f o r  t h i s  y e a r ' s  "so-say -sh u n "  
i s  not so p e r f e c t  as l a s t  y e a r ' s ,  when the moon'was 
f u l l ,  s t i l l ,  from an economic point  of v ie w ,  t h i s  
y e a r s  - a t  e r i n g  i s  lu c k y  i n  th at  -it f a l l s  between 

two or three  s o l i d  weeks of haying ,  -  p r o v id i n g  cash 
for  a l l .  the yo u th s ,  and cot to n  tj.me, which w i l l  open 
n ext  ■ e e k ,  an e q u a l l y  l u c r a t i v e  season but one 
which prob ab ly  induces  more p h y s i c a l  t i r e d n e s s  than 
the h a yin g .  'Vithin a few days I s h a l l  have d e t a i l s  
o f  some of the week end d o in g s ,  and s h a l l  w eary you b 
p a s s in g  cm, along- as d i s t i n c t i v e  m a n i f e s t a t i o n s  of* 
a segment o f  l i f e  which probably  f l o u r i s h e s  no where

)(p o C>

e l s e  along the 
in  t h e s e  p a r t s ,  
c o r re sp o n d e n c e ,

rbo — s a y —shun l i n e s  as v i b r a t e  m i g h t i l y  
amd may I°do b e t t e r  on the morrow in

t->0 0 . . . . . .

m m m

nl b la h  ecT oC y
ixi JfredsevsCoA i 
&Bml e ; i l l  tioum 

,8 %h hem earn
b L ,ie; 

ns em ovjty $m
x mon »v t . vb. a $ jy

b l o t  .-i « a Oh

BijQQSJ

axa s v e t  
it baa t &r
i exux J vm

August 15th, 1946.

1961

well moil  * m o  v e t e i e  sod aodw tndt  ma.b&& &dt 
Memorandum to ^lipping Service: aaselru

amah *r a HT ‘■ snJtidt a* f p &w ah&i m
You have .already noted with much-satis

faction, I am sure, that a fresh ribbon has 
been inserted, it had about reached the point 
where i couldn't tell the front from the badfc 
of a letter and which side was up.
S0IOO kLJl Vv 1*10 c* £* jlxj 3  £ JC £X *X v iXJ!* w SJ C *

. ■‘■‘here is no new $ .of any interest. Awakening 
with a hold over of yesterday's "vertigo*, I 
proceeded at greatly.reduced speed, and as the 
sun continued hot-hot and the thermometer main

tained its accustomed soaring point, 1 thought 
It vise to give myself a chance to'catch up with 
things a bit by doing nothing.

t i>r. Knipmeyar recommended that I keep out 
of the sun until about uotober, drink pleanty of 
liequids and ample table salt. Did * tell you 
that the General related how a great physician 

with whom he had dined recently had recommended 
at one should pour salt into a glass of water every 
onoe in a while and sip it. If the water tasted 
salty, the drinker bad no need of it, but if it 
didn't taste salty, one should continue to put 
a teaspoon of salt in a glass of water daily un- 
,til the taste became evident. I like this 
advise, for it seems so simple a way to determine 
one's need for it.: And did * tell you that in 
many public drinking fountains in the aduth, one 
finds dishes of salt tablets on the oounters for 
the oonvenienee of the customers on hot days. It 
somehow reminded me of br. Miller's account of 
the custom up the Congo to pass around quinine 
every night at supper time, so.that one might! 

take it with his ooffes.

si It seems that yesterday's pinio was for 
people interested in the drainage that is being 
done in these parts; but that another barbecue 1

■
Sift
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is on schedule for next Tuesday, to be held in 
the Melrose orchards for those interested in 

peoanes, 1 suppose it will he much like last 
year's, and I shall not go because ^r, and Mrs, 
Knipmeyer and the latter 8 sister, la Fontaine, 
will spend the day here, and that will give me an 
opportunity to spend my time with Dr. A,, whom I 

like ever so muoh, Some time ago Mrs* a . told 
the Madam that when her sister came from Hew 
Orleans to spend:her vaoation with her in Hatchi- 
toches, she was going to bring her down here for 
the day, - and Tuesday will be it. But the 
Madam is not a bit enchanted, as she much prefers 
a visit of a half hour or a week, but not an all 

day's endurance test.
But in the morning Annie Gibsom will come 

over from Montgomery, Ba., to spend a week, and 
so she will be here to entertain the ladies on 

Tuesday while X take Br. a # under my wing.
I wrote ‘“’err Hogan, the Bouisiana Archivist, 

in the Madam1 is name today, pointing out that it 
was as yet premature to give any final decision 
in reference to the disposal of the Melrose library 
but I left a little opening of hope for him, for 
quite frequently,one wants to do business withtat 
organization, and .he might just as welll under
stand that the door to Melrose hasn't been 
closed, although quite frankly it would seem 
rather doubtful if he would ever realize his 
present intention to .get the thing sewed up 
within the,immediate future.

According to direct mail from Sister, things 
appear to be going .swimmingly in that direction, 
and much newspaper;clippings of entertainment of 
the General by his ^hreveport.kin folk, eto., etc* 
which is just dandy.

. I neglected my radio and my Tolstoy last night 
in favor of sleep, but feeling a little more 
pert tonight, I shall undertake a little of the 
latter, X think. t

«  •• • - - 1

Saw Mme. Regard momentarily this morning alone. 
Ahe poor thing is in a flurry: - her nephew is 
’going to marry a girl in a “ethodist ^hurch,- 
and Mme. Regard, a devoute “atholio, is in a 
panic, - one priest advising her that by attending 
the service in the Protestant whuroh, she will be 
seeming to give silent approval, while the other 
Reverend "ather says ‘"Fiddlestick, go ahead and 
enjoy youfself". &ure glad I'm not tangled up 
in such perplexities. Must be terribly inconvenient

1963

:o enan erft *e*is
< ■

August ]J$fch (Friday!, 1946.

011
K F

''0 8  j - i  e  *•

Memorandum to pipping Service:
Hot and dry and a slight swimming in gee head, 

but aside from all that, everything is rocking 
along alright* and aaoH?©*,day °* **?,,!* quiet in,shadow, and Ifll be right side up
again.

And it will be the easier to stay out of 
the broiling sun because Annie Gibson will help me 
inside in sorting out some of my papers ®kioh 
because of one reason or another, - of
which is the fact that your friend, Barnett Kane, 

mixed some of them up during t my absence a c ouple^ 
of years ago, - and it is going to be grand getting 
them straightened out, . * r

Tjiq enclosure from Miss Hellie is of no 
inte est, but X like to pass them along to you,
: so that you may keep along side, The cartoon 
obviously refers to ^ister s probably more pro
longed visits than when she lived so much nearer.

Being on the mend, B am enjoying the 
contiuation of the War AndfPeace thing, and I 
quite struck by the criminal aspects of Count 
Rostovchine. - X am uncertain of the spelling.
You will recall he was the Military Governor of 

Moscow in 181fc, and so figures in the Tolstoy opus.
I don't rpcall when War And Peace firsV appared, 

but I assume it may have been in the late looQ •• 
Possibly Rostovchine was dead by then, but most 
certainly his daughter must have been very much up 
and doing. Wasn't it his daughter who became 
Mae. de *>egur and wrote all those kinder books, 
beginning or ending with Bss Malheurs de Sophie,
I reckon the facts *olstoy put down about the 
Countesses father mast have been true or he 
would have been subject to libel, r and probably 
exile.
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1 once had an old taaeher by the name of 
Brander Mathews who, to me, was like ”the man who 
knew the man who was Jefferson's friend", • for 
old Brander was a million and could remember everybody 
from way back to the time of I'he Flood, as least* 
Vaguely I remember having heard him run along * 

a great rate about old ^ount Tolstoy whom he used 
to visit somewhere in Osarist Hussia, but in 
those tender years Tolstoy was merely a name and 
it is only in later decades that 1 find myself 
regretting that i didn't pay more attention to 
what my ancient teacher was talking about*

a. returned here this morning sometime, 
having departed last Saturday or Sunday for 
St* Louis* I saw * him on my way to the post office 
t is morning when he remarked that regardless of 
what other people say, he does not like those so* 
called summer places in the baarks" Mountains of 

Arkansas* 1 take it st. Louis business didn't
detain him long*

.

< Perhaps a dozen or two local residents didnot 
work this afternoon, - what with "So-say-shun1 going 
full blast and the excellent excuse for a frolic 
in the Bayou ^atohez neighborhood* Friday night 
will be the big session, lasting until Saturday 
morning But I sometimes wonder how and what 
occupies them all night, aside from many who 
join in the all night services within the church 
and*those who saunter about the little food boothes* 
Surely a heap of them must k get lost somewhere 

• in the environs, but come sun-up and they always 
seem bright and gay which is more than I could 
do after such prolonged festivities*

if Luck* was on your side this evening and you 
got a break along about the time W. *-ing came 
on the air, I ’m sure you enjoyed sharing-with me 
his interesting arrangement of the Shrubert Serenade, 
and the equally well orchestrated Frees and 3?he 
Neapolitan Bights* : 1 know not where he broadcasts 
from, but sometimes the program does not come through 
as clearly as lt<might, but in each of the above 

he was grand as was the reception* *nd the * 
whole business is just twice as good because of the 
thoughts of others who may possibly be having 
as good fortune as I******

August 18th, 1946*

Memorandum to "lipping Service:
On Saturday came your nice joint report, 

advising us of some jaany particulars, including . 
the shipment of the xolstoy book which will no doubt 
be here in Monday's post* I did not see the 
clippings you sent, and in reference to the others 
you mentioned, the Madam said she would be glad to see 
them. Please never send along anything of this nature 
that you may have in mind to keep ffor our reference 
at some future time, for those sent her* to the (Madam 

may readily get lost, so it is better to hold any-.
thing you may have had in mind for your own scrap 

book use* *
I asm sorry I didn't get to any radio listen

ing today. Little Miss *nnie came over about 8:50, 
and I was so glad to have someone to help me unravel 
some of my papers that 1 worked slap through both, 
the Invitation and *ours Sincerely programs*

I have had little news.of interest from "So- . 
say-shun11, which ended last night* Friday night things 
kept under way all night, - fish-fry, '‘coolie", ctc,- 
whioh bootleggers doing* a brisk business on the 
side, it is said* In the latter group, Begis Mettoyer, 
a Catholic, did what he couldtby way of illicit sales 
to quench the thrist of his Baptist brethern, and 
frequently the call of "Taxi, Taxi announced the 
appearance of a public cab from atchitoches*.whose 
each return trip from town was attended by many^ 
patrons, none of whom had in mind to make use of 
his vehicle but merely to assist him in getting rid 
of his wet*groceries* *

She Parish papers are beginning to announce that 
we, the people, ought to do away with bootlegging, 

which is a covert way of saying that the newspapers 
want to do away with so called Prohibition, but I hawn t 
heard yet when voting is scheduled to determine 
the matter, but 1 assume that- is in the offing*
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little Biss Annie and I have teen too tusy at
our re-shuffling fit  papexe,*1®“ Lien
order to d® documents from latches

in "der IndCind between strong covers
than I shall feel assured that as an or ament to

Are^ourg library, they will afford us no end of
satisfaction as we tur“ tthB1>f?rlvBsettlers in that andob serve .the doings of the early settlers in maw
region*

It is always distressing .that the out-come Of many of these oases and complaints is neverreyealed, butScourse that does leave the reader some latitude 
to fiaish them up any way he chooses, I •f-MnUnc for example, of the children of William Alston^8- tmele, I believe, of Xheodosia Burr's hus- w  ’After the SpaniBh had taken .over the Matches 
pmintrv Alston and many others tried to drive them 1 o ’rts?o?e “Stleh rule. *eing unsuccessful, 
many of the leaders, - all prominent planters, -

Lid ’five children to look afterJ^dpl®ufabeth slaves, stook, etc. Shortly afterward, hlizabeun
died. A "curator and guardian for the was appointed by the King s omnander. An endless 
ISveStoSy "*** Petitions,of all sorts werefilled by one or another interested party* The 
"curator requested permission to s sell plantation, slaves, etc., and the A lston °*jildren 
h« sent to ^ew Orleans, - the girls to a convent, the bSye w t  to a tradl. Oapt. McIntosh was the "curator"^?and his daughter, the widow Williams, was 
eventually to marry ̂ ithrop ^argent of Gloucester*

What kind of a "curator" was he, what became ^naren who got all-the monoy, etc* , ete.,M d  Se may1 stumble over some of the offspring some time. 
Z t  perhaps we shall not, but as you may^readlly
guess, these documents, with their. ?ture ology their strange customs and their P*e*u**Af a wav of life, - all oombine to present endless pleasure s°Lid sorrows for one who oarestobreathea 
Pglow of. life into them - which we must eventually
do* • • • •

--ugttst 19th, (Monday)
1946#,

I

Memorandum to ^lipping ^ervioe:
Your perfeotly elegant letter of J-hursday 

____a  mnrnine’fl DO St.last past to hand in this morning’s post, 
and may 36 say thanks and thanks again* „

And thanks, too, for the stein which had not come to my attention, and which 
I great appreciate.

So tomorrow ̂you might he seeing %dine,
and wasn’t it gay that f  L u «  thlt.the Stadium. 1 declare., 1 ®a8t"fttan her girl .a letter, for * never have written her
sinoe her note of some time Baok,-b plead as an extenuating circumstance the fact 
that her letters to me so little inspire m mike a response that X know not where or how 
to hackle the husiness* .

l*it tie Miss *nnle and I have continued ttaners in some kind of sequence today,
Sad havingPfound a number of stray documents . S  W * l r o m  the itches Maoorda.l consider 
the time, well spent. 1 must say that the
continuous heat, - with no air^'i^fabb^indeed. 
B u t ' w ^ a  Sttle%* did, and I am glad we aooomplish- 
ed something*

Xoday local residents began picking cotton, 
so you might say that the official season in that department has opened, and I amgladfor ail 
our friends because it will mean m orsJ** .oome for them and all of them oan stand wha
ever they make. * <t;

You ask about my failure Brew any more, and 1 should explain thateinoe ^^grandmother, - Bia W o l p h  was taken ma Acr« Mansion, ^r# -Brew has been 
driving a tractor, which keeps him ^ ?^?_busy mil dav. - up until sun down* Accordingly
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* I might mention that the post man came 
to much earlier than usual this morning that 
1 failed to get my letter of Sunday night off to 
day, so you will probably have it with this one 
in the same mail.

And after all the aching I have been doing 
of late, let me mention while i think of it, 

that my head is feeling much more normal, - 
not much swimming up yonder, and it doean*t aohe 
now* except when I stand upside down too long.
I continue to take plenty of salt, and believe 
I am going to be alright .from here on Out.

1 find myself approaching the depression 
that one inevitably experiences in being 

aware of the impending end of the book being 
read with delight. I like War And Peace, in spite 
of its too great leggth, caused by too much 
speculation in certain parts oh various 
military considerations, which at times 
almost suggests Henry Mam's vast efforts to find 
some sort of a mathematical equation that would 
interpret history. * But the remarkable thing 
about this book is its remarkable social scenes 
which somehow gives one as much pleasure as 
Lonsdale's plays, like The Last Of Mrs, uheney, 
wherein the full bloom of contemporary civiliza
tion appears to especial advantage. I mis
calculated the extent of the book, thinking It 
to, be 204 Reading Book pages, but as I have long 
since passed that figure, * reckon it may well 

run into nearer 220, with each page representing 
about a quarter of an hour'.s reading time

I must mention an hilarious situation in 
which 1 * 3 find myself momentarily:- Somehow the Madam 
got it into her head 1 ought to eat a piece of cake 

before setting out at dawn each morning for 
*renbourg. She used to send me a cake from 
the store, which, with aid .from my friends, 
would usually last me two or three days. ”S<* 
say-shun deprived me of my friends over the week 
end, as the quantity of provisions was increased.
Thursday .night 1 was given three long cakes,

Friday 4 large round layer cakes, Saturday four 
loaf cakes, Sunday and equal number and tnoight
3 more. Shades of Mtrie ^toinette and her 
starvingsafcjeot, crying for bread. 1 simply 
must head x out now and see if I can't get rid 
of some of this excitement....•

August 20th, 1946.

Memorandum to ^lipping Services
Today's post brought your most excellent letter 

and 1 would not know how to thank you fof taking care 
of the California Guide for us. You say it was a pleasure, 
and I have the sensation of knowing precisely how you feel 
In performing suoh an act in behalf of one *h° ®? 
appreciates it. Nevertheless 1 am not at all unmindful 
of how much energy and patience it required to traofc 
down this elusive itam. You are ®®**5inly, C0?IVgratulated in accomplishing such a difficult task with 011011 
consumate success, and, for that suocesss and the labor 

of love required, I sincerely thank you.
The *olstoy copy of Peter Ahe ^reat came to 

hand in good order but circumstances have not enabled 
anyone to look at a book, what with all the doings going 
on in these parts. With the ^arbecue in the Becane «rove 
and consequent milling about of endless pilgrims within 
the confines of the bouses and gardens of Melrose itself, 
plus the presence of the Knipmeyers who spent the day here, 
all things literary had to go by the boards. I am 

glad to say, however, that Mies Annie and did get 
a few papers straightened out, and.even better than 
that, we ran across a poem by Edn& Rachel ■‘■arks, 
the local hill-billy poet, which was so marvelous that 
it knocked everything else into its relative and un
important position. ^ think I have spoken of that dizzy 
Parks woman before, and how impossible her so-called 
verses axe. t Ho matter how things get tangled up, 
if one can only remember la Mark's poems, - no one can 
memorize them, but if you can just remember that they 
exist, everything is alright. Here is the wonderful 
couplet that so enchanted me;

Bien little Qhicks in a coop,- 
They all said "Chip" with a whoop....

And if that doesn't make any sense, jugt try for
yourself to be a little chici and say "Chip with a 
whoop. *

What i mean to say is that you don't have to be, 
but it helps out a lot if you are.....
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. +>,o Eadsm from hadolph a s^s
A le t t e r  to th  -fr ien d  drive him over he may have a "anton f r  4 4

-e lro se  for v ie ito r s  for hahor
reohon we sh a ll he to i  |  holiday somehow
y . Ihe “ er!r,a of ?he snmmer. hut there i s  
igg e sts  t h e e n  of heat wa are having to 
(thing about the a y auttmn to mind, S r , Knip 
•ing any suggestion or rjiant that was
iyer f L i s  v e «  m i g w V s f w e l l  he chalked
eansplanted th is  year b . d atmospherio 
p as dead, since *^ % ? n d  o w se lv es i s  hound 
itu ation  in  which w f  have a l ° n8 and
o k i l l  everything thar *  He jmows a
flSt5iy  estab lished  roo ?4.T«Ant "but 1 am 
ot about the f l « d  S t S i J a  few exceptionstoping that Aranhourg may^wit  ̂ the o aae lia s
;o h is  pred iction s, have brave hopes fo r  
t i l l  not survive, hut I “  . mimosas,
the m ajority of the ■ £ % **£  f g o  of i t .  *  f * ® «  

thing1 in*the w o r lf  o L  aver put them out of 
business,

1 understand the moot j^ n ? L a s% e - e le o te d  
growers " as a ®*09®®®0ia tio n  1 never did see
President of the thouxh the dark ies saya so l ita ry  member, ^ t h  ug f  many S ta te s
there were scores of o a rs , ana i  
besid es Louisiana, f

h -h-ia Mias Annie has to return I  am sorry H ttl®  ie s  oQuld had some
to Hontgomery tomorrow, ror tha main thing of 
more of her a ss istan o e . e MParated , sorted

gettin g  ‘T e a U s  ^ m u o h  and l
ahd properly “ * “ *1® L _ y hound immediately

i i U  he already1 to ° grace the shelf a t 
Ilen lou lg  a s  soon a s  there i s  a sh e lf .

I cannot close without g a i n  expressing my 
sincere thanks to j g  * t i n e a s ,  and I  hops

wek ena was ever80 quiet and p le a s a n t . . . . .

1 9 7 1

August 21st, 1946,

memorandum to ^lipping se rv ice :
m s n o w y  b a le s of cotton came tumbling ioday tne snowy s lig h t  breeze, much

- it .? : I&S* “  “ •and the harvest season i s  in  f u l l  swing.
; %

±he nost brought nothing of primary i» -

kept con fid en tia l. The “Warn mailed the le t te r  
to S is te r .

be hearing from her before long.

And he a lso  said that Judith  ^ ? ® a
M iss Maude's lawyer in winding y l ng „  i l e  l t

s . \ e  - - -
Ba ft°e ? t e e f n g ^ e r ^ I n T e f o ^ .41^  d i f s a y  Lw ever.

SSSlWK S hî  charges4
r avee ~  - oash i e f t
at a l l .

Bob sa id  that Eddy Drwy.er, of- 4  “  Kirats ss fs* «Of Joe Silm ore, hut neither he nor ^  s

if, » ? » . : “ . * £ 1 “ “ « “  * "  ;
Orleans.

was
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•Hittie ^lss Annie headed out for home 
this*afternoon, - Celeste driving her to Montgomery 
via •“atohitoohes. Usually the trip is made to the 
hack of Melrose whence one takes the Bed River ferry, 
and so lands in Montgomery. But what with the lowness 

of the river, the road is extremely sandy and difficult 
from the top of the levee to the ferry, and so ^atchi- 
toohes, and the bridge at Grande Score is the 

alternative.
As soon as she had palled out, A put the 

papers which we had been sorting in shape to get them 
off th the binders, I asked them to put this 
title on the volume: "Documents Of Spain In flatohez".
A have so long heard these papers oalled simply 
"The Spanish translations", that I almost wrote 
that down for them. But stopping to think of it, 
if one asked for a Spanish translation of The 
Bible, one would certainly expect to get a Bible 
written in Spanish, - and since the;se papers are 
an early American translation of Spanish documents, 
it is certainly cookeyed to style them Spanish 

translations.
Bid A- once mention to you that one very in

teresting item is a speech delivered by Louis XVI 
at Versailles in August of 1789, You will recall 
that the Bastille fell on the 14th of August of 
that year and that in September or October the 
mob marched to Versailles and carried the King and 
Queen back to *aris with it. That a speech by the 
King during the intervening month should have been 
thought of sufficient rvalue by the Gourt of Spain 
to send to the Governor of the Batches District is 
quite interesting, A think, We shall explore its 
contents .eventually together.

A don’t know if the dryness of the season 
has anything to do about it, but this season it 
seems to me the 7 year locusts are playing their 
fiddle8 much later in the day thali they do some 
years. At is now dark but three or four of them are 
going full blast. A reckon you <have seen these 
curious insects rub their wings madly on their 
grasshopper-like legs, makingrever so great a 
racket. It is always interesting how,, as the sun 
dips below the horizon, they automatically ohange 
the sound from a major to a minor key, I love to 
heard them carry on their duets and antiphonal 
serenades, and we must arrange to have a heap of 
them at *renbourg, don't you think so....

J E S S ’!

August 22nd, 1946.

Memorandum to G^ppi^g Service:

UnQ piece of first class mail today, - a letter 
from the Oklahoma *ress to the Madam. It referred to 
the Isaac Brwixi Diary, said it had been carefully *- 

amined by the director of the Press and by a Dr. 
Somebody or Other, and was found to their liking.

. f? stated that it was their understand
ing that ^r, Pipes, currently at the Bavai Base, 

would perhaps'be free within two weeks at which time 
it was said the Base was being folded up. Possibly, 

the letter said, ^r, *ipes, whom the Madam had once 
suggested as being the one to do the editing would 
be free to do so. If not, would the Madam care 
to have the ^iary Returned to Melrose. - and that was that, *

, . |f?1** "ora may tut probably will nottake kindly to the idea of the Bress guessing about 
the folding up of his job at the a aval -ease, but I 
shall send the letter along to him to aot on I 
don t know why the ^r. Somebody was mentioned, unless
-ti?!was tila* his name wa  ̂suggested as a possible Editor, in the event Mr. Pipes did* not find an 
opportunity at this time to undertake the work.

So far as r. A’ip'es goes, - and I am quite cer
tain of my own oase, neither of us was ever offered 
any grant by Oklahoma to under take the work, and 
I cannot picture anyone having the time for such a 
thing unless, by some chance, it were done by someone 
working on a doctor s degree and could undertake such 
a work in lieu of actually writing a book, *

We may eventually hear from Bora in regard to this 
matter and so A give you the above particulars so you my 
know ho things are turning in that direction, * *

Rosalind*Aswell came to see $he Madam and then to 
see me today. *>he is really very nice, ^he says she 
has just finished doing a jacket for the new book of 

hort stories which James Aswell is bringing out 
shortly^ It seems she used to do art'work for some
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advertising agency before she married her first huxfcd 
husband, - Melvin Douglas.

She wants to do the Madam*s portrait in 
pastel and some local mulattoes and some of the 
remaining original old cabins* Perhaps she will 
get around to doing some of these things when the 
thermometer begins to sag a little. She says 
every day she smiles when the Shreveport radio annouices 
the thermometer reading at 98 when actually on the 
shaddy side of her house it is 125.

♦ She mentioned the excellent of certain manufactured 
goods of a domestic orgin, and laughed when she recalled 
how before she married uames, she had purchased some 
fine neckties in a fashionable store in Vienna, which 
she brought back to him as a present, and how, as he 
was thumbing them, on opening the package, they noticed 
something printed on the selvage, which read in per
fect -English: "Made in Patterson, Hew Jersey •

It being d’husday today, Dr. Knipmayer dropped in 
this morning for a little chat, bringing his 16 year 
old daughter with him. ^he was quite a charming girl, 
but x am glad they both were going on down to the 
road to Magnolia for dinner, for the dinners are really 
elegant at Magnolia, and i think I did not tell you, 
referring to last Tuesday's dinner for the K. *s and 
her sister from "aw Orleans, thdt the fare consisted 
ofsoup, white bread, rice, boiled potatoes and lima 
beans and coffee, Mg the darkies sometimes remark,
I sure felt shame-faced and 1 overheard the cook say 
latter to a servant: **Bven p.ses has more than such white 
oiks when uses has company •

. -v/ "  ? '

I suppose such a situation is a natural result 
of the ̂ adam* s mistaken idea that it is a virtue to dis
dain what she eats, plus the fact that she is never 
more delighted than when she can round up a field 
nigger, turn the kitchen over to her, and say: *ust
go ahead and don’t worry me, and don t cook much.

Well, the cook had done just that, for the Madam 
didn t s em to mind the absence of any food on the 
table for her guests, and as she herself doesn’t 
eat anything at table at noon, she was the same on 
leaving as on entering the dining room, even though 
the rest of us somewhat ruefully regretted, 1 think, 
we had not gone to the *ecane wrove where there had 
been elegant barbecued beef, they say, and much 
potato salade, and so on. And so, as Pierre would 
remark, that is the combination , and i must fold....
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August 23rd, 1946.

Memorandum to ^lipping Service: ^
May I tell you that three reports came to 

hand in the morning's post* - two directed especially 
to my attention and the thrid, enclosing clippings, 
to the Madam and %9 In the latter envelope, I 
noticed the photograph of ^infield House, and in 
the former,? noticed five items which I think 
1 had run across before, convincing me that in the 
matter of the gesture in the direction of the General, 
you have done all the work and assumed full re
sponsibility throughout, which I must say is terribly 
sweet but 'which makes me wince a little for having 
thus Imposed upon you *

I shall have the pleasure of going into the t - 
generous material contained in the two reports, either 
later tonight or tomorrow morning, for my Ethoplan 
galloped by there this morning before the post had 
arrived, and seems to have become temporarily lost 
subsequently, ^ut he is faithful untof each day, 
if not unto the hour, and so I shall have the, added 

pleasure of sleeping on a couple of extra inspira
tions and promises tonight. How nice it is to 
fold up under such circumstances.

The following paragraph has no news of interest 
in it, and yet e8 it represents merely the opening 
line of a pleasant episode, * like to pass i(t along, 
Derhaps * shall hear the complete story later, and 
shall so be able to pass it along. A lpeal ^reole 
boy, so his wife tpld the lady recently returned 
from'Boston, was in Europe, during the; war. I guess 
it was immediately following the cessation of hostil
ities that he was stationed in the general neighbor

hood of the lower ^hine, where circumstances threw 
him into contact with a youth of that country with 
whom he enjoyed long walks and conversations and of 
whoisa he grew very sympathetic.j I'he othejr day, 
the °eeole youth, subsequently back home, received 
a note from his former acqua ntance, in which the latter 
stated quite frankly that he had a favor to ask, 
but wanted to be sure, before making it, if # 
the identity of the ^ropean was readily recalled.
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A prompt response has just gone forward, assuring a 
clear memory, with various bits of conversations 

in those times recalled, - and that is the whole 
tale up to the moment, ^on't you think that is 
an interesting start, and you may be sure I shall 
pass along the balance when it comes to hand,

I laughed at myself this morning for having 
arisen so early, I awoke when the clock struck, 
thinking it was four, but discovered, after dressing 
and taking a gander at the moon, that it was then but j
three. But it was so pleasant at that quiet hour, 

that 1 headed up the road regardless, and so got quite 
a lot of fresh air and some hoeing -done before the sun 
got ve y hot. 1 regret to say that the box (yew) k 
which were doing so nicely up until a month ago 
look as though thy had been cooked, but one or two 
of the crepe myrtles that survived my energetic 
friend are blooming madly. I think I know where 
I can get a couple more box plants, however, and so I 
am spilling no tears over them. Bven in the shade 
of the ^elrose gardens, this year's crop of Butterfly 
lilies aren't blooming, - in faot are all wither
ing up. But I feel quite sure that they will 
survive, and I shall let you know further on that 
point,

**r. King's Ah, ^weet Mystery of Life was altogether 
nice, thought, as 1 thought of lots of things 
tonight, - and before his program was finished, my 
Bthopian dropped by for a brief moment,, enabling me 
to run through the first two pages of your note 
of the 19th, which I. enjoyed but completely,

1 must congratulate you upon the excellence of 
all that you found at Barnes and Hbble, and ther 

two items, - r>ack wountry in 1853 and the ^ranees 
Kemble numbers sound fine. The latter, of course, 
is our friend, Mrs,.Pierce Butler, and I think her 

Memoires , - something about a Georgia Plantation; 
are often quoted, I believe, *

It was so good of you to tell me about Barbara 
Hutton, 1 am so glad she is in -̂ aris, and I am hoping 
she and Banoy Allard may be together again* That she 
should be interested in Hindu philosophy doesn't 

surprise me, as the orient has always appealed to 
her so much. .You recall that she really has a 
fine collection of. Chinese paintings from the Ming 
Dynasty, of which, A think, there are but few in 
existence. *t the moment i have no opportunity to 
read the Barnes article, but  ̂ should be delighted 
if you would save it. And thanks for telling me 

of the death of my old acquaintance at Columbia. It 
was a grand, grand letter all the way round.,..

' /

•“ugust 85th, 1946,

Memorandum to ^lipping Service;
It was a distinct pleasure to miss half of Invita

tion to ^earning, in view of. the cause thereof. A con
stant static blotted out half the sentences, but while 
I wanted to hear every word, I oould gladly forego that 
pleasure since te cause of. the interference was an 
electric disturbance that was accompanied by a most longed* 
for shower. At long last the drought has been broken, 
and for many a botanical item, it arrived too late, still, 
for quite a few others, it arrived in the nick of time,
I think, and so I*complain not at all that the intellect 
had to play second fiddle to the elements,

I liked the harmony characterizing the three man 
board that gave Of Human Bondage a going over* and I am 
fascinated by the voice of £lenn Wesoott, reminding me 
of the voice of one of the Kembles who once played 
Lord Mhesterfield at Bath in Tarkington's Monsieur 
Boaucaire. < *

And then there was the discussion*of the book by 
Maughan(w thout the a x guess^, which I always 
thought great but never liked. I know not if any of 
the. speakers knew it, - and if they did, they wouldn't 
dare say so, but * have always thought that the author 
of human bondage was quite biographical in depicting the 
relations of the hero with Mildred, the leading female 
member of the book's characters. I think I have 
mentioned to you before that Somerset's marriage to his 
wife was something.that always puzzled all his friends, 
for in the eyes of most people, his wife was an ' animal 
that ought to,bark", and so shocking was her'lack of 
ethetios that in her role of self expression, she 
operated a decorating whop in Chicago from whenoeit was 
her custom.to prey on personal acquaintances by learning 
something unpleasant about them, and then telephoning 
them as suggesting that they purchase a non-desoript 
chair or whatnot from her store to the tune of hundreds 
of dollars, «* an item of no worth and something for which 
her victim had not the slightest use. Perhaps it was co
incidental, but balckmail, if l remember correctly, 
was what the plot revoved about in Maughm's famous * '
play, The Letter.

»
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Prom the enclosure, you will note that the 
California ^uide came to hand promptly , to the great 
enchantment of the General, I'here is only one thing 
about the response, you will agree, and that is that it is 
addressed to the wrong person, for it should have begun 
"Dear ." and not as it aotually does. But in spite of 
the wrfor, you need not ben told how genuinely X 
appreciate the entire business, purchase, forwarding 
and all.

The week end was a busy one, although nothing 
of great interest occurred. Miss ^ally came on Saturday 
afternoon, where I found her sitting with the 
Madam'when I returned from hoeing at Arenbourg around 
about 3,' AS I helped her into her cpr, the Wenks 
drove in quite unannounced and unexpected. It was 5 
p.m,, and they sp?nt the week end here. It looked as 
though the ^unday dinner table might be heavily re-enforced, 
for Charles Maxurette came for an hour about dinner time.
But the enk children ate before the grown-ups and 

Dan did not come down to dinner, so we were but six in 
all, rfhere was no' end to the affability on the p rt 
of the “enks and no end t of story telling of all that 
goos on in Shreveport where, it seems, they find . 
the medical and social sphere exceedingly dull, for 
some reason or other, Hummmmmmm.

if you heard t£e gollingwood-Same}in program today,
I am sure you were pleased to learn that a second go- 
round of Pepyfs Diary, discovered after the other had been 
transcribed from its original 1650-isfc shorthand, has been 
added to the publications by that worthy gentleman, *nd the 
mention of Pepy's put me in mind of his contemporary, John 
Evelyn, and of their oontempoary diarist, the Duke of St,- 
^imon, and that put a good qution for Information Please 
into my mind: -"Of the 48 States in the,U. 3., name 
a single onecombining the names of two esnwned heads of 
Europe . - Curiously ^ 0 answer is Louis XIY and Anne 
of Austria, his mother, - Louisianna. ^aright,,...

I’ll bet there are few who know that Maine is 
named after the 14th ^ouis* son by Mme, de M0nteppan,
Strange doings.,,,, ~ t ■

Just to prove how’difficult it is to please.every
one, J. B. complains that it had io rain, saying a 
cotton farmer needs none at all. The sky, .after the 
rain, remained hasy, ^ecretly I am holding the thought 
for even more,,,.,
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August £6th, 1946,

Memorandum to ^lipping Service*
It was an unexpected gs plaisir to find a report 

in this morning*s post, so soon after the proceeding 
ones in the two fore-going mails.

i need not tell you how much I enjoyed the pleasure 
all the news afforded me, and«that I laughed heartily at 
your account of getting away from an electric storm by 
turning off all the lights, I reckon there must be an 
eld hold-over that electric lamps, if lighted, somehow 
attract electricity, which reminds me of a bag I once 
knew who always insisted that the plug be detatohed from 
the wall sooket when it was not attached to an eleotrie 
iron, radio or an? appliance, because, as she explained 
it, *so long as the cord is plugged into the wal socket, 
all the electricity is escaping into the room, Dow *ou 
know••«,.«*

And thanks for the clipping about Isn't it
a charming looking place, - house and garden, I*must 
say *r. Jf, Jefferson did have lots of good ideas, and 
isn^t it wonderful, both in politics and architecture, 
that-they have so neatly withstood the test of time.

And thanks for telling me about the letter come to 
hand through the good offices of la *amann. It is a ‘ 
revelation'to learn of the prices obtaining yonder. Poor 
Anita; - and how many others, - but somehow I always 
think of her, praying that somehow before too long her’ 
road may be smoothed out, although I must confess to 
you q ite frankly that 1 cannot forsee such an eventuality 
so long as she remains on the other side of the Atlantic.

Sven her hope that dollars may eventually be invested 
to get things going again, as was the case after the last 
war, - interruption, - that hope seems rather dim to me,- 
without knowing too much about such things. I am under 
the impression that the default of all those bonds 
impelled some kind of legislation in this oountry, making 
it extremely difficult for the bankers to repeat the thing 
a second time. Parenthetically, I recall ever so long ago 
hearing ^gon and la ^^amann discuss what ^gon predicted 

was brewing at the time, and either through conviction 
or for the sake of argument, the lady seemed to be on 

quite an opposite side from isgon‘s concepts, I am curious
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to know if she really believed in the side she espoused, 
and if , after all these years, she sees any connection 
between the plight in which so many find themselves and 
the cult she was inclined to approve. Knowing me as 
you do, you will wholly appreciate my curiosity as one 
tha^ is merely aoademio and not at all in any other*
I shall greatly value your opinion in this matter, since 
what youfind to bps be the case will lead me to believe 
that it undoubtedly represents the reaction of lots 
of others.

*nd X want to thank you, too, f^r telling me of 
that amazing business about ^artha s imagination.
Her attitude reminded me of that manifested by a lady 
I once saw fall into a swimming pool, alll dressed.
Just after she was helped out, her little daughter, who 
was drinking water from a iy lily cup, inadvertently 
spilled some on her dripping mother, - and the latter, 
apparantly needing some object to vent her discomfiture on, 
complained to the ohild about getting jama's dress all 
wet. It is true, of course that neither is Martha 

materael nor are you childish, but somehow it does seem 
like a parallel case in its absurdity,

’ ^rom the first time I saw Martha, I was puzzled 
about what seemed to be a satisfactory marriage. ,*nd_ 
during these past few months, I have been equally puzzled 
by some of the reasons she has offered as excuses for 
a divorce. I ’approved of the idea of the divorce-- 
whole-heartedly, for 1 never could envision happiness 
in that bet-up, which always seems to me to suggest that 
another try on both sides might result in greater happi
ness for each of them. This jealousy business, however, 
seems to me just as trumped up as another excuse she 
gave, - the one about it being evident that her 
husband would not likely be a financial success,- which 
I frankly couldn't picture as having any basis whatso^ 
ever, assuming that any genuine affection had ever existed.

It seems to me that for any civilized beings, the 
best reason in the world for getting a divorce, - did 
the law permit it, - is inoompatability. To me it seemed 
evident they were inoompatable, and she herself certainly 
has demonstrated the point quite clearly by expressing 
all these silly points. — To me, he always seemed wanting 
in the warmth of human feelings, even as, - although to 
eqlesser degreej - than Tilloah seemed lacking in the 
same feelings. **he seemed more blessed in that virtue, 
but regardless of the more or the less, I reckon it would 
be the good uamaritan to comfort him now and to learn 
whatever one may of Western customs from her, - knowledge 
is such a comfort, even though seemingly one never has 
use for what one gleans in a large measure. —  Morals
letter sounds more like old times. Perhaps another lady 
has headed out Nevada way.##,#

1981

August 27th, 1946.

Memorandum to ^lipping Service: ,
It •;/ v X ’jllX 1 0  i  I  X v XI*-* • « X U v  1 i

Hot much by way of news.
Save for one catalogue, one ‘̂imes Picayune and 

a letter to the Madam, there was nothing. Perhaps 
the big old rain that burst upon us this morning 
at 5, just as X was be-stirring myself to head out 
toward kreribourg, made too many mud puddles for the 
postman* I am of course enchanted that it rained 
again for the ground was so dry that three or four 
days of downpour would do no harm, and the same moistre 
making the weeds start up a-fresh will also, perhaps, 
save the mimosas and magnolias.

Oh, yes, while X think of it, the catalogue from 
thq York Silers w^io* came yesterday listed the 
four items on Louisiana which, X believe, recently 
came to your immediate attention, and it was interest
ing to note that e^ch of these items is currently 

listed at $12.50. Everybody knows, of course, that 
prices on such items fluctuate madly, but A assume 
that the first copy off the press, - end in,three 
instances, the author’s private copy, will always tend 
t© incline.these latter as true collector’s items.

knd speaking of the author, I suppose it is he 
who is referred to in the enclosed letter from Mr. 
Bachelier. I had ̂ expected he would be here, either 
yesterday or today, but somehow contact wasn't 

established. Perhaps he will run up some day letter 
in the week, and X reckon X shall have a few 

particulars to pass along, - items that he encountered 
while in South -Louisiana.

The letter in today's pos^ to the Madam was 
from Mudolph, w^ouneing that he and his friend,
James Ounningham, would arrive here Friday after

noon. The Madamhas asked me if they can stay with
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me in this house. In view of the unpredictable 
reaction of the returned member of her household, - bach 
from the wars, I think she contemplates the gatherings 
at the board with little enthusiasm. But perhaps 
there will be a ball game in Hew Orleans scheduled 
for the -̂ abor ^ay week end, and if that should 
take everyone away from beneath her roof save herself,
I think she would be quite delighted.

At long last, l have finished War And Peace. I 
liked it. But like many another group of individuals 

within whom X have lived for some time within the 
pages of a long, long novel, I regretted closing the 
final chapter and realizing I would be unable to 

follow through f rther unfoldings of their characters 
and ways of life.

V '■ ’ •' ' v ' ■ t  \

folstoy‘s conclusion, 1 take it, is that the 
two major faetors in history are(l) the operation of 
the haw of Inevitability (or Pre-destination) and *fe( 
the operation of Will Power. Obviously he feels that 
the "aw of Inevitability is the stronger, if, indeed, 
the will Power thing operates at all He points out 

that no matter how great, - and I assume, how small, any 
aotion may be, and seemingly the result of one in
dividual^ Free will, - so called, - that Free Will,- 
espeoially as we look back on an event in the distant 

past, seems to have transpired as a result of so many 
forces operating outside ourselves, that in reality 
the individual who seemed to perform the .act of his 
own free will, most surely had been deflected, moved, 
influenced, etc., by ,a dozen other circumstances, - 
acts of others, etc., so that his own volition in the 
matter seems ever so slight, and therefore, bereft of 
the element of *‘ree “ill, the determining factor of 
Inevitability or xre-destination seems paramount

In some of his observations, he expressed precisely 
and almost to the phrase, some of the theories which 
Proust, half a century later, propounded in his opus, - 
for instance: "Given a certain set of circumstances, 
an individual will re-act to them in exaotly the sans 
manner, no matter how often those identical circumstances 
repeat themselves11. - At the age of six or sixty, our 
re-actions are the same, supposing the circumstances 
confronting the individual in each ease,,is the same.

*hile folding up the Madam at 6:15. - T:15 your 
time, I stumbled over ^lmdr ^avis on A.".^. I like 
his stuff and the way he does it9 the more, possibly 
because of the chance meeting in the H.Y.Times office 
in Paris with *xme O'Hare, where he put me in mind of

Dafoe. Must fold forthwith....

1983

- August 28th, 1946.

Memorandum to ^lipping Service: - t

It*s really quitq tropical in these parts 
, iU at the moment, for the heat remains but the rains,- 

or profound sprinkles, have kept coming along inter
mittently since Saturday. I worked in the morning and 

o afternoon'at Arenbourg, all a-drip from sheer sheat on 
the inside and equally clammy from the constant 
sprinkle from the outward, it's making things develops 
at a great rate., although I concentrated on getting 

- r,o spadefuls o£ Johnson “rasa roots, which must be dug 
up with a spade and exposed to dampness if they are 
to eventually be eradicated, and thus save every 
thing else from being run out.

You would be delighted if you could see how 
the little mimosas have perked up since the gentle 
rains began, i'heir leaves had turned slightly yellow,

, , but after a couple of days of moisture, they are as
green as can be and locking as merry as anything. 
ihe?y have made the grade.

While I think of it, - and perhaps I hage 
thought of it and said as much before, - in the 
local catalogues, the Fanny Kimbal lKemble) Georgia 
Plantation ^iary is listed at $4*00. You did not men- 
Tttioq the price obtaining in Manhattan, as 1 recall, 
so I am not sure how this .price of |6.00 compares with 
it.

( ). having folded up War And Peace, and nothing 
else to hand, 1 dipped in to Dorothy ark Benjamin’s 
life of her husband, ^r^co Caruso last night.
*‘or quite light biography is wasn’t bad, although the 
subject was not one a great interest to me. One nice 
thing about the presentation is a forward read by the 
author, - which 1 always like, and a recording immediately 

afterward of Caruso s famous aria in Palagiacci.
,^ei today's post brought another book, - Apartment In 

etc Athens,- I think it is called, although I haven't 
sampled it, - merely remarked .upon the title when I 
picked it up at the office. I may dip into it shortly, 
to find out what it is all about but I fear it isn't 
particularly in my line.
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^here was one pleasant line in the uaruso 
volume which I liked $ — It seems that the great 
tenor had no„formal education at all, hut his 
intelligence and aptitude of a variety of things enabled 
hims to get along v e y  nicely anywhere, including a 
mastery of 7 languages that he seemed to absorb 
naturally, - like Mr. Belle, 1 reckon, ^ell, one 
thing he never seemed to comprehend, - I wish the 
whole werid were like him, - the different sects in 
matters religious. When he proposed to la benjamin, 
he remarked that he was a vhristian (he was a ^atholic), 
and she said she was a .Christian, too m an -^piscopalian. 
îjc months after their marriage* the’wife decided 
she would like to belong to the same '■'hurch her husband 
did, and told him she thought of becoming a 
Catholic. He seemed surprised and said he thought 
she already was a Christian and honestly didn't oonw 
prehend that there was the slightest difference between 
one.brand of Christianity and another* - and apparently 

didn t care, all of which 1 ap̂  .nd my
"'Aden, brotherJ”

The radio ssomewhat surprisingly announces 
that it is going to be "unseasonably cold" tomorrow,

. which is difficult to imagine. For some reason 
which I never heard explained scientifically, a 
sudden reversal from heat to cold at this time of 
year invariably induced pronounced manifestations 
of malaria, undoubtedly in oases where the individual 
has suffered from the thing without being conscious 
of its presanoe. 2?he Madam reoalls that when 
she first came to Melrose along about 1900, there 
were 60 burials in at. Augustin's Church yard that 
autumn With the gradual increased use of quinine 
down through the years, however, the seasonal 
attacks of malaraia have been greatly reduced, and 
now that L. D. *. has become something of a--’
Cane *iver institution, the .ravages of the disease 
will eventually evaporate, I suppose.

Hadine couldn't write a duller letter and 
thus having surpassed any record I can think of,
. I shall fold herewith and give a thought Jo 
red flannels, and other aati-"Hell On ioe measures.
1 have acknowledged the enclosed letter and do not 
need it any more..... - » ■

August 29th, 1946,

Memorandum to ^lipping Service:

I redkon this will be but a note. I 
worked pretty vigorously today, - what with a cloudy 
sky enabling me to whale away with hoe and shovel.
In consequence, I feel quite ancient, consumed with 
a wholesome tiredness, eliminating all functioning 
of gray matter, save the impklse to fold up one s 
beard.'

t *

Because of the slight sprinkle of rain in the 
morning, following the several days of like weather, 
most of the population offcolor remained in-doors.
That enabled ^r. Knipmeyer to carry out his business 
at the clinic earlier than usual, so that I had 
an opportunity to chat with him a little longer than 
usual* As he left the big house, 1 walked with 
him, as is my custom, to the front gate, it was 
vaguely amusing to notice the re-action of a patient 
who spoke with him at his car. The patient was a 
mild faced mulatto of perhaps 30 summers, living 
on Clarence ^ompton's place. Last week, it developed, 
the man had consulted the docotr about his lungs, 

having tests made and photographs of his lungs made, 
because he was convinced he had tuberoulosis. After 
greeting him, ^r. Knipmeyer told him the good news 
that his lungs were sound and that all tests indicated 
that he was in good health, fhe man's face was 
crest-fallen. To confirm the good news, the 
doctor drew out a brief case from the back seat, 
rustled through several papers, and on finding the 
right report/read it in detail to his patient.
Somehow both the doctor and 1 were slightly non- 

* plused at the man's evident disappointment. He 
thanked the doctor for. what he had told him and 
the impressive report he had read to him, but concluded 
by saying he was- sorry the paper was wrong. i>r. K. 
is always patient and kindly and said he might come 
to his office again ih order to re-take all the tests 
if he wished. *he ian said it was no use, he 
guessed because he was going to *ie of sink lungs
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the road in the direction of the bridge and home.
It's a strange thing, - the reaction of some o 

these people to seeming facts that somehow are set 
at naught^by their Inexplicable mental processes.
And of course, the worst part of it is, tha“ 
the * man is as sound as a dollar physically, his mi 
appeers to be made up that he is ?„h ’u d  if his mind, - or oiroumstances oparating in
his immediate future, function the way such 
things too frequently do, the man will undoubtedly 
nass out* 1 have jao doubt the psychologists might 
trump up a half hundred explanations or the
man as a mere hypoohoradriao. But somehow the 
case is arresf ng because these strange people, 
although not possessed of thd “gD6.tg®
average white person is, oan either °*
aotually sense, some impending doom, and X hdv« no 
doubt at all that before long "eshalllearn that

ss&s&ir
sMp^they^ave with ponderables* so remote from 
ordinary trained ihinds, that eventuates in fdre 
sight what the experts never dream and what the 
logicians say is impossible.

I sh&ll write you more on this point as I note 
the patient's progress within the ensuing weeks.
* f . ? . ~-q  -  . Q + ori'T e b f : M  s dr e $  juxv-ijft

It is pleasant to report the presence of one 
horticultural Lazarus or so at *renbohrg, ®h°8a. 
greenery had been soorohed by the prolongedheatand 
whose life, a had thought, was_finished, At least 
on gardenia shows every determination to go on 
living regardless, as does one of the 7®., and_ _ 
the mimosas look better than before. L * ® ^ * . 1* 
the camelias are able to stage such h pleasant sur
prise but most of the magnolias, if indeed not all, 
have obviously made the heat hurdle and consequently 
never will die, 1 guess, unless some marauding cow 
during the winter Jumps the fenoe. Ihe privet hedge,
designed to soreen us from Alphonse, appears to have 
through with flying oolors, - all green,- and seem 
to have grown six inches since Saturday, having , 
spent the entire day with all these little friends 
today, 1 shall now fold and dream of their sturdy 
appearance in the future when we may eventually 
examine t hem together....•

1 9 8 7

august 30th, 1946.

Memorandum to ^lipping Servicet
This afternoon the sun oame out once more,

being the first glimpse we ® ^ oewith
last Saturday. The thermometer is in the 70 s, 
a pleasant fresh breeze to moderate the strength of the 
sun. .It was all very nice outside.

The Madam didn’t sleep well, or at least didn’t 
go to sleep readily last night and so she :res° ^ 0a . 
to a sleeping potion. Ahese always register the next 
day, - not in sleepiness but a tendency to be cross.

About noon time, I heard her be-rate one of the
gardeners, telling him that sha suPPose* 
idea of picking cotton in the afternoon hut that he 
should be ashamed not to, because he ought to do 
everything he could to get as much ootton pic*®* 
as possible, even though she realized ^ 0^  ever 
picked cotton on Saturday afternoon. The Man 
agreed with her. I tossed in the remark that Miss 
Sally might come tomorrow afternoon, to which the 
Madam remarked that she never comes on ounday - 
the gentlest way 1 * * could think of to bring it t 
Attention that she had fussed at the poor man on
the basis of today being Saturday, ^ ® f eas» ?°*rse» 
it is Friday and the man would have picked cotton
regardless.

Thors ware a couple of ladies who call®4 
afternoon, and as the sleeping potionfatlguedher 
somewhat, she folded up tonight •* 6:16, l ® e ^ S  me 
to welcome the incoming guests on their arrival
from Texas.

The two Texans arrived between 7 and 8, - which 
is mid night in these parts, of course, and we 
sat until nearly 11, - which is even laJ®*» , , t 
so it really seems bed time for me, although had 
been changing records on War And tease or some such 
solitary occupation, 1 should probably think it Just the 
beginning of the evening.

__
__

__
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The news the hoys brought from “enneth 
was not especially new. he seems to be Improving 
slowly, and it is thought he may he able to 
walk with braces and orutches. October, i believe 
is the time he is possibly to be discharged from the 
hospital and sent home to I'exas. I can t imagine 
life under such difficult conditions and yet it 
is possible that his former difficulties have pre
pared him for this condition and mastering it may 
be*much easier than the average person could imagine. 
It is like the advent of faulty vision perhaps. ,
If that situation arrives gradually, the victim 
somehow grows along*with the condition. It is 

only the person who sees perfectly one moment and 
then because of a swift fete and. with J W l  _suddenness is blinded, - that is what is difficul , 
the absence of the time element for re-adjustment.

.. -*■ • •• t - '

I am really quite out-doing myself, - and 
you. - in my reoord for writing dull letters,
Lid in order to save you the, pain of further boredom 
“  this sitting. 1 shall break; off herewith and 
fold up forthwith....

■September 1st, 1946.

Memorandum to ^lipping Service:
I was delighted and somehow surprised to have 

your nice nice report in Saturdaygs mail I don’t 
know why, but possibly because of the realization 
that your week would be ultra busy, - but I had not 
anticipated a note before the week end.

Adolph and his friend, wames ^anningham, are 
styaing until Monday, and it goes without saying 
that Rudolph was enchanted when 1 gave him your 
message of greeting and askbd me to reciprocate far him in kind.

And today you find yourself in the ^atskills, 
and 1 am genuinely glad tfcat you were able to run 

away into the mountains for this Labor bay week end, 
for the dip into country from your urban spring

board will guarantee you lots of pleasure and whole
some fresh air and scenery, not to mention the 

personal associations, that will do much to carry 
you over until yotfr contemplated outing later in the month.

t Vi 0 X 3 0  0  & SI 1 2 B &***■ & ̂  X ill. « ** X * ^  X.■ <* p - **

Being far from the oity, you were possibly 
beyond the reach of a radio* when Invitation To 
Learning discussed H. L. Menkfen‘d volume on American 
speech and its differences from the English.
Eugene •u'JJeil. •'r.. was chairman and handled the
discussion very capably. Edgar -̂ ee "asters and 
a "r. W>nway, or some such, 'were the other partici
pants. They handled 'a subject, inclined to be 
a little dry, with such skill that they made tit 
entertaining, and best of all they somehow so oon- 
tirved the subject as to set* one to thinking on 
a variety of kindred and parallel questions, I 
concluded from what they had to say that they felt 
the primary virtues of %j;lish speech was its 
frame work, - I almost fcaid formal framework and 
its clarity and precission, while the cardinal 
points of the American language are its color and 
its breadth', as opposed to much restriction in 
matters of formalized patterns. They thought 
school teachers and pedagogues had been guilty' in
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The news the boys brought from ^enneth 
was not espeQially new. he seems to be improving 
slowly, and it is thought he may be able to 
walk with braces and crutches. Ootober, i believe 
is the time he is possibly to be discharged from the 
hospital and sent home to i-’exas. I can't imagine 
life under such difficult conditions and yet it 
is possible that his former difficulties have pre
pared him for this condition and mastering it may 
be much easier than the average person could imagine.
It is like the advent of faulty vision perhaps. ,
If that situation arrives gradually, the victim 
somehow grows along, with the condition. It is 

only the person who sees perfectly one moment and 
then beoause of a swift fate and. with equal 
suddenness is blinded, - that is what is diffiault,-
the absence of the time element for re-adjustment.

. .' • « ■ • -a - • •- • ■
I am really quite out-doing myself, - .and 

you, - in my record for writing dull letters, 
and in order to save you the. pain of further boredom 
at this sitting, 1 shall break off herewith and 
fold up forthwith..... <

1983
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1st, 1946.

Memorandum to ^lipping Service:
I was delighted and somehow surprised to have 

your nice nice report in Saturday's mail I don't 
know why, but possibly because of the realization 
that your week would be ultra busy, - but I had not 
anticipated a note before the week end.

Adolph and his friend, ^ames Cunningham, are 
styaing until Monday, and it goes without saying 
that hu&0iph was enchanted when I gave him your 
message of greeting and askbd me to reciprocate far 
him in kind.

And today you find yourself in the °atskills, 
and i am genuinely glad tfcat you were able to run 

away into the mountains for this labor lay week end, 
for the dip into country from your urban spring

board will guarantee you lots of pleasure and whole
some fresh air and scenery, not to mention the 

personal associations, that will do much to carry 
you over until yoUr contemplated outing later
in the month,

taot36s~ ajx
Being far from thd city, you were possibly 

beyond the reach of a radios when Invitation To 
Learning discussed H, 1. Menken‘ s volume on American 
speech and its differences from the English.
Eugene v'Eeil, Jr. , was chairman and handled the 
discussion very capably. Edgar -̂ ee “asters and 
a ^r. ^onway, or^ome such, ^ere the other partici
pants. They handled 'a sub ject, inclined to be , 
a little dry, with such skill that they made ,it 
entertaining, and best of all they somehow so con- 
tirved the subject as to set' one to thinking on , 
a variety of kindred and parallel questions. I 
concluded from what they had to say that they felt 
the primary virtues oj£ ^fciish speech was its 
frame work, - I almost feaid formal framework and 
its clarity and precission, while the cardinal 
points of the American language are its color and 
it8 breadth-, as opposed to much restriction in 
matters of formalized patterns. They thought f 
school teachers and ped&gogues had been guilty in
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The news the boys brought from ^enneth 

was not especially new, de seems to be improving 
slowly, and it is thought he may be able to 
walk with braces and crutches, October, 1 believe 
is the time he is possibly to be discharged from the 
hospital and sent home to -t-’exas. I can't imagine 
life under such difficult conditions and yet it 
is possible that his former difficulties have pre
pared him for this condition and mastering it may 
be much easier than the average person could imagine. 
It is like the advent of faulty vision perhaps, ,
If th&t situation arrives gradually, the victim 
somehow grows along*with the condition. It is 

only the person who sees perfectly one moment and 
then beoause of a swift fate and. with equal 
suddenness is blinded, — that is what is difficul^t,- 
the absence of the time element for re-adjustment.

I am really quite out-doing myself, - and 
you, - in my record for writing dull letters, 
and in order to save you the, pain of further boredom 
at this sitting, 1 shall break off herewith and 
fold up forthwith,.... *

t - *
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September 1st, 1946,

Memorandum to ^lipping Service:
I was delighted and somehow surprised to have 

your nice nice report in Saturday's mail I don't 
know why, but possibly because of the realization 
that your week would be ultra busy, - but I had not 
anticipated a note before the week end.

Adolph and his friend, ‘'ames Cunningham, are 
styaing until Monday, and it goes without saying 
that h^aolph was enchanted when I gave him your 
message of greeting and askbd me to reciprocate for 
him in kind.

And today you find yourself in the *atskills, 
and i am genuinely glad t£at you were able to run 

away into the mountains for this Labor nay week end, 
for the dip into country from your urban spring

board will guarantee you lots of pleasure and whole
some fresh air and scenery, not to mention the 

personal associations, that will do much to carry 
you over until yotlr contemplated outing later 
in the month.

Being far from thd city, you were possibly 
beyond the reach of a radios when Invitation To 
Learning discussed H. L. Menkfen's volume on American 
speech and its differences from the English,
Eugene v'fleil, gr. , was chairman and handled the 
discussion very capably. Edgar -̂ ee ‘“asters and 
a i*r. gonway, or some such, 'were t.he other partici
pants, They handled 'a subject, inclined to be 
a little dry, with such skill that they made it 
entertaining, and best of all they somehow so oon- 
tirved the subject as to set' one to thinking on 
a variety of kindred and parallel questions, I 
concluded from what they had to say that they felt 
the primary virtues of Oldish speech iras its 
frame work, - I almost Said formal framework and 
it8 clarity and prscission, while the cardinal 
points of the American language are its color and 
its breadth, as opposed to much restriction in 
matters of formalized patterns. They thought 
school teachers and pedagogues had been guilty is
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thd past in their efforts to restrain the child and student 

from expressing himself less along natural lines and more 
in the tethered fashion of expressions which Time and Custom 
had imposed upon m the language by possibly less imaginative 
and certainly less colorful tongues. I think they either failed 
to take up properly or possibly neglected to appreciate the 
riohness that creeps into the speech of the individual that 
combines native oolloquilisms be-sprinkled with expressions 
from thither and yon which through experience or chance hearing 

many a person embraoes and makes his own through the sheer 
delight in having dlscwoered a word or phrase that so neatly 
expresses his own thought or emotion that it automatically

becomes a natrual part*of himself, - superior, perhaps, to anything 
he might have oonjured up hi self or found half so well 
spoken or frame* by any spokesman in his own community or 
otato. But must eventually do a long number on that 

point at some dther sitting.

Mr. ^olllogwood and *r. *amelin were as charming as ever, 
and if you dldnTt hear the program* you will be interested to 
know that *%arles *ollingwood is going «est next week, - 

this most, - and him place on next Sunday's program will be 
taaes by John *ally.

•hat with guests being in the house and some demands o n m  
ay time about the moment Little king was doing my mail, 1 
did mot get to your clipping which * shall have the pleasure 
ef reading e little later, • and whlla anxious to read it at 
the time year letter arrived, I have the added pleasure of 
antieipating ita eontenta at my naxt sitting.

today1 a Sunday limes kiseyums, ia its Mngnslzie Section, pat termed after that ef the I. 1. ±lmee, hue mere then e fun page ef yhetegrmphe ef eyre wlark Gaines, her second haahead, adapted father, etc., together with an artiloe, 
et art lag off site the observation the. fco¥f# is a lady M m b  the movies have tee long megleeted and ona whom iir.
Kamos in hie Mange -see *f Myra ^lark Gains a provides 

hellyeeed with a marvelous vehiolt, lust nads for half a dosen 
eotraoosa wbem it rnggeete, - Bette Bawls, ate. Tour friend, ,,
*m«mott •erne, isn't even msntlsmsd. Mmt as the biography is 
reesnates hr isfin, man and then a paragraph concludes with 
e a m t  m e t  U n e r a s e  yen Helmin', Bollywood," of "Are 
you with aw. Irene mesa1.

I nhmte tnmflme *nme m e t  he a little staggered to- 
day by tale toting blew of alienee, • a movie Invitations 
by tee H « n  fl « a p m  few the net ef tha "armon manuscript,
*e e m m  teere sere m  many ether eerlpts on the same subject,^
Lyle. I M * * *  ef fa*tlmc *0.000 dollars for ^afitte, received 
hut #§*• m  the is Mills lei *edle program, as a sop.
I tons *w. Tmm* in hie impending epme, not roaliso much of 

hie hewed fet eme Milts* dollars, - although *r. Mrmon may....

1991

September 2nd, 1946.

Memorandum to ^lipping Service^

‘*abor ^ay and in spite^o-T^he holiday, a 
. deliv&ry of mail. Thereymre three envelopes await

ing the return of my Bthopian, - the ^lipping Service, 
one from Hssae Ma0 ana one from Charles.

I
what with the boys from -Centoii here all day,

I twice sent Mttle King away when he came to the 
house to do the mail because each time the guests 
were on the point of leaving, and although they 
kindly offered to assist me with my letters, 1 somehow 
preferred to enjoy them all to myself, even though 
I have to defer the enjoyment a little.

In today's post for the Madam came a gift 
from Charles, - did 1 say to the Madam, - The 
strange °ase of Myra ^lark ^aines. Charles had 
written something In the front and so the Madam 
told me she would keep it and that 1 might have 
the one that Resident bilker son of K  U. Press 
presented to her sevefal months ago. She loaned 
it to "rs. Knipmeyer's sister, and so when it comes 
hack* I shall put it on the hold shelf for Arenbourg.

| • ■ ft, r  *

Four or five years ago the Madam sent all 
her copies of The Hammond *La,) Progress to Denton 
to be bound. Tou will recall that was the Muey 

Long newspaper published in 1937 and 1938, as I recall. 
When these bound cdpies were returned only a 
portion of 'them were unpacked. At the time, • and 
efen to this day, we are puzzled beoause the binder 
bound one set of several folio volumes, and then, - 
instead of returning the duplicate set unbound/ 

‘returned them hound also. Variously enough on the 
back of each volume was noted the three month dates 
most of the folios contained, plus the additional 

word ""uplioate*1 in gold. Why the "Duplicate , we 
never could figure out, but*I*have just received these 
six or eight volumes as a gift, - another item 
for the holding shelf. As these papers ran an 
excellent series of articles with photographs on
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the old mansions of Louisiana, 1 think they will 
go very nicely in our library. Just by chanoe I 
opened the top folio on our stack, to an article on 
Melrose* I was enchanted to see among the other 
photographs an interesting one of the African House*
&ut one exploring the notations under the illustration, 
I was amused to discover that it called the African 
House the "Melrose ^ine Shed",

It goes without saying that 1 couldn't hot-foot 
it fast enough to the big house to tease the Madam 
about her fine ^ine whed, which seemed to delight her 
as much as it amused me,

^he seems to have 'enjoyed ^udolph and wames 
Cunningham dver so much, and the time 1 spent with 
them was pleasant, 1 think 1 told you they staid 
here in this house with me, ~uring the day, Hudolph 
was busy looming by himself aftd James was cutting 
bamboo poles to make some kind of furniture when he gob 
back home. What with the nioe new moon, however, we 
all established contact after the big house had folded 
up, and it was'grand sitting on the bridge, looking 
up the river ‘toward the terraoe of Arenbourg, and 
listening to the nice night sounds when not talking 
a mile a minute ourselves,

t c

The summer is‘definitely over. The. sun was 
hot-hot today and the thermometer read a neat 86.
■°ut with the sun getting up later and going to bed 
earlier, the nights are cooler, and so give one 
the Vigor not to ‘mind the warmth of the day. I 
am feeling pretty good'and am hoping to really get 
’back to digging again with a vengenenee at "God's 
half acre14.

It is but natural that 1 hould have been thinking 
of you all day, hoping that the Gatskill weather might 
be as pleasant as the ^ane ^iver, and that your return 
trip to town has been altogether pleasant. I 
didn't get up until a Quarter to five this morning, 
and 1 hoped that you might be resting at that 

hour, following your travels away from the city.
I am On the point now, - its dark, save for the moon, 
of taking a walk by myself to the bridge and back 
whereupon i shall fold up, but may you have done 
so ever so long ago in'anticipation of the advent 
of the autumn season....  ’ ;

r j." ♦. v ,.V t '

September 3rd, 1946,

« ',u" •“ C>*1 * ’ ■' • c

Memorandum to ^lipping Service; -j-
Once, perhaps 8 or;9 years ago, on 

September 3rd, 1 paid my first visit to the Gene 
Hiver country. Like so ma y things in life, it 
seems but yesterday in some respects, - and ages ago 
in others.

But the marvelous thing about keeping up with 
people who mean so much in our lives, the time element 
in separation seems so short when frequent correspondence 
enables us to share the days together. I am so 

thankfrul for that.
1 intended referring in my letter o't yesterday,- 

or was yesterday so long ago that1 hadn't read 
your report when 1 was penning my last note toyou, - 
about the reason for /“adine's cancellation oft her 

appointment with you for the theatre It somehow : 
brought to mind her report to me wherein, after all 
these long weary years, she was able to speak of 

Belf, - and balance that paragraph with an account 
of the doings of her boy scout nephew, Either my 
sense of values is out of whack or I vastly fail 
in my understanding of the lady. Sin t there some old 
saying to the effeot that "Hadine's best friend is 
her dog", - and if so* then that explains a lot wherein 
the human equation enters, and possibly why the engagement 
had to be broken. Frankly * 1 wouldn't know. Only 

one thing do I know in this case and that is that I 
am ashamed of myself for not having written her as* 
yet in response to the Holf-Hoy H0out letter, but I 
still find myself in confusion whenever I start a 
letter that will neatly balance condolence \?ith con
gratulation on the two subjects mentioned in her letter.

And I want to'thank you for your kindness in telling 
me 6f the origin of the name of Mr. Aoosevelt‘s 
home county. I oan readily understand how you fell out 
of your chair when Modena suddenly turned up in such an 
unexpected place. *nd in the same letter telling me
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of this origina, - Beatrice d'este, who must have later 
become Mueen of ^gland, since the Duke of York became 
James the ^eoond of that country until he went to 
France to finish out his days at St* Germain Chateau as—  - — —  11 — — —  —  — — ^  ^  —  v  f  w *  u>  lip, v  w  o v a  c * o

the A-l’ *s -^ouis1 guest, - well, to get back or start over 
again, in the same post that your letter came to hand, 
another came to kittle King's mama, saying that Log, 

once of ^odena, may be out of the *rmy within a week or 
ten days, and I shall be glad if this turns out to be 
so, for I have often wondered if he would ever succeed 
in getting discharged without some sort of a string, what 
with all that transpired at ^odena*

There is a letter from bora in an accompanying 
envelope, for the need for extra postage‘might hold up 
delivery of this one, were the extra sheets be added 
to this*

I shall respond that * think the time was never 
better for our Pride Without Pillars, i make this 
Judgement on th$ basis of fissae Mae's statement that 
the movies have*already bought Myra ^lark Gaines. That 
means one company is going to do a costume thing, and 
when one does, - as you may have noticed, they all 
incline in that way. And incidentally, 1 saw a newspaper 
headline which i think would make a wonderful title for 
a-movie, - at least, were the title in lights ouside the 
theatre, think iit would attract the average movie
goer: **The Woman the Movies Forgot”.

. . , . 1  .. • f J ■ ''' * 'v*

I am glad that Clemenoe is going to get some 
money or materials, - both, I hope. But I shall not in
vite the Maygoo^g to Melrose on two counts:-first because 
of the trappist silence obtaining at table at the moment, 
and second because today the Madam opened up her big guns 
on Giemence# I assume bam brown may have stolen a pair 

of shears, as he is about the only one around'who would 
do so, and somehow he has contrived in the Madam’s mind 
that wlemenoe must have slipped into*the big house and 
taken them. It*s an old trick of Sam’s, ana she always 
swallows it hook, line and sinker, ^eing vindiotive and 
inclined,to harp on such subjects for weeks on end, it 
s ems to me any benefits for '■'lemenbe would be short* 
circuited, and all other projects sponsored by anyone 
who has presented ^lenience in quite a different light than 
they would hear on their visit here, the visit would 
have no good effects. * shall write Dora as much, 
and possibly drop *hr. haygood a line to thank him for his 
kindness in the hunter matter. I think he *must be a nice 
person, and even though ^osenwald is scheduled to fold up* 
is it next year, - I should like to know him without that 
back-drop. More on the morrow.....

1994

1995

0 X September 4th, 1946.

Memorandum to ^lipping Service:
i shall be glad if you will kindly return 

the enclosed letter from ̂ iss Louise at your conven
ience, as I should like to make a couple of copies 
for each of the *armon Myra ciar£ Gaifos Id os, 
or perhaps attach this letter to our copy. I think 
it is more the typical ^iss Louise letter than some 
of her recent ones.

One thing about the letter delighting me is 
the information that the Clarks and S m s  families 
were related, as were the Carmichaels and the Butlers.

^t has always been a source of wonder to me why 
this or that family happened to select the Hatches 
country as a point to head for when starting toward the 
great *outh «est, - and especially fn early times when 
the Clarks and Carmichaels came, for that was long 
before anyone in the Mast knew anything about the 
plaoe and it had not as yet produced the wealth that 
was to make the region famous.

before reading this letter, i had not known that 
the Hllis and Ci^r^ families were allied. 1 reckon 
the Bills family may have arrived first, perhaps in 
the 1750, settling in the ^ew Roads section, and 
moving to Hatches, - -“arurel Hill about 1765. Per*, 
haps Daniel 'tLaxk from 1 reland, via Germantown, Penna. 
may have followed. in any event,- he owned that wonder
ful slave whq built the first **±b &9 valley cotton gin 

along about 1794. 6

As for br. John F. Carmiohael, I have done quite 
a bit of studying about him. His plantation was 
*old Spring, where he built a fine house, not far 
from V/oodvilla, where it still stands. It was his* 
nephew whom he made his heir, - the latter being Dr. 
John Jejakins of ^lgin, adjoining the Forrest of Sr 
Mir "illiam ^unbar.

^ have written ^iss Louise for more particulars 
regarding the precise ^llis-Clark relationship, and
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ticiting of the feather beds split, letting all the feathers escape. 
Millions of feathers, accordingly floated on top the water up to 
the ceiling. But as the water began going down, the feathers tended 
to converge toward the center of the rooms, and cling to the 
re-appearing crystal chandelieres. Madame regard says it as really 
a wonderful sight when on first stepping into her former drawing' 
room, following the departure of the flood, to notice the grim* 
caked walls and floors, everything in the room a dirty muddy mess, - 
everything, except those marvelously white feather-stuccoed chandelierei 
a glory and a souvenir, - the like of which no one had ever imagined, 
and following all the disaster in dirt and mud, something that 

no one could scarcely believe. It seems to me that somewhere or 
other, - possibly in N o r m a nd ie I have seen some porcelaine or 
pottery chandelieres, but if it ere possible without a flood, I'd 
love to see some in snowy goosefeathers, for somehow the idea, - 
just like the name of Madame Hochlakov, appeals to me no end.

. ^nd mention of the latterflady1s name calls to mind that 
I did, indeed, finish xhe Brothers Karamazov, and on the last 
page I read a statement by one of the brothers which 1 liked very 
much. It was to the effect that while we do a lot of calking 
about education, perhaps the most important, the most vital and 
the most far-reaching bit of education anybody will ever get is
a memory of. happines , - preferably in childhood, - one then if
possible, but certainly all along the way, which will probably serve 
each of us more profitably than any other singly educational element 
we shall ever assimilate. I like the idea, don t y0u. ^nd 
of course,fwe shall no doubt agree, that one reason we li^e it 
is because our educa ion in that particular! line has been blessed 
with inordinate richness. ,And pondering on the matter, I must say 
that 1 find that brand of education affords me more genuine satisfactioi 
ana pie sure than any other 1 can think of. . • .

I have seen none of-my friends of color today. fhe
big wind and the rain unhooked all the pecanes from their
tree-top moorings, -nd every mother's son, daughter, - 
not to mention the grandparents, have been scurrying around 
in the pecane groves for the grafted ones and in the woods toward 
~‘8d ^iver for the native ones, ^nd well may .hey press their harvest 
today and tomorrow, for then the year's "money crops" will be over, 
and money, - having een lavishly squandered for the most part, will 
have been spent,' - and who can tell, I may even be able to get 
a measure of regularity resumed in the secretarily epartment.
And. so the old time about one man's loss being another man's gain 
starts in abain, - and I must start out at this point, - 
as far as my front galleryto get a couple of logs to put 
on my fire, "it's getting so air-sih as our friends of color style 
the weather, situation. ~ .

lhanks gain for xhe Dixie digest, and tommorrow, - too many* 
pilgrims not withstanding, ± am ho ing to get to read about 
licquor ^axes by the “tate in dry Mississippi ...

____ ]

2103

November l&th, 1946.

Memorandum:
,It is good to have your nice letter ana grand to know 

that you are feeling ever so much better , and I hope that 
situation may continue during the interlude of the Director s 
absence, which should afford you further opportunity to recupera e
by leaps and bounds.

I am I am glad that you expressed yourself as not believing 
that the shortened heading of these daily notations in no way 
implied anything at all about clippings. As a<matter of tact,
I should have explained some time back thattthis machine, wnich
is so important in keeping the cqntact firm, sometimes ^ic^s
up a bit , and there are sittings when I have had .to resort
to all kinds of means to make it operate at all* ” aiSG0Ver"
ing what ailed it. because of that fact, I abrivatea. trie
heading, which, as you know, had,been employed originally
when we were tinkering with correspondence , bit ana weren t
positive that it was going through with complete dispatch.-
*hen, too, there wa the added thought that such a heading, -even as
the present one, might excite ever so much less curiosity, were
a passing eye to give it a casual glance, as indicated in
your letter, I have alway tried to convey the idea that
I am as happy as a clam because of everything that radiates xrom
the point of opigin of incoming reports. - and knowing me as
you do, you are always assured that if 1 ever had anything' to
rant and rave about, I would most certainly tr̂ ott the matter
slap out and in no fashion beat about the,bush in some futile
effort to be subtle* 1 guess one of the grandest things
in this world is to have one soul at least to whom one
may say anything with the security of realizing that the other
to whom it is said will always understand, -and you may always
count on me to indicate anything 1 have in mind by writing it
and not by omitting it. ^nd I am glad you mentioned this
circumstance, for it enables me to indicate a reason for what
mus have seemed like quite an unaccountable innovation, - so
long have we used the other heading. «

It was good of you to tell ms of your letters irom afar, 
for as you kno\y, I follow the pathway of those from whom the letters 
come with the g-reatest interest and interest, .interruption it is 
heartening to learn that ^nita was able to rescue something irom 
Berlin, l?ut frankly, I shall be the happier when I know she 
is ack again with her family, "ouldn’t it be wonderful

<h

______
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if she had retained her **raerjcan citizenship, which most 
sincerely hope she has. ^on t fail to let me know about this 
point, should it be settled in ^our own mind one way or the 
ot er by subsequent corresnpdence.

x am glad, too, that the prisonner of war is probably now 
back within the arms of his own people, even though the 
outlook, at best, is far from rosey^ nothing is quite so difficult 
in times of such distress as uncertainty and absence, one loved 
one from another, 1 think, and once they ar: altogether again, 
i am hoping that fact alone will go along way in helping to 
solve their immediate problems and indicate some solution for 
those more remote.

as for sending the clothing abroad, I am. so glad you 
have some things to carry out th< t intention, and what with 

^ e len Baldwin having come through with items for some of our 
needier cases, people on both sides of the Atlantic will thus 
benefit at the same time, so than everyone gets some and none 
gets all, f am wondering if it is very difficult to send things, 
or if restrictions have been so lifted as to make all the 
weights, sizes, etc., of bundles t  so circumscribed that one 
has to stand on his head, figuring out the ..possibilities of 
what may be included in a single package. And, in the 
.ven you should be short in any items that might by chance be 
more -vailable in this area, I sincerely hope you will let 
.me know so that, - should they chance to be more plentiful here,
I could send whatever you might need along to you,

Ana thanks for letting me know about your next 
little week end off, I must ask you again, - is it the £3rd 
the last day of this month I am to write you, - and when may 
I resume. I am sorry that I have to ask this again, but 
I inadvertently, - following not my custom of inadvertence, but 
of care to destroy, - must to my sorrow, all incoming mail 
without oelay, and a should have asked Mr, i>rew again to read me 
the precise dates when the correspondence should stop and 
when it might-be resumed, if you will indicate this again 
I shall greatly appreciate your kindness.

i‘he enclosure from little ^iss mormon is quite typical,
I,think. er opening gun is leveled at a Hiss Biddle from 
Philadelphia, - think, whom ^rs. ~iand picked up in Ferriday, ^a. , 
and brought her to Alexandria, to stop off for a day as she tours the 
^outh on a speaking tour. J-his was the first i knew that la 
-iddie was doing a flower arranging thing. Another typical 

ormon touch is her request that 1 give Miss âmmie' a message,
■uow aoes she think X am going to do that when she knows that 
I don t̂  . hare incoming letters to me with anyone, I never

^er letter, out assume it contains nothing of unusual 
merit, j. m reading an o casional r cord of hile home Burns, and 
as -r. /oolcott made the recordings, hie voice again echoes 
in my ears in tnis same house where a fevV ysf rs ago ab^ut this 
time, he shared this domicile with me....

November 1 3 t h ,  , 1946.

Memorandum:
- r <

There is nothing like habit, and in a way, X am 
lucky I can write in the dark, for aark it is.

xonight about first dark, a big old pecane truck 
bacKed into a pole carrying the Abe electric current, and 
from there on, we had no current. But I have a gay 
fire blazing on my hearth, and while the flames don’t 
make a very even light, they take a lot of the edge of 
this hour before moon rise.

But while 1 think of it, * in speaking of pecanes, 
the Madam sent you a box yesterday, and I thought 1 
would mention it so that you may Anew what is arriving,- 
it isn’t a very large box, - and as the label is typed,
I thought x would let you know th$t she is the donor, since 
she he self at the present 'time doesn't seem to be able to 
write labels so that the post office can read them.

The weather remains cool, - the mid 40’s, and 
the skies blue. But the weather man promises clouds for 
tomorrow, and if that promise comes true, x shall avail" 
that' opportunity to do a bit more transplanting. I 
loosened up the bushes this afternoon so that before good 
dawn on the morrow, x can get started, and so have them 
well planted before the first rays of the sun appear.

I put in a few crinums yesterday, and x expect to add 
a few'more tomorrow. When Mr. B&chelier r_ets here,-
he was expected on Monday, but Sunday's rain must have bogged 
him down, - he will tell me, as did ~r. Byrd, that 
my nandina hedge, separating units No. k and 3, is not 
precisely in line, - so, knowing it in advance, I shall 
not; be greatly taken aback. For myself, 1 should 
prefer ta have whatever I plant so placed that it 
will not have to b© re-lined or straightened out at some 
later date,. But that seems irapossi le at the moment, 
especially as one has to consider that eventually some 

materials for the building of l{es maison de 1& reine and du 
; seigneur will have to be spread about the place to 
some degree, and I keep that in mind as I stick things' 
in the ground, conscious of the fact that eventually 
many of them, - although i cannot say precisely which items, 
will have to be temporarily transferred. My thought, 
however, is that it will be easier to move them about a 
little while actually on ^renbourg, - rather than planting 
little or nothing ht all now, and then having, to move them 
from much further afield when the building project has been 
settled.

»
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1, am writing tonight to a nursury for «notations 
on pear and persimmon switches, with a view to 
planting several little ones during the current Winter,
I thought that the drive from the Raggedy ^ouse to Alphonse 
line, * north and south, - and separating Unit ^o. 1, 
fro the other two units, would be nice if it were 
planted at least,on one side, - possibly on both sides, 
with alternating pear and persimmon trees. the 
pear trees would afford a pretty line of white blossoms 
in the early spring-and much fruit in the autumn, 
while the persimmons, - never anything from point of view 
of a floral display, would add much-color in the autumn 
when their lush orange fruit will light up the drive.
My thought was to plant these trees alternately, - pear
then persimmon, pear and persimmon, ^o you think that
would be nice. wf course in the winter, they will 1
look mignty bare* since both loose their leavest - I
but to soften their skeletons, I had in mind using 1
some evergreens of some type along the drive, -
a couple of maga (magnolias grandiflora, half way
along the drive, - at the entrance to Units Nos. h and 3,
and possibly a bit of privet and of nandina, into which
the brown trunks of the fruit trees will fade,
I would like to plant some peach trees, for X like
tnen? much better than pears, but some disease in this
area a few ye; rs ago ruined the possibility of peaches
for a number of years to come, so that is out. I

November 14t«h, 1946.

Memorandum:
Your last report had so many points of interest shot through 

it that X find myself constantly turning back to one 
item or another, blessing you the while for being so kind as 
to keep me posted on such a variety of things.

And to cite a case, I would refer to -̂ r. Fosdick's 
retirement of which I had heard nothing prior to your letter.
You can readily imagine what a sensation,'- or perhaps flurry 
would be sufficiently strong a word to use, in referring' to 
Dr. JtJ'osdick's decision to occupy the Presbyterian pulpit at the 
time I mentioned in a previous letter, when I used to attend his 
services, X can recall what a lot of Baptists wailed and screamed 
to think that a minister of their sect would defile his robes by 
mounting a Xrosbyterian pulpit, ^nd I suppose that may be how 
I happened to heir of the great preacher for the first time, 
and why I was determined to go and listen to a man who had the 
courage to manifest a little sense in the midst of a 
so-called Christian community that so busied itself with cant 
and creed and denominational!sm that it forgot all about its 
primary Ten Commandments and the Sermon on the Mount.

*“r. Bachelier is after me to plant rome grape vines, 
but 1 think 4 shall resist that suggestion on two 
counts: - first, because they grow with such abandon 
in these parts that it is alrno t impossible to keep them 
from covering everything else, and secondly, unless you 
cover almost every bunch of 0r-apes as soon as they form 
on the vinae, the birds,,< - especially those outrageous 
blue Jays, will eat them long-before they are ripe for 
human consumption, Mr. ^achelier goes to treat trouble 
to bring his grapes to maturityand to accomplish that 
triumph,: he" had to think up a novel way to accomplish it. 
Those old hard headed blue Jays with their devastating beaks, 
will immediately peck a hale through any paper bag that 
is inserted over the bunch of crapes, »• Just out of curiosity 
if not for the fruit, - which', nevertheless, they will 

eat readily enough, once the broken sack reveals it.
But *Ar. -achelier discovered tha-t if one bag is put over 
each bunoh and tied, and then a little? larger bag is 
put over the first one, - and tied, the blue Jays, having 
ripped open the first covering, seem content that there is 
nothing worth their while, and so do not penetrate the 
inner one. But from all this, I think you will 
appreciate why ? am residing any viny;.rd inclinations, 
dell, here we are <-t the end of the page to my surprise ,- 
and forgive this highly impe.sonal diatribe,,,.

^nd I was frankly surprised to learn that you l̂ ad 
seen the book, surprised, 1 suppose, because I don t recall 
having heard you mention it, but possibly it came to hand when 
the post wasn’t so efficient as in these latter and more fortunate 

times. 1 feel quite sure that you readily concu with me that it 
has some grand stuff in it. ■

And I know that if you run across the van -̂ oon book on 
Bach, you are going to like it much. It is surprising how well 
and how lightly the author has been able to handle so lightly such 
an enormous amount of research, - and make it palatable, withal.

The weather continues fair in th-ese parts,- but already-the 
sun has robbed the earth of the requisite amount of moisture for 
positive success in transplanting- things, - but I go along 
blandly, - although not quite so madly, my theory being that a 
little done each day, regardless of the atmosphere, is likely 
to come out as satisfactory as <&ere concentration on ideal days.
I have done so much talking about Arenbourg in the past year 
Mi at I really must have given some ve,ry false impressions as 
to how much has been planted and how much accomplished, for
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I must say that to the casual observer, little or nothing 
is probably apparent, and it is even a surprise to me when 
I stop to consider that last year at this time, - JJecemfeer is 
the be t time to plant fruit trees in this area, Arenbourg 
was still in the hands of the Hettoyers, so that, on realizing 
this fact, 1 decided not to kick myself around the block for not 
having planted last year at this season, - before I stopped to 
realize that it wasn’t ours to plant a year ago,

I’he post continues rather thin, with but a single letter for 
the iiaham, - from -haries “azurette,. and one (for me, - a mere 
notp from ^rs. r\enne ' one n, i guess) w. ^a dalle of new Orleans,

dearies wrote the if ad am that he had just been over to "’apoleonville 
arid was distressed to discover that the lovely old I ugh home,- 
Woodlawn, - a photogra h of which you may have seen in any old 
illustrations on Louisiana, has fallen down, At is a great pity, 
for it was one of the more distinctive architectural gems of 
the 1850’s, end there was no other ho se like it in design and its 
own particular elegance,

^nd ifadame La dalle wrote jne, in response to a note I had 
written her some time Lack. “he recently purchased The 
Hermitage, - an old -rangier ante bellura home, a few miles south 
of baton rtouge, on the -iver Hoad, - that is to say, along the old 
levee. Bhe is restoring the place, according to the paper,- and 
as the madam has some old piece of furniture or bric-a-brac belowing to 
Grandma ^rangier, it was thought lime. La *>alle ought to have it for 
-L'he Her mintage when she puts that place back in order. In her 
note, she says she and her 16 year old son are determined to pass 
by -elrose shortly, and will make the trip with a view to paying 
us a visit. |hus the record of an,te helium houses reaches a 
score which I cannot read with surety, since I am not at all 
certain that the destruction of -Joodlawn and the restoration 
of The Hermitage puts the score in balance. I am rather in
clined to feel that the loss remains the dominant factor. If 
Lx. ^osdick were only here, 1 might ask him if one soul lost and 
one saved really evens th.ings up on the account-books of St.
Peter.

While L think of it, 1 will refer to a book, published per
haps 10 or 15 ye rs ago, whose author and title X have forgotten. 
It had to do with the. American -‘■ories in the Colonies who 
remained fakthful to the British °rown when the ^evolu,tion 
brok out and accordingly were driven from, their holdings by 
the Revolutionists. I think y.uite a few of these Tories, who 
certain had as much right on their side as the followers of 
George ••ashington| et al, migrated to the ^atohez country and 
Louisiana. X don t need the book, but eventually we might 
like to look at it, so if you ever should run across suoh a 
volume, you might keep its title in mind, - for a reference at 
Arenbourg.•,
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November 15th, 1946.

Memorandum:
uo nice to Have your letter, and best of all to learn 

of your very  delightful contact with such a sympathetic soul as 
you describe, “ouldn’t it be wonderful if faster time 
brought a decision to explore the ^elta country. I don t know 
when 3aet comes in 1947, but probably Pilgrimage time falls 
on or about the same date. -°ut that shouldn't disturb your 
plans, since we are but 150 miles from the Bluff wity, and 
by pushing a little further along, you could readily find 
as much ante bellum atmosphere, even though the frontage wouldn’t 
be so imposing or the costumes t so convincing.

As you say, it is reat fun to keep the idea simmering 
in the deeper recesses of the mind, - and if anticipation 
should by some miracle result in actuality, t^en that would 
be but crowning the hope, - and if it shouldn t, - well, we have 
at least had a heap of pleasure in just thinking about it.

I appreciate your Kindness in setting me straight about 
the two murder cases of which “' heard but such scanty accounts 
on the air, - and then but in & single broadcast. •Lh e Florida 
murder seems to be a typical hill-billy item, and only interest
ing because of the racial and inhuman quantities involved, while 
the "hits Plains tragedy appears to be the miserable conclusion 
of what must have been a long series of unhappy and unfortunate 
circumstances. Hill-billies seem to have so little sense in 
the usual concept of the word that 1 wouldn't even attempt 
to appreciate that cold blooded business,’but the other case 
seems"to hold all the elements of a psychological tangle that 
is bound to make one ponder as to how such things arrive and 
by what lateral routes the final episode might have been avoided.

The Brothers Karamazov is primarily cenetered about a 
murder, and the summing up of the prosecuting and defense 
lawyers is very long but quite a study in such dev lopements. 
xhe only trouble with most of the Russian novels with which x am 
acquainted is the fact that the central figures in their 
tragedies are usually so definitely orack-pot that I somehow 
find myself wanting to hurry the story along to its conclusion, 
since 1 seem to grow indifferent to the final crazy doings of 
the chief actors in the piece. ~nd X prefer to remain sympathetic
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to my heroes and vilians up to the end, as in -^reiser's 
American tragedy, some of whose actual participants I actually 
knew in leter life, "ut I think I have covered all that in 
other sittings* and so x will skip it, hut in that case, and 
so many similar ones in*life and in the fiction of other 
countries, one seems to retain avid concern over the "victims** 
in the piece, whether they he those who are the killed or the ones 
who do the killing-.

xonight, or rather this evening late, my patient retired 
with a severe headache, ^he t inks she has a cold, and probably 
has, although i notice no sign of fever as yet. before I knew it, 
she had s allowed two asperins and a codine tablet, which ought to 
do something for the pain in her head, if it he an ordinary hadache, 
and after rubbing nor head for a time, I acceded to her request for 

an ice pack on her head, -he if -resting at the moment, I hope, 
and 1 shall pass by the house a few times between now and mid
night to see how she is faring, ^ooner or later she is going to 
have to make another round t Hot Springs, or at lease have a nurse 
to help build her up a little. A lot of citrous fruit juices and 
some food with vitamins will no doubt do wonders, but in the mean 
time one can merely ponder on how long this kind of bus ness can 
rock along. ' * '■ ,

: mAs you have had all correspondence from ^ora, you will know 
if I am right or wrong in being in something of a quandary as 
to his intentions as to when the trip to Melrose is planned.
1 do recall that something was said that Mrs. McMurry, - or whatever, 
expected to go to hew fork, but I'm not sure just when, nd I 
merely assume that the ^eloxse jaunt was to bo undertaken prior to 
the "*anhattann he jira. But uncertain as I am as to these

| •**' -Vf •; ■ v" -1 '•* ** '■ V ’ ~ ‘ *

details, I haven t written "ora but once since the arrival of the 
last letter from°that direction, and I am wondering if x 
could have missed a paragraph or a line setting me straight 
in these details. In reality, it doesn't make a particule of 
difference to me when they do plan to drive over here,- 1 am 
so puzzled that the trip would even be contemplated, - but I 
must.say that if I haven't missed any information as to the time 
contemplated for the visit, i am dying to know, - out of sheer 
curiosity, - if the thing- is contemplated for this winter, next 
summer, - or just any old time.

■ ' h-'-k . #

It almost rained early this afternoon, and on the strength 
of it, I set out a few more crinums at Arenbourg, and if my 
patient, whom x must run after slapp off now, is no better in 
the morning, and it rains tonight, 1 shall crawl out with the 
dawn and plant a couple more nandinas. ^o things turn, and 
I shall sleep the better tonight because of my happiness iri learning 
of your newly discovered kindred soul, and ecause l shall be think
ing -about possible -outhern sojourns and explorations..,.

C* f  k
v A ..I . A. w \

Memorandum: >

It's a regular chill November Say, >? ith the ,
chill emphasised by exceeding dampness, * thanks to yesterday s 
all day's rain, plus the underlining of the drear aspect of 
thine by the eerie note of the White Thoratea Sparrow which 
spends its Winters in these climes and never seems to arrive until 
just about the day the cool season settles down on Louisiana.

I have sometimes wondered about the place where the White 
Throated Sparrow spends his summers, for I don 
countering him in the^orth. Perhaps he trails the Blue Goose 
which summers-in the Hudson Bay area, so that only the explorer 
is likely to run across him in the summer months. ̂ I shall have 
to lot down a notation to little Hiss Bormon, asking ner for 
ncrt.inulflrs on this little fellow, who is really a very nice person.

-Because of the continuous rain over the week end, I didn't 
see as many people as usual, and so I do not have much local 
news. Pat came home for the week end, - but it was a short one, 
for he arrived at 7 o'clock on Saturday night and left at 
noon on Sunday, and when one subtracts is hours But of that space 
for sleep, it leaves comparatively little for "trie social .side.
I shew him f o r  ten minutes, and fine him as fine a boy as ever.

One of these evenings, - or perhaps afternoons, x must 
>vet down to see ^lenience and what handiwork she is stirring up, 
during the cotton and pecane har $est, I haven t hoped to find 
he-r at home during the aay, and somehow and night I don t seem 
to have done but to fold up early, in anticipation of an early 
dawn at arenbourg. According to a variety of x< ports. Clyde ^laude 
Bmraett .uavis had -one, - some say to ahregeport, some say to 
Houston, and Jackie and her three children are staying with 
ciemence. One rumor has it that G, G.B.I). elopsd with another lady, 
while the clerk at the store tells me that he has been sending 
money orders to his wife, - so I reckon it is difficult to 
get exactly what is up from such chance sources, and probably he 
will be returning here shortly, for it seeing to me unlikely 
that he would be taking his family to live in the city, in view 
of their”long residence here and their kinship to sever; 1 people 
long established in this area.
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B y sthe t4me t is wefck has run out, I reckon ray news 
sources, secretarial assistance, etc., will he ever so muc^ 
more easy, for the pecane harvest appears to he about wound up, 
and from the looks of the weather, there will he scant labor in 
the fields,

I never forgot to mention that my patient, taken to her bed earl, 
on Friday evening, seemed to he alright again on Saturday 
morning, and seems the better for her early to bed treatment,
1 was tired on Saturday night, what with my occasional visits to 
take a look at the lady during the night at ttoo hour intervals,' 
and so I folded up early, intent on getting caught up on my 
sleep. But foolishly i took my Heading machine to bed with me, 

and I read rather later than 1 intended to, I did some reading 
today, too, for 1 never spend much time at the big house on Sundays, 
what with the ~enrys inclined to be about and the youngest son making 
faces which make me feel sorry fpr him, as one feels sorry for an 
infant that cries incessantly, -’but nevertheless finds the manifesta
tion tiresome, - especially if it doesn't happen to be one's own 
offspring,

meant to mention in my last letter how glad I |am that you 
found'an opportunity to take a peak at Mr. Jefferson s Garden Book, 
and that you found it so delightful, Jhat a man Mr; J. was, and 

how he found time to make so many entries as he did has always been 
a great mystery to me Whenever 1 think of his enormous, correspondence, 
his architectural pursuits, his plantation operations, his family, 
his friends, his social activities, his gardening, etc., etc,,- 
and then recalled that he even went so far as to figure out precisely 
how much each single cup of the millions of cups of tea he served 
cost him, I must confess to being floored. i'm not sure why it
is that in thinking of some people, I always think of them as 
laboring endlessly to have accomplished as much as they did in 
a sin le life time. With no very good g ounds for soe think,
I find myself always picturing Michel Angelo, for example, as forever 
hammering away at something or other and poor little Mozart is another, 
•kut as for ^r. ° e t f arson, I always think of him as always finding 
time to enjoy life both at home and abroad, - and yet when I 
stop to add up some of the activities tWfc appear to have claimed 
his every day, - and the infinite detail he kept flowing along 
briskly beside the grander concepts of "life, liberty and the 
pursuit of happiness", I am more puzzled with every such con
templation.

t ' v ''' '■ < ■ /

fhe library continues to send me curious and uninteresting 
novels so that I find myself up t, tree tnoght for reading. But 
I set as de, and did not return the van -ooon book on ^ach, and I 
shall read that again to night*, and possible a few psbes from 
the Cellini autobiography, also to hand, which X haven't read in 
years

November 18th, liK-6.

Memorandum:
Merely a brief note tonight, as it.is late, and 

a am bound to arise at an early hour to get a lot of things 
done before my guest— a veritable teter ian,- catches up
with me.

**r Bachelier arrived this morning at 10:10, and ^
I have been with him ever since, listening much and learning 
much, but so confusing my usual routine that I feel 
as though A were going arouna m  circles, usually I 
am able to divide his visit in such a way that tne 
Garden and the Madam gets one half while i get the otner, but 
somehow today we just oouldn t seem to get separated, in. 
consequence whereof the chicken with its hat off has no rn g
on me,

hIe raced through the mail today, which wasn't much to 
race through, but when visitors continue to sit in at such times, 
1 pay much more strict attention to what^is being read, since 
i know perfectly well that it will invariably f a ® +
make the responses, and 1 had better get some conception a 
what i think they are passing along and not aepend on others for 
subsequent i terpretations that x may hear oi ten mis-quotea, - plus 
the additional fact that X had better remember the addresses too, 
since the letters are seldom if ever found again, once they are 
carefully tucked away amidst a maze of accumulated correspondence 
covering the past year or so.

fo the Madam came a letter from -aroline, saying that 
she was struck by a falling limb from an oak tree that 
carshed and ctruck her on the nose, smashing some glasses she 
chanced to b wearing, etc., etc. seems she had to
run down to "atohitoches to be sew up, - and in view of her 
situation, did not feel like getting down to elrose, although 
she had intended doing that before the forest fell on ner.
1 have no doubt as to the truth about the tree hitting her, but 
I'm not so sure that the misadvernture did not supply a r .ady 
excuse for not traveling further afield,

jj’or three days in a row, letters have, come from one unknow 
person after another, saying that theyhave so much enjoyed
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reading xlantation xarade, and having read the most
excellent chapter on "elrose, they already feel that they
know, the distress ever so well, etc,, etc, of coiuse
you may well imagine how delightfully that statement strikes
the e;.rs of the ^stress, and what the impulse is to
say when inquiry is made if the writer can pass this way, etc., etc.

There was one from Minnesota day before yesterday, - or 
Friday, rather, and one from Arkansas “atur&ay and. one 
from California today,, - Hemet, California, - whoev r 
heard of such a strange place.

Tomorrow morning i spect to determine whejre the young 
pear and persimmon trees will be planted along the 
drive, separating unit ho, 1, aon the kast and Units 
Hos. Z and 3 on the 'vest, Bachelier has very k ndly
written for pear trees, - little ones, of course, and plans 

to present some half dozen to ^renbourg, along with segeral 
small s edling persimmons which usually make fine trees, too.
I plant to set these out in such a fashion that within a few year 

when they approach maturity, there will be ample space between 
them to let them appear at their best advantage, although 
the incidental effect will be to produce a maximum of 
fruit, too, t suppose, although taere ought to be ample 
quantities of that, since opportunity to grow without 
being hedged in usually assures a maximum, of productivity,
Eut a lane of pear lossoms in the Spring * &nd of 
russet and orange fruit in the autumn is the primary 
excuse for this type of planting, and the present season is 
the best fox fruit trees of this sort in this locality, 
and may Geres bless our grove.

hill fold fort-vita,. picturing the while How "renbourg 
is going to look a few years hence when some of these items 
really start climb ng skyward......

1 .

at i u

November 19th, 1946.

Memorandum ;
Uur brief cool spell left us during the night 

and today has been overcast and warm, with a hint of rain 
which never actually made the flat declaration.

My visitor arrived early this morning and we : 
busied ourselves staking out where the persimmons and 
the pears will be planted.

1 think i have already indicated that they will grace 
the north Eouth Drive between the Raggedy ^ouse ana Alphonse's 
line, When we began our activities, 1 had to play the 
role of "Patience on a tombstone, smiling at Grief”, 
for 4r. Bachelier wanted to begin measuring from the line 
fence while 1 wanted td start in the drive that separates 
Unit "o. Z from unit i*o. 3, But 'he explained that !it made 
no difference where we started, as it would all come out the 
same, and so that is the way we started, putting stakes in 
every ZO feet to indicate where the trees will eventually 
be plaiited, uf course when we arrived at the point where 
the drive make a dividing line between the two units, a 
point for a pear or a persimmon landed slap in the middle 
of the drive, and so we then decided that perhaps it would be 
better to begin all over again, - as from that point..
Mensch ^eyer is the expression * would use, did i know how to 
spell it.

•

1 really think it is going to look quite nice within 
! ' a few years when the things really get to growing,- for

we are using pe< rs that have an excellent foliage and seedling 
persimmons with like virtue, , so that they will be in leaf 
from March to november, - and if seasons are average, they 
will see the le? ves carry well through all but December,

1 January and February. At the beginning, the trees will seem
quite far apart, but as they gr w, they will gradually close 
the gaps between, 1 think about six pears and eight 
persimmons will be about all that will' be needed.

Driving in from the Bermuda Hoad, - I hav:en*t done 
anything about that drive as yet, one will arrive at the 
Raggedy house, turn at right angles and have these fruit trees 
stretching stra ght ahead. The nandina hedge with 
'its bri t red berries will indicate the turn leading to the 

♦ manison de la reine.
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As between tjpia side of the page and the foregoing, 
the lights hav^gone out, and so x have etched one of my 
inimitable^ifetches *6fa this side Of the page which you may 
or maŷ liolfj be cble to make out, as it appears to be nothing 
at alii wh&t with the faint glimmer of a few bits of fire 
wood on my Hearth, 1 would say, however, that by "V 
placing! the magnolias on each side of the little drive\ 
into thfe residence, they will nicely dominate that \
entrace\ x think, and the red of their berries will \ 
make a ue&eery>note, hat with the contrast with the green 

of their own foliage, - a light green, and the dark-drak 
green of the magnolias. And I shall plant the other 
drive, so that a persimmon shall find itself along side 
the m&gnoliaslx) , and the dark green of the magnolias will 
bring out the rich russet of their leaves, - the persimmons,- 
and their lovely orange colored fruit.

Mr, ^achelier returned to ^ittle Kiver after dinner, and 
1 returned to ^renbourg to set out some more crinums and 
to plant a couple of small oaks before the space what the 
house will eventually be located. These little live oaks 
are only two or three feet hight, but they grow quite 
fast, and if they-live, - they are very difficult to transplant 
successfully, - still they ought to afford considerable shade 
for the gallery to be er-cted there eventually. -Ov*
g:';' * I ; ir * Sin
__ y Will you please forgive me for talking so endle sly about Jn ,,
all this business, 1 do like to keep you abreast of what , >
activities are going on, but x ought to realize there is 
a limit. v /

^  S h T  . \ ! 'y v . O  (y
' y  xhere was one strafe reference 1 n todefy ‘ ̂ jLn=t coming —

mail, form Miss laye, an old^frienaof the Madam's living 
in Baltimore, bhe write: that she has recently received 
an autographed copy of Woman Of h ew Orleans, sent by a 
hew wrlasn book shop, and a day or two later received a j
bill’'from said ^ew Cleans bookstore. She doesn't know 
Mr. ^ane but has written to thank him for haying/the book sent.
How tlie Question is, - and the ^adam raised, it as a Question j____
today, and will probably indicate it as gospel tomorrow, - 
hid ^ane get this lady s address from the Madam's address book, 
for it seems ever so odd that a Baltimore lady should be havipg 
a book, - with bill, sud-denly comie sailing unsollieited, from 
the orescent Jity,

■8S,

“ell, that.s the way things turn, and i shall send along 
the answer to this puzzle if and when it com s to hand.

& : * **' * x  ^  **" f y  ' ,>4 'J " ^  ,i,K

^na so to a hot bath and to bed for a' bit of reading 
from ^envenut. 's automiography. hid i ever mention that 
ifissae *“ae tola me that nuey r. ■"'ong was always, as Governor, comin 
to her for a copy of the ^ellini opuS, - Huey’s favorite book.
I think both men must have been- equally noisey....

2117

November fcOth, 1946.

memorandum;
t • '■■■/' : .. ;

The weather continues cloudy and favorable for 
transplanting. I c .noentrated on spindling live oaks and a 
couple of box (yew) trees, to replace those that perished in 
last summer’s drought. i like to make such replacements 
in November when possible since the variations of the weather 
will often enable one to learn what chance the item has of 
surviving before Bpring breaks through, so that a replacement for 
a second time is thus possible within a single season. Borne 
things, of course, will not permit such experimentation, - 
especially magnolias, - both gr ndiflora and dicidulous, 
for both the latter have bulb or rather somewhat sponge like 
roots, and can only be planted just as sap starts tsX 
flowing upwards in the Bpring, for planted in any other season, 
fend the root dies od wet or dry rot, as the circumstances obtain
ing at the moment*'

Mrs, B. Williams came down from town in the morning,
~er purpose was twofold,* - to see the ^adam, and to see me.
Bhe spent the morning with the *"adam and after dinner came 
over to chat with me about the bolumn and to bell me 
that the little old Natchitoches radio station will open 
in the Spring and that she has already contacted the owner to 
see about doing .something in the script department. It 
seems ingress is expected to pass some legislation in the 
forth-corning session that has something to do about the 
greater ease with wh ch small stations may hook up to the 
major net works for certain hours each day, - she was 
not clear as to the details of this matter, but understands 
that he enactment may be expected early in the sesssion, 
so that this local unit may begin operation by June 1st at 

the latest, 1 had proposed some joint undertakings in 
the column department, she was so kind as to think of me 
in some joint undertaking with her in the radio business, - 
either for broadcasting such a column or possibly in other 
activities revolving about the new station.

* We both agreed that the impending holiday season was 
too pressing for anything to be done with the column prior 
to January 1st, and that until we had more complete knowledge of 
possibly openings for our joint talents in* the broadcasting, it 
would al&o be well to let things simmer for a month or two, during 
which time we both might get some information that would
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give one an opportunity to guess if there was anything 
worth considering in all this business.

I sometimes feel that the lady is really undertaking 
quite a bit when I stop to consider that she has a perfectly good 
husband and three children, _ perhaps n  5 and 3 years of age.
She apparantly has her household well oiled, however, - I 
know that her husband has some money, - perhaps a hundred thoi sand 
dollars or so, and is an active lawyer in town so possibly 
she can be free n from the usual demands of £uch a family, 

but something must be sacrificed w either the home oi the busines 
should she undertake radio or so d such, and*so x think x will 
do well to let things rock along a little, - especially as I 
am thus afforded an opportunity to get my pears and persimmons 
in line during the Interim,

I meant to mention' the other uay that I was altogether 
delighted the others night when gradually awakening, I dis« 
covered my favorite radio station, - W H 0, Des Moines, mat 
bo’radcasting a speech of a man whose accent interested me ex
ceedingly^ I thought of everyone who migfrt have such tonal 
qualitities that I had heard over the radio before, and was 
certain, as it eventually turned out to be, - none other than 
Dr. Albert ^instein. I was perfectly delighted with the 
accent, which reminded me of nothing so much as an imitation 
of that funny man in the news reafcls, - was. his-name lew Lehr, 
who used to give little lecutres, in an hilarious ^eutonio 
or Jewish accent, beingingt "Monkeys is the funniest peoples”. 
Although Dr. iSinstein was speaking on a pretty serious matter,- 
the control of the atomf still I discovered myself laughing 
in spite of the good Dr.’s solemn thoughts, and it occurred 
to me that t had heard a ye, r or two ago how children were en* 
chanted’to visit the great mathematician at his Princeton home 
where he would do their arthimetic problems in exchange for 
cn&dy beans, or some such __ to the mutual satisfaction and 
delight of both participants. **nd I just wondered to myself 
if some of those children, even when their teacher required 
no homework in hiathetmatics, didn't find some other excuse 
to visit Dr. iSinsfeeint for I should love to hear him talk endlessly, 
not only becuase he would no doubt have some mighty inter sting 
things to say but also because the way he would be likely to 
say them in English would be likely 'to tickle anybody.

Unasked for, but nevertheless altogether welcome, came 
Mrs. Roosevelt’k This Is My ^tory in today post, and while 
awaiting the airival of an ante bellum political study, now 
on order, I shall again read this most excellent book by 
a most excellent person, - thinking the while, as I 
turn each page, of a kindred soul who would enjoy 
the re-reading with the self same heart beat as my own...
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Memorandum: »
Friday, x,tov. ^knd, 194:6-.

Sev ral people with the same first name are known to this 
household, - James Cunningham, ^ames Scruggsetc. , etc.
This evening, when stopping in to see the Madam, she asked'me 
to make out labels for the two boxes of pecanes she had pre
pared for shipment, "Let’s send the smaller one to 
Charles, - Mfearles ^azurette," she pointed out, "and the 
larger one to James.”

"James”, I queried,
"Why, yes, James Pipes, of course. You know I always 

SBBd him a box of pecanes every year." . . .
Sufficient unto the day is the laugh thereof, to mis

quote the Bible. And wont Dora get a kick out of that.

Sat. Kov. ^3rd.
The General’s birthday and I was delegated to compose a 

maternel message and send the wire. It certainly lacked mother’s 
laconic twisfc. Letter from Dora, - a few lines, wondering why 
he hasn't heard from me. Letter from ^ary Rhodes, explaining 
that the illness of her patient has prevented her from doing any
thing or even writing much, and asking again why 1 don't get 
over to x*atchez. I am wondering if she thinks her patient keeps 
her pinned down more than mine does me. . etter from Mrs.
Brandon, saying the ± second confederate -ar has closed and the 
two Pilgrimage Clubs have joined lorces, - each claiming its side 
won the war, co much the better, if they can only maintain that 
illusion.

Sun. lov. &4th:
Up before dawn, and in lieu of gardening, aid some reading 
in diehard aldington’s The -̂ uke, the subject being a man 
named -rthur Westley, who later with his brothers, changed the 
family name to Wellesley, with Arthur eventually becoming 
Duke of Wellington,

straightened out some worthless transcriptions, taken down 
haphazardly from uncertain % dictation, “as interested that 
Thomas Withers whiim of Cypress Hall, West Baton ^ouge Parish 
of $mte bellum days descended from Half sister of George Washing
ton s mother, - Mary Dall, and from same ancestry on the other side 
that sir Walter ^cott descended. Sir “alter used to write the Chinns 
when they lived in Kentucky, before coming to Louisiana, and 
always addressed the letters to "Chicester Chin, F. P. V.,
^ ov1 isir Maiter's Scottish Glens kept him from

Mntuoky*
C5T EE vj J.1 w  V  V  } iilii W i l  v d  0

ever straightening out
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Mon. Bov, 25th* -
Aurellia has fever. I gave hex some wine and 

she went home, foolishly, 1 neglected to put bottle 
back in armoir. Wine, bottle and cork miraculously 
evaporated while 1 was at dinner,. If X would* only 
learn that Bib$^cal phrase "lead us not into temptation,- 
and act upon it. 1 reckon Peter must have been the one-unable 
to resist.. f - r
Planted a couple more live oaks at arenbourg, - perhaps a foot 
high, and a few more crepe myrtles along drive between units 
2 and 3, placing them in back of the nandinas, sto eventually 
their plumes will wave above the hedge without their trunks 
being seen..

Tuesday, nov. 26th;
feline's nephew, "ony, promised to pass this way early 

today to assit with the mail, already large, including two 
unread reports. A teeming rain all morning, however, appears to 
have kept everyone indoors, including ^urellia whom ^am Brown 
tells the id ad am he saw wandering around out of doors last night 
in spite of her fever, - *>amT sunfailing slyness to work th,e 
Madam u r) to white hot heat, hater *am will escape from the lie by 
saying"he must have mistaken ^urellia for her sister, - or the 
other way around. A very nice letter from -^obina to the Madam, 
saying the physician has said that her, blood pressure is unusually 
high and that she is accordingly tagging things and distributing 
them, in the event she should be suddenly taken ill. In 
the same mail came a large package for him to the Madam, no doubt 
containing gifts that had been sent her in years passed.^ Isn't 
it a pity, - and all because of that scamp.Little M.ng s mama 
has gone to the "-barity hospital in Alexandria to have a tumor 
removed. The aark etude's now wife, - a sister of ,4abert and of 
Attrice ^mthony, was supposed to have taken care of :<he Puny 
household during- Lelma' s' absence, but this morning she fell ill 
and had tp go to the sanitarium, %at a business. In spite of thi 
afternoon s drizzle, 1 did a bit more setting in of nandina hedge. 
Twenty five million thoughts on magnolias for the spring and 
ot er* items to grace our little parterres at *^renbourg....,
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na. nov. 27th.
Two letter*®, one joint, one individual, and great 

satisfaction with each and to each, had he rd none of the 
news items therein reported, including literary note on 
River: Hoad sale to movies, details reg ding red tape in 
preparing 11 pound packages for shipment abroad, etc.
*o hope Anita1 s citizenship still holds, five <Jenks,
One servant and one dog arrive in mid afternoon. General 
commotion for balance of day. — -
Bov. 28th, Thursday:

Pat came in last evening and ^oe last night, ban 
returned from hunting trip. Wank whirlygig contiued. Servant 
claims she can't stand such a household much longer, showing 
shoething is wrong with her head that she has stood it at all. 
thanksgiving *ay dinner at °eleste‘s. Marvelous food.
Plantation is*working full tilt, hauling lumber fox repairing 
fences, plo gting about pecane treeq, etc. I reckon the 
darkies aren’t up much on their Pilgrim fathers1 customs, 
for it appears to be no holiday for them, denks departed 
between two and three. The ^adam says she feels as though 
she had been through the mill. Jeieste gave supper for 
both houses, too, but the Madam remained at home, and X sat 
with her while she ate,, joining weleste and Mme. Regard just 
as the ~enrys were quitting the board. A day for giving- thanks, 
and now that night has closed in upon us, and I am alone 
in my thoughts, save with thoughts shared telepathetically 
with'you, I contemplate how much i have to be thankful for, 
a turkey.in today's pot, the prospect of being present at 
another “marriage of ^ana* on the morrow.

Pri. Bov. 29th:- f
Pull summer, cloudless with thermometer in the 80's.
Put in several hours at Arenbourg, clearing away trash and weeds 
from places pears and persimmons are to be set out next week.
Bet in a couple more nandinas anu a hyderangha. *wo letters 
for the ^adam in toaa ' s post, - one from Mssae ^ae, asking 
for "r, filler's addresss, and one from br. Miner saying 
Howdy. - another chasm yawns on the servant front.
>>nce, when Brosie accidently burned down the hay barn while 
searching for a chicken to §teal was admonished by with
the somewhat bored remark: “Look it, “rosie , you hadn t.̂ ever 
ought to burn down a barn just to get’ a single chicken.
But unpredicatible as the ^enrys are, ^yesterday took 
Mitchell to task for having stolen a sack full of chickens 
from the yard of the big house. Also like the ^nrys,
J. sa^d that ‘■'am *eace had told . im ^itchell was the 
thief. itchel observed that °am ^eace wrongfully held 
him responsible for the fact that “am Peace's wife had left him.

si|g»
,
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rte l l ,  the  u p - s h o t  o f  a l l  t h i s  i s  thajt “ i t o h e l l , ,  f e ig n in g  
wounded p r i d e ,  i s  fctermined to  move away from ■“ e l r o s e .
"nd t h a t ' s  where th e  problem a r i s e s ,  s ince  M i t c h e l l ' s  wife 
i s  the  p r e s e n t  cook a t  the  b ig  house.  And so t h in g s  spin 
a long .  Automotive t r a f f i c  jams a re  unknown i n  t h e s e  remote 
f a s t n e s s e s  bu t  the  human s n a r l ,  as  a p a r a l l e l ,  makes 5 th  Avenue 
a t  42nd S t r e e t  look  l i k e  a lo n e ly  c ro s s  roads  a t  F a l l i n g  B r ic k s ,  
Montana*

Hatu. ^ov, 30 th?

Today1 s r o u t in e  as  out  of j o i n t  as th e  w ea the r .
Tomorrow, acco rd in g  to  the  c a l e n d a r ,  we head in to  .December, 
b u t  e v e ry th in g  from thermometer to  r o s e s  and l i l i e s  appears  
more l i k e  June ,  w hi le  th e  l i t t l e  e n t r i e s  m en ta l ly  
s e t  down i n  schedule  f o r  my d a y ‘s doings embraced p r a c t i c a l l y  
e v e ry th in g  except  them. Tony was supposed to  a r r i v e  a t  7 
i n  the  morning to  h e lp  w i th  the  m a i l .  J oe ^enry  a r r i v e d  
i n s t e a d  t o  u n d e r ta k e ,  some e l e c t r i c a l  r e p a i r s ,  p i l g r i m s  
u p r e  suppoed to a r r i v e  in  mid morning b u t  didn t .
So was th e  b a rb e r ,  d i n n e r , ,  fo r  no apparan t  re a so n ,  was 
g iv en  a t  11 i n s t e a d  of 12. I scampered to ^ renbourg  to 
do a l i t t l e  work. °n r e t u r n i n g  two ^ th o p ia n  s e c r e t a r i e s ,  
l o s t  dur ing  th e  p a s t  week, suddenly, t u rn ed  up,  one on the 
h e e l s  of the  o t h e r .  A t t r i c e  and h i s  papa .cane  to  see  me, too ,  
and the  b a r b e r ,  1'ony and the  p i lg r im s  a l l  blew i n  at  the  
same moment, I  handled  A t t r i c e  and h i s  papa and one 
o f  the  s e c r e t a i r e s  a s  I made the  b a rb e r  c r o p p y  p e r r u q u e , -  
admonished xony to make ano the r  t r y  a t  a 7 o ' c l o c k  
appoin tment  on ^onday, pa id  the  .barber and s e c r e t a r y ,  gave 
A t t r i c e  and papa a g l a s s  of wine, and d i sm is s in g  t h e  whole 
bunch,  took on th e  p i l g r i m s ,  -  and- so t h e . a f t e r n o o n  un
r a v e l e d ,  Supper, and w, H, sa id  he wanted to  t a l k  with  me 
about  an impending European f l i g h t  he p lan s ,  R u ss ia  
ap pea rs  to  be i n , h i s  mind, among o th e r  p l a c e s .  *e says 
t h e  ^ t a t e  department  d o e s n ' t  perm it  v i s i t o r s  to  Germany 
a t  the moment. Recent c louds a t  sundown concealed  the 
waxing moon, b u t  t o n i g h t ' s  c lo u d le s s  sky r e v e a l  a l o v e l y  
lu q u id  d i s k ,  h av ing  darkened th e  b ig  house ,  i  put 
my foo t  i n  the b ig  road ,  and headed down toward ^leniences.
A l l  the c h i l d r e n  had gone to  Sammy s to  the m o v ie s , -  *lng 
hav ing  d r i v e n  them i n  h i s  new old c a r , -  which by some 
miracle t seems to be n a v ig a t i n g  s i l l ,  a l though  i t  must be a t  
l e a s t  a month s ince  he bought i t .  Clemence seem§ to  be 
a l r i g h t . ,  *ackie  was nur ing  her baby. “I r a n c h i e  , ^lenience * s
e l d e s t  s o n fwho l i v e s  i n  town, was t h e r e ,  to o ,  a long with 
some o t h e r  peop le ,  s e v e r a l  of who# 1 d id  not  know, 
nad a n ice  c h a t ,  and Fugabou, ^ b ro a d - in  h i s  new old  Ford, 
slowed down as  t l e f t  “elemcne 8 and drove me home.
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Memorandum: .
. -inctt to  be able  to  resume our accutomed 

• 0 nd i  r e c . o n  i t  goes w ithout  saying  t h a t
c o n v e r s a t io n s ,  " “ h t k  r e s p i t e  was & happy one a l though

co n ta c t  i s  again  e s t a b l i s h e d .
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i »_ _nrrv i  p.0t  o f f  the t r a c k  a b i t ,  so f a r  as the l, m sorr^  h oAtrpTR.1 davs.  covered by tne
^ S r ^ i r ^ t 4f o » ^ ^ o r n i n S - . U i  
be l a t e  i n  r e a c h in g  you a f t e r  your r e t u r n .

That  w i th  a l l  the  d i s o r g a n i z a t i o n  i n  t ^e i a t
o ccas ioned  hy th e  h a r v e s t i n g  of  th e  o ,® 'h* exp lo red
q u i t e  a  s t a c k , o f  m a i l ,  n o t  gaW rdav  ® s t r e s s e d
c o m p le te ly .  J hen tony was h e re  on o a tu r  y .  m0r n i n g ,  -
t h e  f a c t  t h a t  i f  he wanted to pass  t h i .  way * i n s t e a d
. i t  3 « t  o ocu rs^ to  « •  t o 7 seea ttm S  t  ime b e fo re
of  Ha s a id  I could count on him. I  was expec t ing8 o c lo ck .  j*o ^a id  , i  d - i i i  h e ld  i n  an hour ,  a .d as
I could f i n i s h e d  what m ai l  h k r  a“ er  8 k m . ,  I
I  had a d a te  a t  tne  b i g  ho 8 , i n .. the decks ,  a s  i t  were,was enchanted a t  t h e p r  aspect  of c l e a r i n g  the  a ec ^ s .

J e l l ,  U n y  a c t u a l l y  came, a r r i v i n g  promptly  ,_ ^  a o t  a t  
or 8 as t h r e a t e n e d ,  h u t  promptly a t  9. A l r i g h t ..........

• . ^ t i n s r  1 s h a l l  but  touch on a number
o f  t h i n g s  which havh been o f ’unusua l  i n t e r e s t .  The

l i e r L l n l y  h o p k  e v e r y t h i n . J S  In d T o r 
S a th f ? o t 1 ^ *  o-f^damnened^fireworks^^i 'hat  f a i l u r e  on the  p a r t  
e f t h t  lfxdv to t o w  w h t t  she wanted, -  p o s s ib l y  l  should say 
0j h  i h  . . a r t a in lT  given  her  a c t i o n s  every su g g es t io n  of 
w an ts ,  h a s . e x _ - ^  ?,a j haps 3he w i l l  move i i j to  the  c l a s s  of 
a d isamal  f i z a i e .  r e m a p *  o u j  n l - a n m *d him r e -hqon1 s n iec e  who m arr ied  a man, a iv o rc ea  n i “ * x .. Annie ib son  e r o o d  him - but  e v e n tu a l ly  m arr ied  ano the r  married him, r e  d iv o rced  im^ , t h in k  which phrase  would
man on the t h i r d  go round. n i n d M or "viherchezserve  «*artha b e t t e r ;  w*eke up your mum , ur
1 'Homme."

iB l
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. Hummm....Imagine my surprise in bumping
in to the above heading as 1 turned this page.

It is nice of you to say that you don't mind having 
one of my inimitable sketches of tne axelifcuurg doiags from 
time to'time. •‘■f the last one tended to confirm your
ideas, gathered'from my written accounts, concerning recent 
endeavors, it Served its purpose. I continue to hope and 
to plant, *

uver the ween end I read an interesting book, - "Lights 
Out” by Hendrick. I can't recall, if I mentioned it or not in 
my briefer journal. I guess I did. Anyway, I may not have 
mentioned the fact that the author used the word, "braille as 
a verb, having this person or that one braille an object?
And I like the word as a verb, for perhaps sighted as well as 
unsighted persons tend to braille objects with frequency, l 
think. It sounds a little funny, .perhaps, to say one 
brallied a kitten, but 1 think everyone likea to braille 
an inanimate object, like a delicious figurine, for example, 
or a beautifully polished piece of mahogny or some such, wherein 
the touch seems to supplement the visual delights in the thing,

in "tights Out" I think some of the four letter words could 
.have been omitted without great loss to the power of the piece, 
and were they left out, the book "might be put in all 
the mains", - so to speak, and so have .a chance of being selected 
as .re ..uired reading in schools, which, were its philosophy, ever 
comprehended and accepted by the readers,'would make a mighty 
contribution to an improvement in racial relations.

The central figure of the story is a Florida born and bred 
youth, blinded in * ranee in 1944, and brought back to Valley 
Forge, xa., hospital and ^von, °onn., rehabilitation center, 
where he is shocked to discover that one of his fellow sufferers 
and one who has been .very kind to him in getting to town, etc., 
is a nigger". Ycru .can imagine what a turmoil rages in his soul 
as he-'tries to un-do what a lifetime of training in anti-negro 
conceits.......

do glad you enjoyed the v&̂ i ^oon study. of old J. Sebastian, 
and 1 am Ooing to see if we can t~track down something else on 
the ding Machine from the same pen. Purely anyone who 
has done so much with that subject and that period ought to 
be able to provide us with a heap of other studies in the same 
setting, z>o glad to learn of all the news items y u mentioned,- 
the “elen heller lose, Dame Alean#r’s health, etc. Was enchanted 
to read in' l‘his is My Story that she and A‘. *w, ^. visited cattles 
of Louis de naviere on their honeymoon,,.,.
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December 3rd, 1946,

emorandum:
. ' x'oo much noisey company to account for anything

ri.tfc-S.ense today, tut I did get m  a couple of liots

Sister blew in this morning with some bag who
ooked ever so much like “nita, “ of1alh p? f rcstles*,-n-Pnrfnrifitelv had little more control of her restless
energy than hister herself, .̂ hey. remained for amner, 
leperting in mid afternoon.

But in spite of such inconv nienoe, I_managed 
;o set it 10 or 15 crepe myrtles, averaging about 
2 or 3 feet in height, so that last year 8 plan i g 
of mid summer lament, is now just about replaced ana ou^h 
klce a of it this time, x think. I have strung these 
-ion the far side of the pandina which lines ootii sines 
of ?fe 4riv“  separating uSits 1 and g. fhey will grow • 
faster and taller than the nandina. xhe nanaina 
green in summer, with their clusters of rea berries 
coming into their real brilliancy until xovem a >’ 
and the berries remain until Spring, as they disappear, 
the crepe myrtles will begin coming into flower. proviamg 
a line of color a little to the baa* and well above the 
.green of the nandina, end A think the effect in summer time
will be quite pretty.

1\}. aiSo ran across four small live oaks, not more than 
a’ foot .in height. Transplanted at such a stage, they 
^imild e-row very fast. 1 planted them in the corners of n 
the "square, formed by the space between the "elephant- traps .
The mimosas, you may recall, also form a sqaure in 
the same Unit, - A0. 1, but are placed some distance 
atthfextreme point of each of the hal* forming
the pools, so. that the live oaks will form a square v.xthi 
ths souare formed by the more remotely situated mimosas, A1"though f t  is0rhhe/diffi=ult to transplant a live oak successful
lv if they do as well as the mimosas, - all Ox. which came 
through.the summer alright, we shall have much satisfaction 
in their d e v e l opement, 1 think, as they provide
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I am not particularly proud of my failure to listen more 
attentively to the radio for I feel certain ± .am missing 
much, "t the moment it sounds as though had a M g  old 
humble'bee buazing around in my condenser, and so i use 
the resulting unsatisfactory reception as an excuse to 
turn to my heading Machine, It was mynintention last 
night to listen to Mix ^adio, - doing Meet Me In ^t.
Louis”, - for I like Gay 90 renditions-of that sort and I 
like that child actress on the program, but I fell asleep 
before the thing was half finished, not awakening.until 
one o clock, when i turned to my reading me.chine, which 
nroviSes much better instruction and entertainment at that 
weird hour than anything the ether waves seem to carry after 
midnight. ■

I should like to hear the program you mention carrying 
Anna Karenina, I saw the Garbo movie version of that 
.piece a long time ago .and found it quite entertaining, 
although my^idea of the central male figure is not John^ 
Gilbert who acted opposite Miss Garbo. The simplffcation 

that is necessary for movie and stage requires the elimination 
of almost half of. the story,1 for even though the title 
suggests that the story is about Madame Karenina,, it is 
in reality a dual story for the most part, with the family 
of Anna’s brother’s sister fn law providing a type of 
menage designed, I suppose, to contrast and heighten the 
differences between one design for living and another^
I do not remember any theatrical version of "nna Karenina ever 
including any reference to this secondary romance which 
rurrSr so completely through the original novel.

And while on the subject of ’’literary evenings", I 
wonder if you.ever heard of a Diary Kept by old Aaren Burr,
Vaguely it seems to me I have he^rd some refererye to a diary, 
although ft may have been only an autobiographyf which is really 
quite a different thing, it seems to, me, - perhaps the difference 
between reputation (autobiography) and character (diary).
I know nothing whatsoever bout the Diary,; if it ever saw print, 
what years it covered, etc., etc. If it tbe a true diary, however 
like Mrs. whesnuts, for example, it ought to be wonderful, I . 
shoi Id think, especially if it covered those years when he 
with Theodosia as Mistress of -Richmond h f H t entertained .the 
whole world at their new J-ork country residence, situated on the 
highground overlooking the h^dson at about the point where 
7th avenue *->outh has its inception today.- Obviously he kept 
none during his months of association with o L q iilennerhasset and 
his sojourn at ‘*indy 4illl, but possibly he may have undertaken 
one while living in laris or at Jumel Mansion. I think it 
might be nice for a quiet eveninc oh the callery. at Arenbourg....,

2 1 2 7

December 4th, 1946.

Memorandum:
Marvelous weather, - all sunshine and pleasant temperature,

I was glad I got in some work at dawning 
'this promising day, since the routine again had to go 
by'the board, and not until a couple of hours after sunset 
did i get around to piece together the usual threads that 
go to make up something of a routine.

About first dawn i began getting up an apetite by digging 
some more crepe myttles that clung to their original settings 
with grrat vigor, hut after prying loose the bamboo roots 
that formed a net work over the roots of the plants i wanted, 
i finally got them out of the ground and then, after trimming 

them back severely, i toated the plants to Arenbourg and got 
them set before sun up.

kuite unexpectedly Celine came visiting rather early 
after breakfast time. She says.if she lives two more years 
she will be one hundred, 1* thought she seemed ever so much 
fuller of gaiety than when last she was here. She looked 
as gay as her spirits, too, * what with a black silk scarf 
over her head, a non-descript jacket of gray and a voluminous 
skirt that swept the ground, - of black and white checks,- 
about an inch square, if you can imagine. Tony cane with her, 
and as they•chatted in the upper chamber with the Madam, l 
hunted up some wine, and Celine was a picture of delight and 
homely dignity as she recounted a couple of tales, half in 
french and h If in english, as she swayed her cane with 
one hand and described graceful sweeps of her hand which, held 
the wine glass, I think she had a nice tim^, and I know 
she afforded us a heap of pleasure.

In the midst of all this, and for the balance' of the day, 
servants were removing the blinds from the windows', sweeping 

and dusting the former and washing to latter, and 1 must 
say that such activity, plus the balmy quality of. the atmosphere
made it seem ever so much like Spring and Spring cle; ning.
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In the afternoon came ^is, ^and and Mrs. attison, They 
asked me to show them where cane was being ground, and I 
drove them down below ^agnolia where tley purchased some 
molasses, turnips, greens, etc., etc. It was pleasant to 
chat with the mulattoes who own the place, for they are 
kindly and’I never get to see them more than once a year.
Mrs.%Aand always has her car well stock with nice thing for 

such occasions, and the children were delighted when she brought 
out candy enough to go all around, - end generously.

heturnint “ elrose, 1 dug rthem some banana roots, 
gathered them some persimmons and stored away some pecanes 
in their car while they were chatting with the ^adam, which 
just about finished off the day, since it was getting first 
dark before they headed back-toward Alexandria and we headed 
t o a r d  supper. #

J. and a an are in "atchitoches tonight. Sam Jones is . 
speaking there before some gathering or other. It must be 
he is fixing to run for some political office aLain, - 
perhaps Governor or Senator. , - clou t ‘know. James Aswell, who 
was his publicity man during' the former term of Governor told me 
that he couldn't imagine why Sam would want to run for the 
Senate, - or the Governor's chair‘ either, since neither is 
supposed to be much of a lucrative situation and m r, Jones has 
not long since built himself a rather expensive house in 
Lake Charles, la., where he enjoys large retaining fees from 
oil dompanies, ^ believe. His reputation as a goo'd Governor seems 
to hold with the business men, but I'm not sure that I would 
be too happy to see him, in that chair agai-i. when I remember t* at 
he was determined, and came wiig.in an inch of vetoing the 
library Commission appropriation which'would have killed that
business end thrown the remamanente into the lap of L. U,

I heard Senator ^llender's name mentioned in some connection 
with the present ^ilbo investigation, but it wasn't clear to 
me‘ what he as having to do with it. Nothing, I hope, since 
Fllender himself is a hill-billy of. the first water, #and his 
presence on any investigating hoard of that type woul'd 
mean nothing advantageous for the forces of Aaw and Cider.

.. J-o hand has come the disks containing Brook's Flowering 
of Hew England which 1! want to read again# I have dipped ia,to 
hut one disk, which chanced to be about t£e opulent manor houses 
in the Newport area in the late 1780's and early 1800's.
It's been so lonL since my last visit to Newport that I need 
to pass that way again, - and leisurely, - to see what, if any, 
remains of that early civilization, And since we are going 
that way for exploration, a reckon we might as well stop along' 
the root and see if we can find anything of old Portsmouth, 
and some of the other little classic towns of that forgotten age. 
Lord, there are so many things do be none, - and another ■ 
dawn will be heading this way again so soon,.,..
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Memorandum: f
To hand your nice' report, penned on Monday, and 

while 1 still regret that my mix up in regard to the date of 
your return impelled me to withhold my daily notations 
until delivery about Wednesday, still I am hoping that 
you understand that the reason was good even though my 
lack of proper reading of the chkendar was unjustixied.

But now we are back in line a^ain, and it goes without
saying that 1 am entranced to have your account of your 
week end doings.

It is good that you got to see Lady Windemere's Fan, even 
thought the stage presentation did not come up to the im
pression you had gained from the text when it was read some 
time back. After alL, the outing was the thing, and I am 
sure you and the girl friend enjoyed the evening together.
It has been so long since t have read the Wilde play that 
I don t recall precisely how the patter of conversation 
runs along, but i remember seeing a talkie some years ago,- #
The Coward, in which Hoel toward starred, - and as 1 write that 
down, 1 recall even more vaguely that Mr, Woolcott was in the 
piece, too. But to get back to what I started to say:-

remember being impressed at the time I was seeing the film 
unroll and listened to the conversation of the several characters,
I was impressed by the fact.that some of the things being said were 

quite witty, but were so lavishly spilled, - one sentence falling 
slap on the heels of the foregoing one that I wisned might 
have read the script before seeing the picture in order that my 
slow brain my the better have comprehended the full valr-e of 
a lot of things £ must have missed. I have sometimes felt the 
same way in hearing some of Shakespeare's things on the stage 
when half sub-consciously I realize I am appreciating the lines 
the more because while half forgotten, they are served up anew, 
and I would miss half that was being said, so fast does the dialogue 
run along, were it not that the service of memory were bringing 
into clear perception what otherwise would have passed largely in 
a blurr.

I'm £,lad you told me about the bouquet for Thanksgiving. 
Whatever the intention or the reason for its being sent, it 
obviously was better than the individual for Whom it stood.
How thoroughly' i concur with you in your remark as to the
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hope that the two individuals involved will eventually make 
up their mindQ,

it is good to know that the post from abroad brought satis
factory news for the most part. I was under the impression that 

■ the prisonner of war would have been returned by the Nov, 10th 
date, but perhaps he arrived immediately after the letter was 
posted. Isn't it good that at least two zones of occupations 
are going under a single cooperative system now, with a hope 
that the other one or two’ zones mpy be joined to the .whole before 
so very long. 4- have a feeling that this will m«rk far step in 
reducing some oi' the chaos that has made t ings so difficult 
curing this past year. 1 appreciate your kindness in telling 
pe jot the other individuals who remain, - the ones of primary 
concern, and I am glad .that Anita's jaunt to Berlin resulted 
in some satisfaction to herself, I must say, however, that I 
continue to h/ne that those, whom we love may get out from under 
a situation which, it woulo. seem to me, is bound to take a 
long, long time to get right side up again, and it would be 
wonderful if those years just ahead could be lived out in some 
locality where a measure of peace and an absence of privation 
might enable them some compensation for the awful things they 
hove been through,

A week ago I had a letter from ^adine which >  have not 
gotten around to road as yet, what with other items of primary 
irnpertance naturally impelling me toward them at the expense of 
an epistle which, if one may guess from foregoing ones from that 
quarter, don t matter so much. There was. also a letter from 
Hiss Aobina? which she asked me to burn,'and which, of course,
I immediately did. There was nothig particular’in it, merely 
thanking me for some particulars I had sent and saying she thought 
she-‘would send the santa Claus letters to one of the local children 
regardless., She suggests that i drop a hint as to the source 
of the letter, should the occasion arise. ?I will, hut 1 think 

■ it will be sweetness waisted on the desert air.
At iirenbourg 1t planted a couple more crepe myrtles, which 

brings the number to somewhere between 25 and 50, and t guess I shall 
plant no more this season, I assume most of these are pink and 
watermelon in color. It is strange that no seed from a crepe
myrtle can be .triisted to come true to the parent tree’s coloring.
x‘o intensify* the rose or r<at ermelibn hues which we may realize fro
this month s planting, I shall take some cuttings from a
large white crepe myrtle in the ^elrose garden along about 
January, and shall plant one or two cuttings at the roots of each 
of the bushes already set, so that within a yê .r or so, the 
individual bushes will seem to be blossoming in gc^h white and 
pink flowers. TbJa -line. ^urie yellow rose came. I planted two 
b1 shes today, too. Slowly but surely our little kingdom grows...-.

. A
1 '
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December 6th, 1946,

Memorandum*.
At long last, 1 got around to read the enclosure, - 

but in such a rush that I am not too sure of the contents, but 
I gather they are not of moment, and if there is anything aoout 
the former boy friend, I missed that completely. If anything 
is mentioned on that score, I would appreciate your remarking 
upon it eventually,

I think I didn't mention the. ̂ nipmeyer' fe visit in yesterday's 
note. They were here a little earlier on Thursday than usual.
It seems the children had been playing baseball at St.

Mathew's school, and the windows suffered in the Melrose clinic 
hard bye. accordingly, what with Queen Anne Robinson having 
died during the week and Flitta not having showed up,- and other 
patients apprantly busy in the pecane department, the 
K,*s called earlier than usual, but had little new of note, save 
the items mentioned above,

Paynie returned by air today from flew lork and Chicago.
He remarked that' Araodway $eemed rather dim under the present 
dim-out situation. He didn t have much news, except that the 
General, whom he saw in Washington, is scheduled to come here 
in February. 1 think 1 shall write the latter, suggesting that 
he arrange his trip., if convenient,, to take his Mother back as 
far as Ashville, uorth •Carolina with him. ubviously the 
mental skeins are sagging as time goes on and possibly 
a little mountain air might help some as the warm weather approaches 
and I'm sure the new faces and personalities she would encounter 
would be quite helpful, too. As some of her friends operate the 
Pennland colony, where she has a room of her own which she has 
completely furnished but never seen, I think she would be quite 
safe with t̂ hera, ana she would of course take -^drelia along with 
her, I suppose. There is but one fly in the ointment, - which 
you have already guessed, - and 1 certainly haven-t the slightest 
inclination to park my hips on a Carolina ]6eak this summer.

This afternoon a 50 word telegram earae to me from 
Mssae "~ae, saying' she has the director of Art of the state of 
California with her, that she is planning to run up to 
Natchez tomorrow, and could they feturn to Baton Aouve via 
Melrose, and while here, could they see ^lemence and some of 
her paintings, a telephone or wire in response was requested.

Hi
, VO
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F.S'. did £ remark-the other day that it wa 
the Madam who seat the Gains item. * in ten
intended to do ‘so. 2133

i thini- I have told you th.-t dam Brown, whenever he gets
ready

iXs meSuoneSr’l need n“  add that saying Yes or Ho to Sssae.toe 
is accordingly difficult.

*-inn]r nf nii^rims dropped into my lap as 1 was trying
, * ^tpiVuhone through to Mssae ^aet-and when I was done with,to get a telephone inroy1 t ghaii try tothe ■ niLar ims~.~ ̂  couldn t get aton i g • . _ V'
contact"*. around ten o'clock: tonight•
I Shall hope ^ g . ^ - S S l g . i - 5 r f ;  Sfre that she. for A,atcnez, atm any •• -u * & hou°e during hex visit,
had better not mention ^ “ ^/"xeverSels on )st!e ’He's part 
whfoh 2 doS,hHhe possessls, for like everyone else when assocxat- 
• np, the 'selves with the Mistress appears quite incapable to 
eo^nrehending the fact that they may get a clop on the neon ifsome IttentiL i «  t paid to warnings as to when not to stiok out
fhPi r -nko'ico, I hope 1 can reach her by telephone oefore sr 
T i p s H a r k  It will make everything so muolj more pleasant all tr e
way . round.

never^av freed I t L u f T \  lfid one Till "if" sffhundLf thousand

k^fon sdon't know how they hit it off tut if they maxe it as well as 
ev ryone else does, it can't be much,of a go, - for long.

hid I mention to you once before that ha Keyes write according 
to a set pattern, - soe much story,, so.mucfc description, so 
much = ex so much story, so much description, so much sex, - 
and =0 on and so" forth, around BBS around until she nas .urued .out 
her volume - llprantly much to the satisfaction of a million^ ,y- 
T d a T l f  people andMhe interest of Owen Bristow
writes accoridng to a similar.pattern, so many w ,
thi-np- - and then no matter if finished on tne point at hand 
or not, full stop, and switch to the next bracket, and so on.
It seems like a curious work for an artist, hat artist are 
PRoh or is each lady, since money making is a form Ox artistry,
U  fs said, and tho^ two belles'certa nly know how to round up the
pennies.

T continue to find much of value to me in 1he ilowering of 
Haw inland so many kin folk of "atohez people are n enumerated, 
although the ^atchez branches, of,course are never named. ,u 
I readily recognize many of these connections ana Gney will 
afford a very oleasant set of,relations as one keeps the 
inhabitants of* the Araces in tune with the outside world by 
putting them in'pers ective with their Boston and Massachusetts 
relations. So much to talk about, and how fast this r>*™rrelations, so mucn to taiK aDour, ana nuw ±hbo w u b paper 
runs.out. Hoed much at ^renbourg and thought pie santly aboi
heap .of things....

it a

■December 8th, 1946.

Memorandum;
X ran across this line the other day in so ©thing 

I was reading- and instinctively x felt that you would 
like it as much as I:

"We are pillars left alone 
Of a temple once complete....."

As generation suceeds ge er> tionx, a few figures 
remain, * suppose, whose enthusiasms for what seems good 
to them in what has gone befor& somehow become symbolic 
in themselves, even though they be but individual columes, 
of a more perfecit edifice wnich, save lor them, seems to 
have crumbled away, or at Least ignored or forgotten 
by the new on-rush of ano/cher age. So frequently people 
who treasure the good tHsr comes down from the past seem 
to the world to be merely out of step, - so much so 
in fact, that even the objects of such opinions sometimes 
tend to accept the category into which they are thus placed 
by the majority. <&nd so A think it is rather heartening 
to run across a phrc se like the aovoe which at least con
cedes that we might be considered a part of what we 
stand for, even though to most eyes it appears to 
have disappeared f-rom the face of the glove.

On Saturday morning I was successful, not only in 
finding a moment when there weren't too many people hanging 

on the - telephones, and eventually in reaching -&ssae Mae.
She explained that the Carliiornia ^rt people had already 
left for ^atchez, circumstances having prevented her from 
leaving ^aton ^ouge t is week end. She said they were 
telephoning her from Mississippi, to learn if they 
could make their contact with Olemence on Sunday. I 
accordingly warned her that in her conversation with them, 
she should be sure to stress the point that they were not 
to mention the artist's naine to anyone here except me. ae 
said she understood, and that they would arrive here either 
Sunday afternoon or “*onday morning, as it is now night 
on Sunday*, i shall look for them on th# morrow.

But after all this contriving, I learned this morning 
that TLemence has been called to town to nurse her son
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whose hand was mantled in a cotton tress a day or two ago. 
"j?he I/est laid plans of mice and men •••••••«

While on the ^renbourg front, another wrinkle developed * 
over the week end. Nothing .was said .to me shout it hut on 
Saturday noon X learned that b # had moved -̂ luff into, 
the little old shotgun house, which sits precariously on 
that little strip of land running between ^renbourg and 
Alfred' sT- the little house slap up on the road.
As it is inside the fence that runs along the Bermuda nocxd, 
roor ^luff and hir wife, bertha Blufff have to jump said fence 

■ to get into the house. It was my understanding that «\ n. was 
oinr to move the- little house to the ~*ast side of the road 
so that we wouldn't be worried, But as you may have suspected 
long since, one never knows how the ^enry cats are going to 
jump, - or when. f

i%s there is no cis ern wit|p. rebuff s house, and as the 
< river is Quite a steji away irom it, x reckon living there^ 
will not be too pleasant. Bluff has a big hog and a flock ô  
chickens, neither of which would be too helpful amon̂ , our 
shrubs and bulbs, but on visiting Bluff, I dissuaded him 
from using the raggedy house, as he had planned to do, to house 
his feathered and unfeathered animals, fand in lieu 0 1 tnat^ 
place 1 gave him some wire fence and some tin roofing to ouild 
himself a chicken coop and a place for the hog to park,- 
material from the old barn which we dismantled last 
February. When things ^et straightened around a little better,
I shall see if 1 cannot get -. to move the house in 

• question and lease that little nuisance strip so we can 
got ahead with planting and not be worried about that 
point any more, fortunately Bluff and Bertha bluff are 
alrgght, and as they have neither children nor mules, horses, 
etc., B think there is every likelhood that they will be 
the most desireable of occupants of the strip which,. o± course, 
will be satisfactory, only, when the strip has been eliminated.

In my re&search, I have run up on the strange doings 
of several of the Bana family of Boston, - especially during 
the 1840*8 and 1850's. And as these people are uncles, aunts 
and father, 1 think, of our own Dick Dana of Goat. Jastle, 
the curious doings in batchez may eventually be the morO 
comprehensible when one brings into clearer focus the 
equally unique performances of his progenitors up yonder.

So the world turns and 1 must say that what with one 
thing or another, 1ime doesn't seem to stall, in spite of nur 
removal from the concentrated places where traffic switches along

2135

December 9th, 1946,

memorandum:
~nother fairly busy day without too much 

to offer as an imposing total at its conclusion*
fhe two ladies arrived about 11 and remained until 

1 . They were altogether charming, - iliss Gladding and hiss
Metz.

It turned out that both of them were on a six 
months' leave of absence and “‘iss Gladdin was primarily 
interested in taking colored pictures of various places and 
objects of interest. It wasn't possible for.them to
photograph any examples of Glemence's work.

I glanced through a few of the little slides they had 
made of various items, photographed in Uew England. What 
I liked best was some hand carved whale bone kitchen utensiles, 
the handiwork of early *onerican seamen, whose long voyages 
to India and Bhina in the 1820's and 1840's gave them some 
opportunity during the long sail to create these very interest 
ing pieces, There were two or three examples of the little 
cogged wheel, set in at the end of a beautifully carved 
handle, an instrument used by Uew England housewives to 
mark out designs on the dough of their pies just before baking. 
These-little color films were about an inch square and fitted 
into a little three inch telescope like .thing which magnified 
them vey nicely, bringing them 6ut quite clear to my vision.

Aside from the enclosure which B had Bniy ^inton read for 
me, 1 received two reports from your true hand which I 
am holding until another kitting, for B expect to round up 
an bthouian shortly, and the confidential atmosphere thus 
made possible will make the contents of the reports twice 
as personal for me, f

In yesterday's Times Piacayune, I rand across 
an inviting1 advertisement of a well known house specializing 
"in roses in Louisiana. I have known of very lovely

I: b .

sag
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bushes irom this house, and I accordingly ordered some red ones, 
some pink ones and some white ones, to go with our 

yellow Madame ^urie at Arenbourg. At the moment the weather 
is really too warm for roses, for they are likely to begin 
doing business, what with the present high thermometer readings, 
and then, if a cold snap suddenly appears, they will be 
frosted to death. But I am counting on cooler -eather within 
the next 24 hours, and that will be just right for the newly 
ordered things when they arrive, it is certainly fun 
to round up some of these items and get them going,

i spent some time in the afternoon at Arenbourg, preparing 
places for the pear and persimmon switches when they arrive,
I didn’t get over towards Bluff’s present residence, and as 
I saw no sigha of any of his animals having strayed in our 
direction, I guess we can content ourselves with a sigh and 
an aside1 "So far, so good1’, - and hope everything will un
ravel -along that line,

i listened to Fred -“-lien, according to custom, last night, 
and as usual enjoyed the program, I thought the rendition of 
Shubert's Unfinished Symphony astonishing, and i nearly fell out 
when the .final purchasers of a piano,-denying ^hurbert his 
opportunity to play the piece through, gave her name as Mrs, . 
Harry Truman. I am opposed to comedians using the 
^hite Mouse inhabitnats as mate ial for-their joikes, but 
I must confess that they could have chosen no other 
name that would have been quite so unexpected, » that 
mighty ingredient of whit, that would have so surprised me.

In my reading, I continued with the -‘lowering of hew England 
running into many particulars I.had long since forgotten.

A'his was especially true in the case of Harriet ^eecher ^towe,
I had forgotten, - if indeed, x ever knew, that it is Uncle Tom’s 
Cabin that has been translated into more languages that any 
other book aside from The Bible, It seems that*both Tolsoty and 
Jarlyie acclaimed'it as one great masterpiece, - but I am not 
sure on what grounds, - possibly for the influence it exerted, 
Frankly it was about the dullest book I ever tried to read, al
though it is possible i didn’t try long enough and hard enough,
I should rea ly like to wade through the thing sometime. Possibl 
with the p ,or old heading Machine doing the work, we can both 
eventually explore the thing together, Frankly, I am in no 
hurry to undertake such a task.

x‘his morning quite early, I heard some news caster announcing 
that the "La Berty" had just sunk at the ^e Harve basin, and 
only later 1 learned he was* talking about the former Buropa, 
subsequently renamed "Liberte", if only ^ r r  meiitski would 
contrive a ’schedule" for ’’ha Berty”...##

. Q
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Meoember 10th, 1946,

i .

Memor andum:
It began raining last night about 10, and has been going it ever 

since, a nice warm gentle rain which.will soak into the ground nicely 
and do no end of good to whatever is in the mood for^ catching hola 
of life at arenbourg.

The prediction is for 24 hours more of this heavenly oow , 
followed by cooler weather, and I am all in favor of the entire 
program.

I reckon there wasn’t much harvesting of peeanes today.^
So near as I could make out, every mother’s son Of them, remained 
in doors, trying to keep dry, - all save Attrice, who came out here 
from kittle ^iver, to pick up mail and to drop by and say Howdy.

i wrote quite a few notes for the Madam this morning, and 
a couple on my own account, - one to the library of. congress, ask 
ing them how or by whom the Bisections are made in choosing dooks 
for transcription onto the Talking ook records, and taking that 
opportunity to enumerate a few that I should like to have 
turned out for my benefit and a few of their readers who may have 
tastes not too different from my own. I ’m afraid my letter sounaed 
oetulant, which was not my intention, for in reality I am simply 
floored by the number of good things that already have been done.

interruptio
une nice thing about the country is that the element of the 

unexpected, as in the city, is ever present. In tne midst 
■of the above sentence, the sound of someone half sliding, half 
walking suddenly sturck my ear, just beyond the window, here by 
my desk, - the one giving on the buck* gallery and the garden.
Vihat with the downpour going on and a mist besides, I could 
seen nothing iks in the d^rk, and no one responded to by standard 
phrase: "Is that you, 2am. Stepping on to the back gallery
in the dark, whom did I find hut orge, the big old Brahmin bull.

On leaving the big house, the cook must have taken a s ort cut, 
using my private t.ate at the back of the garden, and of course, 
left it open. x reckon George must have been wandering a-fiela, 
and seeing my light, gayly tripped through the gate and sought
refuge from the rain on mv c a ] i«t*tr . ,gallery, which, being pretty damp,

A

»
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caused the unusual combination of sounds which was neither like the 
step of man or beast. After rubbing his neck a bit and patting his 
nose, I have r turned to this machine, via the wash basin, while 
this saerd animal of India remains just on the other side of the 
thin plate glass, eyeing me calmly and occasionally rubbing 
his nose *agnin the window frame and emitting enormous sighs 
that almost blow out the panes, ns soon as the douwpour lets us 
a little, 1 shall take ^eorge by the ear and escort him back to • 
the otherside of the fence so that he,may not succomb to the 
temptation of chewing up most of the greenery before tomorrow’s dawn*

While X think of it, X would mention the cause of the 
destruction of *«oodlawn, of which you inquired in a recent letter.
Woodlawn is just another example of scores of lovely old 
plantation homes in Louisiana which have been permitted to 
just sag into ruin by. utter neglect. Following in the wake, of 
the several depressions since the ^ivil “ar, many a sugar 
plantation has or have passed into the hands of Hew Orleans 
banks which have advanced money on the places and ended up by • 
finding the property passed from the private owners to the 
banks. Woodlawn is a case in point. ~nd of course the 
directors of- banks are interested in but a single thpught,- 
how much interest can be paid on the investment tb the 
plantation represents. Almost inv. riably the elegant old 
plantation home on any of these places is set down as a 
liability. Sometimes a negro family is put in residence fox 
no other reason that it is cheaper to do that than to sepnd a 
couple of hundred dollars to build a cabin, sometimes the 
rooms of these old^mansions are sufficiently larga to house a 
whole family, and x recall-at Bosswood, in the neighborhood 
of Bodney, ^iss., there were four large rooms on the main 
floor, each room embellished with beautiful woodwork, marble 
mantles and silver doorknows on the great doors of each room,- 
with a whole family of negores living in each of the four rooms.

~ut negroes don’t seem to care for large houses, - which 
is natural enough, since those of the ante bellum type had such 
lofty ceilings that it is almost :irapossible for the present 

negro family to provide wood enough to ,haat up a room, and 
so it usually ends up by the old mansion being deserted or at 
■best, the one time elegant drawing rooms being used: as barns 
in which hay or other fodder is stored. ~ooner or later fire 
consumes these forlorn templesf ox, as in the case of Woodlawn, 
the whindows are broken or the chimney falls, the rain comes in, 
and after a few years the timbers are weakened and the noble 
old relic of Mouthern grandeur must tumbles down. And the 
bankers are enchanted there at, for it removes what had been 
considered a .liability and the plough can then pass over 
the foundations and another pound of sugar of of cotton can be 
raised on the spot, ^o perish these remarkable monuments 
because the stu id hill billy legislators are too dumb to t roup 
them together <s historic ^onuments and preserve them for the 
'delectation of generations’"to come....

2 1 3 9

neoember 11th, 19<t6,

Memorandum:

gha weatherf noseUof everyone.or Aysalf^howe ver, 
w m  i^favofof the dampness for the moment, as it provides

in “ rounS T l x i l ^ e  tor Some time. 

I ’ll tell you where 1 am putting a straight line of it.
T. uioture in vour mind the Horth-Sout* drive that is

to he^planted with pears and persimmons and concentrate on. th 
drive half way along separating Units ho. 2 and o. ,
then9dirMtly to the tost .of about
is where the privet is being plai • nc -peQ+-
half way along the pear«per&immon Unit ho. 1.
' V o ?  w8Sioh°islprSthff as "leS tot the point of
this greenn h^rier is seemingly to close the nandina drive 
whan one looks directly Bast from the proposed gallery of the 
Llai§on de la iVe.ine.

as hedges go, wax leaf lugustrum is much nicer than privet,
I thtnk! hft wlio not have wax leaf to hand and we do have
privet, and so  ̂ am making use of it. It is my i ®
S t  of alt hi a on both the -ast and West sides of the
^ L a t  - lloSf thout February. If these grow, they will lend 
l fas decorative note to the hack drop of green, and in the
./inter, when the althias have shea their h ^ ? ? ’the Maen Ld«e branches will scarcely be noticeable, what with the keage _
behind them, .absorbing the gray brown of the althia bark.

fhe strange part about all this is that la mentioning it, it 
ail seems so important, whereas, were you to view it, you wouia
II S f L  .ori than a flock of little hushes, - perhaps

lo or 50 feet in length, and nothing more. iut perhaps when a year
or* two has rolled ’round, the hed§e,.wdB r f  ̂ c h ^ l e  of'vea^ Sill 

. probably So «  16 feet high, if.I doht keep it trimmed down.
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1‘he mail hasn't been of much importance during the 
past day or two. A letter to the Madam from Anne Parish 
says that her mother's recent indisposition has kept little 
Miss Parrish from getting on with her impending novel, which 
Harper is supposed to publish, but she didn't say when.
Nobody seemed to care so much for her Poor ^hild of last year.
I'm wondering if she may attempt something- a little less 
somber this time.

In xhe * lowering of "@w England, I notice an interesting 
account of the first issue of The Atlantic Month, which 
made its original bow in 1857, - the month wasn't given.
It seems there was quite a cluster of lew England stars, <* 
Nathaniel ^awthorn, Mrs* ‘Howe, etc., etc., who contributed 
tofthe early issues of the publication. I should imagine 
the first is^ue rof the Atlantic must be <uite a collector's 
item. I don t remember ever having seen any of the 
ante bellum copies. It is quite possible, too, that 
being under the editorship of James Bussell Lowell of1 Boston, 
the early issues were more devoted to ijew England subjects than 
the bouth and the *»est. I guess.it is harpers and Leslie's 
that used to have so many pictures of the southern scene in $ 
the old day®.

Mn-the home front there are a couple of manifestations 
of the old adage, ’’Penny, wise, pound foolish”, and the 
ultra conservatism-that characterizes this strange menage.
No ted linen has been- purchased for 5 years, what with 
bountiful supplies ip the armoirs in 1940, 4ow that linen 
is back on the plantation store shelves again, we just aren't 
replacing any of our dwindling supplies, depleated largely by 
wear and by armfuls toated off to Shreveport, accordingly 

‘the house girl is kept busy putting patches on sheets nd 
pillow cases, and the youngest son, whenever he finds a patch 
on the bed linen, tears the whole item to shreds so it cannot 
be patched again. That is saving. — Ihe store was able to 
purchase wholesale some toilet tissue at a quarter a cent saving. 
With this saving secured, the .tissue was applied to the usual 
bat room fixtures, but as the roll was half an inch wider 
than the fixture, two of the latter, valued at 80 were 
broken in attempting to ^adjust them for use. -hat is saving.
J-he kitchen stove has played out, - the wood burning one,
He have a gas plate in the kitchen, and nearly everyone uses 
gas stoves for cooking in this ara. But now that a new stove 
is needed, we are telephoning Pennsylvania and heaven knows where 
to get another wood burning stove, even though the wood supply is 
temporarily short and the gas ranges gre working perfectly.

I reckon we all- seem hilarious to the other person for our 
curious way of spending and saying, but x am auite sure I 
get a huge kick our of.observing the way those vices and virtues 
are practiced locally....
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December lfcth, 1946.

Memorandum
Outwardly I tried to give the impression of patience, 

but inwardly I confess to you that I was altogether irkesome at 
having to wait a couple of days before getting to your two 
nice letters. Mr. Brew was my secretary, and it is amusing 
how readily the collection of.smaller note paper seem to be 
hurdled by the reader with’such speed, as opposed to letters 
written on ordinary stationary, such as this type.. In the 
past I have noticed that while three or four smaller sheets may 
total much more than a page like this one, the impression 
gained by my dusky reader never fails to be that 'the mail has 
been more readily accomplished at that particular sitting.
Isn t it merely a proof of some branch or other of sales 
psychology, - the impression as to volume being so much determined 
by the design or form in which it' is wrapped,

I am so glad to know how your week end turned out, and while 
it would have been nice to have carried out your original 
plans, 1 feel quite surer that the Bremen dinner was an even 
higher paying dividend, not only in the pleasures of the board, 
but in the satisfaction you must have felt in having provided 
the lady with such a sympathetic audience, enabling her to 
relate, and so div st herself, of so many highly interesting 
details Of the war years and the post war problems that followed 
in the armistice months, - or is it going to be years,

. If one had but the time, how nice it would be to make some 
notes of those conversations with the lady, attaching them to 
the letters from Anita,- for®those accounts, along with others tha 
will come to hand from tine to time, will be a marvelous 
personal picture of what the individual impressions are by the 
man in the street. x‘he expert and the historian, surveying 
those days from afar, - or on an over extended range, will give 
valuable impressions, but they will never be so touching or 
so poignant and moving as those which are now coming to you from 
these save al sources,

1 mubt confess 1 am releived to know that -̂ nita is back 
home again. The whole journey, and especially the sentry, 
various means of travel, hitch-hiking and all that somehow go in 
to give a picture that still seems as much like a bad dream 
as her earlier account of her war and post wax experiences 
in living through the final days of hostilities and her strange 
trek to Dussledorf. rti'th all my heart hope the trip to Berlin

■
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M C  worth all She went through. Perhaps it has been worth rt,- , 
if not in things rescued, at least in the satisfying of ner 
mind that she doesn’t have to do that again. And somehow i feel 
even more concern for the state of mind of those of her 
loved ones in ^usseldoff. Purely their uncertainty as to 
how she would fare and if, indeed, she would make it hacK a^ain, 
must have been terribly trying, -.mehow danger pays of£a 
kind of recompense to the one who wilfully steps into the 
middle of it, but for those who are left beyond thê  
possibility of lending a hand to one who steps out into such 
yawning calamaties, there see.-.s to be so little of recompense, 
so much of the torture that is the greater when it has to do 
not with one's personal self but with the one whom one loves*.

x‘hank the lord that episode is finished, and may **nita never 
have to tre- d that road again.

I was much interested in your reaction to la' Keyes’ 
volume, and the slowness with which it moves, and especially 
her tendency to dish out stuff in equal doses for each Oj. her 
several departments in her design for writing, - so much ot : 
this, so much of that,, - with.no regard to the value or 
interest to anyone, - most of all herself, 1 suspect, to 
the matter of genuine interest in one thing more than another.

Naturally I laughed when you told me about her vast 
aspiration to do as much for Louisiana as narnett âiie has uone.
It is perfectly true, of course, that he has given the ^tate 
an enormous .mount of publicity through the medium of his boo^s. 
But my laugh comes in when 1 think how much she is coming up 
to ^r. bane's standard, - and I’M afraid exceeding it, in 
becoming too well known thoughout the atate as among the world s 
most disagreeable bags. I suspect, neither of thdm cares much 
about people, or they wouldn’t behave so badly, and ̂ yet I 
cannot wonder what earthly good fit is going to do either of them 
to make such’large sums of money, and nothing else. *or 
surely it wouldnYt profit either of them much if, on 
ringing up the cash register for a cool million,^they 
c.lance .out and discover they haven’t a friend in 
the hole State.

I’m glad you told me about the ease with which the 
erieral's birthday may be recalled. I don't know why, and yet 
I am glad that these two people arb somehow linked to the 
same point in the calendar, for even though 1 knew the one but 
to say howdy, I so. ehow sense that in each oj. them sqe many 
virtues shine forth and there is harmony in the heart when in thought one notes the identity of the stars— thenceforth it 
will always be easy for me to remember the <*3rd, in part because o 
of the General, of course, but trangely enough,■because of 
the one who celebrated her birth on the same day, for knowing 
her but by sight, my heart spent one trying Winter, as my mind, 
blindly, stretched out a thousand times daily where she and 
her angler were carrying a Gross together....

1.1
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December 13th, lv46,
. ; '

Memorandum j
Friday, the 13th, arid the weather is perfsot and

I got a lot of pulling aboM J &s c V f 'oiL^bedimmfdiSely I’ve got a vague headache, and so l m ^oing
after this little chat. ' .

' IB response to a question ^  .^would^ay ’euoe to a hook by Dabney, - as in your la~t • ln these
that I, think, is is the volume that is quite a rar 
parts. 1 am not positive of the name .0 it ns o
mind, but - think it is the one you mentioned - some *ina oxla 
a memoire. And yet, oome to think of it, i can t y
bag should have mentioned the one I have in and
L £ es is wrapped up in -ouisiana, - momentarily, at least Mia 
the Dabney thing ^ have in mind has to ao with antei i ^ S y  b. life in the church nill-'odne., district, - but still ix may 
the same. Old Dabney wrote his msmoires but the family
immediately bought up as many as f0SS1^®* ^McMidalous^ I like some of the things he relatea, - ! orthink, but certainly indicative of oonsidewble bigotr or^
fanaticism, as .1 recall. He. for example, 5 ^ aB®Mtt ®undav elegant carriage for his family s use, Mia on ... ‘ r tthey prepared to set off in it for enuroh, ^e had the servants 
hitch up, - not .some of his fine blooded hordes, but a 
tackle pair of moth- eaten mules, - "thus to humble the spirit .

«iis. Moore once ran across a cop. in the home a lo^her^^ in Baton Rouge, if * remember correctly, and the latter le. her 
glance though the volume, and it seems to me. she copied a lo 
o it in longhand, - and probably lost it lmriediately 
viard If and when I write her again, I m going to ask if 
thedtitlc of the book is the one you mentioned. At might be
jiice to keep an eye out for ^abney stuff nterestingif this be another work, both might be equally interes 1 g.

I'm about to do a little looking into avolume on ieb Stesrt,
a -onfederate General, but before doing so, g sJ g g ® kgher dav 1 Steinbeck's Cannery How. I dipped into the thing the other day, 
when trying out a couple of stacks of books, just to see wnicn 

' was which, and was immediately impressed by the artistry and 
* * Vulgarity appearing on the first page. I confess to you , 

quite frankly that I sometimes feel a must be a oundle of
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false modesty or out of step with the times or something or 
other, since 1 cann'ot hut regret that writers of obvious merit 
such as Jteinbeck has to stoop to the gutter to pick up a 
four letter word every once in a while, apparently just to make 
his writing, or the effect of it, more startling. I don't 
like to be startled in the first place, ~nd in th§ second ' 
place, it seems to me that if grand literature can t be contrived 
without tranishing it with obsenities, then we might as well 
let the whole thing go, AS for myself* the few things by 
Steinbeck that x hagve read 1 have found splendid, and 1 guess 
it is just7because of that that I regret his inability or desire 
to keep the Ki choice of words fairly clean.

I want to turn though "City lawyer1' or some such title by 
Arthur barfield lAayes, one of these days, •‘■’he book came the 
other day, unasked for, but since it is here, I think x shall 
explore -it a little, if 1 don t get too engrossed in my 
ante bellum studies, I heard someone once remark that Arthur 
Garfield ^ayes is the only person of prominence whose three 
names are those of the surnames of three presidents. - 
but not very prominent ^residents in the history of the U. b. ,
I must say I have always been interested in his legal 
acumen, and his esposal (u i of t, e cause of civil liberty.
Only recently b realized he is a Jew. quite disarmingly he is 
said to have remarked once that there was no doubt much racial 
prejudice against ^ews in -America, and that he could remember 
ho prejudiced his German Jewish parents were against Russian 
or Polish ^ews; - that America will-always .be safe so long as 
she has plenty of racial prejudices, since there are so many 
races hefe to be prejudiced against each other, that they make 
up the bulk of the nation’s population, and therefore, in 
their effort to poftect, - each his bMi own little group, will 
always contrive to keep the protection sufficiently wide in it 
coverage to ward off the on-siaughts of any group without prejudice

'
Anf dinally, here is something as nebular as the Milky 

V/ay, but fully as fascinating to contemplate. Supposing the 
Madam should leave "‘elrose in “Aarch or **pril, when the Ueriexai 
goes bacK. to Washington, going as fax as ^shville, A. . with 
him, there remaining for the summer, - say up to August, possibly 
only buly, Wouldn't it be wonderful if a friend, up Manhattan 
way, should be passing through Louisiana at that time, about a 
week before Geleste, ^me. - egard and I might head out for 
Worth Carolina, to pick up the :adam ana bring her home. I still 
say its the -ilky bay, but wonderful, don't you think, if 
nothing more than something to be viewed from afar,..

o - f  * A .
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December 156h, 1946.

Mem or andum:
fhe weather continues perfect and everything conducive 

to diggin in the good earth.
On Saturday 1 got "The Axe" to labor on the big old 

black bocust tree which should have been taken down last year but  ̂
wasn't. It stands, or stood, near the old house and was about^aone 
for, what with the inside pretty well decayed., but still vigorou 
enoiagh to put out loads of san&iHgxx seedlings each season to 
intensify the weed problem, what with the many sharp thorns e&ob 
little new bush k puts out. I gave Uncle bore the woodjor une 
hauling, which was pretty easy as soon as his grandson got out m s  
little tractor and snaked the thing slap bacii to the river ban& ,
with one fell swoop.

On the home front Saturday was pretty quiet, and even 
the postman seemed to be taking things in his stride. He ^ u g h t ; _

me the enclosed card from *-nne Paxiah, * which I am sure -he designed 
herself. She really is an artist, isn't she,

b'he postman also brought me a, copy of bife, and 1 should 
ever so much enjoy turning through it with you, - there seem to be 
so many interesting things in it, and the reproductions o± the 
18th c ntury paintings would be fun to go into together, too.

X have heard little more aDOut the proposed "European jaunt, 
save that it is easy enough to get plane seats on the Eastward trip 
but next to impossible to get them on the way back, Pernaps this 
circumstance will imoell the planter? to head Southward this year, with 
a view of setting down in Brazil, following his failure last year

W n  t  4 T in  f  n ATI

In last Sunday's limes bicayune, there was a brief article 
about the urleans wustoms House and the vacant niches on 
each of its striking facades. The building itself was a-building 
about 1857, and. was considered one of the country’s finest. It 
wasn't quite completed in 1861 and the statues of Italian marble, 
suclptored to graoe the niches, were never set up, although 
they did reach Hew urleans and were placed in their wooden "coffins”
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in the basement of the building. Although the article aidn t 
=av so.'one is led to believe that they are still there and 
merely await setting up. fhat any building in few Orleans 
should have a basement is wonderful, and naturally I am curious • 
to know if the same basement contains the white marble staircase 
that was on its way to Latchez for Longwood when the war caught 
up with it.

Ihe statues for the longwood niches, 1 think I may have mentioned 
before.sere eventually sent to Philadelphia and sold at auction 
in that place, hut 1 never learned anything about the^staircase 

being so sent, I reckon it would be a iitble more dixj.icu.lt
to find a suitable place f or a'four story staircase of white marble.

In the gardening dep rtnient, I am sorry to say that 
the two fine specimens of Mme. ^urie, - the yellow rose, - which 
I elanted a week or so ago, are beginning to put out leaves, thanks 
to the brilliant shunshine, ihe dampness of a couple Oi neavy 
showers and the .warmth. If, when the cold weather makes up its 
mind to head t is way, it will do so bradually, everything will 
L0 alright and the sap will go Caen, into the roots so that tne 
branches will not be xploded. Let’s hope it will oe that way, for 
if these items do get 'well established, they are lively to 
live iiiaefinitely, I don’t recall?ever having seen any table 
indicating the life expectancy of’trees arid shrubs, ,,nd i presume 
their variation is so "reat in varying climatic areas’that such 
a chart would apply but limitedly. Still i should like to 

see such a co pilation, The oldest b rand if fcora on Melrose is 
an ante helium item. From the fact that a line of them ran from 
the house from when I write to the river, - balancing^ another 

line running from a large building in *a straight line with 
this house to th<? river, it seems to me that this last 
remaining tree was probably planted prior to 1833 when the^big house 
was built* From.such conjecture, I assume that the magnolia 
can easily make the century mark, and as much may be said for the 
live oak, I think lots of people are lead to believe that the 
average live oak ts older than it actually is because of its 
size. People are always astonished when I tell them that the 
big oak in the front garden, - immediately in front of the big 
house, wasn't planted until after the turn of the present century,* 
and everys once in a while one runs across a picturesque account 
of some ante be H u m  home, built in the 33350's but whose alley of 
live oaks, according to the enthusiastic but not too accurate 
write, is said to have been pfcanted> L5Q years ago. It's always been 
ray guess that not much of the lower Mississippi Valley was settled 
in 1700, and I feel quite certain that in that year nobody was 
setting out avenues of live oaks that might reach maturity to 
suit the archetctural inclinations of someone who might pass 
that way 150 years later.

I am beginning to give a tho ght, to the package êlfcn 
Ealdwin sent, - of what garments to whom, * and perfectly 
naturally my mind turns to ~nita, wishing the while I might 
drop the whole thing down her chimney.

LBeeember 16th, 1946.

Memorandum:
To hand your nice joint;letter, along with the clippings 

both of which brightened our morning's post.
It is good of you to let me know about your impending "absence", 

as froij December ,23rd to January 3rd. Perhaps I shall be able to 
keep hold of those dates better this time, - I hope.

The enclosed letter*from Dora, to hand in this morning’s post, 
too *he interesting information it contains, of yource; is the 
fact that Mr. haygood has been in Louisiana recently. The 
fact that he did not communicate with this place is interesting. 
Bossibly it was just a brief trip by air which would have pre
cluded any thought of passing this way* It is obvious, i 
think, that Dora would, on several occasions, have haa me write 
the Haygoods, but a letter would somehow call for reference to 
Cane River and an invitation, ^nd sinoe Jlemence is under a 

Xi cloud at the moment with the big house, a{ visit, it seems 
to me, would be frought1 wit awkwardness. Should the prolonged 
summer interlude in the -o-shville neighborhood, perhaps something 
like a survey* of the Jane River might be possible, but I'm 
not getting o«t on any social limbs'until the schedule is 

moree definitely apparent. * ■ ,
i During the past few days I have sent off quite a few letters 

to various writers,•including Arcbbald Rutledge, on the subject of 
the talking book, ^hensome of tese come to hand, plus a 
response from the library of ingress and ^r. Truman, I hope 
to lay down a campaign that will take quite a few tucks in the 
whole field of Reading Machines and alterations- and additions to 
the present policies, with a view to ultimately making this 

' whole field more fertile for the blind and of service to the 
sighted, .. f

ffou know, no doubt, that in the matter of authors reading from 
their own works, it is very striking that some authors cannot 
read at all. I don t know if authors are poorer as readers than 
other people, and I do know that some of them, • I»yle, for example, 
read splendidly from their own texts. But I have been
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struck, by the fact that some of them cannot stagger out a 
line, which greatly surprises me. I recall that I>r. Miller, 
for example, was laboring hard on a book she tentatively entitled 
"Amber Tiger", the 'story' of Dowager Empress of China. Parenthetically, 
"Amber Tigress" would have been a more perfect, description of the 
subject. But regardless, of title, the publishers were forever 
returning the manuscript and ur. Miller was forever doing it 
over, ohe asked my opinion on some portions of it, and she tried 
to read a few paragraphs to me,, hut strangely enough she halted so 
pitifully between words and phrases that £ never could get a 
clear concept of a single sentence, and this injspite of the 
fact that some of my -thopian secretaries have ^Obs-esort to spelling 
almost every word, thus providing me with lots of experience in 
figuring out the single thought in an individual sentence.

home day I’m going to4ask hr. Mailer to let me borrow the 
manuscript,'* for 1 thifik it is of great interest, and ultimately 
it should be preserved in some library. And that suggests 
an idea, * why doesn’t somebbdy establish a library for unpublished 
manuscripts, I rehlly think it might include a heap of 
valuable m&tarial which in another time and under different 
circumstances, the publishers might make a great noise about and 
the public appreciate.

■ hr. Miller's manuscript was *uite astonishing in the'amount 
of material it embraced covering social customs in' China, and especiall 
y on the sex side, * which loomed*large in the doings of the Dowager ^npi-ess. xhbre was one portion, for example, having to 
do with the last night5 spent by the Empress's former favorite 
before he entered' Peikin, to become, not her lover, - that was 
over,  ̂but hfer friend and-rrime minister. The law of China 
made it impossible for any male, except the Emporer, to enter the 
sacred city, and so the Empress s former lover spent one last 
night in sex gratification before submitting to an operation 
that would eliminate his sex impulses and thus enable him to 
enter the city bf leikin and become Prime minister.

I don't know why I got so far off the track on this very 
remote subject, but I’m glad 1 mentioned it as an illustration 
of interesting details which J)r. Miller, seemingly a- shy little 
minx, included in her manuscript along with other minute details, 
which the publishers, for one reason or-another, saw not interesting 
to print, although a book, - a biography of the great Empress, 
appeared just about the time nr. Miller gave up trying to 
market her manuscript, ' '

Something curious happened at .renbourg today.* borne 
ten feet from the'ancient cistern a whole suddenly yawned in'the 
ground, • about the size of a telephone poll in girth and about 
as deep as a telephone poll is high, I have started contriving 
me a rope ladder to let myself down in to see what is up, I shall 
report as to cause and correction on the morrow....

December 17th, 1946.

Memorandum;
I s ould ever so much like to talk about 

Christmas. The spirit behind all this is on the good 
side ’although some of the mechanics of the thing j c e  a 
misere,

’ In the first place, it had been my intention to 
start off a package, neatly wrapped, in your general aixection 
today. What with the impending week ends since ihnksgiving being 
uncertain as to visitors, I carefully put aside,one thin£ and 
another in various places, each .of which 1 thought was 
excellent for hiding, apparently I did the job not wisely but 
too well, for today, just before heading out for the lost 
office, I couldn’t find the one thing which I had in mind to 
get .on its way. I never, felt more like a dunce. . I am 
sure the package is. about the place and th t I shall 
eventually run up on it. But unless I find it within 
the next c a  .hours, 1 shall not forward the same until 

.after {the holiday season, since I think it just as ' ell-not to 
have th® thing arriving at the office, following your departure 
or the balance of the week, I hope you will foregive me. It 
certainly is humiliating.

As for the enclosure, that is another matter. And 
don't you think it is- wonderfully Ohri.stian-like to as*, someone 
else to do Christmas Shopping in.selecting something for 

Ihira party, This Lank note is one which came to hand 
guite unexpectedly a few months ago. I suppose it 
represents a part of the' monthly stipend which, following last 
February's suggestion, I was supposed to receive about every 
30 days. Naturally I am in the dark about what happened 
to that suggestion, assuming it has merely been forgotten,
I think the matter willcome to the fore a^ain when next the 
General spasses t is way. ■

In the mean time, I should like to devote this particular 
bank note* representing such an extended period to making one 
person's daily routine, * or the associates of that person, a 
little more happy, ..and for that reason I am asking df you 
will kindly apply this ..particular item to something you sand 
in tl*e next package for Anita. There are- two reasons, possibly
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more, why I don’t undertake the business myself; - it 
is better, under present circumstances, that I remain out of 
the family picture; I don't know all the regulations attendant 
upon making" a shipment .to such a destination, - the forms and
regulations wnich-are apart of that transaction, etc. And so 
I am as*.in& you to invest this bit of Christmas spirit along . 
with your own investments, whenever they are made. And naturally 
time has no element in this set up, since the Christmas spirit 
can function just as well -in July as in .December, and I 
accordingly leave the matter to your own c oog judgement

Pyschologists declare that too often do we hand a child a 
big red apple, not so much to please the 'child as to please 
ourselves","in 0aining satisfaction in seeing the smile break over 
the child's face on receipt of the gift. bhank the, Lord this 
little contribution toward a brighter ^hristmas can be made 
without any knowledge on the part .of the child from whence the 
apple cane. On second thought, however, the child will direct 
his smile in your diection, and of course, boiled dqwn to the fina_ 
analysis, you are in reality th t one and only person to whom the 

aCi-uo'wlQdgement should go, since without you, there would be 
no appiss apples. Ana so, after thinking the thing through,
I'guess it is about impossible for anyone line yourself, to be 
the originator of so many good deeds without having the echo 
bounce back to the spot of origin, even though psychologically 
speaking, it aoes seem by means "of a round-about way",

Today's sky opened with lowering clouds, and before I 
was abl.e to get ray descending contrivance rigged up, the 
rains begeji falling, and so i had to abandon my. decent into the 
.crevass which I. discovered yesterday, The weather man promises 
clear , cold skies on the morrow, .however, and 1 shall again 
undertake my abandoned project at that time. Afterwards I 
shall set about filling in the place, but somehow I feel that 
it is well to investigate the cause of this opening which was 
so wonderful, opening up, as it did, just before my eyes, as 
I pawed around in the dirt' on my hands and knees, setting- 
out Guernsey or resurrection lilies,, i

1

interruption:
Little king just tapped on my window. He came to announce 

that his llama had just returned from the hospital, where 
she had undergone an operation for tumor, i" am glad I still • 
had'a bottle of port which the ^ene^al had presented to me, 
for while it may or may not do m ch for the*patient, it is 
bound to add to the merriment of-ttye household, celebrating her 
return, I think X mentioned this case, or a similar one, since 
two or three transpi ed this year, - when women were sent by 
their local physician to the, hospital for operations, only to be 
told by the hospital officials that they should retunr in 
six or 8 months for said operation. Strange businesss....

I

December 18th, 1946.

Memorandum* .
It's been a good day to remain within doors, -

for in spite of the sunshine, the liorth 13©st breeze is cold 
and tonight the thermometer will touch 3k, - which must seem 
high enough, after your 16 degree' reading of the current, 
season, but 3k seems cola here.

And so, it being a good tax aay to be indoors, I 
did much hunting for the hidden Christmas package which 
I still ca not find. Miser©, et encore, mirere....,

I scurried up the road after it was too late to 
do a y thing with- today' s out-going post, but found I 
didn't have the proper equipement to descend into the 
strage opening that developed on ^rentCur^, and so I shall 
delay operations ;,here for another day or two until I can 
round up some ladders andsomeone to assist me. One nice 
thing about *xenbourg is the breeze, » in the,summer, ■- 
but at the moment, and until some of the trees get to 
Lrowing, it is equally !'air-ishil in Winter.

■ I received a e. ‘ ft in the mail today from the 
General and his lady. It was in the nature of two pairs 
of outing pajamas, which is certainly timely, even though 
I ha en't done much about pajamas, lo.' these many years.

On my return to Aronbourg, I dropped by'Mr. puny's house 
to see Aelma. X found her sittinL up by the Eire, and 
seeming to be be c-uite gay. I was glad to find her 
strong enough to be ,itting up, Maxima, current consort 
of the ^ark ^uke, is taking care of her, Aelma says that 
her son, Bi^ Six, - -kittle king's twin brother, had just 
sent her a letter which had reached her on her return from 
the hospital, uhe says he is in Manila and that he saw Joe, 

who is t Sap Peace and ^attie’s child out there, along with 
Big Six’s uncle, - Selma's brother. It must seem odd for 
those b.,ys,- all of whom were here last year at this time, to 
suddenly bump into each other in such a far away place.

I should have mentioned the enclosed card before this
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la te date, warah Jones is one of the- more important
staff members of the State "'ibr&ry. r̂t>m the 
picture on the card, I take it she had both -̂ ora and me 
in mind in making such a selection, - she had written for 
his address, and 1 think it will please ^ora as much as 
it pleases me, Sarah is a good egg, rather rotund, and 
rather 45 or 50-ish. Essae ^ae sags she is -uite original 
in some of her doings, and has the approval and the encourage
ment of her motherwith whom she lives. To’cite a 
pe.eular ity, Sarah, according to ^ssae ^ae, likes to 
cast off her cares at the end of the day, and having 
relaxed for an evening alone with her mother, decks herself 
out in a red wig, startling feather decorated garters o’f baby 
blue, and contentedly rocks and roans by the hour. It 
certainly rounds odd, but at least she iŝ d.if ferent, and 
as someone .once explained: "After all, everybody is seeking 
individuality".

Mo you remember 'the lovely big. Christmas candle,- 
in the form of a green Christmas tree, generously sprinkled 
with snow crystals that a friend.sent us a few Christmases ago. 
he keep it in the coolest spot in the neighborhood during 
the summer, and each ^hrsitmas eve we turn out all the 
lights and, lighting it, sit and chat for a while about . 
those we love most, xoday x got it out for this season 
and’have it centered on the mantle, so that we may enjoy 
it during the ensuing days until Christmas even comes 
along when its single ray will bring all three of us a little 
closer for that particular sitting.

It suddenly strikes me that as this memo will go forward 
by Thursday ’ s post>, it is probably the last 1 had 
better try to send until a begin posting again on 
January 1st, in hopes that by mailing a report on that 
day, it will rrive on the 3rd when you return.

I going to be thinking a heap about you in the 
mean time, and although I shall nightly-^ake a couple 
of notations as to the day’s doings, thinking the while 
of you, still, 1 ’m going to look forward ̂ to the first of 
the year with eagerness,

Chat with all the demands on jour time, I should 
have shortened' up these pre-holiday conversations before 
this late date, and so x shall break off at this point.
I recnon it eoes without sayin^ how much 1 shall be thinking 
of you and how whole i.eartedly'i hope your Christmas' 
and the ensuing period of relaxation may be ever so 
happy....

.
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hew Year's Eve, 1946.

Senior andum: * ? ■ < •
1946 has but a few more hours to.run, and I pen these lines 

by the light of a jolly fire, blazing on my hearth. An 
ice storm struck us early this morning* an unending drizzle that 

. froze tne instant it touched anything. By 9 this morning- 
all electricity in the area from ^onroe and Shreveport to 
Alexandria was cut. Officials of the company say it will be a 
long, time before service is restored. Last time this happened it 
waS leng days. It is difficult to operate the water system
ana attendant plyminb l; ) facilities without electric current

Jfce ,ligr/tlBg system, the ice box, radio, reading machine, 
etc., aon t operate worth a cent on coal oil and kerosene. 
ii0 much for the local situation as the year draws to a close.

But one makes a frolic of it as best one can, and this 
1£ _ne easier because of a solid week of marvelous bpring lik* 
weatner all during Christmas week, - a Christmas that was.’ hanpy
P  Qetail one, - the gap in written conversation thatimpelled me to work the telepathy department over time.

y°u what bundles of joy came through in the 
■aô cig9 bearing my name. Best of all, I treasure the daily 
visits i am able to make up and down the streets of Charleston through
S S k 1??ei r ? af88 y0Ur bQautiful bift. Un Christmas eve i took it to bed with me,and every night since I have traveled from
i n t o n e  aountr^o^fh01  ̂ AamiliW r 8tr9ats. »i«i little sojourns for°<»uah tn®. ̂ snley tfiver neighborhood, blessing youfor û-̂ h a9lifc.htlul outings tms magic carpet affords, and antic!»

trid? ?  the same PlaQe in company with one who
cBrmin 6olrt b De " C 1• fC,? til0USand fola t0 the value of this •arming ola place in its high estimate it already holds in my
aided ..her, I 1° f 1? obJeot. aear in itself, how much is
of the mind.1 el9ment °f the heart contributes to the pleasures

ciiaracterist.ically sweet and hind of you to
thebtfiB? your pa oar ge so many delights that could be spread bout
iut onbmvAoAidro?1^  ■ ̂ 0n fS* 0Ur friems of color. I started 
with avyhLidjJer f » A riftFlaS ?Y?' "V Ph-Cht^eB he.- vily re-enforced*°y ’soldiers and all, - so many things
little “i~*bousd^ t n he n9KrtE °£ “lenience’s grand children, the
Ciil-dren t W  *r01? subS9C‘ue«t reports, the doze.,,or sou-iluren reported tnat oanta “laus was indeed a 6ay old fellow,

s

>
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and- it is grand that you can share With me in knowing that delicts 
that, -thanks to you, came to the hearts of our little friends.

I shallt speak, primarily of the Jlemence menage, as I found 
it on my arrival, just after first dark on that balmy Christmas 
iSve. There were lots of people in the front room of thb cabin 
when x arrived, » Olemence, ^ackie, French!© who is ^lemence1s ®
40 year old^ son, his wife, some dark man from town, Yank and several 
of Jlemence's grandchildren, - brother, Junior, “*ary Frances, 
v'innie M ae and so on. The room was lighted by a coal oil lamp and’ 
a decorative little fire on the hearth. I slipped the tood sized 
package down be m d  the foot of the bod as 1 enetered so that 
no one save -lenience noticed it. Frenchie's riLht arm stuck out 
like sore thumb, for he had injured it in the cotton press and it 
was heavily bandaged* but he was quite gay. His uncommunicative 
wife slumped a little in her chair, seemingly worn out by the 
prospects of Christmas rather, than a victim of its passing.
-ank was completely re axed, induced, in part,* per bans by a drink 
or two Which J. probably cave him before the store closed. Jackie 
seemed a bit forlorn, holding her babjr on her lap. The . 
children were wiggling about, flying in aha out the room where 
we sat oofre the fire and the room beyond. Only Glemence seemed 
to be superior to both the local arrangements and the calendar,- 
sitting straight as a ram rod arm. somehow silently swaying the* 
septer over her little court without concsious effort of doing 
so. ' nobody else was costumed -for any special event, - Yank in 
overalls and blue denim jacket, Jackie in a house aress, and

eIe^one else in their work‘a day clothes. But wlemence was a
^  f? clac, and white, her own coloring of deep black seemingly 

brou^at into play to accentuate her "rig". dta-rtin0 at the 
rop^ana wording down, a whit.e crepe or satin turban neatly 
encircled her head. Below was her black-black forehead, striking

i  reH ef by a -™?9ly °eaox ;*tive pair of »hito’::rdea * 
p m  f  haa a0'iuirscl t0 Qeoorate Che optic department,
u® f '  se aan!S tg  upper lip, a white row of teeth

w n m n ' h  W" a cris color on her Ma c k  aress’
about "herfnlrtrir!^&CP  d°YJ to. tho newly starched little white apron 
w m  the te“d hi-? ner.fneee aov,» t0 the botton of her dress
v m c a  t k k  blew of ter skirt, belo which appeared two 
U  , P “ 0p‘'-rn6'S> ait i;in6 nice 1 y into her black pumps. I took this 
crossed fhf'roonr arose fron) her bench beside the fire-lace and 
heal tf ofhth!f rj? ? H tUe Wass of port to drink'the
“one thin Yerv w? hor*zont8l kl80&-3 and whites,'animated by" 
b f f n » h i /  y h f  fr2n ' lthin> tut somehow seemingly to be conceived 
shop ’ ' “  automa4a fro“ ^ t  of an ultra smart m t h  "venue

.than half an
_ . . ̂  _ gauv , vm>+ .*•* v*. «..«*, pig. old
fashioned l&ttern, its handle so long that the light seemed to 
eminate ftrom her feet, Ye stood by the roadside, chatting for 
a moment,' and little did it matter what she was saying,-

cki I

* ' i y
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so marvelous was the effect of the light from below, catching 
several risine layers ,of bl ok and white and oiack and white. 
A* I headed up the road, glancing back to see one lantern 
silently disappear into the cabin, 1 thought to myseli., -’ ^  
many •• time since, .that probably few people in all »oriu
had been party to such - a fathering and had i 
remarkable contrast in race, in Christmas 
unusualness.of decorations,

I shall touch upon some of my other calls in subsequent 
memoranda, but nothing X shall relate will _uite come up 
to Christmas bv® at "’lenience ’ s. ■ _■ •- ■

the V

witnessed such a 
ive gatherings ana

I think the ^adam has written no letters since-tae week 
before -hristfoas, and* so perhaps she . has not as ^et acknowledge • 
receipt of Frances Perkin’s The Roosevelt^ 1 mew. I cannot
imagine anything that would have, pleased her more, -and . he so-arted.. 
reading1 it the day it rrlved. Frequently she refers to one 
point' or anothfei in its pages and -quite natr.rally we find ourselves 
talking about the fclft and the giver. Several times in 
the past ,eek she has empressed her determination to write you 

a line, expressing the hope,that- sometime before long you may 
find the opportunity to pass this'way and so bring subet%i|pe 
to the spirit that so constantly figures in our sittings,

Sometime back, 1 think I spoke to you about the geometic problem, 
"Guatemala is to Brazil and X is to Russia", /ell, now 
I know ‘hat X stands for, - Havana. We all dined with n. 
and Jeleste on Sunday, and on Holiday they headed out fo Hew

where they were taking a plane today to run over
- -to spenu a day or two, returnOrleans, from where they 

to Cuba, - only three ho 
ing here on Thursday, it is s
to Cuba, - only three hours by air, - 'to spenu a day -- *

aid, which probably means Friday.

What, with the situation of the weather and the holiday . 
season generally, 1 have not yet explored the strange opening in the
earth at Arenbourg, having devoted what spare time f had to getting 
some planting done while the weather was warm. My efforts 
included the setting out of some gardeniaB ana a camelia, and 
the earthing in with a view to latex planting of a 
young pe r trees which Ur. Baeiielier had a nursery send me direct.
I guess it is just as well that ux. Bachelier was unable to come 
from ^ittie River yesterday when x sent-for him, for the 
current ice storm would have played hob with newly set out 
trees. Arenbourg yesterday was a study in ice, with all the 
magnolias and Judinas flat on the &rounu, and the camelias in a 
like situation, hot bein* in touch with the ouside word, 
what with the radio lacking current, X know not what the

Wfeather Man has to predict by way of the morrow,- But 
I’m hoping that the thermometer may start climbing rapidly so that 
the ice will melt before our more fagile hedges and trees at 
Arenbourg may not succomb to the ice covering that turns every

half dozen fine

»
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1 e a f  tw x g  in  bo GfiUwQS and s t i c k s  of  i c e  8.21 in c h  t/i icu.  I Hi
undex the im press ion the m agnolias  und nandmas w i l l  come through

SB X s i V nd X (:5 surae the i X foxraex p o si t io n , rve Xt  i  c l e to the  5Xo un o
no t r eSt 1 ilg upon i 4- o\J , Cln d i f lu o ■k i  s ■ i  th us » the g ax den i as and

i o O W11 1 rt nr X JL wuh.LG i h r 0 ugh <s i r  i fih t, to o . I u i  S' a sto;ni  sh in ; to
me llO oun t r e e o 4 t 0 5 f (361 i n  hel i g h t can go t hx oU;i-Vi t.bIJ a
f l a 11en i ng pxodess s th e 4*u s t r  (31 Ches ti iQCl f]Lat on th a p~  ̂ £>■Xounci and
y e t (XCrmo r ii te  t> ITe ix upp lenes s hy x e tu im i n£> CXg; &i  n a’ft rw a.x d t
til lx no rmsi posi. t io n . , ■ \

y f ix e i  s aL«yX n > Clo v m  iand s av e fo r  t1 no b low- of few
e m0e x S • bliG c o om XS QU XuO 0. <a x k and . , 0  t 1J 1 X ig a l i t  t le

i l i » c 0 i 0 V p "1,i -e ni lUiki irr\ ja t t h is  ]pc in  t ailCL ■let 19a 6
moV Q 021 t 0 oli l i v i .on wi t hout any' aid from me • iiga,in I w ai j t to
sa y ,  however,  how much I appxee.u te a l l ,  the happiness  your 
Wiirstmas g i f t s  hxoUj-jht w i th  thefti, and m  laying,’ me down oo s le e  p, 

s h a l l  m e n t a l ly  turn the pages o f ' t h e  hook on J h a r l e s t o n ,  t r a v e l i n g  
hx oubh the low country of South c a x o l i n a  m e n t a l l y ,  hut f a x , fax 

i.8x from fe in g  a l o n e • • • •
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